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SUMMARY REPORT ON THE FOLLOW-UP TO THE
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE 1987 ARDO CONFERENCE 

IN BANGKOK 

1. The "Tidewater" Paper 

Recommendation:
 
Rework the Tidewater Poverty Paper taking into consideration the
 
Administrator's focus statement and ANE regional trends noted in Module I,
 
Session I of this report. (Responsibility: ANE/DP and ANE/TR)
 
This 	recommendation was met by ANE/DP with input from ANE/TR/ARD. 
The
 
"Tidewater" paper, now referred to 
as the "Poverty in Asia" paper was
 
finalized in spring 1988 
as has been used as the foundation for negotiating

ANE's strategy regarding poverty in Asia with the Japanese.
 

2. Communicating the Focus Statement 

Recommendation:
 
The Administrator's focus statement should be put in a form and format which
 
is marketable to outside constituencis. (Responsibility: Agricultural
 
Sector Council)
 

" 
 High quality briefing materials on the new ARD focus should be prepared

and distributed to all ARDO's for use in developing internal and
 
external constituencies. 
 This effort should be grounded on the premise

that a professional public relations effort is 
now needed to effectively

tell the international agricultural and rural development story.
 

" 	 Consideration should be given uo using ARDO's to assist the Agency in
 
developing stronger constituency support for the focus statement, e.g.

by presentations on their programs to Congressional staff, Rotary,
 
League of Women Voters, PVOs, etc.
 

" 
 Special attention should be given to communicating the focus statement
 
to multilateral and other bilateral assistance agencies involved 
in
 
agricultural and rural development in Asia and the Near East, and 
to
 
other sector specific institutions such as the International
 
Agricultural Research Centers and non-governmental organizations.
 

The Administrator's Food and Agriculture Task Force, chaired by Duane Acker,

had as 
its specific objective "to establish a single, fully coordinate set
 
of ,nolicies and programmatic direction for all of AID's work on food and
 
agriculture matters" and to communicate that. vision to "the U.S.
 
agribusiness community and with groups that are concerned with international
 
food issues." The conference notebook includes 
a copy of the final draft
 
task force report. 
 Duane Acker will discuss the major findings of the
 
report and the efforts made to improve comm iications with -.
utside
 
constituencies.
 



ANE has experimented with arranging for senior field ARDO's to brief Hill
staffers concerned with U.S. agriculture and foreign aid. ANE/TR/ARD has
up-dated the summary statistics introduced in Bangkok (copies included in
 
your notebook) and is 
in the process of developing high quality briefing

materials for use by ARDOs in their missions, to host country audiences, and
in the U.S. 
These materials will be finalized when ARDO reach consensus on
the 1990's strategy. 
Finally, Gordon Murchie, senior development

communications specialist for External Affairs will lead a session in Rabat
 
on communications skills for ANE's ARDO's.
 

3. ANE's Bureau-specific Strategy for the 1990's 

Recommendation:
 
An ANE Bureau-specific formulation of the Administrator's focus statement
should be adopted and used as 
the basis for preparing CDSS's, action plans,

and new programs/projects. (Responsibility: AA/ANE)
 

The ANE Bureau formulation of the Focus may seek to elaborate on broad
strategic issues of the income, consumption and natural resource
 
components but should allow for country (Mission)-specific articulation
 
in light of the diversity of ANE countries.
 

Over the past fourteen months, ANE/TR/ARD has initiated a process of draft
 
strategy development, including developing a scope of work for preliminary

analysis, contracting with the Harvard Institute for International
 
Development, organizing a strategy symposium to review the analysis

("Proceedings" in conference notebook), and developing an initial draft of
the strategy for review by ARDO's in Rabat (distributed to all Missions).
 

4. New Ways of Doing Business 

Recommendation:
 
Specific follow-on actions for implementing the focus should be initiated.
 

" 
 In order to respond to new challenges, opportunities and resource mixes,

old ways of doing business need to be reassessed. ARDOs are frequently

bogged down by implementation overload in the 
current project mode of
 
operation (ANE/PD, Missions).
 

" 
 To capture the full development potential of food aid resources, multi
year planning and greater decentralization of decision making is needed
 
(FVA, ANE/DP).
 

" 
 A strategy should be developed for recruiting new technical 
resources
 
into the Agency (career and non-career) to implement the focus 
(PM, Ag

Sector Council, ANE/TR/ARD).
 

* 
 The in-service training needs of ARDOs should be reassessed. Attention
 
should be given to regional training opportunities. Responsibility for

implementing training should rest primarily with Missions in light of
 



the highly specific nature of training needed by each ARDO. 
Immediate
 
consideration should be given to establishing "Mission dedicated" funds
 
for formatting and participating in regional networks (PM, Agricultural
 
Sector Council, ANE/TR/ARD).
 

A Mission level assessment of appropriate office structure and staffing

for implementing the focus should be conducted. 
Attention should be
 
given to opportunities for integrating various types of resources 
into
 
Agricultural and Rural Development programming. Opportunities for
 
enlarging the role and responsibilities of FSNs should be examined
 
(USAIDs).
 

A number of groups have investigated reforming both the structure and the
 
process of how AID does business. The preliminary thinking of those groups

is reported in the Food and Task Force Draft Report (notebook), the Hamilton
 
Sub-Comaittee Report (notebook), the Phoenix Report (notebook), and the
 
Administrator's Task Force Report (to be released Feb. 17, copies available
 
at the conference). 
 ANE/TR/ARD and the Administrator have commissioned
 
reports on personnel issues, including recruitment and training. Richard
 
Meyer, who served as 
the Executive Secretary to the Administrator for three
 
years and who directed all of these efforts, will report on the findings at
 
the conference (Meyer's Phase II 
report conducted for ARD is included in the
 
conference papers).
 

5. Continuing Field Input 

Recommendation:
 
In implementing the focus statement, mechanisms to provide continued field
 
input to the ANE Bureau should be maintained. (Responsibility: ANE/TR)
 

* ANE/TR should inform Missions and ARDO's of progress in implementing the
 
new focus statement and seek input before key implementation decisions
 
are taken.
 

" 
 Adequate travel funds should be provided to facilitate AID/W and Mission
 
dialogue on the new ANE Agriculture focus.
 

ANE/TR/ARD has invested substantial effort in disseminating information to
 
the field concerning all steps taken to 
develop a draft Agriculture and
 
Rural Development strategy for the 1990's. 
 The draft scope of work was
 
distributed to the field as well 
as 
the analytical papers commissioned for
 
the Strategy Symposium (September 1988), the Proceedings. of the Strategy

Symposium, and the draft strategy. 
In addition, ARD distributed a video
 
tape of the summary debaces of the Symposium to all Missions. ARD
 
inaugurated a newsletter: "Networking ARDO in Asia and the Near East" as a
 
two-way vehicle for keeping the field up 
to date on the progress of the
 
Bureau in moving toward a region-specific formulation of the focus statement
 
and to provide a forum for field feedback (latest issue enclosed in
 
conference notebook). All ARDO's visiting AID/W were briefed on the most
 
recent activities associated with preparing the draft strategy. 
 Three
 
senior ARDO's attended the Strategy Symposium to assure on-going field input

to the strategy development process. 
 Finally, the 1989 ARDO conference was
 



organized in such a way as 
to promote full participation of the field in the

determination of strategic priorities for the 1990's.
 

6. Briefing the Missions on ARDO 1987 

Recommendation:
 
Conference participants should fully brief their staff and Mission
 
leadership on the substance, conclusions, and recommendations of the
 
Conference. (Responsibility: Mission ARDO's)
 

ARDO's should thoroughly discuss conference proceedings with host
 
country agricultural and rural development professionals to assess
appropriateness of the 
new focus statement for the country-specific
 
setting.
 

Although a number of senior ARDO's reported briefing Mission staff on the
outcomes of the 1987 ARDO conference, it is clear that we must to 
a better

job involving Mission leadership in the 
new strategic orientations. Wide

distribution of strategy-related materials should help in preparing Mission

leadership for this year's outcomes. 
ANE/TR/ARD will rely on 
field guidance
 
on how to improve this process for the coming year.
 

7. Centrally-funded Activities 

Recommendation:
 
As development opportunities change in ANE countries, country based
 
reassessment of the continuing appropriateness of centrally funded

activities will be needed. 
 Specifically, the role of International
 
Agricultural Research Centers needs 
to be evaluated in the light of Mission
 
approval of the contributions of IARCs to the country program.
 
(Responsibility: Missions, S&T)
 

One of the major findings emanating from the Strategy Symposium is that
bilateral and multilateral development assistance organizations will have to
maintain or increase support for basic research in cereals. 
 This support i!

required to assure that the productive potential of basic food grains

technologies will keep pace with burgeoning population growth. 
 Symposium

participants felt that IARC's should limit their core-funded activities to
the biological research, gcrmplasm conservation and networking roles most
closely associated with those needs. 
 Mission-specific activities 
in support
of national agricultural research services would be funded on a bilateral
 
basis. ANE/TR/ARD will pursue, 
as part of its analytical research agenda,
a clearer definition of how IARC's will related and reinforce NAR's in the
 
coming decade.
 



8. Implementation Plan 

Recommendation:
 
A plan of operation should be prepared for implementing program, personnel,

and process recommendations emanating from this Conference.
 
(Responsibility: ANE/TR)
 

" Periodic reports on implementation of the plan suggested above should be 
provided to all ARDO's. 

" The next ARDO Conference should begin with a full review of the plan's
implementation, including accomplishments and outstanding issues. 

ANE/TR/ARD, with the assistance of the University ef Maryland's

International Development Management Center, has attempted to plan

systematically for the implementation of the recommendations of ARDO 1987.
 
Periodic summaries to the field, including STATE 236079, July 1988, 
as well
 
as Networking and related publications, have reported on the status of ARDO
 
1987 recommendations. 
This overview provides the cumulative report of those
 
efforts on the eve of ARDO 1989.
 

Draft: ANE/TR/ARD, JLowenthal, 2/11/89
 



Changes in ANE Agriculture: Trends and Issues
 

A Reappraisal
 

Below are trends developed at the 1987 Agricultural and Rural
 
Development Officers' Conference 
in Bangkok. Trends are presented

in four groupings: policy variables, technology, social and
 
political environment, and human and institutional needs. Judge

for yourself how ARDO's have done as prognosticators-two years

have passed.
 

A. 	Trends in Policy Variables
 

International Trends
 

1. 	Food surpluses from developed economies will 
increase
 

o 	food "dumping" will continue
 
o 	artificially low international food prices
 
o 	food aid will be increasingly available
 
o 	ANE regional food grain exporters will face increasing
 

competition and shrinking markets
 

2. 	 Major shifts in inter or intra regional trade and commercial
 
condtitions
 

4. 

o 	o:il prices will rebound to the levels of the 1970's
 
o 	regional debt burdens will not shrink
 
o 	 intra-ANE regional income disparities will increase 
o 	 U.S. policy interests will reflect the increasing
 

importance of oil-producing economies
 
o 	developed economies' protectionist policies will
 

increase
 
o 	agricultural energy and fertilizer costs will soar
 
o 	demand for unskilled labor in oil producing countries will
 

shrink relative to previous levels
 
o 	oil-based aid flows will increase, especially to Islamic
 

economies
 

Trends in ANE Countries
 

3. 	Need for increased employment (especially in urban areas)

will dominate policy decisions
 

o 	agricultural production will not absorb all the growth
 
in the labor force
 

o 
export based employment generation trade will becoime
 
increasinqlv comDetitivp
 



4. 	Urban consumption needs will outweigh those of rural
 
agriculture producers
 

o 	terms of trade between urban and rural areas will favor
 
urban areas 

0 rural savings will increasingly flow into urban markets 
o 	food surplus economies will increasingly face problems


of equitable food distribution
 

5. 	 Environmental degradation and concern for sustainability of
 
the natural resource base will become increasingly important
 
policy concerns.
 

6. 	 Population growth 
will continue to reduce benefits of
 
economic growth, and population policy will receive greater
 
attention.
 

B. 	 Trends in Technology 

1. 	Food crop technology needs will change
 

o 	focus will shift 
from single-crop cultivation in irrigated
 
areas to integrated multi-cropping systems in uplands and
 
rainfed areas
 

o 	 varietal development will no longer be the single
objective; more attention will be paid to post-harvest
 
technologies
 

o 	self-sufficiency goals 
are being replaced by technologies
 
that will meet changes in consumer tastes for meat
 

products and processed foods
 

o 	food crop production technologies will be inter-woven with
 
agro-industry development
 

2. 	 Technological emphasis shifting from production productivity 
and 	sustainability
 

o 	additional food supplies will come primarily from
 
intensification on existing land resources
 

o 	greater attention will be given to cost reduction and
 
alignment to competitive comparative pricing
cost 


o 	low-input, sustainable and regenerative technologies
 
will be sought
 

o 	new sources of productivity and sustainability will come
 
from biotechnology in collaboration with conventional
 
agricultural research
 



3. 	Leadership in development of technologies is changing
 

o biotechnology will generate new relationships between
 
U.S. and ANE countries
 

o 	technology needs will be more complex and region-specific
 

o 	LDC'S will have the scientific expertise to do their own
 
varietal improvement work
 

o 	management of technology development will be a major
 
concern
 

o 	role of IARC's will diminish, with a complementary shift
 
to the private sector, as well as to LDC's themselves
 

4. 	 Post-harvest and marketing technology will become more
 
important
 

o 	primary initiative will come from the private sector in
 
developing more complex domestic/export marketing systems
 

o 	need for infrastructure
 

C. 	Trends in the Social and Political Environment
 

1. 	The region will be widely characterized by an increased drive
 
for democracy, political instability associated with ethnic
 
and religious strife.
 

2. 	Decentralization will be driven by the inability of existing

central governments to provide basic goods and services 
to
 
both urban and rural populations.
 

3. 	Women and youth will be making more significant contributions
 
to political, economic, and social spheres of national-level
 
acti vity.
 

4. 	By the end of the century, countries' institutional settings

will be characterized by a much increased complexity in
 
institutional forms of over-lapping memberships and of
 
resource exchange patterns among institutional forms.
 

5. 	By the end of the century, eighty percent (80%) of the pace

of 	 technology transfer will be determined by advances in 
information technology, not by agronomic research on
 
production technologies.
 

6. 	AID relationships for countries in the region with rapidly

maturing economies will be transformed, both in composition
 
and in the level of resource flows.
 

o 	total ODA resource flows to these countries will be
 
significantly decreased
 



o 	increasing priority focus on sustaining the viability of
 
institutions
 

o 	the technical competence of the human resource base will
 
be stressed rather than support 
for developing a single

production technology
 

D. 	Trends in Human Capital and Instittitional Needs
 

1. 	Human capital and institutional agility will determine the
 
nature and pace of economic development in the ANE region.
 

o 	trade and modern telecommunications will continue
 
significantly to integrate the world
 

o 	excellence and entrepreneurship in the management and
 
application of science and technology is a central
 
strategic issue for all LDC's
 

o 	agriculture and rural development will 
be infinitely
 
more complex as land and water frontiers are reached

and income growth leads to a complex set of new consumer
 
demands
 

2. 	The nature and composition of AID relationships will be
 

significantly different
 

o 	lower 'real' resource levels
 

o 	political maturity will 
make "aid" increasingly less
 
acceptable
 

o 	LDC's will not necessarily accept current modes of U.S.
 
capital and technical assistance but will want access to

U.S. knowledge and skills through 
more collaborative,
 
mutually beneficial working relations
 

o the most important technological/skill transfers will 
be
 
via 	the private sector
 

o 	U.S. government support and influence 
on 	multilateral
 
aid 	institutions will become relatively more important

than bilateral modalities
 

o 	effectiveness of AID relationships will 
be 	dependent on

the sustained excellence of AID staff and ability to adapt

to the changing comparative advantage of U.S. assistance
 

o the development of sustainable, mutually beneficial links
 
between U.S. and LDC institutions/individuals concerned
 
with agriculture and rural development will 
be seen as an
 
important U.S. government objective
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Food for Thought: Technological Challenges in
 
Asian Agriculture in the 1990s
 

This paper outlines the emerging challenges for Asian agriculture in the 1990s. To do 
this, I first briefly recapitulate the major sources of growth in Asian agriculture in recent 
decades--that is, the spread of modem varieties accompanied by increased use of fertilizer 
and improved irrigation water supplies. I argue that the contribution of these factors to 
increased food production in the future will be much smaller compared to recent decades, 
and that to sustain growth into the 1990s and beyond, we need to seek new sources of 
growth. Indeed the current prognosis is that without a renewed effort in food grain 
production, the 1990s will be a period of increasing food grain deficits in the major 
countries of Asia and the Near East, even countries such as India and the Philippines 
which have been self-sufficient for much of the past decade. The major ingredienis of a 
strategy to reverse these trends are discussed with respect to both the technical-scientific 
issues and the institutional issues in technology development and transfer. 

Given the size and complexity of agriculture in the region, this review is necessarily 
restricted. It focuses more on food grains, especially wheat and rice, and on the favorable 
areas of South and Southeast Asia which have made the major contribution to rapid 
increases in food grain production over the past two decades. 

Technological Change in Cereals in Recent Decades 

Over the past three decades there has been a major switch from area increases to yield 
increases as the major source of growth in world cereal production (Figure 1, page 3). 
This phenomenon is true fc- the developing world as a whole and is especially marked in 
Asia and the Near East. As recently as the decade of the 1950s, expanding area was the 
major source of increased cereal production in South Asia and West Asia/North Africa 
(WANA). For many countries, area increases now make a negligible contribution to raising 
cereal production. In a few countries, such as China, the area sown to cereals has actually 
declined in the past decade. 

Technological Change in Favorable Areas 
The chief reasons that the source of increased food grain production has switched from 
area increases to yield increases are the lack of new land to bring into cultivation and the 
remarkable progress made over the past two decades in raising yields of the two major 
cereals, rice and wheat, in much of Asia. Three important changes in production 
technology have contributed to these yield increases, but each is now showing definite 
signs of reaching a plateau. 



1) 	 Modern varieties--The story of the rapid spread of modem varieties of wheat 
and rice is now well known (Dalrymple 1986a, 1986b and Table 1). Less 
spectacular but significant gains have also been made in maize, sorghum, and 
millet. However, in the favorable environments where modem varieties have had 
their greatest impact, almost all the area is now sown to modern wheat and rice 
varieties (Figure 2. page 4). Hence, modem varieties have largely been exploited 
as a source of growith in these environments. 

Since the mid-1960s, no additional major breakthroughs raising yield potential in 
the cereals have been made and none are likely to occur in the 1990s, at least at 
the farm level. Yield potential in new wheat varieties has risen at a steady rate of 
0.7-1% per year since the release of the first semidwarf materials in the 1960s 
(CIMMYT 1989). In rice, no increase in yield potential has been achieved since 
the 1960s, although important gains have been made in earliness and disease 
and insect resistance (Pingali 1988). 

Table 1. Percent area planted to modern varieties of wheat and rice, Asia and Near East, 
mid-1980s 

Rice Wheat 
Region (1932-83) (1985) 

West Asia/North Africa 
Egypt 58 
Morocco 50 
Tunisia - 36 

South Asia 
Bangladesh 25 100 
India 54 85 
Nepal 36 87 
Pakistan 75a 85 
Sri Lanka 87 -

Southeast Asia 
Burma 49 -
Indonesia 82 -
Malaysia 54 -
Philippines 85 -
Thailand 13 -

Source: Dalrymple (1986a, 1986b), CIMMYT (1989). 
a 1988 estimate. 
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2) IrrigatiOn water--Increased supplies of irrigation water made a major
contribution to raising yields in the 1960s and 1970s in much of Asia. For 
example, over the past 20 years the percentage of wheat area under irrigation 
rose from 50% to 72% in India and from 66% to 83% in Pakistan. Where land 
was converted from rainfed area to irrigated area wheat yields increased by about 
1 t/ha. However, in all regions in recent years, expansion in irrigated area has 
slowed drastically as the easier and less expensive irrigation sites have been 
developed (Levine et al. 1988). 

3) 	 Fertilizer--Fertilizer use per hectare of cultivated land has expanded rapidly in 
the past two decades at over 10% per year to reach 78 kg/ha in Asial and 48 
kg/ha in WANA. In both wheat and rice production, fertilizer levels have reached 
modest to high levels of over 100 kg/ha of nutrients in irrigated areas of Asia 
(Figure 2), and there are diminishing returns to increased fertilizer doses at 
current levels of fertilizer efficiency. Figure 3 (page 6), which plots wheat yields
against fertilizer applied in the Indian and Pakistani Punjabs, indicates that grain
nutrient ratios have fallen to less than 7 in India and less than 5 in Pakistan, 
compared to grain-nutrient ratios of over 10 in the early years of the Green 
Revolution. 

Together, modern varieties, improved supplies of irrigation water, and increased fertilizer 
doses accounted for over 75% of the total yield increases in rice and wheat in Asia over 
the past two decades (Herdt and Capule 1983, Scandizzo 1984, and CIMMYT 1989).
However, there is clear evidence that the contributions of these factors to yield increases 
in favorable environments have reached a stage of rapidly diminishing returns. The data 
on rates of yield increase in the 1980s indicate such a change is already underway in 
countries that were the early beneficiaries of the Green Revolution (Table 2, page 8). In 
the past decade, 1978-87, the rate of increase in wheat yields has fallen significantly in 
India, Pakistan, and Turkey relative to the previous decade. Likewise, the rate of gain in 
rice yields has slowed in some important rice producers such as Pakistan and Malaysia. 

The 	gap between farmers' yields and those on experiment stations has also tended to 
narrow in the original Green Revolution areas. In the area surrounding IRRI in the 
Philippines, the highest yields obtained by farmers now surpass yields recorded on the 
IRRI experiment station (Figure 4, page 7). A similar trend for wheat is observed in the 
Indian Punjab, where farmers' yields in Ludhiana District now average over 4 t/ha.
Furthermore, much of the remaining yield gap in these areas is not economically
recoverable (Herdt 1988). Hence, in the most advanced areas, farmers have successfully
adopted most of the newer technologies, and there is little technology waiting "on the 
shelf" to be transferred to farmers. 

Asia, here and elsewhere In this paper, refers to South, Southeast, and East Asia and excludes West 
Asia, which Iscategorized as "West Asia/North Africa." 
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Table 2. Rates of change in yields of wheat and rice in major producing countries Inthree 
periods 

Annual growth rate (%)a 

1951-66 1967-77 1978-87 

Wheat 
India 
Pakistan 

1.82 
0.58 

4.64(+)*** 
5.01(+)°°  

3.63(-) °°° 

2.16(-)°** 
Bangladesh 
China 
Turkey 

0.60 
1.01 
0.16 

6.57(+)*" 
5.76(+)* °°  

3.76(+)* ° 

6.32 
6.25 
2.07 (-

Egypt 2.12 1.88 1.18 
Rice 

India 1.61 1.59 1.96 
Pakistan 
Bangladesh 

1.81 
1.73 

4.49(+)° " 

.68 
- .56(-)... 
2.40(+) °° 

China 1.43 1.63 3.10 
Burma .30 2.10 5.47(+)° °° 

Malaysia 1.41 2.54(+)* 0.22( -).. 
Philippines .97 3.86(+)"" 3.42 
Indonesia 
Thailand 

.84 
2.86 

4.32(+)*** 
-. 16(-)' 

3.62 
1.52(+) °° ° 

Source: Calculated from FAO data files. 
a (+)(-) indicate a significant positive or negative change in the growth of yields relative to the previous 

period, and ,°,° denote significance of this change at the 10%, 5%, and 1%level as tested in a spline 
function fitted to the period 1951-87 with dummy variables for the periods 1967-77 and 1978-87. 

However, there are still large areas in favorable environments, such as Pakistan's irrigated 
Punjab, where yields remain low (2 t/ha) relative to potential yields, even though all 
farmers have adopted the improved wheat varieties and modest to high levels of fertilizer. 
There is substantial potential to increase yields in these areas through a number of 
relatively small incremental management changes specific to each area, such as better 
plant stand establishment, minimum and zero tillage, improved weed control, balanced 
fertilizer doses, and improved timing of irrigation water application. These factors could 
profitably increase wheat yields at the farm level by up to 50% in Pakistan's Punjab 
(Byerlee et al. 1986). 

Finally, there are worrying indications that yields or productivity are falling in some of the 
best production areas. Flinn and De Datta (1984) have documented a decline in yields 
obtained on IRRI experiment stations (Figure 4, page 7). Similar yield decreases have 
been observed in farmers' fields in some rice-wheat areas of South Asia (Hobbs 1988). In 
Pakistan, wheat yields rose steadily from 1972 to 1986 by 375 kg/ha but the increase 
was small relative to the increase in inputs supplied (especially fertilizer, which rose from 



40 kg/ha nutrients to 114 kg/ha), indicating a possible decline in productivity. The 
reasons for this decline are.not 'jet well understood but may relate to soil micronutrient 
problems, soil structure, soil health, poor stand establishment, and worsening weed 
problems. Clearly, sustaining cereal yields and productivity in these relatively favorable 
areas will be a challenge in the 1990s. 

Technological Change in Less Favorable Areas 
Modern varieties and fertilizer use have expanded steadily into less favorable areas, 
especially in the past decade. For example, 50% of the sorghum and millet area in India is 
estimated to be sown to modem varieties, much of it in marginal areas (Pray 1988). 
Semidwarf wheat varieties have spread to most of the rainfed areas receiving over 500 
mm annual rainfall and are diffusing slowly in dry areas receiving less than 500 mm 
annual rainfall (Table 3). However, the yield impact of semidwarf varieties in marginal 
areas is much smaller, in part because of lower yield potential, and in part because use of 
purchased inputs is less profitable and more risky. CIMMYT estimates that in irrigated 
areas of South Asia semidwarf wheat varieties grown with modest levels of fertilizer 
provided a 40-50% jump in yields. In dry rainfed areas, the equivalent gain in yields of the 
semidwarfs is estimated to be less than 10%. In wheat, plant breeders have achieved yield
gains of about 1% per year in developing new varieties for favorable areas; in dry areas, 
the rate of gain averages 0.5% or less. Expressing yield gains in kilograms per hectare per 
year makes the difference between favorable and marginal areas appear even more 
dramatic because base yields in favorable areas are higher. Similarly, Barker and Duff 
(1986) estimated expected yield gains to rice research in favorable rainfed areas to be 
twice those in less favorable rainfed areas. 

Table 3. Adoption of semidwarf wheats by moisture regime, developing and developed
countries and the world, 1980s 

Rainfed (mm/yr) 
All 

Irrigated >500 300-500 <300 areas 

Developing 91 60 45 21 62 
Developed 96 37 50 naa 40 
World 92 4742 21 49 

a na - not applicable. 
Source: CiMMYT files. 
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Challenges of the 1990s 

Increasing Food Deficits in the 1990s? 
Almost all recent projections indicate a growing gap between supply and demand for food 
products in the 1990s in Asia and the Near East, given current trends. The FAO projects 
an increase in demand for all food of 3. 1%per annum for the region, and 2.5% for 
cereals (Table 4). Food and feed demand will be increasingly driven by rapidly rising 
incomes in the region, projected to average 1.5% annually in WANA and 3% in Asia. 
With higher levels of economic growth, demand will increase even faster, especially for 
income elastic products such as livestock products and their derived demands for feed 
grains (FAO 1987). The FAO projections for supply indicate a widening gap between 
supply and demand for cereals, leading to an increase in cereal imports from 9 MT to 19 
MT in Asia and from 35 MT to 60 MT for WANA, where the largest increase in demand 
will be in feed grains. Other recent projections by Somel (1987), IWC (1988), and Khaldi 
(1985) similarly indicate that by 2000, given current trends, the WANA region will 
experience a huge deficit in cereals and other foods. 

Table 4. Projected growth rate of population, per capita Income, and food demand, Asia and 
Near East, 1985-2000 

Growth rate (%/yr) 

Population Income Food demand 

West Asia/North Africa 2.5 1.5 3.1 
Other Asia (except China) 2.1 3.0 3.1 

Source: FAO (1987). 

Detailed projections for individual food grains in Asia, based on input use and productivity, 
suggest that the FAO projections are too optimistic. Barker and Herdt (1985), using 
projected changes in modern varieties, fertilizer use, and water supplies, estimate that Asia 
will experience a rice deficit of 35 MT in the year 2000, if real rice prices are to be 
maintained at current levels. CIMMYT (1989), using a similar approach, also estimates 
that wheat production will increase at 2% annually versus an increase in demand of close 
to 3% from 1985 to 2000. Both studies note that these trends can be reversed if 
investment in irrigation is stepped up and ii more effort is made to improve the efficiency 
with which fertilizer and water are used. 

These projections do not suggest that famine will return to Asia. Rather they indicate that, 
if the food feed demands of the growing populations and economies of Asia are to be 
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satisfied in the 1990s, either substantial efforts have to be made and research and 
extension strategies must change, or food and feed grain imports will increase sharply. 

Technical Challenges in the 1990s 
Plant breeding and biotechnology--Plant breeding has made a major contribution to 
increased food production over the past two decades. There are still substantial 
opportunities to achieve breakthroughs for specific problem environments and needs. 
Two recent examples of such opportunities are the spectacular success of Basmati-385 
rice (a high-quality, short, and early maturing rice variety developed for Pakistan's Punjab) 
and the equally impressive performance in Brazil of wheat varieties tolerant to acid soils. 
Other opportunities to make an impact on food production include developing wheat 
varieties for late planting in intensive cropping systems and breeding rice varieties for 
nonirrigated environments. However, the rates of yield gains in these stressed 
environments will be generally much slower. For example, Barker and Duff (1986) project
that 68%of the increases in rice production in Asia from 1985 to 2000 will come from 
irrigated areas, even though irrigated area is projected to increase only from 33% in 1980 
to 40% of total rice area in 2000. Similarly, CIMMYT has estimated that irrigated and 
high rainfall areas currently account for about two-thirds of total wheat area in the Third 
World but could account for 90% of increased production in the next decade if we assume 
that ihe rate of progress in favorable environments continues to be double that of less 
favorable areas. 

A growing share of plant breeding research is now devoted to enhancing yield stability, 
especially to maintaining disease and pest resistance in the face of evolving biotypes.
Substantial research resources are required simply to maintain current yield levels in 
favorable environments. IRRI, CIMMYT (in wheat), and ICRISAT (in millet) and most 
national research programs devote large shares of their plant breeding resources to this 
type of maintenance research. Research managers and policy makers must recognize that 
this investment is needed to maintain yield levels, even though it will reduce progress in 
raising yield potential. 

Despite the excitement about the potential contributions of biotechnology to agriculture, 
the impact on Asian agriculture in the 1990s at the farm level will be small. Some 
commercial applications may be available at the farm level, especially in rice (Anderson 
and Herdt 1988), they will largely consist of the incorporation of new sources of disease 
or pest resistance based on single or few gene traits to improve yield stability, rather than 
changes that increase yield potential. Nonetheless, it will be important for major countries 
in Asia to establish biotechnology research capacity for major crops to provide the 
technology for the even more challenging period beyond 2000. 

Crop management--Crop and resource management will need to play a much larger 
role in the 1990s in increasing productivity by exploiting the yield potential of available 
technology and in sustaining productivity gains while preserving the resource base. In 
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addition, the trend toward reduced input subsidies and more open economies will require 
greater production efficiency. In favorable environments, the emphasis will be on 
increasing the efficiency of water and fertilizer use, on minimum tillage and integrated pest 
control, and on sustaining cropping intensification over the long term. 

Crop management will also increase in complexity because cropping intensity will be 
greater and more emphasis will be given to input efficiency and sustainability (Pingali 
1988, Byerlee 1987). Gains will be more incremental and less profitable than the gains 
from the Green Revolution technologies of the recent past. Hence, crop management will 
be more knowledge-intensive (a good example is integrated pest control), and require 
more institutional support from extension, input suppliers, irrigation systems, etc. (see 
below). In marginal areas the key to increasing productivity will also often be through crop 
management (in the form of improved tillage techniques, weed control, and rotations to 
conserve and efficieni.;>, exploit moisture) rather than through improved varieties 
(CIMMYT 1989). 

Crop management research will need to be strengthened at the two extremes of applied
and strategic research. Adaptive research is needed to tailor available technology to local 
conditions in relatively small and homogeneous areas. Few countries have developed the 
capacity to effectively undertake this type of location-specific and problem-oriented 
research. Second, strategic crop management research is needed for some major 
cropping systems to address widespread problems, such as the apparent decline in yield 
and productivity in some systems, and to develop the knowledge and technology base for 
arresting their decline. The rice-wheat rotation, which covers over 8 million ha in South 
Asia, is one important cropping system for which more sfrategic research organized 
across countries in the region may provide high payoffs (Hobbs 1988). 

Non-food grain crops--Three trends characterize many cropping systems in Asia-
intensification, diversification, and specialization. Increases in cropped area now come 
largely from greater cropping intensity rather than an expansion in cultivated area, 
although even increases in cropping intensity have tended to level off in some areas (Vyas 
1987). Diversification is driven by increased demand from a higher income population for 
oilseeds, vegetables and fruits, and feed grains. In some cases, these crops may displace 
basic food grains, but, given the necessity of maintaining food grain production, much of 
the area needed for "diversification crops" will come from fitting these crops into existing 
cropping systems to increase overall cropping intensity (Tetlay, Byerlee and Ahmad 
1989). Finally, with improved infrastructure and markets, there is a trend toward regional 
specialization that leads to the dominance of one or two major cropping patterns within a 
region and diversification across regions. 

These trends in intensification, diversification, and specialization further increase 
management complexity and the importance of the sustainability issues discussed above. 
They also mean that varietal breeding of diversification crops, such as oilseeds and feed 
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grains, will have to emphasize appropriate characteristics to allow those crops to fit into 
existing cropping systems. To meet South Asia's rapidly growing demand for feed grain, 
for example, winter/spring maize grown on available fallow land in irrigated areas has 
great potential. However, considerable research is required to develop and transfer to 
farmers early maturing varieties with cold tolerance and an appropriate photoperiod 
rsponse. 

Institutional Issues for the 1990s 
Many institutional issues will have a bearing on whether the technical challenges of the 
1990s are met successfully. Here I touch on three: 1)national agricultural research 
programs, 2) private sector research and technology transfer, and 3) international 
agricultural research centers. 

National agricultural research programs--The success of the Green Revolution 
stimulated a rapid increase in agricultural research expenditures. In the 1970s in Asia, 
research expenditures rose by 10% per year in real terms. In the 1980s, this growth rate 
has slowed considerably and in a number of important countries such as the Philippines 
and lndonesia research expenditures appear to have fallen. 

Most large countries in Asia now have well-established research programs for plant 
breeding in basic food crops. (There are, however, still many weak NARSs, especially in 
the WANA region.) But even the stronger programs in the region experience cycles of 
maturity and decline and in most cases lack well-rounded and robust research programs 
(Ruttan 1986). They are often unable to respond to changes in the environment, such as 
increasing cropping intensity or the outbreak of new diseases and pests. Crop and 
resource management research is often still weak and fragmented among disciplinary 
groups. Above all, many NARSs lack a functional mechanism for diagnosing high priority 
problems and setting the research agenda accordingly. Social science research capacity, 
which can help in diagnosing problems and evaluating technology, is still in its infancy in 
most NARSs. To address the technological challenges of the 1990s will require continued 
investment in NARSs, both to sustain established programs as well as to broaden and 
improve the relevance of the research agenda. 

Research management will play an important role in engendering appropriate incentive 
systems for promoting problem-solving research. Most NARSs still lack an effective 
mechanism by which the clients of the research system, the farmers, can effectively 
influence the selection of research priorities. Producer and commodity organizations, 
perhaps with a role in financing research, may be one way to more effectively link 
research and farmers (Pray 1988, Ruttan 1986). Another recurring management issue is 
the low share of operating funds in the total research budget, which immobilizes 
researchers and restricts access to farmers and their fields. Investment in human resource 
development will also be a continuing need of many NARSs in the region through the 
1990s. 
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Agricultural research systems in the 1990s will require greater support from extension, 
input supp!y, irrigation management, and rural education to transfer and efficiently use 
available technology. Farmers' information and skills are much more important for the 
managerially complex, science-based agriculture now characteristic in much of Asia (Jain 
1985). The T & V extension system has reformed many of the extension systems of the 
region but in many cases still emphasizes a "recipe" approach to crop production, rather 
than the development of the broad understanding that farmers need to adapt and use the 
new technology efficiently. The level of rural education continues to be low in many areas 
of South Asia and WANA and appears to be a growing constraint on improving 
productivity. The role of extension and education is likely to be particularly important in 
helping farmers to utilize the results of crop and resource management research with its 
greater complexity, emphasis on input efficiency, and relatively small incremental 
changes. 

Private sector research and technology transfer--The private sector already plays 
an increasing role in agricultural research in certain crops, especially in coarse grains and 
oilseeds. In some cases, such as maize in the Philippines and probably also in Turkey,
private sector research expenditures now exceed those of the public sector. Private sector 
research is also important for chemical and machinery technologies, although most of this 
research still involves testing and adapting technologies developed for the industrialized 
countries. 

Private sector plar, breeding research will continue to expand for crops such as maize, 
sorghum, and sunflowers, for which hybrid seed industries are potentially profitable. In 
some cases legatl and seed import regulations still restrict the full participation of the 
private sector. Plant varietal rights, which have hastened the privatization of much plant 
breeding research in developed countries, will, however, not be a practical and 
enforceable alternative for the 1990s in Asia. 

Private sector research is likely to emphasize areas with the largest market potential. This 
emphasis implies that research will initially focus on more favorable areas and on 
commercial farmers and may widen the differences between small farmers in marginal 
areas and their counterparts in favoured areas. Also, research on chemical technologies in 
the private sector will not necessarily promote input efficiency and sustainability by using 
such approaches as integrated pest management. Hence, it will not be possible in the 
foreseeable future for the public research systems to leave these areas (i.e., development 
of hybrid seed, agrochemicals, etc.) completely to the private sector. NARSs will need to 
develop a strong complementary role to private sector research in these areas to ensure 
that social welfare objectives, such as equity and environmental issues, are adequately 
addressed. 
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Although the role of the private sector in research is limited, there is clearly an increasing 
role for the private sector in technology transfer. In many cases, input supplies are still in 
the public sector, especially seed production and distribution, and lack vigorous market 
promotion. The private sector can also play a larger role in supplying the information 
needs of farmers, especially in providing information for using purchased inputs effectively 
(Byerlee 1987). 

International agricultural research centers (IARCs)--The role of the IARCs has 
evolved considerably over the past decade. The IARCs play a vital role in germplasm and 
information exchange among NARSs, including strong NARSs in Asia such as India and 
China. That role must be maintained into the 1990s. The IARCs are moving a larger 
share of resources from routine plant breeding research to strategic research, especially 
research related to stress tolerance and durable resistance to pests and diseases, and 
exploring new ways to increase yield potential. The international centers will also play a 
lead role in strategic research on crop and resource management that addresses major 
problems common to several countries. The IRRI/CIMMYT collaboration on rice-wheat 
rotations is an example of this type of strategic research, in this case aimed at 
sustainability. Networking among NARSs and IARCs is a feature of these new strategic 
research initiatives. 

An important part of the strategic research agenda of the IARCs for the 1990s will be 
investment in the new techniques of the so-called biotechnology. Given that much of this 
research will be conducted by the private sector for agriculture in industrialized countries, 
IARCs will at first have a potentially important role in adapting and applying the new 
techniques to problems of Third World agriculture to increase the efficiency of 
conventional plant breeding programs. As discussed above, much of this work will 
emphasize pest and disease resistance to enhance yield stability rather than to increase 
yield potential. 

Despite this general move "upstream", for many smaller and weaker NARSs in the region, 
or for specific environments in strong NARSs, IARCs will retain a comparative advantage 
in providing relatively finished germplasm and other technological inputs. A challenge for 
the IARCs in the 1990s will be to evolve in ways that support the strong NARSs and 
permit the different needs of weaker NARSs to be met. 

A major strength of IARCs in taking on these roles has been the international centers' 
relative isolation from political considerations and their sustained and assured budgetary 
support from donors. It will be imporiant to preserve these critical roles into the 1990s. 
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Reaching the Poor 

Development thought is notably "faddish", moving from an emphasis on community 
development to the "high-payoff input" model of technological change to farming systems 
research. The 1980s has been a period of worldwide emphasis on privatization, free 
markets, and policy reform. In the process of promoting market-oriented approaches to 
development, we may have forgotten that the ultimate purpose of development is to 
reduce poverty, both relatively and absolutely. Rapid technological change in food grains 
that reduces food prices to the poor is an important instrument for achieving progress on 
this front. It is estimated that in Asia and the Near East nearly 500 million people live 
below the poverty line and suffer malnutrition--350 million of them in South Asia alone 
(Mellor 1988). The 1990s should be a period in which our efforts are rededicated to 
alleviating poverty. 

For agricultural researchers an important debate in the "war on poverty" in the 1990s will 
be the relative emphasis to be placed on favorable versus less favorable environments. 
Mellor (1988) estimales that the absolute numbers of rural poor in Asia are divided 
roughly equally between favorable and less favorable environments. An increasing 
propo'tion of the poor are also located in urban areas. These statistics, plus the evidence 
presented earlier on expected lower payoffs to research investments in less favorable 
areas, suggest that caution is needed in shifting research attention from favorable to less 
favorable areas. Also there is evidence that technological progress in favorable areas will 
often benefit less favorable areas through 'technological spillovers,' labour migration, and 
lower f,-od prices to the poor, including small farmers in less favorable areas who are 
usually net food purchasers. Clearly more research is need to understand these complex 
relationships, but for the moment technological change in basic food grains in high 
potential areas seems to be one of the most effective means to improve the incomes of 
the poor. 

Moreover, these conclusions suggest that although sustainability research is often 
associated with marginal and fragile environments, the emphasis in the 1990s should be 
on sustainability in favorable areas, where crop intensification and specialization appear to 
have important implications for sustaining productivity. 

Conclusion 

The rapid technological advances of the past two decades, especially in wheat and rice, 
should be seen as an extraordinary period of growth in world food production, especially 
in Asia. However, in the future we can expect much slower growth from the main sources 
of yield increases in recent years--spread of modern varieties, increased fertilizer use, and 
improved supplies of irrigation water. Yield potential in cereal crops is increasing only 
slowly. In the 1990s ways must be found through improved crop and resource 
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management to exploit this yield potential at the farm level, promote input efficiency, and 
sustain the resource base. Added to this challenge will be the need to increase the 
production of income elastic food products, especially feed grains, in the rapidly growing
economies of the region, and the special challenge of increasing productivity and 
maintaining the resource base in less favorable areas. Rapid technological progress in food 
grain production is possible in the 1990s, but it will clearly require a new research 
strategy, will be the sum of many small incremental changes, and will be more difficult to 
organize and manage. 
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Addendum
 
Food for Thought:
 

Techniological Challenges ill Asian Agriculture
 
in tile 1990s 

)erek Byerlee 

The following comments supplement the paper "Food for Thought," that was 
written before receiving the USAID document "A Rural Economic Growth Strategy 
for Asia and the Near East in the 1990s." The comments discuss the 
recommendations of the strategy document and propose specific interventions for 
the 1990s. 

In general, I agree with the major thrusts of the strategy document with 
respect to technological issues. The document correctly places a high priority on 
technological change, specifically on ensuring the maintenance of basic food 
supplies. It also recognizes the complexity of the challen(es to sustaining rapid 
productivity increases in the 1990s, especially the fact that much of the gains will 
come from crop and resource management and will require somewhat different 
strategies to the recent past. 

The strategy document paritions countries of Asia and the Near East 
between low-inconie agricultural economies, low-income transitional economies, and 
middle-income industrializing countries. Although there are good reasons for 
making this distinction, it is not very useful in discussing technological change. 
Some relatively low income countries of the region. such as India, have strong 
national research systems. whereas several relatively high income countries of the 
region, especially in the Near East, still have quite weak systems. Moreover, the 
technological challenges tend to be divided more by broad agroclimatic zone than 
by income level - the largely irrigated post-Green Revoltion areas of South, 
Southeast, and East Asia, and the largely dryland areas of the Near East. My more 
specific comments below focus on the Asian countries. 

Research manag ement and priority setting - This issue is correctly identified as 
important for national agricult ural research systems. but it is not clear how USAID 
can help resolve the prolblem. Better capacity within national systerms to identify 
priority problems and constraints \Vill sturely help but stronger measures may be 
needed, especially grealer particilpation by 1hC clients oft lhe research system (i.e.. 
farmers) in research decision making. For example. some type of' producer or 
commodity association witl] a role ill lIlnancirIg reSCarch could l)Ilace greater pressure 
on research managers to address inp ortant problems. 
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Site-specifc adaptive research, extension, and rural edutcation - More efficient 

utilizalion of available technology at tile farim level will require more technical 

information and better educated. more skilled farmers. What role can USAID play 
in this area'? Should USAID consider offering more support to basic rural education 

and !iteracy, and to private sector participation intechnology transfer, to 
complement the public scoor adaptive research and extension systems? 

Feed grains and oilseeds - Assuming moderate to fast economic growth in the 
1990s, the denland for feed grains and oilseeds will increase rapidly. A number of 
countries in the region already have substantial deficits in these products which will 
increase in the future. Given that national systems will be under increasing pressure 
to give high priority to feed grains and oilseeds. Can USAID ignore these crops. 

even if they conlpele with doniestic US interests? The private sector can play a 
niajor role in research for maize. sorghum. and sonic oilseed crops, but as yet little 
is known about lactors influencing privale sector research investments in the region 

and their impacts. 

Sustainability - The document righlly emphasizes the critical role of sustainability in 
high potential areas. However, tie nalture of the sIislainability problem in higher 

potential areas is still not well understood. USAID should consider supporting more 
research on sustainability to better identify problems and evaluate solutions, in some 

cases through IARC collaboration and regional networks (see below). 'he nature of 
most sustainabilily problems will require research support over a relatively long 

period. 

Intern.ationl anld__regi]na colabration - "I'he strategy document emphasises 
international collaboration with IARCs and US institutions, and regional networks. 

Certainly the more mature national systems of the region need to participate more 
in the global researcl nsyslem as lIl partners. The careftl choice of themes is 
critical for the success of regional nelworks. Problems that are common across a 
region, such as genelic resistance t()major diseases in slaple foods, or sustainabi lily 

in major crop rotat ions (e.g. rice/wheat )or agroclimatic zon,!s, are good candidates 
for suich networks. However, there is a qlestion whether USAID. which allocales 
most aid 1a hilaeral basis, will be ina positio n to Sti)uporl such networks. 

Biotcchnoogy -The docIIICelnl is igderstandbly, \'ague abotf stpporl Ior 

Iioleclillolo., research ill tie regilol. ('learlv eacil comuntly will have (omake 
imlplortlanlt decisions in relation to its needs aind resoIlces abmillihe extent a'ld type 

of its iinvculneiitn inbioteClIoh uv resea.rclh. liacil coullv will alsoIhave to considel 

ile comiplex i iternlitolmal cviilluiellt of IioteCclinolot)l() resacrclh. which involves Ihe 

pri\ate serlctr. IARCs, and devclopld counltNr research inslitutes. )espite Illis 
connnplcxitv. USAID any havc I role in lhepiin to() rat ioialize i.,veslnentl oI scarce 
research resources in bimteholmil v research. 
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SECTION I
 

INTRODUCTION
 

In his remarks to the recent AID/ANE Agriculture Symposium, Jim
Lowenthal characterized the 1990s 
as ". ..the 	decade of sustaining
technical and institutional excellence in support of economic
development." 
 The theme of sustaining institutional excellence
was 
initially and rather unexpectedly embraced as 
a key challenge
in many ANE countries during the 1987 ANE ARDO Conference in
Bangkok. Participants of the 1988 Agricultural Symposium
also identified human capital formation and institutional
capacity enhancement as themes that would characterize the 1990s

in noting,
 

"Although the relative need will vary among countries,
in general AID would seem to have a comparative

advantage in developing and supporting programs which
enhance resource productivity. This notion would
 
suggest an AID program focused on:
 

1. 	 Promoting human capital formation in 
areas
relating to resource management and development in

the agricultural sector;
 

2. 	 Enhancing the capacity--in the United States and

in the ANE region--for understanding the
 
management of the macroeconomic and food and
 
agricultural policy;
 

3. 	 Playing a greater role in donor coordination of
 country programs and in assisting other donors in
the design of development programs."
 

Thus, as AID enters the 1990s, one strategic focal area is clear
-- strengthening and maintaining the reservoir of human capital
and the institutions that mobilize agricultural and rural sector
 resources for productive developmental purposes.
 

While this strategic focus is clear, and is 
an integral part of
the Draft ANE Agricultural and Rural Development Strategy in the
1990s paper, several issues remain about the nature of the human
and institutional development needs in the different groupings of
ANE economies, and the specific characteristics of a politically
acceptable and administratively feasible response for AID. 
The

major issues include:
 

* Why are human and institutional concerns central 
to ANE
 
agriculture and rural sector growth during the 1990s?
 
Where are AID's agricultural-related human and
 
institutional development strengths?
 



* What should AID's strategic response be to ANE's human
 
and institutional development needs, both overall, and
 
within each grouping of ANE economies?
 

* How should AID proceed with the implementation of the
 
human and institutional development dimension of the
 
Strategy?
 

This Resource Paper, prepared as a supplement to the ANE
Agricultural Strategy document for discussion at the 1989 ANE
ARDO Conference in Morocco, is 
an initial attempt to address
these issues. The paper will be revised based on Conference
 
deliberations.
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SECTION II
 

THE CHANGING ANE AGRICULTURAL CONTEXT:
 
WHY ARE HUMAN AND INSTITUTIONAL CONCERNS CENTRAL?
 

The ANE Strategy document accords a central role to the 
'human
and institutional development' theme. 
This section explains the
rationale for this decision. 
 It places the human and
institutional development theme in the broader ANE devel @pment
context, demonstrates the growth-related investment opportunities
for this theme in relation to the conventional agriculture
themes, 
and highlights the crosscutting and instrumental nature
of human and institutional development concerns within the
agricultural adjustment process.
 

A. REGIONAL AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT TRENDS AND OPPORTUNITIES
 

The ANE Agricultural Strategy document reviews the major
structural adjustments that have occurred in several groupings of
regional economies along with the key trends that can be expected
to shape the region's agricultural future into the 1990s.
 
To summarize, over the last two decades there have been varying
but significant adjustments in three different groupings of ANE
countries where AID has major interests. There is a small but
significant group of countries that, for a variety of reasons,
has stagnated to a point where growth in cereal production has
failed to keep pace with population growth. 
 These countries are
referred to as the 
'low income agricultural economies' and
include Bangladesh, Nepal and Burma. 
There is a second group of
countries, the largest in number, that has pursued steady
adjustment with limited success in income increases and
employment generation which has set the stage for continued
adjustment and growth in the future. 
 The countries in this
second grouping are referred to as 
the 'low income transitional
economies, and include the South Pacific, Philippines, Indonesia,
India Pakistan and Sri Lanka in Asia and Yemen, Egypt and Morocco
in the Near East. Finally, a few countries have already made the
transition to middle income status by solving their grain selfsufficiency problems. 
They are well along in establishing an
industrialization policy and have basic administration, legal and
monitoring structures in place for sustained resource
mobilization and environmental protection. 
This third grcuping,
referred to as 
'middle-income industrializing economies',
includes Thailand, Tunisia, Jordan and Oman. 
The structural
composition of these economies has changed significantly, albeit
in different ways for each of the country groupings. Most of
these countries benefit from surpluses in agricultural output,
increasing employment in agricultural production and the
beginnings of non-agricultural sector expansion. 
Other
adjustments are evident in technological advancement, diet,
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sources of employment, equity, natural resource use, and
institutional complexity.
 

As the region enters the 1990s, the Strategy document outlines a
number of emergent trends, changes, and development issues for
each of the three groupings of economies in terms of six common
themes: 
 policy and trade analysis, technical change, natural
resources, infrastructure, private sector agro-processing, and
human and institutional development. 
Based on this assessment, a
major overriding izue emerges:
 

'How can each group of ANE economies best respond to
global changes and continue to influence and encourage
sustained agriculture development, while enhancing
equity and conservation of the natural resource base?'
 
In response to this question, the document premises the need for
"demand-led" agricultural development and structural adjustment
strategy. 
The objective of this demand-led approach is to expand
the employment and income of population living in rural areas.
To accomplish this, private and public resources need to be
committed to sustaining and increasing the rural employment base
already established through the expansion of high yielding cereal
technologies on productive agricultural lands, as well 
as
identifying and supporting public and private investments to
develop and promote new, environmentally sound, agriculturerelated growth. 
The Strategy document then proceeds to identify
a number of specific opportunities for growth-related adjustments
in each of the common theme areas for the three groups of
economies as summarized in Table 1.
 

The specific context of the human and institutional development
opportunities has changed markedly in the last two decades and
promises to alter more quickly during the 1990s. 
ANE economies
have witnessed a substantial broadening of the human.capital base
and a substantial increase in the number and complexity of
governmental, priVate, and NGO agricultural development
institutions. 
Many countries are demonstrating a mature response
to critical social 'issues such as 
income equity and the
productive roles of women and youth in the generation of income,
technical innovation, and natural 
resource preservation.
 
In the future, several additional trends are likely as outlined
in the 1987 ARDO Conference. 
 First, the inability of existing
central governments to provide basic goods and services to both
urban and rural populations will further drive the development of
more decentralized but integrated institutional structures.
the end of the century, countries' institutional settings will 

By
be
characterized by a much increased complexity in institutional
forms of overlapping memberships and of resource exchange
pattern. Increasingly, the pace of technology transfer 
-- in
organizations, between organizations, and globally -- will be
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determined by advances in information technology 
not by

agronomic research on production technologies. 
 Second 
 women and
 
Youth will be making more significant contributions 
to Political,

economic, and social spheres of national and local-level activity
sensitivity will be integrated into the policy and procedures of
 

in both public and private sector organizations 
 Gender rolc
many more 
agricultural and rural sector institutions.
AID's relationships with countries in the region will be
 
Finally,
transformed, both in composition and in the level of resource
flows.
 

These trends will have a differential impact on the human and
 
institutional development opportunities for agricultural growth

in each of the three groups of economies as presented below.
1. Opportunities in the Low Income Agricultural Economies
Program investments in these economies tend to follow traditional

agricultural investment patterns, concentrating
per capita availability of basic food grains. 

on 
increasing the

Common themes here
 

are coordinated investments in agricultural research, technology

diffusion, input supply, rural public services, policy analysis
 
and huran capital, combined with increasing 
awareness of natural

resource implications of production-oriented
Underlying the above is the basic need for trained personnel and
 

investments.

strengthened institutions 
at all 
levels, and particularly in the
 
research and technology adaptation, analysis, and management
fields. 
There is 
an urgent need to enhance and sustain the
 
effective performance of key policy, research, extension, input

supply, output processing, and local 
level institutions involved
in the major cereal production 
process.
focused interventions that consider the appropriate mix of
 

This will include
governmental and private entities, the key role of women and

youth in productive activities, and the issue of self-financing
to at least partially offset increasing maintenance costs
 associated with research, infrastructure related services, and

governmental personnel systems. 
 A large part of any development

professional education and training, initially outside the
 

strategy in these economies will include substantial support for
 
country, as domestic institutions 
are being improved.
2. Opportunities in the Low Income Transition Economies
 
The low income transitional economies require a strengthened
human and institutional base to successfully make the necessary

policy and program adjustments discussed above.
include (a) 
 The major needs
more efficient interorganizational 


structures for

analysis, research, and management of the adjustment
a strengthened institutional process, (b)
infrastructure of laws and rules at
 
the central and local/urban levels, and 
(c) upgraded technical
and managerial personnel in transitional 
areas such as agroprocessing, export promotion, and crop diversification.
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To support the demand-led strategy, enhanced and sustained
institutions, many of them crosscutting one or more
organizations, will be required to support policy analysis and
implementation management, research on trade adjustments,
improved utilization of infrastructure, new information systems
to support decision making, and better management of the natural
resource base. 
 Private and NGO institutions will be called upon
to perform a number of expanded roles involving input supply and
output marketing, export financing, employment of rural youth,
and education. 
Adjustments in agricultural activities will
necessitate special consideration of gender roles, minority
concerns, and distributional issues. 
 Continued attention will
need to be given to specialized education outside the country
with a majority of technical and managerial training being

provided in country.
 

3. 
 Opportunities in the Middle-income Industrializing Economies
 

The middle-income industrializing countries have made substantial
progress in developing the basic human and institutional
infrastructure in support of a modern agricultural sector. 
Most
of these countries, however, lack the sophisticated internal
structures and external global linkages which will allow them to
accelerate and sustain a rapid development process. As the agroindustry base expands and technology development becomes more
capital intensive, new and more adaptive institutional structures
and processes are needed for formulating and implementing
increasingly complex policies, for staying abreast of rapidly
changing technologies in the biological and information sciences,
and for responding to international trade opportunities. 
For
such countries to continue to develop, high quality domestic
institutions and networks that tie individuals and institutions
together in a system of shared ideas and energize the links
between domestic institutions and individuals and various centers
of scientific 
ad analytical excellence throughout the world are
essential. Strengthening domestic networks and linking them to
existing international networks should encourage and sustain the
plurality of ideas and institutions that a modern state needs to
deal with a dynamically changing internal and external
environment. 
In selective, high-payoff areas such as
environmental protection or biotechnology, these countries also
require continuing programmatic support for new institutional
development initiatives. 
At this stage of development, these
countries have an opportunity to deal with gender, minority, and
equity issues in a more timely and systemic manner. Finally,
there is 
a need in these countries (for political, technical, and
financial reasons) to form institutional educational
relationships with nearby lower income economies for the purpose
of technical cooperation and education.
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B. A CROSSCUTTING DIMENSION: 
 HUMAN AND INSTITUTIONAL
 
DEVELOPMENT
 

Of the common agricultural development themes discussed in the
Strategy document and Table 1, the human and institutional

development theme stands apart from the others in that it
crosscuts each of the others and is integral to their
accomplishment. 
The human and institutional development

dimension, therefore, is central to the agricultural economies of
the ANE countries in that this dimenrion is a necessary but not
sufficient component of the other common themes. 
 Stated simply,
each group of economies will need to depend upon improved human
capital and institutional agility to guide and facilitate their

agricultural adjustment process.
 

This need was clearly understood by the participants of the 1987
ARDO Conference in Bangkok as they noted,
 

"Human capital and institutional agility will determine
the nature and pace of economic development in the ANE

region: trade and modern telecommunications will

continue significantly to integrate the world;

excellence and entrepreneurship in the management and
application of science and technology is a central
strategic issue for all LDCs; and agriculture and rural
development will be infinitely more complex as land and
water frontiers are reached and income growth leads to
 
a complex set of new consumer demands"
 

J. Mellor also noted the important instrumental role of human
capital and institutions in a demand-led agricultural strategy in
his recent remarks on 'Agricultural Development Opportunities for
the 1990s --
The Role of Research' as follows:
 

"A different view arises if growth is 
seen largely as
the product of technological development that raises

factor productivity, which in turn is the product of
growth of human capital and the institutions that
mobilize that human capital for productive purposes."
 

Finally, the participants of the ANE Agriculture Symposium in
1988 noted the following as one of the central themes for the
 
1990s:
 

"A need for human capital formation to support

sustained development, including a broad range of

activities from economic policy management to research
 resource allocation to private sector involvement in
the economic development process."
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SECTION III
 
HUMAN AND INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN ANE:


WHERE ARE AID'S STRENGTHS?
 
AID has been involved in the development of agriculture-related
human capital and institutions for several decades. 
This section
briefly reviews the history of AID's experience with human and

institutional development and summarizes the areas of comparative
advantage. 
This information will help inform the considerations
for AID's human and institutional development strategy.

A major segment of AID's development and security assistance
portfolio in agriculture and rural development has consistently

strengthening activities. 

been directed at human capital formation and institutional
 
including: Support has come in a variety of forms
long term participant training, technical assistance,
institution building contracts, performance improvement
interventions, in-country action-training workshops,
institutional sustainability 
assessments, etc. 
Through
continuous efforts such as these, AID has developed a substantial
capacity in the following areas:
 

1. 
 Educating agricultural scientists and administrators.
 
2. 
 Developing institutes of higher agricultural education.
 
3. Strengthening agricultural research and extension


organizations.
 
4. 
 Mobilizing the U.S. Land Grant University and private
sector in support of a wide variety of agriculturerelated human and institutional development activities.
 
5. 
 Operating and maintaining rural infrastructure.
 
6. 
 Building the analytical capability of policy entities.
 
7. 
 Employing a variety of assistance modalities including
projects, programs, sector loans, host country
contracts, IQCs, PASAs, etc...
 

The experience of AID in this area has been recently reviewed by

D. Rondinelli in his book, Deve
foreijn Aid_2 Adinisttion
ad U.S.
gy, 1987, available in AID libraries.
not without shortcomings, his assessment argues that AID has
assembled an impressive number of strengths in the human and
 

Although
 

institutional development 
area.
comparative advantage would appear to lie: 

For the future, AID's
 

(1) in its impressive
track record of human capital development in technical and
managerial subjects; (2) in its individual and institutional
needs assessment capability, including new methods of
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institutional sustainability; and 
(3) in the expertise it brings
to programming that combines high degrees of working in the
bureaucratic structure combined with considerable procedural

flexibility.
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SECTION IV
 

PROPOSED HUMAN AND INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY:
 
WHAT SHOULD AID DO?
 

Earlier we demonstrated the central developmental role of agile
institutions, supported by high quality human resources, in the
agricultural development of each ANE grouping of economies. 
In
addition, AID's substantial human and institutional development
experience, and areas of comparative advantage, were briefly
reviewed. 
This section draws on the earlier discussion and the
draft ANE Agricultural Strategy document to propose a human and
institutional development strategy for ANE.
 

A. STRATEGY CONSIDERATIONS AND OBJECTIVES
 

The ANE Strategy document articulates six critical themes for ANE
agricultural development assistance investment in the 1990s. 
 A
recurrent and integral dimension in each of these thematic areas
is the central role of human and institutional development. (See
Table 2.) 
 For each group of ANE economies, there exists a
demonstrable need for responsive, flexible institutions supported
by appropriate laws and rules and guided by an educated and
committed cadre of public and private sector officials.
Therefore, ANE's overall objective for the human and
institutional dimension of its agricultural strategy should be to
'enhance and sustain the agility of human capital and development

institutions.'
 

The key issue for AID is not whether a strong ANE agricultural
program involvement is needed and justified in this thematic
area. 
Rather, the issue is how to appropriately select and
diligently pursue specific human and institutional development
activities in view of various country groupings, AID's strengths
and expected resources, and the long-term horizons needed for
returns on investment.
 

Several considerations can assist in selecting and implementing
appropriate activities in support of the human and institutional
development strategic objective. 
 First, the ultimate criteria
for success of human and institutional development efforts should
be the extent to which they leave behind capacity for the
continued performance (e.g., the institutional sustainability) of
key analysis, research, and management functions, and not as 
ends
in themselves. AID's agricultural and rural development
experience with agricultural research, higher education, and
rural development institutions of the last several decades

strongly supports this position.
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A second consideration is that the appropriate human and

institutionai development 
response should depend on
and be suited

to the type of economy involved and the nature of the specific
problem. 
Therefore, as a first approximation for the most
appropriate type of response, it makes sense to look at the

different categories of economies outlined in this strategy
illustration, institutional development activities are more
 

For
likely to take place within single organizations for low-income
agricultural economies as compared to interorganizational
settings in low income transitional economies.
 
The third consideration is that there are several distinct human

development and institutional development approaches, and that a
 
considerable knowledge base on the relative effectiveness and

costs of these approaches has been assembled over the last io
years. 
This knowledge base, if systematically applied, can

greatly increase the beneficial impacts derived from human and

institutional development investments. ARDOs need either to learn

these approaches, 
or work with an expanding cadre of human and
institutional development professionals, in planning and
implementing 
program activities in this area. 
One example where

this is being done is in ANE's institutional sustainability
initiative. 
This effort is bringing together ARDOs and
institutional development professionals with an emphasis on
higher agricultural education institutions.
 
The programmatic focus of AID's human and institutional
development strategy will vary between the three groups of ANE
economies. 
A description of the particular form that the
strategy is likely to take, along with shifts in emphasis from
the past, is presented in the remainder of this section.
 
B. STRATEGY FOR LOW INCOME AGRICULTURAL ECONOMIES
 
For these countries, ANE's human and institutional development
strategy for the 1990s will undergo several shifts. 
These
include:
 

1. 
 Moving from the strengthening of the reservoir of
human capital to an emphasis on the strengthening
of organizational capital.
 
2. 
 Moving from capacity building to an emphasis on
enhancing and sustaining the performance of
agricultural institutions, and
 
3. 
 Moving from the pursuit of many different human
and institutional development objectives, mostly
through the public sector, to the pursuit of a
selected set of objectives in both public and
private sector organizations.
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The primary human and institutional development focal areas and
associated approaches for these economies include:
 

1. 	 Enhancing and sustaining the effectiveness of a
 
range of agricultural institutions involved in

cereal production with emphasis on their research,

analysis and management functions. The approach

to be used here will incorporate lessons of
 
institutional development and sustainability into
 
ongoing and new organization-based projects

related to ANE's strategic themes including a

focus on elaborations of appropriate laws, rules
 
and structures to facilitate the agricultural

adjustment process.
 

2. 	 Developing the critical mass of technical and
management skills in key cereal production areas.

In this area AID's approach will be to continue to
 
support U.S. and in-country education and training

for scientists and administrators/managers.
 

3. 	 Upgrading basic skills for the rural labor force,

being sensitive to gender role issues, in low
 
productively areas to prepare for off-farm
 
employment. 
 In this area, AID should encourage

countries to invest in basic and vocational
 
education.
 

A list of probable governmental, private and NGO, and
international institutions involved in the implementation this
strategy along with key roles of each is summarized in Table 3.
 

C. 	 STRATEGY FOR LOW INCOME TRANSITIONAL ECONOMIES
 

The human and institutional development strategy for'the

transitional economies will also evidence several major shifts in
 
the 1990s. These include:
 

1. 	 Moving from the strengthening of the reservoir of

human capital to an emphasis on the strengthening

of interorganizational capital,
 

2. 	 Moving from capacity building of agricultural

institutions to an emphasis-on enhancing and
 
sustaining the efficient performance of
 
interorganization program structures and
 
processes, and
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3. Moving from the use of 
'project' modes accompanied

by micro-management at the AID field level to the

expanded use of 'program' modes accompanied by

macro management at the AID subregional level.
 

The primary focal areas and associated approaches for the human
and institutional development strategy in the transitional
 
economies include:
 

1. Enhancing and sustaining the efficiency of

interorganizational structures responsible for
policy analysis, research and management of the

adjustment process. The approach to be used by

AID in doing this will incorporate recent lessons

of interorganizational development and

sustainability into new country programs within
 
the ANE strategic theme areas.
 

2. Enhancing agricultural and rural sector

institutional infrastructure including: (a)

central functions of personnel, information and

financial management and (b) local/urban

functions of service delivery, maintenance, cost
 
recovery, interest articulation, etc. To

accomplish this AID will support country program

investments in 
'institutional infrastructure' at
the central, regional and local levels to include
 
information systems, financial management systems,

infrastructure planning and maintenance, etc.
 

3. Upgrading specialized education in 
new technical
 
and management fields via a continuation of U.S.

and in- country education and training programs.

This may include the strengthening of governmental

and private educational institutions.
 

The human and institutional development strategy for the
transitional economies involves a broader array of institutions
than the strategy for the agricultural economies. 
 To handle this
increased complexity, AID will need to play a more facilitative

role and work in a program mode where major ownership for
planning, implementation, and results resides with the country.
The major institutions and their roles are summarized in Table 3.
 

D. STRATEGY FOR MIDDLE-INCOME INDUSTRIALIZING ECONOMIES
 

ANE's proposed human and institutional development strategy for
the 1990s represents a major break from the current approach.

Specifically, the contrasts can be viewed as follows:
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1. 
 Moving from a pursuit of the LDC 'graduate approach'
where all AID assistance is gradually phased out to the
pursuit of a long range 'mutual benefits' approach
where AID remains actively involved in a mature set of
relationships albeit with a much different and reduced

staff composition.
 

2. 
 Moving from the strengthening of the reservoir of human
capital to an emphasis on the strengthening of key
scientific and executive leadership capital in
cooperation with major U.S. universities, corporations
and other international institutions.
 
The major human and institutional development focal areas and AID
approaches encompassed by this shift in strategy include:
 

1. 
 Provide long-term support for selective, mutually
beneficial, transnational networks for technical and
managerial exchange. To do this AID should employ
innovative arrangements permitting the evolution of a
mature relationship such as a foundation or a private
holding company.
 

2. 
 Provide selective support for investments in highpriority institutional development initiatives related
to specific agricultural program areas such as
environmental protection, biotechnology, information
systems, or trade liberalization. 
AID should be
prepared to provide countries with long-term program
assistance for these purposes.
 

3. 
 Develop technical assistance and training linkages with
other low-income agricultural and transitional
economies to support their development and support the
U.S.'s long term economic interests. In select cases,
AID 
iould provide program funding to strengthen a
mid.je income country's performance and capacity to
prov.de technical cooperation and training services for
other countries on a cost recovery basis.
 
Implementing the human and institutional development strategy in
the middle-income economies will require a different, more
collaborative posture on the part of ARDOs. 
It will also involve
a new set of diffuse networking roles with a range of highly
competent individuals and organizations. 
The primary
institutions and roles are summarized in Table 3.
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SECTION V
 

IMPLEMENTING THE STRATEGY:
 
HOW SHOULD AID PROCEED?
 

Implementing the human and institutional development strategy
described above will require a modest reorientation of AID
program focus, modes of operation, staffing patterns, and
financing. 
In this section, we 
limit the discussion to implied
changes in program focus 
(e.g., objectives and institutional
placement of AID's human and institutional development
initiatives) and to appropriate AID implementation modes. 
 Two
sets of implementation modes are presented 
-- those for human
development initiatives and those for institutional development
initiatives. 
The issues of AID's staffing patterns and financing
in support of human and institutional development activities are
reserved for discussion at the ARDO Conference.
 

The analysis in this paper, coupled with lessons of AID's human
and institutional development experience, suggest several general
guidelines for ARDOs to follow in implementing the human and
institutional development dimension of the ANE Agricultural and
Rural Development Strategy:
 

Guideline 1: 
 Human and institutional development initiatives
 
can be handled as discrete activities such as an
'agricultural education project' or they can be
incorporated as 
integral parts of assistance
efforts in the other five agricultural thematic
areas: agricultural policy and planning; trade and
market development; agricultural production and
processing technology; natural resources
management; and, infrastructure planning and
management. 
In the agricultural production theme
area, for example, a human development component
can be built in as a complement to the project's
technology generation and transfer activities.
 

Appropriate objectives for these human and
institutional development initiatives by theme
area and economic grouping are presented in Table
2. 
Suggestions on appropriate institutional focus
and roles for each initiative are outlined in
 
Table 3.
 

Guideline 2: 
 For "human development initiatives", e.g., 
those
AID-supported activities where individuals are the
primary focus, the following implementation modes
 are suggested as most appropriate:
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Low Income Aaricultural Countries
 

- In targeted high priority agricultural
institutions, support in-country and U.S. training
and education for individuals in technical and
managerial skill areas. 
Use conventional
participant training mechanisms.
 

- In secondary, vocational and higher agricultural
education institutions, support basic and
agricultural skill development for rural workers
and the general populace. Use conventional
technical assistance modes in support of nonformal education and literacy development.
 

Low Income Transitional Countries
 

- For targeted organizations and
interorganizational 
program areas, support onsite action-training and on-the-job training
programs to upgrade critical technical and
managerial skills. 
Use conventional project and
non-project technical assistance mechanisms.
 

- In critical skill 
areas of future agricultural
development importance (i.e., agribusiness,

biotechnology, information management), support
education at the M.A. and Ph.D. levels in the U.S.
frr technical and manager staff. 
Use conventional
participant training mechanisms.
 

Middle Income Industrializin Countries
 

- For key organizations involved in cross-national
networks, support special scientific and
leadership exchange relationships. Develop new,
co-managed mechanisms for international travel,
tele-conferencing and specialty area skill
 
enhancement.
 

- In newly emergent, high priority development

institutions 
(such as R&D/S&T

institutes/foundations) 
support on-site and U.S.
specialized training and education for individual
staff. 
Use conventional project and non-project

participant training mechanisms.
 

(AID-relevant guidance on the substantive content
of human development initiatives is best
summarized in, Management Traiing Strategies for
DevelopingCounties, by J. Kerrigan and J. Luke,
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1987, available in AID libraries. This book sets
out the four basic approaches to human development

formal education and training, on-the-job


training, action training, and non-formal training
and provides guidance on 
the appropriate
selection and use of each based on lessons of
experience from AID and other donor agency

experience.)
 

Guideline 3: For "institutional development initiatives", 
e.g.,
those AID-supported activities where organizations
or interorganizational structures are the primary
focus, the following implementation modes are
suggested as most appropriate:
 

Low Income Agricultural Countries
 

- In targeted public sector institutions, enhance
and sustain effectiveness through long term
institutional strengthening efforts. Use
conventional technical assistance mechanisms
augmented by specialty services for institutional

sustainability and other emergent concerns.
 

-In selected higher agricultural educational

institutions, develop in country capacity for
research and training in high priority production
areas. 
Use collaborative technical assistance
modes with experienced U.S. institutions.
 

Low Income Transitional Countries
 

- In high priority program areas 
(encompassing
both public and private sector organizations),
enhance and sustain efficiency through tailored,
on-site 'program management improvement' efforts,
typically including an applied research component.
Use S&T and ANE Bureau buy-in arrangements to
 access emergent program management and

institutional sustainability expertise.
 

-Where public institutional infrastructure in
support of private sector expansion is weak,
support innovative public-private sector

strengthening efforts. 
Use special buy-in
arrangements with S&T and ANE Bureau centrally
financed projects.
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Middle Income IndustrializinT Countries
 

- For targeted scientific and leadership networks,
 
support innovative technical cooperation

arrangements with mature U.S. universities and
 
enterprises. Develop new, low AID-resource
 
intensive long term mechanisms for sustained
 
country-U.S. cooperation like the establishment of
 
a development foundation.
 

- In areas where the country has substantial
 
agricultural and rural development expertise of
 
relevance to neighboring countries, support the
 
development of in-country technical cooperation

capacity. Use specialized co-managed technical
 
cooperation mechanisms building on the successful
 
experience of other more advanced countries.
 

(AID-relevant guidance on the substantive content
 
of institutional development initiatives is best
 
summarized in Managing Organizational Change, by

J. Hage and K. Finsterbusch, 1987, available in
 
AID libraries. This book describes the three
 
major strategies of institutional development -
the learning process approach, the performance
sustainability improvement approach, and the rural
 
development capacity-building approach -- based on
 
lessons of AID and other donor agency experience.

It also reviews the range of institutional
 
development tactics available for improving

efficiency, effectiveness, and sustainability.)
 

Additional implementation guidance on human and institutional
 
development approaches, mechanisms, and resource requirements can
 
be found in the 'Selected References' section at the end of this
 
paper.
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FOREWARD
 

This the second of a two phase effort requested by ANE/TR/ARD
 
in conjunction with the development of "A Rural Economic Growth 
Strategy for Asia and the Near East in the 1990's". The 
purposes of the overall effort are: 

(i) to present a profile of the A.I.D. staff in the
 
Agriculture and Rural Development Fields (with accompanying
 
information on Food for Peace Officers and
 
Environmentalists). This information was presented in 
a
 
September, 1988 report entitled "Agricultural Personnel
 
Analysis".
 

(2) to assess the impact on A.I.D. staff of the newly
 
emerging program directions described in the new Rural
 
Strategy for Asia and the Near East. This report is the
 
assessment of that impact.
 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

The development interventions outlined in the Strategy are very
diverse and constitute a significant change from traditional
 
agricultural research and small farm production programs.

Given the broad range of those interventions, even the

impressive credentials of the existing agricultural and rural

development cadre will not be sufficient to deal with the

diversity of the subjects to be addressed.
 

In implementing this Strategy, ANE must make the best possible

use of the technical resources at hand starting with the

expertise available in-house in 
the other Regional Bureaus,the

Bureaus for Science and Technology and Private Enterprise, and

the Trade and Development Program. Other governmental agencies

such the Departments of Agriculture and Commerce, the Overseas

Private Investment Corporation and the Office of the U.S. 
Trade
 
Representative offer strong possibilities as 
collaborators.
 
Linkages with the university and private and voluntary

communities are well established, but must be utilized 
to the

fullest. Linkages with 
the private sector, particularly the

agribusiness community, are practically non-existent and 
must
 
be established and cultivated quickly.
 

Operating Budget constraints will hold agricultural personnel

levels at a straight line replacement of losses. This 
means

that both the number of employees and the skill mix available
 
are essentially static. A.I.D. staff capacity to engage in 
the
 
new directions must be enhanced wherever possible but

realistically, the current orientation of the staff is toward

agricultural production, and neither recruiting 
nor training

can be counted on to make a significant difference in the
 
existing skill mix.
 

Even with the best 
use of Agency and other governmental talent,

much of the technical expertise required by the projections oE
the Strategy will have to be acquired from outside the Agency.

A.I.D. is no longer 
a full service organization with all the
needed skills and expertise available internally. But in this
 
age of specialization it is not uncommon in the private or
 
public sectors to engage intermediaries and purchase experti.3e

on a temporary basis. 
 Agency staff must actively engage then3e
 
intermediaries and not be defensive. 
The trend to
 
intermediaries has been underway for 
some time and the

requirements of 
the Strategy and static personnel levels will

accelerate the movement which appears irreversible.
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The outstanding A.I.D. Technical manager of the 
future will be
 
one with strong analytical skills who is a master 
of the art of
 
networking with 
a broad range of individuals and institutions
 
and accurately analyzes the problem or 
opportunity at hand,

identifies the type of expertise needed, knows where and how to
 
engage the expertise, and sees that it is well used 
to further
 
A.I.D.'s goals.
 

A.I.D. staff training 
is not and will not be a vehicle for
 
large numbers of employees to acquire new technical skills, but

it 
can and should be used to update development concepts, keep

current on technical innovations and acquire sound management

techniques. In a limited number of long
cases term training
 
can help to acquire new skills. Employees should regularly

take advantage of the core training courses offered by the
 
Agency. The two greatest constraints to staff development must

be overcome, i.e., the to
inability release employees from
 
their job responsibilities, and Mission operating budget

limitations which will not accommodate travel and per diem.
 

The combination of limited hiring authority and newly emerging

development concepts calls 
for a cross training program to
 
assist staff in overseeing the design and implementation of a
 
program which 
cuts across a number of disciplines. Cross
 
training is already underway in 
the Private Sector, Food for
 
Peace and Natural Resource areas.
 

The Agency will always need a core of specialists to provide

technical leadership to the program. Operating bureaus must
 
assist with the modest hiring of specialists to insure that
 
skills needed are 
factored into Agency recruitment plans. The
 
Agency must explore options for viable career tracks for

technical specialists and 
resolve the long standing issue of
 
promotions and rewards for 
them.
 

A number of key elements to be considered by Agricultpre and
 
Rural Development Officers as they consider development
career 

are:
 

seek periodic Washington assignments to understand the
 
headquarter's operation and become known 
in the system.
 

make best possible use of Washington assignments as
 
training tours.
 

engage in continuing education 
to keep professionally
 
current.
 



negotiate training plans and 
time away from the job.
 

develop analytical skills.
 

seek opportunities for cross 
training and on-the-job
 
experience beyond traditional areas of expertise
 
(backstop).
 

participate in supervisory and management training
 
courses.
 

network! network! network!
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I. OVERALL IMPACT OF STRATEGY ON A.I.D. STAFF
 

The Rural Sector Strategy for Asia and the Near East 
in the
 
1990's has two major themes, i.e., (1) that the A.I.D.
 
development assistance of the past several decades which
 
focused on improving small farm agricultural production has
 
resulted in substantial success, but there is more to be
 
accomplished: and (2) 
 that a number of countries in the region
 
have achieved a level of agricultural growth which has
 
contributed to significant changes 
in their economies and calls
 
for a variety of new assistance approaches for moving from
 
agriculture based economies to 
those based on industrial and
 
service sectors.
 

Although significant progress has been made in stimulating
 
growth in small farm agricultural production in the region,

major problems remain in the so 
called low income agricultural

economies where growth in cereal production has failed to keep
 
pace with population growth, and per capita caloric consumption
 
is significantly below recommended 
levels. As the strategy

points out, deficiencies in cereal productivity represents one
 
of the major constraints to further development; one of the key

elements of the Strategy is the continuing effort to maintain
 
and improve the productivity of basic cereals production 
to
 
respond to the food needs of 
the low income agricultural
 
countries and provide a major 
source of new income and
 
employment in transitional and middle income countries.
 

Those countries in 
the region which have achieved agricultural
 
surpluses and are experiencing significant adjustments to their
 
agricultural, industrial and service sectors, pose the other
 
major challenge for A.I.D. and its staff. 
 The Agency must be
 
able to foster and respond to the opportunities presented by
 
these adjustments.
 

A continuing heavy emphasis on cereal production plays to
 
Agency and staff strengths. The Agency's experience in this
 
area is considerable. Linkages with the University community

and international research centers are 
well established, and
 
the reservoir of knowledge and skill among Agency employees

would indicate that 
the continuing investment in cereal
 
production is well within the 
Agency's capabil~;ies.
 

On the other hand, the types of interventions outlined in the
 
Strategy for the transitional and middle income economies *r
very diverse and constitute a significant change from the
 
past. Some of the major 
thrusts outlined in the Strategy, .;ucn.
 
as increased emphasis on 
the private sector, agribusiness,
 
agro-processing, and natural 
resource management, have on!
recently become part of the A.I.D. portfolio and are not
 
traditional areas of strong technical strengths of A.I.D. 
 .
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The draft strategy calls 
 fostering environments conducive
 
to ncreased private sect. 
 nvestment including stable and 
up
to .;ate banking and invest 
 .t procedures, and effective tax
 systems for infrastructure -vestments and private investment
 
incentives. 
 it goes on to say that governments will need the

capacity to understand and react 
to domestic and international
 
markets, to 
identify and analyze political and economic
 
options, and to develop market systems for input supply,

processing and distribution of agricultural products and

capital markets to provide investment capital. Even production

oriented programs in low Income Agricultural Economies will see

increasing emphasis on policy environments that encourage

effective operation, maintenance and expansion of support

services and infrastructure and the creation and strengthening

of agencies for data collection and analysis.
 

The Strategy goes on to highlight the importance of

agribusiness and agro-processing as crucial ingredients in the

transformation of agricultural economies to 
industrial and

service economies. There are a whole range of 
important

interventions in 
this area: stable industrial policies to
 encourage investment, favorable tax structures, expansion of

capital markets, trade liberalization (including favorable
 
exchange rate policies), supportive banking policies, efficient
 
transportation systems, and 
the capacity to analyze market

demands and future trends. This is not an exhaustive list but
 one can immediately see the diverse requirements needed to play
 
an active and effective role.
 

A third major area of concentration highlighted in the draft

Strategy is 
the promotion of sustainable agricultural growth

through sound environmental analysis and appropriate

development interventions. The Strategy stresses the
 
importance of the capacity to analyze and 
identify the

environmental costs and benefits of policies and projects and

the development and adoption of sound 
long term environmental
 
policies. It goes on 
to emphasize watershed planning and
 
protection and improved design and management of irrigation

systems as key natural resource issues in assuring long-term

sustainability.
 

The Strategy also points out that 
these new development

approaches will require a strengthening of the human capital

available to carry out 
these new directions. This part of the

discussion is couched in 
terms of enlarging the governments'

analytical, planning arJ monitoring capacity and 
an expansion

of private sector entrepreneurial and management skills. 
 The
 
report specifically highlights strengthening governments'
 
manpower planning capabilities and the development of training

programs which address the needs of an 
expanding private sector

in such areas as: 
commercial law, business management, domestic
 
and international marketing, investment analysis, 
financial
 
management, transportation management and computer science.
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Some of the interventions projected for developing countries
 
are relatively new to A.I.D. as well. The range of the
 
knowledge and experience needed to address the wide range of
 
elements outlined above is very broad. These future
 
projections call for 
a talent bank of technical expertise which
 
is far greater than that now available in the A.I.D. direct
 
hire human resource pool.
 

In addition to technical areas, the Agency has a fundamental
 
problem in that it lacks depth in analytical capacity to
 
formulate approaches that respond to the structual adjustments

described in the Strategy. Agency leadership is concerned and
 
an active recruitment campaign for experienced economists has
 
been underway (unsuccessfully) for some time. The Agency is
 
considering a program to rotate economists from the university

community into A.I.D. on a temporary basis help with the
to 

problem. This constraint will provide a limiting factor unless
 
resolved. 
A.I.D. employees in general and Agriculture and
 
Rural Development Officers in partic lar 
can help themselves
 
and the Agency in this area by upgrading their analytical

skills and their understanding of the macro economic factors in
 
the development process and the dynamics of the structual
 
adjustments occurring in the region. 
 For many, the FSI
 
Economics Course would be an excellent way to enhance
 
individual skills and the Agency's overall analytical capacity.
 

II CONFIRMATION OF THE ANE PROJECTED TRENDS
 

There are a number of scholarly activities under way in
 
parallel to the development of the ANE Strategy, all of which
 
tend to confirm the directions projected in the ANE analysis.
 

An Agency overview paper, prepared in draft for the
 
Administrator's consideration, entitled "Food and Agriculture,

Goals, Directions, and Operations for the 1990's" points out
 
that developing countries are 
making progress in increasing
 
income, expanding food availability and consumption and
 
maintaining the natural resource base and that A.I.D. will have
 
the greatest impact by engaging and supporting these areas of
 
advancement. The report stresses the following areas 
for
 
A.I.D. investments: agribusiness, food processing,

international trade, sustainable agriculture, private sector
 
interventions and technology initiatives. 
These are all
 
consistent with the ANE strategy statement. 
 The report also
 
makes the point that the Agency "sorely needs persons educated
 
and experienced in input agribusiness, aquaculture,
 
horticulture, animal agriculture, food processing, and
 
international agricultural trade".
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The final report of the Hamilton Task Force on Foreign

Assistance hits hard on concentrating AID programs in 
areas 	of
U.S. comparative advantage and cites as examples: education,
training, research, public and private management, technical

assistance, agricultural development, food aid, and private

enterprise. One of 
the main objectives of a proposed

International Economic Cooperation Act is 
"Environmental
 
Sustainability" and the report calls for 
U.S. assistance in the
development and implementation of improved policies,

technologies, and management systems necessary for 
more

efficient and sustainable systems of agriculture and 
resource
 
management. 
The report also stresses the importance of trade
and investment relationships between the U.S. and developing

countries. 
Clearly, all of these priorities are also reflected

in the ANE Strategy as 
areas 	of emphasis for future programming.
 

Information reported in a recent 
review r. The Agency's

portfolio of Agriculture, Rural Development and Nutrition
 
projects demonstrates that certain of 
the trends discussed in
the ANE strategy are already underway;, i.e., among the purpose

categories used in breaking down the dollar 
funded ANE projects

active during 1984-89 or projected for FY 1990, planning/policy

analysis supplanted sector support for 
the last two years. In

1989 the ANE shift was so great that planning and policy

analysis supplanted sector support in the entire Agency

portfolio (ANE accounts for half the 
total 	ARDN portfolio).
 

III. 	 HUMAN RESOURCES AND SKILLS AVAILABLE TO RESPOND TO NEW
 
DIRECTIONS
 

The direct hire agricultural work force available to respond to
the current program and the new initiatives projected in 
the
 
ANE Strategy is relatively stable in terms 
of numbers and has a
skill mix which will not change much in the future. "The Phase

I Personnel Analysis for ANE/TR/ARD stressed that the 
current

Agricultural and Rural Development staff have impressive

academic credentials and appear well qualified to manage

current portfolios. Agricultural development personnel are,
generally speaking, relatively young in terms of age and A.I.D.
 
experience. But 
there seems to be a consensus that
 
there is a cadre of officers available to fill senior
 
Agricultural Development Officer positions worldwide, and that
there is an excellent group of 
junior to mid-level officer!3

emerging for the future. There is something of a personnel gap

in the upper mid-level ranks which the agency has been trying

to fill with mid-level hiring and the use of 
the Joint Career
 
Corps (JCC).
 

10
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Problems with this structure are several: mid-level hires, JCC

personnel and junior officers all need to 
mature in the A.V.D.
 
way of doing business, which calls 
for a important role to be
 
played by senior mentors. Those mentors are 
currently in place

but if large numbers of them retired in the near future it
 
would create a problem in 
the growing process of officers
 
moving up in the hierarchy. The other problem is 
that the very
good group of junior officers are being considered in terms of
 
traditional A.I.D. approaches which do 
not call for the same
 
skills envisioned in the ANE Strategy.
 

The Phase I analysis found that in total 
numbers the

agricultural cone has shrunk somewhat during the 
1980's (from a
 
high of 230 
 to in 

kept its relative standing in a shrinking Foreign Service.
 
Attrition has been relatively stable in the past and is

projected to remain -,o in future. 


in 1983 211 1988) but it has consistently
 

the Before the imposition of

the current hiring 
i:eeze the Agency had authorized modest
 
hiring authority for BS-10 
for FY 1988 and 1989 which was
 
calculated to match attrition but 
not to increase staff.
 
Presuming that 
the Agency will again permit modest recruiting

for agriculturalists, with an attrition rate which is 
not
 
fluctuating greatly and with some 
career crossover from other
backstops and the GS 
ranks, the total 
number of employees on
 
board in BS-10 will 
run in a relatively straight line. 
 But the
 
results of that straight line are: the direct hire
 
agricultural work force is frozen in 
terms of numbers, and

because the intake of 
new employees has slowed perceptibly, the
 
Agency's skill mix 
is fixed and will not 
change much except as

affected by training. 
Of course in terms of workload, a
 
straight line projection of personnel strengths means 
less
 
staff are carrying a heavier burden.
 

A. IMPACT OF CONTINUING EMPHASIS ON FOOD PRODUCTION
 

The current agricultural work force, stable in 
numbers and

skill mix, has the capacity to address the continulIng emphasis

on food production. As was pointed in
out the Phase I Report,

of the more than 200 officers in BS-10, 82% have advanced
 
degrees (25% Doctorates) and the 
areas of specialization appear

to support a program to increase the yields of basic food
 
crops. Those areas 
of specialization 
for BS-10 Foreign Service

officers are Agricultural Economics, Agronomy and Soil Science,
 
General Agriculture, and Economics. 
These academic
 
concentrations seem consistent with 
a production emphasis.

There is 
one caveat here, i.e. the question of whether staff
 
have kept current in their specializations, as only about 12%
 
of the BS-10 academic degrees were awarded in the 1980's.
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However, even the production oriented programs in 
Low Income

Agricultural economies may be stretching the capacity of 
the
current workforce to address certain aspects of 
the strategy.

The increasing emphasis 
on policy environments which encourage
private sector involvement, the creation and strengthening of
agencies for data collection, policy analysis and 
formulation,
environmental assessments of interventions, and the focus 
on
laws, rules, and structures which 
facilitate the agricultural

adjustment process do not play as 
well to the strengths of
A.I.D. staff or experience. It 
seems likely that the Agency
will have 
to look to other sources of expertise to assist in
the process. 
 (Further discussion on 
using external sources of
expertise is continued in 
the next section).
 

B. 
 RESPONSE TO STRUCTUAL ADJUSTMENTS OF TRANSITIONAL AND
 
MIDDLE INCOME COUNTRIES
 

Given the broad range of interventions outlined in the ANE
Strategy relative to 
the structural adjustments taking place in
the transitional and middle income countries of the region,
even the 
impressive credentials of 
the existing agricultural
arid rural development cadre will 
not be sufficient. Even if
put in 
the context of all the staff expertise available in
field missions, the skills package falls short of the new
requirements. The mechanisms for building expertise in the
A.I.D. workforce would normally be through recruiting and
training, but there are constraints 
on both which will

complicate using these avenues.
 

It seems 
clear that given the possible scope of the

directions, new
 

the first order of the day for both the Agency and
the ANE Bureau is 
an assessment of areas of comparative
advantage and a narrowing of the A.I.D. program focus. 
 A.I.D.

and its staff are stretched too thin.
 

In 
the process of assessing the Agency's capacity to 
respond to
these new initiatives, Foreign Service National employees
should be utilized to 
the maximum extent possible. It is in
the Agency's interests 
to create a central inventory of FSN
skills, experience and training needs, and factor this
information into the overall assessment of Agency staff
capability. It 
is likely that there is among these employees,
who have served the Agency long and well, 
a body of expertise
which can contribute significantly to the changes in A.I.D.
 
directions.
 

The historical orientation of 
the A.I.D. program toward
agricultural research and food production has 
resulted in a
workforce with academic background and skills corresponding 
to
that orientation. 
 But the ANE Strategy brings a new set 
of
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dimensions to the development process with challenges that 
are
 
generally outside of the skill-experience mix of the current
 
staff. For example, there are very few employees with academic
 
credentials in Natural Resources Management or 
holding MBA'S,

both important relative to the new directions. Much of the
 
technical expertise dictated by a focus on such things as
 
agribusiness, food processing, trade and finance, natural
 
resource management, policy analysis and rural-urban linkages,
 
will have to be acquired.
 

As was pointed out by a former Senior Agricultural Development

Officer in an article carried in the TR/ARD October 22nd
 
newsletter, Agricultural and Rural Development Officers (ARDO)

need to know and be able to 
rapidly access leaders and
 
professionals 
in the agricultural sciences, agribusiness, and
 
government agencies concerned with agriculture and resource
 
management. The article went on to 
say that the most valuable
 
contribution of the ARDO's will result from putting U.S. and
 
host country professionals together to work on areas of mutual
 
interest.
 

It will become increasingly important for ANE staff to develop

communications channels with a broad range of institutions and
 
individuals and become masterful in the art of networking.

Some of the needed expertise is available in-house in the other
 
Regional Bureaus, the Bureaus of Science and Technology and
 
Private Enterprise and the Trade and Development Program and
 
should be utilized to its maximum potential. Other
 
governmental organizations which are strong possibilities for
 
assistance with the new directions are the Departments of
 
Agriculture and Commerce, the Overseas Private Investment
 
Corporation and the Office of the U.S. 
Trade Representative.

A.I.D's links to the private and voluntary and university

communities are well established but may need strengthening in
 
the new program directions. Ties with the U.S. private sector
 
are weak and will require considerable attention. Much of the
 
established technology in agribusiness, agro-processing and
 
marketing is found in the private sector. The Agency must find
 
ways to tap into this system.
 

1. RECRUITMENT
 

The ANE Bureau will not be able to rely heavily on recruitment
 
to provide the new skills called for in 
the Strategy.

Continuing operating budget constraints translate into hiring

constraints. Given these constraints, it is unlikely that the
 
Agency will ever recruit more than a modest number of new
 
employees. 
The most that one can hope for is a straight line
 
replacement of employees as they leave At
the Agency. this
 
time, the Agency continues in an open-ended hiring freeze; no
 
new employees are currently bcing recruited in agriculturally
 
related areas.
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The situation is further complicated by the fact that when the
 
Agency is in a hiring posture, recruitment appears focused on

candidates who have the skills to manage a variety of
 
portfolios rather than technical specialists. Obviously this
 
in itself will not help with the challenges posed by the ANE
 
strategy.
 

Trends which tend 
to confirm the movement toward multi-skilled
 
officers rather than technical specialists include the fact
 
that the Agency is not recruiting Food for Peace Officers, but
 
rather has embarked on 
a program of cross training a number of
 
backstops (including BS-10) to program food as 
an integrated

development resource. 
 And despite the heavy emphasis on
 
sustainable development and environmental issues, the Agency is
 
not recruiting 
new employees whose skills lie exclusively in
 
Natural Resource Management. Instead the Technical Review
 
Panels (a critical element in the hiring process) are looking

for officers who have demonstrated natu:al resource interests
 
and skills on 
top of strong credentials in agriculture. In
 
fact, all screening for Agricultural, Rural Development, and
 
Natural Resource Managers has been consolidated in one
 
Technical Review Panel. And the selection criteria used by the
 
panel appear to be oriented toward broad based experience and
 
training with a stress on 
management and communications.
 
Again, the indicators point away from trying to meet 
the
 
Agency's specialized and changing technical needs from its
 
direct hire cadre.
 

This trend toward multi-skilled technical generalists could
 
further be reinforced by a review currently underway in 
the
 
Personnel Office, i.e., 
the possible consolidation of a number
 
of backstops moving toward a significant reduction in the
 
number of discrete career 
cones and toward a more homogeneous

Foreign Service. Such a consolidation will have a positive

effect in assisting staff to 
broaden skills by facilitating

excursion tours between disciplines ( or backstops) which is an
 
excellent training vehicle but presently complicated and not
 
often used.
 

There is a possible career 
benefit to the Agency's agricultural

staff in the moveme~it toward technical generalist managers. As
 
the Phase I report pointed out, the precepts for promotion into
 
the Senior Foreign Service make it clear that the senior
 
positions for technical specialists are limited and that there
 
is a premium placed on a demonstrated broad capacity for
 
managing programs which cut across 
functional lines. From
 
point of view of upward mobility in promotions it will be in
 
employees best interests to actively seek out the opportunities

for broader responsibilities which are inherent in 
the program

projections of the ANE strategy and 
hone their management

skills 
through experience and training opportunities whenever
 
possible.
 

j
 LI
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However, the trends discussed above which tend to move A.I.D.
 
staff toward roles more generalist in nature could erode the
 
internal technical capacity of the Agency to the point where
 
credibility and competence might be seriously jeopardized. The
 
Agency will always need a small 
core staff of technical
 
specialists to lead the conceptualization of the A.I.D.
 
program, identify appropriate external sources of expertise,

monitor program implementation, evaluate results and provide

continuity for future efforts. But 
even if the Agency agreed
 
to 
recruit a modest number of technical specialists in line
 
with the projection of the ANE strategy, there is currently no
 
mechanism in place to translate the directions of the strategy
 
into skill packages for targeted recruiting.
 

A recent assessment of the Agency's recruitment system

confirmed the point made in 
the Phase I report; i.e.; that the
 
Agency has an ad hoc recruiting system based on attrition,

operating budget constraints, and general criteria, not program

directions or needs. result is
The a system which replaces

losses with employees of similar skills, which is is
not what 

needed given the changing nature of the A.I.D. program.
 

However, the Administrator recently approved the organization

of a workforce planning unit 
in the Bureau for Personnel and
 
Financial Management (the Organizational Management and
 
Workforce Analysis Staff, OMWA) which will be charged with
 
addressing this deficiency. The ANE Bureau will need to work
 
closely with the 
new PFM unit (when it becomes operational) to
 
overcome the replacement system and translate needs emerging

from the Strategy into recruiting targets to ensure a
 
reasonable pool of expertise in 
the form of a permanent staff
 
of direct hire employees (in modest numbers no doubt). With
 
the long term hiring constraints the Agency is facing, hiring

the right mix of skills will be Gf crucial importance.
 

If truly interested in maintaining a core of highly claalified
 
technical experts the igency will have to 
finally resolve the
 
question of limited ca 
eer advancement possibilities for
 
technical specialists in the Senior Foreign Service. The
 
language of 
the Foreign Service Act makes promotion into the
 
Senior. Foreign Service difficult for specialists and for the
 
few that are promoted into SFS ranks further movement is
 
practically impossible.
 

Technical specialists and Sector Councils have complained

bitterly for years that 
the system is inequitable and results
 
in the loss of valuable employees. The debate has gone on for
 
at least a decade but remains unresolved. But the integrity of
 
the program demands a certain in-house technical capacity which
 
in turn demands a reasonable ca3reer track for a modest number
 
of highly qualified speci.alists. The possibility of a dual
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track career system in 
the Foreign Service, (which has been

discussed at various times) is difficult to envision given 
the
 
language of the Foreign Service Act. 
 One possible alternative
 
to the FS dual track idea is the creation of a pool of GS super

grades to accommodate a small number of 
senior scientists. The
 
incumbents of these positions would be expected to 
serve abroad

periodically on GS excursion tours. Such an approach would

provide the incentives for retaining the services of senior
 
experts and at 
the same time give them and the Agency the

benefit of foreign service experience. This approach has merit
 
and has been the subject of periodic but inconclusive
 
discussions in 
the Agency. Another option for investigation is
the possibility of premium pay for senior scientists as 
is

currently paid to medical doctors. 
Perhaps the dialogue can be

intensified on 
these, and other options until the issue is

brought to resolution. Providing a core 
staff of experts to

provide a framework foz the emerging development approaches 
is
 
critical to program integrity.
 

Another option for creating a sizeable cadre of technical

specialists is 
to build on the Agency's experience with the
 
Technical Advisors for Child Survival. 
 There are discussions

taking place in th" Agency of the merits of 
trying to create a
 
group of program funded technical experts who would function as
 
limited appointment Foreign Service officers and complement

A.I.D.'s direct hire staff. 
 This type of arrangement, which

has worked well in 
the Child Survival and AIDS programs,

provides needed scientific and technical skills but does 
not

enlarge the permanent Foreign Service rolls and provides 
some
 
relief to the operational budget. Such a program would require

consultations with Congress and OMB, and legislation

authorizing use of program funds if the Agency decided to
 
seriously pursue the concept.
 

2. STAFF TRAINING
 

The Agency's current in-service training does not include

sufficient opportunities for intensive in-depth training to

acquire new technical skills. Training, as currently organi :ed
 
in the Agency, will provide only minimal relief to 
the need for
 
new skills among the current 9taff. A recently completed

assessment of the Agency's training program for 
employees found

that the Agency does not have a systematic approach to employee

career development and needs a better mechanism for defining

training needs in terms 
of broader program and operational

strategies.
 

IV 
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Some of the most 
important training opportunities that are
 
offered by the Agency, e.g., the Development Studies Program,

are not 
well attended by employees (especially field employees)

because of operating budget constraints and inability of
 
officers to obtain releases 
from their job responsibilities for
 
the time required. For example, of the 28 
field staff
 
scheduled to attend the ANE/ARDO Conference in Rabat, February,

1989, only 2 (7%) have completed a full DSP and 3 (10%) 
have
 
completed part A of 
the former two part course. Only 3
 
officers (10%) have benefited from long term training and 9

(32%) officers have had exposure to technical update training

in the State of the Art Courses in Agriculture and Natural
 
Resource Management. These numbers will have 
to improve

significantly if 
the Agency is going to seriously affect the
 
skill base of its staff.
 

On the other hand, some 
important training opportunities, such
 
as long term training, (one of 
the few in-depth opportunities)
 
are not well focused by the Agency on emerging issues.
 

With all of the above, unless 
the Agency is willing to devote
 
considerable additional 
resources to the training budget,

design training which corresponds to emerging issues, and pay
 
more attention to career 
development, the opportunities for
 
in-depth training will be very limited and have minimum impact
 
on the skill mix of the existing workforce.
 

Although training will not provide a vehicle for large numbers
 
of employees to 
acquire new, in-depth technical skills, it can
 
and should be used to 
update knowledge on development concepts

and theory, keep current on technical innovations, and acquire

sound management techniques. The process of development change

is accelerating rapidly and staff need to 
be current. In a
 
limited number of cases long term academic training c'n 
even
 
help to acquire new skills.
 

It is clear that training is first and foremost the
 
responsibility of the employee and his/her supervisor. 
 Given
 
that there is no overriding career development program in
 
A.I.D., it is in employees' best interests to develop, with

their supervisors, their 
own career track and associated
 
training opportunities. 
 Employees should negotiate for time
 
and budget resources to periodically attend training 
courses.
 
The point that time must be provided to maintain and enhance

professional skills has been made frequently over 
the years by

the Agriculture SectoL 
Council. In a 1986 memorandum, the
 
Council argued that Agriculture and Rural Development Off;.?r3

should be afforded a week to ten days periodically to vi.3t
 
universities and focus on an area 
of special interest witri -ne
 
faculty.
 



The burden of maintaining professional excellence should not,
however, fall exclusively on employees. 
 Staff development is a
major responsibility of supervisors and should be a high

priority for all officers in positions of leadership. Training
should be 
a key element in work plans and supervisors should be
evaluated on their commitment to training. The Agency should
 
clearly recognize, with 
tangible awards, supervisors who are
 
seriously involved in 
staff development.
 

Although the Agency does not have 
a career development
emphasis, there is 
a useful outline of core training courses

for Foreign Service Officers which was designed to 
identify

certain common training needs at different points in the FS
professional career 
ladder and suggests the type of training

available to meet 
those needs (See chart page 13). The outline

is a handy guide and the suggested courses should be taken

seriously. 
The following paragraphs in this section are a
discussion of some of the more 
important training opportunities

for Agricultural Development Officers.
 

The Development Studies Program (DSP) is the Agency's premier

training effort to 
help employees better understand current
trends in development theory and practice and A.I.D.'s changing

policies and programs. The recent assessment of staff training

concluded that DSP improves staff performance by (1) taking

employees out of daily routines to examine what 
they are doing

in development and why, (2) updating staff 
on current concepts
and operational trends in economic development, and (3)

providing a 
forum for helping staff better understand current
 
agency priorities. But the assessment also found the course
badly undersubscribed by U.S. 
Direct Hire employees, (only 48

from the entire Foreign Service have participited over the past
two years). The constraints are operating budget 
to cover

travel and perdiem and time away from the job.
 

The Office of Personnel Management is considering the'creation
of a central budget to cover travel and per diem for 
the DSP.
 
There is 
a precedent in the Senior Management Course which has
 a centrally controlled budget. A central budget would
 
eliminate one 
of the two greatest constraints to employee

participation in DSP and other courses. 
 Indeed, the training

assessment recommended central budgets for all high priority

training courses. As for 
time away from the job, managers and

supervisors must 
find creative ways of providing back-up

support to free employees for important training

opportunities. 
There are some offices and divisions that

consistently send employees 
to training. The others must
 
follow their lead.
 

1)
 



-13- CHART 1 
CORE TRAINING FOR A.I.D. FOREIGN SERVICE
 

TARGET GROUP 	 TRAINING PROGRAM
 

All new-hires 	 New Entry Program. Provides basic knowledge of A.I.D.
 
policies, programs and operations, and the basic Project Design
 
process.
 

Foreign Language Training (8-30+ weeks) (as required for assignment,
 

Service tenuring, promotion, etc. See Handbook 28)
 

All staff Area Studies: A.I.D.'s self-study modules and/or FSI Area Courses
 

going to new (2 weeks, for regional officers). (Note: FSI Language courses
 

posts include some area studies.)
 

All new Project 	Basic Proj. Design (1 week) Overview primarily for new
 

Staff 	 employees of the processes of design, implementation and
 

evaluation. A.I.D. Contracting for Non-Procurement
 

Personnel (4 days) covers various categories of contracts, and
 

grants, related rules and procedures and services available in the
 

Office of Procurement.
 

Project Staff Project Implementation Course (2 weeks) The PI Course is given
 

with 2-5 years 6 times a year in the regions and Washington. Stress is on
 

of service USG/A.I.D. rules and processes, and implementation issues.
 

Technical Technical a Sectoral Updating Courses Course in each key A.I.D.
 

staffs in sector that combines (a) an update on "state of the art"
 

priority technology of relevance to A.I.D. with (b) review of A.I.D. field
 

A.I.D. experience and current policies. Priority is given to
 

functional such training in Agriculture, Rural Development, Health,
 

areas/sectors Population & Nutrition, and Private Sector Role in Development.
 

Special issue topics in such areas as Agriculture Policy, Small
 

Farm Marketing, and Education are presented based on need and
 

demand. Periodic participation by technical staff every 3 to 5
 

years recommended.
 

Staff with 5 	 Development Studies (7 weeks). Single integratedcourse
 

or more replaces two 4-week segments. Covers evolution of U.S. economic
 

years service and foreign policy related to the developing world; survey of
 

(Priority to development policies, practices, goals and values
 

FS-2/GS-14) within the developing world; examination of components, issues
 

and emphasis of foreign assistance programs; the relationship
 

between foreign assistance and the goals, methods and capabili

ties within developing countries.
 

Supervisors & Management Skills Course (I week) Given 6 times a year in the
 

program mgrs. regions and Washington. Covers group leadership skills,
 

with 5 or more communications, problem solving, etc.
 
years service. Supervisor's Role in Personnel Management (1 week) provided in
 

A.I.D./W for FS and GS/GM supervisors.
 

Selected FS-l's, Senior Management Course (2 weeks) Given 4 times a year. Will
 

SFS, and equiva- focus on Mission/Office leadership knowledge & skills. Supplemen
lent CS staff. tary special topic training sessions will be scheduled prior to
 

departure of Directors, Deputies, A.I.D. Reps.
 

Staff with 15+ Retirement Seminar (3 days or equivalent full/half days).
 
years of service
 

WANG #1310E 
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There are not many opportunities for technical 
update training

in the agency but the State of the Art Course (SOTA) in Natural
 
Resources and Sustainable Development is one such opportunity.

The course for 1989 will be held in Washington in June, with a

focus on the sustainable use of natural resources. The Bureau
 
and the ANE Missions should carefully assess where this course
 
will have the greatest impact and select nominees accordingly.
 
Agriculturalists, Environmentalists and Rural Development

Officers are prime candidates, but Program Officers, Project

Officers and Economists as shapers of strategies and projects

should receive equal consideration. Unfortunately this course
 
in only offered once a year. 
 Only 3% of the Agency's training

budget is devoted to State of the Art courses cover
which major
 
program areas. 
 More needs to be done. The Traininq Division
 
should explore the possibilities of cegional follow-up

workshops. At current levels of 30 participants a year, it
 
takes too long to arrive at a significant, policy influencing,
 
core of practitioners. The Agency needs rethink
to training

budget allocations and reorder priorities. 
The long run payoff

in this endeavor warrants greater expenditures for greater
 
impact.
 

One of the 
few ways that agency staff can acquire new skills is
 
through long term training. The number of annual slots is
 
modest but long term training does lend itself to training in
 
the new emerging development trends in the ANE strategy. 
 There
 
are historical precedents for concentrating the jency's

academic training in new areas of emphasis, e.g. population,

nutrition and institution building. Both the agency and staff
 
will have to focus more precisely on areas for study and target

those which are high priority. For example, given the emphasis

of the ANE strategy an agribusiness, trade, food processing,

and natural resource management, the Bureau and Agency could
 
program some (maybe most) of the next
the slots for few years
 
in these areas.
 

The Agency should consider a variation on long term training in

the technical areas by developing, with universities and the
 
private sector, semester or quarter length courses focused on
 
areas of interest to A.I.D. This approach would 
cut down on
 
costs and time away from jobs and should make training

available to larger numbers of employees.
 

As mentioned earlier in 
this report, Agency employees must
 
strengthen their ability to 
understand and articulate the macro
 
economic intricacies of the development process, especially as
 
they relate to the structual adjustments taking place in the
 
ANE Region. The FSI Course in Economics is highly regarded and
 
should be high the list of
on training priorities for all staff
 
involved in program conceptualization.
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There are a number of other ways for employees to supplement

the training programs discussed above, which are usually tied
 
to Washington assignments. From a practical point of view
 
Foreign Service Officers should try to maximize training

opportunities while stationed in 
the U.S.. Training should be
 
considered an integral part of 
a Washington assignment. This
 
is the best time to schedule DSP and the in-house short 
courses
 
which are not presented in the field. The Agency's After Hours
 
Study Program is an excellent way to build professional skills
 
and technical knowledge and significant funds are devoted to
 
this program. There are 
numerous academic opportunities at
 
institutions in 
the D.C. area and the Agency is very liberal
 
about approving after hours enrollment in semester or quarter

length courses. After hours training requires certain self
 
discipline and commitment of time but employees should make
 
every effort to take advantage of these opportunities while in
 
the U.S.
 

As was suggested in the Phase I report, rotations through the
 
Bureau for Science and Technology, details to international
 
organizations and greater of the Reverse Joint Career Corps
use 

all offer opportunities for updating or acquiring skills but
 
employees will not often seek these opportunities until the
 
Agency makes it clear 
that time spent in these endeavors, is
 
career 
enhancing and will be considered positively in the
 
Agency's reward system. 
The Agency must create a more positive

atmosphere concerning these arrangements to overcome the
 
perceived risks of being somewhat out 
of the main stream of
 
A.I.D. business.
 

Certainly the training potential of the Reverse Joint Career
 
Corps needs to be activated. In addition to the time away from

the job, there is apparently a serious constraint imposed on
 
the program by the seeming inability to the University

Community to 
support 50% of the costs of each participant.

More staff are interested in the program than the veNy small
 
number of actual participants would indicate. It may be that
 
A.I.D. needs to 
negotiate further with Universities who have
 
provided a number of participants to the J.C.C. at A.I.D.
 
expense but do not 
seem to be able to incur the financial
 
outlay to support A.I.D. employees in the Reverse program. The
 
Agency needs more of a two way flow.
 

A.I.D. staff are increasingly called upon to be managers of
 
large numbers of people and considerable dollar resources. The
 
Agency has provided a hierarchy of supervisory and management
 
courses to help employees become effective managers.
 

Effective management is in vogue in A.I.D. Approximately 18% of
 
the annual training budget ($3.6 million) is devoted to 
a
 
hierarchy of supervisory and management courses which should be
 
started early in 
a career and build an each other periodically

during the course of a career. The courses include:
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Introduction to Supervision and Management (oriented to 
new
 
entry FS), Basic Supervisory Skills (for the new
 
supervisor),the Supervisor's Role 
in Personnel Management, the
 
Management Skills Course and the Senior Management Course. 
 In
 
addition there are a limited number of opportunities at the
 
Federal Executive Institute, the Executive Seminar Center in
 
Kings Point, and the Office of Personnel Management's Executive
 
Development Seminar, all of which are solid training grounds
 
for executive development.
 

Training in communications and information processing

technologies can help to further move the Agency toward modern
 
approaches to data management, decision making, and reporting

systems. Micro-computer classes were 
initiated in Washington

in 1984. At present, several micro-computer courses (one to

three days long) are offered regularly to provide basic and
 
advanced training on financial spreadsheets (Lotus 123),

database management (DBase), and project management (Time

Line). Development of information processing techniques is
 
critical to effective management.
 

3. CROSS TRAINING
 

With development concepts emerging which will tax current
 
in-house expertise and limited hiring authority, the importance

of a major effort in cross training of staff becomes very

important to coping with new strategic concerns. Some cross
 
training is underway and it has two effects, it will help

employees acquire knowledge outside their traditional areas of
 
concern (or backstop), and it will continue the movement toward
 
multi-skilled technical generalists.
 

Cross Training will assist in the creation of a staff of

multi-skilled officers capable of overseeing the design and

implementation of a program which cuts across a number of
 
scientific and technical disciplines. The intent is to give

staff a better appreciation of interrelated emphasis areas and

sufficient knowledge and managerial tools to administer a more
 
diverse portfolio. There are several courses already

offered which contribute to cross training. They are: 
 a two
 
week course called Training on the Role of the Private Sector
 
in Development which includes: 
 A.I.D. private sector policies,
 
programs, and experience, role of private sector in
 
development, financial analysis, banking and credit, management

and marketing needs in business, export strategies and the
 
integration of private sector approaches in A.I.D.
 
projects/programs. It is worth noting that many of 
these

topics are highlighted in the ANE Rural Sector Strategy.
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The State of the Art Course, Natural Resources and Sustainable
 
Development, is meant be both a technical update for Natural
to 

Resource Officers but also to cross 
train Program Officers,

Project Officers, and Agricultural Development Officers in

natural resource and environmental issues, their social and

economic impact and how to address them in development terms.
 

The Bureau for 
Food for Peace and Voluntary Assistance (FVA) is

currently designing a new Training and "Certification" program

to 
help Missions develop the staff expertise needed to manage

food aid programs and ensure their integration in overall
 
development strategies. 
 This effort represents the latest in
 
the series of cross training efforts.
 

4. 
NEW TRAINING IN PROGRAM DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT
 

The Training Division of the Office of Personnel Management is

considering the design of a new Program Design and Management

Course to respond to changes in 
A.I.D. assistance modes and

implementation strategies and the trend toward more use 
of

non-project assistance including 
food aid and commodity import

programs. The basic purpose of the course would be to help

participants assess the 
changing conditions both in A.I.D. and
 
the country in question which affect the design and
 
implementation of Mission portfolios. 
 The stress would be on
the creative and integrated use 
of various types of resources
 
(DA, ESF, food aid) and implementing mechanisms (sector grants,

commodity import programs, budget support/cash transfers,

etc.) Preliminary results of 
PM/TD survey suggest the need for
 
a new course, which is not surprising given the emerging

development questions posed by the ANE strategy and the other
 
studies and reports referred to earlier in this report.
 

IV EXTERNAL EXPERTISE
 

The procurement of large amounts of external expertise is an

inherent necessity of the skills requirements of the Strategy.

The utilization of external institutions, contractors, and

consultants perpetuates a trend which has been ongoing for 
some
 
years and which the Agency has fostered in a variety of way's.

At this point the Agency is consciously moving toward a staff
of development generalists (in some cases technical
 
generalists) who will be responsible for 
the management of
 
A.I.D. resources including large numbers of 
contractors and
consultants. Continuing pressure on the Operating Budget

which, in turn, will hold personnel levels down, or perhaps
 
even reduce them further, makes this trend irreversible.
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Agency careerists worry a great deal about outside

interventions and loss of control of 
the program. But the use

of intermediaries in 
the A.I.D. program is 
a fact and should be

recognized as such. A.I.D. is no longer 
a full service

organization with all the needed skills and expertise available
 
internally. 
But in this day of specialization no organization

has that capacity. 
 Both public and private sector institutions

have realized that 
they cannot afford to have all the expertise

needed in 
their permanent workforce. They purchase the skills
 
and expertise of individuals or institutions for limited

periods of time as 
needed. The best intermediaries should be

actively sought and engaged and 
the A.I.D. staff need not 
be
defensive about it. The procuremerit of outside expertise can

have the advantage of insuring th, 
currency of the skills being
acquired. The outstanding A.I.D. manager of 
the future will be
the one who is 
a master of the art of networking and accurately

analyzes the problem or opportunity at hand, identifies the
type of expertise needed to 
address the problem, knows where

and how to engage the expertise, and sees that it 
is well used
 
to further A.I.D.'s goals.
 

When thinking of external expertise one of the first 
sources
which immediately comes to mind is 
the University community.

The long historical ties and close working relationship have
created a mutually beneficial partnership. The directions of
the Strategy create a new opportunity, and a need, to renew the

relationship and explore new areas 
for collaboration. An
active exchange of personnel between A.I.D. an4 universities

would provide A.I.D. with much needed expertise and the

universities with operational experience. 
The mechanism of the
Joint Career Corps 
is in place and could be enlarged to promote
a greater exchange of personnel. The J.C.C. has unused

potential which could be activated. The good offices of 
the
Board for International Food and Agricultural Development 
can
be used to explore new possibilities for collaboration.
 

It is interesting to note that 
a report published in 1981 by
the Technical Program Committee fox Agriculture cited 1973 
as
the time when the Agency formalized a policy which required

Agricultural Officers 
to serve as technical generalists/program

managers and to supervise an 
expanding body of non-direct hire
specialists. 
The movement has been underway for some time but
will be greatly accelerated by the special requirements of the
 
ANE strategy.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

The ANE Bureau currently has PL-480 Title I and III programs

in Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt, Yemen, Pakistan, Sri Lanka,

Bangladesh, Indonesia, and the Philippines. Case studies of
 
the economic and policy environment in which these programs are
implemented were prepared by the Bureau; this paper summarizes

major findings and issues from those studies.
 

Recommendations
 

The major recommendations drawn from the case studies concern
 
the need for better analysis, monitoring and evaluation of
 
these programs:
 

1) More attention needs to be given to the efficiency with

which the food and foreign exchange made available by these
 
programs is used. The resources made available by PL 480 Title

I and III programs in ANE primarily serve growth and adjustment

objectives (as opposed to nutritional objectives). Therefore,

be adressing foreign exchange constraints, the justification

should assess the need for additional foreign exchange and the

recipient government's efforts to undertake structural
 
adjustment. The efficiency of the foreign exchange regime and

other economic policies that affect foreign exchange allocation

should be carefully analyzed at the planning/justification

stage. 
 Policy changes that affect foreign exchange allocation
 
should be analyzed in justfying the program and monitored
 
during program implementation.
 

2) Food pricing policies need Lo be carefully analyzed to
 
determine whether there are unwarranted disincentives to

domestic food production and monitored during implementation.
 

3) Self-help measures should be utilized more fully as 
a policy

dialogue tool. The program's self-help measures need to be

specified clearly and quantified if possible, and the expected

impacts of the measures should identified and analyzed in the
 
program justification.
 

4) Evaluation of the program should address these same 
issues,

shifting.the analysis from ex ante to ex post.
 

5) Monitoring and evaluation of development activities funded

with local currency generations should be limited to assuring

the correct amount of proceeds are generated (or deposited in a

special account) and used according to the program agreement.

Evaluating the development impact of local currency funded

activities should depend principally on information generated

by the projects.
 



Summary
 

Contrary to common perceptions, ANE's Title I/III programs

largely serve growth and adjustment objectives. Rather than
 
providing additional food, Title I/III programs permit savings

in foreign exchange to help ease the recipient country's

balance of payments problems. Accordingly, the policies
 
affecting foreign exchange should be of concern. 
Across the
 
nine ANE countries with Title I/III programs, the policy
 
regimes that determine the efficiency with which these
 
resources are used, vary widely from highly inefficient (e.g.,

Egypt) to acceptable (e.g., Pakistan). Growth and adjustment

objectives are also supported in many program by self-help
 
measures designed to improve efficiency and productivity. In
 
short, ANE's Title I and III programs should be viewed largely
 
as an economic resource transfer that 
can support the
 
development of the recipient country, if 
the resources are used
 
efficiently, rather than nutritional or 
feeding programs.
 

Disincentive effects in ANE countries 
are largely due to food
 
price and marketing policies.In the majority of cases, ANE
 
Title I and III programs have not contributed to disincentives
 
to domestic agricultural production. The most notable
 
exception is Egypt where, in the context of current producer

and consumer price policies, the Title I program helps enable
 
the GOE to maintain economically unsound food policies.
 

The case studies indicate that producer and consumer pricing

policies and food and agricultural input marketing systems need
 
to be monitored: a) to 
assure that they provide appropriate

incentives to production and consumption as changes in these
 
systems occur, b) to assess changes, or the lack thereof, in
 
respect to self-help measures, and c) to 
identify additional
 
policy reforms and self-help measures the programs should
 
support.
 

Where well-entrenched policy distortions create unwarranted
 
disincentives to agricultural production, and where overriding

U.S. foreign policy or market development objectives drive food
 
aid decisions, Title I/III may contribute to enabling the
 
recipient country to continue such policies, producing the
 
perverse effect of weakening A.I.D.'s ability to use food aid
 
to promote development. Egypt is the most notable example.
 

The resources provided by food aid have contributed to
 
supporting larger adjustment programs at the macroeconomic and
 
sectoral levels. 
Even though the IMF or World Bank are usually

the major lenders for such programs, food aid resources have
 
provided additional incentive to the recipient country to enter
 
into and carry out these reform programs, and additional
 
resources to ease the adjustment.
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In several countries, the self-help measures included in Title
 
I/III agreements have produced important agriculture policy

changes and promoted private sector development. In short, in
 
several ANE countries (e.g., Pakistan, Bangladesh and
 
Philippines) food aid has been 3n effective means for
 
supporting policy reform, particularly where a series of
 
programs have provided continued suport for a set cf reforms.
 
In light of this experience, it appears that the utility of
 
food aid as a policy dialogue "instrument" has been
 
under-estimated in some ANE programs. More recently, the
 
policy orientation or use of self-help measures has increased
 
(e.g., Tunisia and Morocco).
 

U.S. market development objectives have undermined the use of
 
food aid for policy dialogue by overiding A.I.D.'s ability to
 
withhold resources (Philippines) or by limiting the measures to
 
those that do not threaten U.S. market interests (Pakistan).

These conflicts need to be anticipated and resolved at the
 
outset so as not to disrupt policy dialogue unnecessarily.
 

Local currency generations from food aid have often augmented

host country budgets for projects and other development

activities during periods of fiscal austerity, further
 
contributing to economic growth. In addition to counterpart

funding of development projects, local currency generations

have also been used for existing budget line items, capital

development and even disaster relief. This funding has helped
 
to alleviate potential hardships during a period of structural
 
adjustment in these countries. Such programming has also
 
provided most ANE missions with a mechanism for directing sales
 
proceeds to activities likely to produce development benefits.
 

Several of the studies noted the incredse in management demands
 
resulting from greater programming of local currency.

Specifying the use of local currency in program agreements
 
assures that what A.I.D. considers priority development

projects receive funding. However, increased programming

imposes greater monitoring requirements for A.I.D. and the
 
recipient country to assure compliance. At issue is whether
 
the gain from greater programming offsets the increase
management demands and staff time increases, as well as the
 
problem of who "owns" the local currency. Very detailed
 
programming may even run contrary to A.I.D.'s policy objectives.
 

The case studies also raised several additional issues.
 
Determining whether the self-help measures of Title I/III
 
programs produced ictions that were additional to what the
 
recipient country would have enacted irrespective of the food
 
aid is inherently problematic. This paper argues that given

the nature of the policy reform process and A.I.D.'s role in
 
it, the additionality question should be addressed in respect
 



to whether food aid contributed effectively to the overall
 
process. Ambiguity in the statement of self-help measures was
 
noted for several programs. Given that food aid largely

represents an economic resource transfer in ANE programs,

specificity in self-measures should be encouraged to improve
 
program monitoring and evaluation.
 

Finally, monitoring and evaluation focusing on the development

impact of food aid resources has been a standard part of past
 
programs. Given that ANE's Title I/III programs are 
largely

economic resource transfers usually linked to policy reform,

standards for analysis, monitoring and evaluation of
 
development effectiveness that apply to other such modes of
 
assistance should also apply to these programs. Efforts to

improve analysis, monitoring and evaluation should focus on the
 
areas specified above, especially on the contribution of the
 
self-help measures to the policy reform process.
 



I. Introduction: The Increasing Importance of Food Aid
 

The ANE Bureau currently supports PL-480 Title I and Title III
 
programs in nine countries - Philippines, Indonesia,

Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Egypt, Yemen, Tunisia and
 
Morocco. 
Though provided in the form of food commodities, the
 
monetary equivalent of this aid in local currency and foreign

exchange is considerable. In FY 88, food aid worth more than

$850 million constituted approximately one-third of the

Bureau's total assistance budget (excluding assistance to

Israel). TitleI/III totaled some $467 million. 
Clearly, food
 
aid is an important part of the Bureau's economic development
 
programs.
 

Food aid can serve a range of purposes, from the least
 
self-interested (humanitarian disaster relief) to the most

self-interested (development of markets for U.S. agricultural

producers). As a form of economic development assistance, the
 
effectiveness of food aid is dependent to a significant degree

on the economic context in which the aid is provided. Of
 
particular importance are the economic policy environment that

affects the efficiency of markets through which food aid moves;

the incentives to local producers and consumers of food
 
commodities; the economic policies that affect the efficient
 
allocation of foreign exchange made available by food aid
 
imports; the impact of local currency generations used for
 
development activities; and, perhaps most important, the impact

of the program's self-hc.p measures.
 

Food aid provides a means for improving this same policy

environment, at the macroeconomic level (e.g., in conjunction

with host country structural adjustment efforts) and at 
a
 
sectoral level (e.g., self-help measures directed at reform of

agricultural prices, input pricing and other aspects of market
 
operations). The linkage of food aid to policy reform is both

direct, through the program's self-help measures and indirect,

through making available additional resources (food, foreign

exchange and local currency) that can support policy reforms
 
not specified in self-help measures. As a means of influencing

policy changes, the self-help mechanism facilitates policy

dialogue by increasing A.I.D.'s access to host country policy

makers while food aid supplies the resources to support the
 
process.
 

To understW,-d more clearly the economics and economic impacts

of ANE'm'cT le I and III programs during the past ten years, a
 
case study of each program was prepared by Bureau staff. Data
 
on food aid levels, commodity mix, local agricultural

production, trade, and government budgets were reviewed. 
The
 
studies discussed the basic objectives of the programs and
 
their relationship to the commodities provided, the efficiency

of foreign exchange use, incentives to production, distribution
 



systems, consumption patterns, market operations and pricing,

policy dialogue, self-help measures and the use of local
 
currency. (Annex A contains the scope of work followed by

these studies.)
 

This paper summarizes key findings from the case studies,

focusing on common factors affecting the programs and issues

raised by the case studies concerning the effectiveness of food

aid as a mode of economic development assistance and a means of
 
supporting policy reform.
 

2. Program Objectives
 

The issue of what objectives these programs primarily serve

(i.e., economic versus nutrition) depends on what food aid
 
contributes to the recipient country's economy. 
If the

commodities contribute to meeting the country's basic food

requirements (i.e., without the food aid, supply levels would

have been correspondingly lower) then the food aid resources
 
serve nutritional objectives by increasing the amount of food

available to the population. If the recipient country would

have obtained the same level of commodities through other
 
channels, e.g., 
from other donors or through commercial
 
purchases, irrespective of the PL-480 program, then the food

aid resources save foreign exchange. 
That is, the food aid
 
permits the recipient country to use the foreign exchange that

would have gone to food purchases for other purposes. The
 
foreign exchange the food aid makes available ameliorates the
 
country's balance of payments difficulties.
 

Based on past patterns of consumption and levels of food
 
imports, the studies indicate that Title I/III 
resources

largely augment availability of foreign exchange and not food.

The importance of the foreign exchange made available by the
 
food aid varied according the size of the program in respect to

the overall foreign exchange requirements and the severity of
 
the recipient country's balance of payment problem. 
This

ranged from relatively minor (e.g., Tunisia) to substantial
 
(e.g., Bangladesh). However, each recipient country confronted
 
a growing balance of payment problems beginning in the late

1970's or early 1980's. The severity of the balance of payment

problem also varied among the nine PL-480 countries, but in

each case, the foreign exchange made available by food aid was

definitely needed for much of the period covered by the PL-480
 
agreements.
 

The nutrition versus foreign exchange question is important to

how food aid programs should be designed and managed. The most
 
common view of Title I and III programs are that they

constitute additional food that serves nutritional objectives.

In reality, the principal effects of ANE's programs are 
to
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increase the availability of foreign exchange to help ease
 
balance of payments problems and to support policy reform via
 
self-help measures. Additional objectives include increasing

agricultural production; improving the efficiency of
 
agricultural markets; expanding the role of the private sector
 
in imorting, processing and distribution; and supporting price

policy changes for producers and consumers. Local currency

generations also contribute to the general development budget

of the country, providing funding for various A.I.D. and other
 
donor projects in agriculture, infrastructure, and human
 
resource development. Nutritional objectives are of minor or
 
negligile importance in ANE's programs.
 

However, determining that food aid met economic more than
 
nutritional objectives (i.e., whether it added to food supplies
 
or to fore4.gn exchange supplies) was not easy in some cases
 
because one must speculate about food supplies in absence of
 
the PL 480 program. Further, in some countries, it may not be
 
an "either-or" proposition. In an "easy" case, such as Sri
 
Lanka, food imports (including wheat which was the main PL-480
 
commodity) increased over the course of program, and the amount
 
of food provided through the program was small in comparison to
 
the overall volume of food imported. This, along with other
 
indications that the government was committed to meeting the
 
growing demand for wheat. suggests that the PL 480 food aid
 
largely constituted fore -,)exchange assistance.
 

Predicting what would have been the case for countries facing 
a
 
serious balance of payments problem requiring import reductions
 
and other adjustment measures is not so straightforward. Under
 
these circumstances, the country may have had no alternative
 
other than to reduce imports of food commodities. If those
 
reductions would have lowered the food supply below the level
 
needed to meet the country's basic nutritional requirements,

and food aid contributed primarily to meeting that basic
 
nutritional level, then the program served nutritional
 
objectives.
 

Food aid in excess of meeting those levels may partially serve
 
both nutritional and foreign exchange objectives. In other
 
words, a portion of the food aid may have been additional to
 
other food imports and the remainder, not additional.
 
Alternatively, food aid in excess of basic nutritional levels
 
may have led to wasted resources in the form of excess
 
consumption or food used for animal feed.
 

A further complication (not addressed in the papers) is that
 
even if food aid contributes to maintaining an adequate food
 
supply, there is no assurance that the food distribution
 
systems function in a way that nutritional requirements are met
 
equitably throughout the country. For example, the food supply

for certain disadvantaged groups or geographic regions may have
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been inadequate even though the overall food supply, in
 
principle, was sufficient for the country's needs. 
 In short,
 
even when food aid contributes to an adequate aggregate food
 
supply, there is no 
assurance that this also contributed to
 
meeting nutritional requirements throughout the country. No
 
conclusions 
can be drawn about ANE Title I and III programs in
 
this regard; more analysis than is contained in the case
 
studies would be needed.
 

3. Efficiency of Foreign Exchange Use
 

Given that food aid in many cases essentially contributed to
 
the availability of foreign exchange, it is important to
 
consider how effectively countries utilized this 
resource.
 
Policies and practices governs the allocation of foreign

exchange determines the efficiency with which the resources
 
provided by ANE's Title I/MII program were used. 
Across the
 
nine countries, policies affecting the exchange rate and trade
 
regime varied widely, from the inefficient (e.g., Egypt,

Tunisia, the Philippines) to the reasonably sound (e.g.,

Pakistan, Indonesia). Some showed some improvement over the
 
course of the program (e.g., Bangladesh).
 

Ineffective use of foreign exchange was caused by policy

distortions common to many developing countries - over-valued
 
currencies, quantitative restrictions on imports, trade
 
policies protecting inefficient local industries for import

substitution objectives, controls on foreign exchange by the
 
central bank that resulted in inefficient allocation to
 
parastatals as opposed to private sector producers,

expansionary fiscal policies that worsened the balance of
 
payments, etc.
 

Pakistan illustrates the complexity of the problem. Pakistan's
 
exchange rate policy during the 1980's combined with an
 
adequate supply of foreign exchange to the private sector
 
through formal and informal channels contributed to increased
 
productivity of foreign exchange in the Pakistani economy.

However, promotion of inefficient import substitution
 
industries and subsidized energy pricing diminshed effective
 
use of foreign exchange. Overall, Pakistan maintained rapid

growth without unmanagable strains on the balance of payments,

indicating reasonably good policies governing the use of
 
foreign exchange and other resources.
 

Indonesia instituted a number of structural adjustment
 
measures, including a series of devaluations, in response to
 
the fall in the international oil prices. The GOI has recently

made further changes both at the macroeconomic and sectoral
 
levels. Foreign exchange provided by food aid, therefore, is
 
used fairly efficiently. Though much remains to be done to
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improve the policy environment in Bangladesh and Morocco,

foreign exchange use has improved in both countries.
 

In short, in countries where progress on economic policy reform
 
has been made or is underway, the foreign exchange made
 
available by the Title I/III programs is definitely warranted.
 
The 	additional foreign exchange serves as an incentive to
 
continue the process and alleviates to some degree the
 
hardships resulting from structural adjustment. In cases where
 
foreign exchange is used inefficiently, going to marginally

productive or unproductive purposes, or where the country

refuses to undertake needed policy reforms, an economic
 
rationale for making available foreign ezchange through a
 
Titlel/III program is problematic. At jest, it might serve to
 
encourage future policy reforms; at worst, it might act to
 
delay them.
 

A major conclusion drawn from the studies is that ANE's
 
TitleI/III programs largely constitute additional foreign

exchange assistance to the recipient country. Therefore,

justifications and decisions concerning food aid and analyses

of economic impacts should should pay greater attention to

policies affecting how efficiently foreigjn exchange is used.
 
This issue receives too little attention at present and, in
 
some cases, is ignored in food aid analyses. Self-help
 
measures 
to encourage more efficient allocation of foreign

exchange should be considered where appropriate.
 

4. 	Incentives for Aricultural Production, Distribution and
 
Consumption
 

A major issue for food aid programs is their potential for
 
creating disincentives to domestic agricultural production.

Whether PL 480 commodities create or help to maintain
 
disincentives to domestic food production is determined by the

pricing and marketing systems through which the commodities
 
move. 
This includes the pricing and marketing of other
 
commodities for which PL 480 food may substitute.
 

Given that ANE Title I/III programs primarily make available
 
additional foreign exchange for the recipient country, the key

question is whether prices to producers are at or close to
 
international ma:ket prices. 
 (In other words, disincentives
 
from these programs cannot result from increasing overall food
 
supply that would lower farmgate prices, because the food
 
supply would have been approximately the same with or without
 
the Title I/III program.) That is, ANE's Title I/III programs

may contribute to production disincentives when food price

policies are seriously distorted 
- i.e., domestic prices are
 
set considerably below international market prices. Even when
 
the PL 480 commodity pro,.ided is not produced locally (e.g.,
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wheat), it can still create a disincentive to producers of a
 
local commodity for which it substitutes (e.g., rice) due to
 
distorted food pricing policies.
 

ANE's Title I and III proqrams are implemented under a variety
 
of agricultural production and marketing systems, With 
some
 
notable exceptions, disincentives to domestic agricultural

production have not resulted from these programs, particularly
 
since they do not provide additional food in ANE countries.
 
Rather, production disincentives in food aid countries are due
 
to agricultural price policies and market controls imposed by
 
the host government. Moreover, the self-help measures in a
 
number of these programs have been directed at changing
 
policies that cause market distortions and production
 
disincentives.
 

Several of the case studies concluded that little if any price

distortions or disincentives to :roduction resulted from
 
substitution of wheat for rice by consumers. For example,

producer prices for rice are set relatively high in Indonesia
 
in support of the government's policy of achieving rice
 
self-sufficency. The government does not subsidize wheat
 
consumptio.-i. Hence, it is fair to conclude PL 480 wheat has
 
not created production disincentives to rice producers.
 

Producer price incentives are also supported in Tunisia,
 
Morocco, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Yemen and the Philippines.
 
Morocco, for instance, sets procurement prices for wheat at 15%
 
to 40% above international market prices. Consequently,
 
despite the size of the Title I to Morocco, food aid is not
 
creating disincentives to production, and wheat and cereal
 
plantings are increasing. In Yemen, the government sets what
 
are considered to be reasonable profit margins for rice and
 
wheat importers, including transportation costs. The resulting

high food prices create a clear incentive for domestic food
 
production. In some countries, price incentives may indeed be
 
too great rather than too small.
 

Production incentives for edible oils in Pakistan have been
 
supported by the Title I program's self-help measures to
 
increase consumer prices, slowing growth in oil imports and
 
encouraging domestic production. In light of low international
 
edible oil prices, the price of imported oil used for ghee (and

ghee prices) were not so low as to discourage domestic
 
production to a significant degree. Domestic production is now
 
protected (perhaps excessively) due to a variable tariff on
 
imported oil.
 

Incentives provided by support prices are only effective if the
 
government is able to maintain them consistently. Bangladesh

has had some difficulty in this respect. In several years, the
 
BDG has not been able to purchase food grains at official
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prices. 
 On the other hand, the BDG has tried to provide
infrastructure - improved irrigation, drainage, flood control 
-
needed to encourage increased production. (Similar arguments
about "indirect" incentives to producers could be made for each
of the countries receiving food aid. Looking at more than
market prices, the case could be made that successful
infrastructure and agriculture developm,,ent projects supported

by the central government also constitute incentives to
 
producers.)
 

The major problem case 
is Egypt, where foreign exchange is used
inefficiently due to multiple, overvalued exchange rates and
consequent rationing of foreign exchange to 
some users. Highly
protectionist trade policies designed to promote specific local
industries and excessive reliance on parastatals exacerbate the
 
problem.
 

The GOE's agricultural and food price policies clearly create
unwarranted disincentives for agricultural producers. 
Contrary
to economic development objectives, U.S. food aid helps The GOE
to maintain economically uinsound policies. 
 Specifically, it is
likely that food aid contiibutes to enabling the GOE to
maintain price policies that seriously distort production
decisions in the agriculture sector. 
 (On the other hand, it
could be argued that this is not intrinsic to food aid - other
forms of economic assistance also enable the GOE to sustain
unsound policies.) 
 The extent to which such policies achieve
the government's welfare objectives is also questionable 
-
untargeted, subsidized food prices benefit consumers 
across all
socio-economic classes, irrespective of their need for such
 
subsidies.
 

Though disincentive issues generally pertain to prices to
producers, distorted consumer prices can also erode the
economic justification of Titlel/III program. 
Egypt offers a
good example where consumer prices of wheat products are
seriously distorted in Egypt. 
also
 

Food subsidies have encouraged

excess consumption of wheat products (i.e, per capita
consumption levels above basic nutritional 
requirements). The
GOE's importation of wheat to meet this inflated demand
increases overall food imports, worsening Egypt's balance of
payments. 
 Additional distortions result from restrictions on
meat imports that lead to artificially high prices for red
meat. 
This raises the price for animal fodder, encouraging

farmers to grow berseem (clover) instead of wheat. Finally,

the GOE further discourages wheat production by setting
farmgate prices for wheat well below world market prices. 
 In
short, Egypt's Title I program is clearly an example of where
the lack of economic justification for food aid is overridden

by foreign policy and U.S. market development objectives.
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Tunisia and Morocco also maintain food price policies that
 
encourage high consumption levels of wheat products by
subsidizing consumer prices. 
For example, Tunisia's consumer
price subsidies on cereals accounted for 60% 
of the total cost
of subsidies provided by the government in 1985. Like Egypt,
the Government of Tunisia's importation of wheat to meet this
inflated demand increases the overall level of imports,

worsening the balance of payments. However, given high
produ:er prices, PL 480 commodities do not contribute to
production disincentives. Further, Tunisia has made progress
recently to increase bread costs and plans to eliminate such

subsidies gradually over 
a ten year period.
 

Bangladesh's food distribution and consumer pricing policies
have also changed during the course of the fuod aid program.
Subsidies on 
food have been reduced, though the overall costs
of the ration system have increased. The Open Marketing Sales
channel of the BDG's Public Food Distribution System was
expanded while two other channels have teen eliminated. This
has 
contributed to stabilization of food prices and to 
better
targeting of food subsidies 
(this was a major objective of the
program's self-help measures). Further, the role of the
private sector in the agriculture marketing system has
increased, the most notable example being fertilizer

distribution 
 A number of these changes have been supported

directly by the Title III program's self-help measures.
 

A less successful attempt to change a part of the food
marketing system in the Philippines was the elimination of the
National Food Authority's monopoly position 
as a wheat importer

and f:our wholesaler. Self-help measures of 
the Title I
 program were designed to involve the private sector 
in wheat
importing, making the market more competitive. However,
domestic private sector millers succeeded in forming 
a cartel
and qaining protection from flour imports. 
 In effect, a
private sector monopoly replaced the public sector monopoly.
hile the resulting high priceo for flour encourage domestic
 
ice production, they nonetheless constitute a distortion.
 

Other examples of how producer and consumer prices and the food
and agricultural input marketing systems have interacted with
the food aid programs could be provided. The obvious
conclusion, however, is that prices, marketing systems and
related policies need to be monitored closely. This is
 necessary because they affect efficiency in food markets,
including nmarkets of which PL 480 commodities are a part.
Moreover, analysis of changes, or 
the lack of change, in these
systems should help to identify the policy reforms and

self-help measures food aid programs should support.
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5. Policy Dialogue and Self-Help Measures
 

5.1 	_inka.g, to Macroeconomic Policy Reforms and Ma1JDr
 
Structural Adjustment Proarams
 

From the case studies, it is evident that ANE missions are
 
attempting to link the provision of food aid more directly to
 
the policy reform agendas of the recipient countries at both
 
the macroeconomic and sectoral levels. The use of food aid as
 
a vehicle for policy dialogue and a mode of assistance
 
supporting reform efforts is well justified. As discussed
 
earlier, these programs largely constitute a resource transfer
 
making available additional foreign exchange and budgetary
 
resources to the recipient country. Merely because the initial
 
form of the resource is food does not mitigate its economic
 
significance nor its capacity to support policy reform.
 
Several ANE missions have clearly adopted this perspective in
 
their programming and management of food aid (e.g., Bangladesh,
 
Pakistan).
 

Major economic stabilization and structural adjustment programs
 
supported by the IMF or the World Bank ordinarily involve
 
lending levels considerably greater than the resources
 
available to a USAID mission (Egypt and Pakistan being the
 
exceptions in the ANE region). However, ANE missions support
 
the objectives of these major programs by providing external
 
resources and by addressing sectoral policies consistent with
 
these larger programs. Food aid has been a large part of this
 
strategy.
 

Even 	though the foreign exchange and local currency that food
 
aid makes available are usually a small percentage of the
 
overall foreign exchange requirements and government budget of
 
the recipient country, they are important secure resources,
 
especially during periods of economic austerity. Augmenting
 
the country's development budget or providing funding for
 
specific ministry line items (as is done in Indonesia via local
 
currency use in the Agriculture and Rural Sector Support
 
Program) helps to ameliorate hardships imposed by policy
 
changes. This linkage underlies several ANE food aid programs,
 
e.g., Indonesia, Tunisia, and Morocco. As part of the
 
mission's policy dialogue, food aid is provided with the
 
understanding that these resources in part demonstrate A.I.D.'s
 
support for the recipient country's structural adjustment
 
efforts.
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5.2 Self-Hel, Measures
 

A more direct linkage to the process of structural adjustment

and policy reform is through the self-help measures of food aid
 
programs. In ANE programs, self-help measures have been
 
directed at changing commodity prices, increasing service fees,

expanding the role of private business in the agriculture

sector, and diversifying agricult-iral and industrial production
 
to 
reduce imports and increase exports. Such reforms
 
contribute to structural adjustment by reducing government

expenditures, generating additional revenues, increasing

foreign exchange earnings, re-directing available resources to
 
the private sector for more efficient uses, etc.
 

In several cases, the self-help measures have been highly

effective in stimulating important reforms. Significant

results of food aid supported reforms have been achieved in the
 
Philippines, Bangladesh and Pakistan.
 

For example, in the Philippines, the 1985 and 1986 agreements

contained self-help measures directed at 
improving agriculture

market systems through decontrol of milled rice prices,

elimination of the GOP's monopoly on the importation of wheat,

expansion of the private sector distribution of flour,

liberalization o private fertilizer importation and marketing,

and divestment from the GOP of certain retail activities.
 
Considerable progress was made in decontrol of rice prices and
 
fertilizer marketing and reducing GOP involvement in retail
 
food outlets, and reforms in these areas have produced positive

impacts. Given the poliLical situation in which these measures
 
were advanced, the potential usefulness food aid as a vehicle
 
for supporting policy reform is evident.
 

Bangladesh's food aid programs have supported self-help
 
measures focused on the Public Food Distribution System.

Self-help measures were used, in effect, as 
conditions for
 
compliance with the Title III's debt forgiveness. Local
 
currency generations from sales through the Open Marketing

System and two other channels only counted toward debt
 
forgiveness. As a result, 
use of the Open Marketing System

increased.
 

Additional measures have been designed to expand the role of
 
the private sector in the food distribution system. For
 
example, the program provided soybean oil and cotton; measures
 
were included to promote private sector processing and
 
marketing of edible oils, and greater production by private

handloom operators. In short, these measures have been
 
successful in areas of increasing open market sales, expanding

private sector participation, stabilizing food prices 
at
 
appropriate levels and reforming the food rationing system.
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Recently, Yemen's food aid program has also been used
 
effectively to support various studies and related activities
 
needed by the YARG to understand more clearly their policy

options. It is noteworthy that A.I.D. was able to reach
 
agreement with the YARG on undertaking such work despite

resistance to donor involvement (including the IMF and World
 
Bank) in policy matters. Similarly, the Pakistan Title I
 
program supported studies of the edible oilseeds industry that

led to identification and enactment of significant reforms.
 

The case studies show considerable variation in the extent to

which self-help measures are used to promote policy reform.
 
For example, Tunisia's self-help measures have generally

consisted of funJing targets, in effect constituting a local
 
currency program. "oure recently, the mission has consolidated
 
previous measures into several priority funding areas. In
 
other programs, such as Egypt's, self-help measures have been
 
too vague and general. This complicates determining whether
 
the GOE has complied with the measures under the terms of the
 
program. However, Egypt's recent agreements have become
 
somewhat more specific about self-help measures, reversing the
 
previous pattern.
 

In contrast, USAID/Morocco has substantially increased the

policy content of the program's self-help measures designed to
 
encourage agricu]tural production. Prioz to 1982, self-help

2aeasures were largely directed at 
the use of local currency

generations. In the FY 1984 program, the shift to
 
policy-oriented measures began with a major study of pricing

and subsidy policies in the agriculture sector. The study

heightened the GOM's awareness of the interactions of producer

and consumer prices and very likely facilitated the GOM
 
reaching agreement with the World Bank on a major structural
 
adjustment program in the agriculture sector.
 

Subsequent self-help measures have been linked to this
 
structural adjustment program. The measures have supported

institutional and private sector development objectives in

addition to specific policy reforms, such as eliminating or
 
reducing fertilizer and seed subsidies. Progress has been
 
made; however, the same measures are part of the Bank's
 
program. Consequently, the "additionality" of the self-help
 
measures cannot be determined (i.e., the progress made on

implementing the reforms might have occurred irrespective of
 
the food aid program).
 

In conclusion, the case studies indicate the clear potential

for using food aid as a policy dialogue tool through the
 
self-help measures. However, the extent to which ANE missions
 
have used self-help measures to support policy reform varies
 
widely. Several missions have made effective use of these
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measures to support reforms that have produced important

economic improvements, particularly in respect to market
 
efficiency. Where self-help measures have been effective in
 
improving economic efficiency, continued support over several
 
years was critical, illustrated by the PL-480 programs in
 
Pakistan., Bangladesh and the Philippines. Self-help measures
 
in other programs have been somewhat vague or very general;
 
others have consisted simply of targeting local currency

generations. Though missions argue that such "low key"

approaches support policy reform indirectly, they nonetheless
 
create the appearance of inadequate use of food aid's potential

for stimulating self-help measures. In conclusion, some ANE
 
missions seem to have underestimated the value of self-help
 
measures as a vehicle for supporting policy reform.
 

6. Local Currency Programming
 

Local currency programming in ANE's Title I/III programs ranges

from essentially none to very specific targeting on development

projects or budget line items in the recipient country's budget.

Egypt represents the minimal case where sales proceeds are not
 
separately tracked, but go to the central budget. The GOE does
 
not report on specific uses. On one occasion, the GOE did
 
report (vaguely) that the funds contributed to food subsidies
 
(especially wheat and flour), other agricultural subsidies,
 
debt servicing and housing projects. Though the sales proceeds
 
are a relatively small part of GOE revenues and expenditures

(3% and 2% respectively in FY 86), local currency proceeds are
 
equivalent to 20% of direct subsidies.
 

Other missions program local currency generations to a much
 
greater extent involving special accounts, specified uses and
 
reporting by the recipient country to A.I.D. on actual use on a
 
semi-annual basis. For example, in Morocco local currency is
 
used for counterpart funding of A.I.D. development projects,
 
other agricultural production and research programs, and other
 
GOM development activities. In Indonesia, local currency

generations are included as part of the funding for the
 
Agriculture and Rural Sector Support Program, providing funding

for specific GOI budget line items (e.g., agricultural research
 
and extension). In other programs, local currency has been
 
programmed to cover costs entailed with implementing self-help
 
measures.
 

A third approach used in the Philippines and Pakistan, for
 
example, is simply to attribute local currency proceeds to
 
development activities or general budget categories specified
 
in the program agreement.
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In Indonesia and Morocco, local currency proceeds 
are reported

to have increased government expenditures for development

activities beyond what would have bjen spent without 
a food aid
 program. 
By targeting local currency on specific development

projects that were then incorporated in the host countries'

budget, food aid enabled the missions to influence expenditures

for activities that 
are likely to prrduce development results.
 

Assessment of t'je actual development impact of activities

funded with local currency is 
difficult, if not impossible, due
to a lack of monitoring and evaluation above the projact

input/output level. 
 In other cases, it was not possible to

determine whether the local currency raised development

expenditures above what they would have been without the
 
program funds.
 

An important issue raised by the Sri Lanka 
case study is that
fn.i price controls set the local market price fcr wheat below
world market levels. This reduces the amount of local currency

generated by food aid. 
 In such cases, supporting price policy

changes through food aid self-help measures can improve

production incentives as well as increase local currency

generations.
 

The establishment of a special account 
for local currency

generations has generally functioned well, ensuring adequate

documentation of 
funding uses. However, in the case of

Bangladesh, a large shortfall of deposits of sales proceeds

occurred, estimated to be approximately 45% of projected local
 
currency generations. 
The mission and the BDG are attempting

to expedite the deposit of these funds to make up the

shortfall.Nonetheless, this indicat, 
 that even with special
accounts, diversion of 
funds for puy poses other than those

stipulated in program aqreemeats can occur.
 

In the past few years, ANE missions have increased the extent
 
to which local currency is programmed. In part, this reflects

the growing importance of food aid as a Bureau resource and the
need to try to maximize the development results of these
 
resources. But whether increased programming actually produces

greater development impact remains to be seen 
in many
instances. 
 In the absence of properly conducted evaluations,

it is only possible to assert that the potential for positive

development results is greater when funding has been directed
 
to projects with higher rates of return than would have been
achieved through the host country's own programming of funds.
 

How much farther local currency programming can or should go
was raised as 
an issue by several of the case studies. As
 
programming increases, the management demands on the USAID
mission and the recipient country correspondingly increase. A

critical point at which management deiands increase
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significantly appears to be when local currency programming
 
moves from generic, categoric uses to detailed lists of
 
specific projects of priority to A.I.D.. Instead of "e; post"

attribution of local currency expenditures, more detailed
 
accounting of funds becomes necessary to verify compliance.

Some cases, such as Bangladesh, concluded that the present
 
programs are already h:ighly staff intensive.
 

In addition to staff intensity, greater programming may

exacerbate the contentious issue of who "owns" the local
 
currency (especially under Title I) and whether such
 
programming will be acceptable to the recipient country, as in
 
Morocco. In effect, detailed programming constitutes a form of
 
conditionality that some countries, such as 
Sri Lanka, flatly

reject. The additional expenditure accounting and reporting

requirements may also be unacceptable to the recipient
 
country. Furthermore, to the extent that food aid 
resources
 
are viewed as a form of support for larger structural
 
adjustment efforts, detailed programming of local currency may

be counterproductive to A.I.D.'s policy dialogue, undermining

its ability to influence the reform process. It can also
 
interfere with the host country's budget process, preventing

policy makers from optimizing the allocation of resources.
 

7. Additionality: Did Food Aid Resources Produce Aditinal
 

Reforms?
 

The additionality of reforms supported by Title I/III self-help
 
measures was questioned by several of the case studies. 
 At
 
issue is whether the self-help measures of the program
 
represent reforms that were additional to what the recipient
 
country would have done on its own or as 
part of another donor
 
funded program.
 

Current legislation pertaining to self-help measures [Section

109(d 2)] states "...to the maximum feasible extent, self-help
 
measures identified ii the agreement represent an expanded

effort undertaken by the purchasing country that would not have
 
been implemented in the absence of 
the agreement or amendment."
 

For several of the ANE programs, predicting with any degree of
 
certainty the "counterfactual" case - i.e., what actions would
 
have been taken without food aid resources - is very

difficult.The issue is even more speculative when the self-help
 
measures reiterate elements of major structural adjustment
 
programs funded by the IMF or World Bank. 
Were the actions
 
taken due solely to the Bank's funding? Did the additional
 
support and resources A.I.D. provided through food aid produce

additional incentive for action? 
 Or would the host country

have taken actions on its own irrespective of any donor?
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Implicit in the legislation is that A.I.D. should distinguish

its support for policy reform from other donor funded policy

initiatives. Further, the reforms enacted with A.I.D.'s
 
assistance should add to or 
expand what the host country would
 
have done on its own, or at least accelerate the process.
 

The idea of isolating A.I.D.'s contribution to the policy

reform process is more an analytic convienence (i.e., it
 
facilitates assessing A.I.D.'s assistance and impact) than a
 
reflection of how the policy reform process actually works.
 
A.I.D.'s experience to date with donor assisted policy reform
 
programs makes one point very clear. Under the best of
 
circumstances, A.I.D. only exerts 
limited influence over a part

of the reform process. It does not have "leverage" in the
 
sense of causing policy changes that the host country does not
 
want to make or is unwilling to maintain once U.S. assistance
 
ends. Further, where policy reforms are 
purely the result of
 
donor leverage, they are rarely effectively implemented and
 
maintained. The reality is 
that A.I.D. is merely one among a
 
number of players in the policy reform process and often a
 
small player at that.
 

Using self-help measures to extract additional reforms is also

problematic as a mission strategy. Any country has a limited
 
capacity for making policy changes; and similarly so for the
 
pace at which reforms can be enacted. As several of the case
 
studies observe, if the country is making reasonable progress

(measured against the country's economic situation and goals)

in enacting important reform measures, it makes little sense
 
for A.I.D. to push for more or try to accelerate the process.

A far more realistic approach to the additionality issue is to

view the policy reform process as a collaborative effort among

the donors and the host country. A.I.D.'s concern about the
 
additionality of self-help measures 
should not be whether they

are somehow distinct, but rather, that the mission has made a
 
concerted effort to use them constructively as part of the
 
overall process. In other words, whether the mission used the
 
resources provided through food aid effectively to contribute
 
to the policy reform process should be how the additionality

question is answered.
 

8. Imorovina Proaram Analysis. Monitoring and Evaluation
 

The case studies clearly show that significant monitoring and
 
evaluation of the development impact of Title I and III
 
programs has not been a high priority. Given that in the ANE
 
region these programs largely constitute economic resource
 
transfers that in some cases effectively support policy

reforms, 
the same standards for analysis, monitoring and
 
evaluation that apply to other modes of non-project assistance
 
should, in principle, apply to Title I and III programs.
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The foreign exchange and/or food made available through Title

I/III programs are resources that flow through markets. Their
 
contribution to economic growth and development depends 
on how
 
efficiently the markets function - particularly on the 
efficiency of resource allocation that in turn depends on
-
policies and institutions that affect market performance. It
 
is desirable and feasible to analyze and evaluate the
 
combination of food and foreign exchange that food aid programs

make available in the context of market performance.
 

Similarly, the local currency generated by some food aid
 
programs supports development activities. Where these
 
resources are significant contributions to the host country's

budget, the development impact of these activities could be
 
estimated and later evaluated to 
assure that program resources
 
are contributing to social and economic development. Finally,

the most important and enduring impact may come from the policy

reforms forwarded by the program's self-help measures and there
 
is ample room for improvement in evaluating these impacts.
 

Increasing monitoring and evaluation requirements for all
 
aspects of Title I and III 
programs would obviously intensify

the management demands of these programs further. 
Therefore,
 
any imprcvements in analysis, monitoring and evaluation should
 
be targeted on just those program elements that are most 
likely

to have a significant or measurable development impact.
 

The contribution to economic development of the foreign

exchange element of the programs will depend on the efficiency

of the foreign exchange regime and other macroeconomic policy

and institutional factors affecting how productively the
 
additional foreign exchange is used. 
The efficiency with which
 
the foreign exchange made available by the food aid program is
 
used should be carefully assessed at the planning/justification
 
stage, monitored during program implementation and be reviewed
 
in any program evaluation. In some cases, the mission's
 
on-going monitoring of the foreign exchange regime may be
 
sufficient. But in most missions, additional analysis of the
 
foreign exrhange system will probably be necessary.
 

The development results of local currency generations that
 
provide counterpart project funding or budgetary support for
 
government functions (e.g., extension, agricultural research)

will be letermined by the productivity of the individual
 
activities for which they are used. Monitoring sales proceeds

and their use for activities specified in the program agreement

is already a routine management function. In most cases, the
 
number of these activities is simply too large for the food aid
 
program to monitor and evaluate. Most Title I/III programs,

therefore, must rely on information generated by the individual
 
projects (e.g., project information systems, evaluations) to
 
assess the effectiveness of these activities.
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One area where better monitoring and evaluation could improve
 
program management is the implementation and effectiveness of
 
the self-help measures. The purposes for doing so are: a) to
 
provide mission management with periodic assessments of
 
progress in enacting the self-help measures and, to the extent
 
possible, the effects of those measures, b) to document the
 
mission's efforts to support policy reform in the host country

and how food aid resources are being used as a part of this
 
overall effort, and c) the effectiveness of program resources
 
to support policy and institutional reforms aad other related
 
activities covered by the self-help measures.
 

In particular, the expected impacts of the reforms should be
 
carefully identified in the program's justification, and then
 
subsequently evaluated at the conclusion of the program. In
 
large programs, such as Egypt, Bangladesh, and Pakistan, a
 
special evaluative study might be needed to address these
 
issues. Other programs could incorporate such information into
 
their existing reporting.
 

As with other policy reform programs, the implementation of the
 
self-help measures should be monitored on the basis of a series
 
of interim benchmarks. This is feasible only if the self-help
 
measures 
are clearly stated and, where possible, quantified.

Several cases studies noted that the vague, ambiguous language

used for self-help measures in some programs complicated

determining what constituted compliance and whether the host
 
country satisfied these measures.
 

Improving the monitoring and evaluation of the self-help
 
measures should be treated as an integral component of the
 
program. As is required for other modes of assistance, an
 
information plan that specifies benchmarks, types of data to be
 
reported by the recipient country, additional data to be
 
collected or obtained from other sources (e.n., IMF or World
 
Bank reports) and evaluation scheduling should be developed and
 
included in the program budget.
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Telecommunications:
 
A Resource for Responding to the Challenge
 

Networking ARDOs with CGNET
 
Robert Blumberg 

What is CGNET? 
The CGNET communication network interconnects international development and agriculturalresearch organizations in over 32 countries. Originally developed to serve CGIAR, CGNET now
provides many other users with low cost Electronic Mail (E-Mail) and data transfer. 

Who uses CGNET? 
CGNET clients include International Agricultural Research Centers, research institutes,universities, individual researchers, funding organizations and regional offices of the above.complete directory of CGNET users is attached. USAID ANE countries with CGNET users 

A 
include Egypt, India, Indonesia, Nepal, Pakistan, Phillipines, Sri Lanka, and Thailand. 

E-Mail and Data File Tiansfer 
Every CGNET user has an electronic mailbox within a mainframe computer which serves as acentral post office. A user connects to the central computer via various telecommunications
methods and electronically opens this mailbox with a unique ID and password. Messages can becomposed and sent to other CGNET users or to a group of users. The message 'is instantly
transferred within the main computer to the recipient's mailbox. The next time the recipient
connects to the main computer and checks his or her mailbox, the message will be waiting. 

The advantages of E-Mail include: 
* No telephone tag 
* No problems with time zone differentials 
* Provision for a printed record of the communication 
* Opportunity to use off-peak telecommunications rates
 
" 
Ability to send one message to multiple recipients
* Use by travellers with uncertain schedules 
* Lower cost than other methods 

Data files can be transferred within E-Mail messages. These files include documents produced
by any word processor including Wang, WordPerfect and Wordstar, Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheets, and
database files or updates. 

Equipment Required 

The basic equipment required for CGNET access is: 

* A computer (Wang, Apple, IBM compatible, Tandy, etc.)
* A modem (the device which provides interface between computer and phone line)
* A telephone with dial out capability
* A communications software package (Crosstalk, Procomm, PC-Talk, etc.) 



------------------------

-----------------------

Sample CGNET Session 
The communications software is used to dial the modem and connect to the central computer.
Screens similiar to the following would appear (italics denote user response). 

CONNECT 2400
 
Dialcom X.25 Network
 
At "*"type C 0##
 
* C 057 
corn 57/90096404000002
 
Primecom Network 57
 
Please Sign On
 
> ID CGII 1l 

Password: XXXXXXXX 

Dialcom Computer Service (57)
 
On At 09:13 02/22/89 EST
 
Last on At 11:58 02/21/89
 

Mail call (I unread) 

WELCOME TO THE CGNET 

> 


Sendine E-Mail: 

> MAIL 
Send, Read or Scan: SEND 

To: R.Lenton 
Subject: Water Management Specialist 
Text: 

(Network ID supplied by CGNET)
 

(User ID supplied by CGNET)
(User defined password) 

(System Ready Prompt) 

Is a Sr. Water Management Specialist available to
 
evaluate USAID Morocco's supplementrary irrigation

project Feb 17 - March 25?
 

Jim Lowenthal
 

.SEND (.SEND tells the computer to transmit the message) 

Mail ID: IPM-157-890203-1737645 (unique ID assigned by central computer)
 
R.LENTON -- Sent
 

Receivine E-Mail: 

Send, Read or Scan: READ (Scan displays the subject of messages) 

To: J.LOWENTHAL (CGI I11)

From: IIMI (CGU022) Dlvd: 22-Feb-89 02:05 EST (date rcvd by central computer)

MAIL ID: IPM-157-890122-125567
 

Due to recent turmoil Digana Village IIMI has installed 
Satpax 2 suitcase satellite station and is again on CGNET. 

Disposition: DELETE (message can be deleted, filed, or forwarded) 



Real-Time On Line Conversations 

E-Mail can be used for real time conversations with both parties remaining on line. This may bevery costly, especially if long distance is used. One option is to prearrange for each party toconnect to the central computer every 15 minutes and check for mail. This saves on connect
charges and gives each participant a few minutues to formulate a response. 

Transferring Data Files 

* Use the CGNET menu-driven File Transfer program to transfer or "upload" the desired file to 
the central computer 

* Compose the E-Mail message as usual, but add: 
.LOAD BUDGET89.WK1 (loads the transferred spreadsheet file into the message) 
.SEND 

* The recipient receives the E-Mail and transfers ("downloads") the file to their local computer. 

* The file can be directly used with the appropriate software (e.g., Lotus, Wang, WordPerfect). 

Getting on CGNET 
Packet versus; Non-Packet Switched Countries 

A growing number of countries are establishing packet switching telecommunications networks.In these countries a local telephone call can access the international data services including the 
one CGNET uses. No international long distance charges are incurred. 

In packet switched ANE countries (Egypt, Indonesia, Philippines and Thailand) any PC and abasic modem ($100 - $200) can access CGNET. A potential user must apply to the PIT for aNetwork User ID for billing purposes. If CGNET Services International, which administers
CGNET, already has a Network User ID in a packet switched country it may be used. Pakistan,India and Tunisia have expressed an intent to install packet switching networks. A packet
switching access point has just come on line in Beijing. 

In non-packet switched countries access to International Long Distance Dialing is required. Thisrequires a good quality modem ($400-$500) which can cope with noisy phone lines and echoes.The user must get PTT approval to install the modem. Fortunately, the approval process isgetting easier as more people apply, especially if approval has already been granted to another 
user and use of a previously approved modem is requested. 

Comparative Costs 
The Consultive Group saves an estimated $2 million (U.S.) per year by using CGNET over other 
means of telecommunications. Three years ago the original estimate was $1 million. However, asis often the case when good communications are available, the amount of CGNET traffic has 
increased dramatically. 

Average comparative costs for transmission of a double spaced page of text have been developedfor ANE countries. The actual rates vary widely. In a packet switched country there are connect
charges and data charges. Connect time ranges from $6 to $18 per hour. Data charges are perkilocharacter (1000 text characters) and range from $0.20 to $0.60 per kcharacter. In a countrywithout a packet switching network International Long Distance Dialing must be used. A rate of$3/minute (such as from India to the U.S.) has been used for comparison. 



Comparative Costs 
ANE Country to U.S. 

Iog on + 
1'Iixt Page 

Additional 
Pages 

-- --------------- ----------- ------------

Packet Switched $1.00 $0.75 

Non-Packet Switched $3.50 $0.50 

Telex $6-$18 $6-$18 

FAX $61-$18 $6-$18 

The time required to log in and send or receive a page of text is about one minute (modem speed1200 bps for packet switched networks, 2400 bps for international long distance). The 
transmission of an additional page is much faster as there is no connect time overhead for theinitial log in sequence. With International Long Distance there is a high cost per minute, but
there is no charge per 1000 characters. For this reason, transmission of additional pages can
actually b- clzeaper using long distance since the charge per 1000 characters in a packet switched
network may be higher than the cost of zhe few extra seconds on long distance. If no new mail
has been received, a log in and check for mail check can be done in about 30 seconds. 

Telex transmits very slowly at 5 characters per second (as compared to 120 or 240 characters per
second on CGNET) and regular international long distance rates apply, with an average Telex 
taking about three minutes to send. 

Facsimile costs also vary widely. A FAX machine is basically an error correcting modem. When 
a reception error is encountered the sending machine does not slow the transmission rate. Thereceiving machine asks for a repeat of that garbled section. A transmission that may take 20-30
seconds over good quality lines in the U.S. may take up to six minutes to some countries withnoisy lines. Nairobi has recently reported six minute FAX transmission times. Transmission time 
may be greatly reduced at other times. Hence the range of costs shown. Of course, Telex and
facsimile are better suited for certain applications (e.g., communicating with a non-CGNET 
facility or sending a Purchase Order). 

The chart shows, however, that even if the estimates are significantly off CGNET 
communications is much cheaper than Telex or FAX. 

Computer Conferencing 

There is presently a "computer conference" on CGNET discussing Post-Harvest Agriculture.
Interested CGNET users can join the conference for $10 per month. Discussion is in the form of
E-Mail addressed to the conference which then appears in the mailbox of each participant.
Everyone can see the remarks of everyone else in the conference at their own convenienace. 

The Post-Iarvest Agriculture Computer Conferen:'e is divided into Perishables and Grains 
groups. Participants discuss new techniques, individual research and current applications.
Specific topics include underground storage methods, Integrated Pest Management, food sec-irity
in LDCs and vertebrate pest damage. 

Interested ?? 

If you want to know more about CGNET and how you can use it as another resource inresponding to the challenge, please contact Robert Blumberg during the conference or Jim 
Lowenthal afterward. 

22 February 1989
 



CGNET Directory as of 14 February 1989 
>DIS DIR 

A.BATIONO 10074:CGUO04 

A.DEOLALIKAR 157:CG1097 

A.DEUTSCH 157:CG:706 

A.ESTRADA 157:CGI301 

A.FAJARDO 157:CGI801 

A.FLETCHER 157:CGI601 

A.GARCIA 157:CG1229 

A.J.CALLOW I074:CGUO14 

A.JAGNE 10074:CGUO04 

A.KUMAR 10074:CGUO04 

A.LEWITT 5825:CV1010 

A.MCCALLA 157:CG1223 

A.MCNAUGHTON 2020:IDROC3 

A.ObILANA 10074:CGUO02 

A.RAMAIMURTHY 157:CGI505 

A.ROELFO 157:CG1203 

A.SCHULZ 10074:CGUO04 

A.SCHUTT 157:CG1505 

A.TEKETE 10074:CGUO04 

A.VON-DER-OSTEN 157:CGI601 

A.WEBB 157:CGIO58 

ACDI 157:CGI150 

ACE 157:AGCO01 

ACIAR 157:CGI034 

AFRUS 10081:MMU283 

AID.ST.AG 157:CGI9O1 

AIDAB 157:CG1219 

ARO/W 157:CGI111 

ASRO 2020:IDROO4 

ASR057 157:CGI086 

AVRDC.TEST 157:CG1227 

B.BARRY 157:CG1904 

B.CARDON 157:AGS4214 

B.CURTIS 157:CGIO23 

B.DAVY 2020:IDR004 

B.DUFF 157:CG'1401 

B.EDWARDSON 2020:IDRO01 

B.GILLIVER 10074:CGUO04 

B.HARDAKER 157:CGIO37 

B.HART 141:TCN404 

B.IRWIN 157:AGS770 

B.KAPLAN 157:CGIIOO 

B.MARVALDI 10074:CGUO04 

B.NDUNGURU 10074:CGUO04 

B.NTARE 10074:CGUO04 

B.ROSE 157:CGI701 

B.SKOVMAND 157:CGIO71 

B.SWINDALE 157:CGI503 

B.VALENT 157:CGIO47 

B.WILLIAMS 157:CG1063 

e.WILLS 157:CGI505 

BALU 157:CGI05 

C.DELEON 157:CGI205 

C.DEVENDRA 2020:IDRO04 

C.DE WIT 157:CG1231 

C.EDWARDS 157:CGI146 

C.FARRAR 157:CGIO05 

C.GEIGER 157:CG1146 

C.GIROUX 10074:CGUO04 

C.GONZALEZ 157:CGI201 

C.GOTSCH 175:CG1230 

C.HOWES 10079:ARSO04 

C.IRITANI 141:TCN320 

C.JAMES 157:CGI201 

C.JOHANSEN 157:CGI505 

C.KRAMER 157:CGI601 

C.MANN 157:CGI205 


ICRISATSC Soil Scientist(IFDC)
 
Harvard University
 
CICP/IPPC Oregon State University
 
CIAT Head Systems
 
CIP Director of Administration
 
ISNAR Publications Officer
 
CIDA Consultant
 
IBPGR Post-Grad. Train. Course, Birmingham, UK
 
ICRISATSC Regional Admin. Officer
 
ICRISATSC Millet Breeder
 
University of the Virgin Islands
 
TAC Chairman UC-Davis
 
IDRC - Fisheries Program, Delhi
 
ICRISATZW Sorghum Breeder
 
ICRISAT Travel Officer
 
CIMMYT Univ. of Minnesota
 
ICRISATSC Project Development Officer
 
ICRISAT Asst. Engineer, RMP
 
ICRISATSC Agronomist (U.of Hohenheim)
 
ISNAR Director Gcneral
 
Soil Conservation Res. Branch, Asst. Director
 
Agricultural Development Cooperative Intl.
 
Agr Communic Educ
 
Australian Center for Int'l Agri. Res.
 
Ag & Food Research Unit of Statistics, Edinburgh
 
USAID Science and Tech/Agr, Washington, D.C.
 
Australian Int'l. Dev. Asst Bureau
 
USAID Asia/Near East Ag/Rural Devel
 
iORC, ASRO, Singapore
 
IDRC Regional Office Singapore, Backup Account
 
AVRDC Taiwan
 
lIE Mgr, Systems/DataProc.
 
WINROCK FARMING SYSTEMS
 
CIMTURK Director, Winter Wheat Program

IDRC - Fisheries Program, Singapore
 
IRRI
 
IDRC Post Production Program Officer, Bogota
 
ICRISATSC Statistician
 
U. of New England, Dept. of Agri. Econ., Australia
 
WINROCK FARMING SYSTEMS
 
Univ. of Illinois, OIA
 
CSl Admin. Assistant
 
ICRISATSC Project Dev Officer
 
ICRISATSC Groundnut Agronomist
 
ICRISATSC Cowpea Bdr/Agrst(ILCA)
 
IFPRI Head, Information Servic
 
CIMMYT-TURKEY Wheat Breeder
 
ICRISAT Hawaii
 
DuPont Central Research
 
ICIPE Biostatistician
 
ICRISAT Research Editor
 
ICRISAT Executive Assistant to DG
 
CIMMYT Bangkok Office
 
IDRC - Animal Production Systems, Sinqapore

TAC Wageningen, The Netherlands
 
Purdue Pest Management
 
CG SEC Executive Secretary
 
Purdue Pest Management
 
ICRISATSC Regional Information Officer
 
CIMMYT Head, DataProcessing Ser
 
Food Research Institute (Stanford University)

Plant Breeding Inst, Trumpington, Cambridge
 
FORD FOUNDATION DCP
 
CIMMYT Consultant
 
ICRISAT Pulse Agronomist
 
ISNAR Administrative Officer
 
CIMMYT Bangkok Office
 

http:AID.ST.AG


C.MASON 100BO:BTGO68 

C.MATANYAIRE 10074:CGUO02 

C.MCCLUNG 141:TCN401 

C.O.QUALSET 157:AGS302 

C.ONG 157:CG1505 

C.PATTANAYAK 157:CG1505 

C.PODESTA 157:CGIO43 

C.PRAY-AGS 157:AGS1629 

C.RENARD 10074:CGUO04 

C.SANDERS 141:UGAOO1 

C.SASTRY 2020:IDROO4 

C.SIRI 157:CGIO43 

C.SULLIVAN 157:CGI144 

C.T.HASH 157:CGIB05 

CAB 10084:CAUOOI 

CARINET 157:CGIO94 

CG.PFINDER 157:CG1145 

CGIAR 157:CGIO01 

CGNET 157:CGI100 

CGNET.HELP 157:CGI228 

CGNET64 164:CGI1000 

CGNET74 10074:CGUO1 

CIAT 157:CGI301 

CIAT-IMPORTS 157:CG1704 

CIAT-MIAMI 157:CGI306 

CIAT64 164:CGI1003 

CIATBAN 157:CG1305 

CIAT GUATEMALA 157:CG1303 

CICP 157:CG1604 

CIMBAN 157:CGI206 

CIMKAT 157:CGI089 

CIMKAT57 157:CGIO89 

CIMKAT74 10074:CGUO20 

CIMMYT 157:CGI201 

CIMMYT64 164:CGI1002 

CIMMYT74 10074:CGUOIO 

CIMMYTCAL 157:CG1206 

CIMMYT BANGKOK 157:CG1205 

CIMPAK 157:CGI023 

CIMPAK57 157:CGI023 

CIMPAK74 10074:CGUO06 

CIMTST 157:CGI024 

CIMTURK 157:CGIO71 

CIMZIM57.TEST 157:CGIO16 

CIMZIM74.TEST 10074:CGUO19 

CIMCOSTARICA 157:CGI119 

CIM HONDURAS 157:CGI118 

CIM PANAMA 157:CG1124 

CIM SALVADOR 157:CG1122 

CIP 157:CGI801 

CIP-RRT 157:CGI044 

CIP-TCD 157:CGI043 

CIP64 164:CGI1004 

CIPCIM.KENYA 10074:CGUO17 

CITI 157:CGIB04 

CNCP.HALL 2022:SLS155 

CNCP.HELP 2022:SLS155 

CORNELL 157:CGI20' 

CPC 157:CGI207 

CSI 157:CGIIO0 

CSI.BILOOEAU 157:CGI103 

CSI.LINDSEY 157:CGI104 

CSI.NOVAK 157:CGI074 

CSI.OTTAWA 2020:IDRO30 

CSIRO 157:CGI158 

CT-EXT-DIR 157:AGS450 

D.BALSON 2020:IDRO1O 

D.BISHT 157:CGI505 

D.BOTTRELL 157:CGI606 

D.BUTLER 157:CGI505 

D.DE-PADUA 2020:IDRO01 

D.DEPADUA 2020:IDROO4 


British Telecom Gold Intl Sales Mgr

ICRISATZW Expt. Station Manager
 
WINROCK-BK BANGKOK OFFICE
 
U. of California-Davis
 
ICRISAT Cropping Systems Agronomist
 
ICRISAT Coordinator CCRN
 
CIP Librarian
 
ISNAR-USA Univ. of Minn.
 
ICRISATSC Head, Resource Mgmt
 
IICPAB EXEC.COORD/SYSOP
 
IDRC - Forestry Program, Singapore
 
CIP Training Specialist
 
INTSORMIL
 
ICRISATMX Sorghum Breeder
 
Commonwealth Agriculture Bureau, UK
 
CARINET Washington, DC
 
CG SEC Test X.400 Gateway Account
 
CG SEC GENERAL ADDRESS, Washington, D.C.
 
CSI CGNET Services Intl., Palo Alto
 
CGNET Services Network Help Mailbox
 
CGNET Services International System 64 Account
 
CSI Backup Account, UK
 
CIAT GENERAL ADDRESS - Call, Colombia
 
CIAT Imports Division
 
CIAT Miami, USA
 
CIAT Backup Account
 
CIAT BANGKOK RE31ONAL OFFICE
 
CIAT ICTA/CIAT Office, Guatemala
 
CICP College Park, MD
 
CIMMYT Bangkok, Thailand
 
CIMMYT - Kathmandu, Nepal
 
CIMMYI Kathmandu (US Account)
 
CIMMYT Kathmandu, Nepal
 
CIMMYT GENERAL ADDRESS MEXICO
 
CIMMYT Backup Accou,t
 
CIMMYT
 
CIMMYT California
 
CIMMYT BANGKOK REGIONAL OFFICE
 
CIMMYT PAKISTAN OUTREACH
 
CIMMYT PAKISTAN OUTREACH
 
CIMMYT PAKISTAN OUTREACH/ SYSTEM 74
 
CIMMYT TEST ACCOUNT
 
CIMMYT Ankara, Turkey

CIMMYT-ZIMBABWE Test Account (US)
 
CIMMYT-ZIMBABWE Test Account (UK)
 
HAG, San Jose, Costa Rica
 
Rscursos Naturales, Comayagua, Honduras
 
EDIAP, Panama City, Panama
 
CENTA, El Salvador
 
CIP GENERAL ADDRESS Lima, Peru
 
CIP Regional Research & Training
 
CIP Training and Communications Dev.
 
CIP Backup Account
 
CIP/CIMMYT at ILRAD, Nairobi
 
CITIBANK Citibank Intl Services, New York
 
Account Rep, Ottawa
 
Account Rep, Ottawa
 
Cornell University, Int'l Agriculture Program

CPC Carter Pres Ctr, Atlanta
 
HQ, Palo Alto, CA, USA
 
Palo Alto, CA, USA
 
Palo Alto, CA, USA
 
Cairns, Australia
 
Ottawa Account, Temporary ID
 
CSIRO Canberra City, Australia
 
U. of Conn., Agricultural Experiment Station
 
IDRC - Information Sciences
 
ICRISAT Farm Development/Operations Manager
 
CICP Univ. of Maryland
 
ICRISAT Microclimatologist
 
IDRC Post Production Program Officer, Singapo

IDRC - Post Production Systems, Singapore
 



D.EVANS 157:CG1505 

D.FARIS 157:CGI50 

D.FREEBAIRN 157:CG1062 

D.GOODMAN 10074:CGUo22 

D.GREENBERG 10074:CGUO04 

D.GREENLAND 157:CGI401 

D.GROENFELDT 157:CG1129 

D.HARRIS 10074:CGUO07 

D.HARWOOD 141:TCN405 

D.HAYNES 157:CGI063 

D.J.HARRIS 157:CGIO46 

D.KAIMOWITZ 157:CGI601 

D.LAING 157:CGI301 

D.MCDONALD 157:CG1505 

D.MENTZ 10084:CAUOO1 

D.MITRA 157:CGI505 

D.NGYAARD 141:TCN329 

D.OSWALT 157:CGI505 

D.PACHICO 157:CGI301 

D.PADWA 141:UGAOO7 

D.PLUCKNETT 157:CGIO09 

D.PUCKRIDGE 157:CG1405 

D.REDDY 157:CGI505 

D.ROHRBACH 10074:CGU002 

D.ROSE 141:TCN371 

D.SANNI 157:CG1125 

D.SAUNDERS 157:CG1205 

D.SEXTON 100O80:BTGO05 

D.SNYDER 141:UGA414 

D.STRAUSS 157:CG1133 

D.SWEENEY 10079:ARS002 

D.THURSTON 157:CGI211 

D.UGENT 157:CGIB02 

D.WATERHOUSE 157:CGIIBB 

D.WEBB 2020:IDRO05 

D.WINKELMANN 157:CGI201 

DE-EXP-DIR 157:AGS525 

DIVERSITY 157:CG1133 

DR.RICHIE 157:AGS1221 

E.COREA 157:CGIO06 

E.CRASWELL 157:CG1036 

E.EWING 157:CGI210 

E.FRIERSON 157:CGIO03 

E.JAVIER 157:CGI601 

E.SAARI 157:CG1071 

E.SHULTZE 10074:CGUO22 

E.SULZBERGER 157:CG1004 

E.TERRY 157:CGI125 

E.VANDERVELD 157:CG1220 

E.WALKER 10080:ETGO98 

E.WEBER 2020:IDROOB 

F.BENTLEY 157:CGIBO6 

F.BIDINGER 157:CG1505 

F.CABREJOS 157:CG1043 

F.CADY 141:TCN374 

F.CHUMLEY 157:CG1047 

F.CUEVAS 157:CGI301 

F.DAVISON 141:UGAO03 

F.GERARD 157:CG1905 

F.KRAMER 157:CGI051 

F.LI 157:CGI901 

F.MACHARDY 157:CGIBO6 

F.ROCHE 157:CGI216 

F.TORRES 157:CGI301 

F.WALIYAR 157:CG1505 

FORD 141:TCN319 

FORD-CAIRO 141:TCN329 

FORD-COMPTROLLER 141:TCN307 

FORD-DEL 141:TCN322 

FORD-JAKARTA 141:TCN301 

FORD-LIMA 141:TCN324 

FORD-MANILA 141:TCN303 


ICRISAT Manager, Housing and Food Services
 
ICRISAT Coordinator, AGLN
 
U. of Minnesota, Dept. of Soil Science
 
IIMI Director Admin and Finance
 
ICRISATSC Groudnut Breeder
 
IRRI Deputy Director General
 
IIMI Traveling Account
 
Univ. of Nottingham
 
WINROCK GREENHOUSE CONF
 
ICIPE Deputy Director
 
Consultant
 
ISNAR Project Coord. - RTTL
 
CIAT Deputy Director General
 
ICRISAT Groundnut Pathologist
 
CAB Director General
 
ICRISAT Fiscal Manager
 
FORD FOUNDATION -- Cairo
 
ICRTSAT Training Officer
 
CIAT Leader (Beans)
 
IICPAB U OF CO/U OF GA
 
CG SEC Scientific Advisor
 
IRRI Bangkok Office
 
ICRISAT Groundnut Virologist
 
ICRISATZW Economist
 
WINROCK-F U. OF MINN.
 
WARDA Director of Int'l Cooperation
 
CIMMYT Bangkok Office
 
British Telecom Gold
 
University of Georg:a
 
DIVERSITY Magazine, Managing Editor
 
Animals & Grassland Research Institute, Maidenhead
 
CORNELL
 
CIPUS Southern Illinois Univ
 
CSIRO Canberra City, Australia
 
IDRC - Forestry Program, Bogota
 
CIMMYT Director General
 
U. of Delaw. College of Agricultural Sciences
 
Diversity, Quarterly Scientific Journal
 
Michigan State University
 
CG SEC Senior Program Officer
 
Austral. Center for Int'l. Agri. Res.
 
CORNELL
 
CG SEC Librarian
 
ISNAR
 
CIMMYT-TURKEY Wheat Pathologist/Breeder
 
IIMI Director Int'l Programs
 
CG SEC Information Officer
 
WARDA Director General
 
IIMI Pakistan
 
British Telecom Gold - Edinburgh
 
IDRC - Post Production Systems, Delhi
 
IBSRAM Edmonton
 
ICRISAT Millet Physiologist
 
CIP
 
WINROCK-F HAWAII
 
IRRI Central Research, DuPont
 
CIAT IRRI/CIAT Liason
 
IICPAB UNIVERSITY GA
 
lIE IPS
 
CIAT Director of Finance & Admin.
 
USAID S & T, AGR
 
ICRISATGB Chairman, Governing Board
 
CORNELL
 
CIAT Deputy Director General
 
ICRISATSC Groundnut Pathologist

Ford Foundation New York
 
FORD FOUNDATION -- Cairo
 
FORD FOUNDATION
 
Ford Foundation New Delhi
 
FORD FOUNDATION
 
FORD FOUNDATION LIMA
 
FORD FOUNDATION
 



FORD-MEXICO 141:TCI30B 

FORD-NYO 141:TCN318 

FORD-NYO-ADMIN 141:TCN321 

FORD-RIO 141:TCN325 

G.BANTA 2020:IDROO6 

G.CAMPBELL 157:CGIO50 

G.CARLSON 157:AGS1790 

G.CARPENTER 157:CGIIOO 

G.CARTER 157:CGI207 

G.CLABAUGH 141:TCNO03 

G.DONOVAN 157:AGS2050 

G.GALVEZ 157:CGI109 

G.GETTINBY 10074:CGUO12 

G.GRANADOS 157:CG1205 

G.GUNASEKERA 157:CG1505 

G.HABICH 157:CGI301 

G.HALL 141:TCN326 

G.HAWTIN 2020:IDROO6 

G.KOCHERT 141:UGA417 

G.LEVINE 157:CG1215 

G.LINDSEY 157:CGI104 

G.MACNEIL 157:CG1125 

G.NINA 157:CGI301 

G.NORTON 157:CGI602 

G.NTOUKAM57 157:CGI130 

G.NTOUKAM74 10074:CGUOO1 

G.PERSLEY 157:CGI036 

G.ROBERTSON 157:CG1043 

G.SMITH 157:CGI505 

G.TONNING 141:TCN321 

G.VARUGHESE 157:CGI201 

G.YOUNTS 141:UGAO04 

GCRI 10079:ARSO03 

GURUNADH 157:CGI505 

H-J.BRAUN 157:CGIO71 

H.ALVAREZ 157:CGI201 

H.DEBOECK 157:CGIO08 

H.ELLIOT 
 157:CGI6O1 

H.ESCOBAR 2020:IDRO05 

H.FELDSTEIN 157:CGI126 

H.K.JAIN 157:CGI501 

H.LI-PUN 2020:IDRO05 

H.MCARTHUR 157:CGI065 

H.NIXON 2020:IDR034 

H.RINCON 157:CGI043 

H.SHUYLER 157:CGI156 

H.VANRHEENEN 157:CGIS05 

H.YOUNG 157:CG1202 

H.ZANDSTRA 2020:!DROO1 

HAI-SING 2020:IDRO04 

HI AGRON SS 157:CGIO5S 

!.KHAN - 157:CGI804 

I.LAOUALI 10074:CGUO04 

I.MORISON 141:TCN377 

[ADS 141:TCN408 

IAP-UARK 157:CGIO07 

IBPGR 157:CGI101 

IBPGR-DELHI 157:CGII14 

IBSNAT 157:CGIO57 

IBSRAM 157:CGI806 

ICIPE 157:CGIO63 

ICIPE57 157:CG1063 

ICLARM 157:CG1226 

ICR-EARSAM 10074:CGUO27 

ICR-EARSAM57 157:CGI113 

ICRISAT 157:CGI5S05 

ICRISAT74 10074:CGUO03 

ICRISATML 157:CGI135 

ICRISATSC 10074:CGUO04 

ICRISATSC57 157:CG1504 

ICRISATSC74 10074:CGUO04 

ICRISATZW 10074:CGUO02 


FORD FOUNDATION MEXICO
 
FORD FOUNDATION COM
 
FORD FOUNDATION ADMIN.
 
FORD FOUNDATION RIO
 
IDRC - Agricultural Economics, Vancouver
 
WSU Professor of Soil Sciences
 
NC State, Economist
 
CSI Administrator
 
CPC
 
TCN
 
U. of Rhode Island, Col. of Resource Dev., Dean
 
CIAT Head - Bean Program (Lima, Peru)

ILRAD Consultant, Strathclyde University
 
CIMMYT Bangkok Office
 
ICRISAT 
 Advisor to DG for Donor Relations
 
CIAT Coordinator Training
 
FORD FOUNDATION HUM RTS
 
IDRC - Crop & Animal Production, Vancouver
 
IICPAB BOTANY, U OF GA
 
CORNELL
 
CSI Director
 
WARDA Director of Admin and Finance
 
CIAT Admin. Asst. of Telecom
 
ISNAR-USA Virginia Polytechnic U.
 
PURDUE - Maroua, Camaroon (US Account)

PURDUE - Maroua, Camaroon (UK Account)
 
Austral. Center for Int'l. Agri. Res.
 
CIP
 
ICRISAT Soil Scientist
 
FORD FOUNDATION OFFICE
 
CIMMYT Assoc. Director, Wheat Program
 
IICPAB VP/SERVICES/UGA
 
Glasshouse/Crops Res. Inst. Littlehampton, W.Susse
 
ICRISAT CBMS Operator
 
CIMMYT-TURKEY Wheat Breeder
 
CIMMYT Purchasing Officer
 
CG SEC Project Officer, Finance
 
i^HISNAR DDG, Research and Training
 
IDRC - Agricultural Economics, Bogota
 
IRRI Collaborator
 
ISNAR DDG, CooHllaboration with National SyseiHtems

IDRC - Animal Production Systems, Bogota

U. of Hawaii, Int'l. Agri. Programs Office
 
IORC - EDP Services
 
CIP
 
Moderator Post-Harvest Conference
 
ICRISAT Chickpea Breeder
 
CIMMYT Consultant
 
IDRC - Agriculture Director, Ottawa
 
IDRC, Singapore Regional Offic
 

U. of Hawaii, Dept. of Agron & Soil Sci. /General
 
CITIBANK ACC. AD. - IRRI
 
ICRISATSC Exec. Admin. Computer Asst.
 
WINROCK-F AID WASHINGTON
 
WINROCK Washington Office
 
Int'l. Agric. Frograms - Univ. of Arkansas
 
IBPGR General HQ Address, Rome
 
IBGPR New Delhi, India
 
U. of Hawaii, Intl. Benchmark Sites Net. AT Trans. 
IBSRAM Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 
ICIPE Nairobi, Kenya 
Test Account 
ICLARM Manila, Phillipines 
ICRISATKN East Africa Reg. Sorghum & Millet 
ICRISATKN System 57 Account (Backup) 
ICRISAT GENERAL ADDRESS 
ICRISAT System 74 Account (Backup) 
ICRISAT Bamako, Mali 
ICRISATSC ICRISAT Sahelian Center 
ICRISATSC System 57 Account 
ICRISATSC System 74 Account 
ICRISATZW Bulawayo, Zimbabwe 
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Crop Production Systems, Nairobi
 
Forestry Program, Dakar
 
Fisheries Program, Ottawa
 
Crop Production Systems, Cairo
 
Forestry Program, Delhi
 
Post Production Systems, Dakar
 
Post Production Systems, Nairobi
 
Fisheries Program, Singapore
 
Forestry Program, Nairobi
 
Post Production Systems, Ottawa
 

- Crop Production Systems, Dakar
 
- Ajriculture Deputy Director
 
- Singapore Regional Office
 
- Nai'obi Regional Office
 
- Gordon Banta (AFNS/Vancouver)
 
- Geoff Hawtin (AFNS/Vancouver)
 
EDP
 
- J.Shaw (EDP)
 
- Boguta Regional Office
 
- Lynn Thurston (EDP)
 
- Cairo Regional Office
 
- Administration
 
- Agriculture, Food & Nutrition Sciences Divi
 
- Communications Division
 
- Earth and Engineering Sciences Div.
 
- Executive Office
 
- Fellowships & Awards Division
 
- General Counsel Unit
 
- Human Resources
 
- Health Sciences Division
 
- Internal Audit
 
- Information Sciences Division
 
- Office of Planning & Evalution
 
- Research Programs
 
- Resources
 
- Secretary's Office
 
- Social Sciences Division
 
- Treasurer's Office
 

IDRC General address
 
IDRC - Paul Lahey (EDP) Mail Manager
 
IDRC - New Delhi Regional Office
 
IDRC - Ted Murray (EDP)
 
IDRC - Vancouver Office
 
IDRC - Dakar Regional Office
 
IER Bamako, Mali
 
Int'l Fund for Agricultural Research Washington
 
IFDC Int'l Fertilizer Dev. Center, Alabama
 
IFPRI GENERAL. ADDRESS, Washington,
 
IE Inst. of Int'l. Education, Ne
 
IIMI Digana Village, Sri Lanka
 
Int'l Irrigation Mngmt. - Kathmandu, Nepal

International Inst. of Tropical Agriculture
 
ILRAD Intl Lab. Res. on Animal Diseases, Nair
 
CIAT Supplies Department
 
Institute for Medical Res., Papua New Guinea
 

INIBAP Montpellier, FRANCE
 
Intermail Gateway to Bitnet, EARN
 
INTSORMIL 

INSORMIL 

INTSORMIL 

lIE 

lIE 

IRRI 

IRRI 

IRRI
 
ISNAR 


U.of Nebraska, Lincoln
 
U. of Nebraska, Lincoln
 
Backup Account
 

Intl. Personnel Services
 
Intl. Purchasing Services
 
GENERAL ADDRESS
 
BANGKOK REGIONAL OFFICE
 

GENERAL ADDRESS, The Hague
 
ISNAR-INDO Indonesia
 
ICRISATSC Exec. Admin. Computer Asst.
 
CG SEC Consultant
 

http:IDRC.OTTA.TO
http:IDRC.OTTA.IA
http:IDRC.OTTA.EO
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ICRISAT Assoc. Pulse Physiologist
 
IRRI Travelling account
 
ICRISATSC Economist
 
NECID Representative, UMO
 
ISNAR/OFCOR
 
ICRISAT Soil Chemist
 
IBPGR Seed Handling Unit
 
CIAT Leader (Cassava)
 
Cordoba, Spain
 
CORNELL
 
ICRISAT Program Director, Cereals Program

WINROCK Kathmandu, Nepal
 
ICRISATAU Australia
 
FORD FOUNDATION INTERNAL
 
CIMMYT Katmandu, Nepal
 
CSI Programming Consultant
 
ICRISAT Computer Services Officer
 
IRRI Head - Ag Econ Program
 
INTSORMIL
 
DIVERSITY Magazine, Assoc. Editor
 
Agricultural Development Cooperative Intl.(ACDI)
 
CSI Administrator
 
IBPGR Board Member
 
IBPGR, Board Member (UK Account)
 
ICRISATSC Economist, IFPRI
 
National Agriculturan Library (NAL), Director
 
FORD FOUNDATION
 
ICRISAT DDG, Emeritus
 
IICPAB U.GA.VP.RESEARCH
 
U. of Kansas, Plant Pathology Dept.
 
CIMMYT Pakistan Economist
 
USAID/ANE/ARD Chief
 
ICRISAT Sorghum Physiologist
 
Australia
 
IC-HCIPE Computer Specialist
 
CICP University of Miami
 
U. of Mass. 
 Assoc. Dir. College of Food and Nat. Resources
 
Austral. Center for Int'l. Agri. Res.
 
IFPRI Director General
 
CAB Director, Information Services
 
ICRISAT Program Director Resource Management

TAC SEC Executive Secretary
 
Rodale - Chairman Philadelphia, PA
 
ICRISAT Groundnut Cytogeneticist
 
USDA/CSRS/CRIS
 
CIAT Director General
 
CIMMYT Computer Operations Coor
 
IBPGR Chairman,IBPGR
 
FORD FOUNDATION LIMA
 
Austral. Center for Int'l. Agri. Res.
 
ICRISAT Asst. Manager, Comp. Svci.
 
ILRAD
 
IAIL MGR BACKUP IDRC OTTAWA
 
IAFP Assistant Director, Rutgers
 
CIMMYT Executive Officer
 
ISNAR Asst. Lin^Hbrario^Han
 
CIAT Leader (Pastures)
 
ICRISATSC IBPGR Field Officer for West Africa
 
CIP Deputy Director General
 
ICRISATSC Millet Pathologist
 
XEROX PARC
 
ICRISAT Groundnut Entomomlogist
 
ICRISAT Groundnut Physiologist
 
ICRISAT Millet Breeder
 
INTSORMIL
 
Rockefeller Foundatiri, New York
 
IRRI Michael Bonman Traveling Account
 
CIAT (3pecial Account)
 
J.Estes Traveling Account
 
WINROCK -F WINROCK -DC
 
CIP Dir. Reg. Res. & Trainin
 
IRRI Traveling Account
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CIAT Bangkok Office
 
Michigan State University
 
IRRI Director General
 
ICRISAT Soil Physicist
 
ICRISAT Millet Microbiologist
 
ICRISATZW Sorghum Entomologist
 
WINROCK-F BANGKOK
 
IDRC - Crop Production Systems, Singapore
 
CGNET Australia
 
CSI Australia
 
ICRISAT Sorghum Entomlgst
 
ICRISAT Asst. Pulse Microbiologist
 
U. of New England, Dept. of Agri. Econ., Australia
 
NAL Chief, Public Services Division
 
ICRISAT ADG (Liason)
 
ICRISAT New Delhi Office
 
CITIBANK ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
 
CAB Director, Scientific Services
 
IBPGR Nairobi, Kenya (ILRAD)
 
CITIBANK MARKETING
 
ICRISAT L.Swindale Traveling Account
 
FORD FOUNDATION BILATRL
 
IICPAB ISPMB
 
ICRISAT Computer Services
 
ICRISATSC Millet Agronomist
 
IFPRI Assoc. Dir. Fin./Admin.
 
ICRISAT Librarian
 
DIVERSITY Magazine, Business Manager
 
CIMMYT Bangkok Office
 
ICRISATZW SADCC/ICRISAT Proj Mgr
 
CIP Controller
 
CIAT IFDC/CIAT Project
 
ICRISATSC Geneticist, ORSTOM
 
ICRISAT Sorghum Pathologist
 
CIP
 
AES, U. of Conn., Associate Director
 
IICPAB UGA/BIOT
 
IICPAB IICPAB Staff
 
ICRISAT Pigeonpea Breeder
 
IITA Director General
 
ICRISAT Director General
 
U.of Illinois, Dept. of Ag. Econ.
 
IDRC Agriculture Exec Scientific Asst, Ottawa
 
CORNELL
 
MAIL MANAGER IDRC OTTAWA 613-598-0529
 
IDRC, LARO, Bogota
 
ICRISAT L.Swindale (UK Account)

ICRISAT Production Agronomist
 
CIMMYT
 
IDRC - Canadian Cooperative Projects, Ottawa
 
CIP
 
CG SEC Scientific Advisor
 
CIAT Reg. Coord. Beans (Costa Rica)

ICRISATZW Food Technologist
 
ICRISAT ADG (Administrator)
 
FORD FOUNDATION
 
New Scientist, Editor
 
ICRISATSC Agricultural Engineer
 
PAHO
 
CITIBANK ACC. AD. - ILCA/IITA/OTH
 
ICRISATSC Cereals Entomologist
 
WINROCK-F U.S. FOREST SERV
 
ICRISAT Germplasm Botanist
 
USDA Iowa State U.
 
WINROCK COMMUNICATIONS
 
ICRISATZW Agronomist
 
IBPGR/USDA Documentation
 
CITIBANK ACC. AD. - ICRAF/ICRISAT
 
ICRISAT Entomologist
 
CIP Head, Training & Comm.
 
IRRI
 
CG SEC Technical Consultant
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Rodale International
 
CICP/IPPC Oregon State University
 
IRRI Traveling Account
 
ICRISATSC Agroclimatologist
 
CORNELL
 
ISNAR Colleague - South Carolina
 
IFPRI
 
IRRI Director General
 
CIDA MTC
 
INTSORMIL Bamako, Mall
 
ICRISATSC
 
CIMMYT Software Consultant
 
U. of Mass. College of Food and Natural Resources
 
U. of Maine. Office of Internat'l Res. & 0ev.
 
IDRC. MERO, Cairo
 
CIAT MIAMI-OFFICE
 
Michigan State University
 
ICRISAT Assoc. Pulse Microbiologist
 
ICRISATML Sorghum Breeder, Mali
 
CIMMYT Programmer/Analyst
 
Food Res Inst Reading, Shinfield, Reading
 
Ford Foundation
 
CARINET
 
ICRISATGB Member, Governing Board
 
IDRC - Crop Production Systems, Delhi
 
FORD FOUNDATION INVMNT
 
U. of Florida
 
NC State U., Economics Dept.
 
New Scientist (UK)

U.of New Hampshire, Agricultural Experiment Stati
 
Nat Inst of Ag Botany, Cambridge, UK
 
U. of Hawaii, Nitrogen Fixation by Trop. Agric. Legumes

Internat'l Agriculture & Food Program, Rutge

Cornell, NY State College of Ag. & Life Sciences
 
IICPAB ISPMB
 
CIMMYT Obregon Field Station
 
ICRISATGB Member, Governing Board
 
IICPAB DIR.CCRC, U OF GA
 
CORNELL
 
CORNELL. Telex account
 
ISNAR Librarian
 
IRRI
 
ISNAR-USA Ithaca, New York
 
CITIBANK MARKETING
 
Institute for Medical Res., Papua New Guinea
 
CIMMYT Nepal Regional Wheat Agronomist
 
CICP Manila
 
MAIL MANAGER IORC OTTAWA 613-598-0529
 
WARDA Director of Research
 
ISNAR-USA Univ. of Minnesota
 
Dartmouth University
 
TAC SEC Deputy Exec. Sec
 
CIMMYT
 
IAP U. of Arkansas
 
Consultant Reading, U.K.
 
ICRISATSC Groudnut Pathologist
 
CICP Univ. of Minnesota
 
ACCIS United Nations
 
USDA/ARS
 
CGNET/CARINET Post-Harvest Conference
 
Poultry Research Centre, Edinburgh, UK
 
Purdue Agric. Business Office
 
Purdue Agricultural Economics
 
Purdue Director of Int'l Programs

Purdue Niger Agr. Research Project
 
Purdue Office of Contracts & Grants
 
Purdue Pest Management

UniverH^H-H-H^H-HPurdue University
 
Queensland Plant Pathology Branch
 
WARDA Special Assistant to DG
 
CORNELL
 
CSI Network Services Coordinator
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HIGHER AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN ASIA AND THE NEAR EAST* 

by 

Lawrence Busch
 
University of Kentucky, Lexington
 

and ORSTOM, Paris, France 

Introduction.
 

One of thF great institutional innovations of the nineteenth century was 
the creation of agricultural universities.** Behind this seemingly simple idea
 
were the notions that: 
(1)Farming could benefit from the systematic

application of the findings of scientific and technical studies. Thereby, (2)

the level of ]iv'n of the entire rural population could be improved bringing

prosperity to all, and (3)the farm and rural population would be brought more
 
fully into the political life of the nation. These universities would develop

activities which would include research in a variety of different disciplines,

irLstruction of students enrolled in widergraduate and graduate programs, and
the extersion of research findings and non-formal education for people working

in rural areas. Initially, these universities were established in Europe,

North America, and Australasla. Then, during the 1960s and 1970s, most Third

World nations followed suit. Often this was accomplished as a result of
 
projects sponsored by the Agency for International Development (AID) and its
 
predecessor agencies.
 

aver the years, these universities have grown and evolved in many different
 
ways. This paper 
was written with the intent of sharing these experiences.

First, it summarizes the findings of 
a ten nation study of agricultural
 
universities sponsored by AID.*** 
 Then, the changes affecting the
 
organization, structure, mission, and functioning of agricultural universities
 are examined. Next, 
some strategies that agricultural universities can use as 
they attempt to meet the challenges posed by these changes are proposed..
Finaly, suggestions are made as to approaches LhaL AID can follow in light ot 
tne ANt strategy statement. 

Some Study Findings and Issues.
 

The study undertaken by AID involved 23 universities in 10 nations: Brazil,
Dominican Republic, Ethiopia, India, Indonesia, Malawi, Mexico, Morroco, 
Nigeria, and Thailand. In each case one or more teams were sent for various
 
periods to evaluate the agricultural universities. The findings were such that 
while there is wide variation in the organization, mission, and functioning of
 
these institutions, there were far more similarities than differences among

them. Hence, it 
was possible to develop several generalizations about them. 

For example, in virtually every case examined the agricultural university
in question had been institutionalized and was now an accepted part of the 
national scene. Every institution could point to some successes, many of great
magnitude, in the field of higher agricultural education. Graduates of the 
various agricultural universities were to be found across a wide range of 
different vocations within the public sector. 
Thus they were involved in 
scientific researci:, technological development, education and communication 
within most ministries of agriculture, in agricultural extension services, and
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in rmany other agriculture-related coissilons and services. In some nations 
they were also found in considerable numbers in the private sector. Finally,

of course, many have stayed on 
in academia and have become professors

themselves. These graduates have undoubtedly changed all these organizations by

infusing new competencies, energies and understandings into them.
 

In addition, the study teams noted considerable successes in the
 
application of technological research and development. The very impressive

gains in overall food production that were noted could often be associated with
 
the activities of agricultural universities. These improvements in crop plant

productivity have not been confined to the use of higher yielding varieties
 
alone. The development of better fertilizer regimes, new cropping patterns,

the integrated control of pests, parasites and pathogens, and the resolution of
 
micronutrient shortages have all been noted as well.
 

Most could also point to successes in the adoption of improved animal
 
agric'ulture. Improvements ranged from the breeding of 
more efficient animals,

to irrroved animal nuurition, to the widespread use of artificial insemination.
 
These animal production increases were found in a whole host of livestock
 
se ce: including poultry, pigs, cattle, buffalo, sheep, goats and even fish,
s1ilk'orr5. anid honeybees.
 

inprovements in credit facilities, marketing infrastructures and the 
d.:vel'7m:wt of other vital services could also be directly attributed to the
functions of the universities in some instances. And a similar story could
alsI be t id for changes in the standards of nutrition, hygiene and literacy in 
M."111Y rura' conunities. 

-
A ths brief discussion makes clear, the achevcmernts uf the agricultural
riversities have been substantial, especially given the short period of their .
ex;Stetc in addition to these constructive achievements, however, the study

also revealed a wide variety of issues of concern which were threatening to the
continuing development of many, if not most of these institutions. Indeed,
these issues are so widespread around the world that they merit discussion here
 

I. Mission. Organizations, like individuals, engage in purposeful

activities. 
 These purposes are regarded as the "mission" of the organization

and, in the corporate world, they are often formalized as written statements.
 
There was an identifiable sense of mission in all of the universities examined
 
although there were very wide differences in the extent to which it 
was
 
formlized. 
At the most effective of these institutions, missions were clearly

defined, known to all associated with the university, and the subject of
 
continuous redefinition in light uf changing realities. 
However, at many

institutions missions were poorly defined, rarely discussed, and a subject of

which few were even aware. Hence, there was a concern that faculty, staff,

students, and others associated with the university were floundering.
 

2. Role in National Development. The mission of universities very often

includes the notion of the role of the organization in the overall development

of the region in which it is located or even of the nation as a whole. That is
 
to say, the university was and is expected by the government to play a
 
relatively important role in ameliorating real problems and improving real

situdtions faced by the people in their everyday lives. 
 Nevertheless, the
 
study teams noted wide variations in the degree to which both members of the
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versity community and those outside the university were aware of this
 
important'role. This variation was found both within and across nations. 
 In
 
s~ome~~cases nuL only did the university commuinity work hard to achieve this goal

but' the importance of this (role was well understood by government officials and
armers. In other ,cases,
however, those within and outside the university
 

Scommunity 
 were not aware of this as a .goal and were even surprised when it was
 
mentioned.
 

Is ,::'i3. Leadership. No matter what system of governance a university may have,

leadership remains an essential component of its functioning. In particular in%
 
the early stages of institutional development, the review teams found that one
 
or more dynamic leaders were a key variable that often made a difference 
between success or:failure. In some cases leadership was rewarded by verbal
 
and written praise, promotion, and advancement of intellectual projects.

However, in other cases, leadership was frustrated by rapid rotation through

various leadership roles, diffuse lines of authority, or overly rigid systems

of rules and procedures.
 

4. Environmental concerns. When the agricultural wxiversities studied were
 
founded, environmental issues were of far less concern,than they are today.

This was in part due to a lack of awareness, but it was also due to lower
 
levels of environmental degradation of all sorts. 
 In any case, concern over
 
environmental pollution stemming from agricultural activities emerged at most
 
of the institutions studied. 
However, only a few of the institutions had
 
developed programs that integrated environmental concerns into their ongoing
 
teaching, research, and extension programs.
 

5. Employment of graduates. All of the institutions studied were founded
 
at a time when national agricultural (and related) services were very short of

qualified personnel. Hence, the emphasis in the educational programs of the
 
universities was or, preparing graduates for public service careers. 
'Inmost
 
nations, agricultural civil service positions are no longer available in large

numbers. This has markedly affected the employment prospects of graduates withi

higher degrees, which in turn has depressed enrollments in graduate degrees. In
 
response to these changes, some universities have adapted their curricula to
 
focus more on the knowledge and skills'needed for employment in the private,

commercial sector. Many, on the other hand, have actually reduced undergraduate

enrollments as a reaction to the shrinking demands of the civil service.
 

6. Breadth of Perspective. One major reason for the formation of many
 
(1, agricultural universities during the 1950s and 1960s was an almost universal
 

concern about serious shortages of food. This led'to astrong emphasis on the
 
need to increase dramatically the levels of agricultural production. This
 
strong orientation toward production, to the virtual exclusion of other goals,

has remained a central feature of many of the institutions included in the 
present study. However, as is noted below, the needs of those in the 

agricultural and rural sectors' for sustainable development' have changed very
significantly over the years, and indeed they continue to change at-an
 
ever-increasing rate today.' 

7. organizational linkages. The most effective agricultural universities
studied have developed strong linkages with vari6us other organizations. These 
active inter-relationships involve extension and extensio-eae 
 evcs
 
farmer organizations, Input suppliers, output-processors, and the ministries of
 
agriculture, livestock, education, planning and finance. It is 
as a result of
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such inter-instltutlonal cooperation that the successful universities have been
 
so influential. 
On the other hand, many of the agricultural universities have
 
remained, or have become detached from their institutional environment, such
 
that they are remote from the very people they were designed to help.
 

Toward the Twenty-First Century
 

Today, after more than one hundred years of experience worldwide, these

universities are increasingly finding themselves in social, political,

cultural, technical, and natural environments that are rapidly changing.

Moreover, the changes that are occurring are likely to require profound

adaptations that would not have even been contemplated as little as twenty
 
years ago.
 

All nations of the world are now faced by a rapidly changing global

agriculture. Agricultural commodities of all kinds now exist ina volatile
 
world market in which new technical changes can make previously distinct
 
commodities interchangeable. Moreover, lower shipping costs resulting from

improved air and sea transportation now make it possible for producers
thousands of kilometers away to compete with local producers.
 

Dietary demands have also begun to change. Whereas inearlier decades the
 
emphasis was on increasing demand for cereals , today consumers are seeking

more variety in their diet and more meat, fruits, and vegetables. This is a
 
result of the growing incomes, and thus increasing effective demands of

substantial segments of the population in many nations. As these changes occur,

there are emerging demands for scientists to address issuea of post-harvest

storage, processing and preservation in addition to increasing production.

Also, as more and more nations reach the point where food production keeps pace

with increasing effective demand, the problems of productivity and
 
.ustainability loom large. In periods of scarcity it is-easy to convince
 
farmers to produce more; in periods when supply begins to equal demand or even
surpass it,serious problems relating to productivity emerge. This is
as true

iii Western Fu::ope, the United States, and Australia as it is in less developed

natiori-. Under these circumstances questions concerning the economic aspects

uf u.] p.LuuLLui assume a much higher profile. 

The higher levels of production have brought with them the recognition of

environmental deterioration including soil erosion, salinization, aquifer

depletion, deforestation, chemical pollution, and destruction of the habitats
 
of wildlife. These issues could remain largely ignored as long as they were of
 
relatively minor proportions. Today, however, in some areas of the world

deforestation threatens to create major climatic changes and/or to destroy

irrigation systemg. 
Similarly, the widespread use (and misuse) of agricultural

chemicals in an effort to increase production has led to both acute and chronic
 
iliness among farmers, farmworkers, and even urban consumers. It has also
 
reduced fish populations thereby eliminating a valuable natural resource.
 
Considerable research efforts will be needed to develop safer chemicals,

bioloaical substitutes, and new cultural practices that require less
 
intervention.
 

The linkages between agriculture, industry, and the service sector are

being rethought as the problem of finding work for all has taken on global

proportions. 
 Today, nearly every nation of the world faces considerable
 
unemployment. Previous solutions tended to focus entirely on the industrial
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sector. 
However, it is now apparent that industrial development alone will not

be ddequate to provide employment for all. At the same time, technical changes

in agriculture have often been labor-displacing, even in areas where labor was
 
in short supply. 
Only recently has it become apparent that more consideration
 
will have to be given to the linkages between farm and off-farm activities if

agricult-uere is 
to remain a dynamic sector of the economy. This means that more
 
attention in both research and teaching will need to be devoted to

village-level processing of agricultural products, to part-time non-farm

activities for farmers, and to the development of new products and markets.
 

New developments in science and technology are likely to have a profound

effect on world agriculture, both at the production and processing stages.

the field of molecular biology recent developments have made possible the 

In
 

transfer of genetic material from one organism to another. This has opened

huge new areas or research in plant and animal improvement.
 

N.or are the new developments limited to molecular biology. Recent
 
developments in computerization have begun to affect agriculture in three ways:

First, computers represent a resource for the processing and storage of vast
amounts of information. Second, computers also present researchers with the
 
capcity to simulate very complex interactions as mathematical functions. This

will ha1ve maiy uses from aiding on-farm decisions to guiding experimental

research. Finally, computers are now being incorporated into mechanized systems

z.uJ, a-, controlled-environment housing for plants and livestock, into 
irrigatlion systems and even cultivation machinery.
 

>.]:t at first glance most of this high technology seems very remote from
 
thu rtalites of village life, rare indeed are those places in the world not
 
Y-'t sf.rviced by transistor radios or even television sets. Indeed, many of
tLc L d._,olopments will be much cheaper and/or more effective, than the -
present huuar 
services they would replace; and extension services are a clear
 
case in point.
 

>ut of the scientific and technological developments ipc.tioned above have
 
Lk-'kflcD::,u idLt O wi.tn new understanding of "the way the world seems to work":
 
,t ;.
-. es and principles from the sciences which underpin agricultural

U:V:,:i!Im:t. Universities have been very good at generating these new concepts
ai,2 , translating them into useful technologies for use in the field. Thus,
innvative agricultural management practices have been developed based on new
 
theories from biology, physics, mathematics and chemistry, and from economics,

sociclogxy, psychology and anthropology. What these same universities have been
 
less. successful at, is generating theories and developing practices which they
 
can use in their own self-management!
 

new developments in theories, practices and philosophies are placing

fresh denrands on agricultural universitits across the world. They are
 
requiring these institutions to draw upon bodies of knowledge previously
 
outside their normal domains of expertise. This also means that they will more
thani probably want to add to their faculty establishments academics from fields

far removed from what traditionally have been seen as the core disciplines of

agriculture. There will also be the need for 
new sciences to be actually

created, esF>cially for those concerned with the analysis of complexity.

Peiijap-s the greatest change in the way universities currently operate, however,

will be in the areas of policies and operations for the allocation of scarce
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resources, and in tl. 
 way the potential impacts of the various activities are
 

assessed and used in management.
 

Strategies for the Future.
 

In short, the 
new worldwide challenge for th2 agricultural universities is
 
to move from a focus on food production to sustainable and productive rural
 
development. 
This will include a shift in the way the universities are both
 
organized and anaged. Several steps in these directions have already been
 
taken by individuals within universities in virtually every nation. They have
 
recognized that agriculture needs to move away from a commodity focus to an
 
emphasis on the development of new agricultural systems. These new and complex

systems will include not merely the production of agricultural commodities but
 
their integration with other key activities of the farm household, including

concern for markets for their sale, facilities for their processing, the
 
delivery of farm inputs, the availability of credit, the formulation of

national resource and agricultural policies, and measures of effective demand.
 

Restructuring agricultural universities throughout the world to meet these
 
new challenges requires not merely the addition of new departments but
 
consideration of new ways of knowing as well as new kinds of knowledge. 
 For
 
example, theze i 
now a whole range of new theories of knowledge and its

diffusion. There have been major changes in cognitive theory, the theory of 
research. and philosophy of science. These new theories suggest that, rather

than a single way, there are multiple ways by which knowledge can be created,

each of which is relevant and appropriate under different circumstances.
 
Moreover, thinking is shifting from a focus on the parts to a focus on the

whole, where knowledge about how the parts fit together is regarded as just as
 
important as knowledge about the parts themselves. Furthermore, borrowing a
 
metaphor from biology, development is being reconceptualized as the
 
co-evolution of people with their environments. Put differently, people and
 
their institutions do not simply exist, but are constantly responding to
 
changes in their social and natural environments. These changes, in turn,

change the environment again in a continuing process of co-adaptation and
 
co-development.
 

Tne import of this change of perspective is that agricultural universitiez
 
are no longer being seen as places where knowledge is created by scientists,

handed to students or extension workers, and in turn passed on to farmers.
 
Inst-ad, as universities struggle to remain relevant to future needs, they are
 
developing new approaches, new curricula, new paradigms, new theories and new
 
practices, based on the active participation of all as learners. That is to
 
say, agricultural universities are now being thought about such that they are
 
seen as places for the simultaneous learning of all actors--students, faculty,

farmers, puLlic officials, and others--about the real issues faced by the
 
agricultural and rural sector.
 

The problems and responsibilities facing all agricultural universities
 
including those in more as well as less developed nations are such that they

can only succeed if they become proactive--seeking to restructure their own

environment so as to insure the success of their mission. 
This requires

rethinkirij the way in which agricultural universities function so as to make

impacts rather than outputs the criteria of success. In short, it requires an
 
ongoing process of strategic planning. 
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Only by marshalling the capacities of all members of the organization and
by building in mechanisms for response to change can organizations function
 
effectively in such rapidly changing environments. This means that planning
and evaluation cannot be activities engaged in once every year or five years

but must become a central feature of the ongoing activities of the
 
organization. Similarly, priority setting must be given greater weight than it
has had in the past. It also means that individual and organizational learning

must be designed into the institutional fabric. In particular, instead of
 
emphasizing knowledge we need to emphasize ways of knowing.
 

Considerable research indicates that organizational change is most

effective and lasting when it is the product of widespread participation of

people from - I strata within the organization. Moreover, it is unfair to
 
expect top administrators to accomplish these tasks themselves. Everyone needs
to be exposed not only to new visions but to strategies for thinking about new

visions, for what we are talking about here is not mere tinkering with
 
curricula or re-ordering research priorities, but fundamental reform of the
 
purposes, functions and organizational structures of universities. The kind of
fundamental change needed is one that challenges worldviews, paradigms, andphilosophical stances. This is inherently disturbing for 
it forces people to

question those things not usually questioned, and to face issues not usually

face(. 

Another aspect of strategic rlanning is the need to monitor and document

the imi:pcts that agricultural university programs and projects have. All too

often universities have information the of
only vague on success adoption of
recommended techniques and practices. They need to use such information to
dc}cuo t their successes and to correct their mistakes. Also, such information 
ne > tu L used to show state and central government officials that
agricultural education, research, and extension are investments in the future 
c' J .tLte and nation and not costs to be borne as the price of progress. 

Finally, agricultural universities throughout the world will only continue

t' flouri ii to the extent that they build constituent groups in their 
respe :tive nations and states. The organization of farmers (already underway
1i;. xnt natiois) is essential to the political support of the universities. It

S.[ an excellent vehicle by which they may make their needs and demands 
kn,.:. ti, uiiversity scientists. 

,C AY ca, do. 

T,. dicaft Asia and Near East Agricultural Strategy Statement divides the 
c, of the region into three socioeconomic groupings. In each, it may be

aryuZ_, dgriculture remains an important aspect of the national economy.
Howev' 2r, given the different needs of each of the three groups, AID's strategy
for tL next several decades will have to be considerably different from what 
it wu_ ir, the recent past. 

The low income agriciltural countries have yet to develop adequate
arlicultural research, tc-aching, and extension institutions. These nations 
will need help in developing new institutions and/or in making considerable
in[,ruvements in already existing Thoughones. the specifics will have to vary
with each nation, it is reasonable to argue that conventional AID-sponsored
Insttution Building programs will needed for the next several decades in these 
natluns. Nevertheless, these programs can build upon the lessons learned from
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older Institution Building programs. Of particular import is the need for
 
long-term support that opens linkages to the entire US Land-Grant university 
system. Short term or fluctuating support appears to have little effect. 
 In
 
addition, such programs will need to spend more time and effort in building

effective political support in the host country for agricultural universities.
 
In particular, evaluations of previous projects emphasize the need for host
 
country participants to have a clear idea of the mission of the new institution
 
if it is to succeed. 
Still another aspect relates to the range of disciplines

represented in the university. Previous Institution Building projects often
 
overemphasized the production sciences and paid little attention to either the
 
social or environmental and natural resource sciences. 
Given the enormous
 
progress made in these fields over the last several decades, as well as the now
 
well-established shortcomings of universities without them, every effort should
 
be made to see that they are included in new programs and projects. Finally, 
new projects should take advantage of the newly emerging systems orientation to 
help new agricultural universities to create truly interdisciplinary programs
that can address the full range of complex sociouconomic issues facing
agrulture. This will not be easy as US Land-Grant schools are only now
beginning to move in this direction. The intent of Institution Building
projects is not that carbon copies of the Land-Grant institutions be developed 
overseas, but that institutions are developed that can become effective
 
parters in the worldwide development process. For this to happen, it is
 
essential that even new institutions be on the cutting edge of both scientific
 
ard institutional change in both the US and in 
over nations of the world.
While the functions of the Land-Grant schools must be fulfilled in all nations 
if agricultural development is to succeed, there is no guarantee that the
 
Land-Grant model will automatically lead to success or that lack of it will
 
lead tco failure. mach nation must find it6 owni way.
 

The Low-Income Transitional Economies pose another set of problems. Most
 
of these nations already possess agricultural universities, often built with
 
previous AID support. Some, such as India, possess vast systems of
 
agricultural universities while others such as Morocco possess just one. 
 In
 
genteral, these nations' universities are characterized by unevenness. In some
 
areas they have very effective programs while in others they are in need of

consic>:Lle technical help. Often, universities in these nations suffer from 
(a)a collective forgetting of the mission of the agricultural university, and
 
(U)considerable isolation from the mainstream of agricultural research,

extension, and teaching around the world. 
 Thus, AID sponsored programs in the
 
future tl First, they will need to help these
ed to do three things: 

nations, to reestablish their priorities for their agricultural universities
 
throug!, the use of tools such as 
(but not limited to) strategic planning. It

is worth noting here that the need ismuch less for technical assistance to

imp:ovc, a particular subject field than it is for assistance in conceptualizing

what thl mission of the university sho!1d be and how it can best be
 
accomplished. Accomplishing this will not be easy as US universities are also
 
only now learning how to do this, and some are doing it much better than
 
others. All could do it better than they are now.
 

Second, AID can help these institutions to develop new and more effective
 
linikres with other agricultural universities in the US and around the world,

such that they can become full partners in world agricultural development.

Finally, AID can be of assistance in providing financial support that will
 
permit these institutions to develop new competencies in accordance with their
 
planning and prioritizing processes. Almost undoubtedly, such activities
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would include the development or improvement of policy analysis within the
 
universities. All of these activities will require that AID take on more and
 
more a new role as supporter of cooperative relationships between mature
 
institutions in furtherance of development goals. 
 While technical assistance
 
will continue, it will be limited to certain areas defined as weak and in need
 
of improvement, as part of an overall on-going university planning process.
 

AID's strategy for the Middle Income Industrializing nations with respect

to agricultural universities will include many of the activities described
 
above for the transitional nations. However, inaddition, AID will need to
 
help these nations' agricultural universities to deal with the new agricultural

problems and issues that appear when a nation becomes predominantly industrial.
 
These nations are 
likely to become partners with the US Land-Grant institutions
 
in the resolution of common environmental, social, and economic problems

related to the development of a sustainable and highly productive agriculture,
 
as well as problems related to changing consumer preferences and food
 
processing. 
Thus, for these nations, the emphasis should overwhelmingly be on
 
partriLuhip anrd cuuptration, riot only in the exchange of technical information 
but in the exchange of institutional strategies and approaches to learning. 

All uf this poses significant problems for AID. The strategies described 
above will differ from nation to nation reflecting the uneven development of 
thu zegion arid the differing needs of its populations. Th's represents a break 
with the earlier AID approach of having a single strategy that could be used 
evterywhere. In addition, across the board this new approach requires

cuoperation rather than aid in the classic sense. 
This means that greater tact 
will be needed on the part of AID personnel, more willingness to listen to and 
hear ho%': others conceptualize problems. It means that project details will 
ha-vt. to bt- left to others to define and execute; AID will no longer be able to 
d3,it all. KLikiny these changes will require new forms of contracting both in 
th. US arid abroad and, perhaps, the development of entirely new forms of 
institutional relations beLtween US universities, 
nat'::., ond other relevant parties. 

universities in developing 

Conclusions: Building Effective Agricultural Universities 

?h:zc are at least three ways to think about organizations. The most

co'iaon, is to think of them as being well-bounded with little contact with or 
influeric-e from their external environment. The second is to think of them as
 
respo diing to a continuing array of pressures and requests from an external
 
environoment that may be friendly or hostile. The third is to think of 
organiations as active shapers of their own environment.
 

The majority of leaders of agricultural universities around the world seem
 
to fall into the first category. They receive a certain sum annually from
 
their governments which they employ in about the same way as they employed the
 
money the year before. A smallpr number are very effective in following the
 
second model. They attempt to respond rapidly to clients and in so doing are
 
ablu tu increase their resources. However, they do this at the expense of
 
having coherent goals. Their goals become whatever their clients' goals happen
to be at that time. Finally, a small number fall into the third category. They
have a vision of what their institutions should be, who they should serve, what 
prujects and programs they should undertake, and they actively seek support to 
further those ends. 
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The challenge facing most agricultural universities around the world over

the next decade -- including without question those in the U.S.-- is 
to move

frcm model one or two to model three. Unfortunately, no blueprint exists for

accomplishing a task of this magnitude for those who have been successful have

often been unreflective about their endeavor, chalking it up to the charisma of
 
one oz:.c individuals. Nevertheless, some guidelines can be put forward.
 

Perhaps the key feature of such change is political support from the

national government that will permit the agricultural university to develop

into a proactive organization. Without that clearly demonstrated political

support and commitment, it is unlikely that the universities themselves will
 
accomplish much.
 

Also of particular importance is the formation of linkages between the
 
university and the other organizations that are found in its Immediate

environment. The nature of these connections may vary from the very informal
 
to the very formalized. A second element in restructuring the university's

environment is having a process of strategic planning as described above. 
Only

by having a clearly established planning process that produces plans which are

highly flexible can a university hope to be a creative and innovative
 
organization producing innovative and creative ideas and people!
 

A central feature in reorganizing the university's environment must be the
 
use of the extension service to feed information into the university. By this

is not feedback adoption of butmeant on innovations by farmers, translation offarmers' needs into researchable topics. In all nations of the world this is
 
an exceedingly difficult goal to achieve. 
In fact, the most effective
 
extension services (and by implication the most effective research
 
organizations) are those that have developed the mechanisms necessary to insure
that the research that farmers want is the research that is being done. In

short, farmers must be taken seriously as partners in the development process

in order to insure the success of the university in its role. 

Worldwide, it is a curious fact that students have rarely been used to
 
help universities accomplish this end. Though many universities have introduced
 

, l, lltilib for introducing students to agricuiture ana rurai lite as 
it '-
practiced, students have not been used to gather information on issues of 
cu,<jf, to farmers that research might be able to solve. This would serve the
twin gcals. of educating students as to the nature of village life and providing
an easy, effective way of insuring that the university faculty was conducting

researc}; on topics relevant to the real needs of farmers and rural residents.
 

One particular advantage that agricultural universities have in
 
reconstructing the environment in which they find themselves is the very

technology that they are capable of generating. Technology is an

extraordinarily powerful tool for reconstructing the social world. 
One need

only look at the profound social changes that have accompanied technical
changes (e.g., the Green Revolution) to begin to understand the power of
technical change. Of course critics of the Green Revolution have, with some
 accuracy, noted that some of the social changes that occurred as a result of
tht: Green Revolution were undesirable. This is because the technical
 
consequences of the technical changes were not considered conjointly with the

socioeconomic consequences. With the advantage of the great strides and
mistakes of the Green Revolution behind us, we can now see that agricultural

universities have an enormous source of potential power to bring about dramatic
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-planned social change if they plan technical changes while incorporating in 
advance social science knowledge about their probable impacts. The point to be 
emphasized, however, is that social scientists cannot merely be brought in to
 
assess the impacts of new technologies after they are developed; they must be 
involved in the planning for those technologies so that the intended
 
beneficiaries do in fact benefit, and the consequences are known in advance. 

shortIn conclusion, the agricultural universities have accomplished much in the

short period of their existence. Their very success has created a new range of

:problems that were only vaguely foreseen at their inception. The challenge for 
universities is to move from production to productivity, from immediate needs 
to long term sustainability, from disciplinary to interdisciplinary research,
from a commodity focus to a systems focus, from reactive organizations to 
proactive ones, from hierarchical organizations to participatory ones, from 
agricultural universities to universities for rural development. The challenge
for AID is to help them to do just that. 

Notes:
 

*This paper draws heavily on Richard Bawden and Lawrence Busch, "Agricultural
 
Universities for the Twenty-First Century,"(1988).
 

**We use the term "agricultural university" here to refer to institutions of 
.agricultural higher education. 
 In most cases these institutions are the
 
equivalent of universities. However, in many cases they are referred to by
 
different names.
 

***More information on the individual country reports can be obtained by
 
writig to PPC/CDIE, Room 105, SA-18, Agency for International Development,

Washington, DC 20523.
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PREFACE
 

Among the major conclusions reached by the senior ARDO's attending ANE's
 
1987 Agriculture and Rural Development Officers Conference (Bangkok,
 
Thailand) was the unarguable fact that the circumstances impacting on
 
development in the ANE region had dramatically changed over the past fifteen
 
years. ARDO's, in the 1990's, would be challenged to design and implement

solutions to problems which did not fit the neat conceptual boxes which
 
served to guide decisions in the 1970's and 1980's. ARDO's in the coming
 
decade will have fewer resources to program, will program those resources in
 
fewer sub-sectoral activities, and will have to program in areas which
 
represent new intellectual challenges. The requirements for impact,

however, from farmer's field to consumer's table, will be even greater.
 

The draft strategy "Rural Economic Growth in ANE Countries in the 1990's" is
 
the response to the major recommendation of the 1987 conference. Senior
 
ARDO's requested that ANE/TR/ARD take the lead in developing a region
specific articulation of the Administrator's focus statement which would
 
provide detailed programmatic guidance for implementing the statement's key

objectives (increased income, increased food availability, and enhancement
 
of the natural resources base) and responding to the challenge of the
 
1990's. This draft strategy - the combined efforts of analysts within ARD
 
as well as from other offices of AID/W - attempts to provide that guidance

while taking into account the tremendous diversity of development
 
circumstances faced by ANE countries stretching from Morocco to Fiji. 
 The
 
strategy does not dictate a single set of precepts for every country or even
 
every country-type but does suggest a set of guidelines for making resource
 
allocation decisions depending on the performance of the country in
 
achieving sustained economic growth.
 

The draft strategy broadens the range of factors normally considered in an
 
agricultural development strategy to 
include consideration of income levels,
 
trade, agribusiness and off-farm employment, trade, exchange rates, urban
 
food consumption and food processing behavior, food aid as a development
 
(not budgetary) resource, capital markets development, and natural resources
 
conservation. At this stage of its development, the draft strategy is just
 
that, a draft. 
 It will be used to provide the basis for discussion at the
 
1989 ARDO conference ini Rabat, Morocco. 
Based on reactions from field
 
staff, ANE/TR/ARD will finalize the strategy to serve as input for field
 
agricultural and rural development programming in the 1990's. 

Jim Lowenthal, Chief 
ANE/TR/ARD 
February 9, 1989 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

During the past 
two decades, countries in the ANE region

have witnessed varying but 
significant adjustments in their
economic structure, 
especially agriculture. These changes and
the problems associated with them, many of 
which transcend
 
ANE's 
traditional agricultural production program orientation,

dictate a reexamination of 
ANE's agricultural strategy. Such a

review is 
timely, complementing Congressional 
review of current
foreign assistance legislation and other evaluations initiated
 
by the A.I.D. Administrator, BIFAD, Michigan State 
University

and the S&T Bureau of A.I.D.
 

This report describes major economic and 
agricultural
 
changes that have occurred in the ANE region over 
the oast
decade, aggregates ANE client 
countries into three 
types based
 
on these past 
growth trends, discusses the major constraints to
future growth 
in each type of economy, spells out ANE
 
objectives and prioritizes possible investment options for
group, and 
recommends adjustments in ANE's structure and 

each
 

operations required 
to implement the strategy.
 

The analysis suggests the following conclusions:
 

1. The countries in 
the ANE region are not homogeneous,
with per capita incomes ranging 
from $150 per annum in
 
Bangladesh 
to over $6700 in Oman, and with a relatively
smooth distribution up to at least $1400 a year.
 

2. As 
per capita income increases, 
the relative importance
of the agricultural sector 
as a source of income 
declines
 
and the strategic role of 
industry becomes increasingly

apparent. The relationship between per capita 
income and
 
changes in economic structure suggests that strategic
planning based 
on economic structure rather than geographic
 
location would be 
a more effective overall approach.
 

3. Based on a structural analysis of agriculture in ANE
 
client countries, 
three economic groups of countries are
identified as the analytic basis of 
an ANE strategy. These
 
groups are;
 

- Low-Income Agricultural Economies (Bangladesh, Burma and
 
Nepal), with per capita income of 
less than $250 a year,

and where agriculture produces of
more than 50 percent

income and industry 
less than 20 percent
 

Low-Income Transitional Economies (India, 
Sri Lanka,

Pakistan, Indonesia, Yemen, Morocco, the 
Philippines and
 
Egypt), with per 
capita incomes ranging from $251 
to
 
$750 per year, and where agriculture contributes less
 
than 35 percent and industry more than 25 percent to per

capita income; and
 



- Middle-Income Industrializing Economies (Thailand,
Tunisia, Jordan and Oman), 
with per capita incomes above
 
$751 per year, and where agriculture provides less than
 
20 percent of income and industry more than 30 percent
 

4. Countries within these groups are 
at different stages
in the development process. 
 The normal development path
 
starts with the introduction of new, high yielding cereal

varieties complemented by improved rural infrastructure
 
(roads and irrigation) and favorable government input and
 output price policies. Productivity increases and the
 
associated grain surpluses find their way into other
sectors 
through lower real food prices and increases in the
 
demand f.r manfactured goods and services which result from

higher agriculture incomes. As yield increase begin to
 
slow, labor (particularly better educated young labor)

begins to move out of agriculture and into faster growing
 
sectors. Increases in urban and rural incomes, which

continue to be supported by low food prices, increased
 
rural demand for manufactured goods and lead to shifts in
 
consumer 
demand away from basic cereals and toward
 
processed and higher quality food. During this process the
 
source of growth in agriculture shifts from production to
 
processing, marketing and transportation for both domestic
 
and ultimate export markets.
 

5. Since each of these groups are at different stage in
 
the development process, they face different constraints 
to
 
future growth.
 

In Low-Income Agricultural Economies, growth in cereals
 
production, a major determinant in rural incomes employment

and nutrition, has failed to 
keep pace with population

growth; per capita caloric consumption remains nine percent

below recommended levels; the 
intensity of agriculture

production is low and the agriculture sector continues to
 
absorb new labor, but 
at a rate below that in transitional
 
economies. Here the major development objective are

increasing basic cereals production and increasing the
 
efficiency and effectiveness of the support services

required for intensification. Investment in these
 
countries would focus on:
 

(a) improving the development, testing and diffusion of
 
more 
productive cereals technologies;
 

(b) improving the availability and efficiency of input

supply markets, irrigation and transportation services; and
 

(c) strengthening governments' analytical capacity 
to
 
design, implement and monitor interventions and to

determine the environmental consequences of
 
production-related investments.
 

h 



In Low-Income Transitional Economies, growth in overall
 
agricultural cereal production exceeds population growth;
 
per capita caloric intake is approaching recommended
 
levels, labor absorption has begun to slow as increases in
 
cereal production become more difficult to achieve;

increased per are to
capita incomes leading diversification
 
in diets and growing demand for 
higher protein commodities,
 
processed foods and 
fruits and vegetables; and interest in
 
development of the industrial sector as 
a new source of
 
income and employment is growing. Here the major

development objectives maintenance of sustained growth
are 

in cereals production combined with 
rapid expansion of the
 
industrial sector, 
especially agro-processing, as an

additional source of 
rural income and employment growth.
 
Potential 
areas for ANE involvement include:
 

- strengthening government capacity to 
identify and change
 
high cost policies which 
were adopted to increase cereal
 
production but are no longer needed;
 

- continued support for agricultural research to increase
 
the efficiency of the research system and assure
 
continued sustainable growth in cereals production;
 

- programs to assist governments to withdraw from direct
 
involvement in agricultural markets in favor of 
the
 
private sector;
 

- efforts 
to encourage private sector investment in
 
agro-processing 
to meet changes in domestic demand;
 

-
 efforts which liberalize domestic and international
 
trade to lower the high costs regimes now faced by
 
domestic agro-processors;
 

-
 improved watershed management, to assure sustained
 
growth in agricultural production; and
 

- human and institutional capital formation, 
to provide
 
the domestic skills and systems required to sustain the
 
above initiatives.
 

In Medium-Income Industrializing Economies, growth in
 
non-cereal agriculture is growing rapidly, new employment

in agricultural-related industries continues 
to expand

drawing more people out of agriculture, per capita caloric
 
consumption is above 
minimum recommended ievels and
 
governments 
have redefined their position from controller
 
of critical agricultural and food markets to facilitator of
 
private sector investment and trade. Here, the major
 
development objectives are to strengthen domestic
 
institutions involved in the agricultural 
sector and assure
 
that they are self-sustaining, and to link these
 
institutions domestically and internationally in scientific

and technical networks 
to assure the interchange of
 



informration, ideas and technologies required to deal with 
new
 
development problems as they arise. Potential areas of ANE
 
involvement might include:
 

- Strengthening the 
links between domestic institutions
 
involved in agriculti:ral research, market management,

agribusiness investment promotion, and international
 
market promotion;
 

- strengthening contacts between domestic institutional
 
networks and international centers of excellence in
 
areas such as environmental protection and monitoring,
 
international trade, and technology research and
 
development.
 

6. An analysis of these investment options with respect to
 
their direct and indirect impact on income and employment,

their compatibility with U.S. political interests, and U.S.
 
comparative advantage results in the following rank

ordering of investment themes:
 

1. Increased staple cereal production

2. Growth in agro-processing
 
3. Trade and market development

4. Human capital development
 
5. Agriculture and infrastructure planning and management
 
6. Natural resource management
 

Each of these theme areas is discussed in more detail, and
 
suggestions provided regarding specific investment options

by theme and type of economy.
 

7. Focusing ANE program investments around these themes
 
will require adjustments in ANE objectives and financial
 
resource flows, in staffing patterns and skill areas, in
 
mission and Bureau structure and organization, and in the
 
types of program modalities available. Specific

recommendations in each of these areas will be 
formulated
 
following development of an ANE consensus on the Strategy

and major areas of emphasis.
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A RURAL ECONOMIC GROWTH STRATEGY FOR ASIA AND THE NEAR EAST IN THE 1990's*
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Since the mid-1970's, AID's financial and human 
resources have been
 
committed to supporting 
a basic human needs strategy of development.

Agricultural programs have focused on improving agricultural production on land
 
owned or operated by small or marginal rural farmers. 
 This approach assumes
 
that rapid increases in agricultural production lead to higher farm and rural
 
bases incomes, increased rural employment, better nutrition 
and ultimately
 
long-term national economic growth.
 

Over the past decade, AID has committed development assistance totaling

$6.9 billion to discover answers to problems that limit the growth in small
 
farm agricultural production in the poorest countries of the world. In Asia and
 
the Near East, $2.8 billion supported activities to increase domestic and
 
international capacity to develop and 
distribute new, more productive,

agricultural technologies; to expand and stabilize the supply of critical farm
 
inputs including irrigation water, fertilizer and agro chemicals; 
to set and

maintain farm prices at levels that encouraged adoption of the new technologies

and fostered growth in production and income; and to strengthen the reservoir
 
of human capital and the institutions that mobilize that human capital 
for
 
productive purposes.
 

This approach has met with significant successes. The widespread adoption

of more productive rice and wheat technologies has led to renewal in research
 
interest in a variety of othe: crops--corn, cassava, soybeans, chick peas and
 
peanuts. Improvements 
in resarch facilities, irrigation infrastructure and
 
input production and distribution systems are well along in many countries, and
 
emphasis is turning to improving the management of the physical, financial and
 
human resources 
associated with these capital investments. Many former
 
subsistence farmers have progressed over 
the last decade to semi-commercial
 
producers, and the timely supply of agricultural inputs, in the remotest parts

of the region at prices farmers can afford, is 
increasingly commonplace. The
 
technological problems 
that limited major cereals production have in many

places been alleviated, at least for the time being, and per capita consumption

and nutrition have improved.
 

* Prepared by Martin Hanratty and Charles Uphaus, Office of Technical
 
Resources, Bureau for Asia and the Near East, with assistance from Ralph

Cummings, Directorate for Food and Agriculture, Bureau for Science and
 
Technology, Stan Peabody, Office of Technical Resources, Bureau for Asia
 
and the Near East, and Marcus Ingle, University of Maryland.
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Experience gained in formulating and administering farm price policies has

led to a more sophisticated understanding of relationship
z:he between

technological innovation, input availability, production policy and 
macro
 
economic policies and there is a greater 
appreciation for the need to

understand agriculture as a part of a larger economic system when formulating

agricultural policy. And finally, although pockets of poverty remain, 
in
 
countries throughout the region average real per capita incomes in both rural
 
and urban areas have improved, diets have diversified and demand for higher

quality and processed agricultural product is becoming manifest.
 

However, while there has been significant progress, problems remain. Over
 
the 
last five years, yield increases of major staples (rice and wheat) have

slowed and slipped below population growth in many Asian and Near East
 
countries. 
Little is known of the causes of the decline but this suggests that
 
maintenance of yields for these cereals will be a continuing challenge thought

the 1990's. In addition, past increases 
in average per capita consumption

levels, while a significant accomplishment, mask the fact that millions in the
 
regions remain in the grip 
of poverty and malnutrition. Effective and cost

efficient strategies targeted to the needs of these need
minorities to

developed and tested. 
 It is somewhat ironic that a majority of the
 
malnourished in countries such as 
India, Nepal and Bangladesh live in or near
 
areas 
of high agricultural productivity. Many, having no land, can 
only

participate in the fruits of the 
"green revolution" through the provision of
 
their daily labor, either on the farm or in the associated secondary processing
 
and distribution systems.
 

In addition, inward-looking trade policies, which protect domestic

agriculture input producers, 
maintain expensive and inefficient barriers to

agricultural trade, and involve government at every step in the market chain,
 
are commonplace in the rLgion. 
Subsidies associated with food and fertilizer
 
policies continue to place major drains on national treasuries. The increased

profitability associated with the widespread acceptance of new 
technologies

and the resultant government cost increases 
call into question both the
 
continued need for and the financial 
sustainability of current subsidy

packages. 
Careful analysis of the social costs of subsidies and the associated
 
distribution of benefits, be they to farmers, 
output processors or input

distributors or manufacturers, is required to support the difficult political

choices required to 
implement long-term subsidy reduction strategies.
 

In another area, further intensification of agricultural production 
on

prime land using modern technology, and the extensification of production into
 
marginal and fragile areas as population grows, calls into question

sustainability of current technologies and production levels. 

the
 
New economic
 

development efforts, which create productive employment opportunities outside
 
the more fragile, low-productivity areas, are required to draw the next

generation of marginal agriculturalists out of such areas. 
 For those who
 
remain, more environmentally sound techniques of intensified production, which
 
maximize use of remaining labor, need to be developed.
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Finally, productive employment for new entrants into the rural labor force
 
is, and will continue to be, 
the problem in the 1990's. The limited demands
 
that intensified cereal and secondary crop production will place on future
 
rural labor pools means that the burden will fall on other, non- agricultural,
 
sectors to 
absorb a major portion of this new labor. Basic education, which
 
provides rural youth with the skills needed for entry into the non-agricultural
 
processing and manufacturing sectors, will be critical to effecting the needed
 
out migration.
 

Although elements of ANE's country programs have shifted as conditions
 
have changed, the Agency's overall agricultural strategy remains focused 
on
 
the problems of increased food supply and the conditions that constrain it.
 
The appropriateness of this 
focus is being called into question given the
 
structural adjustments which occurring the region and the of
are in array 

problems these adjustments pose for continued economic growth.
 

These changes and the emerging problems suggest the need to reexamine ANE's
 
agricultural strategy. The time is right for a review. The
such U.S.
 
Government is entering a period of political adjustment and is rethinking its
 
foreign policy and development assistance priorities and programs. ANE's
 
agricultural strategy review will complement the assessment of foreign

assistance legislation currently underway in Congress, and will provide inputs

into a number of other evaluations initiated by the AID Administrator, BIFAD,
 
Michigan State University and the S&T Bureau of AID. no
Last, but by means
 
least, the evaluation responds 
to concerns voiced by ANE's Agricultural ano
 
Rural Development Officers at their 1987 conference regarding changing trenjs

in policy, technology, the social and political environment, and the human
 
capital and institutional base. 
The officers called for the development of a
 
new, responsive strategy that would allow for country-specific articulation in
 
light of the diversity of ANE countries.
 

This strategy represents 
the combined efforts of many AID and external
 
experts, drawing heavily on the deliberations of the joint ANE-HIID Strategy
 
Symposium held in September, 1988. It is presented in the following 
four
 
chapters. Chapter II explores the 
extent to which structural adjustments have
 
occurred over the last two decades and how individual countries or groups of
 
countries have been affected 
in the process, proposes a three-stage typology

for analysis of sectoral status and economic trends, and suggeszs specific 
development action or investments that will be required to sustain development.
Chapter III examines A.I.D. 's current strategy, explores areas in which AID may 
have a comparative advantage, and presents a set of principles that determine
 
the parameters for 
a new strategy. Chapter IV lays out the basic components

of the strategy for each stage of the typology, and Chapter V explores some
 
implications of the new strategy for Bureau and Agency 
implementation
 
modalities, personnel and organizational structure.
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II Twenty Years of Agricultural Growth in Asia and the Near East
 

During the past two decades, countries in the ANE region have witnessed
 
varying but significant adjustments in their economic structure. 
Some, former
 
recipients of AID assistance, have graduated to full status as independent

players in the world economy. Others have pursued steady programs of
 
adjustment which have led to changes in income and employment and set the stage
 
for eventual graduation. Finally, there is a small but significant group that
 
has, for a variety of reasons, stagnated.
 

This section examines this growth and draws from the emerging mosaic a
 
set of common themes for the region. The analysis in no way substitutes for
 
more detailed country specific reviews which are required to guide program and
 
project adjustments in individual country programs. 
 It does, however, allow
 
for the verification of broad trends against which proposed adjustments in ANE
 
regional strategy can be discussed. The analysis opens with an examination of
 
over all economic growth and change, then explores specific adjustments that
 
have occurred in the agricultural sector in three groups of countries, and
 
closes with a discussion of cocommon themes within each group.
 

A. Structural Adjustment
 

For the purposes of identifying regional adjustments, fifteen countries,
 
four in Southeast Asia, five in South Asia, six in the Near 
East are
 
considered. 
 Support for programs in these countries accounted for 82 and 50
 
percent respectively of ANE's Development Assistance and Economic Support Funds
 
in FY88. In increasing order of per capita income, reported by the World
as 

Bank, the countries are: Burma, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Thailand;
 
Bangladesh, Nepal, India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka; 
and Yemen, Morocco, Egypt,
 
Tunisia, Jordan and Oman.
 

Countries in the sample are diverse. Populations range from 1 million in
 
Oman to 765 million in India. In 1985, average per capita incomes ranged from
 
$150 in Bangladesh to $6730 in Oman, wLth 
a relatively smooth distribution
 
at least up to $1400 a year. Though significant variability exists 
amongst

countries in the region, the economic parameters appearing in Table One suggest
 
a common, yet strong relationship between economic structure and annual per

capita GDP. As per capita income increases, the relative importance of the
 
agricultural sector as 
the source of income declines and the strategic role of
 
industry becomes increasingly apparent. For example, in 1985 annual per capita
 
income in Bangladesh averaged $150, with $75 originating from agricultural
 
activities. On the hand, in Thailand, where per capita income during the same
 
year was $800 only 
17 per cent, or $136, originated from agriculture. The
 
remainder, $664, was from economic activities in the industrial and service
 
sectors.
 



TABLE ONE: 
 MACRO ECONOMIC INDICATORS - ASIA AND THE NEAR EAST
 

GROSS DOMESTIC 
PRODUCT 

SECTORAL 

COUNTRY 

Low-Income 

NATIONAL 
POPULATION 

(millions) 

PER CAPITA 
1985 

(US) 

ANNUAL 
GROWTH 

(percent) 

COMPOSITION 

AGRICULTURE 

(percent) 
INDUSTRY 

(percent) 
SERVICES 

(percent) 

A~riculturzal 
Economies 155 161 51 13 36 

Bangladesh 
Nepal 
Burma 

101 
17 
37 

150 
160 
190 

2.4 
0.1 
0.4 

50 
62 
48 

14 
12 
13 

36 
26 
39 

Low-income
TransitlIa 

Economies 1173 352 28 30 43 
India 
Sri Lanka 
Pakistan 
Indonesia 

Arab Republic.
of Yemen 

Morocco 
Philippines 
Egypt 

765 
16 
96 
162 

.8 
22 
55 
49 

270 
380 
380 
530 

550 
560 
580 
610 

1.7 
2.9 
2.6 
4.8 

5.3 
2.2 
2.3 
3.1 

31 
27 
25 
24 

34 
18 
27 
20 

27 
26 
28 
36 

16 
32 
32 
30 

41 
46 
47 
41 

50 
50 
41 
53 

.al 

Middle-income 
Industrializing
Countries 64 975 15 35 50 

Thailand 
Tunisia 
Jordan 
Oman 

52 
7 
4 
1 

800 
1190 
1430 
6730 

4.0 
4.0 
5.8 
5.7 

17 
17 
8 
3 

31 
35 
28 
59 

50 
46 
64 
38 

Source: 
 World Development Report, (Washington, D.C.: The World Bank), 1987.
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The relationships between per capita income and economic structure suggest

that, for purposes of strategic planning, a functional rather than geographical
 
grouping would be more meaningful in defining a new regional development
 
strategy. 	 Further analysis of data in Table One suggests existence
the of
 
three basic groupings: low income agricultural economies; low income
 
transitional economies; and middle income industrialized economies. The first
 
includes countries with per capita incomes of less 
than $250 per year, where
 
agriculture 	produces more 
than 50 percent of income and industry less than 20
 
percent. The second group--low income transitional economies- -includes
 
countries with per capita incomes ranging from $251 to $750 per year and where
 
agriculture contributed less than 35 percent and industry more than 25 percent
 
to per capita income. The last group--the middle income industrializing
 
economies--includes countries with per capita incomes above $751 per year,

where agriculture provided less than 20 percent of income and the 
industrial
 
sector more than 30 percent.
 

Using these criteria, ANE countries fall into the following groups:
 

I. Low Income Agricultural Economies
 
Bangladesh
 
Burma
 
Nepal
 

II. 	Low Income Transitional Economies
 
Egypt
 
India
 

Indonesia
 
Morocco
 
Pakistan
 

Philippines
 

Sri Lanka
 
Yemen
 

III. Middle Income Industrializing Economies
 
Jordan
 
Oman
 
Thailand
 
Tunisia
 

The economic structure of countries in each group is different. For
 
example, per capita incomes range from an average low of $161 
in the low income
 
agricultural economies to $962 in 
the medium income industrialized economies.
 
Differences stem largely from the differential growth rates over the last
 
twenty years, whereby low-income transitional and middle-income industrializing
 
countries grew an average of 60 and 250 percent faster, respectively, than the
 
low-income agricultural economies.
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In addition, the rapid growth evident in the latter two types of economies
 
was accompanied by substantial adjustment in economic structure. 
In general,
 
as growth occurred the importance of the agricultural sector as a source of new
 
income and growth declined and was superseded by the industrial and services
 
sectors. As the data in Table 
Two indicates, agriculture's share of GDP
 
dropped from 51 per cent in low income industrial economies to 15 per cent in
 
the middle income industrializing economies. This was accompanied by 
a
 
doubling in the importance of the industrial sector and a one and a half times
 
increase in the importance of the services sector as sources of GDP.
 

TABLE TWO. ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF ANE SUB-REGIONS
 

LOW INCOME LOW INCOME MIDDLE INCOME
 
ECONOMIC PARAMETERS AGRICULTURAL TRANSITIONAL 
 INDUSTRIALIZING
 

Per capita income in $161 $321 $978
 
1935
 

Annual growth in GDP
 
1965-1985 1.6% 
 2.6% 4.3%
 

Composition of GDP in
 
1985
 

Agriculture 51% 27% 
 15%
 
Industry 13% 30% 
 34%
 
Services 36% 43% 
 51%
 

Change in composition
 
of GDP 1965-1985
 

Agriculture 
 1.5% -16.9% -20.8%
 
Industry 1.9% 8.9% 
 10.9%
 
Services -3.4% 7.7% 
 9.8%
 

The rate of structural adjustment in each group also varies substantially.

For example, over the last 
twenty years (1965-1985) the changes in the
 
proportion of GDP originating from agricultural sector activities in the low
 
income agricultural economies remained almost constant, changing only 1.5 per

cent. In 
low income transitional and middle income industrialized economies,
 
agricultural's proportion of GDP changed substantially, declining 16.9 per cent
 
in the former and 20.8 per cent 
in the latter. These declines were offset by

substantial upward adjustments in industrial a.d service sector expansion.
 

Clearly, major adjustments in agriculture occur as economies develop and
 
transform. 
 The pace and ease by which countries make these transitions must
 
be 
the focus of a rural sector development strategy. To develop such a
 
strategy, an understanding of the adjustments which occur in the sector during
 
growth is essential.
 



B. Agricultural Sector Adjustments
 

Over three decades of experience has provided a number of insights with
 
respect to the nature of these sectoral adjustments. The first is that food
 
availability is critical to the political stability 
of nations everywhere;
 
those in Asia and the Near East are no exception. Governments that have not
 
provided adequate supplies of basic cereals at prices perceived as fair by both
 

consumers undergone 
 social 

Consequently, is is not surprising to find the majority of countries pursuing
 
policies that aim to 


producers and have serious disruption.
 

assure food security. In most cases, this has manifested
 
itself initially in a drive for cereals self-sufficiency. In addition to
 
infrastructural and institutional investments 
in pursuit of this objective,
 
governments apply a variety of policy interventions, including input price
 
subsidies and import restrictions. This combination of investment and policy
 
measures has resulted in the successes noted above, and led to the point at
 
which structural adjustment becomes essential 
if growth is to continue.
 

The introduction of new 
cereal varieties combined with improvements in
 
rural infrastructure--notably irrigation and roads--and favorable 
government
 
policies have led to increases in per hectare yields, increased employment and
 
rising per capita incomes. Surpluses generated in agriculture typically find
 
their way into other sectors through lower urban food prices, and consequently
 
lower urban 
wages, and increases in the demand for manufactured goods and
 
services which result from higher agricultural incomes.
 

As agriculture continues to 
grow, the demand for labor declines as yield
 
increases begin to slow. New entrants into the rural labor force, 
who are
 
often better educated, tend to look to the industrial and services sectors for
 
employment. Expansion in 
these sectors caused by growing domestic demand for
 
non agricultural goods 
and services leads to increased employment there, and
 
to declines, first in the 
rate of growth of the agricultural labor force and
 
then in its relative size, and a decline in the proportion of net national
 
income generated by agricultural sector activities. Increases in urban sector
 
incomes, which continue to be supported by low food prices, lead to shifts in
 
consumer 
demand away from basic cereals toward increased consumption of high

quality protein in the form of meat, poultry and dairy products and greater
 
dietary reliance on processed rather than bulk agricultural products. During
 
this process the source of growth in agricultural employment shifts from field
 
production to processing, marketing and transportation, initially to meet
 
domestic demand and later to service exports.
 

As the income data in Table One suggest, the agricultural sectors in ANE
 
countries are at different levels in this development process. A more detailed
 
look at the in each of the
sector three groups of countries outlined above is
 
provided in Table Three.
 



TABLE THREE CHANGES IN SELECTED AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT
 
INDICATORS BY TYPE OF ECONOMY 
- 1965 TO 1985
 

LOW INCOME
INDICATORS 	 LOW INCOME
PERIOD 
 MEASURES 
 AGRICULTURAL 
 TRANSITIONAL 


1. GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT 
 1985 $ PER CAPITA 16 
 352 


2. POPULATION 
 1965-1985 
 ANNUAL GROWTH 
 2.6 
 2.3 


3. 	AGRICULTURE
 

TOTAL PRODUCTION 
 1965-1985 
 ANNUAL GROWTH 
 2.5 
 3.3
CEREAL PRODUCTION 
 1965-1985 
 ANNUAL GROWTH 
 2.4
FERTILIZER USE 	 2.7
1985 KG 
PER HECTARE 
 101
IRRIGATED AREA 	 435
1985 % ARIABLE LAND 
 18 
 31 


4. AGRICULTURAL LABOR FORCE 
 1965-1985 
 ANNUAL GROWTH 
 1.3 
 1.4 


4. 	CONSUMPTION
 

CALORIES PER DAY 
 1981 CALORIES 
 2057 
 2112 

PERCENT OF REQUIREMENTS 
 1981 % OF REQUIREMENT 	 96
91 


Source: FAO and World Bank Data
 

MIDDLE INCOME
 
INDUSTRIALIZING
 

975
 

2.5
 

3.8
 
1.1
 
90
 
18
 

1.5
 

2327
 

104
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These data suggest some very interesting relations supporting the
 
descriptions provided above. For example, in the 
low income agricultural

economies, 
annual growth over the last 20 years in overall agricultural

production has just managed to keep pace with population growth. Growth in

cereals production, a major determinant in 
rural incomes, employment and
 
nutrition, has failed to keep pace with population growth, 
and per capita

caloric consumption remains nine per cent below recommended levels. 
Fertilizer
 
use and irrigated area, both proxies 
for the intensity of agricultural

production, remain low. 
 The sector continues to absorb labor, but at a rate
 
below that in transitional economies where both total agricultural and cereal
 
production exceed population growth. 
 In such an economy, gains in cereal

productivity represent one 
of the major constraints to further development.

Unless constraints to increased productivity can be overcome, employment growth

will be limited, consumption of non-agricultural goods and services will be
 
below required levels, and the transfer of excess resources to the industrial
 
and services sectors will be 
non existent.
 

In the transitional economies, 
a more dynamic picture emerges. Here
 
growth in both total agricultural and cereal production exceed population

growth, increased agricultural productivity has led to increased employment and
 
per capita caloric consumption has increased and is approaching recommended
 
levels. Growth levels in agriculture suggest the development of a surplus,

available for industrial and service sector growth.
 

The transfer of resources from agriculture to these other sectors, and

their consequent growth, has already occurred 
 in the middle income
 
industrializing economies. 
Here the data suggest a relative decline in cereal
 
production but an overall 
increase in total agricultural production. Such
 
adjustments would be expected 
as 
incomes rise and diet becomes more varied.
 
Also, with the rapid increase in non-cereal production, daily per capita

caloric intake has increased to 
106 per cent of recommended requirements and
 
the growth in cereals has fallen behind population growth. A major portion of
 
this population, however, isnot finding employment in the agricultural sector,

and growth in the agricultural labor force has declined 
from 1.9 per cent
 
during the first five years of the decade to 0.7 per cent during the second
 
half. 
With the decline in the growth of the agricultural labor force and the

generation of excess sectoral production, it is highly likely that a

substantial number of rural residents are now employed in either industrial or
 
service sector occupations, on a part-time or full-time basis.
 

There clearly has been a change in the socio-economic composition of
 
countries in the ANE region over last decade.
the Currently, most of these
 
countries benefit from surpluses in agricultural output, increasing employment

in agricultural production 
and the beginnings of non agricultural sector
 
expansion. Only limited number countries
a of continue to have serious
 
problems with the production of major cereals, and the majority have begun to
 
expand non cereal production.
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Growth in uon-cereal production is in response to shifts in demand, where
 
the importance of cereals tends to 
decline as incomes rise. Increasing daily

caloric consumption and 
the relative declines in cereal consumption imply
 
significant diversification in diets. These dietary adjustments are
 
accompanied by shifts in the patterns of employment, wherein more and more new
 
entrants into the 
labor force find employment outside agriculture. This, in
 
turn, has three implications:
 

- Growth in income and employment in transitional and industrializing
 
econo.:iies in the decade ahead will be dependent on 
growth outside the
 
traditional agricultutal sector. Although agriculture will remain
 
important, it will not be 
the major employer of labor in a majority of
 
countries in the region.
 

- As countries advance from low income and transitional agricultural 
economies to middle income industrializing economies, there is a clear 
trend toward outmigration of male labor from rural to urban areas. This
 
changes the composition of the rural labor force towards higher female
 
participation, as laborers as well as managers. 
(The percentage of females
 
in the rural labor force exhibits a striking increase as economies develop,
 
from roughly 20 percent in the low income agricultural economies, to nearly
 
50 percent in the middle income industrial economies.)
 

- As the location of employment shifts from agriculture to non agricultural
 
sectors, the importance of food processing and marketing will increase.
 
The growing number of people who will be moving from agriculture will need
 
to eat. 
 And what they will eat will be changing away from cereals to
 
higher protein and more processed foods.
 

These economic changes that are under way in the region are paralleled by

significant environmental, institutional, human capital, and political changes.
 
As noted above, the sustainability of the production gains achieved is being

called into question, both in terms of the natural resource 
base and the
 
institutions that have been established 
to promote and support agricultural

development. 
The human capital base has broadened significantly, arid there has
 
been a substantial increase in 
the number and complexity of developmeut
 
institutions. The question at this point is 
how AID's regional agricultural
 
strategy can respond to 
these changes and continue to influence and encourage

economic development, while enhancing equity and conservation of the natural
 
resource base.
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C. Common Themes in the Development of ANE Economies
 

1. Low Income Agricultural Economies
 

Program investments in these 
economies tend to follow traditional

agricultural investment patterns, concentrating on increasing the per capita

availability of basic food grains. 
 Common themes are coordinated investments
 
in agricultural research and technology diffusion, input supply, rural public

services, policy analysis and human capital, combined with increasing awareness
 
of natural resource implications of production-oriented investments.
 

a. Research & Technology Diffusion: 
 Improvement in agricultural research
 
system performance in such countries is essential to: 
a) more effectively use
 
the scarce physical and human resources available; b) set in place and
 
strengthen appropriate institutional mczhanisms for defining and updating

research agendas; 
and c) increase the capability of management structures to
 
effectively identify 
key problems, allocate adequate resources to their
 
solution and move on to problems when former ones
new have been resolved.
 
Strengthening linkages between a country's research establishment and outside
 
agencies or groups is important to facilitate research already underway, to

assist in identifying new p oblems and required solutions and to assist in
 
marketing new solutions.
 

b. Input Supply: Comprehensive agricultural development programs in 
these
 
low-income agricultural countries must deal with two main input supply issues.
 
The first is to insure that adequate supplies of key production inputs are
 
available where and when required by farmers. 
Governments' recognition of the
 
importance of input supply as a basis for expanding HYV cultivation has led to
 
their direct involvement and control over domestic 
 input production,

importation and distribution. In many cases, this involvement has persisted,

even after it has become clear that private sector involvement is almost always
 
more effective and less prone to inefficiency.
 

The second issue is the efficient use of subsidies to encourage expanded

distribution and farm level demand for inputs. 
In situations where basic input

markets exist, and input use is substantiilly below efficient levels, price

subsidies have proven effective in encouraging more wide spread and efficient
 
use. 
However, subsidies, if used, need to be structured in such a way that as
 
distribution and farm use approach efficient 
 levels, the subsidy is
 
systematically reduced until full cost pricing is achieved.
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c. Public Services & Infrastructure: Complementing the provision of physical

inputs is the critical importance of selected public services, particularly

irrigation and transportation. The expansion of irrigation reduces risks
 
associated with high input agriculture, encourages farmers to adopt 
 new
 
technologies developed and distributed by government, results in higher yields

and cropping intensities with two and three crops per year grown on 
the same
 
acreage where crop grown before, and
one was leads to the expansion of
 
production to new areas.
 

There is little argument about the critical role government must play in
 
the construction of new and the rehabilitation of old irrigation systems.

There is less unanimity regarding irrigation system operation and maintenance.
 
Preliminary evidence suggests that irrigation authorities can be more efficient
 
if they limit their involvement to the operation and maintenance of the major
 
structures and canals, water maintain
and have users the remainder of the
 
system. Unfortunately, acceptable models providing detailed descriptions 
of
 
this division of responsibilities remain to be developed and tested.
 

Improvements in transportation services to minimize disruptions in input

supply and to facilitate the 
collection, processing and distribution of basic
 
staple grains are also preconditions to the subsequent generation and transfer
 
of economic surpluses originating from the agricultural sector. Transportation

services not only 
include an adequate physical network, but also effective,
 
least cost mechanisms for maintaining existing systems, policy environments
 
that encourage 
the expans.on of private sector involvement in the sector and
 
effective public tax mechanisms te assure adequate financing for expansion,
 
operation and maintenance.
 

d. Policy Analysis: Support is needed intially to create and then to
 
strengthen agencies 
within government to undertake policy formulation and
 
analysis, 
and to establish and improve the data collection and personnel
 
systems which support This is
these efforts. capacity often essential to
 
provide the analysis supporting a reduction 
in public sector control of
 
agricultural input and output markets, to 
identify potential areas of new
 
economic growth and to design the needed goverrnent incentive package to lever
 
private sector investment, and to monitor key indicators of market performance
 
so market failure can 
be identified and appropriate government interventions
 
initiated. Capacity development efforts, some similar in design but serving

the needs of different political clientel in a government-making decision
 
system, are required to improve analysis and to raise the level of debate
 
surrounding critical agricultural policy issues in the system.
 

http:expans.on
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Of particular importance in this process is the development of an effective
 
food price stabilization program. Price stability in these economies 
is

critical to 
encourage continued adoption of new technologies and to guard

against the rapid deterioration in the welfare of the urban and rural poor.

An effective stabilization program would maintain major grain prices within
 
bounds established by the government and allow prices 
over time to mirror
 
longer term adjustments in international prices. An agency responsible for
 
such a program, alone or in collaboration with the private sector, would manage
 
a combined domestic and international market intervention program, buying and
 
selling grain as required to meet domestic consumer and producer price targets
 

limited budgets and 


and maintain and manage sufficient "iron" stocks for use during times of 
national emergency. 

e. Natural Resources: Confronted by problems of basic food production, 
scarce management resources, it 
is not surprising that
 

governments in low income agricultural economies do not view natural resource
 
conservation investments as matters of high priority. Officials often regard

the objectives of 
increased production and natural resource conservation as
 
conflicting, at least in the short run. 
In such cases, development assistance
 
should focus on 
ensuring the environmental soundness of interventions and on
 
setting up a program for environmental monitoring, laying the groundwork for
 
subsequent, more focused interventions in the future. Development assistance
 
programs and agencies should recognize that policies will be deliberately

biased in favor of production; e.g., through fertilizer and pesticide

subsidies. 
 A major goal in such cases is to help assure that the true net
 
costs and benefits of these policies are 
known and that decision-makers are
 
aware of the real costs involved.
 

f. Human and Institutional Capital: Underlying the above is the basic need
 
for trained manpower at all levels, and particularly in the research, analysis

and management fields. There is aLl urgent need to enhance and sustain 
the
 
effective performance of key policy, research, extension, input supply, output

processing and local level institutions involved in major cereal production.

This will include focused interventions that consider the appropriate mix of
 
governmental and private entities, the increasing role of women and youth 
in
 
productive activities, and the issue of self-financing to at least partially

offset the increasing costs associated with new or enhanced research,
 
infrastructure related services and governmental personnel systems. 
 A large

part of any development strategy 
in these economies will include substantial
 
support for professional education and training, initially outside the country,

while domestic institutions are being improved.
 

2. Low Income Transitional Economies
 

These economies have experienced limited success in their development 
programs. Applied agricultural research and dissemination Uf high yielding
rice and wheat varieties has paid off, production has increased, per capita
consumption is up and the agricultural sector has begun shifting from
 
subsistence to commercial agriculture. Cains in agriculture are reflected in
 
overall increases in per capita income, adjustments in food demand and the
 
growing importance of the service and industrial sectors.
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These relative successes have led to the need for change. Development

assistance must recognize this need 
and focus on building the human and
 
institutional capacity required to 
make the necessary policy and program

adjustments. Major increases 
in value added from food grain production have
 
largely played out; 
future increases required to keep ahead of population and
 
income growth will be harder to achieve. New sources of rapid growth in the
 
service and industrial sectors must be identified and manipulated if the income
 
and employment growth process, initiated in the 
agricultural sector, is to
 
continue. Past development models that 
 rely heavily upon government

intervention, and which have 
generally proven expensive and detrimental to
 
private sector participation, need to be changed 
if the desired growth in
 
services and industrial production is to be achieved.
 

The transition, from a low-productivity, largely agricultural economy with
 
a weak commercial basis to a middle income, industriali7ing economy, is a
 
period where improvements in management of existing resources rather than rapid

expansion of infrastructure will provide the basis for growth. 
This is an area
 
where new approaches in devclopment assistance, both programmatic and
 
opcrational, appear warranted. 
 Common themes in effecting such a
 
transformation are agricultural policy reform, technological innovation, agro
based industry development, expanded trade, natural resource conservation, and
 
continued human capital development. These are discussed briefly below along

with possible transformation-enhancing interventions.
 

a) Agricultural Policy: The policy environment established to achieve major

increases in grain production needs to be carefully reviewed and adjusted 
to
 
reflect current conditions. 
 Specific programs, including input/output

subsidies, che supply of infrastructure services and control of major input and
 
output markets were conceived and implemented in periods of low per capita food
 
availability in order to maintain 
political stability, to marshall limited
 
government and managerial financial resources and focus 
them on key social
 
problems, and to encourage the widespread adoption of new, highly productive
 
yet risky agricultural technologies. These programs, while effective 
in
 
raising food production, have often resulted in governmental involvement at
 
every step in the production, marketing and distribution system. As coverage

has expanded, absolute costs have skyrocketed and there is serious concern over
 
whether these programs should or cruld be expanded in their present form to
 
encompass a wider r.inge of crops.
 

Investments to improve national capacity to identify outdated policies,
 
to measure the economic and social costs of continuing existing or alternative
 
policies, and to move economically preferred approaches through the political
 
system are essential if 
nations are to develop a dynamic policy response

capability. These investments include a well-articulated and up-to-date base
 
for monitoring current conditions and testing alternative policy options, and,

building on earlier investments in capacity building, strong analytical units
 
in agencies having a major interest in agriculture--Ministries of Agriculture,

Planning, Finance and 
the Central Bank. While duplication of effort is a
 
concern, multiple investments in different organizations are necessary to raise
 
the level of debate, and to fully analyze and articulate the diverse political

views which are imbedded in a proposed policy adjustment. Finally, sustained
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growth of institutional capacity, preferably outside government, needs to be

encouraged to 
monitor longer term adjustments and to recommend alternative
 
programs to meet employment and income objectives.
 

b) Technical Innovation: Technical innovation in agriculture continues to be
 
a critical component of a development strategy in low-income transitional
 
economies, especially in view of the recent evidence suggesting alarming and
 
consistent declines in the rate of yield increase of basic cereals. 
 There is

general agreement that rates of past increases in yields, due largely to 
the

widespread use of improved genetic material, the provision of irrigation, and
 
the availability of adequate supplies of fertilizer and agrochemicals at the

farm level, will be difficult to sustain. Increases over the next decade will
 
likely result in large part from improvements in crop management, including

more timely irrigation, the widespread adoption of integrated pest management

techniques, and the use of more optimal fertilizer mixes, among others.
 
Development and dissemination of these improved management techniques may be
 
more difficult and costly than previous interventions, since they will be more

area-specific and, thus, appropriate 
for a more limited number of farmers.
 
Although marginal, increases in cereal yields associated with improved

management will be essential in the medium term to keep up with population and
 
income growth and to buy time until bio-technology research can generate longer
 
term, non-marginal increases in yields.
 

Although the private sector has committed substantial investments to

further bio-technology, research in this 
area cannot be completely ignored.

Current research, conducted by large, multi-national seed production, research

and pharmaceutical conglomerates, can be expected to focus on commodities that
 
promise the highest return and serve markets which promise the most widespread

and stable long term demand. 
Such research may or may not be consistent with
 
the need of poorer farmers in ANE countries. Investments are required to
 
reposition and focus international agricultural research centers to 
identify

and carry out basic research in this area and to explore 
new forms of
 
cooperation between public and private research organization, be they at the
 
national, international or multi-national level.
 

The heavy emphasis placed on cereals research reflects the social, 
macro
economic and political importance of these commodities. This does not,

however, preclude research on secondary food crops, tree crops or horticulture
 
products. Dependent an a country 
or region's comparative advantage, these
 
crops may play an important role in increasing value added, employment and
 
income or in protecting downstream investments. Strong, integrated, management

information systems need to be developed within research 
establishments to
 
identify problems which are amenable to solutions, to support only research

which has a high probability of significantly reducing the costs of production

(increasing a crop's comparative advantage) or raising yields and to monitor
 
the application of resources, both human and financial, to the solution of key

problems. 
 Such systems are c.:ential in managing the allocation of resources
 
between major cereals and secondary crop research, and between irrigated and
 
upland secondary crop production.
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c) Growth of Agro-Processing: 
While growth in major cereal and secondary crop

production will continue to productively employ new entrants into the rural
 
labor force in the forseeable future, the rate of increase in labor absorption

will continue to decline due to the limited area available for the expansion

of cereal production, the limited increased yield potential, and the lower
 
labor requirements associated with most 
secondary crop production. Rising

rural unemployment appears likely, unless alternative job opportunities can be
 
created.
 

Adjustments in demand which accompany rising 
incomes in the low-income
 
transitional economies may provide a solution to 
this dilemma. Diets tend to
 
change as incomes rise. With each additional dollar earned, less is being
 
spent on cereals and more on high protein food, processed and prepared food
 
products, and canned and fresh fruits and vegetables. In most instances the
 
collection, processing and distribution of these products vis-a-vis other
 
industries (e.g., textiles, shoes, electronics) is labor-intensive, requires

lower capital investment, and uses relatively simple and easily maintained
 
technologies.
 

The rapid expansion of agroprocessing and secordary support facilities
 
could provide productive employment to under and unemployed rural labor; expand

and stabilize demand for selected secondary crops, fruits, vegetable, meat and
 
dairy products; and meet growing domestic demand while 
 setting the
 
technological and managerial base for future exports. 
Much of the labor force
 
in these industries will be drawn from marginal agricultural areas. Out
migration from these areas 
in the medium to long term could lead to adjustments

in cropping patterns to reflect more limited labor availability, and the less
 
intensive agriculture which would result--i.e. fruit or forage production-
would tend to be less environmentally stressful than present intensive (cereal
 
production) uses.
 

To encourage the growth of agro-processing, a variety of development
 
related investments are required. Improvement in a government's ability to
 
plan and implement infrastructure development programs in support of agro
processing investments is essential. Promotional activities and services aimed
 
at decreasing pre-investment and initial operating 
costs of agro-industries
 
can also be effective in channeling investments toward designated locations or
 
product lines. Consistent, clearly articulated and stable industrial policies
 
are important in encouraging agro-processing investments and reducing pre
investment 
costs. Start up costs could be further reduced and selective
 
activities (i.e. manpower development) encouraged through the use tax policies.
 
Finally, expansion of the capital markets to increase the supply and reduce the
 
cost of domestic equity financing should be considered.
 

d) Trade Liberalization: A relatively open market trading regime is essential
 
to development of an efficient, demand-driven production, processing and
 
marketing system. To move in 
this direction, adjustments in trade policies

and regulatory agencies will likely be required. 
 For example, countries in
 
this group, having passed through a period of food scarcity, are often left
 
with antiquated food and agriculture input supply agencies. These agencies
 
continue to control basic agricultural and food markets through direct
 

kSl 
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management of domestic production facilities, maintenance of monopoly import

rights over key commodities and inputs, management of large subsidy programs

via administered input/output price systems, control of food procurement, and
 
the maintenace of sole distribution rights over food and inputs - often down
 
to the community level. 
 Over time these agencies have either (1) expanded,

assuming control over additional agricultural inputs or non-staple food

commodities; 
(2) been replicated to manage the production, importation and/or

marketing of other "strategic" commodities 
(plastic, tin plate, agricultural

machinery); or (3) been augmented by the strengthening or development of new
 
agencies to manage commodity export promotion.
 

These agencies have served an important function, but at substantial cost.

Strong vested interests have developed which manage these inefficient
 
collection, processing and distribution systems; limit or exclude private

sector participation; and, often lobby in opposition to the enactment of market
 
liberalization policies. In addition, many of the nations in this group have

continued to follow monetary policies which isolate domestic financial markets
 
from world markets. Overvalued exchange rates, credit rationing, and interest
 
rate controls have constrained domestic resource mobilization, limited the

availability of investment capital and have 
retarded the growth of domestic
 
processing industries. As an extension of this set of inward-looking policies,

many countries have established artificial trade barriers, initially to protect

infant industries. Once established, it has been difficult to rescind these
 
barriers and to wean individual interest groups from the benefits they confer.
 

Effecting change within systems
these is difficult, but critical to
establishing an efficient agro-processing sector. A number of actions, which
 
move toward opening domestic markets and linking them to international
 
counterparts could be considered. 
For example, at the macro level a review of

exchange 
rate policy could be initiated to assess the disruptive effects
 
current policy is having on agricultural production and agro-processing

development. Similar reviews of banking policies could lead the by
to use 

banks of interest rates more closely approaching real market rates and thus

rationalize bank savings and lending policies and allow banks to provide 
the
 
full range of services required by investors.
 

Improvements in basic import/export administration, import licensing

requirements and port procedures could also prove beneficial. 
Reform of import

and export permit systems, which confer monopoly control on individuals and/or

agencies for the 
import and export of products, would result in the transfer
 
of rents normally accruing to permit holders to government via tariff or excise
 
payments, and would be more amenable to change if major distortions persisted.

Finally, improvements in the management of port facilities 
which increase
 
competititon between cargo handlers, and reduce demurrage and warehousing fees
 
could reduce the costsof inputs to agricultural processors.
 

The review and restructuring of state commodity trading operations would

be appropriate given improvements in domestic 
 markets, the increased
 
sophistication of private traders and trading houses and more effective banking

services. Restructuring of government operated state 
trading companies to
 
actively involve them in price stabilization rather than commodity supply

management would require maintenance of a producer/consumer price target system
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through the active participation of private trading companies in the domestic
and international market. 
Price bands maintained by this system should be set
close to international border prices and allowed to move in line with longerrun international price adjustments.
 

Trading companies, through the manipulation of domestic stocks purchased
to protect floor 
prices, could 
buffer 
the domestic
international or national price 
market from short-term
fluxuation.
operations should In the long term,
be self-financing. such market
In the short-term,


financing would probably be required. 
however, public
 

Price stabilization efforts could be complemented by a reduction in the
number of commodities normally managed by a state 
trading entity. 
 Limiting
operations to major staples, like rice and wheat, reduces both logistical and
financial problems. 
 Importation of other non-staple commodities could then be
picked up by private trading houses and if necessary monitored by the
trading agency. The adjustments suggested above would require 
state
 

substantial
donor support to define problems, assess alternatives, implement decisions and
structural adjustments and underwrite 
a portion of the 
risk associated with
these changes.
 

e) 
Natural Resources: 
 Although the 
relative importance of the 
agriculture
sector declines over time in these countries as industry grows,
size of the sector assures the absolute
that it will continue to be
in national economic growth. an important component

incomes Sustained growth in agricultural employment and
will require careful 
management 
of the natural resource
underlies agricultural productivity. base which
 
coming under increasing pressure as 

Land, water and vegetative resources are
production intensifies on
population densities increase in upland and marginal areas and as new areas are
 
prime land, as
 

opened for agricultural exploitation. 
 With major cereal production problems
reduced to manageable proportions, countries in this group can and must begin
strengthening legislative, planning and administrative capacity 
to deal with
sustained agricultural productivity and natural resource 
conservation.
 
f) HumanandInstitutionalCapital: 
 The low income transitional economies
require a strengthened human and institutional base 
to successfully make the
necessary policy and program adjustments discussed above.
include The major needs
(a) more efficient 
inter-organizational
research structures
and management for analysis,
of the adjustment 
process, 
 (b) a strengthened
institutional infrastructure of laws and rules at the central and local/urban
levels, and 
(c) upgraded technical and managerial personnel in transitional
areas such as agro-processing 
export promotion and crop diversification. To
support the demand-led strategy, enhanced and sustained institutions, many of
them crosscutting one or more organizations, will be required to support policy
analysis and implementation management, research 
on 
trade adjustments, 
labor
force analysis, improved utilization of infrastructure, new information systems
to support decision making, and better management of the natural resource base.
Private and NGO institutions may be called upon to perform a number of expanded
roles in employment, natural resource conservation, and education.
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will also come the need for special
With adjustments in agriculture 

concerns and distributional issues.


consideration of gender roles, minority 

remain necessary, but with
 

Specialized education outside the country will 


increasing technical and managerical training being provided in-country.
 

3. Middle Income Industrializing Economies
 

These economies typically have solved the grain self-sufficiency 
problem
 

either through intensified per capita production or through food 
grain imports.
 

They are well along on an industrialization policy, and are beginning 
to draw
 

a large share of new entrants in the agricultural labor force in non-farm
 
are in place to
 

employment. The basic commercial laws and capital markets 

trade policy has shifted from a
 

facilitate modern market operations, and 

Hidden trade barriers
protectionist posture to one of export trade promotion. 


have been eliminated and more transparent tariff structures, generally 
in line
 

to
 
with international levels, have been adopted. Also, a nascent capacity 


resolve trade disputes is commonly being brought to !-,ear in
 
identify and 

bilateral and multi-lateral trade negotiations. Finally, these nations have
 

required

installed the basic administration, legal and monitoring structures 


to implement environmental protection legislation.
 

Basically, countries in this group have successfully managed the 
transition
 

the prime source of growth to a more
 from a major dependence on agriculture as 


growth pattern involving the agricultural, industrial and service
 
balanced 


in a growing sense of national
 success is often mirrored
sectors. Their 

The role of A.I.D. in these countries would be expected
identity and pride. 
 more of
 

to be radically different from lower income countries, consisting 


support for selective national initiatives and institutions than active
 

involvement in defining specific problems and implementing 
solutions.
 

however, lack the sophisticated internal

Most of these countries, 


structures and external global linkages which will allow them 
to accelerate and
 

sustain a rapid development process. As the agro-industry base expands and
 

more capital intensive, new and more adaptive
technology development becomes 

needed to formulate and implement
institutional structures and processes are 


increasingly complex policies, to stay abreast of rapidly changing 
technologies
 

international

in the biological and information sciences, and to respond to 


high payoff areas such 
 as
 
trade opportunities. Also, in selective, 


environmental protection or biotechnology, these countries may require
 

continuing programmatic.support for new institutional development 
initiatives.
 

to continue to develop, it is essential for them to
 
For such countries 


have high quality domestic institutions and networks which 
tie individuals and
 

shared ideas which energizes the links
in a system of
institutions together 

between domestic institutions and individuals and various 

centers of scientific
 

and analytical excellence throughout the world. Strengthening domestic
 

networks and linking them to existing international networks 
should encourage
 

and sustain the plurality of ideas and institutions that 
a modern state needs
 

deal with a dynamically changing internal and external environment.
 to 
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At this stage of development, as the economy expands and more women are
 
drawn into the labor force (both on and off-farm), these countries have the
 
need and the opportunity to more directly and effectively address gender and
 
equity issues. Finally, there is a need and an opportunity for these countries
 
(for political, technical and financial 
reasons) to form institutional
 
relationships with neighboring lower 
income economies for the purposes of
 
technical cooperation and education.
 

Development assistance programs, financing and staff would be expected to
 
reflect this growing domestic capacity. Direct involvement in institutional
 
development activities initiated earlier 
in areas such as the environment,
 
agricultural research and financial markets would phase out in favor of
 
mechanisms 
 for encouraging meaningful collaborative research, scholarly

exchange or specific training, and enhanced trade linkages. The participation
 
of the nation's professional scientific and managerial community in efforts to
 
assist less developed neighbors 
could be encouraged, along with the use of
 
domestic universities and other facilities to 
train third country nationals.
 

Support for the development or strengthening of a series of independent

research and development institutes, possibly tied to a national science
 
foundation, 
could provide an important mechanism for allocating indirect
 
support to training, inter-university exchange and research, and would probably
 
require substantial adjustment in the means 
of providing assistance- -e.g.,

from direct loans and/or grants to endowments generated via PL 480
 
monitizations.
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III ANE's Rural Sector Strategy--Present and Future
 

Over 
the past 20 years, ANE's strategy has focused on increasing basic
 
cereal production in the region in ways 
that assured that the benefits of
 
growth were shared by different income groups in the society. Program

investments have sought to improve basic 
cereals research and extension, to
 
provide physical infrastructure and policies to assure adequate and efficient
 
supply of required inputs such as water, fertilizer and credit, and to
 
strengthen analytical capacity 
within government to effectively manage a
 
country's agricultural production system. 
 As the analysis above suggests,

these investments have 
 in part been successful. Per capita calorie
 
consumption, income and employment have improved in the majority of countries
 
in the region. 
But problems of sustainable agriculture, hard core pockets of
 
poverty, continued population growth and environmental degradation persist.
 

With growth has come new problems and the need to reassess ANE's regional

agricultural strategy. Strategic 
program adjustments are required to: (1)
 
assure that current regional agricultural strategy is consistent with changing

economic conditions and problems in 
the region; (2) determine if strategic

themes can be readily translated into specific field actions with measurable
 
outputs, (3) prioritize themes so as to facilitate field level choices under
 
conditions of declining resources; and (4) demonstrate to Congress and U.S.
 
interest groups that development resources 
are being used efficiently and

effectively. An ANE rural sector strategy cannot, nor should it, address all
 
of the development problems identified. 
 Selective programming is required,

based on the impact of assistance on income and employment, what A.I.D. does
 
best, long 
term U.S. political and economic interests, and the chances of
 
success. This is an argument for 
marshalling the human, financial 
and
 
organizational resources needed to resolve the constraints to 
increased income
 
and employment growth and, if need be, to make the 
necessary adjustments in
 
program, staff and process 
to more effectively operate in the 1990's.
 

1. The Development Context
 

To continue economic growth already underway, ANE client countries will
 
need to expand access to gainful employment and to increase incomes of
 
populations living 
in both urban and rural areas. To accomplish this
 
objective, private and public resources need to be committed to sustaining and
 
increasing the rural employment base already established through the expansion

of high-yielding cereal technologies, as well as 
to identifying and supporting

public and private investments to 
develop and promote new, environmentally
sound, sources of rural sector growth.
 

Certainly, realization and maintenance of basic food security constitutes
 
a priority claim on national attentions and resources. In the past, this has
 
often taken the form of striving for self-sufficiency in basic cereals
 
regardless of the economic economic merits of such a strategy. 
Of late there
 
is increasing recognition of the costs involved in such a strategy and
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acceptance of the idea of using the international market as a "balance wheel"
 
in assuring national food security. However, any effective strategy must
 
recognize and accomodate this priority objective, while retaining flexibility
 
as to the means by which it is realized.
 

Both efficiency criteria and historical evidence dictate the expansion of
 
private sector participation in rural economies. 
 In countless instances this
 
sector has proven that it can interpret market signals better, move faster and
 
allocate scarce resources more efficiently, if given the opportunity, than
 
public sector counterparts. 
 However, the more active involvement of the
 
private sector in development suggests a basic adjustment in the role of
 
government, from a position 
of controller of economic development to the
 
management and promotion of economic 
growth. Open currency exchange and
 
banking systems, stable investment and legal environments, selected
 
subsidization of new technologies and programs 
to encourage adoption, and
 
capacity to detect and react to 
changing domestic and international market
 
enviroiments will be critical. Adjustments will neither be easy 
nor simple.

External resources to encourage government policy adjustment in this direction,
 
to identity the political and economic options available, and to absorb a
 
portion of the associated risk and transition costs will be required.
 

The objective of increased agriculture-related income and employment

through more efficient allocation and use of scarce resources leads to a number
 
of key principles upon which a development strategy for the 1990s must stand.
 

First, in the 
decade ahead agriculture growth- -especially, increases in
 
basic cereals productivity--will continue to 
be a major source of new income
 
and employment. However, agricultural expansion alone will not be sufficient
 
to maintain acceptable rates of growth 
in per capita income as labor forces
 
expand. Agriculture can be expected to decline in overall relative importance
 
as an economy develops.
 

Second, efforts to maintain and improve the productivity of basic cereals
 
production will continue to be critical because:
 

- Cereals production will continue to provide the single largest source of 
income and employment in ANE countries; 

- Basic cereals will continue to be essential for national food security, 
price stabilization, and the maintenance of government credibility and
 
political stability in all countries in the region:
 

- Cereals will continue to be the largest single 
source of protein and 
calories in the diets of poorer residents; and, 

- Cereals will, for the medium term, remain the basic wage good of the region
and will continue to be important in maintaining low nominal--not real-
wage rates, which is critical to the expansion of private sector marketing,
 
processing and distribution.
 

Third, while demand for agricultural products is diversifying and diets
 
are changing, support for the expansion of non-staple commodity research and
 
production should be determined 
more on the basis of a specific commodity's

economic comparative advantage, importance as 
a raw material in the expansion

of agro-processing, and compatability with the 
diversification in effective
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domestic and export demand than on production feasibility. In short,

investments 
in non-staple commodity research and production must be led by

demand, not a physical ability to produce the commodity.
 

Fourth, growth inhigher value agricultural processing and marketing will
 
be a prime source of expansion in rural employment, will lead to increasing

incomes of underemployed rural residents, and will provide an important

stimulus to marginal and subsistance farmers to relocate away from
 
environmentally fragile, low productive 
areas. This will require:
 

- Government capacity to identify product growth lines to meet domestic
 
and foreign demand, to analyze and implement selected policy changes 
 to 
promote the expansion of agro-processing investments, and to locate, plan
and implement public infrastructure investment required by processing 
facilities; 

- Expansion of capital markets to increase the sources of equity capital; 
- Reduction in protectionist trade barriers and their replacement by tariff 

systems which increase and promote the use of least cost inputs by agro
processors; and 

- Restructuring of internal trade policies and transportation services to
 
reduce the cost of raw and processed agricultural goods from farm to
 
factory to consumer table or port.
 

Fifth, a transformation in the role of government from controller to
 
promoter of economic development will require substantial restructuring of
 
development institutions and a complementary expansion in the role of the
 
private sector. Successes in certain developing colntries--notably Thailand
 
and Taiwan--in orchestrating this transformation, and the increasing costs
 
associated with direct government interventions in rapidly expanding cereal
 
production programs combining point the and
are to out economic fiscal
 
limitations of direct government involvement 
and the need for basic policy

adjustments which establish a environment conducive to increased private sector
 
investment. Governments throughout the 
region are beginning to realize the
 
importance of:
 

- Targeting interventions only when private market performance falls below 
prescribed expectations; 

- Establishing up to date legal, banking and contracting procedures which 
encourage the rapid, cost-effective expansion of market transactions, 
protect the rights of both buyers and sellers, and which quickly and 
effectively arbitrate disputes; 

- Encouraging the development of more complex marketing systems required as 
development occurs, not only in terms of input supply and the processing
and distribution of agricultural products, but also capital markets to
 
provide investment capital for the expansion of processing facilities and
 
commodity futures markets to absorb a portion of the risk associated with
 
a modern agricultural production and processing system; and
 

- Increasing the effectiveness of taxation systems to both enhance public 
revenues required to carry out infrastructure investments needed to 
encourage industrial expansion as well as to provide incentives which
 
channel private investment in desired areas.
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Sixth, a sound natural 
resource management policy becomes increasingly

important the long term productivity and efficient use of a nation's water and
 
forest resources. This suggests the need for:
 

- Strengthened capacity within the public sector to identify and respond in
 
a coordinated manner to stop or ameliorate 
the adverse environmental 
impacts of public and private investments; 

- The adoption of long term environmental and water resources policies which 
clearly indicate the relative roles of the state and the private sector
 
in the ownership and management of land and water resources, prioritize
 
resource 
users, establish effective methods of arbitrating disputes, and 
set up effective public sector institutions to manage soil, water and 
forest resources as components in natural eco-systems; and 

- The development of an information base to support and monitor the above. 

Seventh, all of the adjustments suggested above will require major
 
additions to 
the stock of human capital available to both the public and
 
private sectors. Deepening of government analytical, planning and monitoring

capacity as well as 
expansion of private sector entrepenurial skills are
 
necessary. This will require:
 

- Strengthening of governments' manpower planning capabilities to identify
the specific skill areas in short supply, identify and implement policies
 
which encourage adjustments in public and private educational institutions
 
and programs, and to develop operational training plans to upgrade key
 
skill levels;
 

- Establishing a wide range of new formal and informal training programs

which specifically meet the needs of an expanding private sector. 
Areas
 
likely 
to be in high demand might include commercial law, business
 
management, maraketing (international and domestic), investment analysis,
 
accountancy, transportation management and computer science.
 

2. Institutional and Political Considerations
 

An action agenda 
to facilitate and quicken the structural adjustments

facing ANE client countries is both complex and far reaching. ANE and the
 
Agency neither have, nor will have, the staff or financial resources to assist 
countries in the region in facilitating change across the broad spectrum of 
needs. Choices have to be made which maximize the imp &t of scarce ANE 
resources in addressing the major problems constraining the expansion of 
incomes and employment, which meet realistic performance parameters imposed by

the domestic political and economic environment within which A.I.D. operates,

and which 
 coincide with the comparative advantage (professional and
 
organizational) of the Agency in administering development assistance.
 

a) The Domestic Political Environment
 

Articulation of an ANE rural sector strategy 
must consider the major

economic and political adjustments which 
are likely to influence programing
 
options through the decade ahead. The changing position of the U.S. in the
 
international family of nations, the need to redress negative trade flows and
 



the increased emphasis that trade is likely to have in the formulation of U.S.
 
foreign policy initiatives, and the increasingly important role that special
 
interest groups play will all influence the types of programs ANE will be able
 
to pursue.
 

A number of changes need to be considered:
 

- The growing complexity of the world trading system and the increased role 
that developing countries play in it, the destabilization of the American
 
dollar, and the persistent U.S. budget deficit all suggest the likelihood
 
of a stable or decreasing U.S. foreign assistance budget and the need for
 
A.I.D. to increasingly work in a cooperative rather than a unilateral mode. 

- The increased power that special interest groups--both agricultural and
 
environmental- -have in Congress will result in continued and possibly
 
greater Congressional interest and oversight of A.I.D. and other multi
national development investments, the use of budget earmarking to assure
 
that these outside interests are addressed in A.I.D. programs, and
 
continued difficulties in generating the necessary political support 
to
 
enact foreign assistance legislation.
 

- The growing concern over the U.S. trade deficit, the slow pace of trade
 
liberalization negotiations and 
the resulting increase in protectionist
 
tendencies could lead to trade conflicts between major trading nations,
 
use of restrictive U.S. trade measures, and increased pressure on A.I.D.
 
to promote U.S. markets and abstain from any investments which might result
 
in increased competition for U.S. exporters in world markets.
 

- More widespread scientific and public understanding of global environmental
 
problems--acid rain, ozone depletion, the "greenhouse effect", destruction
 
of tropical forests, degradation of major watersheds (the Himalayas, for
 
example)--will result 
in greater pressure on A.I.D. to commit resources
 
to these problems, both in country programs and in the international arena.
 

While these trends will affect a broad range of U.S. programs and policies,
 
they have particular relevance to A.I.D. and ANE's programming options.
 
Specifically, these trends are likely to lead to;
 

- reduction in number and scaling back of the scope of Missions' specific
 
program objectives;
 

- reduction of the number of A.I.D. program recipients;
 
- efforts to restore greater trust and confidence between Congress and A.I.D.
 

in the implementation of the U.S. foreign assistance program;
 
- the need to strengthen the Agency's capacity to monitor and analyze

commodity specific issues co-nfronting interest groups and Congress, and 
to determine the most effective A.I.D. response consistent with the 
Agency's long term strategy objectives; 

- the need to develop new ways of doing business which more efficiently use
 
the Agency's scarce human and financial resources and maximize the Agency's
 
ability to leverage funds from the larger donors--e.g., Japan and the
 
multi-national banks;
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In other words, during the 1990's ANE will likely be working in fewer
 
countries, have less staff and 
fewer programmable financial resources, and
 
face greater oversight by Congressional and interest groups. There will be
 
continuing pressure, especially early 
in the decade, to establish effective
 
programs which enhance U.S. trade flows and encourage liberalization of client
 
country 
trade and private sector investment policy. Also, there will be
 
increasing pressure on ANE to step up 
the volume of programming addressed
 
toward the environmental problems that increasing as
are development efforts
 
intensify. Finally, there will be increased interest within the Agency in
 
improved, more efficient management, including ways of increasing staff
 
effectiveness, of identifying and testing 
innovative, high payoff solutions
 
to development problems, and 
of levering financial resources controlled by
 
other, larger donors to support promising solutions.
 

b) A.I.D.'s Comparative Strengths
 

With over 
30 years' experience in foreign assistance programming A.I.D.,
 
and more specifically ANE, have developed recognized strengths relative to
 
those of other multi-and bi-level donors in dealing 
with the economic
 
development problems faced by client countries. 
 The long term maintenance of
 
a network of field 
 offices with capable, in-country technical and
 
administrative expertise provides both 
in-depth analytic capability combined
 
with access to host country technicians and decision-makers. Through close,

long-term involvement with the problems 
of production agric'diture in the
 
region, and more recent involvement in 
efforts to improve management of
 
agricultural systems and undertake 
policy analysis and dialogue, A.I.D
 
personnel have gained both a depth of understanding of the production and
 
administrative systems involved, and input into vital 
 policy decision
 
processes.
 

This long term involvement with host country policy makers has often led
 
to the growth of collegial relations not enjoyed by other bi- and multi-lateral
 
donors. Also, A.I.D.'s long term experimentation with the complex issues of
 
institutional development has led to 
the formulation of common rules of thumb
 
on 
the development of sustainable institutions. The lessons learned by ANE's
 
institutional development activities are being drawn 
on by other donors-
notably the World Bank through cooperative rural development activities and,
 
more recently, by Japan.
 

A.I.D. would not have been able 
to accomplish as much as it has without
 
the unique strengths available in U.S. institutions. The U.S. agricultural

research, extension and training university system has been intimately involved
 
in international development efforts over three decades. 
Both as institutions
 
and through their individual faculty members, they bring a unique capability
 
to the agricultural development process 
garnered over years of involvement,
 
from research and production to processing, policy analysis and marketing. 
The
 
level of mutual trust and respect which characterize many of the relationships

between these and host 
country institutions 
is a necessary condition for the
 
difficult tasks of institutional restructuring and transformation thit are
 
required as economic structures adjust to growth. Access 
to this university
 
system remains one of the primary selling points 
for the Agency's human
 
resource development programs.
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The presence of 
a large number of U.S. based private voluntary

organizations, with extensive micro-level development experience, provides 
a

unique resource 
to ANE to assist in defining, testing, and monitoring

innovative solutions to critical private sector and rural development problems.

These can be used to identify realistic approaches to rural problems, and to

demonstrate how broaaer policy adjustments required to implement results will
 
benefit target populations.
 

The strong U.S. technology base--especially in the advanced agricultural

sciences, rec 
irch management, communications and agro-processing and
 
marketing- -provides an unending array of proven technologies of value to client

countries in their development efforts. When combined 
with the growing

interest of U.S. manufacturers and processors in jt--venture developing

country investments, well-developed U.S. based international capital markets

and a focus on humanizing technological innovation, this 
sector processes

unique capabilities Eor ANE development efforts in the low income transitional
 
and middle income industrializing economies.
 

Finally, A.I.D. has access a wider range
to of development assistance
 
instruments and modalities 
than most other donors including both grants and

concessional loans, the trade and development program, cash transfers, sector

loans, plus PL 480 in all its manifestations. These various options combine
 
to provide significant programmatic flexibility in responding to specific

client country needs.
 

Although A.I.D. 
possesses or has access to many relative strengths,

problems remain. Staff capabilities in such critical areas as 
macro-economic

analysis and policy formulation, agro-processing development, trade, 
and
 
capital market development are limited. Many of the 
important transitional
 
issues faced by client countries cut across thematic and organizational lines

with which the Agency is unprepared to deal. The urban-rural dichotomy which
-pervades much of A.I.D.'s strategic thinking, and the division between public

enterprise and agricultural development activities 
are good cases in point.

Finally, the ability of ANE, and the Agency as a 
whole, to formulate strategic

issues and perform and/or manage first rate analysis- -critical elements 
in

innovative programming--is hampered by the absence of strong analytical staff.

Dedication of staff and financial resources 
to this task is essential to

develop programs which will remain up to date 
on the problems faced by A.I.D.
 
client countries, which consolidate and transfer effective approaches between
 
Bureaus, and which track international and domestic economic and political

change and adjust A.I.D.'s strategies structure and program ¢ontpnt
 
accordingly.
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3. ANE Rural Sector Strategy Precepts
 

ANE possess a unique set of qualities: long term experience in
 
agricultural and rural development issues, 
an institutional presence in the
 
countries, solid long term relationships with key development institutions,
 
access to a unique and talented set of U.S. based professional staff,

institutional and technical resources, and the availability of a wide range of
 
assistance instruments. However, a sound strategy must 
be based on both
 
current institutional strengths as well as 
accord with U.S. policy interests.
 
Program areas to be emphasized in the ANE Rural Sector Strategy need to 
meet
 
specific criteria. While according with overriding client country food
 
security interests, they must:
 

-
 contribute to real increases in client country income and employment;
 
- meet policy parameters established by the Agency and/or Congress; and
 
-
 make maximum use of special A.I.D. and ANE strengths or capabilities


(either those internal or accessible to the Agency), or potential strengths

realizable through adjustments in personnel, organizational structure or
 
procedures.
 

The list of possible interventions suggested will have differential impacts

relative to each of the above three criteria. The impact of program

investments on income employment,
increasing and 
 the overall strategic

objective, will vary across activities and economic groups. For example,

investments to increase or maintain staple cereal yields in both low 
income
 
agricultural and transitional economies 
will have both direct and indirect
 
impacts on labor force dynamics. In the latter group of countries, attainable
 
rates of growth and labor absorption iv agriculture will be lower. In these
 
countries, growth in the industrial sE,tor--especially rural and semi-rural
 
agro-processing- -could absorb substantial 
numbers of un- and underemployed

rural residents. 
Factors which will facilitate this growth--revisions in trade
 
policy, capital market development and infrastructure planning and management
-will have a more indirect impact.
 

The impact of Agency and Congressional oversight is also an important

factor in the selection of strategy components. Certain investment activities
 
relate directly to these concerns, while others are more neutral. 
For example,

focussing investments on assuring sustainable increases 
in per capita cereal
 
availabilities 
encourages political stability, expands the buying power of
 
poorer urban and rural consumers, and has limited impact on American producers

and trade. 
 On the other hand, investments in agro-processing, based on
 
adjustments in domestic demand and 
supported by appropriate and effective
 
research, could mean increased demand for U.S. exports. For example, 
the
 
development of a modern poultry industry could lead to increased international
 
purchases of equipment and feed, where the U.S. is 
a high quality and low cost
 
producer. Finally, efforts to encourage private sector participation in
 
marketing and processing, and emphasis on natural 
resource management, speak

directly to U.S. interests and relative strengths. While it will be impossible
 
to appease all interests, such efforts will go a long way in demonstrating that
 
sound management of a nation's natural resource base is 
an important component

of ANE's strategic objective of sustained income and employment growth in
 
client countries.
 

V 
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Table Four provides a rough rank ordering of the 
impact of each of the
possible interventions discussed earlier 
on the basis of their direct and

indirect employment impacts, their compatability with U.S. political and

economic interests, and the availability of human or technological resources,

either within or accessible to A.I.D., 
to bring to bear in their design and
 
implementation. Numeric weights--a maximum of 20 points for direct, positive

income and employment impacts, 10 for indirect impacts, 15 for U.S. political

and economic policy compatability, and 10 for 
extent of accord with A.I.D.'s

comparative advantage, have been used to develop a crude rank ordering amongst
 
possible activities.
 

Because of the general and overlapping nature of many of the interventions

considered, and the complexity of the economic systems they will affect, the

rank order presented should only be regarded as 
indicative of the potential

importance of investment activities achieving
on 	 strategic goals. More

detailed analysis, using a similar technique but based on country level
analysis and more precisely defined goals, would be required 
to formulate
 
country-specific investment strategies. 
However, the crude analysis presented

in Table Four does suggest the following illustrative rank ordering of
 
investment priorities:
 

1. 
 Increased Staple Cereal Production: Investments in this area rank highest

because of the relative importance of cereal production to national income
 
growth, the relatively high impact that increased production has on direct

farm employment, the degree to which production increases generate 
new

employment in related agricultural enterprise (transportation, trade), and
 
the significant relative strength of A.I.D. and the U.S. in cereals-related
 
research--both technology and systems management.


2. 	 Agro-Processing Development: 
The importance of activities which encourage

expansion in this area, largely facilitated by private sector investments,

results from the direct and indirect effects expansion will have on rural
 
labor absorption and the prominant position of private sector development

in U.S. foreign economic policy.


3. 	 Trade and Market Development: 
 Both 	components of this activity--trade

reform and agricultural market development- -would have a direct impact on
 
reducing costs faced by agro-processors and consumers, 
 and 	could

potentially lead to expanded private sector 
investments in processing,

growth in effective demand and, ultimately, increased labor absorption at
 
the farm and agro-processing levels. 
 Also, trade liberalization efforts

form 	one 
of the center points in U.S. foreign policy initiatives in both
 
developing and developed countries.
 

4. 	 Human Capital Development. Infrastructure Planning and Management, and

Agricultural Policy and Planning: 
 All areas rank high because of the

indirect impacts thay have on the 	 of
expansion agro-processing and
 
employment generation. 
In addition, A.I.D. possesses a strong comparative

advantage in these areas. Agricultural policy and planning activities have
 
more of a mixed 
 impact; while directly influencing agricultural

input/output price regimes which can 
favor increased production and

employment, they will have relatively less 
impact on the private sector
 
commercial activities which
on income and employment growth strongly
 
depend.
 



TABLE FOUR: 
 IMPACT OF PROPOSED ANE INVESTMENTS ACTIVITIES ON STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
 

COMPATIBILITY
 

WITH U.S.
 
IMPACT ON ECONOMIC/ HUMAN AND TECHNOLOGY INVESTMENT IMPACT*
INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT POLITICAL 
 RESOURCE AVAILABILITY 
 NIFERICAL RANK
ACTIVITIES 
 DIRECT INDIRECT INTERESTS A.I.D. OTHER 
 SCOPE ORDER
 

1. 	INCREASED STAPLE
 
CEREAL PRODUCTION 
 HIGH MEDIUM MEDIUM HIGH 
 HIGH 51 1
 

2. 	AGRO-PROCESSING DEVELOPMENT 
 HIGH MEDIUM MEDIUM 
 LOW HIGH 48 
 2
 

3. 	AGRO-PROCESSING
 
INPUT SUPPLY 
 MEDIUM MEDIUM LOW 
 HIGH MEDIUM 33 
 6
 

4. 	NATURAL RESOURCE
 
MANAGEMENT 
 LOW MEDIUM HIGH 
 MEDIUM HIGH 
 41 5
 

5. 	AGRICULTURAL POLICY
 
AND PLANNING MEDIUM LOW HIGH 
 MEDIUM HIGH 43 4 oo 

6. 	 TRADE AND MARKET 
DEVELOPMENT 
 MEDIUM MEDIUM 
 HIGH 
 LOW MEDIUM 45 
 3
 

7. 	HUMAN CAPITAL/INSTITUTIONAL
 
DEVELOPMENT ' 
 MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM HIGH 
 HIGH 43 4
 

8. 	CAPITAL MARKET
 
DEVELOPMENT 
 MEDIUM LOW 
 MEDIUM 
 LOW HIGH 32 7
 

9. 	INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING
 
AND MANAGEMENT 
 MEDIUM 
 HIGH MEDIUM MEDIUM 
 HIGH 43 4
 

Notes: 
 *Numeric weights used in calculating scores are as follows: a maximum of 
20 	points for direct income employment
effects, 15 points for 
indirect impacts, 
20 	points for U.S. economic and political compatibility and 5 points each of
human and technological resource availability In A.I.D. and outside. 
Activities are assessed 
as 	having high, medium and
low impact which correspond to 
100, 60 and 20 percent of maximum points respectively. Maximum 
score for activities
 
which receive all high marks is 65 points.
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5. 	 Natural Resource Management: While not having a direct, short-term impact
 
on employment or incomes, sound use of a nation's 
productive natural
 
resources mitigates against disruption in a country's basic agricultural

production capability and ultimately assures long-term, stable growth in
 
labor demand. In addition, activities in this area command strong U.S.
 
interest group and Congressional support.


6. 	 Institutional Development: 
 This ranking results from the relatively low
 
to medium impact it will have on employment in the medium term--viable,
 
dynamic institutions able to respond to changing economic conditions are
 
necessary to encourage and stabilize economic (and labor) growth--and the
 
relatively moderate domestic U.S. interest in this 
area.
 

7. 	Agro-Processing Input Supply: This from moderate
ranking results the 

impacts investments are likely to have on labor absorption, and the
 
potential conflicts which could arise with U.S. commodity interest groups.


8. 	 Capital Market Development: Although essential for the long-term growth

in agro-processing, investments in these complex markets will be difficult
 
to devei~p and relatively slow to expand. Substantial government

experimentation will be required before concrete reforms are initiated.
 

The previous illustrative analysis and the overlap between different
 
activities would suggest the following broad areas 
of ANE strategy emphasis:
 

- Agricultural Production Technology
 
- Agro-processing Development
 
- Trade and Market Development
 
- Agriculture and Infrastructure Planning and Management
 
- Human Capital and Institutional Development
 

Natural Resource Management
 

In varying degrees, these themes can be incorporated into developmental

programming for each 
of the types of economies differentiated above, and
 
provide a focal point around which 
country agricultural programs can be
 
organized. Because of the poor performance of food grain production in the low
 
income agricultural economies, projects would continue focusing on 
improving

basic cereal production so that per capita availability increases. In the low
 
income transitional economies, programmatic emphasis could shift to activities
 
that facilitate the development of the complex markets required to effectively

transfer resources in and out of the agricultural sector. Finally, in the
 
middle income industrializing economies, programmatic emphasis could move 
to
 
the maintenance of host country institutions capable of carrying out the
 
analysis required to make the necessary adjustments in internal development
 
programs. Here, long term collegial relationships with individuals and
 
institutions outside the host country would be extremely important.

Common to all these themes in all contexts is the need for continued attention
 
to human resource development, particularly in research, analysis and
 
management.
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IV Detailed Strategy Presentation
 

The actual set of investment activities comprising ANE's Rural Economic
 
Growth Strategy will vary by the type of economy, and the unique social,
 
political and economic environment present. The types of economies within
 
which ANE 
must work and the general constraints faced in each have been
 
discussed previously. 
 This section explores each investmEnt area, with
 
specific emphasis on the type of projects or programs that might be considered
 
for inclusion by Missions in reformulating their agricultural strategies 
to
 
accord more closely with the income and employment objectives.
 

Needless to say, not all the activities mentioned under each investment
 
theme will be appropriate for inclusion in a Mission's agricultural portfolio.

Missions need the analytical capacity and political accumen to monitor and
 
assess the political feasibility, the technical capability to explore feasible
 
options to solving constraints if and when "windows of opportunity" present

themselves, and the flexibility to reprogram 
resources, both human and
 
financial, take action within the limited time frame afforded for change. 
This
 
blending of economic, political and technical capabilities and strategic

programming and technical interests 
into a flexible response capability will
 
be discussed in Chapter V. Below is further consideration of strategic program
 
themes and possible specific areas of engagement.
 

A. Agricultural Technology Innovation
 

In general, over the past two decades farmers have been "catching up" with
 
the potential created by the innovations of the 1960s, and it will take
 
considerable effort in agricultural technology over 
the next decade to ensure
 
adequate cereal (rice and wheat) production to keep up with growing demand.
 
The very dramatic increases in yield potential recorded up to 1965 have slowed
 
dramatically; experiment station rice yields have actually declined since IR
8 appeared in 1965. (The new : rice varieties do have important advantages
 
over IR-8--their yields 
are ..ore stable in the presence of insects and
 
diseases, and they mature in fewer 
days, thereby permitting intensification
 
of land use. 
 However, they do not have :igher yield potential.)
 

There has been some 
increase in yield potential of wheat varieties since
 
1965, but this has been modest compared to the sharp increase between 1961 and
 
1965. Considerable effort in the form of maintenance research is required just

to stabilize yields--i.e., 
 to keep ahead of pests. diseases, and other
 
stresses. Newer techniques, such as biotechnology, have potential in helping

alleviate some of the more 
difficult problems facing agriculture in the areas
 
where p1ysical, chemical, disease, and insect 
stresses limit production under
 
existing technologies. 
 However, short of unexpected breakthroughs in yield

potential, near-term rice and wheat production gains 
will come primarily
 
through management--i.e., agronomic--improvements.
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While 
a gap between potential and actual achievement in rice and wheat

production remains, the prospects for it further are
closing daunting.

Fertilizer use is already fairly high in 
most countries, and efficiency of

fertilizer distribution 
and use is not improving very fast. Irrigation

investment has almost halved in the past five years, and cannot be projected
 
as a major source of accelerated growth. Price policies for cereals 
are
 
generally good throughout the region; policy reforms cannot be counted upon

as a major source for increased cereal production. And environmental stresses
 
continue to undermine the production base.
 

There is more scope for increasing productivity of some other crops,

particularly feedgrains 
and oilseeds. Livestock and agroforestry are also
 
potential growth areas. However, the 
comparative advantage of most ANE
 
countries in oilseed product.on is questionable, and U.S. agriculture interests
 
in the oilseed issue will also have to be 
carefully weighed. Economic
 
viability (especially, the agro-processing potential) and international trade
 
considerations must dictate the scope for A.I.D. support for research on these

subsidiary crops. Agro-processing research must similarly be closely attuned
 
to market potential and financial viability, and considered in light of U.S.
 
trade and commercial interests.
 

What this implies is that future agricultural technology challenges will
 
be at least as important as 
in the past. Funding levels for research must be
 
maintained at current levels just to 
stay even. There is still considerable
 
underinvestment in agricultural research in the ANE countries, and 
targeted

A.I.D. assistance to technological innovation will be necessary at the
 
international, regional and national research levels.
 

The regional strategy starts with the International Agricultural Research

Centers (IARCs), as their mandates cut across all countries of the region.

Regardless of the 
strengths of the National Agricultural Research Systems

(NARSs), there is need for IARCs 
to do such things germplasm collection and
 
maintenance, basic genetic improvement, and information exchange. 
 These

functions must be protected for key crops, at minimum, at current real levels
 
of funding. Additional tasks such as 
support to NARS will require additional
 
funding. In addition, strengthened international research efforts are needed
 
in natural 
resources management and basic biological improvements for the
 
tropics, which require additional funding and, perhaps, new institutions.
 
Country program "buy-ins" to as as Bureau
IARCs well ANE support will be
 
required.
 

Historically, national agricultural research in the ANE region has received
 
strong and continuous support. Additional research infrastructure is probably
 
a declining assistance priority, at least for A.I.D. 
Several of the countries
 
in the region have large numbers of trained researchers, although in these,

researchers are 
becoming isolated due to limited opportunities for external

networking. 
NARSs can carry out basic problem identification/adaptive research
 
in a number of countries, primarily in South and Southeast Asia. 
However, the
 
need remains for sustained, steady assistance (not necessarily at large

financial resource levels) to all NARSs, the status of which 
can be
 
characterized as follows:
 

http:product.on
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There are gaps in programs and trained staff in most;
 
There is need for upgrading, improving human resource
 
development in all;
 
Biotechnology could be usefully promoted in many;
 
Organizational management improvement is needed in all;
 
Since near-future production gains are likely to 
come
 
primarily from agronomic improvements--i.e., many

different production variables- -site-specific adaptive
 
research and extension is increasingly important.
 
(Research is needed on effective and efficient extension
 
methodologies; we know what does not work but we do not
 
know enough about what will work.)
 
The private sector generally has been neglected in
 
national agricultural research planning and management,

but may have potential in some research and extension
 
areas. Improvements in the legal environment--commercial
 
law, regulations, grades and standards, property rights,
 
etc.--may be the key way to create a favorable
 
environment for private sector research and extension
 
development.
 

a) Low-Income Agricultural Economies
 

Basic institution-building is the primary task in such countries. The
 
most effective way to achieve this is to concentrate on developing "critical
 
masses" of technological expertise to address production technologies for high
priority crops (in most instances, cereals). Research programming should focus
 
on 
farm production problems. Human resource development and technical
 
collaboration are the building blocks. 
Where basic research infrastructure is
 
still needed, this might best be achieved by cooperating with other donors,
 
such as the World Bank, from whom developing countries are receptive to the use
 
of loans funds for buildings, library reference materials and research
 
equipment. Facilitating participation in collaborative research networks, of
 
which the IARCs and Collaborative Research Support Programs (CRSPs) are active
 
participants, can be an effective means of supplementing and reinforcing the
 
NARS programs.
 

b) Low-Income Transitional Economies
 

In some of the low-income transitional countries, the basic institution
building job is yet unfinished. In all of these countries, NARS institutions
 
are fragile. Human resource development has the critical role of completing
 
the task of building "critical masses" in key commodity and problem areas;

these systems are also often in need of selective opportunities to get

researchers involved more 
actively in the broader international research
 
community, contributing to as well as learning from collaborative research
 
networks. Technical assistance can still have an important role but
 
increasingly in a "collaborative" rather than of an "assistance" mode.
 
Research organization management (budgeting, planning, analysis) becomes
 
incrensingly important 
as progress is made in basic cereals production and
 
future directions or objectives become less clear.
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Post-harvest, processing, and marketing will be increasingly

important in such countries. A number of specific actions may be required in
 
support of agro-processing investment: analysis of domestic demand to identify

ongoing adjustments and general classes of food products likely to be in demand
 
in the future; identification of forward and backward market linkages which
 
affect the cost of processed products; and steps that can be taken to reduce
 
raw material, packaging, and/or distribution costs; and the development of

effective organizational models that locate, implement, and manage facilities.
 
Targeted investments in agricultural research, which link consumer demand for
 
processed products, processing requirements and farm level output, could lead
 
to substantial lay the base
returns and for private/public sector research
 
coordination.
 

c) Middle-Income Industrializing Economies
 

The basic challange in such countries is recognition of the maturity of

their NAR systems and identification of the mutual benefit 
that could be

realized from a more mature relationship--i.e., what the U.S. could learn from
 
as well as contribute to the countries. 
 A.I.D. will need to explore ways to
 
development more productive collaborative bilateral relationships between the
 
U.S. and these countries to achieve three specific objectives of interest to
 
the U.S.:
 

- to transform our development ties with these developing countries into
 
more mature bilateral relationships that are based more directly on
 
mutual benefit;
 

- to maintain and intensify relationships, building on the large

investments already made, in order to better serve U.S.
broad

political, economic, and commercial, as well as development,
 
interests; and
 

- to forge strong and sustainable ties between the commercial,
scientific, technological, and other institutions of the U.S. and
 
these developing countries by working with the institutions supported
 
by A.I.D.'s bilateral assistance programs.
 

In addressing these objectives, A.I.D. will support activities primarily
 
within three areas:
 

1. Technology exchange/networking and, where appropriate, scientific
 
collaboration, through linkages to educational institutions, research
 
labs, product development 
centers, state land-grant universities,

state-level 
(U.S.) technology incubators, and similar institutions
 
which would yield important mutual dividends to ADCs.
 

2. Education and training, which might include a 
broad range of
 
activities, including cooperative research, faculty exchange, joint

participation in academic proceedings, and student 
seminars abroad
 
which are beneficial both to developing country and U.S. institutions
 
of higher education.
 

3. 
 Commercial investment in technology generation and diffusion, through

facilitating analysis leading to policy reforms 
and serving as a
 
broker for joint venture private investments.
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Within these areas of emphasis, A.I.D.'s strategy would rely primarily on
 
existing and well-functioning institutions and networks 
 for program

implementation. On the U.S. side, these instutitons would include, inter alia,

U.S. Government agencies, business 
firms, private voluntary and other non
governmental organizations, 
state development organizations, chambers of
 
commerce and other associations of business 
firms, research and development

laboratories, science and technlogy institutes, and both public and private

universities. Well functioning, stable institutions in the client countries,
 
supported over 
the long run by their own resources, are essential to such a
 
relationship.
 

A number of different modalities or mechanisms could be used to implement

a maturing relationship between the U.S. 
and the industrializing countries.
 
These modalities all share three cardinal characteristics:
 

- Joint decision-making, involving representatives who might be drawn
 
from government services, business, the university community, research.
 
institutes, private voluntary organizations, or other areas.
 

- Simplified, straight-forward procedures. 
 Grants would be preferred
 
since they are simplier and more consistent with the concept of
 
support programs of mutual benefit.
 

- Joint funding. In the early stages, funding might come primarily from
 
U.S. government sources; however the concept of shared contributions
 
should be established from the beginning.
 

B. Agricultural Planning and Infrastructure
 

The ability of governments to adjust and respond in an appropriate and
 
timely fashion to both domestic and external political and economic changes

becomes critical 
as economies develop and become more complex; developing this
 
response capability is 
one of the major goals of ANE's assistance. However,

because of resource limitations the Bureau must carefully target its
 
involvement in planning and management to those substantive areas where it has
 
considerable expertise and knowledge of 
involved agencies (agricultural and
 
irrigation planning and policy) and/or areas 
that support other priority

investment activities (e.g., irrigation management 
as it effects cereal
 
production, or transportation planning as it supports agro-processing or market
 
development).
 

When considering investments in these areas, Mission programming needs to
 
take advantage of and build 
upon the positive characteristics of the
 
institutions with which it is working. 
Most of these are complex, hierarchical
 
systems (normally extending beyond 
 a single ministry), with numerous
 
interrelated functions. 
 It should be possible to identify key internal
 
interest groups, points of 
access, and areas where programmatic interests
 
coincide. The objectives of Mission involvement should then be to 
 (1)

strengthen analytical capabilities at key decision points and raise the level
 
of debate, thus increasing the likelihood that the proposed intervention will
 
be manageable and will result in acceptable problem solutions, 
and (2) to
 
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of selected implementation units.
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Improvements in the implementation and the management of interventions,
 
many requiring large capital expenditures on infrastructure, will continue to
 
be important. 
Rather than undertake these large capital expenditures, however,

the strategy suggests ANE concentrate on improving the management of such
 
investment programs. Modest construction investments, which provide the
 
opportunity to introduce and test new construction technologies and management

methods, should be considered, but the overall mode of assistance will move
 
from construction to innovative/experimental systems management.
 

Addressing the specific needs 
associated with agricultural policy and
 
planning capabilities, the strategy would focus on:
 

1. Strengthening data collection, analysis
the and planning
 
capabilities associated with cereal production. 
Of major importance

will be an ability to: identify commodity production systems which
 
have a dynamic comparative advantage; assess impacts of policy

interventions on specific farm groups; determine 
 the impacts of
 
adjustments in subsidies on production, farm income and employment;

determine the constraints to future increases in cereal production and
 
least cost steps to overcome them; and monitor the analytical output of
 
other planning units within government (transportation, industry, finance,

central banks, input/output supply agencies) and identify their specific
 
impacts on farm level production.
 

2. Strengthening the links between agencies which focus on planning 
and
 
production and those responsible for more macro-level analysis and
 
planning. Of particular importance the
are links between agricultural

production, 
exchange rate and tax policy formulation, infrastructure
 
planning, and agro-processing trade and market development.
 

3. Strengthening the relative position of planning and analysis units within
 
ministries of agriculture vis-a-vis those responsible for production. In
 
the past, achievement of physical production targets has generally taken
 
the lead in determining field programs. A more balanced purspective which
 
blends supply requirements with both production and trade options 
will
 
improve the efficiency of domestic production, move countries toward a
 
policy of agricultural self-reliance rather than self-sufficiency, and
 
decrease program costs.
 

Expansion of irrigation, in particular, has been a primary engine of the
 
impressive growth in agricultural production achieved the past two
over 

decades; although questions remain regarding the extent to which irrigation can
 
remain a primary instrument of growth beyond the 1990's, the ANE Rural Economic
 
Growth Strategy continues to place a strong emphasis on increasing effectively

irrigated area to increase cereals production, and facilitate crop

diversification and secondary agro-processing industries. 
 As in the case of
 
roads, future involvement will consist primarily of improving technical quality

and developing effective operations and maintenance programs, rather than
 
investments in new, large scale facilities. At the same time, attention will
 
be devoted to improving analytical capabilities to judiciously plan and develop
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infrastructure, as well as decentralizing maintenance 
functions to better
 
assure the sustainability of facilities.
 

During the last two decades of rapid irrigation expansion, the principal

focus of investment has been on major infrastructure development, particularly
 
surface water facilities to expand water supplies and irrigate 
new land. As
 
these sources of growth have become less abundant and more costly, greater

attention has been given 
to groundwater development (in both the public and
 
private sector), rehabilitation and improvement of existing systems, and
 
improved efficiency and effectiveness in the operation and management of
 
existing systems. Groundwater development has 
permitted rapid expansion of
 
effectively irrigated area and yielded quick returns, particularly the use of
 
shallow tubewells to supplement surface supplies. However, uncoordinated
 
conjunctive use of surface and groundwater has wasted both financial and water
 
resources.
 

Since the late 1970s, much attention has been devoted to improving the
 
productivity and performance of existing irrigation systems. 
 These programs

commonly incorporated one or more of the following measures: 
 introduction of
 
new 	technologies; strengthening irrigation organizations; improvements in
 
operation and maintenance- -often accompanied new investments- -and increased
 
participation of farmers in management and decision making. 
Such efforts have
 
largely been confined to pilot projects and schemes; demonstrated gains have
 
not been widely expanded beyond pilot areas. 
 One of the important challenges

facing irrigation agencies is to 
explore ways to improve performance, sustain
 
the gains and spread the techniques widely and rapidly, while reducing
 
deterioration of water resources.
 

Although some country programs may include investment in new irrigation
 
infrastructure, the general thrust of the Strategy is to increase access to
 
reliable irrigation water by assisting irrigation agencies 
to improve their
 
analytical, planning and management capabilities. In essence, the Strategy
 
focuses on field applications of 
a program of human capital development and
 
institutional strengthening--on the hardware applications of 
 irrigation

"software"--reflecting 
 A.I.D.'s predominant experience and comparative
 
advantage in the sector.
 

In terms of infrastructure planning and management, the Strategy
 
concentrates on five elements:
 

1. 	 Strengthen the analytical capacity of infrastructure development agencies,
 
and introduce new procedures to identify problems, assess remedies,
 
appraise investment programs and plan long term investment strategies;
 

2. 	 Improve exploitation of existing facilities, by improving management of
 
operations and maintenance, including minor structural improvements;
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3. 	Rehabilitate and modernize 
existing systems to (a) overcome technical
 
limits imposed by original designs, (b) respond to new use patterns, and

(c) incorporate flexibility to accommodate future changes;
 

4. 	 Strengthen management interventions in agencies, establish a service
 
orientation toward user "clients," promote ongoing staff skill development

and incorporate training programs into career patterns, re-define agency

role vis-a-vis users and divest responsibilities for operations and
 
maintenance to users;
 

5. 
 Improve the planning and design of new facilities incorporating concepts

of water resource planning and conjunctive use of surface and groundwater,

introduce computer applications and computer modeling for management 
as

well as design, explore the adaptation of new technologies, including
 
pressure systems and water measurement/regulation, and involve the private
 
sector in development and diffusion of new technology.
 

Suggestions for specific activities associated with agricultural planning

and policy and infrastructure planning and management are presented below for

each type of economy. 
Suggested actions focus only on production agriculture

and its link to agro-processing. Complementary actions outside of this focal
 
area are discussed in sections dealing with agro-processing development, trade
 
and market development.
 

a) Low Income Agricultural Economies
 

In these countries, where food security concerns are paramount, program

emphasis needs to be placed on understanding how farm level decisions are made,

the impact of uncertain input supplies--irrigation, seed, information,
 
fertilizer, etc. --on costs and production decisions, and how output markets are
structured and influenced. Development of basic data systems and analytical

capabilities to answer these questions will be essential to determine 
the
 
impact of government-led interventions to increase production.
 

In infrastructure planning and management, emphasis is needed on

developing opportunities to improve and reliability of irrigation and
access 

transport services at lowest cost. 
This 	will likely include planned expansion

and/or strategic rehabilitation of existing rural roads and surface irrigation

systems, and experimentation with more decentralized operations and maintenance
 
programs. Where groundwater exploitation is financially feasible, programs

should promote private sector investment with appropriate public regulation.

Both irrigation and rural road management institutions tend to be relatively

weak in these countries, and clearly defined institutional strategies 
to
 
promote increased efficiency and effectiveness are in order.
 

0/
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b) Luw Income Transitional Economies
 

The resolution of basic grain supply and demand problems in these counties
 
provides unique opportunities for restructuring the way policy is made or
 
projects are implemented and operated. 
For example, as countries move from a
 
single crop production focus to multiple crop production programs, 
economic
 
analysis rather than supply potential becomes increasingly important as a guide

for public investment decisions. Efforts specifically focused on strengthening

economic analysis and its 
influence in the decision-making process vis-a-vis
 
production-oriented agencies 
can have high payoff, especially in pointing out
 
on-going inefficiencies. Expanding the agenda 
of these planning units to
 
include 
consideration of the implications of macro-economic policies on

agricultural production can help in developing a sound basis for considering
 
and negotiating such policies.
 

Also, it is during this period 
that many governments begin to feel the

substantial operation and maintenance costs associated with the infrastructure
 
and institutions created 
to support increased cereals production. The
 
inability of governments to maintain these systems often 
leads to decreased
 
performance 
and constraints to further development. As this situation
 
intensifies the need to rehabilitate such systems increases, and there is often
 
a growing awareness that existing operation and maintenance procedures require

modification. 
Focused efforts which take advantage of these trends and build
 
upon the results of pilot and demonstration efforts can play an important part
 
in Mission programing during this period.
 

c) Middle Income Industrializing Economies
 

By the time countries enter into this development phase, the basic
 
planning and implementation structures and procedures which service agriculture

policy formulation, transportation services and irrigation should be in place.

In large part, AID's direct involvement is over. However, selected training

of scientists and researchers and flexible support, largely under control of
 
in-country institutions, 
can play an important role in strengthening links
 
between advanced research and development efforts in the United States and
 
client 
countries. For example, collaborative testing of new irrigation

technologies such as drip and sp 4nkler irrigation could provide U.S.
 
scientists and engineers with experience in adapting proven technologies to new
 
conditions, could lead to 
improved applications for U.S. farmers, and build
 
longer term collegial technology transfer and development networks.
 

Collaborative work on food policy issues would provide U.S. analysts with
 
a better understanding of potential 
new markets for both U.S. imports and
 
exports and lead to a greater degree of understanding between the U.S. and
 
client countries of unique opportunities for cooperation in the future.
 
Finally, an emphasis on these 
types of collaborative relationships could set
 
the stage for the mutually-agreed reduction in other investments in the country

and provide a basis for a lasting relationship after formal assistance
 
activities are terminated.
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C. Trade and Market Development
 

The ability of a nation to develop efficient 'agricultural marketing

systems complemented by effective domestic and foreign policies
trade 

constitutes one of the basic requisites for continued real growth in
 
agricultural production and income, the expansion of domestic demand--first for
 
cereals then higher value added products--and ultimate entry into selected
 
international export markets. 
 As already note.d, the role of government in

trade and market development must shift over 
cime from one of control to one
 
of facilitation and monitoring.
 

The importance 
of basic cereal production in low income agricultural

economies often leads to heavy direct government involvement. With increased
 
production and the advent of relatively assured cereal supplies, government's

role can change to promoting growth in private sector processing capacity to
 
meet the changing composition of domestic food demand. 
 Government actions
 
which increase price stability for major cereals and establish policy
a 

environment to facilitate exchange can effectively decrease the costs of

further production and processing, and encourage private sector involvement.
 

As experience in agro-processing leads to improvements in efficiency and
 
constraints to domestic demand are 
addressed, government efforts to promote

exports through market identification, promotion of domestic products and
 
simplification 
of export procedures become critical. Tie availability of
 
foreign exchange to procure additional processing technolog-es and inputs will

facilitate further expansion and allow industries 
to reducg processing costs
 
further by providing access to the complete economies of scale associated with
 
modern agro-processing. It will also encourage 
more focused attention to
 
development of national capacity and interest in trade.
 

This suggested transformation in government programs is not automatic nor
 
easy. There are, however, means by which A.I.D. can support groups and
 
individuals who advocate change, thus facilitating the adjustment process.
 

a) Low Income Agricultural Countries
 

In these predominately cereal deficit countries, programs need to focus
 
on strengthening two related areas; marketing systems which deliver inputs 
to
 
cereal producers and collect surplus output for transfer to non-farm consumers,

and cereal price stabilization. To address the first, programs should focus
 
on improving marketing efficiency, and system monitoring.
 

A.I.D. could support expansion or upgrading of basic agricultural input

market facilities to minimize input supply disruptions and reduce the costs of
 
intensifying cereal production. Such efforts should focus on 
increasing the
 
efficiency of distribution systems, and encouraging price competition in local
 
markets between government and private input suppliers. Commodity import
 
programs focusing on key inputs could be effectively used to lever greater

involvement of the private sector in input distribution.
 

\ V
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To facilitate the eventual removal of government cuntrols over input

markets, monitoring systems will be required. Such systems should provide

management entities with real time estimates of stocks at points in the
distribution system, monitor input prices at the 
local and regional levels to
 
identify where markets were operating imperfectly and thus pinpoint areas

requiring government intervention, and track change in farm level use rates to

enable planning 
 fc!" future offtake levels and the analysis of subsidy

adjustments.
 

To assist governments in establishing effective cereal price support

systems which make maximum use of priva-, sector 
traders, A.I.D. could:
 
establish and/or strengthen the logistical support systems required to backstop

a price stabilization progilam; establish analytical units capable of monitoring

cereal price2; est.blish and maintain public stocks at least cost levels, thus

encouraging the shift from non-market distribution systems (rationing) to more
 
market driven systems (floor and ceiling pricing supports); and monitor changes

in domestic and international careal markets which influence the timing, volume
 
and costs associated with required cereal inports. 
 PL 480 commodity programs

to build adequate stocks or to assure supplies during periods of rapid drawdown
 
could be useful in absorbing a portion of the risk associated with the
 
conversion of stabilization programs to more private sector involvement.
 

Finally, A.I.D. 
could support programs which encourage private sector

investment in input and output storage and processing facilities as they relate
 
to cereals supplies. Adjustments in 
government licensing procedures, the

provision of credit to finance private sector equity investments and testing

of new, low cost storage techniques would encourage growth in private
 
involvement.
 

b) Low Income Transitional Economies
 

As countries approach the point where domestically produced cereal

supplies are roughly in equilibrium with domestic demand, the political support

and economic justification for direct government involvement in agricultural

input/output distribution systems diminishes. While 
continuing government

efforts to stabalize basic cereal prices remains 
an important issue (because

of the efffect these prices have on overall welfare and agricultural and non
agricultural wage structures), adjustments government of
in ownership

agriculture-related industries and in trade and marketing policies which effect
 
the rate of growth in private sector investment will be required.
 

A number of potential areas for involvement present themselves. Building

on previous efforts, A.I.D. could continue involvement in restructuring

government control and/or ownership of and
input production distribution
 
systems. Support could be used to restructure state trading entities and
 
disengage 
them from non-cereal markets. To encourage appropriate private

sector investment to meet adjustments 
in the domestic demand structure for

food, changes in banking procedures, private sector investment promotion and
 
tax policy could be supported.
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Establishing consistent exchange rates, investment and tax policies which
 
favor growth in domestic processing capacity could positively effect the costs
 
and profits of private investors. The use of market in:erest rates would
 
encourage the increased mobilization of domestic capital. The increased costs
 
associated with such adjustments could be offset by tax breaks, which would
 
allow governments to target incentives to specific types of industries, where
 
domestic demand is increasing rapidly or where the nation has a proven
 
comparative advantage in processing.
 

Finally, adjustments in trade policies, or more specifically, how nations
 
can use trade policy to encourage expansion of domestic agro-processing

capacity, will in many instances require major changes in the Ministry of Trade
 
and ancillary trade-related agencies. Improved analytical capacity to explore
 
the domestic implications of changes in trade policy, revised and streamlined
 
administrative systems which license and monitor private sector trading
 
activities and encourage investment, and strategies which identify and plan for
 
growth in domestic trade will be required to develop the technical and
 
political support required to dismantle hidden trade barriers and are areas for
 
potential A.I.D. support.
 

c) Middle Income Industrializing Economies
 

The increased use of low cost domestic and imported items to feed the
 
expansion of the agro-processing sector should eventually lead to expanding
 
exports. Access to foreign markets and consequently to the foreign exchange
 
earnings required to expand imports will depend in part on private sector
 
capacity to tailor domestic production to meet foreign tastes and preferences

and in part on a country's ability to participate fully and effectively in bi
lateral and multi-lateral trade negotiations. The capacity to monitor changes
 
in the structure of foreign markets, to identify potential new markets and
 
encourage appropriate adjustments in domestic production capacity, and to
 
balance reciprocal trade flows with major trading partners, and to diversify

markets are essential. A.I.D. efforts could focus on trade promotion and on
 
the development of a permanent office or agency with the ability to undertake
 
this analysis and coordinate in-country capacity to backstop and represent the
 
nation's trade interests.
 

D. Agro-processing Development
 

Increased AID investments in support of growth in agro-processing and
 
related service industries can provide substantial returns in terms of
 
increased income and employment. Shifts in program emphasis in selected
 
countries, where conditions are favorable, also build on A.I.D.'s extensive
 
knowledge of agricultural production systems, lead portfolio
to 

diversification, and put ANE programs directly in the mainstream of Agency
 
concerns for expanding the participation of the private sector in development.
 
Missions' decisions on what activities it can support in this new area and the
 
product lines on which support will be focused depend on the following
 
guidelines:
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1. 	 Investment decisions must be based 
on real changes in domestic demand,
 
not supply potential. In the past, too many projects have ignored

effective demand, only to be faced with limited markets, excess supply and
 
rapidly declining prices and profit margins;
 

2. 	Agro-processing investment programs will not be possible in all ANE
 
countries. Shifts in demand which signal increased consumption of higher

protein foods and processed commodities occur as incomes rise. Thus,

countries with very low incomes are not likely to find appropriate private
 
sector investment opportunities;
 

3. 	Agro-processing investment programs must involve both the and
public

private sectors--with the former, to encourage withdrawal 
from 	direct
 
involvement, and with the latter, to encourage and target investment to
 
key high growth commodity areas; and
 

4. 	 Focusing agro-processing development will require a number of
 
complementary strategic program decisions within Missions. Targeting

agricultural research investments to those 
which support an agro
processing thrust, support for modifying contract law and commodity

specifications, promoting easing of import restrictions 
and 	country
specific production programs which effect the cost of inputs used by agro
processors, and increased emphasis on Infrastructure planning and
 
management which determine the location and support agro-processing
 
investment are examples of the needed program decisions.
 

Areas of program emphasis which may be considered by Missions are
 
presented below. Because of the basic nature of growth in this area,

complementary investmeiit activities also
can be found in other investment
 
categories.
 

a) Low Income Agricultural Economies
 

Low incomes and the predominance of cereals in domestic diets limit agro
processing investment in these countries. 
 This 	does not mean, however, that
 
Missions in some countries cannot begin to pursue a limited but active program

that would set the stage for future development. For example, improved

domestic capacity to conduct the detailed demand and market analysis which
 
underpins agro-processing growth could pay off handsomely in the future.
 
Although this may vary from country to country, such capacity development

efforts may be better 
suited for agencies directly responsible for agro
processing development- -ministries of trade, commerce and/or 
industry and
 
national planning boards.
 

Also, a thorough understanding of domestic cereal markets could provide

useful insights to A.I.D. and domestic counterparts in understanding potential

future developments. Knowledge of these markets lead to greater
could 

appreciation of their comparative economic strengths, initial efforts required
 
to improve commodity specifications, contract procedures required to facilitate
 
transactions, and the employment and income growth potential of agro-processing
 
development.
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b) Low Income Transitional Economies
 

These countries are typically moving through a period of rapid adjustments

in agricultural product demand, and represent prime targets for Mission agro
processing investment programs. 
Efforts to expand capacity to analyze market
 
demand down to the product line level will assist in defining private sector
 
investment emphasis. The information generated from these analyses could then
 
direct market 
testing of potential products. Results again would signal

potential 
areas for growth, provide estimates of the potential size of
 
processing facilities required, identify 
areas of concentrated demand, and
 
provide invaluable information to expand efforts to set domestic product
 
standards.
 

Missions could assist countries in implementing these pilot efforts, and
 
in establishing specific agencies responsible for 
defining and maintaining

product standards and expanding private 
sector marketing and advertising

capacity. Identification of potential product growth areas would 
also

complement analytical efforts in determining the specific type, size, location
 
and support services required. For example, if processed poultry products were
 
identified as a potential growth area, domestic analytical and administrative
 
capacity would need to be established or strengthened to effectively translate
 
changes in effective demand into specific changes in private sector investment
 
flows. 
 Such an agency would identify the most advantagious locations of the

processing industry, ancillary feed mills, breeder stock, slaughter and freezer
 
facilities and by-product processing operations required, and the 
range of
 
public services and infrastructure needed to establish the industry.
 

Decisions taken above could lead to supportive activities in other program

related areas: a refocusing of agricultural research efforts to increase the

quality and level of inputs used 
by the processing industry--e.g., feed
 
production; adjustment in import restrictions which effect the price and

availability of required inputs- -production and processing machinery, high

protein feed ingredients, medicines, and packaging materials; and the
 
establishment or development of quasi-public authorities which would 
oversee
 
public infrastructure investments and manage 
area operations when completed.

Finally, AID support could be 
provided to establish or strengthen domestic
 
promotional 
efforts to increase private investment. The development of

incentive packages including and deferral
tax tariff policies, efforts to
 
encourage joint foreign and domestic investments and adjustments in interest
 
rate policy might be considered.
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c) Middle Income Industrializing Economies
 

AID efforts in 
these countries would focus on expanding analytical

capacity to identify and promote expansion of export sales of processed

products. Missions these
involved in countries could assist in efforts to

examine 
and improve government export licensing procedures, in establishing

links between domestic commodity processing groups and foreign counterparts to
 
identify mutually advantagious promotional activities, in providing access to

foreign expertie, and to assist domestic processors in identifying implements

and improvements in product quality, organization and production and cost

control. Activities outlined in the section on Trade and Market Development

would compliment the above efforts.
 

E. Natural Resource Management
 

The fundamental natural 
resource problem confronting most developing

countries is agricultural; i.e., that of meeting the present and future food
 
production imperatives. As long as countries faced
are with basic food

security concerns, natural resource conservation will be a secondary concern
 
at best. 
This is compounded by the foreign exchange earnings imperative, which
 
often virtually dictates overexploitation of renewable resources (e.g.,

tropical forests), and by the overall perceived dichotomy between production

and conservation interests. 
 It is thus a basic premise of this Strategy that
 
attainment of a reasonable degree of food security is
an essential precondition

to serious attention to natural ..- issues, and that while
esource 
 it is a fact

that production and conservation goals are complementary over the longer term,

they may directly conflict in the short term for reasons that are 
sound.
 

A secondary consideration is that A.I.D., with its increasingly limited
 
resources, cannot 
address the full range of natural resource conservation
 
concerns in the course of implementing its programs. A.I.D. is a development
 
agency, and will need to concentrate on those few key natural resource 
issues

with the most significant implications for sustainable rural sector
 
development.
 

Two further working hypotheses underlie the ANE strategy relative to
 
natural resource conservation:
 

1. Natural resource degradation in most LDC contexts is primarily a function
 
of poverty, the absence of economic alternatives, incomplete cost
 
accounting and "wrong" policies;
 

2. 
 The development of economically and environmentally viable farming systems

for fragile areas (e.g., sloping lands, low rainfall areas) has very high

costs .:elative to benefits. 
 Attaining a higher level (more productive

and/or more environmentally sound) of subsistence agriculture in such
 
areas is not feasible as a long-term strategy.
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The concerns being registered over the prospects fo. continued growth in
basic cereals production adequate 
to meet the increasing demand, A.I.D.'s
 
limited resources and its relative strengths combine to dictate primary program

focus on striving to ensure 
the continued growth and long-term sustainability

of agriculture in the areas of relatively higher potential. 
Given the above,

the rural sector strategy relative to natural resources is to:
 

1. 	 Through investment, employment and income growth in the relatively higher

potential areas, 
encourage migration out of the environmentally fragile
 
areas. (This recognizes that, as recently pointed out by Mellor, the
 
historical answer to problems of low-potential areas has always contained
 
a major element of migration, and accords well with the overall strategy
 
emphasis on income, employment and food security.)


2. 
 Develop indigenous institutions capable of fully analyzing environmental
 
implications of specific programs and policies and presenting the results

of such analyses to the wider public, as 
a means of breaking down the
 
perceived dichotomy between resource conservation and production and
 
educating the public to environmental concerns; and
 

3. 	 Promote sustainable agricultural growth in the higher potential areas
 
through careful environmental analyses and through interventions designed

to enhance -he productive viability of such 
areas. Specifically, this
 
will consist of efforts (policies and programs) designed to 
ensure the
 
continued viability of watersheds, and to conserve 
and upgrade soil and
 
water resource quality.
 

What this suggests, in effect, is 
that 	in most LDC contexts the strategic

focus 
will not be on natural resource conservation per ge, but rather on
 
natural resource conservation as a means 
of insuring countries' continuing

ability to meet agricultural objectives. This could 
 lead to similar
 
interventions, e.g., promotion of agro-forestry in uoper watershed areas, but
 
with different objectives and different evaluation criteria.
 

A wide range of specific intervention options exists for implementing such
 
a strategy, from data collection and monitoring to reforestation,

pilot/demonstration projects, resettlement, price policy reform, 
tenuria.
 
reform and public education. The determination of the interventions to be
 
pursued in 
specific country contexts at any particular time would be the
 
provenance of a mission in mapping its
out country strategy, but would be
 
expected to accord with the overall 
strategic goals of income driven
 
development/agricultural transformation sustainability.
and A program of
 
natural resource monitoring 
to identify priority problems combined with
 
conservation education programs could be introduced at relatively early stages

of development, 
and 	watershed planning and protection measures could be
 
integrated "ith irrigation development or other infrastructure projects.

Specific intbcventions aimed at 
resource conservation problems (e.g., policy

analysis and reform, specialized institutional development, tenurial reform,

resettlement, oft-farm employment, 
reforestation) could follow as more
 
information became available was made
and progress 
 on such other fronts as
 
agricultural research and production.
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The commercial agriculture orientation of the strategy does not mean that
 
A.I.D. proposes to ignore the fragile and rapidly degrading regions, e.g., hill
 
agriculture and sloping land agricultural technologies. It is clear that in
 
many highly stressed areas large-scale out-migration is not a viable option
 
over much, if not all, of our planning period. It does, however, recognize
 
that there are resource limitations and comparative strengths that must be
 
factored into country agricultural strategies. A.I.D. must continue to
 
publicize the problems of such areas, and A.I.D. 
resources may be useful in
 
leveraging other donor or host country investments in such cases. Also, the
 
strategy is subject to country-specific interpretation and application--it is
 
conceivable that as a country moved Phase
through II ("Low Income
 
Transitional") into Phase III 
("Middle Income Industrializing") it would have
 
both the interest and resources to more directly tackle natural resource and
 
environmental interventions as such (e.g., Thailand).
 

Finally, an effective strategy must not only deal with current problems,

but establish mechanisms to reduce 
or control natural resource degradation in
 
the future. And, although population considerations per se do noz fall within
 
the purview of natural resource management policy, without an effective
 
mechanism to limit the growth of populations in fragile or marginal areas and
 
encourage out-migration to higher potential areas, 
 the impact of other
 
intelventions will be diminished. 
 In. c-ased growth of agro-industries could,
 
in the medium to long term, moderatu population pressure in fragile, low
productivity areas by attracting labor from low-paying agricultural employment.
 

a) Low Income Agricultural Economies
 

As noted above, countries in this group tend to be absorbed with 
the
 
production question--natural resource issues tend to accorded
be lower
 
priority. In such cases, an appropriate strategy is to concentrate on laying

the groundwork for subsequent, more-focused interventions through (1)
 
assessment and monitoring of natural resources; (2) identification of the
 
environmental costs and benefits of policies and projects, in order to promote

improved cost accounting; (3) promoting awareness of environmental issues, both
 
in government policy circles and the wider public; 
and (4) ensuring the
 
environmental soundness of specific interventions. All of these can be
 
undertaken with a relatively minor commitment of resources, and are compatable

with relative Agency strengths. Where serious problems exist and other donor
 
resources are availabi, A.I.D. may be able to play a valuable brokering role,
 
perhaps including soi. Jemonstration or pilot efforts.
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b) Low Income Transitional Economies
 

The overall strategy for low-income transitional economies is more active,

and is based on two premises: the need to 
ensure the continued viability and
 
growth of agriculture 
in the higher potential areas, and the importance of
 
water resources. Complementing these broader issues are a number of resource
 
specific actions. For example, improved management of forest resources,
 
especially the reform of policies regarding tenure and forest leases or direct
 
reforestation programs, may be required to protection
ensure of vital
 
watersheds. In 
areas where mixed upland farming is prevalent, interventions
 
could take the form of promoting agroforestry, and include introduction of new,
 
mixed farming and terracing systems specifically designed to both limit soil
 
erosion and increase farmers' incomes. 
Given the low incomes prevalent in such
 
areas, access to credit may prove an essential part of any such program.

Almost all types of program, however, will require a clear understanding of the
 
rights and responsibilities of concerned 
parties (especially the local
 
residents) if they are to have 
a chance of success.
 

Since watersheds typically do 
not follow national administrative lines,
 
new models of organization which coordinate 
local, provincial and national
 
efforts will frequently be required to 
effectively implement watershed-wide
 
initiatives. To effectively carry out their 
coordinating role, watershed
 
management activities need to be based on a national water resources plans and
 
institutions that clearly set out the various riparian rights, priorities and
 
mechanisms for resolving disputes.
 

One user group--possibly the most important at this stage of 
a country's

development--requires focused consideration. 
Within countries in this group,

irrigation systems represent the largest single user of water. 
Programs which
 
improve the efficient use of this water, encourage the conjunctive use of both
 
surface and subsurface water resource and limit agricultural based pollution

and public health problems will be critical to continued growth in agricultural
 
production, rural incomes and employment. Questions of improved design and
 
management (especially in areas 
of limited supply), of ownership and control
 
(amonb farmers, irrigation authorities and the state) and of long term
 
financing (of operations and maintenance efforts) will continue to receive
 
substantial attention in the years to Pilot
come. programs which test
 
alternative solutions 
to these and other equally pressing questions will
 
continue to command a substantial portion of government as well as donor
 
interest and investment.
 

Project dcstgn under these conditions needs to avoid various pitfalls:

(1) programs need to be targeted, for example, not where erosion is
to areas 

most evident but where 
continued erosion will have a significant impact on
 
agricultural productivity; (2) farming systems 
research must be designed to
 
absorb not current 
but future, and possibly reduced, labor forces; and (3)

coordination between agencies having responsibilities for upland management
 
cannot be assumed and usually must be explicitly included as a development
 
objective in project design.
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While continuing and expanding the environmental monitoring and impact

assessment activities 
mentioned for the low-income agricultural economies,
 
price policy and tenurial reforms are also likely targets for intervention for
 
transitional economies where the 
cereal production imperative may not be so
 
great. In these situations, solid policy analysis capability is essential in
 
highlighting the social and economic costs and benefits of specific policies,
 
programs and projects. Such countries may, depending on 
their overall food
 
security situation, be 
in a position to begin diversifying their research
 
effort to include work on appropriate production technologies for more fragile

(arid, sloping) lands. Such countries may also be in a position to consider
 
development of specialized institutions concentrating on environmental issues.
 
both in terms of monitoring and analysis, and education.
 

Finally, with the 
 development of agro-processing and increased
 
commercialization comes 
the possibility of encouraging out-mi-ration from the
 
most environmentally vulnerable, 
 low-productivity areas. Assistance
 
programming will want to carefully consider the employment and indirect natural
 
resource aspects of micro-industry, agro-processing and related infrastructure
 
investments.
 

c) Middle Income Industrializing ';-onomies
 

In such economies arises the possibility for direct environmental or
 
natural resource conservation interventions as such. For A.I.D. this might

take the form of expanding the roles 
and capabilities of environmental
 
protection institutions, and involving such institutions 
in global networks,

and of collaborative work on common 
problems (both methodological and
 
technical), combined with support and involvement with agronomic and policy
 
research and analysis systems.
 

E. Human and Institutional Development
 

A recurrent theme 
in each of the substantive 
areas is the critical
 
importance of a 
strong human and institutional base in each country's

continuing ability to meet its development objectives. 
 For each group of
 
economies there is a fundamental need for responsive, flexible, public and
 
private institutions supported by appropriate laws and guidcd by 
an educated
 
and committed management cadre. 
 The key issue is not whether a strong ANE
 
program involvement is needed and justified, but rather how to 
appropriately

select and diligently pursue specific human 
and institutional development
 
program activities for the three categories of economies in light of expected
 
resource limitations and the 
long time horizons involved.
 

Several considerations can assist 
 in selecting and implementing

appropriate activities 
in this area. First, the ultimate test for success of
 
human and institutional development efforts is the exi:ent 
to which they create
 
and leave behind the capacity for continued performance of key analysis,

research and management functions 
(e.g., the institutional sustainability).

A second consideration is that the appropriate human 
and institutional
 
development response should be appropriate to the type of economy and the
 



nature of the specific problem. (For example, institutional development

activities are more likely to 
take place within individual organizations for
 
low income agricultural economies as 
compared to interorganizational settings

in low income transitional 
economies.) The third consideration is that a
 
considerable knowledge base 
on the relative effectiveness and costs 
of human
 
and institutional development approaches has been assembled over 
the last 10
 
years which, if systematically applied, 
can greatly increase the sustained
 
benefits associated with these efforts.
 

Given the abovc, ANE's strategy relative to human and institutional
 
development is to:
 

- Incorporate human and institutional development dimensions as integral
 
dimensions of the other program 
areas.
 

- Structure the human and institutional development program for a particular
 
country according to the generic focus 
areas and strategies related to
 
each of the three groupings of ANE of economies.
 

a) Low Income Agricultural Economies
 

For these 
countries, ANE's human and institutional development strategy
 
for the 1990s will undergo several shifts. These include:
 

- Moving from the strengthening of the reservoir of human capital to an 
emphasis on the strengthening of organizational capital; 

- Moving from capacity building to an emphasis on enhancing and sustaining 
the performance of agricultural institutions; and 

- Moving from the pursuit of many human and institutional development 
objectives, mostly through the public sector, to a selected set of
 
objectives 
in both public and private sector organizations.
 

The primary human and institutional development focal areas and associated
 
approaches for these economies include:
 

- Enhance and sustain the effectiveness of the range of agricultural 
institutions involved in cereal production, with emphasis on their 
research, analysis and management functions. The approach should include
 
a focus on 
the legal and procedural institutions that facilitate 
agricultural transformation. 

- Develop the critical mass of technical and management skills il, key

cereals-related institutions, continuing to support U.S. 
and in-country
 
education and training for scientists and administrators/managers.
 

- Upgrade basic skills for the rural labor force, with particular attention
 
to the increasing number of females as 
farm laborers and decision-makers,
 
and prepare the labor force 
for off-farm employmen:. This will involve
 
increased basic and job-related training.
 

- Upgrade the capacity to trace policy effects from the national or sectoral
 
to the household level, with particular emphasis on responses of
 
individual producers to alternative policies and resource availabilities,
 
and analysis of welfare impacts oih 
specific household members.
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b) Low Income Transitional Economies
 

The human and institutional development strategy 
for the transitional
 
economies will also see several major shifts in the 1990s. 
 These include:
 

- Moving from the strengthening of the reservoir of human capital to an
 
emphasis on the strengthening of inter-organizational capital;
 

- Moving from capacity building in agricultural in':titutions to an emphasis

on enhancing and sustaining the efficient performance of program
 
structures and processes; and
 

- Moving from the 'project' mode, accompanied by micro-management at the
 
field level, to the expanded use of 'program' modes accompanied by more
 
removed, indirect management by A.I.D.
 

The primary focal areas and associated approaches for the human and
 
institutional development strategy in the transitional economies include:
 

- Enhancing and sustaining the efficiency of inter-organizational processes

dealing with policy analysis, research and management of the adjustment
 
process.
 

- Enhancing agricultural and rural sector institutional systems that can 
positively influence productivity and employment, including: (a) central 
tunctions of personnel, information and financial management and (b)

local/urban functions of service delivery, maintenance, cost recovery,

interest articulation, etc 
 This will involve investments in
 
'institutional infrastructure' at the central, regional and local levels,

and include, e.g., information systems, financial management systems, and
 
infrastructure planning and mairLtenance. 
etc.
 

- Upgrading specialized education in new technical and management fields
 
via a continuation of U.S. and in country education and training programs.

This may include the strengthening of governmental and private educational
 
institutions.
 

The human and institutional development strategy 
for the transitional
 
economies involves a broader array of institutions than the strategy for the
 
agricultural economies. 
To handle this increased complexity, A.I.D. will need
 
to 
more closely identify interests and institutional roles and capabilities,

and play a more indirect, facilitative role in which major ownership for
 
planning, implementation and results resides with the country.
 

c. Middle Income Industrializing Economies
 

ANE's proposed human and institutional development strategy for the 1990s
 
represents a major break from the approach.
current Specifically, the
 
contrasts can be viewed as follows:
 

- Moving trom a pursuit of the LDC 'graduate' approach, where assistance is
 
gradually phased out, to a long range 'mutual benefits' approach, where
 
A.I.D. remains actively involved in a mature set of relationships albeit
 
with a much reduced and leoriented in-country presence.
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Moving from an emphasis on the strengthening of the reservoir of human
 
capital to the strengthening of key scientific and executive leadership
 
capital in cooperation with major U.S. universities, corporations and
 
other international institutions.
 

The major human and institutional development focal areas and A.I.D.
 
approaches encompassed by this shift in strategy include:
 

- Providing long-term support for selective, mutually beneficial trans
national networks for technical and managerial exchange. 

- Providing selective, long-term support for high priority institutional
 
development initiatives related to specific agricultural program areas
 
such as environmental protection, bioteclnology, information systems or
 
trade liberalization.
 

- Developing technical assistance and training linkages with neighboring low
 
income agricultural and transitional economies to support their
 
development and 
support the U.S.'s long term economic interests. In
 
select cases, A.I.D. would provide program funding to strengthen a middle
 
income country's performance and capacity to provide technical cooperation

and training services for other countries on a cost recovery basis.
 

Implementing the human and institutional development strategy in the
 
middle-income economies will require a different, more collaborative posture
 
on the part of ARDOs. It will also involved a new set of diffuse networking
 
roles with a range of highly competent individuals and organizations.
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Implications of the Strategy
 

This strategy goes far beyond the traditional borders of the agricultural

sector to include natural resources, trade, agro-business, finance, and rural
urban linkages. The primary focus on employment, incomes and "demand driven"
 
adjustments in agriculture, rather than the traditional production orientation,

has significant implications for Agency program objectives, financial resource
 
allocation, staffing 
 patterns, organizationl and
structure programming

modalities. 
This chapter examines these implications, and recommends specific

changes which will need to be effected to implement the strategy.
 

[Note: What follows is essentially an annotated outline for the chapter. 
When
 
completed, the sections 
of this chapter (investment patterns, personnel

management, Agency organization and implementation modalities) will consider
 
the current status, the changes suggested by the new Strategy, and 
final
 
recommendations. Preliminary informiation on current status, where available,

has been included under the relevent ub-headings. Completion of each section
 
awaits the outcome of discussions of the overall strategy amongst Washington

and field staff, concensus on strategic objectives and focus, and better
 
articulation of potential activities for each group of countries.]
 

A. Sector Development Objectives and Investment Patterns
 

In the FY 1988 Congressional Presentation, the Agency presented an
 
agricultural, rural development 
and nutrition focus statement calling 
for
 
increases in the income of the 
poor majority, expansion of the availability

and consumption of food, and maintenance and enhancement of a country's natural
 
resource base. To achieve these objectives, the CP suggests the following

investment themes for agriculture and rural development:
 

- Promote market-oriented, outward-looking trade and investment regimes;
 
- Encourage the introduction advanced
of scientific research and
 

technological innovation in support of agricultural development;
 
- Increase rural employment and incomes as a means of stimulating demand
 

for domestic and foreign goods and services;
 
- Enhance the effectiveness of development institutions; and
 
- Conserve natural resources and protect the environment.
 

This focus statement and the suggested investment themes, while useful in

explaining ANE's overall perspective, are too broad and fall short of providing

adequate guidance 
to field staff in making programming decisions. The result
 
is 
a wide range of program emphases, both within and among countries of the
 
region.
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1. Current ANE Objectives and Investment Trends:
 

A recent analysis by ANE/TR/ARD of agricultural programs in ten ANE
 
countries found that five countries have programs in agro-business, marketing
 
and private sector development, five are working in macro-economic policy
 
formulation, all have programs to improve agricultural research capacity, rural
 
development institutions and agricultural input supply management, and all are
 
pursuing project to improve policy dialogue asscziated with sector issues.
 

A more exhaustivE analysis commissioned by S&T/AGR suggests a much more
 
traditional investment mix in both the ANE and overall Agency Agriculture znd
 
Rural Development :ortfolio. Examining over 1900 approved or planned projects,
 
,he analysis found the following investment pattern for the period 1984-89.
 

TABLE FIVE: ARD INVESTMENTS, 1984 TO 1989 (percent of total)
 

ASIA AND THE TOTAL
 
CP.TEGJIY NEAR EAST 
 AID
 

Construction 
 24 17.5
 
Input Supply 
 23 19.0
 

Credit (20) 117.0)
 
Agricultural Inputs (3) (2.0)


Technology 
 24 26.0
 
Development (6) (11.5)

'2ransfer (18) (15.5)


Marketing 0' 
 2.5
 
Agricultural Policy 
 18 22.0
 

Planning/Analysis (6) (6.0)
 
Sectoral Support (12) (16.0)


Human Resource Development 6 6.0
 
Educational Systems Development (3) (2.5)
 
Human Resource Development (3) (3.5)
 

Natural Resource Development 4 4.5
 

TOTAL 
 100 99.00
 

NUMBER OF PROJECTS EXAMINED 
 758 1938
 

NOTE: 1% of AID's total 
resources were committed to land tenure activities,
 
but none in ANE
 

SOURCE: Agricultire, Rural Development and Nutrition Portfolio Review:
 
Analysis and I}commendations"; Chemonics International Consulting
 
Division; December, 1988
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This analysis, while suffering from methodological problems, suggests

continued emphasis on construction, technology transfer 
(not research or
 
technology development), input supply and
(primarily credit), agricultural

policy (primarily in the form of sectoral. support programs) 
as key components

in ANE country programs. The low level of investment in marketing, development

of agricultural planning and analysis capacity, human resources, institutional
 
development, agro-business and natural (a combined
resources 
 total of 26
 
percent) indicates the magnitude of the divergence between past and proposed
 
program areas.
 

2. Areas of Emphasis--what changes are required to the
bring program

portfolio into accord with the Strategy?
 

3. Recommended Actions--what are recommended changes 
in overall objectives
 
and quantity and type of financial flows?
 

B. Staffing and Personnel Issues
 

1. Current Staff Capabilities
 

According to the 
recent Phase I report of the ARDO personnel analysis,

the current Agency cadre in the food, 
agriculture, rurnl development and
 
natural resources backstops have impressive academic credentials and seem well

qualified to manage current programs. 
 As an example of the overall cadre, of
 
the roughly 200 foreign service BS-1O officers, 82 percent have advanced
 
degrees, 72 percent are at the FS-2 or above grade levels, 61 percent are under
 
45 years of age, 69 percent have less than ten 
years A.I.D. service. Major
 
areas of academic specialization are agricultural economics, 
agronomy/soil

science, general agriculture, and economics in that order. Of the 28 GS
 
agricultural officers, 96 percent have advanced degrees (79 percent with PhDs).

Major areas of specialization are economics, agronomy and social science.
 
(Further information on the breakdown of 
skills or strengths within the
 
agricultural economics group--e.g., production, resource economics, marketing,
 
trade--is not available.)
 

ARDO personnel levels are relatively stable (the number of Foreign Service
 
BS-IOs has slipped slightly over the past ten years, f.'om 230 to 211, but the
 
relative strength compared to the entire Foreign Service has remained the same
-11.4 percent.) Attrition among the Foreign Service BS-IOs (due to all causes)

has been fairly stable 
over the past several :ears at an average of seven
 
officers per year, and is not projected to change. Intake of new employees,

however, has slowed, which accounts for the gradual decline in numbers. 
Given
 
the present and projected budgetary constraints, significant increases in the
 
rate of hiring (with the possible exceptions of natural resources and private
 
sector/agribusiness) are unlikely.
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2. 	 Future Staffing Requirements- -what mix of skills will be required to
 
implement the strategy? are the specific skill needed?
new What areas 

How are these represented in the current staff profile? What the
are 

least cost, most effective steps for improving staff capabilities in
 
critical areas? Is outside recruiting feasible and in what areas? (Note:
 
these are questions being addressed in the second phase of the ARDO
 
personnel analysis.)
 

C. 	 Organization
 

1. 	 Current Organizational Structure
 

This will obviously vary widely from mission-to-mission. AID/W

organization, however, can probably be taken as 
illustrative of the situation
 
commonly encountered in the 
field. In essence, the Agency is not structured
 
to deal effectively with integrated rural sector development involving, in
 
addition to traditional agricultural production interests and capabilities,
 
agri-business development, trade and marketing, and natural resource and
 
environmental concerns. 
Within che ANE Bureau, natural resources, environment,
 
agriculture/rura' development and private 
sector responsibilities are split
 
among two offices and four divisions. Separate strategy development exercises
 
are currently in natural resources and rural sector development. Further
 
complicating the situation are the PRE, S&T, PPC and FVA Bureaus, with distinct
 
interests and clientele.
 

2. 	 What changes may be needed in organizational structure? How can the
 
Agency combine staff skills, financial resources and information in ways
 
that 	effectively .upport implementation of the Strategy? How should ANE
 
organize for the integration of private sector, natural resource and trade
 
initiatives in its program? Are new organizational components required
 
to address program changes?
 

3. 	 Recommended Actions
 

D. 	 Program Modalities
 

1. 	 Currently Available Modalities
 

A.I.D. has available to it 
a wider range of assistance instruments than
 
any other donor: grants, loans, PL 480 in all its manifestations, Trade &
 
Development, and access to a large and effective PVO/NGO network and the U.S.
 
agricultural research and analysis network. Implementation modalities include
 
projects, cash transfers, sector programs, commodity import programs,
 
cooperative agreements. It also has an established field presence and good
 
access to both HC decision-makers and technocrats, demonstrated strengths 
in
 
the area of sectoral analysis and sector-specific policy dialogue.
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2. 
 Adequacy of Modalities to Implement the Strategy--are additional changes

required? What modalities fit the requirements of project, sectoral
 
policy approaches to programing? How can PL 480 resources be more
 
effectively used? 
 Can ANE take advantage of the synergystic impacts
 
between and among modalities, if they exist?
 

3. Recommendations
 

E. Summary and implementation Measures
 

1. Summary of recommended changes and action agents.
 

2. Internal steps to be taken by ANE to 
implement recommendations.
 

3. Outside contacts.
 

4. Timing of actions.
 

"STRAT5", February 9, 1989
 



CURRE INDEFINITE QUANTITY
AWARDED BY M/SER/CF 

SEC~TOR CCO1TRACNAM 

Agriculture Associates in Rural 


Development
 
Burlington, VT 05401
 
(802)-658-3890 

Chemonics International 

Consulting Division
 

2000 M Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20036
 
(202)-466-5340
 

Clapp & Mayne, Inc. 
5530 Wisconsin Avenue 

Suite 115D 
Chevy Chase, MD 20015 
(301)-951-4477 

Consortium for International 

Development 

51.51 East Broadway
 
Suite 1500
 
Tucson, AZ 85711
 
(602)-745-0455 

Development Assistance Corp. 

1415 lith Street, N.W.
 
Washington, DC 20001
 
(202)-234-8842 

Development Associates, Inc. 
2924 Columbia Pike 
Arlington, VA 22204-4399
 
(703)-979-0100 

Devres, Inc. 


2426 Ontario Road, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20009
 
(202 )-797-9610 

Dimpex Associates, Inc. 

79 Madison Avenue
 
New York, NY 10016
 
(212)-679-1977 

Experience, Inc. 
1725 K Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20006 
(202 )-659-3864 

CONRACTS
 

CONTRACT NO. 

PDC-1406-I-00-7012-00
 

PDC-1406-I-00-7007-00
 

PDC-1406-I-00-7014-00
 

PDC-1406-I-00-7008-00
 

PDC-4109-I-00-7082-00
 

PDC-1406-I-00-7013-00 

PDC-1406-I-00-7013-00
 

PDC-4109-I-00-7115-00
 

PDC-1406-I-00-7011-00
 



SECTM C R KR COTRACr NO. 

International Resource 
Consultants, Inc. 
1025 15th Street, N.W. 
Suite 500 
Washington, DC 20005 
(202)-638-2002 

PDC-1406-I-00-7010-00 

Pragma Corporation 

116 East Broad Street 
PDC-1406-I-00-7009-00 

Falls Church, VA 22046 
(703)-237-9303 

Southeast Consortium for 
International Development/ 
SECID Research International 

400 Eastowne Drive 

PDC-1406-I-00-7005-00 

Suite 207 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
(919)-493-4551 

Environmental/ 
Natural 

Resources 

Dames & Moore/Louis Berger 
Intenational,Inc./ijstitute 

for Development Anthropology,Inc. 
7101 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 700 
Bethesda, MD 20814-4870 
(301)-652-2215 

PDC-5517-I-00-7136-00 

Tropical Research & 
Development Inc./VBN Engineering 
Associated Sciences, Inc. 

4010 Newberry Road, Suite D 

PDC-5517-I-00-7137-00 

Gainesville, FL 32607 

Macroeconomic 

Analysis 
Chase Econometrics/ 
Louis Berger, International 

150 Monument Road 
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004-1780 
(215)-895-4823 

PDC-000-I-00-6136-00 

International Science & 
Technology Insti tute/Center 
for Development Technology 

2033 M Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20036 
(202)-466-7290 

PDC-0000-I-00-6234-00 

Robert R. Nathan/Development 
Alternatives/Boston University 

1301 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20004 
(202)-393-2700 

PDC-0000-I-00-6135-00 



S_O_ cOc " CONTRcr No. 

SRI International 

1611 North Kent Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 
(703)524-2053 

PDC-0000-I-00-6133-00 

Nutrition & 

Agriculture 
Education Development Center 
55 Chapen Street 
Newton, MA 02160 
(617)-969-7100 

PDC-1406-I-00-7029-00 

Research Triangle Institute/ 

Sigma One Corporation 
P.O. Box 12194 
Research Triangle Park, NC 
27709-2194 
(191)-541-6000 

PDC-1406-I-00-7028-00 

Remote Sensing Earth Satellite Corporation 

7222 47th Street 
Chevy Chase, MD 20815 
(301)-951-0104 

PDC-1406-I-00-7070-00 

University of New Mexico/ 
Harza Engineering Company 

University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, NM 87131 
(505)-277-3622 

PDC-5547-I-00-7071-00 

Rural/Regional 

Income 
Generation 

Pragma Corporation 

116 East Broad Street 
Falls Church, VA 22046 
(703 )-237-9303 

PDC-1096-I-00-7169-.00 

Tropical Research & Development 
Inc. 

PDC-5315-I-00-8102-00 

519 NW 60th Street, Suite D 
Gainesville, FL 31607 
(904)-378-1886 

Robert R. Nathan Associated, Inc./ 
IRG Ltd (Joint Contract) 

1301 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20004 
(202)-393-2700 

PDC-5315-l-00-8100-00 



SECTOR CORACTR CONTRACT NO. 

Development Alternatives/Institute PDC-53115-I-0-8101-00
 
for Development Anthropology/
 
Research Triangle Institute
 
(Joint Contract)
 

624 Ninth Street, N.W.
 
Washington, DC 20001
 
(202)-783-9110
 

Institutional DAC International Inc. PDC-1096--00-7172-00 
Development & 2101 S. Street, S.W. 
Management Washington, DC 20008 

(202)-698-1070 

Development Associates, PDC-5317-I-00-5217-00 
Inc./Development Alternatives 
Inc. (Joint Venture) 

2924 Columbia Pike 
Arlington, VA 22204 
(703)-979-0108 

Management Systems PDC-5317-1-00-8122-00 
International (MSI) 

600 Water Street, S.W. 
Washington, DC 20024 

Accounting/ DAC International, Inc. OTR-0000-I-00-7149-00 
Financial 1400 Eye Street, N.W. 
Management Washington, DC 20005 

(202 )-898-1070 

Price Waterhouse 
 OTR-0000-I-00-7226-00
 
1801 K Street, N.W.
 
Washington, DC 20006 
(202)-296-0800 

Arthur Young & Company OTR-0000-I-00- 7227-00
 
3000 K Street, N.W.
 
Washington, DC 20007 
(202)-956-6000
 

NOI!E: Contractor names and addresses stated above are for those IQC 
contracts referenced in CIB-87-9 only. Please note that IQC 
contracts issued by Missions are for the use of those Missions only.
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AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT DIVISION
 

OFFICE OF TECHNICAL RESOURCES
 

ASIA AND NEAR EAST BUREAU
 

OFFICE OVERVIEW
 

January 31,1989 



ANE/TR/ARD Organization
 

E 

Asia Branch 

Dennis Weller 
Branch Chief (Acting) 

647-7340 

Dean Alter 
Bangladesh/Pakistan 

647-7336 

Vacant 
India/Nepal/SriLanka/ 

Asia RegionalI
 
Dennis Wellar 

IAo/Phll/Burm/So,Pac. 
647-7340 

Sharon 

Fee 


Afghanistan 
647-7062 


James B. Lowenthal 
Chief 

647-8262
 

Michael Korln 
Deputy Chief (Acting) 

647-7308 

J 
Near East Branch Technical Specialists 

Charles Uphaus Martin Hanratty
Branch Cnief j AsIa Economist 

647-7061 647-7315 

Jeffrey Lee James Snell 
Egy pt/Oman NE Economist 

647-7212 647-7201 

Paul Novick 1Stan Peabody 1 
Moroc/Tun/ltal/Pol/Por Irrigation/WaterMgmt. 

647-7217 E 647-6983 

Vacant [ Robert Armstrong
Jordan/ Yemen/Oman Ag.Research Specialist 
W.Bank/NE Regional 647-7270 

Gregg 
Baker 

Institutional Mgmt. 
647-6982
 

Kate 
Farnsworth 

ANE Desert Locust 
657-4056
 

Peter 
Muecato 

ANE Research Analyst 
647-7219 



CONTACTING ANE/TR/ARD
 
Telex: 62032386 

Assignment 

Front Office 

Chief ARD 
Deputy Chief ARD (Acting)

Program Assistant 

Chief Secretary ARD 


Asia Branch 

Branch Chief (Acting)

Secretary 

Clerk Typist

Bangladesh/India/Pakistan 

Indonesia/Philippines/So.Pacific/Burma/ASEAN
Afghanistan/Nepal/Sri Lanka/Thailand 

Near East Branch 

Branch Chief (Acting)

Secretary 

Clerk Typist

Egypt 

Morocco/Tunisla/Italy/Poland/Portugal 
Jordan/Oman/Tri-National/Yemen 

West Bank-Gaza 

Support Branch 

Asia Ag Economist 
Near East Ag Economist 
ANE I-rigation/Water Management
ANE Institutional Management
ANE Ag Business/Ag Research Specialist
Desert Locust Task Force 
Research Analyst
Secretary 

ISPAN Technical Support Center (Rosslyn) 
Chief of Party (Acting) 

Name 

LOWENTHAL, James 
KORIN, MWchael 
MEENAN, Vera 
MCCOY, Ter 

WELLER, Dennis 
JONES, Vercal 
JACKSON, Terr 
ALTER, Dean 
WELLER, Dennis 
FEE, Sharon 

UPHAUS, Charles 
SCOTT, Elaine 
FARRELL, Ann 
LEE, Jeff 
NOVICK, Paul 
UPHAUS, Charles 

HANRATTY, Marty
SNELL, James 
PEABODY, Stan 
BAKER, Gregg
ARMSTRONG, Robert 
FARNSWORTH, Kate 
MUSCATO, Peter 
MACHINIST, Jocelyn 

THOMAS, Robert 
Fax: (703) 525-9137 
Tlx:276532(ISPAN UR) 

Fax: 202-647-6962 

Phone 

(202) 

647-8262 
647-7308 
647-8263 
647-8262 

647-7340 
647-7327 
647-7327 
647-7336 
647-7340 
647-7062 

647-7061 
647-7365 
647-7364 
647-7212 
647-7217 
647-7061 

647-7315 
647-7201 
647-6988 
647-6982 
647-7271 
647-0685 
647-7219 
647-7167 

(703)243-7911 



ARD STAFF BIO-SKETCHES
 

James Lowenthal - Division Chief

Ph.D- Organizational Sociology (1978), 
 Masters - Public Management (1973), both from
Vanderbilt University.
Experience: Peace Corps Volunteer, Niger;

Consultant - Management and Human Resources Development
AID: Near Fast Branch Chief; Niger; S&T/RD 
- Social Science Analyst 

Teri McCoy - Chief Secretary

Completing a B.A. - Financial Management, George Mason University
Experience: Public Relations firm, Washington Times.
AID: Foreign Service Recruitment
 

Vera Meenan - Program Assistant 
Technical College, Brazil
 
AID: Brazil, Philippines.
 

Robert Armstrong - ANE Ag Business/Ag Research Specialist

Ph.D. - Marketing and Organizational Behavior (1979),

Michigan State University.

M.B.A. - Agribusiness (1959), Cornell University
AID: USAID/REDSO/ESA Nairobi - Senior Regional Ag.
Officer and Chief of the Ag. and Natural Resources
 
Division.
 

Martin Hanratty - Agricultural Economist for Asia
Ph.D. - Agricultural and Natural Resources Economiscs (1976),

Michigan State University

Exerience: Assistant Professor, Michigan State University;
Program Officer, Ford Foundation
AID: Indonesia - Chief of Irrigation and Agricultural
Planning Division. 

James Snell - Agricultural Economist for Near East
Ph.D. - Agricultural Economics (1967), 
 Michigan State University
Experience: University Teaching, Research & Extension,

University of Tennessee, Kansas State University/University of the
Philippines; FAO, Iran
 
AID: Zambia
 

Stan Peabody - ANE Senior Water Management Specialist /ISPAN Project OfficerPh.D. - Sociology (1976), Washington University, St. Louis; M.P.S. (Agr.) - InternationalAgricultural and Rural Development (1978), Cornell University.Experience: World Bank, Nepal; Consultant (Rural Development, Irrigation) -Indonesia,Lanka, Pakistan, Peru, Dominican Republic, Lesotho. 
Sri 

Jocelyn Machinist - Secretary Support Branch
B.A. - Political Science (1988), University of California
 
at Irvine
 
AID: PFM/PM/CSP - secretary
 

Ann Farrell - Clerk/Typist Support Branch 
Attending Prince George's Community College
Major - Business Administration 
AID: PFM/PM/ADM 

?C
 



Gregg Baker - ANE Institutional Management Specialist
M.A.L.D. - Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy - International
 
Ag. Econ. (1985)

Experience: Small Enterprise Coz)3ultant, West Bank and
 
Philippines

AID: ANE Food Security Analyst (1987-88) 

Kate Farnsworth - Desert Locust Task Force Representative
M.A.L.D. - Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy - International
 
Ag. Econ. (1985)

Experience: Peace Corps, Cameroon 
AID: Manager, Locust and Rat Emergency Programs - USAID/Khartoum

(1985-88)
 

Michael Korin - Chief Asia Branch
 
B.Sc. - Agronomy (1964), 
 Southern Illinois University.

Advanced Studies in Business Administration - V.P.I. and
 
American Unver-ity.

Experience: Peace Corps, Peru; USDA/PASA to AID, Vietnam,

Philippines;

AID: Indonesia; Sri Lanka -
Chief of Ag. & Rural Development;
ANE/TR/ARD - India, Nepal, Sri Lanka backstop. 

Vercal Jones - Secretary Asia Branch
 
Experience: Nuclear Regulatory Commission
 
AID: TR/Energy and Natural Resources.
 

Terri Jackson - Clerk/Typist Asia Branch
 
AID: Food For Peace
 

Dean Alter - Bangladesh/Pakistan/India 
M.B.A. - (1972), University of Hawaii
AiD: Bangladesh, Pakistan; SER/CM - Contract Negotiator; NE/PD - Project Development
Officer; Asia/EMS - M'lanagement Officer. 

Dennis Weller - Philippines/lndonesia/Burma/South Pacific/ASEAN
M.S. - Agricultural Economics (1978), University of Tennessee 
Experience: Peace Corps, Malaysia; Farming, Illinois
 
AID: Burma.
 

Sharon Fee - Afghanistan/Nepal/Sri Lanka/Thailand
M.S. - University of California/Davis

Agricultural Sciences Major: Poultry Husbandry

Experience: Peace Corps, Botswana (PSC)

AID: Somalia, Tangania, Sudan
 

Charles Uphaus - Chief Near East Branch
M.S. - Agriculture and Natural Resources Economics (1975), University

of Hawaii (East West Center).

Experience: Peace Corps, Nepal

AID: Yemen, Sierra Leone, Sri Lanka.
 

Elaine Scott - Secretary Near East 
Experience: Front End Department Head - Toys "R" Us 



Jeffrey Lee - Egypt
M.A. - Economics (Marketing) (1976), University of Michigan.
AID: Yemen, Egypt, Sri Lanka; ANE/TR/ARD - Yemen, Tunisia, Morocco,

Egypt backstop.
 

Paul Novick - Morocco/Tunisia/Poland/Portugal/ltaly 
M.S. - Agricultural Economics, (1978), University of Maryland.Experience: USDA, Ag. Economist, Peace Corps, Ethiopia

AID: Philippines, Tunisia.
 



CONTACTING ANE/TR/ARD
 

FUNCTION 


Aid and Trade 


Ag Marketing 


ARD Networking 


ARD Personnel 


Agrarian Reform 


Agricultural & Rural 

Sector Councils 

Agricultural Policy Analysis 

Agricultural Strategy/ 
Modernizing Asia 

Agriculture Education 

ARD Microcomputer Capability 

Farming System Research 

Fax, Telex, Telecommunications 

Foui Aid 

Food and Agriculture Task Force 

Food Security/Drought Monitoring 

ISPAN 

Institutional Sustainabi!ity 

Land Reform/Land Transfer 

Livestock 

Locust Control 

Management Inform. System 
(ANE Project Data) 

Micro Enterprise Development 

Natural Resources 

New Hire Personnel/ 

IDI Coordinator 

New Hire Training Course 

OFFICER 

Michael Korin/Marty Hanratty 

Charles Uphaus 

Gregg Baker/Vera Meenan/Stan Peabody 

Mike Korin 

Mike Korin 

Jim Lowenthal 

Dennis Weller
 

Charles Uphaus/Marty Hanratty
 

Dennis Weller/Gregg Baker 

Vera Meenan/Teri McCoy 

Paul Novick 

Vera Meenan 

Jim Snell 

Jim Lowenthal 

Gregg Baker 

Stan Peabody/Michael Korin 

Jim Lowenthal/Gregg Baker 

Charles Uphaus/Dennis Weller 

Paul Novick/Sharon Fee 

Paul Novick/Kate Farnsworth 

Paul Novick 

Gregg Baker/Robert Armstrong/Jeff Lee 

Charles Uphaus/Robert Armst-ong 

Charles Uphaus 

Jim Lowenthal/Robert Armstrong 

'\0
 



OICD/USDA(RSSA) 

Philippines Task Force 

Private Sector Development/ 
Ag Business 

Social Institutional Profile 

S&T (General) 

Technology Transfer 

Urban Rural Linkages 

U.S. Agricultural Commodity 
Producers 

WID 

ARDO Conference 

ANE Bureau ARD Otrategy 

Mike Korin
 

Mike Korin
 

Robert Armstrong
 

Stan Peabody 

Dennis Weller 

Robert Armstrong 

Stan Peabody 

Marty Hanratty/Jim Snell 

Sharon Fee 

Charles Uphaus/Mike Korin/ 
Dennis Weller/Stan Peabody/
Peter Muscato 

Jim Lowenthal/Charles Uphaus/ 
Marty Hanratty/Stan Peabody 



CONTACTING 

AFGHANISTAN - USAID/ISLAMABAD 

Gary Lewis, ADO 

Tel. 92-51-82-6161 Ext. 29 

Box 4, APO New York 09614 

Fax 92-51-824-086 

BANGLADESH - USAID/DHAKA 

Charles Hash, ADO 

Tel. 880-2-235-081 

Telex 950642319 

Fax 880-2-411079 


BURMA - USAID/RANGOON 
Vacant 

Tel. 82055 Ext. 285 
USAID, Box B, APO San Francisco 06346 
Telex 71321230(ADRGN BM) 

EGYPT - USAID/CAIRO 
Ed Stains, ADO 
Tel. 202-354-8211 Ext. 3215 
Don Wadley, RDO 
Ext. 3324 
Embassy, Box 10, FPO New York 09527 
Telex 9279993773(AMEMB)
Fax 20-2-356-2932 

INDIA - USAID/New Delhi 
Glen Anders, ADO (Water Resources)

91-11-608-480 Ext. 233 

John Becker, ADO (Research)

91-11-608-480 Ext. 231 
Telex 95303165207(ASOK IN)

95303165647(ASOK IN) 
95303165269(USEM IN) 

INDONESIA - USAID/JAKARTA 
Marcus Winter, ADO 
Tel. 62-21-360-360 
USAID, Box 4, APO San Francisco 96356 
Telex 796442, 

Fax 62-21-L." -644 


JORDAN -USAID/AMMAN

Randall C. Cummings, ADO 
Tel. 962-6-604-171 
USAID, APO New York 09892 
Telex 92521510+ 

MOROCCO - USAID/RABAT 
Rollo L Ehrich, ADO 
Tel. 212-7-33690 
USAID, APO New York 09284 
Telex 93331005M 
Fax 212-7-68279 

NEPAL - USAID/KATHMANDU 
Rob Thurston, ADO 
Tel. 977-1-211-144 

ARDOs IN THE FIELD
 

OMAN - USAID/MUSCAT 
Duncan R.Miller, AID Representative

Tel. 96-8-703-000
 
Telex 9263785
 
Fax 96-8-797-778 

PAKISTAN - USAID/ISLAMABAD 
H. Pat Peterson, ADO
 
Tel. 92-51-824-071
 
Box 4, APO New York 09614
 
Telex 952254270(USAID PK)
 
Fax 92-51-824-086 

PHILIPPINES - USAID/MANILA
 
Ken Prussner, ADO
 
Tel. 63-2-521-7116
 
USAJD, APO San Francisco 96528
 
Telex 72227366
 
Fax Embassy: 63-2-522-4361
 

USAID: 63-2-521-5241 

PORTUGAL - USAID/LISBON 
David Leibson, AID Representative 
Tel. 351-1-726-6600 

SOUTH PACIFIC - USAID/SUVA 
Eric Witt, Reg. Dev. Officer
Tel. 679-311-399 
Telex 7922647(USAID FJ)
Fax 676-300-075 

SRI LANKA - USAID/COLOMBO
John Flynn, ADO 
Tel. 94-1-21271/21520, Ext. 208, 247, 325 
Jack Pinney, Engr. & Water Resources 
Tel. 94-1-21271 Ext. 217, 228, 232
Telex 95421305 
FAX 941-549-070 

THAILAND - USAID/BANGKOK
Doug Clark, TR 
David Delgado, ADO 

Tel. 66-2-252-8191 
USAID, APO San Francisco 96346
Telex 78887058 
Fax 66-2-555-3730 

TUNISIA - USAID'IUNIS 
Nancy Tumavick, PDO 
Ans Burgett, ADO 
Tel. 2161-781-947 
Telex 93414182 
93413379(AMEMB) 
Fax 216-1-789-719 

YEMEN - LISAID/SANAA
John B. Swanson, ADO 
Tel. 967-2-231-213 
Telex 9482797(EMBASANYE) 
Fax 967-2-251-578 



Number of Projects by Country
 
FY 1989 (LOP $ million)
 

Country 
Afghanistan 
Bangladesh 
Egypt 
India 
Indonesia 
Jordan 
Morocco 
Nepal 
Oman 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
South Pacific 
Sri Lanka 
Thailand 
Tunisia 
Yemen 
Regional Projects 

Totals 
Revised 2/1/89 

Total 
1 

5 

4 

9 

9 

2 

7 

8 

1 


11 

5 

2 


10 

8 

4 

5 

8 


99 


LOP 
6.0 

147.4
 
767.9
 
394.5
 
252.6
 

32.5 
116.9
 
107.1
 
40.0 

1242.2 
119.9
 

18.0 
247.7
 
124.8
 
26.0 

135.3
 
125.1
 

3903.9
 



Number of Projects by Functional Category
 
FY 1989
 

Agricultural Research 
Irrigation 
Agricultural Input Supply 
Ag. Policy Analysis and Planning 
Integrated Rural Development 
Agricultural Education 
Fisheries 
Forestry 
Natural Resources 
Rural Finance 
Crop Production and Marketing 

TOTAL 

Revised 2/1/89 

Total 

18 

16 


2 

12 

15 

10 

4 

5 


10 

3 

4 


99 


LOP 

562.5 
995.3 
630.0 
532.8 
386.4 
218.4 

56.4 
147.9 
172.8 
158.0
 
43.4 

3,903.9
 



LOP Cost of ANE ARD Projects (Function)
 
FY 1989 (millions)
 

Irrigation 995.3 

Production & Mkt. 24.6 

Fisheris 56.4 Ag Research 562.5 

Ag Input Supply 630 
Rural Finance 158 

Forestry 115.8 

Natural Resources 172.8 Higher Ag Education 218.4 

Ag Policy Analysis 532.8 IRD 386.4 

Revised 2/1/89
 



ARD COUNTRY HIGHLIGHTS 

LEGEND FOR 1988 OBLIGATIONS ($000)

DA = Development Assistance
 
ESF = Economic Support Fund
 
PL 480 = Total Titles I + II
 
Total Assistance = DA + ESF + PL 480
 
%of ANE = Country %of ANE Bureau Total Assistance
 
ARDN = Ag., Rural Development & Nutrition Account Funds
 
% ARDN = Country % of ANE Bureau ARDN Account Funds
 

BANGLADESH 

Agricultural productivity must be increased to enhance food security by raising

rural income and reducing the need for imported food grains. The Rural
 
Electrification III Project increased power consumption by rural industries and
 
commercial businesses, which helped to increase rural employment. In addition,
the Fertilizer Distribution Improvement I Project resulted in an improved

marketing system which in turn has increased fertilizer usage.
 

DA 58,500 
ESF 0 
PL480 75,000 (Title 1 60,000; Title II 15,000) 
Total 136,796 
% ANE 3.82 
ARDN 3,675 
%ARDN 10.40 

BURMA 

Oilseeds is A.I.D./Burma's area of concentration in agriculture. The production
part of the agriculture program is the largest and most important, with the 
provision of TSP fertilizer accounting for fully one-half of annual A.I.D./Burma
expenditures. Although the production projects have offered the greatest
short-term benefits to increasing edible oil availability and improving farm 
incomes, the research and processing projects offer complementarity and have ihe 
potential for offering greater long-term benefits. 

DA 7,000 
ESF 0 
PL480 0 
Total 7,000 
%ANE 0.20 
ARDN 3,675 
%ARDN 1.89 

EGYPT 

The principal elements of this program are agricultural policy analysis and 
reform, agricultural research, technology dissemination, irrigation, and 
agricultural credit. Three "mega-projects" are a the center of A..D.'s program.
(I) The National Research Project (NARP) has as its goal to increase agricultural 



productivity by improving the quality of technologies available to farmers. 
NARP is a comprehensive, umbrella project that will make improvements in the
following areas of agricultural research: management, research methods,
personnel development, data collection and analysis, information utilization and
dissemination, seed production facilities and commodities. (2) In Egypt where 
over 99% of all agriculture is irrigated, water is the most important limiting
factor on agricultural pioduction and irrigation is the predominant agriculture
infrastructure. The Irrigation Management Systems Project is a 10 year $340
million complex program designed to address inefficiencies in managing its water 
resources. (3) Under the Agricultural Production Credit Project, farmers are 
provided with credit at real market rates for small scale investments in 
agricultural inputs and farm improvements. In FY 1989 A.I.D. plans to provide 
an additional $75 million to this project. 

DA 0 
ESF 820,000
PL480 182,502 (Title 1; 180,000 Title Ii 2,502)
Total i,002,502 
%ANE 27.97 

INDIA 

A.I.D.'s agricultural resource management program in India aims to modernize 
and integrate the management of India's agricultural resources, including water,
land, and agricultural technology. The Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh Minor
Irrigation Projects have been fine tuned to resolve issues of water management
and related engineering policy questions with dramatic results. Policy changes
induced through these projects on 13 irrigation systems have been incorporated
into approximately 250 non-A.I.D. systems by state irrigation service engineers,
increasing efficiency and fostering an environment conducive to further 
modernization of the sector. The Agriculture Research Project is A.I.D.'s primary 
means for supporting cutting edge scientific inquiry through India's agricultural
research system. It includes 14 scientific subprojects important to the creation of 
a self-sustaining agricultural base in India. 

DA 24,000 
ESF 0 
PL480 80,534 (Title I!) 
Total 104,534 
% ANE 2.92 
ARDN 6,200 
% ARDN 3.19 

INDONESIA 

The Indonesia agricultural program includes projects in agricultural research and
production, higher education, agriculture, planning, fisheries, irrigation, rural 
roads, and area development. The most recent new initiative is a $60 million 
Agriculture and Rural Sector Support Program which will support policy change
relating to agriculture and rural development. The recently developed/approved
five-year CDSS, while continuing to focus on crop diversification and increasing
public sector resource efficiency, in the ARD sector, will address environmental 



degradation and natural resource issues to a much greater extent. A natural 
resources project is being designed to combine on-going related activities under 
one project and to give more emphasis to natural resources development. 

DA 40,000 
ESF 0
 
PL480 15,606 (Title I 10,000; Title i 5,606)
 
Total 55,606
 
% ANE 1.55
 
ARDN 16,382
 
% ARDN 8.44
 

JORDAN
 

In the past, the primary focus of A.I.D.'s support to Jordan's agricultural growth 
was the development of the Jordan Valley. A.I.D.'s investment has paid off in a
25% increase in Jordan Valley fruit and vegetable production in the past 10 years,
35% of which is now exported to the Gulf Region. The agricultural program 
scope has now expanded to include the upland and rainfed regions of the country
under the Jordan National Agriculture Development Project (formerly the Jordan 
Highlands Agriculture Development Project). Under this project, U.S. advisors 
from Washington State University are assisting the Ministry of Agriculture to 
increase agricultural productivity and crop diversification on a national basis,
through the introduction of new technologies and improvements in on-farm 
research and extension methodologies. Finally, in September, 1988, the Mission
will begin implementation of the Jordan Agriculture Marketing Development
 
Project, which is designed to
 
improve Jordan's capability to analyze and compete in foreign agricultural

produce (fruit and vegetable) markets.
 

DA 0 
ESF 11,000 (7,000 for West Bank/Gaza) 
PL480 0 
Total 18,000 
% ANE 0.50 

MOROCCO
 

A.I.D. is combining Development Assistance, PL-480 Title I and Economic 
Support Fund resources to bring about increased food supply principally through
greater domestic production of cereals in dryland regions. Two project-, the 
Agronomic Institute and the Dryland Agriculture Applied Research Project, are 
directed at strengthening the agricultural education, research, and technology
base in order to provide improved production technologies to farmers. In 
addition, A.I.D is designing a supplementary irrigation project to complement
Morocco's dryland agriculture strategy. 

DA 12,500 
ESF 20,000 
PL480 52,284 (Title 1 40,000; Title II 12,284) 
Total 84,784 
% ANE 2.37 
ARDN 7,500 
% ARDN 3.86 



NEPAL 

The A.I.D. agriculture sector program directly addresses Nepal's fundamental 
needs to increase agricultural production and income, and manage the country's
natural resources for sustained, augmented productivity. This program supports
policy change, research and technology delivery, human resource development,
community participation, and private sector involvement. The Irrigation * 

Management Project will direct training, research, and on-farm activities towards 
encouraging farmer/water-user associations to assume more active and influential 
roles in managing public sector irrigation systems. The Rapti Development
Project is expanding the availibility of technologies to increase agricultural,
livestock, and forestry production in the five districts of the Rapti Zone. It is 
implemented through a decentralized and highly participatory approach involving
local government entities, farmers, and private entrepreneurs. Approximately 20 
Peace Corps Volunteers will assist project implementation in more remote areas 
of the Zone. 

DA 0 
ESF 12,000 
PL480 0 
Total 12,000 
% ANE 0.33 

OMAN 

The Water Resource Development Project addresses Oman's need to ensure a safe 
and reliable supply of water to meet the needs of the people and the planned
development of the country. In addition, under the Fisheries Development
Project, A.I.D. is assisting Oman to manage its significant maritime fishery 
resources. 

DA 0 
ESF 13,000 
PL480 0 
Total 13,000 
% ANE 0.36 

PAKISTAN 

The agriculture and rural development program in Pakistan is the largest in the 
region. The A.I.D. goal of increasing agricultural productivity is bolstered by a 
strategy that includes policy dialogue backed by commodity imports and sector 
grants to deregulate prices and markets (Agricultural Commodities and 
Equipment); technical assistance and infrastructure to improve water management
and availability (Irrigation Systems Management Project); and training and 
institution building to integrate and improve agricultural extension, education 
and research (Management of Agriculture Research and Technology and 
Transformation and Integration of the Provincial Agriculture Network Projects). 

DA 50,000 
ESF 220,000 
PL480 80,000 (Title I) 



Total 350,000
 
% ANE 9.77
 
ARDN 33,500
 
% ARDN 17.26 

PHILIPPINES 

The major goal is to accelerate rural economic recovery by increasing farm and

off-farm income and productivity. In pursuit of this goal, A.I.D.'s agriculture

and rural development programs have the following objectives: (I)

encouragement of agricultural structural reforms; (2) investment in technologies

and rural infrastructure; (3)

identification of off-farm rural enterprises; and (4) improvement in the 
management capacity of local governments. Existing ARD projects have been
redesigned to allow more direct benefits to a greater number of the rural poor.
New projects/programs are being designed to address rural poverty issues directly
(Rural Impact Fund), to address social justice issues (Agrarian Reform Program)
and, finally, to address institutional needs leading to improved agricultural
performance and enhanced rural development activities (Higher Agriculture
Education Development Project). 

DA 40,000 
ESF 189,000 
PL480 40,530 (Title 1 30,000; Title 11 10,530) 
Total 269,530 
%ANE 7.52 
ARDN 28,350 
% ARDN 14.60 

SOUTH PACIFIC 

Assistance is being provided to the University of the South Pacific (USP) to train
agriculturalists for the region, undertake foodcrop research, and strengthen
national extension services. This Title XII collaborative assistance grant for the
South Pacific Regional Agricultural Development Project is with the USP, the
University of Hawaii and Cornell. The project, started in FY 1988, will upgrade
USP's School of Agriculture. A new regional fisheries project was obligated latein FY'86. Negotiations among the U.S., the involved S. Pacific countries and the
American Tuna Association for a fisheries treaty have been completed and 
ratified by Congress. 

DA 4,000 
ESF 10,000 
PL480 0 
Total 14,000 
% ANE 0.39 
ARDN 2,200 
% ARDN 1.13 



DA 0
 
ESF 10,000
 
PL480 5,000 (Title 1)
 
Total 15,000
 
% ANE 0.42
 

YEMEN 

A.I.D.'s agricultural program in Yemen over the past ten years has been 
implemented through a single, very large, Title XII program---the Agricultural
Development Support Project. This project includes sectoral planning and 
management, development and dissemination of agricultural technologies,
improvements of the supply and distribution of inputs, and the development of 
key institutional and human resources. Subprojects have included Horticultural 
Improvement and Training, Poultry Extension and Training, Secondary
Agricultural Education and Sana'a University Faculty of Agriculture. In 
accordance with the current CDSS emphasis on production and productivity, the 
Mission is now developing a new project that will have a more applied research 
and outreach focus, to be called Farming Practices and Productivity. This will 
include, inter alia, work on irrigated farming practices and fertilizer use. With 
the initation of the new project, the Agriculture Development Support Project
will be limited to a more specifically institutional-development orientation. 

DA 20,725 
ESF U 
PL480 5,000 (Title I) 
Total 25,725 
ARDN 11,040 
%ARDN 0.72 

REGIONAL PROJECTS 

(I) ASEAN - The ASEAN-A.I.D. program purpose of promoting regional
cooperation emphasizes three principal objectives: strengthening regional
institutional capabilities; facilitating technical exchange; and enhancing the 
private sector's role in development of the region. These objectives are 
embodied in projects that seek to improve the Region's agriculture and 
natural resources (both upland 
and coastal), energy, health and small/medium scale business sectors.
 
Training is a key element in these
 
projects as is information exchange and dissemination.
 

(2) Cooperative Arid Lands Research Project (CALAR) - This activity 
promotes and supports cooperative Israeli-Egyptian research in arid lands 
agriculture, demonstration of research methods, and application of results. 
Research 
topics include irrigation with saline water, fodder production, genetic
improvement of small ruminants, and trials of new industrial crops. The 
overall research program and, especially, Israeli-Egyptian personal
interactions have been somewhat hampered by the on-going disturbances in 
the occupied territories. The program is moving ahead; a major evaluation 
scheduled for late CY 1988. 



SRI LANKA
 

The A.I.D. strategy calls for programs directed at improving rural incomes 
through greater productivity and at increasing the private sector's role in 
development. The major projects involve agricultural diversification, irrigation
development and management, and agricultural planning. This assistance is 
focused either broadly on the low and intermediate rainfall zones or specifically 
on the irrigation resettlement schemes of the Mahaweli Program. The
Rehabilitation Assistance Project will rehabilitate the agricultural economy, 
reconstruct housing

and revitalize commercial business enterprise in northern and eastern areas
 
affected by ethnic violence.
 
DA 26,800
 
ESF 0
 
PL480 16,575 (Title 1 16,000; Title 1I 575)
 
Total 43,375
 
%ANE 1.21
 
ARDN 22,800
 
%ARDN 11.74
 

THAILAND 

The Agency has adopted a "middle income" strategy for Thailand over the coming
years. Traditional agricultural research, irrigation and area development projects
will be phased out. Specific agricultural concerns will continue to be addressed,
but through the approved strategy areas of science and technology, rural
industrialization, and policy-related studies. The major new ARD project now
 
under implementation is the Environmental Management/Natural Resource
 
Conservation Project. Another area for involvement is irrigation water
 
management.
 

DA 15,300 
ESF 5,000 
PL480 0 
Total 20,300 
% ANE 0.57 
ARDN 14,000 
%ARDN 7.21 

TUNISIA 

The Agricultural Policy Implementation Project supports the Government of 
Tunisia (GOT)/IBRD Structural Adjustment Program to provide the GOT 
decision-makers with economic data and analyses needed to support policy
reform in the agricultural sector. The Improved Water Resources Management
Project will support GOT's agricultural priorities of policy reform and increased 
food production, through promoting increased efficiency of water usage in the
irrigation sector. An important element of A.I.D.'s strategy is to assist the GOT
in acquiring technology that will contribute to a renewed and modern economy.
The Agricultural Technology Transfer Project provides graduate and 
post-graduate training for Tunisia's agricultural managers and scientists in order 
to form the technical base necessary for further development of the agricultural 
sector. 



(3) 	 Agricultural Technology Exchange and Cooperation Project
(TATEC--USDA) - This activity promotes and supports cooperative
Israeli- Egyptian research, demonstration of 
research methods, and application of results in a range of agricultural
technologies. Research activities include intensification of field crop
production, economic evaluation of integrated cropping and water use 
systems, dairy production, medicinal uses of desert plants, solarization of
soils for disease, weed and pest control, and evaluation of technology
exchange methods in agriculture. 

(4) 	 Cooperative Marine Technology Project - This activity promotes and
 
supports cooperative research between Israeli and Egypti?-a scientists in the

marine sciences. Non-conventional fish production technologies,

mariculture, seafood toxins, and lakes management comprise the areas of 
research in this phase (the third) of the activity. Valuable research and 
increasingly frequent and substantive collaboration between Israeli and 
Egyptian scientists is taking place. A new four year phase of this project is 
scheduled to begin in FY 1988. 

(5) 	 ISPAN Irrigation Support Project for Asia and the Near East The-
objective of the project is to assist ANE Missions improve the efficiency,
reliability and equity of irrigation water delivery and use. ISPAN provides
rapid response, multdisciplinary assistance in the technical, social,
institutional and economic aspects of irrigation management; undertakes 
applied stucies to assist project planning and to explore iirigation problems,
issues and policies on a regional basis; and through irrigation support
institutions in the ANE region, supports training and networking activities 
for irrigation professionals. The project is managed by the ISPAN Technical
Support Center in Rosslyn Virginia, which assists in defining tasks,
mobilizes technical assistance teams, commissions studies and analyses, and 
promotes networking and technical exchange. 

DA 23,063 
ESF 7,000 
PL480 0 
Total 30,063 
% ANE 0.84 
ARDN 8,868 
% ARDN 4.56 

AFGHANISTAN 

Assistance to the Ag. Sector in Afghanistan is geared' toward reestablishing agricultural
productivity in traditionally surplus areas so that refugees and displaced persons can 
return to their homelands. The program also seeks to strengthen economic and
commercial ties between Pakistan and Afghanistan. The absence of a majority elected 
governmeot has contributed to the innovative nature of the program in that the 
commodities are distributed entirely through the private sector. 

DA 22,500 
ESF 22,500 
PL480 5,000 (Tittle II) 
Total 50,000 
5 ANE 1.66 
ARDN 5,000 
% ARDN 2.58 
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Attached is 
the final 
report of the Hamilton Task Force on t
FAA Rewrite. 
 The conclusions and recommendations contained
the Report will be described to the full HFAC by Congressman
Hamilton in a closed briefing at 
1:30 p.m. today. The repor
will be released to the public following the briefing.
 
A public briefing is scheduled for 2:00 p.m. Friday, Februar
in room 2172 Rayburn.
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Summary of Findings and Recommendations
 

During the second session of the 100th Congress, Chairman Dante Fascell
established a task force to 

and activities, 

conduct a review of U.S. foreign assistance programs
The task force was chaired by Reps. Hamilton and Gilman, with
all Members of the Committee invited to participate in the review, whichincluded extensive meetings with executive branch officials and non-governmental
experts. 
 The process also included a review of pertinent studies and reports
and written submissions requested by the task force.
 
The following is 
a summary of the principal findings and recommendations of
the task force:
 

Findings:
 

The task force concluded that foreign assistance is vital to promoting U.S.
foreign policy and domestic interests, but that the program is hamstrung by too
many conflicting objectives, legislative conditions, earmarks, and bureaucratic
 
red tape.
 

Recomaendations: 

Economic Assistdnce:
 

The Committee should consider the:
 

- enactment of a new international economic cooperation act to
replace the existing Foreign Assistance Act and sundry amendments
 
thereto;
 

-
 creation of a restructured foreign aid implementing agency to

replace AID;


- identification of four principal objectives (economic growth,
environmental sustainability, poverty alleviation, and democratic
 
-

and economic pluralism);

provision of greater flexibility in the implementation of
 
assistance programs;
 

- provision of more effective accountability focused on 
results

rather than on allocations alone;


- improving coordination with other U.S. international economic
policies, with other donors, and within country programs.
 

Security Assistance:
 

The Committee should consider the:
 

- separation of the grant and concessional military assistance from
 
cash sales authorities;
 

- creation of a new defense trade and export control act to replace
the Arms Export control Act;
 
- establishment of one military assistance account;- provision of more effective accountability, again focused on
 

results;
 
- phasing out over a five year period of military assistance as a
quid pro quo for base access rights.
 



-- 

DRAFT
 

PRESENTATION OF THE TASKFORCE ON FOREIGN ASS.ISTANCE
 

TO
 
THE FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
 

1. OVERVIEW OF FOREIGN ASSISTANCE
 

A. The Current Program
 

For Fiscal Year 1989, 
total U.S. economic and military aid is
 
about $15 billion. 
 The major components are:
 

-- Development Assistance, (DA) accounting for 15.9% of the
total. The aim of DA 
is to promote long 
term economic development
through programs 
that help a host country use its resources more
effectively. 
Currently, the Agency for International Development
(A.I.D.) administers over 2000 projects in 
the fields of:
Agriculture; Rural Development and Nutrition; Population; Health;
Child Survival; AIDS Prevention and Control; Education and Human
Resources Development; and Private Sector, Environment and Energy.
 

-- Economic Support Fund, (ESF) accounting for 23.9% of foreign
assistance. 
 It is allocated according 
 special economic, political
and security needs. 
to 


It is programmed in three ways:
to as cash transfers
provide balance of payments and budget support to countries facing
urgent foreign exchange requirements; 
 as commodity import programs to
fund imports from the U.S; and 
as 
project assistance, supporting

development proje:ts.
 

The ESF program is currently focused 
on the promotion of economic
stability and political security in the Middle East and Central
 
America.
 

Food Aid, accounting for 9.9% of foreign assistance. Under
Public Law 480, surplus American agricultural goods are transferred to
needy countries though low interest loans and direct donations.
bulk of The
food aid is provided under Title I, as concessional salts in
exchange for specific self-help developient activities.
II, Under Title
food is donated for hAuseitarian purposes,-including chitl.i
nutrition and emer~4 
 Nier relief. 
 Since 1954,.--tbe'-ood for
Peace program has dellu',e1.303 
million metric tonxg.f food t;more
than 1.8 billion p1-
 over 100 countries. 
.
 .
 

- Military Aid, accounting for

comprises grants and some 

35.8% of total assistance. It
concessional 
rate loans for equipment, and
military training, provided to 
friendly nations.
 

-- Multilateral Assistance, accounting for 9.9% of all
assistance. 
 It includes contributions 
to multilateral development
banks, such as 
the World Bank, and Inter-American Development Bank,
and contributions to economic and development programs of
international organizations, 
 such as specialized U.N. agencies
working in health, food, agriculture, and the environment.
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-- Other aid flows 
include International Disaster Assistance,
funding for the Peace Corps, the Trade and Development Program,
Migration and Refuge Assistance, the Inter-American Foundation, the
African Development Foundation, and the American Schools and Hospitals
Abroad program.
 

The real dollar amounts 
for these programs during the most recent
three years 
 are shown in Table 1.
 

Table I
 

U.S. Foreign Assistance, 1987-1989,. h 
 ajo Program
 

FY 1987 
 FY 1988 
 FY 1989 
 FY 1990
(billions of constant 
1989 dollars) 

Development Assistance 

*
 

$ 2.4 
 $ 2.5 
 $ 2,4 $2.3
 
Economic Support Fund 
 4.2 
 3.2 
 3.6 
 3.2
 
Food Aid 


1.6 
 1.5 
 1.5 
 1.4
 
Military Aid 
 5.5 
 5.5 
 5.4 
 5.7
 
Multilateral Assistance 
 1.6 
 1.5 
 1.5 
 1.8
 
Other Economic Aid 
 .7 
 .6 
 .7 
 .9
 
TOTAL 
 $ 16.0 $14.8 
 $15.1 
 15.3
 

* requested. 
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B. Organization
 

The Agency for International Development is the principal
U.S. 	bilateral aid agency. 
 It is responsible for the implementation
of most Development Assistance and EconoEic Support Fund
programs. 
The geographical allocation of ESF is decided by the
State Department in conjunction with A.I.D. 
The geographic
allocation of development assistance is proposed by A.I.D., with State
Department 
concurrence.
 

A.I.D. was established in 1961 
as 
a relatively autonomous agency
under the State Department. 
 The A.I.D. Administrator has the rank of
Under Secretary of State. 
 Currently 90 countries host A.I.D.
economic assistance programs 	of over $1 million. 
There are A.I.D.
missions in 46 countries, representational offices in 23, and 13
regional development offices 	abroad. 
 In 1988 A.I.D. had 4,700
employees, down from 6,000 in 1980 and 17,500 in 1968 at
A.I.D. activity in South East 	 the height ofAsia. About 52% of AID employees are
stationed overseas, of which slightly less than half
nationals. are foreign
In carrying out its projects, 	A.I.D. also employs about
7,700 contractor personnel and detailees from other federal agencies.
 
The Department of Defense is responsible for most military
assistance. 
Within DOD, the Defense Security Assistance Agency
administers the 
 Foreign Hilitarr Sales and Credit Frograms and the
Militiry Assistance Program. 
 Othtr branches of DOD Participate in
planning and oversight of military aid, and in training and
peacekeeping activities. 
 The State Department approves military
sales proposals to friendly countris, and is in charge of assistance
for anti-terrorism and peacekeeping operations, which come under
miiitary aid.
 

Responsibility for Food Aid is shared by A.I.D., the
Department of Agriculture, the Departuent of State, and 
the Department
of the Treasury. 
 USDA has principal responsibility for
determining quantities, selection, procurement, and shipping. 
A.I.D.
is responsible for administering the program in the field, including
negotiating food aid agreements and allocating grants. 
The Department
of State plays a major role in country allocation. The Treasury
Department overseas credit arrangements.

through an 	

Food aid is coordinated
inter-agency committee, the Development Coordinating
Committee subcommittee on food aid, which operates on a consensus
 
basis.
 

Responsibility for Multilateral Assistance is thared. 
 The
Treasury Department shapes U.S. policy toward multilateral
development banks, including 	nominating and supervising the U.S.
executive directors. 
The State Department leads 
in policy-making
and budget determination concerning the United Nations and other
international organizations. 
 In addition, A.I.D. is involved in
the developmental and technical assistance activities of the U.N.
specialized agencies. 
Other U.S. agencies are involved in the work of
appropriate multilateral agencies. 
 For example, USIA participates in
the work of the Food and Agriculture Organization, and the
Environmental Protection Agency in the activities of the U.N.
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Environmental 
Program.
 

Many of the programs counted under Other Economic Aid, such
 
as the Inter-American Foundation, Peace Corps, and the Trade and
Development Program are autonomous or 
semi-autonomous.
narcotics programs are International


the responsibility of the Department of State,
and the Drug Enforcement Agency. 
Refugee assistance programs are
handled by the Department of State.
 

The following table shows the number of countries receiving U.S.assistance in 1987 and 1988:
 

Table2 

Number of Countries Receiving U.S. Assistance in FY 1987 and 
1988
 

Economic Assistance-----
DA & PL 480 Peace Corps 
 -Total
Net total Military All

ESF& 
 Narcotics 
 Economic 
 Assist. 
 Programs
FY 1987 77 
 71 
 58 
 99 
 97 
 116
 

FY 1988 77 
 69 
 57 
 97 
 100 
 117
 

Note: 
 In columns including two types of assistance,
only counts once even each country
if 
it receives both types of assistance.
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[. TRENDS iN1U.S. 
FOREICN ASSISTANCE
 

A. Total Assistance
 

The Level of cotal 
U.S foreign assistance has
considerably over fluctuated
the past 13 years. In constant 
1989 dollars, Lhe
program shrank from-22.6billion in 
FY 1979 to $14.6 billion in 980.
It then 
rose again ro$20.6billion in 
FY 1985 before declining to he
current 
level of about $15.1 billion 
in FY 1989.
 

(Note: all figures used will be 
in constant 
1989 dollars, unless
otherwise noted and amounts 
represent obligations of U.S. assistance
 
except 
for FY 1989, which are estimates.)
 

Figure I depicts levels of total 
foreign assistance, in nominal
and real 
terms for the period FY 1977 to FY 
1989.
 

Figure Total U.S. Assistance
 
FY 1977 - FY 1989
 

billions of 825
 

...
5o . . . .... .
 . ..-
- -. ... -_,-... 


10
 

77 76 79 80 
 81 62 83 
 84 $8 
 66 87 86 89 

- current 8 --a- conetant 10 
G YeS * lletlmsul 
Special circumstances in the two peak years, 1979 and 1985, areworth noting. 
- The $22.6 billion for 1979 includes a $4.8 billion supplemental
in additional security assistance, provided to Israel and Egypt underthe Camp David Peace Accords.
 
-
 he $20.6 billion in 1985 reflects the growth of overall funding
during the early 1980., but also includes large (economic)
supplemental@ for Israel, Egypt and Jordan, to deal with short-ter
debt problems, and-emergency food and relief for famine-stricken
 

countries in Africa.
 

Severe budget constraints have influenced the decline in 
aid
levels in the last four years, bringing the total available for 1989
back down 
to the level of aid provided in 1977.
 



0 

As a percentage of (ross National Product U.S. foreignassistance 
has declined steadily from 
between 2 and 3 percent of cNP
in the late 1940s, to I percent in the late 19508, down to lesstenths of one percent today. than Chre,
Within the last 13 years, aid levels as
a percentage of GNP follow a similar trend to 
that of dollar levels:
peaking in 1979 and 1985, and steadily decreasing since 1985.
percentage figure for 1989 will be an all-time low. 
The
 

A comparison with ocher donors reveals that the U.S. has
been the world's leading donor of economic assistance, in terms of
dollar amounts 
OECD). 

of Official Development AssistanceHowever, as (as defined byaid from other donors rises, the U.S. contribution
as a percentage of all ODA (Official Development Assistance) is
falling.
 

Figure 2 compares U.S. aid levels with the combined total 
of the
other 16 Western nations of the OECD DAC (Development Assistance
Committee). 
 During the period 1977-1987, Alerican ODA accounted for
.36Z of assistance from all DAC members.

of all ODA. In 1987 it accounted for 23.71
It is estimated that 
in 1989 Japan will surpass the U.S. as
the world's leading ODA contributor.
 

Figure 2
 

Major Donor Economic Assistance 
1977- 1987 

blIllfes se current • 
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38
 

20
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In terms of aid as a percencage of CNP, 
the U.S. ranks lowest
among DAC members. 
Table 3 gives
and as a share of GNP for 

:he 1986-7 levels of ODA in dollarsall DAC members.U.S. The table alsoODA accounts shows thatfor a significantly higher share of ODA going to lowincome countries than of ODA going to lower-middle and upper-middle
countties. 

Tabe 3 

AID PIWILE$ OF (CO OLOFOquT ASSISTAuMi C6UITTER E UI 
Not Disbursements; 1966-67 WWI"e 

Total WOA MA U I Shea of Total Alloc.atfwu(S) of OW DAC WA (3) () of (A to:Nuittjltersi8 LIC&* LICA" UNIC40 
Austrsl Ia MOO .393Austrfa 1.3 24.51197 .l93 15. 39.73 10.73.5Ilgim 24.73t 39.5$616 .664 9.1t 43.131.121.cwrme $1,?" 65.8Z 9.4.472 4.4nDormrk .42 .SM7 11.13 . 322.5XFinland173 40.ft 6.01 O..4n 3.32.IFrne 39.a ".n15,815 .7n 7.111 3.4214.93 11.3 3." 11.93 37.3n14,112 .413Ireland IO.S 11.43IS .243 .1 54.91 16. 14.4 

Italy 24.S 34.7% 8.53$als09 5.5z6.4I 
is 

.371 2.71 71.43 10.8 $.a6.544 .3011Nether I 16.71 0l23$1,917 .99 ". 16. 8.5u1 4.93Sew Zealan 24,41 ".43M .271 .n 10.519 
21.42 294, 28, 11.1304 1.13I .8 44.4 63.43 a.= 3.0


Switzerland SI,6 
 -Us 3.2840 .J0 1. 32. 12 61.89 8.2 3.1iM.SUn te 9 fninko $11m 61.5 7.11 4.7?.19M 4.m 1 6.0 63United states I 9.3111#,s 23.71 21.'112 43.M1 16.73 IV."3TOTaL 4 1,9 .n 100.03 1.,3 53.99 
 13.r 15.32 

* LICe a LU Incom Can~htrfee wit Ciplta Income In 19 ef |ew S7MO.
Includh

UICa Imputd mlti lateral WA.X * Loer WIfddle-Ir Countrle wlth We capita Incom In 19NIMIC- IetweeUpplr Idcdl-Inscems Conwtrais 8701 ad 11,300.
h par capita Icme In 19M ef we tbw 11,300. 

SOECD Deelpment CoopeatioImpit, IM. 



9. COrMPuSition by Propram
 

Table 4 shows dollar levels 
ot major cumponenLs of 
U.S. aid since
 

Table 4
 

U.S. Foreign Aid, 1977-1990, 
j tjor P:o2Srms
 
(in billions of constant 
1989 dollars)
 

Year Development Food 
 Other Multi 
 Economic Military 
 Total
Assistance 
 Aid Economic lateral Support 
 Aid
 
Assc. Fund
 

1977 $2.2 
 $2.3 $ .5 
 $2.3 $3.3 
 $4.1 $14.7
1978 2.9 2.2 
 .4 2.4 3.9 
 4.2 16.0
1979 2.6 
 2.1 .6 
 3.1 
 3.2 11.0 22.6
1980 2.4 
 2.2 .9 
 2.6 3.3 
 3.2 14.6
1981 2.3 2.1 
 .8 1.7 3.0 4.6 
 14.5
1982 2.3 
 1.7 .7 
 1.9 3.5 5.5 
 15.6
1983 2.4 
 1.7 .6 
 2.1 3.6 
 6.9 17.3
1984 2.5 1.8 
 .6 2.0 3.7 7.7 
 18.3
1985 2.8 
 2.3 .7 
 2.2 6.0 6.6 
 20.6
1986 2.6 1.8 
 .6 1.6 5.4 
 6.4 18.4
1987 2.4 1.6 
 .7 1.6 4.2 5.5 
 16.0
1988 2.5 1.5 
 .6 1.5 3.2 5.5 
 14.8
1989(est)2.4 
 1.5 .7 
 1.5 3.6 
 5.4 15.1
1990(req)2.3 
 1.4 
 .9 1.8 3.2 
 5.7 15.3
 

These shares and trends are portrayed in Figure 3.
 

Figure 3 Program Composition of U.S. Aid 
FY 1977 - FY 189 

billien of conltlnt los I 

812
 

$10
 
$2
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bilat. develo. aid " loon. Sup#. Irund military aid 
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Figure 3 highlights the 
sharp fluctuations in military aid, and,
more recently, in ESF, compared 
to fairly steady levels of other
programs. 
Military aid 
rose 
from just over $4 billion in FY 1977
high of $7.7 billion in FY 1984 to a
 -- a real increase of 85%.
have fallen since Amounts
to about $5.4 billion for FY 1989, leaving military
aid with a real increase of 36% 
over 
the entire period from 1977.
 
ESF money is now only slightly higher than in FY 1977, but this
follows a rapid increar 
 of 78Z between 1977 and 1985.
 
Funding for bilateral development assistance has remained
steady over this period. But fairly
like other programs, funding has been
reduced since FY 1985.
 

Two programs

institutions 

food assistance and contributions 
-- to multilateral
have declined in real 
terms 
since 1977. 
 Food aid has
declined steadily each year, except for a brief period in the mid1980s when the U.S. 
responded 
to the African famine with large
quantities of emergency Agricultural supplies. 
 Funding for 1989 will
be one third below the 1977 level.
 

Trends in multilateral assistance are 
more difficult 
to assess
because funds are allocated irregularly, depending on the schedule and
outcome of international bank replenishment negotiations.
however, In general,
funds obligated for multilateral contribution have fallen
from an earlier annual average of around $2.2 billion to around $1.5
billion during the 
past 4 years.
 

Program Shares
 
The share of the total 


development-related foreign assistance budget going to
programs (development, food and multilateral
development bank support) has decreased from
1970s to nearly 50Z in the
less than 40% late
today. 
 Military assistance, which previously
took 25% 
to 30% of the budget, increased to 
ovtr 40% in the mid-1980s,
and has been running at 
36% of the budgets during the past thret
years. 
 ESF obligations have ranged between 20% and 25% 
of the budget.
 
Figure 4 (over) portrays the changing composition of
program over a broader 4 3 the foreign aid
-year period. 
 Some interesting developments
 

can be seen.
 

Food aid emerged as 
an 
important aid mechanism in the mid-1950s,
peaking during 1962-66. The subsequent decline in the volume of food
transferred was even more dramatic than 
is apparent
because fromgrain prices were increasing sharply at the time. 
the chart
 

Multilateral aid emerged in the early 1960s inthe "development conjunction withfor development's sake" view, but has niver become adominant feature in American aid.
 

ESF and its precursor programs 
were substantial in the mid-1950s,
then declined during the 1960. and early 1970s.
in the late 1970s £SP began to re-emerge
as 
one of the few programs that could provide flexible
and timely aid in 
support of national security goals.
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dJ.S. FOREIuN AID, 1946-t%9, BY MAJOR PROGRAM 
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 The Development category Includes U..voluntary
development organizations and programs. 

tr tl to International
 



Finally, military aid has been
much of 
the post-war period. 
the largest aid category during
Peaks
of Creece, Taiwan, 
appear in the early 1950s because
aud Korea, again 
in
Vietnam, and the 

the early 1970s because of
most 
recent 
peak occurred in 1985.
 

Grants 
versus oans
 

In the 1970s, approximcely 
one halt of theprogram comprised grants, and 
total U.S. assistance
 

of the other half loans. Today, over 90Z
the program is grant, largely in recognition of the growing world
debt crisis. 
 In particular, military aid has switched from being
mostly loans 
in the 1970s to 
nearly all grants today.
illustrates Figura 5this trend since 1977.
 

Figure 5
 

Grant/Loan Composition of U.S. Aid 
FY 1977- 1989 
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C. _.eLL ,,,al Compos ILIun
 

Figiire b shows the r-gioiial cumposiLion ot U.S. aid.
 

Thu Middle East 
has domindted U.S. regiunal a[locaLions during
the past 13 years, as Figure 6 shows. 
 U.S. dssistance to the
region ranged between $5 billion and $6.5 
billion annually, excluding
 
the Camp David-related support 
in 1979 and special supplemental
1985/6. In most years, the Middle East 

in
 
received over half of all 
U.S.
 

bilateral aid.
 

Asia and Europe have received 
the next two Largest shares of U.S.
aid during this period. Aid to Asia was 
a little over $2 billion a
year up to 
1987. With the graduation of South Korea as
recipient, along with the general 
an aid
 

decline in budget levels, 
the region
will receive only about 
$1.6 billion in fiscal 
year 1989.
 

Aid to Europe, where most 
U.S. assistance supports military base
agreements, grew from about $1.2 
billion in FY 1977 
to a peak in the
mid-1980s of $2.3 billion. 
 Since then, it has declined to just over
$1 billion, largely due 
to the graduation of Spain as an aid
 
recipient.
 

Latin America had been the 
smallest recipient at the beginning of
the period, with less 
than $1 billion a year. But in 
FY
1982, aid to El Salvador and others in Central America begangrow. By 1985, total aid to 
to
 

the region averaged over $2 billion.
Budget pressures have forced 
imounts 
back down to about $1.4. billion
 
in FY 1989.
 

Sub-Saharan Aftica has received 
between $800 million and $1.4
billion in U.S. assistance annually since 
1977. Famine relief inpushed the total 1985 
up to nearly $2 billion for that year, but it fell
 

down to about $900 million by FY 1989.
 

Figure 6 
Regional Composition of U.S. Aid 
FY 1977 - FY 1989 
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lhe LtiI lnd]vidujl Coutries receiving the largesL amounLs -it aiidsince 197 
cn be 
seen in Figure 7. Israel and Egypt
Lhe have been by tar
leading recipierts, accuunting 
for 471 of 
all bilateral 
assIsLance
over the period. Together, Lhe Len countries have received about 
7OZ
of all 
American bilaicral 
aid since 1979. 
 With the exception of
India, all 
have a'strong security relationship with the United SLates.
In the cases 
of Turkey, Greece, Spain and the Philippines, 
this

includes military base agreemencs.
 

Fiue _7 

Major Recipients of U.S. Aid
 
FY 1977- FY 1989
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rblt! 8 shows 
Lh: 
CurrenL madjor rLcipiencs.
r IsraeI
even more sLron~l and F pL
while
1 

aid recipiernLs, and 

Sin and Souih Korea are no lunger
India 
receives relatively 
liLile aid now.
 

Figure 8 

Major Recipients of U.S. Aid
FY 1989 
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Figure 9 (over) shows the changing regional composition of U.S.
Post-war assistance.
 

The early focus on 
Europe is evident.
equivalents, aid 
In 1989 dollar
to Europe peaked at around $28 
billion per year in
1950 and 1951. 
 The emphasis on Greece and Turkey increased in the
1950s, as 
it did again in the 
19800.
 

Asia was 
the major recipient in the 1954-75 period.
in Aid peaked
the early 1970s, tnan 
fell off abruptly after Vietnam.
 

The Middle East 
was a modest recipient until 
1972-73, but has
been the largest recipient 
since 1976-77. 
 Since the 
1978 Camp David
Accords aid to Israel and Egypt has been a major factor in the U.S.
aid program.
 

Figure ^
also clearly shows the marginal roles of Africa and
Latin America as 
aid recipients, although aid 
to Latin America grew
during 1962-67 under the Alliance for Progress, and during the 1980s
with the re-emergence of aid 
to Central America.
 

An analysis of the real value of total aid over 44 years shows
Lhree major periods that roughly correspond to 
the shifts in regional
emphasis. 
 In 1989 dollars, 
total annual assistance:
 

-- averaged about $32 billion between 1946 and 1952 when Europe
was 
the major recipient;
 

-- averaged about $22 billion between 1953 and 1974, when aid was
focused on Asia;
 

-- averaged about $17 billion since 1974, while the Middle East,
primarily Israel and Egypt, 
have been the primary recipients.
 

Currently, the focus 
on 
the Middle East continues, but budget
pressures have pushed the annual budget down 
to $15 billion since
 
1986.
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I). .CumpsiLion of B IdLeral DevelopmtnE Aid and Major RecipIen.s 

Most U.S. bilateral development assisLance is channelled through
five funcLional 
accounts: agriculture, population, health, education,
and selected activities (projects 
that cut across the oLher four
accounts, such as 
science and technology). Funding for these five
accounts 
is shown in Figure 10.
 

Figure 10
 

Program Composition of Bilateral 
Development Aid, FY 1977 - FY 1989 
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Notes: 
1. Funding for Child Survival Activities (since FY 1985) andAIDS programs (since FY 1988) are included in health
 
account levels shown.
 

2. Amounts illustrated for 
 FY 1988 and 1989 do not 
include
spending for the DFA (Development Fund for Africa), and therefore 
are not comparaoLe

with earlier years.
 

Agriculture has been the 
largest program, totalling about $700
million annually -- over 50% of total development spending.
recently, as more
emphasis on other programs has 
increased, agriculture's

share has fallen to around 40%.
 

Population programs has been the second largest account for mostof the period. 
 Family planning and other population-related
activities have been steadily funded in the range of 
$200 to $250
 
million.
 

Health-related programs have received 
increasing support. 
 In FY
1984 Congress created an 
additional functional account for ChildSurvival Activities. 
 In FY 1985 funding 
for the two accounts was
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double Lhe health budget 
in FY 1977, and overtook funding
pOpUlaLion programs in FY 1986. tor
 
Another health account was
FY credLed in
1988 o assist internaional AIDS research.
 

The Selected Development Activities account has also 
been .he
tocus of greater attention, especially programs promoting the 
private
sector in.developing countries.
 

EJucaLion and human resources programs have received between $130
 
and $60 million annually, except 
in the case of 
a few years.
 

Programs that 
are not channelled through
include Peace Corps, 
these five accounts
and, since FY 
1988, the Development Fund for
Africa through which all economic assistance for Africa 
is channelled.
 

Major recipients 
 of U.S. bilateral development assistance since
1977 have been Bangladesh, India, and 
Indonesia, although currently
only Bangladesh continues as 
a major recipient.
recipients during this period are 
The ten major


shown in Figure 11.
development assistance has 
In the l980s
 

increasingly focused on 
Central America,
particularly El 
Salvador and Honduras, as can be 
seen in Figure 12,
showing FY 
1989 recipients.
 

Figure 11
 

Major Recipients of Bilateral
Development Aid, FY 1977 - FY 1989 
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Fisure 12 

Major Recipients of Development Aid 
FY 1989 
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E. COTPOsiton of Food Aid and 
 _aor R@ciients
 

The share of food aid channelled as loans fell
cent of the total from about 60 perin 1977 to just over 50 per cent by 1985, as grants
increased in response to emergency drought and famine conditions.
rocent years, as emergency siuations subsided in 
In
 

Africa, loans some parts of
once again neared 60 per cent of the program.
 
The major realipient of food
period FY 1977 to 1989. 

aid has been Egypt, during the
Egypt's $4 billion share accounts for 192 of
total food transfers since 1977, and is nearly as much
of sub-Saharan as that for all
Africa combined ($4.3 billion).been South Asia has alsoa focus of U.S. food assistance, where India, Bangladesh and
Pakistan have received the second, third and fourth largest shares.Other countries in the top ten recipientsSri Lanka, and the Philippines. 
are Sudan, Morocco, Peru, 3ndonesia, 

shown in Figure 13, 
Among the current, FY 1989 recipientsSoalia, El Salvador, Guatenala and Jamaica havereplaced Indonesia, Peru, Sri Lanka and the Philippines. 

Figure 13
 

Major Recipients of Food Aid
 
FY 1989
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F. Composition of the Econoic SuPPort Fund Ind tjorR
 
The size, scope and accountability of ESF has been amatter of debate in Continuing
recent years, because of its flexible nature and
potential for responding to multiple policy objectives. 
 In
particular, Congress has been concerned over accountability of the
cash transfer portion of ES.
 

transfers for balance of payments support, CoWMOity import programs,
and development project aid. 
 It shows a groving emphasis on the cash
 

Figure 14 shows the division of O$F funds according to use: cash
 

transfer component since FY 1979 (the first year for which accurate
data are available). The share of Sr prograrad as cash transfersincreased from 452 of the total to abouc 602 by the late
even larger share in FY 
1980's. (The
1985 and

f or Israel, Egypt and Jordan). 
1986 include the special supplemental 

The share of ES? going to development projects has remained at
between $1 and $1.1 
billion annually, in 
terms of real dollars, but
its share of the total program has declined from 352 to about 32Z.
 
Commodity Import Programs, which used to account for about 202 of
ESF, have declined sharply and now represent less than 42 of the
overall program.
 

Fizure 14 

Composition of Economic Support Fund
 
FY 1979- FY 1989
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Major recipients of ESF since 1977 are shown in Figure 15.
During this period, ESP 
 has been highly concentrated in Egypt and
Israel. 
 Combined, they have received over $31 billion, or 642 of
total ESP transfers. 
 The other major, but far less significant,
recipients, are those with 

relationship. Today, as 

which the U.S. shares a strong security

figure 16 showsp Israel and Egypt remain the
largest recipients, although the shares of the Philippines, Pakistan
and El Salvador have increased.
 

Figure 15
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; Comosition of Military -Assistance AM1 recipiens 
Most military assistance has been programed in Chree ways: oanbearing market interest rates; as concessional l
interest (since 1984 only); and as grant#. F"i.loure n threeouats:F galost11 xigou5
illustratestht e
 

division of fundi between these three components since 1977.
 
In 
 the early part of the period, the grant portion was small,
comprising less than 25Z of the total in DY 1981.
interest Market loans, with
rates up to 132 made up the rest. 
 Harder loans were
preferred by some Policymakers, to discourage the $rowing demand for


military trAnmfers. 
 In 1981, as
military aid 
the debt servicing problems of Manyrecipients increased,quickly. the grant portion began to grow 

grants in FY 1985, 

When all military aid to Israel and Egypt was converted to
and a concessional loan program began, thetaken by market loans fell even share
more.
been eliminated entirely. 3y VY 1987 market loans hadgrant-only military program, 

For 
but 

FY 1989, the Administration requested aCongress continued to insist that at
least a small portion remain is concesaional 
loans. Currentlyv grants
make up 9;Z of the program.
 

Fijure 17
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The major recipient 
 of military assistance has been Israel.
During the period FY 1977 to FY 1989, Israel has received $28.5
billion, or 39% of the total. 
 Egypt has received the second largest
amount, although half that of Israel. The remaining major recipientssince 1977 have been largely those with which the U.S. maintains military baseagreements 
- Turkey, Creece, Spain, Portugal and the Philippines.
Hajor recipients of military assistance over the past
shown in Figure 18. 13 years are
Of these, Spain and South Korea no longer receive
assistance. 
As 
can be seen 
in Figure 19, showing FY 1989 recipients,
E1 Salvador, Horocco and Honduras have joined the list.
 

Figure 18
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III. PRINCIPAL FINDINGS OF THE TASKFORCE REVIEW 

1. U.S. FOREIGN ASSISTANCE IS IMPORTANT 

The U.S. 
foreign assistance program is an important element of
U.S. foreign policy. 
 It serves U.S. 
foreign policy objectives by
promoting the political and economic stability of nations important
U.S. interests. to
It supports U.S. national security by helping allies
maintain adequate defense capabilities and stable economies. 
 It
serves U.S. 
economic interests by stimulating economic reform and
growth overseas. It promotes U.S. 
long-term national interest by
sustaining partnerships with other countries and enhancing their
capacity to cooperate on 
issues of global importance. It responds
U.S. humanitarian concerns to

by helping alleviate suffering from
disasters and poverty and by helping to 
promote more equitable and
 

just societies.
 

U.S. leadership, expertise, and experience are of great value.
Even with limited resources, 
tha program still achieves significant
results and contributes much to 
U.S. development interests and
relationships with recipient countries. 
to U.S.
 

The U.S. foreign assistdnce
program has a positive record of accomplishment, management, and
expertise in development. 
 A.I.D.'s overseas missions are a unique

asset.
 

2. THE FOREIGN AID PROGRAM OPERATES IN A CHANCING WORLD 

* The United States is, and will continue to be affectedb

development, 
or lack of it 
in other countries. Environmental
degradation, deforestation, depletion of ozonethe layer, tradedeficits, drugs, international debt, immigration, over-population,
AIDS, mediterranean fruit fly 
... 
all affect the well-being of the
United States. 
 These problems pose a challenge to U.S. national

interests, and must be addressed.
 

* Global tensions have changed. 
 The lessening of tensions

between the superpowers and the possibilities for settlement of 
some
regional conflicts create new challenges and opportunities for peace

and development.
 

* Economic issues increasingly dominate the international agenda.The budget and trade deficits are priorities for the United States.Non-market economies are focusing on 
economic reform and efficiency.
Developing countries are 
striving to deal with external debt while
promoting domestic growth. 
 The international economic system is
being revolutionized by rapidly changing technology, massive
international capital flows, and instant communicarion.
 

* The developing world has become increasingly divergent. 
 For
most of Africa, and much of Latin America and the Caribbean, the 1980s
has been the "lost decade". Countries 
in Asia and the Near East have
made significant progress. 
 Meanwhile, newly industrialized countriesTaiwan, Korea, Brazil, Singapore -- have gained affluence and
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become world economic actors.
 

* Increasing institutional and 
technical capacity in Third World
countries facilitates collaborative programs lmnA 
U.S. and
developing country institutions. 
Even where ClP per capita remains
low, instituLional growth enables developing countries to 
be partners
in development cooperation, rather than recipients of 
aid transfers.
A.I.D. is beginning to develop collaborative programs in public
policy, science, technology and enterprise developmjent. 
 However,
A.I.D. procedures and management systems do not 
encourage

collaborative efforts.
 

* Urbanization in developing countries is accelerating. During
the next 
twenty five years, urban populationsiwill increase by 1.2
billion in counLries currently eligible for U.S. economic assistance.
This growth will have greatest impact in low income countries.
2000, a majority of the world's poor will be in urban areas. 
By
 

For
example, Kenya, with a current urban population of 4.5 million, can
expect an additional 38 million urban dwellers by the year 2025. 
 This
growth creates both opportunities for more diversified patterns of
growth, as well 
as 
enormous problems of shelter, sanitation, and
transportation. 
 Unmanaged urbanization in 
the developing world has
serious consequences for the global environment, international health,

and political stability.
 

* Aid is only one part of complex relationswith developing
countries. 
 Other economic issues 
are increasingly important. 
 For
 
example:


The major obstacle to development at 
present ic the external debt
burden of much of the Third World. 
The resources 
that are siphoned
away from domestic investment into debt payments far outweigh aid
flows. 
 Their transfer inhibits development and economic growth, and
therefore is beginning to 
threaten political stability and receptivity
to market-oriented policies.

Trade and investment are 
increasingly important in relationships


between the United States and developing countries.
 -- The objectives driving military sales have evolved over time 
so
that they are now an element of export promotion.
-- Policies on 
trade, debt, investment, and other issues sometime
conflict with, rather than complement, the objectives of the U.S. aid
 
program.
 

* U.S. foreign assistance is a declining world resource. 
The
United States is no longer :he major donor country - Japau is
surpassing us 
as the largest donor of bilateral economic aid. 
 Total
foreign assistance has declined from 3% of CiP at the height of
Marshall Plan, to IZ in 
the
 

the late 1950s, 
to less than three tenths of
one percent of GNlP today* -- the lowest level of any 
OECD member.
 

* Two tenths of one percent of CNP based on 
DAC figures, which exclude
 
military assistance.
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* U.S. institutional and technical resources 

to are highly relevant
current development issues. 
 U.S. strength lies 
in private
enterprise, education, science and technology, and in non-governmental
organizations. 
 For developing countries, access 
to U.S. markets is
critical to economic growth. 
 The United States is still the country
of choice for students seeking advanced education in science,
medicine, and management. Collaborative ventures 
in science and
industry between the United States and developing countries 
are of
mutual benefit, and are necessary to tackle current problems.
 

* The world is increasingly receptive to market-oriented
 
policies. 
 The economic policies being promoted by donor organizations
and being adopted by developing countries have become increasingly
market-oriented over the 
last decade, even in non-market economies.
This trend widens opportunities for U.S. economic relations and

influence.
 

3. THE ROLE OF THE U.S. AID PROCRAM HAS CHANCED 

* The theory behind the p r has evolved.
with an emphasis on 	 The program beganlarge resource transfers during the Marshall Plan,
shifted toward technical assistance during Point Four, to
infrastructure during the 1960s, 
to 
basic human needs during the
1970s, and finally to 
the role of markets and policy reform during che
1930s. Clearly there is 
no one path to development.
should focus on 	 U.S. assistance
those types of assistance which the U.S. can provide
most effectively, and which meet 
the existing development needs of a
 
country.
 

* U.S. foreign assistance is highly concentrated on a few
strategically important countries. 
 The major strategic recipients,
Israel, Egypt, Pakistan, Turkey, the Philippines, El Salvador, and
Greece receive 722 of the $11 
billion provided to countries, military,
food, and development assistance. 
 Israel and Egypt alone receive 50%
of this total.
 

* The focus of foreign assistance has changed. 
Over the past

decade, the balance has shifted towards the Middle East,
assistance, to grants rather than loans, 

to military
 
and to bilateral rather than
multilateral assistance. 
ESF is increasingly favored by the Executive
branch because of its greater flexibility and faster disbursement.
 

4. TIM DQ4ESTIC CONTEXT OF THE AID PROGRAM HAS CHANCED. 
* 	 Budset constraints conflict with increasing demands on the aidprogram. 
In FY 1990, the budget deficit must be reduced by $3-billion. 
 Yet there are increasing demands on the foreign assistance
program: there is the prospect of major new comitments in
Afghanistan, Namibia, Philippines, the Middle East,
peacekeeping forces, and payment of 

to U.N.
 
arrears to the U.N. and MDBs. 
 As
the pie shrinks, Members of Congress, interest groups, departments and
agencies will each fight to 
protect 
their particular interest.
sum, the United States will have to 

In
 
do more with available resources.
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* The program does not enj 
broad Public sapport. U.S. public
support 
for helping poor people remains strong, but the public does
not 
view the aid program as 
doing this effectively. 
Ihe public has
very little concept of 
the aid program as an instrument of foreign
policy, used 
to advance U.S. 
interests. 
 There is evidence that 
the
public would support development programs focused 
on key problems
affecting the well-being of the United States.
 

5. 
 CURREr AID LEGISLATIOV AND ADMIISTRATIOV IMPEDE 
EPFECTIVEIESS. 
* There are too many objectives. Scattered through the Foreign 

Assistance Act are 
33 objectives. 
 An A.I.D. document lists 75
priorities ior economic assistance. Host, if not all, 
of these
objectives are probably worthy, but they are so 
numerous that they
cannot provide meaningful direction or 
be effectively implemented. In
the field of military assistance, while there are 
relatively few
stated objectives, 
those objectives 
are overly politicized, leading us
to expect 
too much in foreign policy terms 

or sold. from what is being provided
Mixing security, military, development, and humanitarian
objectives makes evaluation and Congressional oversight difficult.
 

* The .roram is hampered by numerous 
_epotin_ 
 requirements.
earnArks and restrictions:
 

Foreign aid legislation contains 288 individual reporting
requirements to advise Congress of both one-time And continuing
activities. 
 GAO reports that AID's reporting requirements on 
the $5
billion program it manages is second only to the Defense Department
with over 
$300 billion. 
These could be substantially reduced, by
consolidating similar reports, repealing unnecessary or 
low-interest
requirements, and removing fulfilled or out-of-date provisions.
 

-- larmarks, mostly in the form of specified country
allocations in legislation, have increased to 
unprecedented levels.
For FY 1989, 92% of military aid, 98% of ESF, and 49% of development
assisntance 
is earmarked. 
 In recent 
years, the protection of high
priority recipients through legislative earmarks has considerably
dimin.ished executive branch agencies' discretionary authority over
foreign aid allocations. 
This problem is likely to get worse as
 
budget pressures tighten.
 

-- Congress receives over 700 notifications
changes each year. of project
This level of notifications focuses Congressional
attelrtion on project changes, which are 
inevitable, rather than on

policies and programs.
 

In addition, there are numerous directives, restrictions,
conditions, and prohibitions in the foreign aid legislation, and in
committee and conference reports, that 
must be adhered to by
implementing agencies and recipients of U.S. aid. 
 The result is an
aid program that is driven by process 
rather than by content and
 
substance.
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What all this means is that accountability of U.S. foreign
assistance is extensive but ineffective. Accountability is focused
on anticipating how assistance will 
be used, rather than on how
effectively it is and has been used. 
 It can take two-and-a-half years
to plan and approve a project, by which time conditions have changed,
and plans need to be 
revised. 
The burden of excessive Congressional
and A.I.D./Washington accountability keeps mission staff at 
their
desks rather than in 
the field, creates a complex bureaucratic process
that prevents flexible programming, and 
turns attention away from the
important task of program evaluation. 
It leaves both Congress and
A.I.D. staff focussing on plans not 
results.
 

Military assistance also suffers from accountability problems.
Accountability has been divested to various services of the military,
resulting in recurring problems in accounting for cash sales and
monitoring equipment sold 
to foreign countries.
 

* The aid program is spread too thin. 
 Military assistance has
followeda recurring pat-tern in whichanumber of small programs areproposed, then eliminated or drastically reduced due largely to
earmarking after the budget cycle is complete, creating raised
expectations and ineffective implementation. A.I.D. has 2000
projects 
in 90 countries. 
 In addition to 
programs in developing
countries, A.I.D. manages programs in Northern Ireland, Poland,
Portugal, Cyprus, Italy, and Oman; 
it manages American Schools and
Hospitals Abroad, and special tasks such as 
humanitarian aid to
Nicaraguan Contras. the
With 16 disaster relief operations in October and
November of 1988, disaster relief alone is 
a major responsibility. The
wide range of foreign operations undertaken by A.I.D. diverts
attention from development objectives. 
 In essence, the aid program

tries to achieve too much.
 

* There is little coordination of U.S. economicL security, and
development policies. 
As 
a result, many foreign policy decisions, for
example, on 
tariffs and trade, defense cooperation, debt,
environmental protection, science and technology, public health, and
immigration, do not take developmental and security considerations
into account. 
The Development Coordination Committee (DCC) seldom
meets at 
a high level, and then principally only for ceremonial
purposes. 
 The International Development Cooperation Administration
(IDCA) exists in name only. 
Coordination of policy for economic and
military assistance is insufficient. 
At the field level, the rising
coincidence of U.S. international economic interests with development
goals requires greater program integration and coordination.
 

* The contribution of non-governmental orRanizations is
important. PVO 
 (Private Voluntary Organization), universities,
cooperatives, research institutions, and other non-governmental
organizations have much to contribute to U.S. economic assistance
policies and programs. 
 Their expertise, field experience, ability to
reach certain target populations, and the diversity of their
capabilities and operating modes complement the 
resources of A.I.D.
Some 152 of development assistance and projectized ESP is channeled
through PVO's. The research capabilities and developmental and
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technical expertise of U.S. universities are valuable that
resources 

need to be utilized to deal effectively with today's development
issues. The participation of businesses from both host and donor
country in development programs can be effective and mutually

beneficial. Effective means are needed to 
ensure that these
 
organizations can be heard by 
 pAicy makers.
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IV. RECOEKMATIOts 

A. ECONOHIC ASSISTANCE 

1. REPEAL THE FORIGN ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1961 AS AmEVDED.ENACT A MEW INTERNATIOUAL ECONOMIC COOPERATION ACT OF 1989. 
Changes in the international environment and the position of the
United States, 
the emergence of global challenges to U.S. well-being,
domestic budgetary pressures 
... 
and the loss of public and Congressional
support for the aid program all demand major changes
legislation. U.S. in foreign aid
foreign assistance needs a new premise,
framework, and a new
a new purpose to meet 
the challenges of today. 
 It is
time to start anew.
 

A f'esh start 
is unlikely if Congress simply revises and adds yet
more amesdments to an 
already cluttered act. 
 The current 500 pages of
foreign assistance legislation, developed over the past 28 years, 
are
strewn with obsolete, ambiguous and contradictory policies,

restrictions and conditions.
 

For example;
 

- inconsistency 
 There is no consistency in the way the Act
deals with other foreign -policy concerns which affect foreign
assistance, such as human rights, terrorism or narcotics. 
 Procedures
vary for different concerns and different regions, 
as do procedures
for Presidential wavers and Congressional reviews of those wavers.
 

- ambiguous 
-- Section 531 of the Act provides authority to
President the
to promote "economic or 
political stability." However,
section 5 31(e) prohibits the President 

or paramilitary purposes. 

from using funds for military
 
support under this section 

It is not clear whether nations receiving

are prevented from using those 
funds to
repay United States loans for purchase of military hardware.
 

- obsolete 
-- Section 614(b) authorizes the President 
to use ESF
funds for Germany, including West Berlin. 
 This section may have been
relevant before Germany became a major foreign assistance donor.
 

The numerous inconsistencies have increased with each new foreign
assistance bill. 
 The difficult task of
legislation and 
bringing some coherence to
creating a targeted and effective aid program, that
enjoys wide support, requires a new 
International Economic Cooperation


Act.
 

2. TUE ME IMTKE.VATIOiAL ECOOIIC COOPERATION ACT WOULD
 

SPECIFY FOU13 Ii FOECI ECOMOKIC POLICY OJECTIVU 

(i) GROWTH -- encouragement of broad based economic growth. 

(ii) 
ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY 
-- improved environmental,
 
natural resource, and agricultural management.
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(iii) 
POVERTY ALLEVIATION 
 human resource development aimed 'At
improving the well-being of the poor and their capacity to
 
become productive citizens.
 

(iv) PLURALISM 
 promotion of political, 
social and economic
 
pluralism.
 

These four objectives would focus U.S. 
foreign assistance on 
four
discrete but flexible priorities, which serve 
the interests of both
the United States and recipient countries. 

purpose of 

They would clarify the
the program. 
Experience and understanding of the new
challenges indicate that theme priorities will maximize the benefit to
be gained by recipient and donor.
 

GROWTH: Economic growth and development in other countries serves
U.S. interests by promoting political stability as well 
as expansion
of trade and investment opportunities. 
Growth is necessary to improve
the living standards of the poorest and 
to enable the developing world
to progress out 
of today's debt, environmental and population
problems. 
Growth must be broad-based to reach the poor; 
narrow,
unbalanced growth is politically and economically unstable. 
Growth
must be subject to the efficiencies imposed by open markets. 
U.S.
policy can encourage the creation of 
more efficient, more
participatory, and more open 'conomic systems.
 

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY: 
 Global environmental and natural
resource problems have become too obvious and 
too urgent to ignore.
In the developing world, deforestation, pollution, and soil erosion
ceaselessly diminish the capacity for sustainable agricultural
production. 
 Deforestation and desertification are depleting the ozone
layer and threatening the entire world with global warming.
depletion of energy The rapid
resources will affect the availability and price
of future energy worldwide. 
These are pressing problems which will
require international cooperation. 
The U.S. can assist in the
development and implementation of improved policies, technologies, and
management systems necessary for more efficient and sustainable
systems of agriculture and 
resource management. 
 Environmental
concerns 
should be integrated into every program. 
Environmental and
other policies must be finely tuned to balance the needs of growth
with the sustainability of the resource base.
 

POVERTY ALLEVIATION: Although much progress has been made in
reducing the worst conditions of poverty through improved public
health, better food production and distribution systems, and expanded
literacy and family planning programs, the fact remains that a
staggering 2 billion people still live in poverty, increasingly in
urban areas. 
 Thirty years of development experience tell 
us that
people can rise from poverLy if they are healthy and educated and have
the opportunity to participate in the economy. 
Such investment in
human capacity requires careful 
targeting and long term comitment.
It can result in personal well-being, a more productive economy, and a
more pluralistic and stable polity. 
These benefits, along with the
additional consequences in terms of better public health, more stable
population, and expanded international markets, all 
promote the
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Lnterests of the United States.
 

PLURALISM: 
The United States stands for political and economic
freedom. 
 U.S. foreign assistance promotes these values both
explicitly and implicitly. 
Thim can be achieved through many
.nstitutional forms. 
 The advancement and protection of these freedoms
require responsive local government, and a well-informed and active
citizenry. Internationally-oriented American PVOs and citizens'
groups in the Third World increasingly are pursuing the expansion of
choice and participation to 
those traditionally least 
involved.
should be U.S. It
policy to 
encourage the growth of both non-governmental
capacity and of effective national and local government.
 

These four objectives are interrelated and mutually reinforcing.
In pursuing them the United States can 
be true to 
U.S. values and
interests, without 
imposing preconceived solutions on others.
to The key
progress in meeting these objectives is to recognize that 
they will
require time, flexibility, and a system of problem solving based on
genuine cooperation and reciprocity of benefits between nations.
Foreign assistance must be coordinated with other policies in 
pursuing
thest goals and encouraging others to 
pursue them.
 

Identifying these four basic objectives for U.S. 
foreign economic
assistance does not mean that the 33 objectives currently in the
Foreign Assistance Act 
are to be rejected. 
Many of them are 
subsumed
under these-four priorities;.for example, biological diversity is one
principle of improved environmental policies. 
Others indicate the
preferred modes of operation and manner in which these ultimate
objectives are pursued; 
for example, concern for the role of women
development becomes an in
integral part of all development programs.
A.I.D.'s reporting of program results would include explanations of
how biological diversity was affected, and why or why not women
participated and benefited.
 

3. THE NEW ACT WOULD DRAM CUEAM DISTIMCrIOS ANIOUC VARIOUS
TYPES OF EQOMONIC ASSISTANCZ 

The lack of a clear distinction between development assistance
and ESF causes a confusion of objectives and responsibilities and
makes evaluation more difficult. 
 In keeping with the aim of
clarifying the purpose and key objectives of the economic assistance
program, the new act would provide a clear distinction between
development assistance and ESF. 
 Where currently one type of
assistance is used for the purpose of 
the other, the funds would be
transferred into thw other account.
 

ESF would be allocated to countries 

political, economic, and security 

to support immediate U.S.
 
interests. 


decisions After initial allocation
are made, ESF should be programmed so as 
to support the four
objectives of economic assistance.
 

The allocation of development assistance would be justified in
terms of the four policy objectives, reflecting the increased
importance of 
these objectives in supporting U.S. national 
interests.
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DA should be made a more flexible instrument.
 

4. TE ACT WOULD ALLOW NAXINUM FLEXIBILITY IN DgVELOpI¥C STRATEGIESAND PROCRAMS FOR PURSUINC THE FOUR OBJECTIVES 

The new act would set down operational and Policy parametersU.S. economic assistance programs and policies. for 
It would avoid most
of the conditions, restrictiona, directives, and earmarks of the
 

current act.
 
Congressional notifications would be required for changes in
country levels but not 
for project changes.
Reporting requirements would be kept to a minimum.
"- Appropriation of DA funds would not be divided into 
functional
 
accounts.
 
Funds would be appropriated on a no-year basis, thereby
removing pressure to obligate funds hurriedly at the end of
 
the fiscal year.
 

The agency would inform the Congresu about specific country
programs and strategies it proposes, and demonstrate to the
satisfaction of the responsible committees why those strategies have
been selected.
 

It is probably unrealistic to expec-
 to eliminate all
restrictions, conditions, and directives from the bilateral aid
program. 

irrelevant. 

However, the present system is unworkable and increasingly
If every worthy condition and directive
is accepted, as that is proposed
in the past, 
the result is confusion, ambiguity and
bureaucratic gridlock. 
The cumulative impact is a program that 
limply
does not work.
 

The present system 
results in 
a program that focuses 
on process,
on meeting legislative and administrative deadlines and filing forms
and reports, not 
on the substance of activities.
administrators Currently,must find a distribution of developmentfunds that assisLancefits in with country, functional,earmarks, and still bears some 
and special program

relation to
of each particular the needs and circumstancescountry. ESF is earmarked almostcountry basis. completely on a
Earmarks deny 
 the flexibility needed to
changing needs during the fiscal year. 
respond to
 

They reduce U.S. policy
leverage because recipients know that funds will eventually be
forthcoming. 
With extensive earmarking, A.I.D.'s experienced and
committed personnel do not have responsibility for the program, and
cannot utilize their talent and creativity. In contrast, given
today's new challenges, the premium should be on
long-term problem-solving. ideas, leverage, and
This requires flexibility, better use of
talent, and concentration on central, long term, issues.
 

5. THE ACT WOULD REQUIRE ,M ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM BASEUD O THEEASUIRMET AND EVALUATION OF PROCRESS TOWARDS TIM AWIIVKMKM OFT1E LECISLATIVE NANDATE 

Accountability would be based on 
careful Congressional oversight
and Executive evaluation of the impact and result of U.S. foreign
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assistance rather than 
on compliance with 
 a multitude of
restrictions, directives, and earmarks.
 

The present Congressional and bureaucratic system focuses on how
much, where, and how, the executive branch plans
assistance dollars. to spend economic

Just as 
the requirements are
give effective direction to A.I.D, so 

too extensive to
 
the 
reports are too voluminous
to be reiid by Congress. The accountability burden turns attention
away from what has and has not 
been achieved. In spite of 1300 pages
of Congressional presentation, over 
700 Congressional notifications
annually, and innumerable reports, Congress does not
progress is being made towards 

know what actual

the solution of serious global
problems. Congress must be freed from dealing with near-term operating
activities, in order to 
focus on critical 
issues of national prioriLy,
program balance, and post-appraisal of results.
 

There are three elements to a new system of accountability.
(i) Clear and realistic objectives must be established.
(ii) Reporting must be results-oriented and appropriate for

assessing policies and program=i.
(iii) 
Both Congress and the Executive branch must 
know who is

responsible.
 

This will 
require the administrating agency to give greater
priority to evaluation of projects and programs. 
 In addition to
ongoing evaluation by A.I.D. and CAO, a full country review could beundertaken periodically, (perhaps every five years) by a team composedof agency evaluation personnel and other experts from government
agencies (such as 
CAO (General Accounting Office) and OTA (Office of
Technology and Assessment)) and from outside government. 
 Such a
review would cover all U.S. assistance activities in a country.
 

Responsibility should be concentrated 
at the level of the head of
the U.S. mission in a country, the head of particular programs, and
the agency administrator.
 

For its part, Congress must engage in more rigorous oversight.
The House Foreign Affairs Committee oversight responsibility could be
centered in a Foreign Assistance Oversightad Subcojittee or anhoc group with a strong staff dedicated solely to the task of
oversight. The subcomittee or group would be the key point for
oversight of foreign assistance programs and policies, and for
legislative changes, working closely with subcommittees of the House
Foreign Affairs Comittee and with other comiittees that have
authorizing and appropriating responsibilities for the foreign
assistance program. 

executive branch. 

It would also consult extensively with the
The Congressional-Executive consultations over
implementation of the Africa Development Fund offer the beginnings of
 
the
 

a model of 
a more collaborative relationship.
 

6. ThEIACT WOULD ESTABLISH A MEW ECOWOMIC COOPERATION AGENCY TOADMINISTER 
.. S. ECONMIC COOPERATION PROG2AMS 

The most effective way to 
remove 
the bureaucratic cobwebs and
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take up the new mandate is to create a new entity to allocate and
administer economic assistance. 
 The more precise and flexible mandate
of the International Economic Cooperation Act requires an appropriate
structure 
-- an 
Economic Cooperation Agency (ECA), 
ea the successor to

A.I.D.
 

There is no one 
ideal structure that will 
resolve the 
numerous
organizational and administrative issues. 
 Various organizational
models have been proposed. 
These should be discussed during committee
deliberations and 
in extensive discussions with the executive branch.
 

There are, however, key requirements which should guide the design
of a new structure:
 

i) operational flexibility and decentralization of
responsibility to encourage innovative, responsive progrms
that seek long term progress on development priorities.
 

(ii) authority and flexibility to allocate and implement
assistance in order to maximize achievement of the four
objectives of economic assirtance.
 

(iii) credible and strategically focused evaluation systems to
assess, analyze, and communicate progress 
toward the four
objectives to 
the Agency and the Congress.
 

(iv) the need to 
attract talented personnel into the aid program,
both as 
permanent staff and in short-term positions.
 

(v) greater opportunities for collaboration in working toward
resolution of global problems. 
 For example, technical institutes
could be 
set up, each focusing on a major issue such as resource
management, and comprising experts from relevant government and
private entities in the U.S. and developing countries. They
would deal with global issues, in tandem with the field missions'
country-specific strategies. 
 This would bring in the technical
capability necessary to problem-solving, and encourage the
cooperation and support of 
individuals and organizations outside
the government. 
They would also support selected long-range

research programs.
 

(vi) recognition of the important role of PVO's, universities,

cooperatives, and other non-governmental orgulizations in the
U.S. economic cooperation program. 
Officialt responsible for
economic assistance should have regular and easy access 
to the
expertise and experience of such organizations, and be able to
draw on their capabilities in implementing programs.
 

(vii) administration of 
a portion of the U.S. cooperation

program through regional foundations such as 
the Inter-American
Foundation and the African Development Foundation, which focus
 on grassroots community development.
 

7. Ti 
 AW' WILL 3 LJUIRE cEAT COORDIM ATIOM 
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Coordination is required at 
three levels:
 

i) International Coordination: 
 U.S. assistance should be
coordinated with programs of 
 other international donors.
becomes increasingly important as 
This
 

the internationalization
development problems continues, and 
 of
 
as 
other donors expand their
assistance programs. 
The U.S.


assistance is large enough 
share of worldwide economic
 

to be important 
to efforts to
coordinate international 
programs.

is a valuable asset 

U.S. development experience
for collaboration with newer donor countries,
such as 
Japan and Korea.
 

(ii) Policy Coordination: 
 U.S. assistance should be
coordinated with other aspects of U.S. 
policy. Given the
increasing complexity and inter-relation of international
problems, coordination of policies on aid, trade; Third World
debt, drugs, the environment, 
international 
financial stability,
and fiscal and monetary policy are essential. None of these
issues can 
be dealt with in 
isolation.
 

The most 
commonly proposed solution is to locate responsibility
for coordination in the White House.
include: a special The various proposals
Presidential Advisor with a small staff; 
a
Deputy National Security Advisor; reestablishment of the Council
on International Economic Policy; 
 a Presidential advisor who
chairs an 
International Development Cooperation Council with
oversight over all agencie:i and programs involved in foreign
economic cooperation.
 

Alternatively, coordination could occur at 
The cabinet level,
through a cabinet committee, 

overall responsibility. 

or by giving one cabinet department
 
administering 

Or, a new foreign economic cooperation
agency could be given the role. Whatever the 
new
structure, the Administrator of the ECA would ho closely involved
in coordination.
 

There have been many failed experiments at coordination. The
important issue is not 
how, but 
that coordination occur.
Success will ultimately depend 
on the commitment of the Executive
branch and the officials involved. 
The new coordination
structure must be formulated 

Administration, and 

jointly by Congress and the
mesh with the organizational
the new Administration and the ECA. 
structure of
 

The new legislation must
identify a clear coordination authority which can be held
accountable by the Congress and the President.
 

(iii) 
 Field Coordination: 
 U.S. programs and policies
should be coordinated at 
the field mission level.
coordination could be 
For example,
improved between A.I.D. private sector
programs, the Foreign Commercial Service, the Trade and
Development Program, and the Overseas Privat, Investment Corp,
and between A.I.D. agricultural 
programs, P.L. 480 assistance,
and the work of 
the dgricultural attache.
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8. 
 THE ACT WOULD REQUIRE A SIMPLER PROCUREMENT RCIME FOR THE 
ECiOHIC ASSISTANCE iPROGRAM. 

U.S. economic assistance programs are covered by federal
acquisition regulations. 
These regulations are designed for agencies
which operate in the United States, not overseas. Exemption for
particular procurement is possible but only through a time-consuming
paperwork process. 
 The cumbersome procurement process discourages
some 
individuals from participating in U.S. development assistance
programs and makes 
it more difficult for A.I.D. to work jointly with
other donors and institutions.
 

A simpler, more 
flexible system, designed for an agency which
operates overseas, would enable a more 
timely response to existing
needs and conditions, thereby increasing the effectiveness of
foreign assistance program. 
the
 

9. THE ACT WOULD REQUIRE MODES OF OF 
RATIOU THAT MAXIMIZE AID
EFFECTIVENESS IN TACKLING TODAY'S PROBLEMS 
Key principles 
in increasing the effectiveness of the economic
assistance program are:
 

(i) Focus 
on global problem-solving 
- dealing with problems
common to many countries. 
 It is in the primary interests of the
United States to focus 
on easing problems which affect many
nations, such as environmental degradation, AIDS, rapid
urbanization, arid agricultural production, and barriers to
market forces. 
 Therefore, while much foreign assistance would
continue to be carried out 
on a bilateral basis, the program
would aim to deal with constraints to the achievement of key
objectives. 
 This approach rests 
on cooperation and reciprocity

of benefits, rather than one-way transfers of aid.
 
(ii) Utilize U.S. comparative advantage. 
The impact of U.S.
assistance is maximized by drawing on those areas 
in which the
United States has most to offer: 
 education and training,
research, public and private management expertise, technical
assistance, agricultural development and food aid, and 
 private

enterprise.
 

(iii) Emphasize project sustainabilicy. Too often development
projects atop the day that foreign donor funding and
participation end 
- or before. To maximize U.S. impact on
development problemr, the act would require A.I.D. to focus on
program and project surtainability, particularly by seeking the
broadest participation appropriate, in both design and
implementation. 
To further encourage sustainable projects, the
new organizational structure must provide the necessary degree of
flexibility for projects to adapt to 
local conditions.
 

(iv) Use economic assistance, 
both development assistance and
ESF, to promote sound economic policies. To ensure that U.S.
assistance is used effectively to mutual benefit, the Act would
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require that it be programed 
to promote appropriate economic
policies at all 
levels. 
Economic assistance should serve as a
vehicle for joint policy dialogue, and -1s a means of improving
the technical and administrative capaci:y of governments to

devise and implement suitable policies.
 

In addition, the act would require that the ability and
willingness of 
the ,'cipient to 
use assistance 
efficiently be
taken inco account in deciding where and how funds should be
programmed. 
 Countries willing to adopt necessary policies should
be supported. 
 This requires the establishment of specific
criteria 
 to weasure country performance, as 
under the Fund for

Africa.
 

U.S. assiscance is used wastefully, siphoned off by
corruption, or used to 
support bad and inefficient policies, it
cannot achieve the purposes for which it was 
intended. 
This is
more likely to hinder economic growth and 
c. be economically and
politically destabilizing, and therefore be antithetical to 
U.S.
economic and political interests and objectives.
 

(v) Adapt the foreign assistance program to the debt situation.
Success in pursuing the four objectives of U.S. economic
assistance depends 
on the resolution of the debt crisis. 
 The
debt burden has stymied economic growth and brought considerable
economic and social adjustment and suffering. Continued economic
stagnation and adjustment threatens not just economic stability
but also political stability, Particularly in countries with
nascent democracic inctitutions.
 

There is no single solution, but foreign assistance can
contribute towards easing the problems caused by the debt burden.
U.S. assistance should be provided on a grant basis, as 
has been
the case in the last several years. 
 In keeping with this policy,.
reflow. from previou' foreign assistance loans should be allowed
to be redirected into development activities in the debtor
country, rather than returned to 
the U.S. Treasury. Such use of
reflows should be used to reward countries which implement
necessary domestic policy reforms.
 

Authority should also be given for the use of U.S. economic
assistance funds to purchase debt at 
discount, with the 
local
currencies then used for development projects ""ich require local

expenditures.
 

U.S. government officials should be encouraged to work with host
country officials, other donors, 
international organizacionL,
U.S. coimerci--l banks, and with various non-governmental
organizations that 
are seeking innovative mechanisms 
to reduce
the debt burden of developing countries.
 

9. 1H 


WITH 
ACT WOULD AUTHOBIZE COOPERATIVE DMVHLOpM=T ULATIONSHIPSAVANCED DUVLOPIMC COUVMKS (ADCS) 
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Advanced developing countries, such as 
India, Morocco, Jordan,
and Costa Rica, are approaching the 
point where they may no
require concessional assistance. longer

Others, such as 
Taiwan, Korea,
Brazil, and Argentina have already "graduated" from the U.S. aid
program. 
However, many have important development problems and their
participation is important in solving global problems.
deforestation cannot For example,
be dealt with without the cooperation of Brazil;
the U.S. 
cannot seek regional cooperation on drugs and immigration
without working with Mexico. 
 Continued cooperation with potential aid
graduates, such am 
India and Thailand may lead to 
breakthroughs in
health and agricultural science.
 

It does not serve U.S. interests to spend 20 
to 30 years building
up development relationships with 
a country, and then to suddenly
drop them when concessional aamistance is no longer required. 
 This
means cutting those links just when the other country is most able
contribute to the partnership, and when U.S. benefits from 
to
 

governmental, university, and private sector are 
increasing.
 

The Economic Cooperation Agency would be authorized to
new ways develop
to sustain and nurture those well-developed relationships.
This could be done through bilateral commissions, science and
technology foundations, or 
joint working groups focused on key
development 
issues. 
 The development of relations with ADCs in an
important part of the shift tha. the United States must make from
"foreign aid" to cooperation with developing countries.
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B. MILITARY ASSISTANCE 

I. CONSOLIDATE MILITARY ASSISTANCE INTO ONR FXIDIVC SOURCE. 

Consideration of military assistance will be more focused if theForeign Military Sales (FHS) Financing and the grant Military
Assistance Program (MAP) share the same 
funding source.
cash arms At present,
sales and FMS financing are contained in the Arms Export
Control Act (AECA). 
 The grant MAP program comes under the Foreign
Assistance Act.
 

There is no compelling operational or political need for two
separate miliLary assistance accounts, Particularly as both are now
almost completely grant programs. 
 One funding source would allow
clearer analysis of the aid request and the conditions attached to
military aid for each country. 
 Putting FMS with MAP would separate
sales that use assistance dollars from cas arms sales. 
 Under the
merged account, terms, conditionality, and eligibility for credit and
grant countries would be clearly established. Standards would be set
based on economic conditions and ability to repay. 
The single account
would better enable Congress to 
separate countries that need grants
from those that only need credits.
 

2.. RKLACK TIM ARMS IMPORT CONTROL ACT WITH A NEW DEFESE
TRADE AND EXPORT CONTROL ACT 

A 
new Defense Trade and Export Control Act would complement the
consolidation of assistance funding. 
 Creation of a new act recognize$
that cash arms sales which are consistent with foreign policy and
national security objectives should be removed from the political
linkages attached to military assistance and should be part of an
overall export promotion and control effort. 
This approach would be
more appropriate to expanding trade and defense cooperation activities
with our NATO allies and other friendly nations. 
 The new act would
remove unnecessary restrictions and simplify the licensing procedures
under the International Traffic in Arms Regulations, so as 
tc reduce
 
export delays.
 

This approach would not 
take the lid off arms sales. The act
would retain all the appropriate arms 
export control aspects of the
AECA, as well as requirements to give prior notification of arms sales
to Congress. 
 In addition to the current purpose of restraining arms
races, the new act would focus on military objectives, including close
cooperation with our allies in arms 
research, development and
production. 
 It would clarify U.S. 
policy for providing defense
equipment to friendly countries consistent with 
national interests.
 

3. 
 CLARIIFY THE GOALS OF THE HILITARY AID PROGRAN
 

The military assistance program should meet political and
strategic objectives but 
it should also promote military goals, such
as enhanced training and equipment utilization, pre-positioning of
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U.S. stocks for use in crises, and joint research and devolopment of
defense systems. 
Military assistance and sales 
are frequently
oversold on political grounds. 
What is needed is judgements about how
military assistance and sales programs fulfill military objectives.
 

Focusing program goals and Congressional oversight 
on narrower
military objectives would help provide a basis for improved
accountability on 
the uses of military assistance.
political Clearly the
and foreign policy goals of the military assistance and
sales programs cannot and should not 
be entirely eliminated, but
Congressional oversight has often focused on unrealistic political
linkages, particularly when the amount of assistance is small,
recipients are or
attempting to 
buy arms 
for cash. A return to
traditional oversight of how money is being spent, and whether
military objecLives 
are being advanced would increase the effectiveness
 
of the program.
 

4. IPROVE ACCOUVTWJILITY FOR TH USE OF MILITARY ASSISTANCE 

Past experience and current practices suggest that accountability
needs to be improved dramatically. 
The Defense Department is unable
to account 
for hundreds of millions of dollars in cash sales in its
multiple service-based accounting systems. 
 There is inadequate
tracking of third-country transfers arising out of licensing and
co-production agreements. 
 Action-is seldom taken even when illicit
transfers are discovered. Corruption is endemic in dealing with
agents and firms designated by Third World countries to transact arms

sales.
 

Reform of the system should include:
 

(i) Establishment of 
a genuinely centralized accounting
system within DOD for military sales. 
 Full accounting of all
e:penditures requires 
a system that accesses data from all three
accounting systems in the military servi ces 
and that serves as
authoritative data source for accounting and information on 
a
 

military sales.
 

(ii) Greater monitoring of military assistance and sales
assets in foreign countries. 
 In recent years, military advisory
groups have increasingly focused on providing information on U.S.
produced systems and promoting other military objectives, but
program monitoring has suffered. 
 In some instances this has
resulted in illicit third-country transfers of U.S.-supplied
 
equipsant.
 

(iii) Establishment of appropriate sanctions for illicit
third-country transfers by recipients of military assistance and
sales, and participants in weapons co-production agreements.
The detection of such transfers requires improved controls,
management, and intelligence. 
 Effective sanctions are necessary
to deal with violations, as diplomatic protests have often been
ineffective. 
These sanctions should include suspension of coproduction agreements or other pending arms sales.
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(iv) Prohibition of the use of military assistance funds for
direct or 
indirect offsets, and negotiation of bilateral 
or
multilateral agreements concerning the range of permissible
direct and indirect offsets involving military assistance
and sales. 
 Trade offsets, a problem for many years, are only
likely to increase, given that 
they are a major reason for many
countries' purchase of American-made defense articles.
commercial offsets may in many instances be 
While
 

government funds should not 
a fect of life, U.S.


be used 
to promote the business
interests of one 
company over 
that of another.
 

v) Tighter controls on the selection and use of private
individuals and companies receiving military assistance
funds designated for foreign governments. 
 When foreign
governments designate their own freight forwarders and purchasing
agents for military assistance transactions, more stringent
eligibility standards, and fiscal and accounting controls are
 necessary.
 

(vi) Requirements chat American companies use Federal Acquisition
Regulations (FAR) regarding price, profit, quality assurance, and
payment, if their commercial arms sales involve FMS credits.
Currently, commercial contracts financed with FMS credits are not
governed by the FAR, as government to government FHS sales are,and controls over these sales need to be improved. 

5. REDUCE, IF NOT ELIMIMATE EAJDLAUINC 

Currently, 98% of the FMS account and two thirds of the HAP
account are earmarked. 
 The inflexibility createdhampers the program in several ways: 
by earmarking

first, itmeet contingencies and to 
limits the ability toimplement programs smoothly. 
Secondly, it
undermines attempts to influence recipients through military
assistance, as they are 
assured of the level of aid they will
Therefore, as a means for Congress to 

receive.
 
secure
it some political leverage,
is ultimately self-defeating. 
Thirdly, 
the inflexibility created
by earmarks, along with general budget pressures, results in the
expectations of smaller recipients being raised and then dashed,
because their programs are squeezed out by the big earmarks. 
 Removing
earmarks would enable more effective Congressional oversight, because
Congress could focus on program results 
rather than relying on
earmarks and associated prohibitions, conditions and reporting


requirements.
 

Limiting earmarking requires discussions among legislative and
executive branch leadership, to establish an 
informal understanding
that politically inevitable earmarks will go forward, in exchange
holding the line on other earmarks. for

Along the lines of the bipartisan
budget agreement, Congress should meet early on with the new
administration to reach a foreign policy leadership agreement to
resist earmarking.
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6. REPLACE WMALL MILITARY AID PROGRAMS IN INDIVIDUAL COUNTIRIESWITH AM UNEARKARKED REGIOVAL COMTIMgCCy FUND 
Operational requirements in less vital countries could be metfrom a flexible regional contingency fund. This would create the
flexibility necessary to fund specific needs in regions such as Africa
or Latin America, 
 while avoiding spreading funds and across many
small countries. Small case-by-case requests could be met without
establishing a country program. 
This would be far preferable to the
present situation in which small programs are 
cut altogether due to
earmarking for large recipients and overall budget cuts. A contingency
fund 
would provide the Executive branch with flexibility to meet 
the
 

through the authorization and appropriation of such contingency funds,
and through prior notification to Congress of the use of such funds.
 

needs of smaller countries, while still ensuring fiscal discipline
 

The needs of smaller countries could be met without sacrificing fiscal
and policy oversight by the Congress.
 

7. ESTABLISH A SEPARATZ BASE RIGHTS ACCOUNT
 
A base rights line item in the military aid budget could fund
existing commitments on a one-time multi-year basis, of say, five
years, while making it clear that 
 such military assistance would end
after that period. 
 This type of agreement was established with Spain
and appears to be satisfactory.
 

Congress has confronted growing shortfalls in military aid
appropriations for base rights countries.
agreements in the early 1980s resulted in 
A number of base rights
 
a doubling and tripling of
this aid.
 

given specifically for base rights could be eased through other forms
of non-appropriated assistance, such as a revolving fund using cash
 

After the five year funding period, the ending of assistance
 

sales receipts, the use of the Special Defense Acquisition Funds
(SDAF), grants of excess DOD stocks, or
assistance programs increased ESP. Military
tt linked to base rights could be continued.
 

The United States should also consider establishing a
multilateral base rights fund with

Japan for ATO for bases in Europe, and with
bases in the Philippines. The relationship with HATO should
be considered in the light of the larger alliance-wide regional
security framework, with base rights acces: being a le3itimate element
of burden-sharing.
 

A separate accoun 
with clear funding limits is
in the U.S. strategy for securing base rights access. 
an important step


The U.S. must, over
time, develop defense relationships that 
are not based on economic or
military assistance, or "rent", but on mutual security concerns.
 

CRUATE A SEPARkr
8. LIME ITEM FOR POLICE TRAININC
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A separate line item for police training would enable the
legislative and executive branches to establish appropriate objectives

and guidelines for police training.
 

Separate funding would segregate military training for police
forces from civilian training, Leaving the latter to agencies other
than DOD and State. 
 Currently, the prohibition on the 
use of
assistance for police training (Section 660 of the Foreign Assistance
Act) is accompanied by numerous 
exceptions. 
 Such an approach is
misleading, and hinders effective legislative oversight
type of as to what
support for police training is appropriate and under what

circumstances.
 

9. ENCOURAGE AID GRADUATIOM
 

Military assistance ccncessional sales and credit 
programs should
permit and encourage gTaduation to a fully cash sales relationship.
 

For this to occur, it is essential 
that a credit component remain
.n the authorization process, so 
that countries near the graduation
point in economic development 
can make a gradual transition to cash
arms sales. 
 Portugal, Greece, and Turkey are currently approaching
this point, 
and Spain and Korea recently graduated.
 

In addition, military assistance funds should be used for
licensing and co-production agreements, including offshore procurement
of low and medium technologies. 
This would enable recipients to
establish a rudimentary defense industrial base, while protecting and
controlling more sophisticated technology.
 

10. EXAIME ALTENATIVE FIMAMCINC
 

The establishment of an alternative system for financing military
assistance should be considered, although the evidence of the
efficiency of such financing is mixed and the political obstacles are
significant. 
 As with the economic assistance program, the likelihood
of shrinking funds requires creative uses 
of alternative financing to
stretch available resources.
 

There are many possible alternatives that 
can be explored. For
example, the prohibition in the Arms Export Control Act 
on the
Ex-Im-Bank financing for military sales is outdated and does not 
use of
 

appear to be serving any apparent "fiscal 
watchdog" function.
addition, the use of private credit markets has already begun. 
In
 

Foreign Assistance appropriations The
 
law for fiscal year 1988 authorizes
the blending of government and commercial credit to refinance past FMS
credit. 
 We should explore this option of blending credit for future
FHS financing. Finally, some 
in 
the Executive branch have advocated a
return to 
the use of government-guaranteed loans to finance military


sales.
 

11. COORDINATE MILITARY ASSISTANCE WITl OTHER FOREIGN POLICY 

Military assistance should be 
included within the new 
structure
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designed to coordinate foreign policies, mentioned under
recommendations on economic assistance. 
At present, the military
assistance program is not 
adequately coordinated with other aspects of
U.S. policy towards recipient countries. U.S. embassies and military
advisory groups do not 
coordinate. The Departments of Defense, State
and A.I.D. do not 
formulate 
a comprehensive coordinated strategy that
integrates economic and military assistance.
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S.Executi ve Summary ' 

_s S ement outlines, goals,dieios anpir ae o 
winves.tment or the Agency's food and agriculture program~ 

reco.~~,e toed steps for implementationadaheeet 
Prepa :a'ti on i nvolved Agency and Washington staff, especal~ly

'D~ y Assistant A'dminitrtrs and their key bureau saf~ 
,ceve.opino ,country~proflessional s qnd leaders, -U.S. incustry anc
inte.-est'group leaders, and development specialists and 
econorrlsts from outside the Agency. U 

?rcogr am 'goa-s elucidated in a "focus statement" 'have been 
ut-ilized by the Agency over. the past two years. 'That statemnt, 

"7o increaserthe income of the poor majority,t 
an4. expand4 the availability and consumtption of food, 
while raintaining and enhancing the natural resource ba=e,' 

re- nF va=_i4 for the 1990' 

7-~ease f rea2 f amiIy incom-.e -,s the Agency's primary goal. 
: lase agriculture creates real income and irnvoves ahi-.3 

* io.of LDC workers, it will continue to recei-ve major 
- ~.xatenionand investmrent. . 

Eane food_ availatilitY meets humanitarian nee4ds, enhanc ng, 
Sano health re;--ired for inc-rease-4 humran 

Vt.:ncreased4 ar- r ;prod , -ion v o 1uMest a I.-tes 
* and leads to other incustrial and non-industr ' 

c--c creating more er.=.'oyment.

''~*. 

c -

anc enhancing the natural resource 
e4 food4 production and income. 

base is essen,;'=. 

7- n be an important contributor to income. and 'h n a n 
7 F-,2'agrowth, especially among countries in the early staces< 

d:evebopment. It can. also relieve Pressure on fracile nat-r'a2~ 
- resorces while technology, institutions, and policies are 
4=:veoe: to increase agric6'lturaprc,duction without resource 

~~~FF C adation. ,, F 

1.FFne Agency's development objectives can be achi-eved while U.S 
ec~~onc iterests are also served. , Food self-reliance (in4 

*CZ):. rast to p,odction sefsfii~c),n developig, '' 

CC._ntraes ,along with-increased income ,;provide potential for 
*'e*ansaonofU.-S.'-exp'Ort'markets. FAgency, supportF to 
a arcultural research *worldwide.+helps 'preserve genetic materi*al' 

,n develop
jF'AKAI~ tFULa cl 

te'chnology, that can be'helpful to ~U 'S. 
jConservation: of Ffltural~resources worldwide is: FF 

riA, .S it z n n g n r l 



- -

- -

Ithe 1990s, increased income and food consumption through
 
to
productioh and ava'ilability of basic food crops will continue 


be the Agency's focus in many countries. In countries, that have
 
advanced,,and as other countries advance in income, -Agency
 
procramS will move toward animal agricuture, aquaculture, and
 

: horicul€ 1ture; food"pr~oce ssi ng, packag ing iandl ,distribuition;,w![ i! ; :
 

consjaption and nutrit.ion enhancement; agricultural business;
 
pr-vate sector research and technology initiatives; and .
 

< ,-. international trade.
- . 

...... To meet the goals and accomodate the directions outlined above,
 
the Acency will invest talent and money in helping -strengthen ' 

co.'-nt.rV poi:cies, institutions, technology, and the private 

- s~ae~entlistS a series of recommeatoswch ou he 
te Acency achieve the goals and use human and financial 
res:c... most efficiently. 

..:, n 	 an general re-ommendations are tthea t.
.... Agency-wide 
Strong geo:rao.ic str'.cture with ' e ...bE2-'ance t-S 	 an) equaaY ::'
; ...=- e.-. a.d crej-46-l-e functiona 


s:rc7n: a.dceil fntoa (subject matter/prodict)
*st. c'ure. Specifically, it is recommended that there be a
 

-sc to coor4nate an and a:.ic,.tur,
,e 	central unit lead food 

p o-:.7s.Z-

:e .: c ,- ....enera commen aations: enhance coordination of
 

>:''r-': ..... _. far-peace,r ricultra •- staf cu., ure .li
ms-ons,P:ora 7. f Ln c.o,,s a.-''7; ': 	 rec-on w4 .h.aq: 


...... recional bureaus, placing science-anc16 technology units 
r::..u:..re:, rural deve.opment, natural resources anO 

- - ' n w.hin a common orcanzationa- unit headed by a DAk or 
S -- -,rector contirued strong Agency support LO 

" :r,.agricultural research centers, and enhanced 

of private voluntary organization food an" agriculture 
-th.-- food and acriculture offices in missions and AID/W. 

S.. ' urged that food aid be given special recognition as an 
- .Agv resource, that the appropriate food aid.volume for 

S-- d' e:-ooment -be newly determined, that the administrator lead the 

r 	 Deve opment coordinating Committee in refining responsibilities 

an-. fun,-ctions of the Food Aid Subcommittee and working groups, 
a,,_2that simplification of food aid legislation be sough -. -- ii 

in ...s.ion and AID/W operations, recommendations include
 
anc
er-lanced communication and coordination with other donors 
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Food and Agriculture
 

Goals, Directions, and Operptions for the 1990s
 
U.S. Agency for International Development
 

This statement responds to charges by Administrator Alan Woods
 

to outline a "single,' fully coordinated set of policies and
 

programmatic directions" in food and agriculture, steps for
 
developing a strong working relationship with the U.S.
 
agribusiness community and with groups that are concerned with
 

international food issues, and, once programmatic directions
 
were outlined, implementation steps the Agency should take,
 

especially in food aid/agricultural program linkages and in
 
science and technology/field program linkages.
 

The Agency handles food and agriculture development programs in
 

about 70 Third World countries (usually referred to as
 
Less-Developed Countries, LDCs).
 

Introduction
 

The Agency's central mission is to carry out legislative
 
provisions for LDC development, to help LDCs achieve
 
broad-based, sustainable economic growth and self rbliance, to
 

raise household income, and improve the human condition --- the
 

nutrition, health, education, and physical and mental
 
The Agency thereby
productivity of men, women and children. 


contributes to world stability and advances U.S. foreign
 
U.S. citizen concern for human welfare, for poverty
policy. 


alleviation, for free world trade, and for the world's
 
foundations for this
environment and natural resources are 


hJjLoaL m,,ission.
 

The food and agriculture program is critical to fulfilling that
 
--- rapidly increasing
rr.sion. And there is urgency 


population pressure on fragile natural resources, worldwide,
 
a time when U.S. budget
bi;t especially in Africa --- during 


resources are limited.
 

The statement is based on the Agency's experience in helping
 

countries develop, U.S. budget realities, and the principle
 

that U.S. investments in LDCs should be based on mutual
 

interests.
 

Both direct and indirect input has been provided by Agency
 

mission and Washington staff, especially DAAs and key bureau
 

staff they chose, respected economists, development
 



professionals inside and outside the Agency, LDC professionals
 
n leaders, and'U.S. industry and interest group leaders.
 

This statement is consistent with existing Agency policy and
 
strategy documents. For food and agriculture programs, it
 
outlines Agency goals, the preference for food self-reliance
 
over self-sufficiency, where investment pays off, the
 
directions programs should move, and what the Agency needs to
 
d? to move in the needed direction and to have most positive
 
development impact.
 

LDCs and the U.S.: Mutual Interests
 

Sef-sufficiency in food productio for LDCs is not in the 
Far,-u economic interest of most LDCs. Nor is it in the 
interest of the U.S. 

Fc-: self-reliance for LDCs --- food security achieved from 
p::Jft:ton and/or imports, the ratio depending on comparative 

.te in the economic interest of bcth LDCs and the 

K'aitenance and enhancement of the world's environment and the
 
ratural resource base ar, in the interest of both LDCs and the
 
S.5 .
 

Wrs.e significant economic growth has occurred in LDCs,
 
a&::cultural development has generally been the k first 
l. In man countiies, food aid has contributed to the
 

prc.cess, providing calories and nutrients for human survival
 
anf productivity until and while agricultural development
 

w-ere significant economic growth has occurred in LDCs, demand
 
fo.r food --- more and higher quality --- has increased sharply.
 

Fifty to 80 percent of the workers in most LDCs are farmers.
 
When their productivity goes up, the total country economy
 
berefits. Caloric and critical nutrient intake go up and both
 
physical and mental well-being and productivity are enhanced.
 

Farmers are generally the largest sector of employment;
 
increased productivity here has most impact on the total
 
country economy.
 

When the farm family produces extra food, it is sold or
 
b_7tered to obtain both inputs and consumer goods, and thereby
 
oenerates employment. That food enhances village ind urban
 
rn.trition; human productivity there is increased. Both the
 
nutritional and economic impacts spread, to the towns and
 
cities, and stimulate the growth and productivity of
 
agribusiness, processing, manufacturing, and services.
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Such agriculturaYly led development commonly results in 3 to 7
 

percent annual growth in GNP and consumer demand in advancing
 

LDCs. Rarely though, does LDC J _QPp___ iQn grow more than
 
2.5 percent per year. Continued population and family income
 
growth in such advancing LDCs usually combine to demand more
 
food than their agricultural systems can provide.
 

That is why LDCs are the growth market for U.S. agriculture!
 
And more growth potential lies aheaJ.
 

The U.S. enjoys a strong reputation in food and agriculture.
 
Projuctive soil, temperate climate, a good research and
 
education system, infrastructure, and strong private enterprise
 
hEve made the U.S. agriculture system, as a whole, the envy of
 
the world. The Agency and its predecessors have effectively
 
used some of this system's output, especially its capable men
 
and women, universities and food surpluses to help the LDCs.
 

In f=.: an: agriculture development efforts, the Agency has had 
p:sitive i-.act. The food calories and nutrients, plus the 
cenetic ma2terials, technology, training, credit systems, design
 
cf infrastructure, and policy support, have helped many LDCs
 
ach:eve economic growth. Real family incomes have gone up.
 

:. sh::t, in food and agriculture as a whole, the U.S. enjoys a 
c:-, ra:tive advantage. It has a reservoir of talent and 

xT e: :ence that LDCs need. 

7..s rJTtuaity of interest, the nutritional foo
 
qowLh__potentaJ of the LDCs matched with the market
 

.. r capacity of U.S. agriculture 

c::tate that U.S. efforts to achieve economic growth iII LDCs 

Fla:e a high priority on food and agriculture programs and 
re~stant U.S. food and agricultuic ciports. 

The:- is a second form of mutual interest in the agriculture 
arena --- the two-way movement of genetic material and
 
tehnology. in the early years of the Agency's agricultural
 
development, emphasis was on movement and adaptation of U.S.
 
technology and genetic materials to the LDCs.
 

In. more recent years, with recognition of the narrow genetic
 
base of many U.S. crops and the diversity of germ plasm in
 

LDCs, many of them the original home of U.S.-grown crops,
 
increased attention has focused on preservng that diverse
 
material and its availability to U.S. agriculture.
 

Als:. the qrowin9 agricultura] research capacity around the 
- - -15 or more international aricu-1rn1'a'-e4search 

and the orow ng
d loed and advAnrino devel r 


topic networs.s
nurDer of intercountry comm£t' researc 

- suggest e s no longer the uncon-ee r
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Lf-suffic eaonrin icitura technoloov. U.S. a ricu]I' e
 
mus.Iav world-wideto :"the Asenvs
linkaoes- that technoloc; 


hprog.ar-scan- hel Itcster thnse . ...
 

Intensity of world competition in agriculture and dependence of
 
U.S. agriculture on exports make it exceedingly important that
 
U.S. agriculture have access to that diverse genetic material
 

and tectnclogy, wherever it may exist or be developed.
 

There i: ,u'ual U.S. and LDC interest in the environment and
 
natu:al resources. Rapid]ly expanding populations in the LDCs
 

put intense pressure on the .'-;.ural resources, in many
 
instances, fragile resources. Intensive cropping and grazing
 
may leave soai denuded much of the year, allowing soil erosion
 

an, resultant siltation of streams and reservoirs. Demand for
 
fue2wood has dissipated timber resources.
 

A2l the world's residents benefit frorm maintenance of the
 

r.=:ural resources, the diversity of the genetic base, and a
 
c: ean and healthful envircnment.
 

The U.S. also enjoys a cormparative advantage in technology ano
 

,aracement capability for Lhe natural resources. Its research
 
an, eD cational institutions, its educated and experienced men
 
an wc-en, and its manacement systems are an envies' of the
 

n'us-tuality of interest -actaeeds of LDCs and necessity
 
u st, nahle worl __n2.'2D.enen match well the U.S.
 

er.7L.-t-?,_ itereatE __, cap cities. 

Goals
 

D2:irng the past two years, a "focus statement" for the Agency's
 
AF?: (Agriculture Rural Development and Nutrition) program was
 
ce'.:sed and has helped guide program development. That brief
 
statement expresses the goals of the Agency's Food and
 
A:::'culture Program:
 

To increase the income of the poor majority,
 

And expand the availability and consumption of food,
 

While maintaining and enhancing the natural resource base.
 

Every program or project in the food and agriculture area is
 
one or
expected to have positive, direct or indirect impact for 


more (usually two or three) of the goals; negative for none.
 

These goals are central to assessing program success. With
 

some projects and programs, impacts are short-term, direct, and
 

traceable. Where demonstrable impact requires a long time, and
 

this is common in development effort, progress *ndicators that
 
the goals should be assessed.
are credibly related to 
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rn 	 Because LDC economic
im__reas income of the npooQ or2ity. 

growth is essential in order to finance sustained human
 
procress, and because income is the major deterrlnant of foc
consumption among low-income people, increased real family
 
inz:oe is the primary Agency goal.
 

The increased family income sought (real income to the
 
households) includes both cash and non-cash, farm and non-farn,
 
rural and urban. Though there is variance among LDCs in family
 

income levels, all need higher family incomes to achieve the
 
GNP that will provide the level and quality of goods and
 
services people seek. At all income levels, income is the
 
ma-or determinant of human choices.
 

E.Thasis is placed on increasing income of the 	pQrnmejjjiY
 
the lower family income levels that increasing
because it is at 


income has most beneficial impact on human welfare and food
 
consuj:Fion. Where per capita income is $50 to $400, 50 to 60
 
cents cf each dollar increase in income is usually spent for
 
food. Increased income enhances food security 	for both the
 
fan-i2y and the country.
 

Food aid, whether provided in a school feeding 	program or
 
used as payment
r-ternal/child clinic to enhance nutrition, or 


fc,: w7rk, is also an income source. It frees money that can be 
used for seed, fertilizer, school books, or other items. It 
a's: b-Ilds human capital, through better health and education, 
ccnt:ibuting to later income growth.
 

Acricu]ture creates real income. It converts sunlight, human
 
2at-r and the elements to consumable or salable commodities.
 
Strengthening an agriculture system increases real inc3-c.
 

Income and the resultant demand generate employment.
 
EnTcyment generates income. Family income is both a component
 
an: a consequence of country economic growth.
 

Exzo:rt income is also important to a country. Commodities or
 

Products for which a country enjoys competitive advantage can
 

be exported. Exports generate foreign exchange, which finances
 

irports that people want and need, contributing to that
 

self-reliance every country seeks.
 

Food Av ai I abI C uion. When caloric intake
Fu-nd 

goes from 1200 per day toward 150 or 2000 and the diet
 

iron, Vitamin A
provides aequte levels of quality proe--, 

an,' other nutrients, the health, physical productivity, and
 

mental productivity of men, women and children increase.
 

Food aid to low-income populations, government policies that
 

stimulate and reward food production, agricultural research and
 
and water resources, and
education, efforts to preserve soil 


investments in roads to move both food and production inputs,
 
all help.
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Especially as incomes in developing countries increase,
 

nutritional quality, food processing, and other
 
consumption-enhancing technologies and industries warrant
 
attention.
 

areas
Whereas Vitamin A administration in certain geographic 

provides.a temporary cure for 	night blindness, prevention of
 

night blindness and the more serious consequences of prolonged
 
Vitamin A deficiency will occur MJ_,y when education, tradition,
 

are
and vegetable supplies insure 	diets that adequate in
 
•Vitamin A.
 

Absolute food self-sufficiency for LDCs is not a U.S.
 
objective. Most countries' comparative advantages do not
 

perfectly parallel their food demands. A country's economic
 

status and progress are usually better served by exporting
 
3tems for which it has a comparative advantage and importing
 
those where it does not. That helps a country achieve
 
s-e!f-reliance in food and other goods.
 

an objective expressed by an LDC
F::4 self-sufficiency may be 

c:ur.try leader. In countries 	with a history of food shortage,
 
tha objective attracts much political support. But U.S.
 
oVlectives emphasize food self-reliance --- assurin'g food
 

secu:ity by utilizing both in-country production and
 
:r.ternational trade.
 

These first two goals point to opportunity for long-term
 
:.:eases in exports of U.S. agricultural comrmodities.
 

W ar.i-and_nha__qe hLeA Lra RsQ ourc Be. That part of
n 

' c.'-.ronment that is the foundation for sustainable
 

-- the soil, water, plant and animal species,
acriculture 

-- are under intense
essential minerals and other resources 


p:F-ation pressure in most LDCs. Food aid can diminish that
 

p:ressure, at least until technology, training, credit, genetic
 
other advances allow increased production and good
rniterials or 


policies to stimulate production and trade. Those policies and
 
nutrients
technologies can and must help preserve topsoil, soil 


and marine resources,
and structure, rangeland, coastal water 

and forest land; and keep the 	water, streams, estuaries and
 

lakes free from adulterants.
 

Effects on the climate and on 	the diversity of genetic
 
neutral, not negative, in both
materials must be positive or 


the short-run and the long-run.
 

sometimes be enhanced. Imported
The resource base can 

the soil; organic matter can be
phosphorus can be added to 


increased by alley cropping or minimum tillage and crop
 

rotation. Fragile soils can be released from food grain 

t-eesin-Tose qeogrPahic
production and returned to grass or 


area swhere technology allows 	mneetino food needs by more
 
on e etter soils.
intensive production without deg 


4 
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Directions
 

Many LDCs have made development
Countries are advancing. 

progress and will make more.
 

Continued Agency effort toward increased production of basic
 

food crops is still critical in many countries, but in others
 

progress has been made, in technology implementation,
r-r-ich 

production systems, and research capability.
 

to increasing income and
Technologies that will cntribute most 
j6ts when daily caloric intake is 2500 and per capita income is 

SECC (technologies for animal protein production, food 

prccessing, packaging, and input agribusiness) will likely be 

from those needed most when caloric intake was 1200different 
ar. income was $65 (technologies for rice, root crops or wheat
 

p:: uction).
 

r.stitutionS whose strengthening will most impact income or 

cthe acals may be different as countries advance -- perhaps 
news and commercial banks,a:r:business organizations, market 


earlier efforts to strengthen farmer cooperatives
prFaIlelinc 
small farmers. Perhaps


c: intermediate credit institutions for 

poultry research unit is needed 
a strencthened vegetable or 	

to
 

and feed grain research.
cc,-. eallier food 


now

In snee advanced LDCs, revised export/import policies may 


farm price pclicy
have ::cst effect on increasing GNF, after 

chanzes have stimulated production. 

7- F-e developing countries (South Korea, Indonesia, Thailand, 

there has been rea2 growth in
 anc Fa.istan, for example), 

incomes, per capita food consumption has increased,
fanily 

now seek and can afford

d~ets are more diversified, and people 


higher quality, more nutritious and increased quantities of
 

These food industries mean more employment.
F::cessed foods. 

Consistent quality of processed food is necessary to attract
 

f::':gn sales. 

That also
 
There are more opportunities for export and trade. 


can mean more jobs.
 

impact 	toward the goals, Agency food
 To continually have most 

move in the direction of LDC
 

and agriculture programs must 

in these directions:
 country advancement. Programs should move 


Toward 	sustainable agriculture
 
in all settings,
 

Toward animal agriculture, aquaculture and horticulture
 

as consumer incomes and demand rise,
 

"'I 



Toward 	food processing, packaging and distribution
 
as urbanization proceeds,
 

Toward 	consumption and nutrition enhancement
 
as food supply becomes less of a limiting factor,
 

Toward 	agricultural businesses
 
as specialization increases in the agricultural
 
sector,
 

Toward 	private sector research and technology initiatives
 
as incentives and capacity appear, and
 

Toward 	international trade
 
as comparative advantages become evident.
 

bhe Auency's food and agriculture programs must move as the
 
Se 
 c__ impact 

c.ntribute most toward the goals of income, availability and
 
consu.-ption of food, and status of the natural resource base,
 
talen.t needed within the Agency will shift.
 

perrn_ty_qr moves in each country. To
 

The d"rections outlined above do not -_tgomaticallvcall for
 
stcpTino or diminishing other Agency effort in a region or
 
s.*-re::n, or a country. And, unfortunately, some countries
 
E::; r-c advancing in income and food availability.
 

?ut as 	development proceeds in each advancing LDC, the Agency
 
rus: direct its food and agriculture efforts to help the LDCs 
t:ke the next step (increased production of animal protein,
 
development of agribusinesses and food processing, for
 
c'xc~.:e), while that country assumes major responsibility for
 

L1iu i achievements in such areas as basic food crc
,o:duction. 

Critical in this issue is timing. The time to shift mi.3ion
 
F:?:c:ams in each country or to close out major programs and
 
s ft re%;rs t2 ethej gountr-es, depends on many lacTo and
 
t> responsibility to assess these factors rests on both
 
r:ssion and AID/W staff, as well as host-country leaders.
 

Operational'Areas for Major Agency Investment
 

Agency experience, LDC needs, and U.S. interests point toward
 
four operational areas where there have been and where there
 
will be most positive impact toward the three goals of income,
 
food availability and consumpt:on, and status of the national
 
resource base.
 

Investments in these areas, as countries advance, must be
 
increasingly in the directions outlined in the previous section.
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The four areas art:
 

Country policies,
 
that stimulate economic broad-based growth, food
 
consumption, and maintenance of natural resources.
 

Institutions,
 
that lead, educate and support,
 

Technology,
 
both development and transfer to users,
 

The private sector,
 

where creativity and motivation yield most econorric
 
progress.
 

N:te that in discussions below for each of the areas,

investments in p are emphasized. it is largely through 

avancing human capacity -- nutrition, health, knowledge --
tha countries advance. The United States has a strong 
cc7T:ative advantage in education and training. 

_ti41at~e_growth. The correct price,
 
t;Y.a:cn or investment policies stimulate production, private
 
investment, trade, food consumption, and preservation and
 

prudent use of timber and other natural resources.
 

The Azency emphasizes graduate and continuing educaticn in
 
:, concepts and principles, studies that identify needed 

p:-icy change, and dialogue and negotiaticon with food aid as an 

in-nrtive for policy change (coordinated with policy efforts of 
tr.e "-:rd bank and other enders). 

FPclicy change is not easy, and there are risks, but the right
 

policies hale positive ripple impact on the total development
 
process.
 

Lrititutions, This includes government units for data
 
gathering, policy making, budgeting, market reporting, building
 

and maintaining roads; farm-level and market level
 
institutions, indigenous PVOs, and industry and business
 

and education and research institutions that a
organizations; 

country Lan sustain. It includes graduate and continuing
 

education to enhance the knowledge, skills and productivity of
 

people who staff these institutions. Benefit is long-term,
 
perpetuating, and sustainable.
 
Tefn, ggy_ _mPn__d_tnaf5!r. The research and
 

education institutions mentioned above are central, but this
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also includes identifying and accessing technology that is
 
available globally. It includes networking with international
 

centers and other countries' research and education
 
institutions, developing the tradition of investing in
 
technology, rewarding scientists, and developing technology
 

transfer systems that fit the country and its needs.
 

The Private Sector. Beyond government policies that stimulate
 
growth, private sector credit, contracting, marketing,
 
management and standards o.f performance can all be strengthened
 
in most LDCS. In many LDCs, government is considered the
 
.patron and provider; parastatals, that respond less to market
 
s cnals, abound. Yet, creativity and motivation reside in
 

pe:lFe, and the private sector most effectively lets people
 
contribute most to economic growth.
 

3:int and cooperative efforts with the U.S. Trade and
 
Development Program, the Overseas Private Investment
 
Ccrpcration, and both LDC and U.S. private sector entities must
 
be pursued.
 

Resources and Their Allocation
 

Whereas the U.S. invested about 2.5 percent of its qNP during
 

the Marshall Plan years to help economic reconstruction and
 

crovth of Western Europe, only abcut 0.25 percent of U.S. GNP
 
is invested today to help achieve economic jrowth of LDCs.
 
;ec=-.struction of Western Europe was then deemed vital to the
 

U.S.' economic future. Today, broad based economic growth of
 

LDCs is vital to the U.S. future.
 

,1-e?sed U.S. investments for LDC development, especially in
 

. ra agriculture sector, are clearly warranted to best
 
serve both U.S. and LDC interests.
 

1t is ironic that U.S. investments that can help develop
 

trad-ng partners in the word's most populous reoions with the
 
m"-_ctnmtion growth potenli-l have been declining at a time
 

when the U.S. is suffering prolonged and severe nequtive trade
 

&2an, ou, traditional agricultural export markets are
 
rature, and .S. agricultural production and exort capacity
 
re7ain awesome.
 

There will always be a limit, however, to appropriated dollars,
 

local currency, and food aid as spendable development
 
resources. Such limits dictate focusing Agency food and
 
acriculture effort as outlined on previous pages.
 

The Agency will leave to multilateral lending agencies, because
 
of their larger resources, the M jU role in capital
 

investments in infrastructure, such as railroads, major road
 
systems, major processing and manufacturing facilities, and
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rmajor irrigation.systems. The aoency will contribute to
 
p ic', ma aement, and related issues where a o rop It
 
w:22 cefer to the priva e sector in those en erprises where
 
p-tentia] reward adequately stimulates investment, such as
 
intensive poultry and swine enterprises in some countries, but
 
it will provide support to these sectors through policy,
 
institutions, and other means. It will depend on other
 
bilateral and multilateral donors for those endeavors for which
 
they may have comparative advantage and available resources.
 

The Agency will assist infrastructure development in specific
 
w ys, such as supporting government investment policies,
 
eduzation and training, and in food for work programs.
 

Food aid deserves special recognition as a resource. Though
 
the:e is often high cost to its use --- ocean transport and
 

r--,ino it in-country to target populations, inventory control
 
ani auiitin. its use --- .. development experts point to
 

instances where ffood has esceially significant development 
i7r:act. A Food-for-work project may Pm 7ove family nutrition, 
serve as income transfer (money not spent for food can be used 
fcr seeds or school books) and build roads or plant trees. 

In addition to insuring that family nutrition goes up, it may 
r~c,'de a farily labor market (building the road or planting 

:he t:ees) that would not otherwise exist. Better to achieve a 

that will serve community trade anc culture than to give 
tha fcvi and have no road. 

a~d _r be a disincentive to production. But its use has
 
E-nErally been and should be directed to programs and
 
. where it is not. Research by the Internaticnal
 

-:,t Policy Research institute suggests many circumstances, in
 
f&71, where food aid can be sharply increased without
 
dc::zentive effect.
 

Fcri aid can be also be used as a crutch by a receiving 
6" =!5en:. n ' e.,:'Soeluate policy or tnancialt.t ha i ne,: 
ir.escment in agriculture. 

Dependability and consistency in resources, in both dcllars and
 
foDJ aid, are also important. Development is a fragile
 
process; continuity is critical. Each development step builds
 

on the previous step. Interruption --- of either dollars or
 
to the LDC
food aid --- is costly, to both the process and 


leaders and their people. At all levels, confidence that the
 

next step can be taken adds motivation to taking the first
 
step, whether it is building an experiment station, a roal, or
 

a government policy. Multi-year food aid agreements (subject,
 

of course, to appropriations and food availability) can enhance
 

that confidence, at least paralleling the confidence that
 
exists in the case of Development Assistance or Economic
 
Support Funds.
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Fesc'urces also include contractors and grantees --
universities, private voluntary organizations, cooperatives,
 
corporations, associations, and others --- which help the
 
Agency get its job done.
 

Rapid urbanization in LDCs prompts the question if Agency
 
resources now assigned to the agricultural sector (including
 
rural development, nutrition and natural resources) should not
 
be shifted to the needs of the masses of people in large urban
 
centers, such as health, water, sewers, streets, and
 
education. Large needs ceitainly exist, but moving resources
 
frc7 the agricultural sector is strongly advised against.
 

The overriding purpose is development. Investments in urban
 
centers tend to be largely consumptive, with more humanitarian
 
anf less development impact. Investments in the agricultural
 
sertor focus on the starter engine for economic growth --- food
 

Ac'-ction and availability, the input, processing and support
 
:n ustries, policies that stimulate development and
 
:r.astructure that supports development. Some of the money
 
anf food is spenO, of course, in market towns and urban centers
 
(:nrut and processing E 'ibusiness, credit institutions, policy
 
sett:n:, research and eu..itional institutions, and food, aid.)
 

Anzther issue is relative allocations to competing Countries.
 
It 4. clear that some countries have less development promise
 
anr .hat in others a given investment will likely yield more in
 

r.::e crowth, growth in food consumption, benefit to the 
na-t.:al resources, and advancement in international trading 
status. Country allocations should be heavily influenced by 

factors.
t 


Z- 1,rce limits dictate that the Agency organize and do
 
b-_'nezs in a way that makes most effective use ot those 
res:-rces and the talents -- well equipped men and women 
thev provide. 

There is another very important personnel issue. The
 
perception is strongly held, both internally and externally,
 
that there is far too much dependence by tht Agency on external
 
c:ntractors for expertise, gathering and collating data for
 
r~naement, designing strategies, and recommending priorities.
 

E:ther the expertise is lacking, is too busy with process, or
 
d:,esn't have the confidence, continuity, and management
 
structure to effectively carry out these tasks.
 

Personnel
 

An Agency-wide analysis of food and agriculture personnel,
 
financed by the ANE bureau and covering about 300 agriculture,
 
natural resources, rural development and food for peace
 
backstops (about 265 FS, 25 GS and 10 AD or IPA), reviewed
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their training, experience, promotion rate and other key
 
factors. Among significant findings:
 

1. 	There is an experience gap in the upper mid-level ranks.
 
Sixty-nine percent of agriculture officers, for example,
 
have 10 or fewer years of Agency experience; 25 percent can
 
or w':11 retire in the next five years.
 

2. 	 The proportion of thes& four backstops (professional 
categories) to total Agency professionals hasn't changed 
much during the 1980s. 

3. 	Recruitment has been driven by replacement of those
 
departing rather than by future needs.
 

4. 	Thcugh promotion rates of agricultural officers below the
 
senior foreign service level are comparable to those for
 
other categories, promotion of these and other technical
 

a
specialists into the senior foreign service has been at 


lower rate. Beyond that, the perception is that management
 
responsibilities held by agricultulal officers, especially
 

larger missions, "are not given the proper amount of
 
weicht when assessed for impact against mission-colleagues
 
in other career fields, especially program and project
 
development."
 

. 7he report suggests that agricultural officers may be
 
v:ewed as stereotypes with specialized backgrounds and
 
narrow focus" and this -could impact on the assessment -

in the competitive promotion process."
 

:1 is relevant to note that agriculture and related staff, and
 

the hanfling of agriculture and related matters --- policy,
 
are
t:.K:,logy, food for peace, project review, etc. --

14 and 30
d'5persed through the Agency, and that Backstop 10, 


(a::aculture, rural development and natural resources)
 
personnel are concentrated in TR (DR in LAC) and S&T and 15
 

(fo£d for peace) in FVA. it is also noted that very few are in 

a pcsition of office director or above, that five of the last 

se'.en persons named to the top related non-political
a;-Zintment positions (Agency Director for Food and
 

A:iculture, Human Resources, and Energy/Natural Resources)
 
were not promotions from within. Though three members of the
 

Food and Agriculture Task Force, largely DAAs chosen because of
 

their senior positions and broad responsibilities in the
 

Agency, have had intensive experiences with food for peace,
 

none of the members have come from any of the related subject
 

r-atter backstops.
 

Fezause there is no Agency..wide organizational focus for food
 

and 	agriculture, there is no visible advancement cone that
 

readily accepts and utilizes the combination of management
 

skills and sector perspective that develops in capable
 
professionals.
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The report mentioned above noted that -without the recognition
 
of critical management accomplishments and/or training to
 
broaden their skill base, specialists will continue to move to
 
generalist areas in their quest for promotions and greater
 
recognition and rewards."
 

Career advancement potential and willingness to stay with the
 
Agency certainly affect the quality, maturity and seniority of
 
professionals.
 

Another issue here is the perspective brought to Agency
 
decisions and, therefore, the factors that may be considered in
 
docisions. Perspective car be limited by the predominance of
 
sut-ject matter disciplines or orientation among senior Agency
 
staff and decision-makers.
 

There may be a parallel in the U.S. private sector. In the
 
1960s, management experts noted MBAs and generalists helped
 
co.anies succeed. More were needed in :rivate industry to
 
foc:us on long-term financlal and management strategy, weigh
 
competitive investment opportunities, and take tax and other
 
laws into account to maxirrize return on investment. During the.
 
70s, MEAs nad a seller's market.
 

7Toay, management experts say the best run companies generally
 
have pecFle in the top sp:ts who know their products, who have
 
c:,:-e out of sales or technclogy. Perhaps the pendulum swung
 
to: far. 

:hese two issues --- balance and breadth of input to management
 
ce_:sions and perceived opportunity of technical people to
 
!-T f se iions and to be promoted are critical to personnel
 

. 4 in the Agency. 

Working Relationships with U.S. Agriculture
 
and Natural Resources Interests
 

Tc best advance the mutual interests of the U.S. and LDCs, the
 
Agency must have an open and constructive relationship with
 
U.S. interest groups. This is especially important in the case
 
of U.S. agriculture, because food and agriculture are so
 
critical to LDC development, and because U.S. agriculture
 
sorely needs expanded export markets.
 

A parallel need exists in relationships with U.S. environmental
 
and natural resources interests. U.S. citizens have a high
 
level of sensitivity anl] concern for the world's environment
 
and stability of the natural resources. They recognize the
 
fragility of the natural resources, especially in most LDCs,
 
and the intense population pressure on these resources.
 

IV
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Because agricultural commodity group support for food aid is a
 
good base for expanded interest in and 3upport to all
 
development programs, it is important that regard for the
 
Agency's management of food aid programs by these groups be
 
hih. FVA has worked hard to insure a stronger role by the
 
regional bureaus, that proposals be complete and well
 
documented, that most proposals be presented and approved well
 
before .he beginning of the fiscal year and to maintain good
 
conc1un4 ation with commodity groups and contractors.
 

Recommendations
 

T = prerises are self evident: 1) The Agency's structure,
 
sta:fino, procedures and behavior should serve its mission and
 
he!T achieve its goals. 2) Staff satisfaction and morale are
 
h2 hest when that occurs.
 

Fez-:,-endations pertain to those iterns where it is perceived
 
that ir iovements are needed and chances can be implemented.
 

General _Progrm__am dQrgniation
 

:t is recornm-ended that:
 

2. 	The Food and Agricu'ture goals, directions, and operatianal4
 
a:eas of investment as outlined in this document be
 
articulated in both internal and external documents, used
 
a! a basis for orientation and training of staff, and used
 
aF cu:dance in prograr design, implementation and
 
e'.'a uetion.
 

2. 	Ths Agency establish a single, central unit for food and

a:raculture, to provide coordinate6 iecd isjip ar,% sfpj &t 

fcus for the sector and also a personnel advancement cone
 
fcr professionals.
 

The 	Unit should have sufficient budget for food and
 
agriculture functions of: a) policy, planning and strategy,
 
b) liaison and coordination with other development donors
 
and lenders, including goals, directions, operational areas
 
for investment and food aid, c) project classification and
 
data bank, d) science and technical support projects, e)
 
liaison with International Agricultural Research Centers,
 
f) liaison with U.S. agricultural and natural resource
 
interest groups, g) liaison with BIFAD and with nutrition,
 
food, agriculture, and natural resources units of
 
universities, h) liaison with USDA and the DCC subcomittee
 
n food aid, i) coordination of Agency involvement in the
 
Agricultural Trade and Development Mission program (ATDM),
 
j) support to any inter-bureau food and agriculture sector
 

'1i
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councils, k) liaison with the personnel office
groups or 

achieve maximum education and
and regional bureaus to 


to private
experience for technical staff, 1) support 

the Trade and
enterprise functions as well as efforts of 


the Overseas Private Investment
Development Program and 

Corporation (OPIC).
 

The recormendation includes the provision that appropriate
 
function be
technical staff for the geographic management 


budgeted and administered, as is now the case, in regional
 
bureaus, [ut that they also ie considered 'members of the
 
staff" o "'courtesy staff members" of the centra2 unit for 

il'~ LPeOS.per Li ii n a f u 11- Y&eig btLQ v.t~ 
cocrdination of the Agency-wide subject matter functions 
Recional bureaus and missions should retain budgets and
 
responsibility for in-country projects, regional consulting
 
support and buy-ins to central support projects.
 

This structure mjy accommodate the functions now performed
 
by related sector councils. Should continuation of sector
 
councils be deemed appropriate, there should be a single
 
council with meribership assuring representation and
 

cation among both bureaus and disciplines, including
co:mt-un 

nutrition. Recognizing that interbureau attention to
 
individual subject areas is nee6ed, such as the natural
 
resources, nutrition, or other, special or ad hoc groups
 

needed to review projects or
can and should be formed as 

cozrdinate activities.
 

This recommendation, in addition to rationale implied by
 
functions outlined above, is based on two principles for an
 
::;r. ztion with responsibility for delivering either
 

services or products over a wide geographic area: 1) A
 

strong geographic management structule is essential to
 
2) A
accommodatei the unique needs of each target area; 


strong subject matter or product orier.ted management
 

structure is essential to provide leadership in service or
 

product development, research, quality control, and
 
It also
supporting the service or product in the field. 


service or product to central management,
must relate the 

cooperators, funders, and the public.
 

The Agency has a strong geographic structure; it does not
 

have a strong subject matter or product (food and
 

agriculture program) structure.
 

The Agency bring personnel at all decision-making and
 .
 
budget allocation levels to the point that they fully
 

food aid a development resource
recoonize and consider 

This calls for equivalent
paralleling DA or ESF in value. 


coverage in budget planning documents, abandoning the
 
a -fill in" to replace
current tendency to use food aid as 
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shortages of DA or ESF, rewarding Agency officers who
 
excel, and ptoviding program management staff in accord
 
with the dollar volume and physical volume of food aid. On
 
a relative basis within the Agency, the food aid function
 
is now understaffed.
 

4. 	The Agency identify, in cooperation with USDA, those LDCs
 
with-highest odds and potential for following the 23
 
advancing LDCs that increased imports of agricultural
 
commodities in the 1970s, and identify priority areas for
 
Agency effort --- both food aid and agricultural
 
development programs --- in those identified countries.
 
This is an important issue for the recional bureaus
 
rrsSion directors and ADOs, and for the outside progra7
 
panel mentioned in Number 19.
 

Recause progress in those identified countries will
 
certainly involve increased agricultural production and
 
efficiency, the Agency should work with USDA, other
 
research entities, and U.S. industry groups to assess that
 
production potential -- acreage of good soil water and
 
other resources -- relative to consumption potential, and
 
the 	nature and degree of cQZpetitjon with and benefit to
 
U.S. agriculture that might be anticipated.
 

5. 	The Agency continue constructive and productive
 
participation in and follow-through to the agricultural
 
trade and development missions handled in cooperation with
 
USDA and State.
 

6. 	In missions, those food aid functions that relate to 
- '-,, ure and rural development be either consolidated 

J eiciculture anr rural de ve'pcnt in a singe office 
perhaps identifi-d as Food and Agriculture, or that there 
be specific provisions for mutual involvement by food aid, 
agriculture, nutrition, and natural iesources staff in 
planning development use of food aid, for coordination of 
related programs and policy efforts, and for utilization of
 
cenerated local currency.
 

7. 	In AID/W, the Food for Peace regional divisions be linked
 
in some way with the agricultural, nutrition, rural
 
development and natural resources divisions of each
 
regional bureau, perhaps incorporated in a Food and
 
Agriculture office in the iegional bureaus. This could
 
help simplify and make consistent mission communication with
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AID/W and would help provide for parallel handling of the
 

development 	features of food aid projects and those
 
financed by DA or ESF. The budget responsibilities of a
 

regional bureau DP office are recognized, and these would
 

remain with DP, as is true for DA and ESF.
 

8. 	Withi.n the science and technology area, whether or not
 
Recommendation 2 is implemented, agriculture, rural
 
development, nutrition and natural resources should be part
 
of 	a single organizational unit, with appropriate
 

This single unit could be headed by a DAA or
sub-units. 

Agency Director. This would ease communication with
 
regional bureaus and rrissions, diminish risk of functional
 

cr 
project overlap, and reduce administrative layers.
 

9. 	 The significant work of private voluntary organizations as
 

i7F]ementors of U.S. food aid programs and managers of
 

inportant agricultural development programs be linked by
 

the Agency with the food and agriculture offices of the
 

r:saons and AID/W. The structure of this linkage should
 
be developed.
 

or
'C. The Agency utilize some existing industry group groups,
 

such as the Agricultural Policy Advisory Committee
 

established by Congress to advise USTR and USDA on
 

formulation of agricultural trade policy or groups that may
 

form for other purposes, as two-way communication links
 

betwee: the Agency and agriculltural leaders.
 

The Agency should similarly utilize existing environmental
 

and natural resources interest groups as two-way
 
r-orrmunication links between the Agency and interest group
 
leaders.
 

Through such groups the Agency can receive input to make
 

programs most effective and can inform leaders about goals,
 

directions and impacts.
 

11. 	The international agricultural research centers receive
 
These centers are
continued strong Agency support. 


world-wide and multilaterally financed, relatively
 

protected from external pressures that would dilute or
 

divert resources, and sufficiently focused to allow
 

substantive and continuing contribution to LDC needs.
 

more calories,
Though there is still world-wide need for 

and investment in basic food
hence continued emphasis on 


crops research, there should be increased investments in
 

such centers as ISNAR (to strengthen LDC research and
 

extension institutions) and AVRDC (vegetable research) to
 
food
help accommodate the needs of advancing LDCs and the 


listed earlier.
and 	agriculture program directions 
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The 	Agency should more fully utilize scientific liaisons
 
4nd judoemont. fr-c re~ jnai luieaus an rri-rnnS in its 
input to Center priorities and program directions. To 
insure that Agency staff are continually in tune with this 
system, Agency liaisons to the Centers should provide 
appropriate mission and AID/W staff timely information on
 
U.S. investments in the Center programs and Center
 
priorities, accomplishments, and program changes. Agency
 
liaisons to the centers should also encourage Center staff
 
to communicate and work closely with in-country Agency
 
staff wherever possible.
 

Fpod Aid
 

it is recommended that:
 

22. 	The Agency determine the _app_r_!ate volurDe of food aid
 
that should be sought for economic development (and
 
emerg9?ncy/disaster) purposes, consistent with development
 
principles and experience, and which can be realjjtIca2lV
 
ad7zinistereO under current law and policies. It should
 
also determine what changes in U.S. laws, policies, or
 
staffinc that would be needed to accommodate such use, v:th
 
increased relative emphasis on achievino and measuring
 

This recomrmendation in no way contradicts, and in fact
 
supports, the important market development arid other
 
functions of food aid.
 

22. 	The Agency Administrator meet at an early opportunity with
 
the Secretary of Agriculture and counterpart members of the
 
npvelopment Coordinating Committee, and that the Comrnittee
 
charge its Food Aid Subcommittee with:
 

a) 	 developing guidelines to be followed by the
 
subordinate working group(s) for food aid allocation
 
criteria, categories of use, and other factors that
 
will encourage and make it easier for the agencies
 
to achieve maximum development impact from food
 
aid. These guidelines should include approval of
 
food aid proposals 60 days before the beginning of
 
the fiscal year.
 

b) 	 Insuring that working group designees by each Agency
 
be senior staff who support the multiple functions
 
prescribed for food aid, and that each member
 
actively function on a continuing basis, not
 

to
routinely assigning the working group function 

subordinate staff.
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the
 
c) 	 Defining the coordination and guidance role 

of 


working group(s).
 

d) 	 Outlining the roles of USDA and A.I.D. in
 

administering the several programs, clarifying that
 

administration, including communication 
with field
 

is the 	role of the two administering agencies.
staff, 


commodity

e) 	 Sharing with all related publics ---. 

--- the
 groups, shippers, PVOs, and others 


guidelines, roles, and modes of operation.
 

is
 
5eyc-nd 	these general but very important issues, it 


a least once 27
 
recommended that the working group(s) meet 


w r- each year in a developing country to
 F~eeral-
 and their
 group on-going food aid programs
ieview 	as E 
country, USDA
 

development impacts, and to discuss with host 


related to management and
 
and Agency personnel issues 


the programs.
c~erations of 


there are necessaFry
 
.. E reCo end~tirf a know]edoes that 

rc-es (in contrast LU 
ar pc2icy coordanataoflr-c:-cuscet 


,s~-~tC~ersC rcje) payegarcU cy ai aefce5
y5e 
W' j- 7 

,SC I IL 17 i3 .' 
r L 

handle 	food aid proposals with sufficient
 24. CCF-nue to 
tch, consistency, professionalism, and open
4:s 


co.-unication that commodity groups, 
contractors, and other
 

"We may disagree on
 involved agencies would volunteer, 

or the final decision, but A.I.D. is always well
 

proposals 

are well presented and documented,
 ... .proposals 


and the Agency btha,i 1 V
c: rjnication is complete, 

could be expected,
and predictable as
ctr.sstent 

considering their responsibilities and relationships with
 

We rarely get surprised."
recipient countries. 


The Agency seek refinement of PL480 
legislation to simplify


1'. 

a more 	clear manner the continuum of food
 

and articulate in 

aid programs supported by the American public for
 

hu,.anitarian, economic development, 
market development, and
 

other functions.
 

Mis imn_ i AIDfW Operationiz
 

it is recommended that:
 

both in missions and in AID/V:
 
1i. Food and Agriculture staff, 


be aaressive in their communications 
and cooperation 


with other donors, with
regularly ---
perhaps meet 

lending agencies, and with other 

U.S. economic
 
multilateral 
 more


Especially in-country, this is 

development efforts. 


possible and desirable because 
of continuing mission
 

presence.
 
/\N'
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17. Mission agriculture staff be involved and carry some
 
responsibility for initiation, support, and coordination
 
of Agency private enterpri-e efforts and the work of the
 
Trade and Development Program and the Overseas Private
 
Investment Corporation which are so complementary to the
 
agricultural development function.
 

2E. Guidance to 	new mission office heads and directors
 
emphasize that program continuity and persistence toward
 
established, reachabYe objectives is expected and merits
 
high marks in personnel evaluation. Such guidance would
 
complement a 1985 cable to mission directors. It should
 
be institutionalized in Agency documents and be well known
 
throughout the Agency. Such guidance is needed, not only
 
because program continuity is essential for maximum
 
project impact toward goals, but also because of both
 
pressures and temptations to respond to "the latest that
 
is in favor," and because of both internal and external
 
pe:ceptions that 	hich mctivation exists in these positions
 
tc put each leader's aV on a mission program by
 
re~lacing an inordinate number of projects.
 

The recommendation is not intended to inhibit neede
 
change.
 

F. (in some 	cases, sub-region mission groups)
Missions 

consider establishing an outside program pane] (external
 
to the mission but inclutDn some Agency people with
 
in-country experience and perhaps host and private sector
 
country people) t(, provide guidance and continuity to food
 

a term.
and agriculture programs. Membership could be for 

vpars, but with some rotation, and would include people
 
have close familiarity with and dedication to that
 

country's development.
 

Because Agency operations generally provide three to four
 
year personnel rotations, many to other regions, such
 
assistance could aid continuity, assure program direction
 
response as a country advances, and help provide, through
 
the Agency members, an institutional history of prograrr
 
impact.
 

This would also allow more complpte utilization of Agency
 
staff who have lono term familiarity with civen
 
countries. ]t could also aod strenahth and credibility t'o
 
t.essments of agricuJturaT eve]opment potential and
 
_ ..t 	 country resource allocation.
neneregaroing 


or
20. The practice be established that most mission, regional 

Agency 	food and agricultural sector program review teams
 

one person who is an elected or employed
include at least 

officer of a national or major state agricultural or
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natural resources group, a private sector subject matter
 
specialist, a state agriculture or natural resources
 
commissioner, or a state or area extension specialist.
 

23. 	There be increased communicat-ion with contractors, by both
 
mission and AID/W personnel, to insure that contractor
 
staff are aware of mission/Agency policies, directions,
 
priorities, and handling of problems. In an LDC and in
 
the U.S. this will enhance the feeling of mutual interest,
 
ability to support the program, and presentation of a
 
coherent posture.
 

pers on ngJ
 

1t i' recomc.ended that:
 

Z:. Agency criteria and guidelines on promotion of technical 
staff to and within the Senior Foreign Service be 
midIfief, and experience tracks be provided to allow a 
reasonable proportion of food and agricultural 
professionals to qualify for and be moved into senior 
ran1ks. In this process, a comparison with guidelines for 
technical people in other federal units guided by the same 

-- State, USDA (both FAS and APHIS), Commerce, and 
USIS --- would be appropriate. 

Fersonnel classification "backstops" 10 (agriculture), 14
 
(rura2 d-.veloprsent), 30 (natural iesources) and 50
 
(nutrition) be combined and that increased emphasis be
 
placei on the subject matter qualifications at the time of
 
eplcyment and in continuing education of staff. This
 

_,econsistent with the Agency decisin to not hire
 
new staff i.i the Backstop 15 (Food aid) but to provide a
 
"certification level" of training for persons of an)
 
backstop who have significant food aid responsibilities.
 

There are now relatively few persons in backstop 50,
 
nutrition. Consolidation of the other three has been
 
recommended by others in order provide more assignment
 
flexibility and promotional opportunity for personnel.
 

The 	Agency should recruit new professional staff within
 
these backstops to meet future needs. It sorely needs
 
persons educated and experienced in input agribusinesses,
 
aquaculture, horticulture, animal agriculture, food
 
Piocessing, and international agricultural trade. The
 
Agency must accumulate the skills and talents needed for
 
the 	food and agriculture programs' goals and directions.
 

To help meet the latter need, the Agency should also
 
provide moxe long-term and short-term education of current
 
staff, including graduate study, detached service
 
assignments in international centers and universities; and
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experience in policy analysis, agricultural business,
 
natural resources, food processing and international
 
trade. This would be beyond current long-term training
 
prartices, would specifically-take into account that 21
 
staff in the four backstops (7 percent) are on complement
 
this fiscal year. Reducing numbers on complement could
 
allow increasing, at any given time, the number gaining
 
nee-Jed education and experience.
 

Q.perating__Ef fectiveness
 

t is recormended that: 

.. 	 Travel funds available for scientific and technical 
support personnel be sharply increased, to allow increased 
technical support to missions, monitoring of contractors, 
and relating to clientele groups. The increase 
recowmended is from a currently financed travel of _ 
25 days internationa) and six days domestic total pei 
fiscal vear to a level that would provide transportaticn 
ano per ciem for 56 days (40 wcrkino d vc: zn 1 weeken
travel.da-s) of international travel (L 
cuarte:) and 10 days of domestic travel per year. 

A Fresent, travel funds and policy limit S&T's and
 
reciona2 bureau's support value to missions, contribute to 
perceptions (and perhaps reality) that research and 
technical support priorities are not responsive to m:ssion 
and regional bureaus needs, necessitate missions using 
outside consultants and by-passing often preferred Agency 
hIEp (and miss giving these people the acquaintance with 

. . .._.. programs they ought to have) because cpcrat ..
 
expense funds are limited and program funds can be used
 
only for outside consultants, and limit contact with
 
leafing scientists and thinkers in their disciplines,
 
domestic and university contractors, and U.S. industry and
 
interest groups.
 

This recommendation applies to technical people in
 
regional bureaus, in S&T, and in missions, whose expertise
 
may be needed for project related work in other missions.
 

To achieve this, increased appropriaJiDQ may not be
 
needed. The solution may lie in removing Congressional
 
constraints on using mission program money to bring AID/W
 
staff to the country, changes in Agency policy or
 
allocations, or even reducing personnel to free money for
 
travel.
 

Khejj the money is available is a second issue. A
 
significant portion in the missions would insure travel
 
most responsive to mission needs.
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25. Every professional work station be equipped with a
 
computer that has direct linkages to mission and AID/N
 
pe:sonnel for transmittal of data, correspondence,
 
queries, and messages; a phone with message recording
 
device; and convenient access to copying and telefaxing
 
equipment.
 

Each.professional work group should have secretarial
 
support for the receptionist, meeting arrangement, and
 
other support functions.
 

The Agency phone book and directory should list for each
 
e.-2oyee the office, telefax and home phone numbers.
 

Com, unication with External GQu_.pI_
 

t recomended that:
 

.rTe Acency designate one staff (and one alternate) to
 
Fa ntair, recular communication with officers of each key
 
t:.. agricultural comoodity groups, such as the U.S. Corn
 
Growers, Wheat Growers, U.S. Feed Grains Council, Florida
 
C~trus Con-ission and National Cattlemen's Association,
 
c:,-parabte to existinc communication links with the
 
A-erican Soybean Association.
 

C:-.-:nication areas would include related develocment 
ts, fod a:c, w:rk at anterrational research 

ce .. S, 8 an e , na t CE E r = s te s, 
Z: r.-77 1-LLL) Ssources c genet c materaaIs, ar.c 

. rc:),e ano 1oc.0 cor-su 7~ ,1 trenchs .. 

TA-	 ,L-eny continue to allocate a significant proportion
 
cf Eiden-Pell development education funds to agricultural
 
an' related food, agribusiness, and natural resources
 
audiences. (A total of $2.5 to 3 million has been
 
available in each of recent fiscal years.)
 

7. 	 The Agency, through mission staff and contractors,
 
annually publish a limited number of fact sheets that
 
d:-cument the extent to which programs in food and
 
acriculture have directly or indirectly contributed to the
 
goals of increased income, food consumption and status of
 
the natural resource base, and evidence of resultant
 
benefit accruing to the United States.
 

29. 	 The Agency arrange 40 speeches per year to national,
 
regional and major state groups on the above topics, five
 
or more to be given by the Administrator and 10 or more by
 
A-s and DAAs, to inform groups of programs and
 
relationships and to keep top Agency officers in a
 
position to receive feedback and maintain sensitivity to
 
mutual US/LDC interests.
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which examined the role of the Title XII universities in rc sponding to the development challenges of
 
the next decade. Iii cai lv ()cteher 1988, AIDs I'PC Bureau organized an infternational conference on
 
the future role of agricultural illivcrsities in promoting sustained econom'ic got ll and development.


" IWtask forces ()r.ai ized I) thevI l ) A lilillistrator wer direct coi.linicrs of tile, outco
;Il.- es of 
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OPENING REMARKS
 
By Julia Chang Block

Jia Chang Bloch, Assistant Adi :iuistrator, Asia./Neat- East I1uran, opened the symposium with a
challenging question: hew to initiatc a new "(Gnree Re'volutioni' in face of leclining foreign 
assistance for agriculture. Arguing that raising rural iicomes was the first step in econamic develop

merit. Bloch sugge(sled that the CGre-n layed snlhstantial roleRe'vo iution ild pil a i)I 1romotingagricul
tural growth ill tCi, past. Officiial devopimelit assistance, itcttldigi 
 stl,pport for fouidatiois aid interna
tiontal research (tcters, h.dl I)ro,'ided the impltetuis fir the gflneratioli anwl disseiniitationi of the Green 
Revolutionl. Povelt was still()it the rise., however,affectinlg illparticular a substantial part of Asia. She 

lew nwarned that wit a wwat( ev ltioii, the probleni of risingl)i,,ert' could not he confronted. 
Yet itwas tlearflicial assistance for such endeavors might !tot be teadilv available inthe future.
tat 


She (Il)liasized th at giolhal ercnlloi i and tn 
litical corldilioi ;had substantiallv changed since the
 
Iai'.l:cluilg niitlt' Rev)ltion. (;rvuwg rithraiinial ;ind[e, inte~gratiiof ifinlternational capital
 
ua;rl'it. aid hII nf \on
,l ra lrti It Bretoi fixed ex,.hurged riate systemr were highlighted as
 
inimjor ci iiige sA.'ltka elt 
 :gril tiliti ra,I nlire .t(stwIiglYlwi, liikeil to macro-policy and 
Ilore pr )lii Iwilr tih buftl llma In lilistiulltsl ald cu;iugllles the reial excliallge rate. Inadditioll,d ili 

the eitergcll(i 4 .lo;ati I, ilfilu,
a ualllujr ,r dilr colliintvil, increasing ievels of I.Sagricultural
 
eXtiuirTs to ,h.hlniuig nllriti'-s IS agtir to (imlv
1:-,ilt nI tilt'ral exliorls iii 1987, comutpared 19 per
.vert ill1971). ald the str.,tgtltuiiig wn.al deve!loping counties,1( iiisliltillal caait' inmnar were
 
;ils() intmalit facthP, that wvuld slapie illt'rratinilal ilicies ii the future.
see is 

Referti., tii l;niuges vithill All), Blodl ,ltaracterizd the declile illthe aid buldet for rural 
developmet iil lte ANE r liii as i majir oll.strai t nI future piilicies. I 197(6 the allocation to 
agriculture within tlii.\NI" rNgionle irxiruatel\' :,h; iillim dollars, while in1988 it had declined\as alni 3 
to )Iv 191 ruillinl ilnll;is. Tle srblhsUtiul dvc.iim d to jiliical farm lobbies utnd overallwas altrilutem 

p)ro'teltiniis sellirtetl Itilatiwed ;igr ictilltral 1ruiwti illdevclopili coulltries as a direct threat to US 
agricultural exl rts. 

Sie i.tl hasixt. ltllat fllilil uhevhelolunt of the tril de\elh;)ing couutries, suswi sector itt 
liIlled (coIlllic g_1wlih alld ilww.Ises ill 1(.;l wagl~es wM, ldIleal fC;IsilbhC. ()lii('d StaleCs l)OlitiCZIl supI-IW, 


assisull(e 
illg a niew (heel ielvovilu i I ight Ii(t be feasible iII thIl 90ls. lhe cliallen.e therefore was to 
conivince UtS lolicv Itilkers l]i;t 

porl I.ir to gri i lluru, lImiwe\'er, Ilu; (il dihcliuillg rapidly, stcttglv suigestilug that fitianuc

grAVing ji(iuitslWiS illvelirtg cMuIlitries would sliriulati.e US agricul
lu
tural exports illtIllerIog ('lrtttairv to existil teli'fs, thinrd world agricultnral developrtettt was 

illted a uia,lklitln ,ppl,1rniityInf lle UtS, tint a cmij)teilive tlhreat. She warnned, howevet, that in the 
last ihaiiginli world ofttn lie,IIIS av n"av'e alrea(dy Iuonlle le:;s itntjlrla in the process of spur
rintg adricultural grn rhu ill devephlli cottirrllis. (l)oal ecitonic liges in l)articnlar private sector 
trade, may help tltobilize lfotes withiin alli ntitsidle tilte
US tIt )rt(tote a Itew force itagricunltur; 
dIevelol)IInll.
 



ANALYTICAL THEMES
 
eter Timmer of HIIDl)pro)ose(d that the sviil-ositi l)Ipartici)ants should consider two analytical 

themes for the 1990s, the role )fiogricilltre ill (istritutiolI and ineil'l)pl.vilent anld incomei 

econoimic liversificatiill ald structural c(ailnl'. (irowth slraleqies which succeed inachievinig 

enp)loynunt anid il1co)ilm, (listrihltill I(jectivs iIm\'lve pliclie. wlich raise natl wagqes'. and increase 
(hIe a e e alori( inta;kei[ I II Illt),Ililtlt i. itl o ades co the()f ()\'( the tI (lI(](tw soIll( tries ill 
,,NElregim ihave' ;i'lhievedc ml prs \,, l)m,,ll ill 1.11"r lmilt'-, w llih l¢, ehrs 11\''Ilg~(,, Ihchild. (See 

labIll 1, tli,\V, ;(Id1)t(d()l Tluiliiuir, palper mlt (tnh1Il~hrwtht anld !ro)wtI). ('onntpouring t-ornonnic Jperfor-
IlIit(+ +|lhOl(l.A\N I''tiii ]s ill; stilo p);lItt'l[Is of strtl('l i In;tll. (con' oluit' diversifitti(, r(,\{,ii (') rtlll t';1l1(l 
c'ati(oii. .- Ow m tIhl ,, ll;lrrtl-ttt uive'rsificiatioi i)rH((,ses aiid'ilill r ( umvl )1iIL 

ttIw ct~velopiunnit (4tltXil~l(', iiiiithil sti~tmest~~ I() jpifl()t( alrri accmh~il ut(a tlh('st cln~llges. He(ilr('
flill\ illp lsi '(, ,,,( h I1 c ll()ilI the l(o (if auiricil1t I (( I)(' ,stut llrv-s;)(,cij(. policies I)Ipro!lioh 

sl 1 I(.iratiLl ire'oh1di.;tribl'l'ittu ir Stl(, ( ,;idlil t\will iS I ()fg ,nn )uwl iurlt u it iiii ( ., 
lion toilt I(,St et a li(,\,,l h\ hwii Kl,, (mii )l lt hul in tine rurfal sec.tl(1'()l rie ,ihes t rlis( rwill \,.q(-
hot. This ich, w,vel, iies tll '.;llld( ill(df aitl ( ternlll ilalltspllit hi , tilll(t 1)()[1 [ ( suil Yl\ ((lliall( 
()f\vi(g,hrmu;itinu ill the(hutll ii()r , urk\,t. ajnt ho\\ ()',,rllli llpoliciescall affct tlu ulliill( fitr(lt 


'lABLFl I 

Per Capita (;illP, 1985 

Annual (//()change 
illper capila 

airiultinral 
National /igrittull s(tor in)come 
Average Sector 1965-1985 

Mkalaysi; 20(0) 1)0) .1.7 
'laii ld 
IPhiliMpil)e.s 

800( 
.580( 

192 
30)(2 

L.) 
3.1 

II I lesia 5:) 22:3 1.5 
IPkista 1 380 17:3 0.7 
.Sri lIa'ka 380 191 3.1 
Inlia 27) 120 -0.1 
it!.gl tt.l 15) 100 0.7 
tnisi I 1190 578 11./I 

'lIi rke 1)( 356 1.0 
ll () 265 2.1 
Morocco 50() 21!) 2.1 

lahor. 'lne direct impctl (cf a.gricultire oin the delnanl for hbor cain oc(cur t I)o)igl tedninol g auld coIp 
(hoic.. ''le in lirect inmup;I vI investn .els ill iinfr;str m tunre, II((levelopli t of flexile(works tlrolnghIl 
nnarkeling srutch.res, id the ilifhiletlme of claingiliq patterls of colnsinlinlnpton ;lId ilnvestnnrent as 
agricultural ijiconles cihainu. 

' \ 



Infrastructure investment in the form of irrigation works, communications, electricity, and market 
facilities, provide the base for an efficient rural economy. Without continued investment ill these areas, 
growth of the rural sector and employm-ient generation will ibe difficult to sustain over the long run. 
Without major public sector investnents Tinlmer warned that growth in many ANE countries could 
not be sustained in the 1990s. He urged aid (lotiors to resuume their support of large-scale pulhlic infra
structure, lie suggested that it may Ihe politically more feasible for USAID to invest reSources in rural 
infrastructure asia way of sulporting agriclultture inl the 1990s, rather thai sup)port direct commodity
specific in[vest merits. 

Tinitr called attifltioll to tIr critical inipact of macroecmoic Iolicies oin agricuIlt u ral growth 
and on real wages aiid tlre balawce of erll)loYlwilnt betweeni rural ariwl urban areas. lie suggested that 
trade policy, arud ill Iarticular excliaruge rate nariagellieUt, plays a pivotal r0le ill prorlrotinig agricUl
tural growthI ill d(evelopilg colurttrie.-. Ile also stressed that whrerever the staple food grain remained an 
iml)ortant d(lterrritiralt of farmll ilr.'llws alld the real wage, changes ill food grainl availahility have a 
roundal)()tt iufliele, )n enill lo't ar(l tn uinl (listrilhttioni, by alterin..g the level of macroecononmic 
activity anld thw co)ipltitivurrss nf hlmr-ititetsiv. exlp)rts, ilnludillg the )rimary J)rl(prcts.t In ai(ddition, 
instability in fol ar(llsvlld with spillover effects o)rice; cn alter expc' tati itterlis of iluvestroent, 


)Villie lt illidt f,+lc'ig,lr ( al
('11fl o* inc s j ('rr.+ dlt . 
TIlililer stated twlt itwn(asitl' re'.l .,agcs ill thle rural sector is tile long-teril soltlion to the alle

'iatiort of povert. Appropriatk strateglies reruit etlllucirig the overall contijetitiverress and efficiency 
of tile agriclltulral sectu -ill Irle develhpiig counltries. 'T'iltrrrer raised coriceris that evei ill a rapidly 
growilg rural tc'iI l illtt'rvelll tiulrr; woiUl Itlshort rigr,d tuv be Iecessarv i1 to increase the food 
intake of ;asilstalitiAl pmrtiur (f thw rurallrol[ . lb IIteId that1) a successfurl itrujeriirtatiorr of targeted 
iritervotiuui rluired- all illlrstar liigu f tlrocorstrrrrptioo tatterlr of the poor arid careful plarrrring to 
avoid ge eral food prin tltr(lrnliile i,subsidies. The lath'r (ot01(l plicies of srrstaiiing long-termi agricul
tural (growth. lillallk, Tirruuer stress.(,] t1at withouft 1t11ies aii el at stabilizing basic food prices, tar
getel toograris wtuihl rlIt Ie 5t(tv.ssftil. 

Riclarl (uolhliuo frmlli1 1111) a;1 a ipreet'rilltiulr clraradtrizirg the varied ecouornui( perfor
irrre anlll ln li eritatirr < t(fOe +i tir ill tire ,\NL relii:ur. Ills tpreselttion focursed on factors 

iriflurer.icilg fi 1 ,oll ur tlitl, ill ANNE cotirrtrics o'er the past t\wo (Ilccades (see Thble I1,extracted from 
(;todiaris s,,rurpositiii pJanr), l)trilrg that lteriol rrmr countries au aged to achieve impressive 

TALI.I: 1I
 

DEIMANI) INIFL UENCIN( FACT)RS 

luconre 198.1 idex (1973 10t0) 
Elasticity Redl per Staple Food 

for Calories Capita (D1 Prices 

Bangl-ldesh .17 10.1 88 
Egypt .13 Htt 51 
India .17 122 88 
Indonesia .16 164 69 
F'akistari .Ai 1:30 111 
I'hilippiires .17 123 97 

Sri Lar ka .1; 137 98 
'l'li .11 81ihud 154 
Morocco .13 123 -

"'lhIisia .111 15.1 -
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improvements in averagqe per capita calorie Consumption. (oldinan acknowledged that the (list ri l)ution
of calorie couil.imption within ctountries varied suLbStantiall' but that the available data made the issue 
a difficult one to treat iiia coiprehensive maner. Prinary inflhuences On national per capita calorie 
C0onStiuml)tion were )IIl)tlatioulaJld iCilcoine grwth rates. Population growth has slowed in a i11ifllber of
ANE countries, and real per caJpita icinome has risen. N'vertheless, tleSe variables alone accoint for 
only part (fthe record iill calorie coll.sumpltion. lPricii, policv anl tlie relatike and ab.solitle inpact of 
the growth process t)in rural iwolnes are also of keY iliil)ortaiice, aIil coijiltries variecd greatly with
 
regard ti )Iriciiii and rural strtelgie.'.
 

LIt kilig toi
the fuittnre, (;10(lilli ltd that p olpjulationi dl\iiuiu-ic5 witild Ci'tlitue to Ibe of inlpor
lalice ill ilerniuiilj tia tel ftooil C iisiiniiition. It is iiipiirtait, lic Ioilte(ilout, for those work

oinonfto( ( \ d \ti,.d )J*iectiiul.,; ulattiull growtlh unlder vai,ilig aSslil)-Iiv to ri(atsml le i (d rill.tl I 

liojs re..gardill iiatitiilul il¢
(\vltllwll stratgy. l)ala froiii a iuinler oifANF (*utltries Suilel dtedIl the
 
iiotiii that iversificaltioJ ,f dicts is U[ulCelwa\. (irowth 
 ill per Capjita c)iisuuitijtill (Ifstaple grains is
 
slowinlg. Over tli(-' p;st il(,r.dd( 
 a-large i)mtioill f the ilr(rulle iii per Capita calorie coiusiiptioin came 
froll nol-iliull s(mrul(vs. A'ltlnteol tl s-( '.o-; V rieI (cillsideralil; fol)n ('otllll".' tochllitr, le siniigled
out ,'eeta, le toil llit cm i-st l a lejim th fills, c lsiste l ljtll-ti ill ctlltri)uitor toillrellielltill food 
ci,;.S-lllltioi (ioktiiiuui Ilsto ootil 1that p i~stLillll)tiiiiu, low base, i; Crowiligmroeii -tartilig froill a 

rapidly. Ie ouilse.il p lliilarly ,m ,ni oi;l prthiwii, tspieciullv thichci i meal ald emls, alnd ill Some
 
coillitri,, iilk, ishtiing stiutigi thelw
s,,illt t1 iiplic tiolls ol the deliail for nol-trilitioial 

lFillallk, (; 4tdlnl ¢)s : dive.lsilicali¢(d~s,~0t 1.11wli i \,v'li; cleirl\' dlemn dl-ledl ill A\NE countries,

thle in lil.tiolls f€l. a!li tura11
l l imr< Imhlill ,.;ried delwlim ()It 11WtIM-ri Ig Mid~ traide j) liCie.S. Of at 
,li\vell comUliv..%m)1( l tlllfiei(., ill .'NF'11;td tilized ;Igtit'tltlilral plrtductioll illcr .-;e.'-; a~s tool.s. for im p~ort 
sihslitltit li Mit Iti[ur . Wliili,itltie s r]icti lwovilv oiiXlooiosioW oililt stir l (ltlctii to stipport

impiressive ll(re;is ill1r (iluttl ci o.i lttrat. S'
i itiiil. Ill Coilltrlies achieved Suhstaltial'Ine 

iiiipri\VellictsltI ill l ic'Witi 
 iiili1 tiii iiilili if( a.ltriilllral slagn;tioni, rel.ving heavily on pric-
Ilg 1iid lraih, iSi t iuiiiiiiiloiil large,-s.;calecll iiiirts. 

BREAKOUT GROUP DISCUSSIONS
 
Follovilg thileilitrt ti icv Criii iks, uicrtipilsiis xert igaiized ilto small breakout groli)s,


according to their area.s (f c 
 ,Xrtist(Sil .\ppjelilix 2 loii iiiakotit grouip comtuposilioii). There were five 
hreakoit grotli; as foillo-ws: 

* l'niciitrq
+jlist;lihilizatiil Iolicv 

*• N llluirlliltiiiii,llIII Ill11it llwlt t
; ttl llttul l e~!€ 


0 li-clili al hiaill.,t
These groups discuss.,Il thlir tqd's -it Iliigtt atteunpting to identify important issues for the 1990s.
These issles ere sll i all IIlla eries of lpo)positions which were reported back by the breakoLlt 
group rappuorltuis t1 1lle lol trticilialus fur disssiii and clarification during the plenary sessions. 

1. PRICING AND STABIIFZATION POLICY 
ji/j(,/(/ loitkinu! Pmi' Sfihh/)//j.(Iljif 

ctilltrio lit, rgiii 
ill and pricillq iidiis. l';r!icilalltsexpected stalhe iod pfiCistabilinatioll toreliilaili as ail illportalnt 

l)ii.l the &tich,caih uilal 'v ill iiilelmleiited ilmlportailt reforimis ill market

are; of giov rliiiuit (.i ( ii, llow'\'(l. P'roiierly i.sigiied ailt iiiiflelliiited slahilizatiii )rogranm.s
coud have i1uijuiolill miliotr ii liu ;1litll,i ;aspoJiilet,( otll ill Ihe s\'yiu Silill pal er oln liciig policy. 

.~ ,,\
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The benefits of such policies can I)e felt throigh stability of ei ploymerlt awd foreign exchange at the 
macro level, through higher rates of i)VestlielIlt Iv rural ailnd Urblan producers, ailid through the 
enhanced security of food illttake of )oor cotsumers. Pnub)lic policy to stabilize wage good prices c-n be 
all important offset to the inadeqtate calpital imtarkets ;aid the lack of futnres markets and insurance 
schemes whicl (lharac(teriz, l(st (levelofiig colilltries. 

Logeitic.s of /1)/d I'i( f..S'tlilizofliol 
hlllttiltoll st. requires a delicate balance between directThe elficielit ill If ,,agc-g00( thlabilizatiot 

putlic sc ,'tltr itlhtr('Ilttllaitl tiI roltliotli(lt (iflrivath sectr involvein itt.A goverim entI logistics

agellcv wo lh Iued to Ie in a ci fatiollw ltl(jll ceiliig lpiice, using interaid (lefeitli it a floor airl 

itational tril. as the Ial re weel],folsto(k tllttlaallg1,1euttt.
Alh ilL! a stifficierit spread to induce pri
vate sector pl1tii o.
ti>ll illarkiu! ativilies w;s also) de('led essentiai to the efficieNl functioning of
 
a stabilizationl schell.. Illptiiliplhia 
vnriiable levy (ttld well replace tte ilteed for a goverimieit logis

lcl0\t ;iilhrtakitgtic agetcv. Inlalti,. 'Ie(. al fficietittabilization schemetc witlhout a govermitent
 
agetc\' was ol-,iderd
(tfeasiitlh. 

C.ost.s ol /'-fl P6r c'.,tddzft/ 

l'articilut ts taisei cltc Ilto\
rlls., ver, at 
 illtlhe level of fiscal uosts alld b dgelary iristability that
 
arise from imI(l-ttiltilww i a sltalilizatio n jIdiiv. Itw -as
argttel Ihat althligh an effi(ielt stlabilizatiot
 
schemte f lov,ilq \,lld I~rii(
tt ilds cdlhl I,sell-litla 1i tlhe, lolig rt11,
ig ill inally govertllterts were
 
livwilliil 
 toa ll I veal-tvar iat(l , illOtw Ipni(e levl tle((s.sarv to achileve this. It)uriig any
 
specific v.at 0 I t tH.( a . 11 ,,v'!.lltu l ((IllI'ls tailt s, .staliliallosses. As a restlt, the logistics
, rs.' 

aelicv w, rll I. tltohave a; titI ,if rI,li tok elisite till'
efficiel toperattiol ftlestatilization
 
sc.. . (ost b .,tilimtllt alld (tl, ll atlll objt ives (-(milld]ilitited ifsict funds were
elli 
 tIt he f;a 

allocat(,d a a visibl, a1ul ,xpli i pat o)ft thtt;, l ltl.
 

1'arici - ('i z 'd ll;t %,illm llItt',l;h,istabt ittctiole al tarket, IltIli ltgee tt of atialional
 
loold pri ',titabiliatiol s( .Ih,%-,l te liliklt. liSlitefnPt of [7)I.
fIr exaiple, Ilnlottesia was
 
tillable to a tntin, itslill r(ti lrwinlwe l (d icIt,fl()il wold t ark,,ts, despite raviig the it(ces.sar, for
,igtl tl ",( l ali i t.i+,l"e) l.in
e lige. il.!ss ions f t exptilsiv', slock policies to buffer their 
do'iestic ecotu(tlll t( S.\tie silk's, t ill, Alternately. ttIlotiioltI of artinteriarll s ll miirket. 

tti.ltl lit c kcl ,'&',tlst i,,%%(l ;s ti tiili agrp.,ll;tII
tts (l'd 1I it ro\t ilig design 

!a.sks Il l t( )mllir ill..l t.(-o 
,1 p'll)iltt ill 'Ir io tlfilizbet((tliiistale fo((tlsd i.,.les a lessitlult s, 

itJl tilit isll .tIrrti, ;it s--,i'lm , ,, h kjllw i r ch i ll dertA cil ttsid'ulitif ,,vchar;wwh 111;tris-tir."flliil,]lt !!Ilil]' IIt: dlf-filllillill wV,';ge-,g ke countryI,,,](11i,\r, ll Whe'+'I ood p l i in tillbility ceases 
to 11;1 {ei,1llp rl;1111 t", w ti I I('tIf(' 'mI lO 

0) lilItIpi[ illt 1tict f rtilit t lhe itolioltside, %N splciiil r11 oll(, lixsctssdi,(cetered ()li that phys
icll ",vailailit\' ait I ( lIitJltiti l irktilil. rileh ate a ip erequisite t(tetficiente m stitittc'I t ilr' f;t el ,
tlicill,.! i.l)i( ,villi l(,,-,l +tih ;111(, llar[iil polici- s, colitdl also+he usediiptlt Its(;,. , (l1 , t,! i~li(.( plicrte Ili 
to v'llIl;j(tll pll~u '.'.ki,', 1(t,,Ili,.v,.tr,,1. 11,fdlt., Ihis(<M ll]'liliv,.. cerl;lill ci'ilill.llsVs.tm ,.Ill ll(;i-es 
w.'.wle fe'rtilizfq . ltll"l' Iw .'v ,''lifif-Wl11-'.'I flw w teh og'.illi.'tl 
 ()<l'-' ll Y,;Mllid es.towv,,ards 
risk, ()-p(rim~~ t li + tl-,1,011iz(.1;tl I~;,t lri,(- '+,ll"itlvllli!01t ,,ll t, ffic.iellv (m slLidlerabl( 'oilcern 

w,,'5 (-Xl.esl. l ''\',r If'l ilt-tt'-ilv -[lit"l , ( lflItl poior, illlpl d,antd as aItltt llllit *","r' h ilt~Iit 
rwstll fiultiI ,wit arIrlt.. (v(,rll ls-, t,;,:i( ili;mls ;ig_,rtlittN ) l Ill illspecific sittiatiolts, itc;ls, for 
fe'rtilizer Stilh.,itk,'PI ) 1l ,ll eliCf -li c'tlilIll .llt . ct"+ i;ill 
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11. INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
'lhe foCtIs of disclissi!tm ill the inuterniational trade gronj cenered aron id four broad theines: link

age beween tra lxdkuy and agriculura (liversification, fod security, the role of F~od-aid, and~ inter
national tradt, elliz;it ion. I)espikh lt(e div'ersity of views expressed l)(] v'ariety of top~ics covered, the 
group felt thatd Ir;ild ill the mloiiiu veails .oitd not necessaii.v play the role of "ellgilie of growth''. 
Iiistead, tiii(tek,i. m-ll l(iio 'Is o(f dervclopiert-iti panacea of ('xIi-lQ(I developmiient 
was ati)sfeut tht' iuiiiw't senl.h(it 11;1iol (d Ilw ogooli 

M (1)(Iti( V (1/0 . ti)1,1 1101l/ /Wo i,!, (1(011 

li gip 11i'tok;11idl~il;iiiiiiiioit\ ;lvauil\'Itaslliohe the giliiii printciple for 

(tiver(ii;iiiii \ Iwi ih\ fitltcIcis(il ()It (IcIiidi shilts ill (ItIiiestir i.ial!ics through1 ruiiat-thasie 

Piltlf\cu Ill L m tiisi d;il- dlilto de ati r utpiIuIcc\ chilctshwuifm ior llthurlc eti((tcittate coisd 

iiciclsc( (c olli( 'hiocc lt~etis The:\lcihjt\ :ttiiiloici of thsc I)qOti 

it)(ihhit tiil1iitii oticiOtctll 'ih 1thits , iii!lo iti!cIll mii\5tchiti thii t pit e I isft i lltotiy tlarg 

i w wuli(Itci\; '\iiili I ,\(ihd pimi iiik liic c icit i fe i ilt : 

5ttw(.I nmios Olif, it11k Ifh 11;1cop i itcci l'iii i ; t tcc c)Itost uf sI ll fllor hV ltfill lll(uuuitrii5 to uis ll 

Ijitti i i riitiiult]Iitciltid 11tttiit i t\ii tc tttjc ilcctfr-fitiis til jIii l hetott ol'ersticks) o 
tituili ctic(lc c! ci 1; Xl jjicit ti\ t(i j~((l v a~inccii ii cm Iidui (ii('iuitils g 

(is ciss cc oIt'tticihi l<h\t';iit''kcott(1 1 n ,!~llc ttt picltoihhii rishig policy targeti 

ni l d Ic ii lltIi11.11 i I'l hSic! ].it I t iw ii ph ltslwk OF -li ll-lfmic thi sc IIhuciii'ec st 

!( il lilIX ilitiiit ci IN ( tl(Ii ti pinciiiXitu~ iii tS iitnich iihic111(lIii t iiuiuiitri5.evc 

ilnIjic1t 'ihcisctetIk t o t iu C( II.lIiOirise Iit i lmth ( e (MI(~si iutc s rvasi d~iii~ Ihiu f the 

fiil (tic'cc,c) t h i fuc~ lc iii ]('(.Ii miiu%050 i'(cip lout till lihIit ww d i cviu i to hence oilc 
tu(iiui.l Ici >I h/i ." cc ( Iutot;ihuih \;iI tf~d.ls. tcccIuuIXcl i tjiotuit i I;Ii lu zil XX i v htt5t~mpact 
gtui "d trai l ocII'tutctippvhX Wit11( il ewiew"\%IXX~iu~citiitul ctiit'icus. 1

fiu nniAui/cXiil ticiili itXI hciu cci~ctsit hstuc~..\i;scttitX 

thu l hi,icihitXIccl .Xccijutt iit h (ihiI i s il t X'tcihe l e\ih fort i waisw cit j;iiliw iXliclci is0s S itai ti i 



Ill. NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
iovfurtv i,;Idiil iieiitrl ill 

in(coiii riil~ HuIith );ld-itiiiil ril-Il,'r'vllr' I isr cIirr 'X'l rl~iw4iil (lt l tlitaii~jr ) ell' li st wasl( 

Par'ticipan!ts collcu'iir titt k tblf iuse of (tir(ir dt-egr;lidatioii iev(,il)p

thed l'rillirll otil l t rtiilhl tilhl r ,I kriilv.I Tlwlwtiiil it'lliilif,.rl r it m 

I Hailatge l iii'of t I fiii t ill 1);I"(. %' if (',Ii1-ii i I ' l It ii t Il Ii lii S 'fi i s (

1)111Jrll'\r' ' II' di isl sI Itot ii 'itk (M i ll X 1)1 

llsil (i tir JilJist (4:'''i 1;1 ' '' I i1%' II' Iw if t iii I' %t II'll i (m'I t 'i I ll illfS h llLil ;)l 

i i 'l ltX . If I H,111)111",li iSrs Ifi 

t I ii 

just itL' 1J 11 d"I*i:: 'S i ' i'.', Iw i i: (dt : Ii( ' -s0111 lIi'(rI f Ii I II 11 it'''1111I" if I p6'flIl off 

lo t 'rlrn l riIt tl ,iIi fri'fit , (If 'i"fir 'l l fj IIfir rlrllrr llllJ it l'.tllr' iitfll(lift]-P 

('111 ifrti H ill ii 'ItiilllIX'ii wst l ' 0 11 1 l l) I!" ))I(v P I. 

ill( (4eIRIIIGAJINIf 

;11r'I t f ('l 'Jll I ill I'11 1ti d'l ', itr "ll'Is i'i i i ' II' p % de' lr tpi I !J lr l l f f l II ir f ill ~t''ISIS itf 

idflii' ' d I' rIl f'li JI''mw ~!lt-;(Ii'! pI,' 'l '' t i' ii i I'.ll I''.f jtIri.-rilr l rrl~ffr 

St otl dP-l r'irlt'. Ii \,rfJ K iif ' lif.ro ,'I fri fl iif:, 

Oi Xl ti111't fi' ii tJ i IiI'it I . '~'f w, i', 11 J'ii i'''Ip i i fir) i6ll i J)iItJ I l hr1W 

f'' i'lr i it' i d'i'f'' i ''I 111itsJ'Xrfd itil'~h~l 

ll f III, 

liiiX l i''eid Jilt'i11 1; XIifr'i i 'l I il. .tr~'is Ill' 'f 1 (I Xi fIt \ J lii irIlf1,' 

tiIlit~ u fr!!Ii hfii 1Aulilili'i ilii 

'('ISI"'XXlls;l'Jl'X'rii fi,'tirlIl~li tri~~r'f .'~iii ff' ir'X'lhX'rs~tirllrf~~rIiirf.' rr'i ' fr \\iiir 

li l ( il ; It(. 'wj ili lil I ! p i k 1 :1w il 

O lfll j i ;1f illi 
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secure land titles 

* rural credit 

" 	interest rate ceilings 
usufruct titles 

q tree crops watershed managementnew cropping systems, water users assoc.
soil conservation water pricing 
organic fertilizers& insecure tenureM 

Chemical fertilize,'s 	 foete co c -Irg to 
"en £'"e /Isdi no 0 & Ms. 

0 	 - free waterft0 

" nutrient leaching o ,unreliable" damaged soil - Orje run off 	 sppinefiiabe supply 
structure inefficient use

"*reduced water //waterlogging "pfoordinge 

poor drainage 

X Loss of/ 
\ productivity,/ 

\ stability &/ 

sustainability 

\ 	/\" nono .,,o : 2 v\ use, 

............ \! / 	 / d "deforestation
 

nwiva orietes bosisdet 

Technology Pesticide.q 
S "encroachmentn w varieties 	 " shifting * subsidies 

" germplasm 
* 	biotechnology 

integrated pest
*conservation of management

consrvaion f 	 *pest resistantbiological diversity vaetiesvarieties 

insecure tenure> 
marginal lands 

Figure 1: lss f ;ILric'illurl l 1.owill (ii I i,Ilni.rmi1I ,'I Ow a',Iqil iinl tr- ICr(c his. lnhit ii in the slid liji ' run'
langles idilldae inflerior or iladcquah' u;sI; , ,IIIII lsi' I cihirsin br ke -lic rvtctlan.,shs ildiate superior or 
SullpleIl'eIlar, pulicies fur huiins\'wl l( ,rese I. lIal Ili'llt~lt. 
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Figure 2: 
Water Regime & Fertilizer/Ha for Cereals Fertilizer/Ha & Cereal Yield1980-85 Cereal Yield 
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India (IN) Indonesia (10) Japan (J)
Korean Dem Rep (KD) Nepal (N) Pakistan (PK)
Philippines (PH) Rep. of Korea (KR) Sri Lanka (SL)
Thailand (T) 

si itltaneolsly stressiq iniproved IliallgellulIt of water resources at all levels, tied to the generation 
of improved irrigation dala alld im(proved pe.rformance indicalors. Clearly, h(owever, this source of 
agricultural growtll, which has heel s) inliportallt ()last lperfornlaice, is hecoliing increasinlgly diffi
cullt
to realize tlhrmrugh direct irivestilini illstlructures snpporteld hvAll) ageicies with costlruction
orienled plrograins. 

[I(tl')iIIiq tle arglilelts esh'eilr)v01her qrmlps, tle irrialion hrcakoul ir('1Ij) felt that while 
irrigation ilvestiln !,its(-;iI ; I illota I tl(c iimakl, rtf llcoat riuli ta ,()lic.odiversificilioil, illg lleral this 
)r(cess should te iiilark(l- o)rd(lull-lel. Vilhinl this ((itt,I]-.'viinvestiielits or iiiprovxements ill


existiug irrigatioll svstelni.s 5i-( (]hl he (hesigiod for flexihie (o)praliouls, (iiiallcini (tiII capacity of the 
rural sector to respoiild efficieulltv It)thier(css of (liversificatioll aild structural chiauge. 

V. TECHNICAL CHANGE 
Ther, was colseIlsils that the d(ecliec iii.rowlh rates (fAsian rice aild wheat vields silice 1983 

was struclural mid iiot a traiisilorv pho(lli(eiiori. While th, ll(, v te grealer potential for u.gnetic 
improvemrrents iiiIne iiiiiiOr cr)lS, )articipants felt lhal iuvestlleunts ii th(ose crops should nlot he at the 
expense of lhe [llajor food stalltes, whose tra(litioinal silrces of growh, irrigatii aid l iiw se(( tech
iiology were ill (Iliestioll for lht coiin (l(ca(e. h'lere was reiicrkahle conselius aiiioig plarlicilanl"ts
that while hioetimnotogn v a(varices iII rice ailil wheat were lIssihli, itwas very unlikely that results as 
(iraiatic as tlloise suipporhgli!ig hlcl( i Rev(trition cmilih he achieved ii the 1)9(ts. rhTsoircI'e(s Of 
iriprnl((l t ro((ulivil.v (juinqI ]th will come plriiiarilv fron)(9)9s iiilproved nnnalagenrueit lractices. 
This, howvVr,Iay prv, (v hew Iore difficult and costlv N(achieve thall Ii,past erilelic impjrove-
Iliells. railricitalltsexpressel real c'(l-rilm that cereal production would lag heliiid the growth in
 
(lmfanl(i illtie ('olillig (l'ecacle. 
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that the ittt ntiottutlil titittite illrIte Jiteserva
lion dand ()ffi)(I il I.\a" iili-I mlniv-r-eled inforIit itlsvsteiiis tht 

TJhey agrqeedl ((titers shmitld ( lit)U ; a(critical ruleI( 
prov'.isioni ilraiieiii tii M~wiir, i tech 


linknatialls iciitiii tinlc(,iiil wiitilinfi \utieties. fIadiittil, cits ileiltuctiiIlt ill 
 11sJ1int
 

Ii f tit llB ut articlilmnietuthe nlglrii;uih.ll~ te( Sol ts (Stt ch (tii llitr Iictiltt( tiiur 

til ~sttitiis for Il ipl)vII~l ciiih il lr ., l~ he r tll o Sih ile 

hIgheili s l iii situl ( it I t v (tmii;itiv (i ilrII iiV.Ss hlic:\Nh; litwd~ tlli( itu li ltit( latterIlrl. itiiie 

th kitt. 

V1. CRnu tSS-CtiuiN THME 

DuIt)ilh " m l(im p ldpeli silsalu h t(fisisw reds tse h tw r o 

l 



CLOSING REMARKS
 
Hv W'diiam Fuller
 

11' Flllh r I)(ptlh- Assistilill A(III li: 11"t 1,00t (d 11 le ANI: pr(wided the closinIq ;Adress 

cmift"rolic(" III illilwhicim! Ilk ( (milm-111" III(] r";1cliolls to Ihe a.Liell(h proposed I)v the 
pI(-I1;Irv 111111 oll fit(' dfv(,j()pIlwIII ( Xlwriclvv it) t1w roqioii.t Icll"( It'd (m ill'' 

Ill I(ji'd pn)(111(kofl. lilwl;llize theil II;Id(, w LJille". alld 
wwill(II %ww hh hlIIoht(-d il", implot.1111 (An-c(.!it ( h velol mm'Id 

eflort.". "(it( ''d p'lIL" off th'' fo1L;i()II Wit IwIll 11t)III Ille develop!1!111 filiA 
Illellt I)!()( illd 111,11 lilt, 1111111(- 1;111 ''t1,1111 ;ol\(-II thlit (fiminil w1wh w0moll limits ()r 
Yield", ;Ill(! Illril i,.,, 1', I') If')%', it) ptilill(Of 'flt-111111i w1r, ,Iill wI;IIiv(,k lifideveloped. 

to l1w 1111111 V,.r, 1,11'' 11111t Itil"I ('11(o l" II;t(I ;I helte l Illid ('IsIalld 
illl_ Ih(, (14"'' 1lp liw ill ill iii;iikels. ill gen 
(11;11, ]1!p'li ll, 111fil , i ('[fill 1(;Id If)111(oft, "llc l: 

Ill !11'' hilill'' T h ( 1Il1p ()Il lIj( !'it)(I y .(11111%, 1 , Y j(", ilf)(I ()IIIIII'Ws ill ctish iollilig 
it,, Itinw, w(A ill iiiiiicidnire. 

Fillit'l 111.!! 	 1()I( Ili,- ill;wf()j'"I illi: !!h)hI1 i.(1,11(mil, I-, 1111d till(If" Illd flillifi( lid policle", of 111dividual 
c(mlillif", ""(,Illd ((11111111w If)1111,0, 11 011 ( I (m Ow lillf, Imil "fill( lilt(- ()f ;i.i!ii( idtimil i!rowlli ill ANF 
cwIlIIIw-" "ll()w; mlh llllf l "I,( ()IOw ''o, fill, hf)IIII'ldril." ()f ilollcillillfill 1)()Ii
(Al 1111%t. 
 Ill,( (mw ljlllflf-d ill(b,'-d' lilt- Ill lilt, pf()hlt fw, ()I 111111w, with Ielwt;llioll (4

t'lliplo%iiii-fit r, It1' p lop,1111, llj !%Ill. 
 mf)w ''lli, it-1111%. I)v p(dicil", llfffclilll, ()III(.1 ;l of
 
Ow ('coil')[11" Fill;Ill". Ill p1l"I ('00ti". 
 ill Ilw propellsit.vol'
(Imims ill kick ()w pli'm.111111 1%Tlw (11,Ilpp)rl !()I iq"l icl ill III-;II 11111vi.!silic.sor 

Illim Ill lit If111"Illillp ol" I".I I,,;ill lX;II1lp 1,-f)l th i" tw ild . 
Ili oll'), 11""Jill, Ill, 110ml. I Yflwllk j Im 111w (AIlw ;Ilid 

it, plf '_lli ill lhl. 11"XI! 'I''( Tlw IfIldo. Ilid defirils,
li'lli(m,11 (111!olf Illf-1, 1110 hill ll d com"litilem if-, ;iw ( ritir'd litclors 

lilt- lit All l h ( k (d ( lili( 'I!"k-ills ill 
Yfl ll'' ill(! Ih ( im p()II;Iflt (()I1sIf;IillI.s. 

111.11 	 !Ill. jit''Ilt -:%,IH ill [,if pill ;1w 11 A(I, dw pl)""ihilik that 
1111! - , W ll ;1"W !io ll;ll alldIll ()Ilflicl', ;iv', 

!4)1 ()Ijt;lllil ;Iw f-ir, 111,1111if-Ill Illid IIlI(,m .IIi(m ;II ltdd i ( (mid Ili(,,%idi Ilw k ick
(11''l, k of All) Ill lilt, Ilw, 11,111jilt, 111,11 1 s All 

If-lit ;IIIiIIvIi(.;d
11% 

If) 
flill(IIII!, oil 11111,1 'ltl!l lilt(. lot 11111!4'11'."% Ifiv - 41111.111 ill ilw !'111I)II ('10 ill illw)(

1) Ilid 	 kw l(-W) 1,4 1% illi illII1I,4 I1i( Itilf. 1) 1I()v,(,vfq "lip p oll ;111(1 
f, I if mil""Imt tillo. I If, .fill lII;i"ixf'd All )")collfilmed 

illk -w"I Ill Irid ( 11''o ]P. lilt lilt], 11il""I"h illt f. m d (11,% vfA()p IIw IlI (d 1)()Ii( 11,Illd 
11:1 v,11illil All ) Awillill" Illill p(dic% wloflll (Ate[] 

ill Ah p -llk (I()%% it it 111- mi;Pis-l'if I(if, 1,11111 t 11(,p f"i !11,11 All I ( ijillil ( (mllik 0l. Ill 1111,II()III()tio II ()f 
m ill I%III)v(, Ilw ilp "k ,I p dli % 11111 ill it,-d I'll, In-1, )Ili Ilix w 1w ill it,, ;Ili ix;IIIIIJ(. (if 

I 'll, (t-- h 
ill fill' PON)" I)- too I hi-.111il" p(dl, d fJ f)lI('I!i;IIIk lwtw 'ell 

III',% "",)Ik''d lov-11(i Ideldilk ilIll Ill 'Illd impli-
Ilw ill'th o ll oil lilt- 1)()Il( %w I(o ill lit ,w llld lli ', I'lille l 111,11 1 All ) fillillil Ilw 

ill hf-Ilf-I ( ;IpII;iI lifid III;Itk0" Ill p1l)III(lk, 11w ( fflcwlll 1111,;1I liallsforlilatiOll 



SOME CHALLENGES FROM THE ANE SYMPOSIUM
 
ON AGRICULTURE INTHE 1990S
 

The aim ()f Ihe sYllilmsillill wils to idelilif 'v stl,;It(I.('.\' isstle"; filcimll ANF cmmiries ill the relalionship 
betweeii their iwric(ilttirid scctois (md l1w (I((momic !"i-mvIli pioce,,s ill tli(I P00s. The clialleiige to AID 
flow is to for c it pm.111-till Mlich (.1111111in"; l.f*Sf)IlW( .,, Illd p-swilw 1111liz.1lioll while Stavilli, withill tile 
resource cwisIrahit,,, Imth limitim imd fiiimcl;ll, klcill! \Ill It."(11. 

p;IlIi(.ip;tlIls id(.111111('d I 11111:11wl (d Ill'it "milld cllal;lderize III(' 1990s: 

1. TII(I illc1c;IsillL) IllIp ( 11 1,111(v ill I'll III .111d "(( toil It.,m lill, I. n'kitivc to tectillical 
icillilli'll lindill, h,, W"', 

2. A cmitimwd iw(,(I lift 

:1. The w(pliwilwill lilt -,ilh-11111i'll 11]v(-',!IIw[ 111111111,11 IIII'mStIlich1w. particularlY ill !rilllsporta

ll('( d lilt IIfll( p(dwW." %%hich it(' m llsish lll with clivinmiliellial sus-

All ill( )Ili I I it h it 111111ill!'111". 1); 1,f. ;,l.Ih ili/,III()II p (d ic if", 1.,,111;11 ko lilw l;iliza tio il a m ] 
'IH L 111111.111 d 'l, II'd %,,,II'l p l 1( t. p !f)( 

1 [W(,d I(JI Imil!'111 , lplkll h)IIII'llilm 11)"llpl)(0 "m"klilit'd illdlidim, 11hl.uad 
rilml(, (d 11(tkili''., 11''Ill rif)II('11lit p(dic\ 11)iww it, It resotir(c allucatimi to priv te 
sectol. im id"(.111will ill Ill(. pI(W(I1Y1 

Pel-111.1ps Illi. 1w)"t "llil".11w Ill Ilic discils"iolls %vllsilw %\id(Ilv-(IXpIcsS',Idcoil
cern '11)(ilit Ili klm\ill ()I !!IIijI pI'dl1(.IiIl!I ill I kev(dilliml 1990s, and Ilic 
c(m lilltw d llf.( d 1w ill 1111.11 11111,1"llm lilt(: 

Tlw v;w-tv (If
 
11.mvlll p1lill", '110 pdlt %t wI lli\t' Illipm I'llic(, ill lh'' ',I% k(,% ls."Iws will v;II-Y
 

c(m littic.", 1,11w, lllf, I[!!, 11(ilij hl(),ill lit ()19 IM IS W(ju ires
 

Hit, ( 111).I( it%1w Ill-ill ;1h."w-plioll. ilild the
 
pr(w !-'s (d ill\( 1."Ill( Will) "11(It11116 .1"I Ilid lll!!, :\II 1111,1.% ilIIp 1(jv(. It" (.(ip :IciI.v h )
 

Ilml Ill( IIII.Ilf ililpl''\1.11 1)()Il( \ Ill. likli!(.11 will ill A\J. t

Pill it( it Ilw ,%llipw,111111 I'll vs. Ill part,

.pw"'wd k m( 1-111 Ihk lil I!w lwvd it) !(J( 11"All I 1(. ,wm
 
lilt,, wl.ls ;I If,( 1m i1j1II.lII\(, ;1(1\ ;it ill lw (lv v
 

IIIIiIII! ;Ic lk ,It, 11 '1" I'll-( lilt 11p )m.l m d 11,111.,p l:11,11io ll h p (. iliv e,111111,111s. Ili 
add itio ll, illr cilli'v ill w llich .d I '41 fp l!t '1k )[11Ill(- 1m )IIII.I.Ilk'll (11 A ll )' , (.I()ss-i.IIIliIIIj l1w illes alid 
the I(qId(,lIc% fill lllf-,( lllcllw ,, Ili '111M ,o 11( t, 11"'(111tt (-, ('111 (0 lilwi llmll;iolml hill lwvillicles's strale
qic. All) Jill 

Willi illf.w;l"Iml -,c'm it% (d dt.v('I(yIiwIlIII Ili dislilll llisll 
howeell %% mill t. re"milice pl-mllichi, 11w1c,"wilt ((jillill''(111% 'Ild %vIllch(.1111011( 

lollllllllml Altlwlll ll lilt, whiiv(I iwcd will varv 
;I1110 11.0, cm ilillw ", ill All I v"(flild "tw ill h ) lit\,(, 'I Ill ill)d sit[)

"d w It '.1111,111t I. If-" )IlI( I, jill)(Im It\ T h ", 11(dio ll wf)Illd lit All 
foctised ()It: 

1. I'mill(dill" IIpi1;II Ill p-I'llim! lit lestAlk I, 'Ifid d(,v(Il()p
liwill ill the il l it,1111111111 Iwch)l . 
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2. 	Enlumciii .qthe ciij);witv-iii the Iliiitcd Stiaes Imd ill the ANE' rul.!ioii-for understanding the 
IMUMO(Illielit of Ille 11I wroecol loll) ic illid food ;111(1 ;11-]Cldlllral policy; 

Havill 
of 	comiliv programs ;md ill assisting othei donors 

, 	 g I ore;0(.1 rohi ill (]()[lot' (.f)()fdi[l;IIiO[Iill 	the do.,;i ()Il of df'%(lIfipIII('Ilt 

'I'lle Svillim"Imil p;IIII( ill('111ifil-d .11111111hol of area" where forei [l assislaiwe resources will 
he l(_,qIliwd. fn'lll IlYm." III wo'iollid dt-v(,IopiiwiiI s1rati-v to Ilw level of ;Ili All) prograill 
stratejv. jlowevl t, (.111k :,)I I(ill of iII,,tiIIjIiOii;d advaitkige. The ahove three pro
graill awl-ls whif. 11'\,)Illd f-fill;1fif I. l1w idelitified ;it Ilic SY111positill), S('(1II to he collsis!elit 
will) ;Ipproacll. 

APPENDIX I
 

Economists "Gel Toqether" 

IlTllllpd;l ('vf,11111i l1w 	 difillersessioll ovurcof(11"witfef, 	 1111d Ill III "kill III,. 1,,Il lf)ljl 1)Wit Rtitkill, W(.111YFalcon,0 .I(dIIIV ,I1(q '110 	 Ilp IIvi(.v's ()II;IIIv isslw or 
ill Airkig 

I!hf-f'll ill'' WIM] (4 1*S-, (, WI (ollfli( Is, he lievertheless 
fe lt HI;II t[IIIIII. I'lld ''I 1 1!% Ik''( Illf 11" 'idd III,, k . lllf)d l w d I)%"''(.11litY (.fill( )'(,I If(' p w (!icted a 

I'llk %villl Ip.,1:111 lild Ilit. I.w )Illfi II'di) 111 tw olll( Ahmq with exterlial 
1'ISsisI1III( I. !I(.!I'll th 'if p1dit It', (d fill "holild he it[) illipor
t'llit prim il'. killlw :I 1111,1f. ( ,I]( .Ilw d Ill I I""11w, Ill Iw illill ;111(1 q ualitv 
of lifi (d 	 111'1 fill !fit- 4111'1I (?I I If, co lw hided I)v
";lViIII! h'Ill 	 rI)Ip filIIfq l(if", Ill th e 

lIlid (,Is(,
wh e lf.. I If, ll(q wd lil1l; !111', [[]p "Ilw ! Iiiii'l lillilk fill, lw , 11111111'1; ()II lilh -l;a 1;()Il 

lot Ow illxi df,(-;Id(,.
F( 11''illt; 111'. 1" 111 11 ill, 	 1*',Il' 10 1 ill dollh isll()l "11% 

Wd h%dfalw. al-jew if s,
w-d 111,11 111d 1'-x., whilld 11')fthl, P(j1jt pf.()p If,Ill Asia 

0 ;I I'ljIll "'. t. ..... fit iII!Ijt(l%I' Ill(- of 
jwfjjlh . 'llid v''jilld ,ljppf)ft Ow 1%pf, of 

;If ;ilif)lll Ow ( f-fillihiltioll of 
Ili It Fill;I11%. III(. (11;Iwkv k", of the 

CO AR, Idllko !I, if "'.011 III-Illol 111f. w mkl Iw ;Ip;IhII, of 
till- If llo dd , 111,1111!111( ljlij)l, ill (If "m1tw ",ill Ilw hillill.. 

III,, w-d I') Ill( 
llf)fl ;lIld lill""'It if fill'* Ill, flilw o." Illf. fill! t illid 

'llw ill-10 111W'41111p, ,I lilt 1111.11 	 !I111111h il 111%w -tillwfil If)illip to vf. Ilw 11111versi
)1m( flitf, fit lill!!wl .&J( Withill plivsk.;1I

ifilill'stim fill. lw("l I'll t li-%(,l -filid Hili;rlim fill(,'' dii(I mws rin-di 
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.I ~'intonew lthem -;i'wlli i em i-.lltl l in H tis ;I , ll.]l ld , I tit lllllm % ' ll llt ' llll ' 1;1l~li o. ! ) V , cs]t-

Inltillt bIliu ltm. c II .mtleli1( I li'.";]tttI; li (t)if',[l(vl (li ' cL \ l I-j Ir lll ,Itll\. ' cm ice'llsImh . A) 
are Ipo kiit iw %;wrIl li l ik~dv 1 l!',,(ttlvd I;~i!\ .V. (,)ft' I ,,,-,,i.\Ill, l(ck1w h c' i , MIM tiX rc.,\1l 

<)ffi('i~l].I-'."It' ~ ( l l;It,'. w t'IwIll r t('.,Lj ; llil i \ ) lIl l lt I S'\ vIlm() ! , u , 1h lt;I.A ld c 

t;.Il'l l( l iiem , iol i f,1i , li i m m % I;rIvill w ln I( ll]i1 dl,'II l> \i . ;111( c(~I-\l -,,.'.t]s PtItt'S 
O c;ll s~ wl,ilw,( lll , lt , i l ll li wAli" Ald II (d~ D -Itl -t 'lll(l [ I t lw . ll;t-"Ii .ll it .'\ I ll t 1 w I ; )n ll 
(hi~ , ;l ' (,dl ; ,ll, v t !l l l I w ip,<!' ,llt l lt.d lllil il'1 (-ilI[,tI 'hvi[. "l[lm,w .111d'~li limi]A'll,I p ilv w 
l;111(1 h ' l ,wllt. i t 1i!1.i '< ~ li i i l I \% li(,t 1 A\ll i) l i ! 1, d i ;111 it,1Idllit l i 111 (li)1,111(11) , m\\;ui ,ll iI 


,
disa'1 i i elii%, , i(lll i t(!.4.. Ill~t ( Iw'~ ill . 'H Iii c l1 \',, l 1 11m 1l; i i ;11.,l 11 v il -lll islw, ( 11! w ck(l I 

in Il sil\ .,, l! Id -! Ih' i l ! p ""111111 1 dttdi, f, lw 1).],, ll ll ll I,ili l \ \ I O; w l l lll, h ()[ i,'wIi\ I i lii( 
llll ; .t'i !I I II k ii Il , I,li , I s IsI ' ' < f ( ) t ( [ : I I (Iw tiIII \ t,. m : , IIlI Ili)I " ; f l'l l S",Ill i ;I I ] 

1 1 'il l l l I.% II ', t I I\I iI(I I I I 1,,1 11 1,t 1,i h 1 1 , , I IIl Itlk, I ( st'l l I I ,ll 1 1 l iI Ii i v 

APPENDIX 2 
Participants by Breakout Group and Affiliation 

,"htiwi h' iigji(llilI \\trh , i .\II.. 'A,N F' 
N; nII I ( ,t I> I k ( -I II C I I I I h I ) ( tI , I 
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APPENDIX 3 
Symposium Papers 

A.\rritiulture and] -;iriitiiri] ('hilllglii Policv ] l iaotitns otf ]rigatin ili Asia and liti Neil [Iast if the l9 S: Problems 
l)iver'sifjiclii ill 
(Cilr,,I I"1T'lim t.) 

,iiit,i tdOw Neir KIt ;od P'isp t , 
an~d M. sv('ildwil) 

((. Leviine, R. Barker, M. Rosegrant, 

A 6 1111riulla h'it PS. -li SI,IIi1Ii II ,l 1'(,!iLv The Role' of Irri.gati, n fi lth(. A~qriciilluial [Devolotpinent of 

W('. .Sio.i .iNliistii)Asia 0[)aiid Siiklr) 

T]he' tkoh, (,, A ' ! l l, il I l l,, iiwi.d (1v'iw,,ralioln ;il)( Inl iftilidt Sus:-t;1ihia[ilitv iiii(I RuLral [)eVo.1]lplleln[: issues for 
hi rimic ])i,t , I ,)ii Ili! . ,,i;, ;Ili(] the' N iir F'ast A s\ia itod tilt ,Nell t';ISI ill Hie 1990S(1'
(C. IPtt.i !'im iII ) (Arthur A. Golldsmlith) 

..A iitilime i,ld [.'.il(.%-W.(.hnawl Ivi.nial Ahmnad all( Agric'tlun, ,nid kIihral I )vv,,hplnewill Asia ;Ili( the Near 

EPp
(R.. 

At:A.I.ct.s olivil 
;littol. 1'. Mhl'cii o 

and Strategis
L. \iliches'-ler, anzd .1.Lee) 

A inI ti'l ilrt 
Is, li,, 

m d Ii ,wt - (iwt hI li Asia: 
(l .w. t10,]11 .. ltlllw.d 

Sole jStrategic 
'lfadt, ;IId I)e.velop, i.l Tlhe' CoUmphimcnlirity of Agricultur

al "fl'rdo. (Mlatlhe, I). S:hanle) 
Tielt.,IIj t ()I F'( oll .lit' Pol)ic' 'I t SI im l f ow ollltlH'I] [('1IIs of[ 

tod o ( .\1sifi,iii AsiaII 
(16 liald ItI ( ,,lo l1) 

n lthe NeaI " -,I C]apitalWhimaland Agritellurtiaroductivitl 
O illl ( (R~oheril F". 'vellsoll) 

; Ili( Ihic Nc'm I-tr',l T]rwim,, ;mod i S'ih awStr l.ies fi 

Aid (('IrlF.IPlav) 

APPENDIX 4
 

Paper Abstracts
 

Agricultur~atd Struc.tural Change: Policy Implica- thiin larowis' out of Ilhe hasic: foodI staple. D~onor aglencies, 
tions of D~iversification in Asia and the Ne'ar Fast ",,'iaillv lth( World Bao~k and the As;ian [ev.'lopllent Bank, 
( 'mod lF /Tim ,i w/ l ( ' / ,1*, Tinmmoi, loulid theih agricollioral po¢rtfo lios heavily. iov.eslud ill ric;e

,
In! Ill(e olid]-]PN ", Ilwt lic'o-[k i~l'd ;111(1 V iil;I-kihIm'd(] olloIrH Il - ", Jf'i i rlil, iflioll wVs[Icill, w.\ithl VorFV low.% ''onomIic' ri* utlr s 

Ill A] si.11 (';twI Nill F'll t-i"'lI ll t fll t.'[ Ow'14 p lle )t,' llil q'II,']ll' tiled'h,,,w]i, -vlil cd'I. ll wo(rld pltll[ . Mll(] i vur()F-

( do"N 1 [('( '"dil1 I I lc ' lilltl'llild II'l 1,111 '"I", , .hi t (,I I H Ili '111Id h ] li t-", [' ,ll111t,' ,1 ','(li ve''l'l llh. ' i di[1's 

:] iu tillil~t-d IIHe-,( iaII4 I ;" :l; II ) ;Io'l l~ \ " I't Ito, ,,t ( if h,[1 qc ",,lll]ic" ill t Illid(-198 (O , llw ., It) 

i'((. t' V,'w w a cI(liiiviltioll (CoonI[ i-'%Ot a~ k(,Ijt kloil~l' i( JIIm w's l | ll]JIIILII III r: 'v', polici' i ;lod11',~ ilIV(sl[ilI|(II 

;Ihovv lit l ", 1 t-w(', Ill tlht- ", l;Ilkt l' t e(ll lat -d','lali, ' "llatc.oics h41 [f ste'l rulIal d]i\'t [J,vii( io I'](lit oIF to 111v a - %' p III 
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surfaced ve(ry (11i('kl,';i. go1444'4t1t44lt's iitte'441jted( Io w4Sp444i11 The4 first p'441 of1 this jpi4q44' des'M'rill's 142 prcs (f stru&'
to tire "crisis ofl Si4('ss.- First, :t4 4)m14'4 for1 ii 4 I;Ilstoiu441111iol4
em 14 1111;11 o im14 eco204i444t\ fliltl all 114~icu1iti41ifi4 

ish(ibutioi-4')4 im 1141414 dvi'l-wiI'i t '' 44444 i4l't4' 14rtI ;dw 'il41si1r1 kls(' 11o .'4i 14.41~14)441(litali44'11441414'1il444(14l
 
11145.O4H(I45 i liitdh ii iltCo t l .fi tli 4lt;444i.im coIstid l Pt op44 1I4'>44 p441"4 tlook14,,t11 4.-iidh m sim\5114 change 24ill4the4 
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outcomes, but that they are ijtiauItitative*v si iiifi'aiit relative tn logistics ai eiicv to sjeid the iliolev, with adequatethe,i., 
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inipact of illvestinciits oil pioductivit *v. I JSAID shoold con-
sid,,-r tit(, fosiviing of inctcascd capabilitY ill dalof (ollc(tioll 
andploblvill allall'sis to assist ill sigilificaill policv, opola-
tions, and desigil decisiolls. 
" Therc is it !wed to evillillic lilow v Itilf, illill ill 

itivestment pllolitic.%which Ilac occlim -d fccetillt, wilhill 
Ilic irrip lion sectot imd Oil, po!"Illull inlpa(Li,o/ lific (/(ill it 
waid twilds ill im I'Sirmcills Ill lit 11ing'a im4alo'd 
docullwillf'd ill this pilpri. 

" 	Olle specific Iofilpolwill Ill Ill(- m-clol whow Hicn, 1', Ill 
ohviolls Ilced fit k-licl is Ille lolt, I)///If, pit. 
Iall, w(lot ill both Ill(. coul-.f- alld "vsfollls lefds. 

" 	Ill most of colillilic.", illf-wam'd oljqdum, oil 0/1-011 1,lom l-
0 1)(111tt 11)(111oll ill Ille illi ,Ilioll till \%()[]Ill 11(i 

" Ill Illo"t I Ili( Icaicd attftilloll to ill(, ,tilic Put, w id 

opciotioll olt lolgillioll oltioril--alloniw itild 1w 1)(.1101, fill 


" Wc [wcd :I Wf/b'l ol 1/11'141fibill.,otlollplot 

Cii, olld o/ tht, loldcoll bctll (w/I 11,11(lbilltutioll olld maill-
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I, tho, po!"llitill,, /w top (/It ''lith-
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" Whilc it I,, illlli il"itt'd 111,11fill]( Itof I 
(11111)11 1111' ',Illoll ',I-( tol.1 lxf- I',p(-( 1', ill Illc 11111 
ill (oIllIIw,, it ah llvfdlf ont 1111o"'Ill"I I'lopco'poir, 1111IJ lot 
c\p(lim oll ol it IIlloll', I otco, wiploo, t lot di'l i'loollb,111 o/ 
phfim( of//11/111,,ti ill /M( I tlll llt bf -I I/ pi olop l(Ill, 
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iii(i llkt-l% I(, lic Iompltx illd olll ll dilf'-will foix(-" of 
a(livilies lilitislint itin, 6-%dopim-io "oppoll ill 

of lot lit] 'I'ld 'Ifill "pollsol"llip of 

firld sloilit.". II. 'llid noilliliq T/w, ftpwNI'll1,,, a fmitol 

Iholh-iij,,i, lot I 
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allilk ill I if 1111- I I m ill I if dIjI W d l 111 11,, I )I I %it ttl;ill% ilw 
s;mw itI it!'llil III: If if 1116 -1/ I IYV pit if Im lit )lI fill I(ill Ill. V I I% 
( f,c t" ht-I I(,%I, 111.11 ill 11)11 1% 1 -(1 ( ifl( It-II( % I d w1lit'l I I ',( 
llllo li 'Il Ifill )Io%I -( I I I I ii!i itI()I I I 11. 111, l!"t , I 111'1 it I I If I I I -i I I I If 111is"v 
'Ihis I. it it)I I I I lov I II , 1.111!( 111111 It ( 1, 1 If w. I % I I It it If I .1% Ill 11 

if1',itl( Ill, i Ill I- i'vo k -1 Iflssw , 1111 .11,111( 1 )1 1 1 
If if ;it I itII.1411 if -t (1%1 -11 -1 1 111 1 it 111-1 1 );it I,, I )I I Iw ,,II 
Glowill if, lold illil"'llf-d ow'l ill lilo"t ASIiIII M11111111.1 I" 
declillilli'l ( )Ilk ill llldicl Ilot i L!lI A% I I I ('X( ('I'll (111('INI I tit I I IWI 

I I!Ical IwI'd fill dilla oll (1j"I (11im "Iiinoll 
(l(-kcIopIIl -III .!ild oll fill- I tljllolllic pi-0 ,111),1111 c (it Ict rIll 
Illiq'Itioll im t."Illit-Ilk I)IIIIIII! Ilw (ololill! 
ilive"Allwill" will Io lit- III;td(- \,.fill IlIcH"I"1111" Iiol, Ill 
old(,f lo 111;mIloill lifili'llioll w, I lost I'llet Iivt- otll( I. (it 
olifl it IIIIIII-ol 
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This lj;ili(-t look-, it iomc (it llit- lit( tor" Owl offc( I iiishm-
liollill slistaill'Ibililv, 111,116111" palk 111,11(Illoll0l not 4-m 
rcf( wncv Ili Aski ;wd ill(- Nv;II F.Isl 11 to( 11"es (allitill 11ol 

exclilsively) ()If two scls of institutions that atv central to 
m ial imd il licllltlilal (Itivelopment. 'I'll(, fit-st slit are colleges 
()I tinivc-t-silics that Icach al-iricultural scicna, and rclatod slib
jccls: Ilw second SO all, politic agellcit's If-spollsible fol 
iillc llllcd 6-vclopliwnt ptoj(icts (or whid is offen now 
(tilled toca of le Iioll;ll devc1opillf-10). 

The loclis off 111cm. Iwo sels of illsfililliolls is ill 11-spollse to 
I'.S (4,velopliwill sliale i!y, which II;IS givc1l spcial allf.-Illioll 
If)Iliglirl ollicillioll illid atca dev(-lopmew piojects. I ligher 
rdliclitioll, (ifcollisc, is clilical !o Ilw plocesscs of techilolol!y 
thill"Ot-1 alld aglif, illillial divulsilicillioll, whilc ;Ilcil dcvclop
flicilt I,, ( to 1)(11ol I'('sollicc Illolliagc1liclit and 
('111plovilwill iltillf-latioll. havcI!.SAIIYs (-XI)clivoces, ill 111111, 

Ilulliefolls Ill"il-Olts ;Is lit Ilow lit hol.swl cdocilliollill 
Illd li-I!i0li'll (b.%elopliwill ill'tillitioll.", alld have illso stillill

kill-d 11clo'lod fl(jl:l lilt, lidd Ill qoill'Im c ;Ihollt lioul-ishilig 
kp(- ,I ill"'lilotiolls ill (it(- flitim . 

111"Illillioli'll ,,I, 'tilill'thililY is Ilot alwavs it 1(.;Isil)l(. ohj(idivc, 
Hot "AI'll lit.( f-i"'illik it desililhil, mw [of som- pl-ojecls. Illstir

illid illicill;1I plohicill's cill icl Illillak. al most 
111% 	 "llst;Iiiiabilitv ale illlplovcd,111"Illoholl, Thl- odds lot 


whIql Ill ollialli/"ilioll is alill. If)adapt its(,If to its
 
,[I% illd ill hljlll ]k opf-fallolls Ill lille %%'fill its
i1ollowill 


11111(itir( 11(111(lowilicill A(Im-villil .1"lit'' ;lIllolig llwsc illivillill
 
'110 co -Illid I,,Ilw lot(. (11olgilliiz;llioll stlillcgv.
 

%% All I alld ollwl fillwh cilol-gv to ilit(.rlilt(. dollols devok. 

11,11ioll.11 ;IIA Il'Itiol itslliilc. ,v issucs, Illev have wildcd to
 
ll!liolc 1,tItit(-.[!v at lilt, of I"il liz;ltiol lit! lckvl. 1,11(i qll(i%, and
 

ill pfoj,-( I Illilildi"I'llicill II;Is fO(tI.s(-d off adillillis
fm i(hoiv,, iv , im Ili(- imithit, iiisks (Ifhudgetilig, 

ollwilil", plorowim-111, aild so lolill, Rckltivelf,- little attell
lloll 1jivcII lo Ow dillivilsioll (if 

i.r., Ili ilw Iloll-lolifillo I()[) of silawgic plalliling 
illd 1111111cilicillcilloll 

Hw clillclilt'lleilliil [fill( hill I,,well-Im im-ii fit Iliv private 
Set lot, I),;, I,, S( hilliz (Iml) poillis 1)(11.it colillihilics illipor
lailliv 11)lilt- 'mildilw, of ilqlicIIIIIII'll ill"'litilliolls ill Ow puldit, 
,I,(lot. if,, w -T A p(IhlI( ('111wim -licill I,,',olll( olle wh() stints 
of 	 (.];it)( ooldit (jl ,Illizatioll alld illicis ',iflllifi(;Illll% 

dw rxi 'tillq Ilallet 11(It Illo( ;ttioll of puldif, ro'soult-os (Lewis, 
19,W ). It I,, illcic'Isillilk t-videld that I willic k.;ider"llip of 
IIll,, ,I if I I,, 1 11 IIj( )I iliqlt-di(ii I[ ill ille dc\ clopincill c! 
it	dt, 111"tillitio lls,
 

Tlw Ilevell it )1111 
'111lit-ld, If0 till. (,Xl(,Itl tholl it (Icill's with pIlh-
I If , -111 1(-Inf111zlill 111111) - iI ; is s( I I ( -1 v a ;it ;dl, ( If I I I I I I I I ,I I I I I I I 'I 
I I Ii I I I I -r I )I I I la I I,I11.it 1( h " I( It .1 s I I I I I, a I If I I it it if( )I ws So lI if 'I I I iI Ig 
11111(loc "'flaillk. Ow III( flaillhoYalil'oI I Iwill Ilold it Ihl(' m 
1J.il IIll!I"I )t( Is I d I if 11 if -1 )If -11( it sI 1111 If it I J( ta ll.q III ()I. 1;it 11 
I 1 -1 it -;ih -1!%' 111111 s it I I if I is-(!,I I , 111 1(11 ; it If )I I , ( )I I II I( Id I If -1 1, 111( 
li-i ihlc ,kill. I'm AH) lit fit( wil'i. 111(i plohahilih of illslilll
lloll ll "ll"I'liii;illillfY ill Ilw 19!01s, it [weds Io it-Illillk its 
;Ippro'l( 11If) flaillim! illid Ill ploiccl dcsi ll, to 

('111141;1"1" Im mallai"t-li;1I chim e off (h.velopillp 
.11Ilic oli ,1111,',ilioll.ll h-vel, oll 1-\ Illlali'll! filivim n

1114,111 ()If;IIIII( ill'Itilil'! challi-fic, illid11Ioll(Illioll", If-;IlkI1t"tII\, 
fill Ilot ill"Illotiollal lililit" This wolild Ilid Ilar

ill"lifillioli'll 11111!111ifliplove Ilw 
(",111,11ilill, I'mcil ploil-( I wolld Iofilillill, 14)plovide 
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region, cxIctnfjinig fricllt ,ltt 't'c,ilt fliti\ ,'t I li(.i mitilft<) iifil.k .lv thl l ilt f,.vc'\lccfttioftt (.i11 ii 
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AGENDA 
FOR 1989 ANE - ARDO - CONFERENCE 

FEBRUARY 1 91h. 
24 

t h, 1989. 

THEME: 
RESPONDING TO THE CHALLENGE: AGRICULTURAL AND 
RURAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES FOR THE 1990's 

OBJECTIVES : 

1. Discuss the draft ANE strategy and arrive at consensus on its use as a 
guideline for action. 

2. Explore the human, financial and organizational resources available to 
support implementation of the strategy 

3. Make specific recommendations (targeted,acfionable) for 
implementing the ANE strategy in AlD/W and the field. 



Sunday, February 19 th
 

5:00-6:00 Registration 

6:00-7:00 Cocktail Reception 

7:00-8:30 Mustapha FARIS, President Directeur G~n6ral, 
National Bank of Economic Development. 

Michael USSERY, U.S. Ambassador 
A.I.D. Administrator Message (Video Tape) 

Charles JOHNSON, USAID Director 

Welcome, Conference Overview and Selected 
Introductions 

Jim LOWENTHAL, Chief, Asia Near East /Technical 
Resources / Agricultural and Rural Development 
Division. 

Logistics 
Michael KORIN, Chief, Asia Branch, ANE/TR/ARD 

Monday, February 20th 

8:30-10:00 	 Welcome to IAV HASSAN II 
M'Hamed SEDRATI, Director IAV HASSAN I. 

Opening and welcome to new arrivals 
Jim LOWENTHAL, Chief, ANETR/ARD 

Opening Comments,
 
Carl ADELMAN, Assistant Administrator, ANE
 

Keynote Address and Discussion
 
Robert PAARLBERG, Hfarvard Center for International
 
Affairs
 



10:00-10:30 Break 

MODULE I: ASIA NEAR EAST STRATEGY 
IMPLEMENTATION MODALITIES AND 
IMPLICATIONS FOR COUNTRY ARD 
PROGRAMS 

Moderator:Pat PATERSON, ADO, USAID: Islamabad 

10:30-12:00 Update : Current Development Context and Emerging 
Trends 
Jim LOWENTHAL, Chief, ANE/ TRiARD 

Field View 
Senior ARDO 

Overall Rationale and Description of the ANE draft 
Strategy 

Marty HANRATTY, Agricultural Economist, 
ANE/ER/ARD 

12:00 -1:30 Lunch 

1:30 2-45 Discussion of Strategy Elements Price 
Stabilization, Employment, Income and 
Consumption 
Richard GOLDMAN, Economist, Harvard University 

Technical Change 
Dereck BYERLEE, Head, Economics Department, 
CIMMYT 

Natural Resouces 
Theo PANAYOTOU, Natural Resources Economist, 
Harvard University 

2:45-3:15 Break 

3:15-4:45 Reactions to the draft Strategy 
perspectives. 
Functional Sub-groups 

from field 

4:45-5:00 
8:00-10:00 

Wrap up 
Group dinner 



Tuesday, February 21st 

MODULE I (continued) 

Moderator:Charles UPHAUS 

8:00-8:10 Schedule Review and Annoucements 

8:10-9:00 Infrastructure and Water Management 

Tony GARVEY, Deputy Director, ISPAN Technical, 
Support Center Human and Institutional Development 

Marcus INGLE, The International Development 
Management Center at the University of Maryland. 

9:00-11:00 Reactions to the draft Strategy from field 
perspectives 
Functional Sub - groups 

11:00-11:30 Break 

11:30-12:30 Reports from Functional Sub-groups 

12:30-2:00 Lunch 

Moderator:Michael KORIN, Asia Branch Chief, 
ANF4rRARD 

2:00-3:00 Assessment of Country 
the draft Stgrategy 
Individual Missions 

Status and Response to 

3:00-3:30 Break 

3:30-5:00 Poster Session with Results of Individual 
Responses to Strategy and Review of 
Responses and Mid-Conference Review Advisor 
committee
 



Wednesday, February 22nd
 

8:00-8:10 Schedule Review and Annoucements 

MODULE H: RESOURCES FOR 
RESPONDING TO THE STRATEGY 
Moderator:Marcus WINTER, ARDO, USAID: Jakarta 

8:10-10:30 Structure of A.I.D. (International organization 
issues) 
William P.FULLER, DAA/ANE Human Resources and 
Personnel (Job classifications, training, work force 
projections) 

Richard MEYER, Personnel Analysis Consultant 

Laurance BOND, Director, Office of Personnel 
Management, PFM/PMFinancial Resources (funding 
trends and level, PD & S funds) 

Leonard ROGERS, Deputy Director, ANE/DP 

10:30-11:00 Break 

11:00-12:30 Programmatic Resources (Panel Discussion) 

Food Assistance and P.L. 480 
Duane ACKER, Assistant to the Administrator for Food 
and Agriculture, A/A.I.D. 

Gerald WEIN, Food for Peace, Coordinator, ANE 
Bureau 

Relations with Other Donors, e.g., Japan 
Richard COBB, Deputy, ANE/TR Private Sector as a 
Resource for Strategy Implementation with Emphasis on 
Agribusiness 

Mark NEWMAN, Director and Manager r'temational 
Trade and Agribusiness Research, Abt A,',ociates Inc. 

12:30-2:00 Lunch 
Moderator:Rollo EHRICH, IISAID / Rabat 



2:00-3:00 Networking / telecommunication opportunities 

Bob BLUMBERG, Information Systems Specialist.
Communication Strategy / writing / Skills/ Publics 
Information Activities &Products 

Gordon MURCHIE, Director, Office of International 
Development Communications, A.I.D./XA/IDC, Market 

Intelligence Software 

Samual DAINES, 	SRD Research Group, Inc. 

3:00-3:30 	 Break 

MODULE III : SPECIAL TOPIC 

3:30-6:30 	 Higher Agricultural Education in ANE 

Larry BUSH, Professor of Sociology, University of 
Kentucky 

Richard BAWDEN, Dean, Hawkesbury Agricultural 
College, Australia 

Larbi FIRDAWCY,General Secretary,I.A.V. Hassan II 

8:30-10:00 p.m Concurrent Sessions
 
- Draft Natural Resources Strategy
 
- Draft Science & Technology Strategy
 
- Locust Situation
 
- Eastern Waters
 

Thursday, February 23th 

MODULE IV : RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR ACTION 
Moderator:ALan HURDUS, ADO, USAID/Dhaka 

8:00-8:10 	 Schedule andReview Annoucements 

8:10-9:30 	 Sunmary of Deliberations (Panel) 
Advisory Committee 

49 



9:30-9:45 Break 

9:45-10:15 Overview 

Use of Indicators for Strategy Implementation 
Paula GODDARD, Deputy Associate Assistant 
Administrator, PPC/CDIE 

10:15-2:00 Recommendations for Action to Implement 
Strategy Functional Sub-groups (work through 
lunch) 

2:00-2:45 Reports from Functional Sub-groups 

2:45-3:15 Discussion 

3:15-3:30 Break 

3:30-4:30 Closing and Next Steps 
William FULLER, Deputy Assistant Administrator, 
ANE 
Jin LOWENTHAL, Chief, ANE/TR/ARD 

7:30-10:00 Banquet 

Friday, February 2411 

Field trips 



ARDO CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS
 
February 19-Z4, 1989
 

ACKER, Duane
 
Assistant 
to the Administrator
 
for Food and Agriculture


A/AID Room 5881 NS
 
Washington, DC 20523
 

ADELMAN, Carol
 
AA/ANE
 
Room 6724 NS
 
Washington, DC 20523
 

AFFLECK Richard
 
USDA/OICD/TAD/AME
 
Washington, DC 20250-4300
 

ALISON, Kathy
 
ISPAN
 
1611 Noth Kent St. Room 1001
 
Arlington, VA 22209
 

ANDERS, Glen
 
USAID/New Delhi
 
Washington, DC 20520-9000
 

AZAR, Munther
 
USAID/Amman

Washington, DC 20520-6050
 

BATHRICK, David
 
S&r/AGR Room 409 SA-18
 
Washington, DC 20523
 

BAWDEN, Richard
 
Dean, Hawkesbury

Agricultural College


Richmond, NSW, Austratia 2753
 

BECKER, John
 
USAID/New Delhi
 
Washington, DC 20520-9000
 

BLUMBERG, Robert
 
5619 North 8th Street
 
Arlington, VA 22205
 

BOND, Laurance
 
Director, PPM/PM

Room 1418D SA-1
 
Washington, DC 20523
 

BURGETT, Ans
 
USAIO/Tunis

Washington, DC 20520-6360
 

BUSCH, Larry

Professor of Sociology

University of Kentucky

3 Rue Francois Mouthon
 
75015 Paris, France
 

BYERLEE, Derek
 
Program Director
 
CIMMYI T
 
Apdo. Postal 6-641
 
'Mexico 6, D.F.
 



CARMACK, Joe
 
USAID/dairo

Washington, DC 20520-7700
 

-CHETWYND, Eric
 
S kT/RD
 
Room 608C SA-18
 
Washington, DC 20523
 

'COBB, Richard
 
Deputy Director
 
ANE/TR
 
Room 4440 NS
 
Washington, DO 20523-0053
 

CUMMINGS, Ralph
 
S&T/F6
 
Room 513 SA-18
 
Washington, DOC 20523
 

CUMMINGS, Rdndall
 
USAID/Amman/ADO
 
Washington, DC 20520-6050
 

'DAINES, Samuel
 
SRD Research Group

880 East 1800 North
 
Logan, Utah 84321
 

DELGADO, David
 
USAID/Bankoi,/ADO

Washington, DC 20520-6360
 

DICKHERBER, Harry

USAID/Islamabad
 
Washington, DC 20523-8100
 

EHRICH, Rollo
 
USAID/Rabat/fDO

Washington, DC 20520-9400
 

EMMERT, Jan
 
USAID/Colombo

Washington, DC 20520-6100
 

FLASPOHLER, Richard
USAlO/Oairo
 
Washington, DC 20520-770
 

FLYNN, John
 
USAID/Colombo/ADO
 
Washington, DC 20520-6100
 

FULLER, William P.
 
DfF/ NE
 
Room 6724 NS
 
Washington, DC 20523
 

GARVEY, Tony
 
ISPAN
 
1611 N. Kent St. 
Rm 1001
 
Arlington, VA 22209
 

GODDARD, Paula
 
DAA/PP /CDIE

Washington, DC 20523
 



GOLDMAN, Richard
 
Professor of Ecoiiomics
 
Harvard Institute for
 
Int'l Development


One Eliot Street
 
Cambridge, MA 02138
 

GOLDMAN, Richard
 
USAID/Islamabad

Washington, DC 20S20-8100
 

HALE, Joanne
 
USAID/Jakarta

Washington, DC 
 20520-8200
 

HANRATTY, Martin
 
Economist, ANE/TR/AR'D

Room 4440 NS
 
Washington, DC 20523-0053
 

HANSEN, Gary

PPC/CDIE/PPS
 
Room 2208 SA-18
 
Washington, DC 20523
 

iELLYER, Robert
 
USAID/Rabat

Washington, DC 20520-9400
 

-HURDUS, Alan
 
USAID/Ghaka

Washington, DC 20520-6120
 

ICHORD, Robert
 
Chief, ANE/TR/ENR

Room 4440 NS
 
lWashington, DC 20523-0053
 

iNGLE, Marcus
 
Director, International
 
Development Management Center


College Park, MD 20742
 

ISMAN, Pat
 
Development Program Management

Center
 

USDA/OICD

Washington, DC 20250-4300
 

-.JOHNSON, Twig

S&T/EN Room 509D 
 SA-1
 
Washington, DC 
 20523
 

KORIN Michael
 
Chief Asia Branch, ANE/TR/ARD

Room 4440 NS
 
Washington, DC 20523-0053
 

KUXL Molly

ANE/DP

Room 3319 NS
 
Washington, DC 20523
 

LAWHEAD, Carl
 
USAID/Cdiro

Washington, DC 
 20520-6190
 

LEVENSON, Burton
 
USAID/Kathmandu

LWashington, DC 20520-6190
 



\LEWIS, Gary

Afghanistan Rep

USAID/Islamabad

Washington, DOC 
20520-8100
 

LOWENTHAL, James B.

Chief, ANE/TR/ARD

Room 4440 NS

Washington, OC 20523-0053
 

McCLELLAND, Donald G.
 
PPC/PDPR/RP
 
Room 3893-C NS
 
Washington, DC 20523
 

MEYER, Richard
 
6525 Waterford Circle
 
Sarasota, FL 34238
 

MURCHIE, Gordon
 
External Affairs
 

Room 4889 NS

Washington, DC 
20523
 

NEUFVILLE 
 Mortimer
 
Dean, School of

Agricultural Sciences
 

University of Maryland

Eastern Shore


Princess Anne, rJ 
 21853
 

'NEWMAN, 
Mark D.
 
Director & Manager

Int'l Trade and
 
Agribusiness Research
 
ABT Associates Inc.


4250 Connecticut Ave., 
N.W.
 
Suite 500
 
Washington, OC 20008
 

PAARLBERG, Robert
 
Harvard Center 
for
 
Int'l Affairs
 

1737 Cambridge Street
 
Cambridge, M 
 02138
 

\PNAYOTOU, Theo
 
Nat. Resources Economist

Harvard Institute for

Int'l Development


One Eliot Street
 
Cambridge, MA 02138
 

PESSON, Lynn P.
 
BIFAD/S
 
Room 5314-A NS
 
Washington, DC 20523
 

PETERSON 
Pat
 
USAID/Islamabad/ADO
 
Washington, DC 20520-8100
 

PROCTOR, Harry

USAID/Cairo

Washington, DC 20520-7700
 

PRUSSNER, Ken
 
USID/Manila/ADO

Washington, DC 20520-8600
 



ROGERS 
Leonard
 
ANE/Do

Room 68SI NS

Washington, DC 20523
 

SANDS Fenton
 
USA16/Rabat

Washington, DC 20520-9400
 

SCHAMPER, John
 
USAID/Sanaa

Washington, DC 20520-6330
 

STAINS, Ed
 
USAID/CairoADO

Washington, DC 20520-7700
 

STRYKER, Ron
 
USAID/Rabat

Washington, DC 20520-9400
 

SWANSON, John
 
USAID/Sanaa/ADO

Washington, DC 20520-6330
 

THURSTON, Rob
 
USAID/Kathmandu/ADO

Washirgton, DC 20520-6190
 

TUNSTALL, Dan

World Resources Institute

1709 New York Ave., N.W.
 
Suite 700
 
Washington, DC 20006
 

UPHAUS, Charles
 
Chief Near East Branch
 
ANE/TR/ARD
 
Room 4440 NS

Washington, DC 20523-0053
 

.VON DER OSTEN, Alexander
 
Director General
 
ISNAR
 
P.O. Box 93375
 
2509 AJ The Hague

Netlherlands
 

WARD, Thomas
 
PFM/PM/FSP/CD
 
Room I108A SA-1
 
Washington, DC 20523
 

,,WEIN, Gerald
 
Food for Peace Coordinator
 
fNE/DP
 
Room 6851 NS
 
Washington, DC 20523
 

WINTER, Marcus
 
USAID/Jakarta/ADO

Washington, DC 20520-8200
 

WITT Eric
 
USAID/Suva

Washington, DC 20520-4290
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Speakers External to A.I.D.
 

RICHARD J. BAWDEN
 

Richard Bawden, Dean of the Faculty of Agriculture and Director
 
of Applied Systems Research at the Hawkesbury Campus of the
 
University of Western Sydney, Australia, has held a number of
 
research and executive positions in industry, international aid
 
organizations and academia. He is Executive Director of Hynwest

Pty Ltd, a family company specializing in systems approaches to
 
organizational learning and development, and is also Visiting

Professor of Systems Agriculture at Rutgers University, and
 
Visiting Fellow of the East/West Research Center in Hawaii. He
 
is the author of a book, various book chapters, and numerous
 
conference and journal articles. He is an occasional broadcaster
 
on radio and television as well as a public speaker. Over the
 
past decade, Richard Bawden and his colleagues at Hawkesbury have
 
been pioneering a unique approach to experiential learning whose
 
major focus is the application of systems and learning theories
 
to the strategic development of organizations. A resident of
 
Australia, Bawden's work has taken him to the U.S.A., 
the
 
Philippines, Thailand, New Zealand, Uruguay and India. 
 He
 
received a Ph.D. from Queensland University and his first degree

from London University (Wye College).
 

ROBERT G. BLUMBERG
 

Robert Blumberg, Senior Systems Integrator for Telecommunications
 
& Information Systems Office of Technology Assessment with the
 
U.S. Congress, has held a number of technical, research and
 
executive positions in industry, international aid organizations

and the private sector. His areas of specialization are
 
microcomputer systems (including Local Area Networks or LANs),

industrial marketing and power quality engineering. Blumberg

currently establishes and maintains LANs, provides technical
 
expertise in systems integration, serves as advisor on hardware,

software and power conditioning requirements and evaluates
 
equipment for Congress. He also develops and implements

standardized Personal Computer configurations to increase ease of
 
use and office productivity, installs software and hardware and
 
provides training and documentation as a computer consultant for
 
the Asia/Near East Bureau (TR/ARD) of the U.S. Agency for
 
International Development. 
 Blumberg also has experience in the
 
areas of energy, project development and implementation and
 
proposal preparation. Through the years, Blumberg's work and
 
interests have taken him to southern and eastern Africa, Egypt,

India, Nepal, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran, Turkey and Europe. He
 
received his M.B.A. from the University of Georgia and a B.S.E.E.
 
from Georgia Institute of Technology.
 



LAWRENCE M. BUSCH
 

Lawrence Busch, Professor in the Department of Sociology at the
 
University of Kentucky, also holds research and teaching

appointments in the College of Agriculture, the College of Arts
 
and Sciences, and the Department of Behavioral Science, College

of Medicine. He has held various research and academic positions
 
at Lexington University and Cornell University. His areas of
 
expertise include sociological theory; technology and social
 
change; rural sociology; and science, agriculture and
 
development. He is currently serving a one-year appointment as
 
Research Director at the Institut Francais de Recherche
 
Scientifigue pour le Developpement en Cooperation in Paris,
 
France. Busch has also served as organizer and facilitator for
 
workshops for the U.S. Agency for International Development and
 
for Lexington University. He has published extensively,

including several books on the topics of science, agriculture,

biotechnology and development, as well as numerous journal

articles, book chapters, and papers. He has also participated in
 
various media activities, including radio and television
 
interviews and a videotape presentation. Through the years,

Busch's work has taken him to Morocco, India, Brazil, Mali, the
 
Sudan, Senegal, Cameroon, Upper Volta and France. He received
 
his Master's and Ph.D. in Development Sociology from Cornell
 
University.
 

DEREK R. BYERLEE
 

Derek Byerlee, Director of the Economics Program at the
 
International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT) in
 
Mexico, has held a number of technical, research and consulting

positions in international aid and research organizations, and in
 
academia. Byerlee has served as Visiting Professor at the
 
University of Minnesota, as Assistant and Associate Professor at
 
Michigan State University, as a Research Fellow at Njala

University College in Sierra Leone, and as a Junior Research
 
Fellow at the University of New England, Australia. He also
 
serves as Associa-e Editor of the Applied Agricultural Research
 
Journal and is on the Editorial Board of the Journal of
 
Agricultural Economics. He currently administers a program of 17
 
economists based in 10 countries of Africa, Asia and Latin
 
America. The CIMMYT Economics Program provides social science
 
analysis, research information and methods and training for
 
designing technologies, setting research priorities and
 
evaluating research impacts both in CIMMYT and in collaborating

national programs. Through the years, his work has taken him to
 
the Philippines, Panama, Afghanistan, Upper Volta, Liberia and
 
Nigeria. Byerlee received his Ph.D. in Agricultural Economics
 
from Oregon State University, and a Master's in Agricultural
 
Economics from the University of New England, Australia.
 



SAMUEL R. DAINES
 

Samuel Daines, founder of SRD II Incorporated, a company
 
specializing in strategic market intelligence for fruits,
 
vegetables and flowers, has held a number of research, technical
 
and executive positions in international organizations and
 
academia. He has served as President of the SRD Research Group,
 
Inc., an international trade and irrigation consulting firm; as
 
Senior Policy Advisor and Senior Economist to the Agency for
 
International Development, where he has worked on, directed or
 
designed over sixty A.I.D. projects or international research
 
studies in over twenty countries; as Senior Policy Researcher in
 
the area of industrial and trade policy for the Massachusetts
 
Institute of Techroqocy7 and as Training Associate with the Ford
 
Foundation. His company, SRD II Inc., produces computer software
 
systems wnich produce supply and demand, price fluctuation and
 
bottom-line profitability information; assists clients in market
 
and export plans; produces training videos and manuals on
 
production handling and marketing and also produces post-harvest
 
technology reviews. Through the years, Daines' work has taken
 
him to numerous countries including India, Jamaica, Sri Lanka and
 
Tunisia, and many in Latin America. He received his Juris Doctor
 
in International Law and Economics from Harvard Law School and a
 
B.S. in History from Utah State University.
 

MOHAMMED L. FIRDAWCY
 

Mohamed Larbi Firdawcy, General Secretary and professor at
 
I.A.V. Hassan II, Director of the World Bank Middle Atlas
 
Range Management Program, is also an independent consultant
 
working with the Food and Agriculture Organization, the
 
United Nations Economic and Social Council, and with the
 
International Center for Agricultural Studies in
 
Switzerland. He has held a number of research, technical arid
 
executive positions in international aid organizations,

private industry and acdemia, among them Executive Commitee
 
and Board Member of SR-CRSP, Member of the Centre
 
International des Hautes Etudes Agronomiques

M~diterran~ennes (international Center for Mediterranean
 
Agricultural Studies), and various positions within the
 
World Bank and A.I.D., including being part of an evaluation
 
team for I.A.V. with A.I.D. He has also served as Vice
 
President, Member of the executive Committee and Secretary-

Treasurer of the Association des Facult~s Agronomiques

Africaines (Association of African Agricultural Universities
 
- A.F.A.A.) . Firca.~ .s the auth::r of various publications
and articles, several written under the auspices of the
 
A.F.A.A., UNESCO, U.S.A.I.D. and FAO. He received a Ph.D in
 
Economics from the Facuit* des Sciences Iconomiques de
 
Montpelier and a Mas-:er's in Sociology from the Sorbonne in
 
Paris.
 



WALTER A. GARVEY
 

Walter Garvey, Senior Water Resources Planning Engineer at Harza
 
Engineering Company, has held a number of research, executive and
 
technical positions in the private sector, international aid
 
organizations and academia. At present, he is responsible for
 
the technical, administrati.ve and financial management of
 
multidisciplinary national, regional, river basin, and project

planning programs for water resource development, including the
 
development of irrigation and agriculture, domestic and
 
industrial water supply, fisheries, flood control and drainage

and hydropower at Harza. Garvey has served as Deputy Project

Director and Program Manager for Technology for the U.S.A.I.D.
 
Irrigation Support Project for Asia and Near East (ISPAN); as
 
Team Leader of a series of multidisciplinary programs completed
 
over a period of seven years in Bangladesh for the UNDP, World
 
Bank and ADB; and as Project Manager for regional water
 
resources plan for the Norte Grande Regional of Chile. 
 He also
 
served as Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, Department of
 
Systems Design, with the University of Wisconsin. Garvey has
 
published several technical papers. Through the years, his work
 
has taken him to Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, India,
 
Venezuela and Chile. He received his Ph.D. and M.S. in Civil
 
Engineering from the University of Notre Dame.
 

RICHARD H. GOLDMAN
 

Richard Goldman, a Fellow at the Harvard Institute for
 
International Development (HIID), is an economist who has
 
specialized in the analysis of food and agricultural policy
 
issues in Asia and Africa. At Harvard, Goldman teaches courses
 
on agriculture and economic development and on economic policy
 
analysis in the Department of Economics and the Kennedy School.
 
He has served for extended periods as a policy advisor to
 
governments in a number of developing countries, including
 
Pakistan, Kenya, Indonesia, Malaysia and Sri Lanka. He has
 
carried out research and published articles on market and policy

impacts on price stabilization (Indonesia and Kenya), trade-offs
 
involved in food self-sufficiency policies (Malaysia), the impact

of agricultural technical change on income distribution
 
(Malaysia), utilizing production constraints research as a policy
 
management tool (Pakistan), using buffer stocks and international
 
trade to manage food security policy (Kenya), the design of
 
agricultural strategy (Kenya and Pakistan), and the impact of
 
pricing and other policy instruments on levels and distribution
 
of food consumption (Sri Lanka and Pakistan). He has designed

the curriculum and is the coordinator of HIID's five-week Africa
 
regional Workshop on Food and Agricultural Policy Analysis.

Goldman received his Ph.D. in Agricultural Economics from
 
Stanford University and his Master's in International Relations
 
from the University of Pennsylvania.
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MARCUS D. INGLE
 

Marcus Ingle, Director of the International Development

Management Center at the University of Maryland, is an
 
international management and organizational specialist with more
 
than 20 years experience designing, implementing and evaluating
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STRATEGIG PLANNING - A PROCESS OF ORGANIZATIONA, ILIARNING 

A Background Paper prepared for ANE-ARDO Coif,-relie 
RABAT, MOIIROCCO, 

February 19-24, 19139 

Richard BAWDEN*
 

"Strategic planning is people acting de is;ivelIv and 
roughly in concert, to carry out a s rategy Ihoy have
helped devise .... linking the forward dirrt' ion r:f 
their own organization ( system) wi Lh I h, muveIi.eiil of 
historical forces in the environment" 

G(eor'r'F er.e 

Introduction
 

The focus of this conference is the draft. ANE strategy. MY particularbrief, with Larry Busch is to explore the role of insti Lut ions of' higheragricultural education in the region in the broad context of s.trategic
development. 
 My basic submission is that agricultural univirsities andcolleges are vital in three respects when strategic planning is being 
AgWsi dered: 

o rLiey a re vital in the translation ,,f' straleg';i,: plans into

relevant activities for development;
 

o they are of' profound importance in h,,lping p,',lI' come to terms
with the concept of strategic planning 
 and witi the .'hang', in "styles" of
thinking that usually has to accompany that; 

o they are examples of strategic planning I i-action. 

Most of us are very familiar with the first of* lheso issm,-s. As Lorry Buschhas emphasised in his paper-, the role of' iniversiLies in Ilit, translation ofpast AID strategies into agricu ILturnl nev,!l oplernnt, iS ':,en, ,linI y wellrecognized. Indeed the millions of dollars that have b n ve:st(-d ininstitutional building initiatives, in enhancing ur-seircIh ': c:it ies, incurriculum development and in total educational infrastru'tur, ' sbear testamentto the importance that has historically been at a.lh-d lto Ilipgl,,.. ,.ducation in 
national transformations. 

n, Faculty of Agriculture, -haw.esbur-- Agricultural Coje,,,. University
Western Sydney, Richmond, N.S.W. , Austral ia, 27.5:1 
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This has been particularly true for the acceleration of the caipacity
increase the production from crop and animal enterprises thruyh the 

to 

F |cation of scientific and technological thinking a,,dI pri,,t i'os. Whilst~~,Meed for this focus to be continued is clearly apparent from most of thedo'uments that support the current strategic .initiativ,.es for ANE, it is

equally obvious that universities will 
have to learn how to do some things
very differently from what they have done in the past. For one of the supreme
ironies of academia, is that while universities have bein mr'vllously
creative in science, technology and the arts, they have not 
been very good at
creating their own futures. This, I believe, is due in lar e part to the way
which academics think. We are used to splitting the world "r, it o itscomponent parts and seeking explanations or interpretations for the way thingswork. We have 
tended, furthermore, to believe 
that th,,o e ,'plInnations and
 
interpretations are the "truth."
 

For people born and bred 
in thiese traditions, it is ,.xlt',eMe Y ,it Ficult to
look at issues in their complex entirety and in ways which admit that we may
never 
 know the "truth of t he matter." We are well v rsed in, i-:.:p, aining

happened in any piarticular situation. From 

what
 
time to t ime we also indulge

ourselves in predict ing what might haippen next ! B it h.r,. w , ar , now being
expected 
 to design what might happen next .... with n, real rquoraniee that things
will turn out even remotely like that which we had imagined. 

The point is that, with the sort of suggestion being proposd ini the ANE
strategic plan, academia is being asked 
 to not only ijdulge in tIis new game
of future creation but to bring new ways of thinking about the entire process
of future creation. In other words we are being asked to consider both plans 
e the process of planning. 

I will attempt to illustrate the nature of this chall.engre by now t:urning to some of the specific issues raised in the Draft Strnt epy. In so doing I want

to propose that the process of strategic planning 
 in akin I"o a particulanr
style of learning where visions are transformrid int o kn"wldge as a prelude to
informed action. alsoI want to submit that thi: new style of leurning
is extremely difficult and will take time and comconsideral, he ',,itment to
develop. Perhaps I could orient the dis:ussion by suggos t in, Ihat

agricultural and rural development 
 is now entering an exci I i butbr, very

different new Era.
 

Four Eras in Agricultural and flural D)evelopient 

"In every age, man has proclaimed himself at a 
turning point in history, and to a C Or tain Ixln , 
as he is advancing on a rising spiral, he has not 
been wrong. But there are moiients when I.slii 
impression becomes accentuated and is thu. 
particularly justified". 

P ierre Teilhard de Chardin. 

From time to t.ime in the history of human ,n,.,.avzur, a major :hi ft does seem 
to occur in the way we go about doing the thi ngs we do. It as if there is a is build-up of feelings of inadequacy withI conventinal Ippr'oaches that 
s. 
 suddenly to be re.leased with the developiment of a new a ,pproach. The 



,renaissance of 15th century Europe, Indus trial and Agrarian Revo lutions, tlheAge of Science, etc., are all examples of "turning points 
in history". New
 eras characterized not only by 
new knowledge and new act.ions,, [ut also byays of knowing and acting. 
 Together these represent. what Thomas Kuhn
 
i J 's to as shiftable "paradigms".
 

I would submit that the development of agriculture and rural communities or
sectors in particular countries 
 (or in different provin(its wilhin the samecountry), can be examined from this perspective of different e'ras. I am going
to suggest that the form and function of developmental Ipr,', ean beusefully examined from the viewpoint of whether they reflect a focus on
Pioneering, Production, Productivity or Persistence. 
 I frit her posit thatthe focus which dominates will dictate the need for partiicula r ways of
thinking, particular metlhodologies for investigation and f: particularstrategies for appropriate actions. 
 Finally I suggest that the Draft Strategycontains issues pertinent to these distinctions, particila rly with regard to
the role, functions and organization of' universities. 

Agriculture was born of' Pioneering. Through observat.ioer, trial andvalidation, our- forefathers invented ways of growing and Iending crops andlivestock with suifficient efficacy to minimise e fort if) hur11t il,, andgathering. The Age of Pioneering then, is as old as agi-icul t:rre itself, and
it remains 
alive and well to this day. Ther-e will alway; ,.w ,,''asions when
 we prefer the empiric over the scientific; tile intuitiv e ov,,r the
conceptual. Farmers the world over, to a greater or Iesser :.I:
elit. pioneer

new ways. of doing things as guided by their hunches! 

In the middle of' the nineteenLh century, a new aplir'oath ito ,grti'ltural and 
r development emerg.d to complement 
(but not rep, ' I li(-''pirical age:T ,ge of Production was heralded in by the applicait ion of " tle scientificprinciple of von Liebig that "....tie growth of a plant is dependent on theamount of foodstuff which is presented to it in mininium uaul. il.y". Find thelimiting nutr'ient, augment it, and new increments of growth will result.Here observat ions lead not to action but first to theory. Tlit, r'ductionist
methods of precise scientific inquiry represent a vast improlv,:.men t on thevagaries of the hunch . Yet, in a somewhat per'verse wo ,y, int,.li ,f'thIe
creativity of science remains focussed on intuitive insight - tire
pioneering dimension lives on, augmented not superceded b s.I ,'5 re. 

As scientifically-der'ived technologies enable consist,.iita i: ,, in thegrowth of yield, the need for a new focus begins to emere. ''lie "cost", in money or effort, of achieving the last little incremenrt (,,"olt put wellexceeds the "value" of the last little input used to dlvi ve it. Tie newparadigm which bas gained currency post world war 21, p r'l,,, s a shift fromincreases in pro(.uction effectiveness to incr'eases in pirt'tui(t ' i on efficiency 
(productivity). 

The Age of- Product ivity joined its two predecessors. Sinl'e i I was im|portant
to try out new hunches; and sure it was important to seek nIi alleviate 
 thelatest limiting t'actor, 
but in the face of limited r,:s,,r,.''., ire notion ofproductivity provided a higher order of 
involvement or ianiageuent than the 
other two. 

T" are some important differences in thinking in prolu.il ivi It% termsL d those which distinguish the scientific froom the intuit i. The first
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'major difference is that the parameters of productivity are ab;tract in thatthey are relationships between inputs and outputs, wheret lie parameters of
production can be measured in absolute terms such as phrysical y;ield.f ndly we are dealing with the performance of who],v ',s rather than of' 

vidual components and thus the nature of the relatiislhip, between 
components is at least as important as the nature of tie compolnernts

themselves. Most importantly, these relationships include th interactions

of human 
 managers with the resources they are managing and thiese managers

can have a whoIe host o f different not ionis of prodluc 
 I i I y imlc0rtant only to 
themselves. 

If the shift from a focus on Production to Productivity i Iluded the idea of a shift from effectiveness (of parts of the whole) to efficieuncv (of the

whole) so there is an emerging need for a new shiftt towards ,tlhics (of

responsible management of the whole). We may have highIly Iecii, ically

effective husbandries being used in the operation (f hinhivl '''icient

farming 
 systems. Yet such operations might be ethically inlefensible ina the
face of socio--cultural and/or physico-cheical ,legrnral i"on of theenvironments in which the systems are operating. Such systems that cause
environmental det,.'rioration caniot/shouli not persist . [h An-, ofI
Persistence then concerns itself with the ecology of "'v'ioprm,.r,?. Is, what isbeing done, ecologically responsible? Is it sustainal,, in- tlie lonng run?

Who benefits and 
 who are the victims? Here we must address uncertainty,
ambiguity, complexity, change and unknown and unknowa,, Ifutur. 

Let me re-emplhasise the point that each of Ihose differernt foci or "eras"

demands different ways of thinking about the world arid 
 I do not mean heresimply different ait itudes. When I talk of these dist ilc iios inp ways of
 
t i g I really do bring into question 
 some of o111r ii)!-; tImp 'ofoundbeliefs 
a the world and about our beliefs about the natumre of knowledge about the 
world!
 

So when we addres-; spe i fic issues iii Ilie draft AN .s I :r,I tp.V 11iu st n ow bring
some new thinking to bear on what the implications for I1,. various country
groups means iii terms of the type of developments tiat will I. necessary

the various universities and colleges that are within 

in
 
tlie iomarin of particular


projects. As I i;ive, already suggested, notions aIpir,) int"le I, ;j focus of

Production are commonly encountered in the types 
of reseat cli ii tiat ives,
undergraduate curricula and,.l extension iodels iri univprsil i,.; almlnost anywhere
in the world. Strengthening capacity to improve tie yields "I crop or animal
enterprises is thus not difficult as there are Ilently "F '.xamples to examine. 

When it comes to productivity, the situatiin is far mol.- dif ficult. Issues ofproductivity must include conCe-rn with ecoliornics aid t hril ' : iia sciences , aswell as the straight biological and physical sciences. Fiirrhirmore it is 
necessary to think in terms of the ways thingn int,7in't witlhJr-'rh otiher and of

the impacts that certain changes in 
 parts of Ilie system ean have on the
system as a whole. ."amr-ch andri cur-ricula rimst ;riblam-i'; ill I c-rdir i p ii'ary,
complex issues rather th. relatively straight forwarI ;,rcbl,. ,,.; ,"F production.
Indeed ra the,-r lhai t inig sol vi rigith i of probl e0ms, we mi. I now t ii Ik in t erms of
optimizing performances. Management now becomres a vital i.'u,- with all of the 
implications associated with decision malking anl t akiii . 

t 'inally we come to the issues associated with the riot ionis ,if Persistence. 
is littie point in developing the most product ive ;,m rii)ullural systems 
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'in the world if there is no market in which to sell their podtu'ce; or if the 
cost is the degradation of the physical environment; or if they result in theme-give dislocation of labourers and their families from rural areas into 

of destitution in urban slums. From solving problems and optimizing

p rmances, we move now to improving situations; where the stiuations

themselves and the constitution of improvements to 
 them are bothll conjectural. 

The Draft Strategic Plan has persistent or sustainable developitmtnt as a 
recurrent theme for all of its messages irrespective of the group of countries

being considered. Given the pervasiveness of this issue, and given the 
 dearth
of examples of universities that are grappling withl research and curriculum
from this new perspective, the rest of this paper will focus ofn knowing and

doing for the Age of Persistence; the theory aid practice of eIhical
 
developmen t.
 

Learning for Persistence 

"A new framework - People-centred develIopmentI 
based on social learning processes and the 
empowerme nt of people and communrit i es, is 
emerging with critical relevance to thv 
developing countries alnd the industrianliz l 
states o.)f the west". 

La ri ult cc 1). S I i V' I 

The concept of Persistence is taken from the ecological literature. If a
species is to persist and avoid extinction, it mttust le'atrn I t" f-,,--adapt with
 
i, nvironment. As conditions around it chantges 
 it ,,,ti.t t,, sttff'iciently 
p. .ic to acconmodat e tLhose changes. Furthermn)re, it must Ihe 'apable,through the activitie.s of the individuals which 
comprise it, I"t change :the
 
environment around 
it, as best it may, to allow a bet i fr ,o orI or maintain 

optimal one. Finally the individuals must be "coupled" in som 
 way with

each other and their environment to make 
 change in rupturl of thethe t.tt, 

species as a whole, possible.
 

In other words, species atnd environment "lear'" from t'aclh ,l !p, where
learning, in this sense, means the transformatittn of experiec , into 
knowledge, as a basis for action (in this case' o-exist t'nc .. 

This metaphor of the learning system, is extendab, le to any.
system/environment Comp lex, (including human organi ,at in:; , wltere three 
conditions pertain: 

vT' system exists as a structurod, cohe're tl whole 'o interacting 
parts, coupled with its environment 

I'h'hi sys vi'nl has sol m e way of tt(l itto ing ciange,; itt 'ftVi ol'llietils; 
an d 

Both system an' e(lnviroutments htav., mec'htali s lls , :tl:t Iting tt
:'hange's in thite other: are capablt' of' ri l pttt.Ii ll t'it structuros 
to achieve a "better reci'i rocal fit" 

B. on this notion of "learning to adapt", untive' siti,.s sitouldl be capable 



.of 	 behaving as learning systems, although currently most ofi them seem not tobe doing so. Indeed most of them in my experience, appear to be structuredin ways which positively militates against them performing as Learning 
ems. The consequences of this are 	profound:
 

1. 	 unless they change, they will 
not 	be able Lt)persist;
 

2. 	 unless they change, they are 
unlikely to build relationships
with other systems or elements in systems, in a w:,v which will 
help in mutual persistence.
 

3. 	 by not addressing the issues of persistenc , nor attempting to
design strategies that will assure their o'wn persistence,
universities will fail 
to provide paradigms and exemplars of 
persistent development. 

In addition to the characteristics attributal lto all 	 systoimi as coherentwholes 
(e.g. interacting sub-systems, transformations, boundary, inputs and
outputs, 
cybernetic linkages and mechanisms, emergent propert I es, 	 etc.)systems involving human beings have 
a characterist ic cruceial to the notionof persistence-through-learning. Htuman invo lve.dt systems ar, capable ofenvisioning (and indeed creating) future states. 
 It is this particular
dimension that strategic planning aims 
to exploit.
 

As learning is the process by which 
experience (of the 
world) is transformed
into knowledge as 
a basis for action (adaptation to, and of, the 	world),
 

then
 

A _/ egic planning is the process by which visions 
(of' 	a l,, t.er world) aretransformed into strategies 
as 
a basis for action (for systemically

desirable and culturally feasible improvements).
 

The 	trick is 
to combine the envisioning and the learninig pr cesses into an
organic whole; a new learning system which 
is capable Ilitrul its modes of
inquiry, to not only describe the past, but also 
to invent a variety of new
 
futures.
 

Now here's a challenge of serious proportions: The syst em can only be
creative, if those who comprise 
 it are: (a) creat ive ,arners andvisionaries themselves; and (It) are also prepared to shia rp I,.-i' learning in ways which enables the whole system to learn and 	 be creal iv,. ini itsstrategic behaviour. It's 
here that present structurets sem I" militateagainst change. Academics are fine when 	
i 

it comes to creat iv. thought
their own disciplines. They are much less enthusiast i abouit ,creative 

in 

thought about their own systems as a whole. So often ie, notIth, v'\ preparedto even think about the p light of agriculture or the ru l .nivirnMent as awhole, nor the role the university could play to -hang. tIthal , beyond t ieaggregation of scientific discoveries 
froom thei r own 'i:sci'i ines, and thedisciplines of others. The conventional structure of a,'aclemia is notconducive to thinking about creative new futures nonr 	 io ''oint,. ain thethought 
that there might b several diffenent wa.'s cof :nritin, (beyond
science). 

I d there are two, even more fundamental impedimnenIs to pt-ogress than the 
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way the university is structured. These relate to: ( a ) p'rvadling views ofreality, particularly in institutions concerned with the nat uiral sciences;and (b) the tacit beliefs about the nature of knowledge, Ilie 'hbjectivity of a scientific way of knowing, and the certainty of ultia t ,e truth. 

wat is emerging in studies in many areas associate(d withI l'a'rning, is thatthere is not one best way of learning. There are numbern of different wayseach appropriate under different conditions. Fulrtlhermorr., the objectivityof the scientific method and the extent to whicli N'i ,there 3, t iulate truths"out there", are also, conjectural. And learning is tle, pro3cessas 
transforming experience 

of 
to knowledge then it is highly personal and
 

idiosyncra t i c.
 

As if universities and university professors were not p',in'. t33 have enoughtrouble with different ways of learning and idiosyncratit , knowledge, we are now suggesting that they also suspend their belief in certaintv. Ifmultiple visions of the world are possible then no one vi ion (thus strategyfor its achievement) can be any more "correct" than any 33t her. If we livein a multiverse rather than a universe, we live in a wor]ld "f pernanent

contradict ion and conllict.
 

It is with this mu tiverse that universities and all her ",-'nriringsystems" are beginning to grapple. In this sense lh,. hav,. to come to termswith ways of dealing with conflict and con tradicl i"",. Thi, is certa inlytrue of aid organizations as they learn to, see themse',lv..es and their role in a new light. Andl il is true of policyailkers t (33 as I I,hI'v in toinvestigate a world beyond ( but including) pr, du('tivifI . WhetIher it's localerosion and unemnlployment , or the greenhouse ('fle. an'd il-fnl-iat ional trade 
s, it is becoming increasingly apparent that the world3 i- :ystemi by
re; that each part is inexorabl y connected the n,,: l :oI that the

Wh e" anid its e-nvi rollllo t is vorllil]ex nd dyniullic. l':- I c'nil ups call haveglobal I il) I ia , i ,n.s an"ld so t113 need is fr yVs ('l' (. \: (,t I lo i nk i g.Thinkirng in ,co Ilog ica I teirms , in ways wli aln r'i atIl, i nI -r re'lat ionshi psis a vital prerequisite if we are to0 do things whicih ,i I ,, aIll, 1e our managedsystems to persist. And this observation provides a lcu,- Ior examining the new age of eIthi i e I professional behaviour and11 thai 1',e lw.t for noiw

organizat ional and personal stra 
 gies. 

Praxis for P'ersistenice: The l)Domiain Of Co--,>istn., 

"Everything we think and say Ias rois€' '(; ,'*r .i 
for wlhat we do' 

Hlumb erto Mal urann. 

Or, everything we do in the world is determinel by tit,. way w,- "see" it.Actions are driven by lhP ory yr.t few of us seeem I" ,'q l,':;l i li .jun t whattheories we hold as t.Li.. basis for what we do). I sugg'st,,l earlier that eachtime a "new age" coles alon3 g it is hf'i iZl byara ' Izo n,.w w. ; ' I i,king anddoing, by new theo,33r ies ;rd prac t ices ( praxi:;). Ye I -a 11 :1r,. , ratI le r t haineschewing its p'r'de,.cessors, sli)uI d 'mbrae.. IhIre r w'ay s. il.'l,'a ion becomesthe process of mras tery or a range of ways (If le iil p Whi i are rontingent
ol si [unt ions, rat lie r t ban a s i glgl a r p1"'r'p ' 11-;pat i on w I h on 'I ,ii lliirlImethodology over anotlier conrt inigeniit on the "age"' w. rle fi. A db t Inis is

Vicularly important for persisten e. 
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Let me illustrate the importance of bringing diffierin Il rning styles tobear on issues, by making the distinction between three v-,. sof;
professional agriculturists/rural developers. 
Each of, I he tItinks and acla different way based on variat ions around a hasi c thein, ,f' I earning. TImption is that as professiona Is we are i tervenl i iiIt ,,, v in tiher iationship )between our cli andent his or lt'" envirlnll.1I. In )tller wordswe are going to affect tie process of learningr of our e'li..n it one way or
another. The basic model below 
(Figure 1) reflects It,,.r, Iat ionship betwe("man and his envi ronienLt or enterpr-ise" .The ! , I I( ' .llssumpt ii aliIt procesof learning involves the two functions of "finding otut" and "I aking action'between the two "worlds"; the concrete wrld (of ex nrei. ;11i1 Iie abstract 
world of concepts.
 

AlBST|cI('T CON(.E[ S 
 ('ONU. 'j|,'E.: NE\'IU (N~rIVN'
 

ire 1: Learning as the Basic Uelationship, Betwej lati nd~ his 

1 ~n v i ronme i tiN~71NG0U 

The conlvent joll view o[" the extension pruf'ess iila ce€i .lned. 'i lihproduction is as a "technological fixer" of' the,:iI Illi orle'lrpii. ;. s herinteractions are w ith tihe enterprise or :oinponeii s w i (hiin i, rat her thanwithl the fa'vrnei who is really relegated to -lh ie of ") car~l.', I adopt er"')' 
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Pr)8s (iaI a 

Figure 2: A Praxis ftor P-.rodu,' ofal 



As mentioned earlier, in the age of productivity, we concernedare 	 withabstract notions of the input, output and efficiency of total systems. The r -fessional is now a Systems Analyst concerned with annilysi mi, tile whole 
p system, engineering improvements and 	 sharing the perflormance 

G-./imizing strategies with the client as manager. 

Professional as
 

Systems Analyst 
 N 

FaImer-- -

System Managvi 

Figure 3: A Praxis for Product iviI v 

Both of these approaches are characterised by the fo] low i ii" 

a. 	 The focus foir improvemen t (effectivellss a1l ( I i('i,:llcy 
respectively) is assumed. 

b. 	 BotLh situations are "researchod" by an oh .j,,,.t i, 'v- pofessional
who remains uninvolved in the issu, b,'i i ,rese.arclied. The 
transact ions tend to be uni-directiii;,I. 

c. The 	 problems are relatively easy to i dellit i fy awl t he solutions 
will be adopt ed. 

d. 	 There :is itt le if any, sense of long t-i iii sIl I, ic change;
both approaches emphas i se the resolut i itn 	 )f mi u,,li ale concerns. 

e. 	 Informat ion is taken as an iniput (a c( ilno1t,di 15) whic.h can 
influence the direc.tiocn of change. 

The third type of professiorina , the "systemic 'acilit ,,a" ,,f Ilhe Age ofPersistence, has characteristics in marked contrast to tIh,. aolve set.Perhaps the major shift is that from "r,-serchel" svst, Ie, to '' ;,sarchi.ng" system. The role of the professional, whe:ore li- now ,(-'NJ)] i,'it Iv becomes partof the system, is olvt focussed on hel ping the system 1 l,1a 1). The concernis not simple pirob lems to be fixed or p10lol'i l -,' ()I i1i'-1Sedsituations to be improved. 	
but 

In addit ion to 1-fi'ert i'1, an,!11 ,'fViciency, theprofessional hermo l bet1w n' erIw,r'()ii with -thIics: Ice;,. p1l'y the keyWit Ii Ili,,
roles ii li ing ii I ' sst acc lt i figSlv 	 cl- p lOoll 1 , i I i It, i I :ct ius ill thef . of potent ial threats to th coherency of tlit  .'- .. . ; 	 thesy iI l I'and toSoniment with which it inter-relates. Inle(I, t'-.llt i ,I.-;i, ill ,'Np.ioring, 
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building and maintaininfg is the key focus for thi ;sapprion -' :id these arebased in turn, on learning. The praxis is truly tt,.I 'kiililation of thelearning of the whole system and as the research result; il )0 ion, in and bysystem, all of the actors involved behave as action re-searchers (Figure 

Professional as 
 Farmer as
 
Systemic 
 Participant in
 
Facilitator Cooperative Learning
 

-rt y - s- , pr( f a-r m w r o
Figur'e 4: An Action Research Praxis f'or P(,.-F-s-istnc:, 

Now the tr'irisartions are two-Wily wit 11 ,( 'c h lpll'I icil,;1ul Ihrill,:ill, diff'lerent
 
experiences, theories a~nd competenczies to the(- expl,,ral i,,M',omp)lex
' , issues
which, by definlition, IIuIst 110 uniqJue. The oulcomes shl ij 1w, :tn i~mprovedI

learning system where the improvement is assessed in an ,'thiral context.
 

Tihe above ex×amplo s have be en basedI of) ;a l implu I,),lI ()I'1' IlrIIIlf- and e'xtensionl 
agent (in the(- broadt.st sense). But the(- same Modl! to(- ,tj il he,,: extend,:,ad
other SituatioJns where, there are int(,r-actioijs bI,-twt,,,-ji!l,', .: ,lnl and 
their clients. It) mit)y -ases we deal not withil ',tz-,,: r',,Iv'l ionship~s but 
with the(mnultiple re Jl i,>nships whic~h c:]lara'tct,.lise.,r ;l~ .;l ills.
 

These models arid tlit,contexts in which they a , s,, l, vil, ] ra r
d . e fo 
a brief invest 1gat ion in to the main issues ra is,;, iith-t( sANF :;rate;gy 
outline.
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.Full Circle
 

"It seems clear that the ARDO of the 90's wi Ii 
require increasingly broad capacity to understand 
and address the inter-relati onsliips (o'
agricultural production options with t rade, 
natural resourCes, price o I i ciliu, I -uIi riciji
linkages and off-farm investment, and I tle 
integrat ion of food aid with developrment 
assistance".
 

J m L,owe nL Iha I 

The whole ARDO strategy, it seems to me, reflects a very s trong movementtowards the Age of Persistence and this dictates,accordlin I(, lmy logic, the
need for new ways of thinking and acting 
 by ARDO,s in theo field. it will also mean marked transformation in the way univesit ies are ,ranizcl and the
paradigms that prevail for "situation imp,roving". In callirg for the 
 sort ofchanges hat it does then, the Draft Strategy Paper brings o IForth a whole new
world of needs. The emphasis is very clearly on "col lalrat io ' 
and "cooperation as partners", in situations characteris,"dlIv omplex

interactions and inter-relationships.
 

To follow my r-easnrrinrig, we will have to learn to "th iik" sy mimi'ally if we are to"do things" systemically. What better, than 
a e,,us "i lie practitioner
as a "systemic facilitator" and the outconie of initiat ivs. an ihe creation oflearning systems and the reinforcement of learning cutures. As emphasised
above, we are dealingi here with a hierarchy of" cempeteu'i ; hi needs
focussed on production and productivity as well as persisterie'.. Indeed each


I "I iii iS. ch a In i er' riry , provi des tire conI ex t ror 
 hoie' wh I H precedei )Yet each does dea I with a di fferrrt. focus (,efl',.. i vein,.;:., ,fficiency and
 e, i s) and each demands a di ff' .rent way l7irki n arid
of1 ri nie 1 i ng. ''here is as much skill in selecting the methodology appropriate t,, tIhe situation as
 
there is in using it.
 

For me, the critical notion of' the emerging, peopl Ie-centred 'arad igm of'
development, is that of tire creative learning syst emi: S ystem; rif people and

things acting as cohlerent wholes in co-ravoiution wilh Iheir 
'"vironments.
 
This is as key for the development of policies for 
trade anid ox change rate
stabilisatien, as it is for the formulation of humin cap ital;a s.;true for more respornsible management of natural resources as it is for , 'ouraging
private sector involvement; as true for the flurtlilhedev,' lopii,,il of ruralinfra-structures as for uriversity revitalisation. And in many senses this
 
last issue is perhaps the core to it all.
 

The development of universities as systems for learning and an systems whi.chthemselves are learning is absolutely crucial. If my argu,,iOi above have
been seductive in any way, then the need for new ways of k owirg and new
knowledge will 
Ie vital -- and who but universities . re.insee t hin; am I charter. 

Yet universities as systems which learn, are di fficul t1 ,to r'.a ise and
maintain in a stnile or co--evolution with their environineiI:;. The ,e'xamples
are rare in the world: And when they do form'r they exal a i,,avy tl I (inthose who lend Ihlr-r. George Keller , piuts it so wel I ". . . T1 t e -r Ihehe e of strategy, one must go through tire doer-way of d"at '' ard catharsis 
c pVersy". 
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The Age of Persistence 
is also tihe Age of Conf'lic . Tho.r. ,. few doubts
" ",'

about means or ends when it 
comes to Produc i ng mor,, or ir'ran; ing

luctivity. The major uncertainty comes when wi, addIros. is.,nt's of exactly/ it is that. we want to persist. This 
is why pr:;i stion',' "r, su.stainability
such a 
slippery concept. Yet it also dictates thie nied 
for us to learn how
to deal with contradiction; 
how to manage conl'ict (in, adid ili n to managingcomplexity and managing 
scareness - a hierarchy devi.lI oped by Werner Ulrich


and which parallels 
the idea of tihe different ages de'i,loped here).
Insights into the management of conflict 
come 
from the cognitive scientists
 
Humberto Maturana and F'rancisco Varela :
 

"A c(on f I ict is always a mutual n'g. t ion. I I Can 
i v!.r' bv so Ived i 11 the doma in winl. , i I I ak,'.: 
place, if the disputants are "cert in". A 
con N i (t (an go away on y if we move u anlet hen 
domai n where co-existence takes pl,'e. 'c" 
k'nowl dg,- of" I hi s krowl edge corns t i t ut "s: I Io 
social impernative for a human-ceit reI .hi s."
 

This viewpoint 
pr'esen ts :a treireidours challpiI ge teo ct rga i- al i'anl"; aridindividuals who have got whrere 
they are by being "c"tt;ii": who have 
analysed p rob lems arid g iven the corr'cl(t Iecuhic:al 'lut i''i r have:: t- cJrrevelled in identifyirig tih, "facts of 
the matter"' and providing technologies
appropriate I.o their i,,'rc'ept ion or thIre iss"u . 

Co-existencee means suspension 
of certainty and a williingn(.;:s; to find new

domains. 
 This is what true collaborat ion 
entails : nd ,, Ihiicr('ore has to 

the qurst ion: 

"Are you ready for that?" 
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STRATEGIC PLANNING 
-
 A PROCESS OF ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING
 

Checklist of 
Questions
 

Based 
on (1) The University as 
a learning organization; and
 
(2) The ARDO as a 
learning strategist.
 

(1) Is this Universilty a learning system?
 

You visit a university and you want to 
know if it 
is "in
co-evolution" 
with its environment 
 - if it has mechanisms in place
to allow it to monitor changes which 
are going 
on in the world which
 
surrounds it;
 

adjustments to be made to 
- mechanisms in place to allow
any of its activities 
in the light of such
environmental changes;
 

- me, ianismsits own activities in place L-o allow
to affect the nature of the 
environments around
 
it; and
 

- mechanismis in placeevaluate the quality of any changes which 
to
 

occur in either the
university itself, 
 in the world around it; or in
or the nature of
the relationship between the 
two.
 

In other words, you want 
to establish whether 
or not that:
earticular university has well defined processes for 
strategic
planning and development, 
 not. In systems
or terms then we address
 
two basic questions:
 

(i) How is the 
system coupled with its 
environment?
 

(ii) How does the system handle 
its own evolution?
 

Following these 
lines we ask questions like:
 

Who, within the university, is in contact with farmer 
groups;
with consumer and client groups; with 
local, regional and federal
politicians; with agribusinesses and 
 market organizations; with
service organizations like educational 
institutes, research centres,
advisory and consultanLt gruups, organizations for welfare,and for
special 
interest groups like youth, women, landless laborers and
the unemployed; with bureaucracies associated with agricultural
production, rural development, 
water resources, 
soil con.-ervation,
forestry, health and community affairs; with alumni and wiLl
specific employers etc etc ?
 

What sort of knowledge are they gathering?
 

With whom are 
they sharing that knowledge?
 

How is that knowledge being used in 
the generation of strategic
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policies for the university in terms 
of the formulation of mission
 
statements; curriculum development; research policies and 
resource
allocation 
strategies; ext-nsion, outreaching and continuing

education activities; recruitment plans 
for students and faculty;

strategies for 
seeking extra-government resources?
 

Who i.; i(A:.ive in gathering and sharing "forefront" knowledge in
scientific disciplines and technological developments important to

agriculLuiral arid rural development?, 

How is 
that knowledge being gathered, shared and used?
 

Who is gathering and sharing "forefront" knowledge issueson
such as the philosophies of 
science and of knowledge; on theories
from cognitive science, pedagogy, organizational management; 
on
concepts of curriculum design, research methodologies, information
technologies; on current thoughts on values and ethics and public

policy?
 

How: i's all thbis knowledge being gathered, shared and used?
 

How is the university organized and structured to 
enable this
knowledge Lo be yat.lie-ed, shared and used 
in the formulaticn of
strategic jlans which are designed to improve the quality of the
coupling l:tiween the institution and its environments?
 

In what ways are people encouraged to be involved in the
strategic development of the university and 
in its relationships

with its environments? 

How are 
the existing strategic planning and development

initiatives being'evaluated?
 

What mnechanisms seem appropriate to address the 
issue of how

the present situiation might be improved?
 

In summary t.hen, we need to 
address the two questions:
 

o Is this system learning?
 

" 
 How might the effectiveness of 
its learning be
 
improved?
 

Which briny_,s us neatly to the issue of what it is that you, theARDO, can do to 
assist in the process of organizational (system)

learning.
 

Are you an effective learning strategist?
 

Obviously, in asking the type of questions we 
have just outlined,
you would he 
behaving like a learning strategist - someone involved
in helping those associated with the strategic planning functions of
a university, to 
"learn to do it better " - to help the university 
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to become a more effective learning system!
 

'ut this in 
turn assumes, that you yourself are 
an effective learner
ND that you know how to help others to become 
more effective
 
learners.
 

What do you mean by the process of learning?
 

What is 
your concept of knowledge?
 

What do you understand 
as the connection betweern 
kriowledge
 
and values?
 

What do you understand by research, by science, by tec:hnology
by education, by extension; by meaning, by mind, by
intelligence, by theory and by practice; 
by reality, by
concepts, by perception and by reflection?
 

What do you 
mean by development?
 

In addition to questions of 
this sort, there are 
important issues of
methodologies of 
inquiry to be addressed. In dealing with
universities-in-evolution 
we 
are dealing with complex, dynamic
systems which deserve 
to be treated as such and 
not reduced to their
simplest functional or structural parts. 
 The approach advocated
here is to 
"help the organization learn about 
itself as it
if were a
;ystem co-evolving with 
its environments."
 

-dow questions relating 
to this "systemicity" need 
to be addressed:
 

What do you understand by th,. concept of 
a "system"?
 

What characteristics do you attribute to 
a system?
 

How do you go about identifying, and helping othersi 
to identify
systems relevant to situations and issues?
 

Now these are 
not idle questions 
nor mere word games. A!. base,
reflect they
(a) the way you think, and 
(b) what you think about the
world around you and your place in 
it: In 
turn this determines
what you do in the world, and (a)

(b) the way you go about doing it!
 

As an ARDO your 
basic brief is to intervene in situations (systems)
in ways which result in "improvements". 
 Which raises the obvious
 
questions:
 

o In what sort 
of situatidns (systemns)do you 
intervene?
 

o What constitutes improvements 
to these situat ions
 
(systems)?
 

u cannot avoid examining your 
own values and knowledge and beliefs
s you address these two 
questions. Nor 
can you avoid the ziotion
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i 
that others with whom you are 
working (including your "clients")


probably hold different values and beliefs and know different
 
ngs to you.
 

Your performance as a professional 
comes down to how well you handle
these differences; and how you and your 
"clients" learni 
to inquire

into novel situations in novel ways.
 

RICHARD BAWDEN 
 February 1989.
 



BUILDING AGRICULTURAL SUPPORT AT HOME
 
FOR AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT ABROAD
 

Outline for Keynote Remarks to 1989 ANE ARDO Conference
 
February 19-24a Rabat
 

Robert Paarlberg 
Iarard University 

Inside AI', Agricultural and Rural Development Officers have a 
most difficu~lt job. They must swim against the political tide
 
both at home And abrpad. Abroad, they must struggle against 
prIvileged rural elites who have little interest in change, and 
against "urban-biashd" host country officials (and perhaps other 
AID officials as well) who take little interest in the 
countryside. Then* if they succeed against these odds in 
promoting successful agricultural development abroad, their 
reward may' be harsh criticism at home, from powerful U.S. 
domestic farm aobb,, crganizations who see aid to farm producers 
abroad as aid .tc, their "1oreign competition." In sum, the 
politics'of agricLturai development abroad mal::es success for 
ARDO's difficult, and the politics of farm policy at home makes 
success somet imes dangerous. 

Is there any way to escape 'this difficult political.
 
double-bind? In particular, 'is there 
any way to build greater 
support among agricultural groups at home for the legitimate task 
of agricultural development abroad? I will argue that one 
constructive approach might'be for ARDO's to pay a bit more 
attention to the leqitimate concerns cf thQ U.S. farm groups that 
so often criticize foreign arcultural development assistance. 
An understanding of these legitimate conce'rns will not cnly help 
you in the direct dealings you have with the U.S. farm lobby. It 
will also, I believej help you to do;a better job serving your
real clients -- the hundreds of millions cf destitute farmers and 
landless rural laborers who are sti]. l living in, poverty 
throughout Asia and the Near Last. Faradoxically, by listening a 
bit more closely to the g-ipes of the rural rich at home (I'm
referring to U.S. farmers), you w..ill be better able to serve the 
real needs cf the rural poor abroad. 

I am not (one ol thosC'eLi N.i-', cri fEs over the , fate of U.S. farmers. 
Ihe U.S. aiI setor iu produ''c- i. ye and pios erous. Lost year, 
the 2 percent of tIc U. . pop.i",ot. who YLiI woK n 
sec Ictor en ','t-d a" uI Ii if '.'ftimeor no tun:I i joci iLno . oj $5 .1I re 
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many "full time commercial U.S. farmers are, quite literally, 
mill ioinaires. 

But it WoLld help you to know that this prosperous U.S. farm
 
sector has; nonetheless, been through a most difficult decade.
 
U.S. agriculture came into the decade of the 1980's believing 
what a]l respected economists were telling them: that foreign 
demand for U.S. farm products was go i ng to remain for the 
immedite future on the sharp upward trend that had been 
established during the boom years of the 1970's. Much of this 
continued qrowth in demand was expected to come from the 
develop igngworld, where agricultural production was seen to be 
laggithq, and where both income and population were still sharply 
on the rise. •Believing in this rosy vision of growing market 
demand abroad, U.S. farmers borrowed heavily in the late 1970's 
to lbuy mTCrie land and more machi.nery, so, as to expand production 
capacity., In the pi-ocess, total U.S. farm indebtedness increased 
by roughly 60 percent. 

Then, just when the U..S. farm sector was gearing up to produce
 
aid expcri more, export demand collapsed. Between 1981 and 198, 
the value'of lS. farm exports fell by a disastrous 40 percent,
 
and expor'-ts td( the. deve1.opi n. world in p articular fell by 30. 
percent/ Along with this collapse in foreign trade, U.S. 
domest ic farm commc,di ty pr ices fe ]., farmland values fell , and 
mary U.S. farm debts suddenly' became unsirvi].cable. A deep 
financia. crisis swept over the I.S. far'm sec tor, and, in just 
five years time more thAin 240,000 U.S. farms went out of
 
bus i ness. 

What had gone wrcng'' Careful analysis indicated that the U.S. 
farm sector was being bI.indsided by a sudden shift in . 
.m,rciono~...ep.IScy, namely the decisicon talk:en by the new 
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, Fau]. Volker to attack 
infl.ation by bigltenii ing tie money .supply. This sudden monetary 
pclicy shift drove up interest r ates, crove up dollar exchange 
rates, a.ncd threw world e my a recessiOl. i.sthe c: cin i]q to deep Th 
was a devastating macroeconomic comb ination: higher interest 
rates on farm debt at home and famacus tomer( debt abroad, wrl(:i,-].d 
market -: lost to ess d,",llar rates:siar--es due !l1 competitiv e''change 
and red ucedco ccnsump t i growth Fo wc,]d rc-esg ion.due t;he r U. S 
agricu lture was thrown into i.ts wolrs; cri.s is si nice the Great 
I-'presqio.0c 

Ulnfortun;''Ia tely,' U.S farimersL weo notLI r i i.iri y sat isfied with 
these ' fiI.ri. cci: i .c e'xplaamtions fo t hFp ir p robl'Iems . Farfmers 
--and I arm Mt,:;s pciic in*is -- likeI to: th ink.inse:c ~r-spec iic 

I:cc u . hoV weire muo c.omfrniahlI ei einqiC that. t suiddenc 
cii I opii in iorign dema'cnd' for U'.5.Ifor-m producs had to: hen the 

s ig iiin,-1 : : v p ort:, o t11 Lh-iq: n: ll - i n I.,, I:moi-,,- ;_ 11;:wy,::; thr-. thE 
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of the developing world in parti cular. They attributed this 
imagined developing world production surge, in part; to the 
highly publicized agricultural development assistance efforts of 
donor agencies such as the World Ban: and AID. 

In truth, the FAO v-lume index of agricultural production for 
the developing mar::et economies clearly shows no overall 
production trend increase during the first half of the 1980's, as 
compared to the decade of the 1970's. Their were some isolated 
individual country cases of extremely rapid above-trend 
productio, growth in the developing world during these years -
mst notably-the People"s Republic of China. But the PRC was 
neithbr an K.ID or a Bank client, so foreigrn donors were. in a poor 
position either to be" blamed or to take credit. U.S. domestic 
farm lobby leaders were thus on the weakest of analytical ground 
wlhnn they sei.2ed upon foreign bjr'icul.tural development assistance 
as one of the key r-asons for their serio us trade and financial 
difficulties i.n the -1980"s. But their constituents were in 
trouble and demanding action, so they decided to attack what they 
knew they could describe as an cutrage -- the use of tax dollars 
d ring a Acimestic farm crisis to help U.S. farm "competitors" 
abroad. (.S. Wdevelopment assistance policy, which already had as 
many critics As_. t. could handle in Congress, thus becane a 
po liticqi target fcr the frustrated U.S. farm lobby. 

One short term result was p~ssage, in k986, of the "Bumpers 
Amendmen t" (Section 209 of FL 99-349), 4hich prohibit.ed the use 
of U.S. foreign aid to firomoe foreign production of agricultural 
commodi, ties for export which compete with similar commodities 
pro:'duced in the U.S. A second result was formation of the Foreign 
Agricultural Investment Reform ("FAIR") coalition, composed of 
more than a half dozen prominent Washington farm lobby 
organizations and commodity gro.:ps, and the introduction of a 
"FAIIR" act (S. 2Bi20/iH.R. 306), in Janu.ary 1987, designed .to 
prevent the use of U.S. tam doll.ars -- especially thr-ough
inte-rnational financ iig institutio ns such as the Wor].d Bank -
for development and E tpansion of any;foreign commodity production
"whichi results in declining LI.S. exports.' 

How Can (OfADO s c ird ToAsp [heseR Co ncor ns '. 

When confro nte.f with such ill-in irfo rmed and heavy-handed U.S. 
farm .cibby inotrusions into the foreigr assistance arena, ARDO's 
wi].. 1ave ee,'ry r i ht to be .rr itated,. They wi.ll be tempted to 
respond eit;her wi th harsh words --.. o.u the tn s of b i.lions of 
dol.I ars in suh. idie that U.S. farm groups currently get from the 
U. S . govyrrnmen; every ;,eor , -1nd about h,low that souIldI juj ust tabout. 
e:.t:,au .t anv . c*'i.i 1. - i n: : .cia m tt. e .i y,av eon thec:ntent of U.S. 
pub . I r : I cr,' beyo:nd tle) Iorm are ....-. (r they' wi. 1 be temp ted to 
r .. . po id t'l I i aai I e.nl,t c-r bu t ow acrci c i tural developmert 
In p..- c tv i ...elw rial- adlca: ;a I I [' ten-ds M O h ,ett ; r (,.rsc a,
nu tc ', Il. . acrir cIoI iLwv i the Ilon riun, :y .addig Lofo:rH'i.S 

I ;vc i.I LI ti'.floiunt lid i.rc]:ole t;hus ir i t ing added lo:a . dem -andfor 
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food as well as added local supply. I have tried this second 
tactic myse.f on many c,ccasons. Searching through the academic 
literature I have come up with at ].ea.t half a do:en competent 
cross-national situdie. s. alI done since 1985. which tend to 
confirm the positi-v. ]inis that can fo-rm between more farm 
production in the dove.clpigrr: world, more i ncome- and empl].oyment, 
dietary enr ichmen t, and in the end lagerq r a tho than smalgl.-e 
U.S. farm sales. Incideontally, it i. prc ciely in yoUr region of 
the deqve].opinq wcrld, in Ai]a, where these pti sitive links are 
most like.y to form. [hs is because in Asia access to 
productime farming resources tends to be more equitably shared 
among the r-L*ral population (compared to Latin America), ensuring 
that A.ricul 'tural succe.a s w ill generate Yrciad1y-_asd income 
growth, and al.s becaose Asi an incom growth levels --. in
 
contrast to the Arican levelos .. . have already reached the point
 
at 1;hr1- i. raip i ' diP Lay n'i r i uhirmr Fi. bon I o-.
 

I can tell you from r .--. hand e.pe ience, this sort of
 
"schc:lar.y rebut:ta " cr 41i-h farm lobb y argumenrt may 
 be
 
intellectually 1 tr,g but; ; is politlically weak. Even if it
 
wre pci . ]s eito Ier-surade, -ophi-ticatedU.S. farm .lobby .leaders
 
of the pai-indo C i p,,.. 1 i; '..'o r:e I-t l ti shi p between al 1 (ul tura]
 

ssLicce s in tr-, ,,p . r' -d c. andi S ftarmn e'port I " ti.en;:pani 


it wo] ]istilbe too-,(-, Ird: imi t ask those leaders then to endcrse
 
this relati, hi,p, asD rea.on for supiportiact aid, in Front of
 
thei, tow ful, - ,_sed and moch less sophrst]cated
 

m pr: iioJ 1 o, w]inA ni-'r s i -rimriirt-i,r"nh, I bee1 1 woiu.d be to over the 
c iicstf ag .-:.rILtri deivel,opmetmnat assistance by first yielding 
to therm ,in: a n rionr. ],i. i r*,ti i c the kind of aid they find 

.'atobject irn-abl.1-, It idm t tt your cr 1iti1.cIs have a po ;ir ::, 
difficult, but t con, , o he-,a]l.' first step toward revivin 'q 
both your p, i t. I u..pptr:, I:.b -- aa ; [honse .-" nd your sens-e of 
p u r p ti'iT0: si r r::a'-(IJ 

The U.iS :.-,i- m l,,bby h:s IWcn rerma-:,bI]v specific about the kind 
cf agr ].ci.I i.rmal I r-,,,ulorpmeno-it assiste nce:r whic:th .t finds 
objectio t ,,c-:nabl e . In t-, ... m ers mendm aa--, __i t ais errt _ 
consi der?ed c, .on; t. i 1 th,1I ' -,l v/ when it enhances prodilnc t; :in fir 

:p.:. t; or cDrm ,m I n, *li, ic , , twon yi j. to , P, .): : .5 .i L ,!i Dur i te 
reason b I ,] o I nop. Ii r, ! , 1 in [.:)i -v" 'todrd ior a] 1I -oid pro ecW:ti: 
which will i.rrn ' n .1 >cur t - In t I, FA I: art ...s Siu ance 
is oh I::t i i o-I "i YI tI oi,,, i q rn marl oPt r rand/ fo the. 
prr idi, t": n" 1i i to ' l' tioibo l ., se. wonI :. h , o1 [ I .J 
sbi t,III: arwi , I: V olI : ,uldoitiqt to hr -,1 j. I; ,. , , ri I tn a mni rIK 

St, I tIani., VIK i h Ww(L.m " M qv 

crn ,I:,fIa wi.' I1 Ito.mp.i i i I l' I . , ((,,,In r I :i Iil . 1 1,--- I'. 

ci t, - . W O l W I 1, i:.I .,di "l ! r'in nil, II I, i t , 1 I I I dl " 



Indonesi. a i that di.rection; so long as other countries in the 
region -- and perhaps Indonesia itself -- have f-ood staple 
production and consumption problems that remain unsolved'? 
Arguably, when Indonesia finally positions itself to move beyond 
an emphasis on balsic food stapl1es, then its farm sector should 
probab1v become --- ]ike that of Malaysia -- an AI) "graduate.' 

Thce I.arq-. point would be that most Asian developing co-untries 
and almst Ial Near Eastern countries are likely to remain -- at 
least until they "graduate -- importers rather than exporters of 
temperate zone farm commodities. And if Taiwan and South Korea 
are any 'indc-ation, even after "graduation" these countries will 
probabl,,, coftinue to exploit their comparative advantage in 
non-.farm activi ties, and use their resulting income gains to add
still, more to their qet ipqorts of temperate zcn- commodities. 

-1h,_s , the e 1 1i t t Ie i ni the p e'i-i se 1aniquacle of the umper!-
Amendme nti c preven ARDi in .dIE from doi ng their job --. which-i ' 


is to u~se the farm se:tor fir-st and foremost to generate income 
and empIoymecit for-poor people, rather than to generate an 
expor tab le surp i us of commod i ties for rent-seek i ng government 
monopoly ms,,!k:etirg boar-ds, or fc:r wealthy p-ivate sector 
tI aders. 

AE fotl la-ngutage o t7he FAIR act., there ought to be nothing 
tab I ] A I 1 vc:, i d .t c:b j ect 0 ,, A:- abot. t. ng the p rcmo t o o ubs.i! ied 

arm prduc.duct ion, or about avoiding the p;omoti,on of commodity 
pr o ,..ct n "surplus" world market it,-id it ions mak[ e theio w..herr 
'en tune c:mne-ic: i v unattract v o its own terni,.. ga].n. 
without too much effort these U.S. farm lobby co-ncer-is C an be 
viewed so, nt .ci:,mpatible with A1D's own proper conier-is. AID's 
proper Conrlir, <i.1% i ih thie ]fare of poor peop le. and add-cd farm 
product ion h,.J I ,.' non as attrctiv-_-t e onily w ii t: contribttes 
to thai; L ] l -.. Whrl,- it does so I; wi i automat ical v add to, 
;We ].loca: cittio i whi s goodc rathe tlan bat] ford-, d ,od, c 

tiu.r(a'_ .-,;,;l arttc'!rS i a the U.S . :,se i t h -na lr;la-e than shr .hnks U_.S. 

Ih!et I. b. t m lCtbby ma, .ot al ,wayshave, i heart in the right 

pl'ce, (r ;P" itsthoad, btt the prouc I se- lcqi o I ,.t i,ve ] ainguttage .t 
has3 eftib;i i1 iii cilet,.ilitiq its p uci t n o0 n q, itoltutnl'1 

-l 5 ,itt 1 t iitt(irilt ,and (i(I\'"', la ltti..i ii I;itt i 1' icn ',,_ r [spinsibiile. If 

wha-1,t tlie., c: al l Aid canniot d,.1-" Ithev', m igt son t-hot w.hda t; U.. 
f r,iIiT'm n . "I P ' P I I ilnn 'TI , o do( rilC ;u I v rttint;L .LI!r -< -.Il I,d het 

ic, I i-i(I ifi I','L ,J, , . 

F- Ir i ii ''II I I till) r i ii * (. , i It:-,_. L ' [.I i , t;1.., it W 

1,,.i-Iil,-, , 11,1, 10 111 1 f .l _, Im ir. i tih 11t. i (! in I W IN" w' ill p r o b a b:l:yttli, tllif 
no[ t; h rlllii I," i ~ , I'I i .- ,h lr,I-t,, o mpitJ., l, ,,I"In" Ll -rl I, "I Itu rip 1. 

f~ i lll I,, .,l., l, l ,, ! i i,l f( iill f lo u n l ,tv ! I li ,4 -,l , ,t , ( .I Il( , 

1 1 , 0 lit! 1' 11.1l, ( 0 1 f II I . r f l l ' 1 oI
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small recognition that its clients" interests are being taken 
into account. If that recognition is providedg then perhaps the 
way can be cleared for the farm lobby to discover that AID is one 
of its best friends after all. 

ImpliAt; ion for the ANE Rural. 5ector jjSt gy 

How should the AE Rural Sector Strategy doc nent under review 
at this conference be altered to reflect what I am recommending 
here? I was especially pleased, when I first saw a draft of this 
document, to observe that its emphasis is already largely 
compa t ib'le.Wi.th the course 1 am suggesting. The emphasis 
throughout is -- appropriately -- on dynamic change rather than 
static balang.es, and specifically on broad income and employment 
geals, rather than or narrow agricu.tural product:ion or export 
go .. . _=aasume tI. i n. at Least theii Ti s thai; c tly 

consumptrin side ofi the regions fo od balence i.s being stressed
 
as much as the production side. Also, the emphasis differs as we 
move from the low income agricutural to the low income 
transiticnal to the middle income i ndustr iaii.i ng ecocnom ies 
discussed .n the document. It is in the low inccme agrLcultural. 
countries;' whe-e per cap ita food staple production is low and i.n 
some case v act;tual.]y dec .1lining that we find --. apprcoprri-ately 
the great est food'staple productio-Eide emphasis. I cote that 
all this is comp atible with both the letter and the si rit of the 
Bumpers Amendment, and the U.S. farm lobby .could hardly object. 

There are, however, several ways in whir:h this strategy 
document --. without altering 'its internt -- could be made to sound 
even more attr active to potentially critical U.S. domestic farm 
lobby groups. 

1. First in several p l aces the 1.anguage of the document does
 
rever t to I ca.I. an e,ceBs"i . emphasis on pr oduction
what woul.d .
 
and trade balance goals. in Section 1 2I;) the document comes
 
close to endorsnn what it descr1bes as a regi onal "dri,/e, for
 
cereals self-sufficiency." Later 3 r Section I I (3)C, the middle 
incoime inl ustr iali zinq cu(nt ries a re congratu lated for havinga 
solved what is called thei r "grai n sol f-s-.uificiency p.roble.'' 

e"Se.f-sufficielcy" is a phrase that (ea s the I.S. farm lIobby see 
red. And f beli].eve i t in also an inappropr iate or at best arn 
i nad(equoate ) AE dev.lo pcment pcl i cy c,,i . l ..ow 1 icine i S ,Ian 
countries which suffer from widespread malInu.tr iti.ci .e. 
Ba.nl Iade sh and India, sho tld not tie e; t; rir.j "5-_: If--Suff i(; e ncy; a'.s 
a gIoal they should look bevond trade b ].l :;,Cir-_c- and selt "i iher 
calorie (Onfsiumipti (in" as thpir go,a - Ai 19 ahotiMd ,-.qe thIm WoAI c::-co 

.deir de i icp .;a l nk gai rispursL u' i--" oa 1,,f'.I develti l . c 1;I-. a,; 
i fori rnoducti to ,ai in. uIria ilcom.. Ih IL ,r ,p ha] onc:e 
imp 1i,no t us ha t, I J i, oil , : ,i , ,, a s ,. , i,. c-",rii S rn.o cons I dered, I 

C 1i(-i-il-u i I i m .i i crirfin:m ind .t i o I i i ii I t cc; irIi . j'l'-ihil.- ic:,.tliua.s.:t[E-aM : an hou hsiva, r tll(..nn r- ur, i e kw t LhI nnopt"n 

oif n qrni i -t-s fi c "T[h-ila].. should O l ,l . ' .i;., 

(jr~~~~~~~~~--.-----,--el: lhal! ] <,N(J .-------------.---,'s~c,_ (I ; ,,. I , 

I
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dcliC-_.A a.ggdy_ as a lon run objective. Among these middIe income 
c'ounties-i, as diets beciin to, divers ify and as the comparative
 
advantage of the farm sector faIE rul.'-]ative 
 to the industri al
 
sectcr, imports cft grain for brc.'Admaking and for 11vestcck feed
 
become an approprIate an-Cd a hI1cjliy affordabl e farm tr-ading
 
postu're. Indone.ia, for e'ample ,. should be permitted to foll.ow 
in the path cf ot;iler idustiaJ :in As an NI-s, meeting its 
chancginn ard e::pandi in diEtary uaeds if necessar- y wi.th ever 
larger imports of wheat. Already. Indc nesi1a' s annual impocrts of 
wheat nd wheat prroducts have riuen fr-om 20,000 tons in the mid 
1960's tco I.6. million tons in 19HIC'7/88. 

2. On this same theme, thc i-e arce several other points at which 
y'our strate 'y document misses itsf, chance to reassure U.S. farm 
traders. Tono often the o als is described in terms of ANE 
_Iduat. cou, tr " .,t,. AWLi middle income aid recipi ents
 
shculd ei,de'sc V1ibedla. nroduai,1 (Ll. to a0,n ilv, 1vemCent in trade as
 
. mpoir c - s, w::I:l:Ie s c ers, -Ind as importers of U.S. farm
 
products i- cst 1 1.
 

.U.S. t F-Cfara s alr-eady, klCw-about the well-established import
 
need" s :: oaru". ier aid such
of O m, .e i ci orec i.(pieuts ,as SouIh Kor -a 
and TFa a'wan . l V i w'i ned to be ol;d mriiC abo,ut the next-e 

generat w ,idual-" an
o of Ai, --- coui:-ies such as IMlalaysia 


a i a n. nciat i-on
Americn Soybean .he wh icLi has been 
.
complaini V fov ysar. about Maasian palm oil ->xfports, should be 

r'emin drd that I'lla _ La n-,Cow also ,mlcr qI;.emperate* z;:c:ne farm 
productE ..-- inc lidind wheat -cor-, 'fresh apples, rranges, grapes, 
canned f-irt: las vec-'al)- o _ ard e'ven 'ioybans. Thi hea thy 
1Import ,: tc:i.L !;y shcould be desc:ribe.d ac; a result c:f Malaysia"s 

cop'-P13 I Ci$,200'.) p0., I-t i , N'iwOh. wia s made P]Opohss. i.h e 3Wii ibrirst.
 
in' I tni'' q''rrpsUf'' aiiiiike~~ -c agr iulturalI deveopfmentl

(Iiloi . i ' r, f::~~:ijt,. 1~t 12h1I In !) .iil. (iirlE tI] %-L'( ih i iittc imcrh; i, [F.'[pei

a Lnd (ia) 
 ' eve "''I1l 'd, i' a ost ; ri t--or I c~iete:-d frtll 
pl-'odu(.- ,1 I iiI 0 uthlls. iil l t U.S. (touiii Im:rk ior cotton s'ive
 
its textI Ic. iiutd ,i) and ev i e t (as the diet chanigres aid
 
bak:eryi teimsi become p oput tlar
4 fO a ConvfniieCi e 1. uLi )an ara(sL . 
Thai1and, thaiks I ic reasing weal. th --. again driventoc 05 rapidly 

-
in the i I;tslairu s. alsol i in' [v aic u]luclrli- . cce a- imports a 
numLiberr D! hiti I ei i ar m7IiI t. 1 i-17n.i ludi onr]'--fn at dr ' rmm .iF 

f(r,h., , i I i; ed1nI I i IcInd I i 1;, H. . cm( anima:Jr- ita is,l andii U.S. 
Fill.] t rtweac~rhides and r:I. ho a -g-roici loo inidutry,.' 

A.E Ch,;~lil on thin(ILsamn F po;",' i'/n made ir
t,.n~ mu"L Iin,-C. -nevera,.1.t%)imes 


-
- IcuI' 1 i ' rthe d ,im I ii IL,( . r'rc,r hu I -'ii p Il, 1 ..- tir vrlt .V?] . . ion-otl 
i[_LIC-: 1 Iil,i ) I , I,,I /} i- i-:I ' i!.l i' 1<: ,. It itt '' i' .' t (i " -iC fi l diI I-tlnc7c,"'
 

"f itt t lti I"I ,' Itii,I III 1, t l.-l, (. III ,li"d . I. (,i 

,
- m d ,lil! ' ' n Il1 i(.lt i , ,I , I I it l.h1l,o lIti h.1.M I-*C' i , ( I ~l tI l-ihi iq l i l, ,1 ,,n,-,Inc: L, ' .lo, ,uh , t ctll. t (11, i, 1: tli1I(.,' . 1 ]o o,|J{
 

,-aqroptinu.( "t lii(q nhloull I n ,. 1;I1 
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be alert to any damaging efforts that might be made, through
 
protectionist policies (as in 
'Ihailand s soybean industry), to
 
stunt this import demand.
 

4. One "agroprocessing" industry that does not receive adequate
 
attention in the document is animal meat production, especially
 
swine and poultry production. Modern poultry production has the
 
advantage of being linked neither 
to land nor to, climate. The
 
inputs required -- both the grain and the breeding stock -c are
 
easily'transported. And in developing countries where 
labor is 
in surplus; feed and water distribution need not be automated. 
An IFPRI r p.rt by J.S. Sarma has recently concluded that 
"Livestock "productio: is an important source of rural income and 
emp].oyment ini the Third World.. Rural labor-intensive livestock
 
production could be a major component of future
 
abri.cu] ture-ba.sed, emp loyment-pr'iented development strategy for
 
dedeloping countriep, as 
 this wuuld heip to meet the eqTity
 
objectives by contributiig cash incomes to small farmers and
 
improving employment, nutit ion, and food security of low-i ncome
 
peopl.e. Donor agencies shou.d ass ist the developing countries :i.n 
pursuing sich a strategy'. , F ] I] 

One key to m..uch a strategy is the creatinon andm~ expansion of 

specialized infra;ructure espec ially riefrigerated facilities
 
for stor .ge, processing, and tr-a.'nspco rtation. Production and
 
consumption of 1.i vest ck pr oductts .ags in Mfany developing
 
countries, reI.ative to the kno wn income lastici'I 
 of demand5
 
because of such .nfrastr .cture bott. lenecks. Some reference ir
 
your st ra tegy document to these bc, t 1onec ks wou ld be reassur 
i ng
 
to I.S. farmers., who ought to be keenly interested in the
 
expansio.
n of livrst oc production abr-oad. More l.ivestoc:: 
produc tio mrai m ri; it. and i i i s U.S. farmers who areciicrcifecd 

a an- t e5. c . [pi-oduce r and 
ani mal f-,ecj. 

the L'wo c I cis i-,. d mos(: offic en t s epol-teirs of 

5. My fifthi final . woeu1ld he to make moreadi seuci estio n 
egp]Iit, tI;hrou ghIout your str-ateyt. dotcumen t, A"ID's p-oper (:c' ncern1 
for s..i.l jestice in the countries i-twhich you operate. U.S. 
farmilooy qcc 'rs ce not corlip].ete lymniive ab.out how ag-ricultui-e 
operates i murc:b of thte dceveo p ig worl.d. They are for good 
reason offc:,unde by the tii.iit I iiI that surv-,#ivers to'.ay . in much of 
Latin.iiAmerica, p rtE ci t lh A.ia, and the .'h .ppinceE, theyi and 
are cffended t;hciugt IU.S. .cgat the l t;- dol. lars- go:ln tc m.ak-e' 
thbese' feudal. atut re. iar /'.,tcm $ mmcrce pr'f i tabl e for thI-ic, 
trade-r , the g: I ai. it fami I bthe le dmi ina , I o i money eiidirs aid 
thei polI i PIci t":, . II.5. farn-rs:......and er .t .c;:-- ot dme aid 
c.o 	 -tiI t. riiv Ill"(.l.'tip -- - o',r"'. i i*,' d " soc,y ia l i.i.5tl i(e? ,ci' iiairgmts7, a.id 
Klley -ild.1 e oir lc of t il1) l ,ti-is abi cadtItlak nicl: it alat v..ew :'AI i 

, ".e" Fc 	 I i lvii e i'. . ha L ,;r-I I di;ii I ,. i the-t iI[ ,pi[ iIng.r., 

,,-IN P-: ~yL0 P-, U.. !YOU.
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if they knew that ordinary farmers and farm laborers in the 
developing world were the prime beneficiaries.. 

It should not be too much to ask that your AI\E strategy 
dccument make more prominent reference to social justice. To 
ignore this dimension of the agricultural development problem 
would be in fact a significant profess ional oversi ght. It is by 
now well understood, and especi ally from the experience of East 
Asian success stories like lai. wan, that raua. so(ial justi ce and 
agriculLural productivity go hand in hand. Of course, it wi 11 
always be sensitiv e for doncrs to critirize recipient country 
social rel.tions. But social justice issues have been mentioned 
in officiad, descriptions of some ARD projects in individual. ANE 
recipient countries, such as the Philippines, so there should be 
no reason texclude such mention from your more general. 
stratecgic plan. 

Upon ref].ection, then, maybe the relationship between AIIE 
AQDO's and the U.S. agricultural community back home does not 
have to be such a difficult one after all. It is in Asia and the 
Near lEast that'U.S. agri cultural development assistance efforts 
have met with gre{test success, and the ricome rgains that have 
accompanA.ed that success have meant larger rathe- than smaller 
mar k ets for U.S. farm exp:por-ters. Yo ur new strategy do(-umen t 
1focu .. on ways to make thiat succ :ss more gIeneral thrcoughou; theses 
recion. li s could mean t .illmore girr.wth i trade of the I:: nd 
that ought to please U., ar:mers. -The most important thinq 
missing from your stra.-t egy document is i my view, a more 
expli cit; statement ot an understanding Cyou seem to share with 
U.S. form groups: an uldeistanding thiat aid shou[d be geared 
toward peop,. nCt j.'uE: t product i , and towardc (onsImp t iaga . ns 
not ,just t.r ade balarnces or expo r.t ear-inc.

-9
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This paper calls attention to three of 
the themes highlighted in
the draft ANE agricultural strategy paper--generating employment, stabilizing
staple food prices, and diversification of food consumption patterns. 
The draft
strategy reflects an awareness that ANE countries represent a broad spectrum of
agricultural and economic structures and development processes. 
 The focus of
particular country development strategies and donor economic assistance programs
in the coming decade will also reflect this diversity. Nevertheless, in all of
these countries the ability of the economy to 
generate employment with stable
 or increasing real wages, the capacity to stabilize staple food prices, and the
degree to which national resource allocation accommodates or retards the tendency
toward more diversified consumption patterns 
are 
important standards against
which development policies 
will be judged. 
 While these three themes play
independent roles in the growth process, there are 
important interactions among

them as well.
 

Employment Generation
 

Characteristics of the agricultural labor market are shown in Table
1. 
Some ANE countries, particularly those in the Near East, 
are very far along
in the 
process of economic structural transformation. In Egypt, Morocco, and
Tunisia, the 
growth of the agricultural 
labor force is very low and in 
some
 cases 
it has actually been falling. 
In contrast, the South Asian countries show
much high shares of agricuLtural workers in the 
total labor force accompanied
by growth rates that are almost as high as 
that for the total labor force. In
Southeast Asia, the agricultural labor force shares 
are still relatively high,
but the growth rate of the agricultural labor force is substantially less 
than
that for the 
total labor, rjuggesting a rapid economic transition in the coming
 
decade.
 

The labor force figures reveal only 
a part of the story, since the
agricultural sector can 
serve, as the employer of last 
resort with stagnant or
 even decreasing real wages, or 
it can be characterized by productivity-induced

increases in demand for labor in 
a context where the non-agricultural sectors
 are 
actively competing in a nationally integrated labor market generating

increasing real wages. A 
proxy measure for the behavior of real wages-agricultural GDP per 
rural worker--is 
shown in Table 1. The average annual
growth rate of this measure between 1965 and 1985 was 
2.3 percent in Southeast

Asia, 1.8 percent in the Near East, and 0.1 percent in South Asia.
 



TABLE I
 

AGRICULTURAL LABOR FORCE CHARACTERISTICS
 

Ag. Labor Growth rate Relative Ag. Labor 
 Ag. GDP/

Share 
 Ag. Labor Total Labor Growth Rural Worker
 
1985 1970-1980 
 1970-1980 1965 1985
 

Malaysia 
 59 0.5 0.17 397 1000
 

Thailand 
 71 1.7 
 0.59 157 192
 

Philippines 
 52 1.8 0.75 164 302
 

Indonesia 
 57 0.6 
 0.29 164 223
 

Weighted Average Growth 
 2.3
 

Pakistan 
 55 1.8 0.72 
 151 173
 

Sri Lanka 
 53 1.7 
 0.81 106 194
 

70
La 1.3 J.76 123 120
 

aBnla'desh 
 75 1.0 0.42 
 87 100
 

Weighted Average Growth 
 0.1
 

Junisia 
 35 -0.7 -0.24 224 578
 

Turkey 
 58 0.6 
 0.27 291 356
 

Egypt 
 46 0.5 
 0.23 
 175 265
 

Morocco 
 46 0.7 0.24 
 136 219
 

Weighted Average Growth 1.8
 

Adapted from C.P. Timmer, The Role of Agriculture in Employment Generation and
 
Income Distribution in Asia and the Near East
 



Improving upon, perhaps even maintaining, this record of employment and income
grcwth in the next decade will be a major challenge. In recent years there h~s
been an increasing awareness 
that the agrictrltural sector must play a dynamic

role in the early and middle stages of the economic growth process. Kccompanying
this is 
an improved understanding of the role of economic policy in supporting
or retarding agricultural growth. 
A recent World Bank study attempts to measure
the level of both direct price interventions in the agricultural sectors 
of
various countries and the inoirect 
(exchange rate alLd industrial protection)

policy effects t:n the 
terms of trade between the agricultural and nonagricultural se'-tcrs. 
 The direct and indirect nominal protection coefficients

for selected czop6 in ANE countries (I've included some 
non-AID countries) are
shown in Table 
2. In general, there 
is heavy discrimination (negative
protection) against the 
staple food ci- -. and
s 
 the export crops. Even when
agricultural pricing policy (the direct 
-Lerventions) are supportive, as 
they
are shown 
to be for tho food crops, there is 
a more than offsetting impact of
the indircct policies. A comparison of the changes in the level of direct and
indirect effects between 1975-79 and 1980-84 is shown in Part C of Table 2. 
In
 many countries apparent policy reform in either the direct or indirect categories
(shown as increases in prote2ction in tne 
table) has been partially offset by an
opposite movement in the other category. This is more pronounced for the food
 crops than for the export crops. These 
measures call attention to the
fundamental integration 
of the agriculture and non-agricultural sectors.

Agricultural and food policy design and management must be carried out in a broad
context if agr;iculture is to continue to grow and play a dynamic role in national
 
employment generation and income growth.
 

Although pricing policy reform has been important where dynamic agricultural
growth has occurred 
in the past two decades, it has been largely due to huge
investments in rural infrastructure and breakthroughs in biological and chemical
technology. 
 Both of these sources of growth and 
employment generation are
threatened in 
the 1990s. Domestic fiscal constraints and 
a lack of donor
 resources have resulted 
in a major slowing of growth in 
rural infrastructure

investment, particularly in irrigation. In 
addition, the period of 
rapid
adoption of high yielding wheat 
and rice varieties 
is over. Both of these
developments threaten agricultural and employment growth over the next decade.
 

Finally, in man.r countries rural population growth has been faster than the
growth of the agricultural 
labor force, suggesting that there has been
substantial employment in the non-agricultural sector of rural economies. This
 process is probably strategic to an effective labor absorbing growth strategy,
but it is poorly documented and not wpll understood. In the coming decade it will
be increasingly important for host country governments 
and AID learn how to
 
promote and support source 
of rural employment generation.
 

Price Stabilization
 

An important feature of most national food and agricultural policies is 
an
attempt to stabilize both producer and consumer prices, particularly those for
staple foods. 
A measure of the impact of such policies on selected agricultural
producer prices in some ANE countries is shown in Table 3. 
The variability of
domestic food crop prices between 1960-84 is often less than half the va!.iabilityof the associated border, or import, price. 
 Price stabilization policies are
often poorly designed and implumented. It is comon for these policies to fail, 
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TABLE 2
 

DIRECT AND INDIRECT NOMINAL PROTECTION
 

A. Export Crops
 

1975-1979 

Direct Indirect 


Egypt (Cotton) 
 -36 -18 

Malaysia (Rubber) 
 -25 - 4 

Pakistan (Cotton) 
 -12 -48 

Philippines (Copra) 
 -11 -27 

Sri Lanka (Rubber) -29 
 -35 

hailand kRice) 
 -28 -i 

Turkey (Tobacco) 
 2 -40 


B. Food Crops
 

1975-1979 

Direct Indirect 


Egypt (Wheat) 
 -19 -18 

Malaysia (Rice) 
 38 - 4 

Morocco (Wheat) 
 - 7 -12 

Pakistan (Wheat) 
 -13 -48 

Philippines (Corn) 
 18 -27 

Sri Lanka (Rice) 
 18 -35 

Turkey (Wheat) 
 28 -40 


C. 
Change in Nominal Protection
 

Food Crops 

Direct Indirect 


Egypt 
 - 2 4 

Malaysia 
 30 - 6 

Pakistan 
 - 8 13 

Sri Lanka 
 -7 4 

Philippines 
 8 - 1 

Thailand 


Turkey 
 -33 5 

Morocco 7 
 4 


1980-1984
 
Direct Indirect
 

-22 -14 
-18 -10 
- 7 -35 
-26 -28 
-31 -31 
-15 -19
 
-28 -35
 

1980-1984
 
Direct Indirect
 

-21 -14 
68 -10 
0 - 8 

-21 -35 
26 -28 
11 -31 

- 3 -35 

Export Crops
 
Direct Indirect
 

14 4 
7 - 6 
5 13 

- 2 4 
-15 - I 
13 - 4 
-30 5 
...... 

Adapted from Krueger, Schiff & Valdes, Agricultural Incentives in Developing
Countries: 
 Measuring the Effect of Sectoral and Economvwide Policies (World
 
Bankl
 



in the sense 
that the policy objectives are inconsistent with the financial and
storage resources available to back them up, and yet the stabilization of staple
food prices can play a strategic role in national development strategy.
 

Staple food prices have large leverage on the real incomes of poor
consumers. Although this 
is obvious with regard to 
urban consumers, market
conditions 
have important consequences for 
poor rural consumers (including

farmers) as well. The influence of unstable prices 
on the welfare of these
families 
is asymmetric, with the dire consequences of high prices 
less than
 
offset by the transitory benefits of lower prices.
 

TABLE 3
 

RATIO OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF DEFLATED PRODUCER AND
 
DEFLATED BORDER PRICES, 1960-1984
 

Exports 
 Food Crops

Crop Ratio 
 Crop Ratio
 

Egypt Cotton .42 
 Wheat .30
 
Malaysia Rubber 
 1.02 Rice 
 .47
 
Morocco 
 Wheat .63
 
Pakistan 
 Cotton 
 .62 Wheat .17
 
Philippines Copra .94 
 Corn .27

Sri Lanka 
 Rubber 
 .44 Rice .65
 
Thailand 
 Rice .26
 
Turkey Tobacco 1.16 
 Wheat .56
 

Source: Krueger, Schiff & Valdes, 
Agricultural Incentives in Developing

Countries: Measuring the 
Effects of Sectoral and Economywide Policies (World
 
Bank)
 



A second aspect of the role of price stabilization concerns its impact on
investme~tt. 
 Unstable prices for strategic staple foods promote risks that can

influence resource allocations and be a substantial deterrent 
to investment.

In the face of unstable market conditions farmers, smaller farmers in particular,

tend to lean away from producing for the market and focts on protecting household

food supplies. These 
same market conditions inhibit 
their willingness to use
 
purchased inputs and adopt improved agricultural technologies.
 

Price instability impacts not only on the commodity in question but on other
investment markets as well, due 
to destabilizing impacts on input prices, such
 as raw material and urban wages, and on credit markets. 
When price instability

acts as an 
importan: deterrent to the production of a marketed surplus for 
a

strategic staple 
 food, this has ramifications for investment in rural

infrastructure, such as transportation, with negative implications for investment
 
in other commodity production.
 

Finally, price stabilization can be employed to offset the impact of common

rural market failures, particularly the absence of market-related institutions

aimed at mitigating the impact of production instability induced risk.
 

It is inportant to recognize that the resource 
costs of implementing price
stabilization programs is large. 
 Ironically, these resource 
allocations
 
themselves 
have important economic destabilizing tendencies. 
 All realistic
 
policies must rely on combinations of 
national stockpile adjustments and
 
n n e:.:ports *r imports to offset trhe 
 ipact or unstable domestic

production on prices, 
but the consequent destabilization of these Balancing

resources 
can have import disruptive impact on 
the macro economy.
 

As ANE countries implement price and market reforms, bringing about greater

alignment of their domestic price levels with those 
prevailing in the world

market, domestic price stabilization will take on an increased importance in the
public policy agenda. To facilitate the process, AID can play an 
important role

in improving the analysis of price stabilization policy options and in developing

effective institutions 
for managing these complicated programs.
 



Consumption Diversification
 

Over the past two 
decades all countries in ANE have struggled to achieve
 
increases in per capita calorie consumption. The record of their success in this
 
area 
is shoun in Table 4. Although the changes in calorie consumption were the
 
result of a complex of social and economic forces, many of which were beyond the
 
reach of actual economic policy making, nevertheless policy played 
a critical
 
role in determining the pattern shown in the table. Working from the premise that
 
changes in population, real per capita income, real prices, and income
 
distribution are the 
principal factors influencing staple food demand, an
 
estimate of the relative contribution of these factors to changing consumption

levels is sbo,,n in Table 5. The 
impact of population is clearly shown here.
 
Although the other factors have a smaller impact on total demand, they 
are the
 
variables which have the primary influence 
on per captia consumption. In three
 
of the countries where price data are 
available, Bangladesh, Egypt and India,

pricing policy is shown to dominate income influences on per capita consumption.

In three other countries, Indonesia, Thailand, and Pakistan, pricing 
olicy and
 
income are about equally important determinants of consumption, 
with two
 
countries having reinforcing effects. In only two countries, the Ph'lippines and
 
Sri Lanka, 
do income effects dominate 
pricing policy. In two of the four
 
countries where per capita consumption increased by more 
than 15 percent, Egypt

and Indonesia, pricing policy contributed 37 and 24 percent of the change,

respectively. It should be noted that this 
analysis is preliminary, but it
 
nevertheless 
serves to call attention to the importance and variety of food
 
policy instruments employed throughout ANE.
 

The "other" category shown in Table 5 is 
simply a residual from the other
 
measures. It is very likely, however, that this category contains the impact of
 
income distribution changes on the 
level of average national consumption. More
 
work is underway, currently, to explore this.
 

While per capita consumption of calories 
has been growing in most ANE
 
countries, the demand for food is becoming more 
diverified as well. The two are
 
not unrelated. Average calorie consumption in many ANE countries has reached a
 
level where 
the demand for calories in response to increasing income must be
 
quite low. As this occurs, 
increases in per capita income result in consumption

diversification. The food sources contributing to 
the recent change in calorie
 
consumption are shown in Table 
6. The country experience varies widely, with
 
these sources -- cereals, fats and oils, 
sugar, roots, and pulses - together

accounting for between 33 and 90 percent of per capita calorie expansion. In no
 
country did cereals account for more 
than 65 percent of calore expansion.
 

Part of this diversification is due to increasing per capita incomes and
 
the demand for greater variety in the diet 
once cereal and total calorie
 
consumption reach a threshold level. An additional stimulus is changing relative
 
food prices generated by varying combinations of production and trade policies.

In Pakistan, for example, where the inrease in fats an 
oils calories was almost
 
three and a half times that required to offset the decline in cereal consumption,
 
the real relative price of vegetable oil declined dramaticelly during the period.
 

In the coming decade we can expect a slow down in the expansion of demand
 
for cereals. In most ANE countries population growth is slowing. The projected

change in population growth rates is shown in Table 7. While some countries are
 
expected to have only a 
modest slowing, there 
are a number of countries there
 



TABLE 4
 

DAILY PER CAPITA CALORIE AVAILABILITY
 

Index
 
1965 1973 1984 1965 
 1973 1984
 

Bangladesh 1964 1949 1906 
 100 99 97

Egypt 2435 2631 3280 
 100 108 135
 
India 
 2100 1967 2185 
 100 94 104

Indonesia 1742 2031 2489 100 
 117 143

Pakistan 
 1747 2128 2223 
 100 121 127

Philippines 
 1936 1957 2328 100 101 120

Sri Lanka 2155 1075 2414 
 100 96 112

Thailand 
 2200 2302 2303 
 100 105 105

Morocco 
 2182 2593 2864 
 100 119 131

Tunisia 
 2296 2376 2888 
 100 103 126
 



TABLE 5
 

PROPORTIONATE CONTRIBUTION TO CHANGE 
IN TOTAL CALORIE CONSUMPTION 

(percent) 

Population Income Price Other 

Bangladesh 
Egypt 
India 
:r or'iesia 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
Sri Laaka 
Thailand 
Morocco 
Tunisia 

108 
54 
71 
56 
88 
63 
56 

100 
74 
56 

0 
9 

20 
20 
12 
7 

16 
24 
7 

14 

15 
37 
20 
24 

-11 
2 
2 

24 
19 
30 

-23 
0 
0 
0 
11 
27 
26 
-48 



Bangladesh 

Egypt 

India 

Indonesia 

Pakistan 

Philippines 

Sri Lanka 


Thailand 

Morocco 

Tunisia 


TABLE 6
 

CONSUMPTION DIVERSIFICATION
 

Proportionate Contribution of Selected Food Sources to
 
1973-1984 Change 
in Per Capita Calorie Consumption
 

Proportionate Contribution
 
Change in Calorie Consumption (%)
 

Calorie
 
Change Cereals Oils Sugar 
 Roots Pulses
 

-43 
 83 -109 12 
 9 26
 
649 
 41 28 16 
 3 -10
 
218 
 36 24 15 15 
 0
 
458 
 65 18 0 
 7 0
 
95 -35 123 -28 
 -3 -24
 

371 
 40 9 13 0 
 0
 
339 
 52 13 10 
 0 0
 
0
 

271 
 50 10 15 
 7 3
 
512 
 63 7 8 -1 


r&k 



'TABLE 7
 

POPULATION GROWTH RATES
 

% Change in
1970-1985 
 1985-2000 
 Growth Rate
 

Bangladesh 
 2.8 
 2.5 
 -11
Egypt 
 2.3 
 2.1 
 -10
India 
 2.2 
 1.6 
 -29
Indonesia 
 2.63 
 1.6 
 -30
Pakistan 
 2.7 
 2.3 
 -15
Philippines 
 2.6 
 2.1 
 -19
Sri Lanka 
 1.7 
 1.3 
 -24
Thailand 
 2.5 
 1.6 
 -36
Morocco 
 2.4 
 2.0 
 -17
Tunisia 
 2.2 
 1.9 
 -16
 



the population growth rate is projected to decrease by more than 20 percent. This

feature combined with the influence of the higher levels of calorie consumption

already achieved should have a marked impact on the 
demand for staple food

calories. It will, 
to an extent, offset the 
impact of projected reduction in
 
grain production growth rates.
 

The same factors will contribute 
to an increasing diversification in

consumption patterns, including the 
sources of animal protein. Over the last

decade the demand for animal protein exceeded the rate of population growth by
almost 15 percent in eight ANE countries. In all ANE countries except Sri Lanka
 
per conpita consumption of protein from poultry and eggs expanded rapidly, from
 a small base, at an average annual 
rate of 9 percent. This expansion which is

likely to continue, will probably be 
a dynamic source 
of feed grain demand in
the 1990's, partially offsetting the growth diminishing factors mentioned above.
 

N"ationa. res(:r~e allo '-i 
 n is. in a f -- a' 
 ense demand led *This
is more so the case in 
economies which are undergoing structural change and
carrying out reforms aimed at 
enhancing the proportion of resources allocated

through the market mechanism. At the interface between domestic 
supply and

domestic demand is 
a complex of price, marketing, trade and macro policies which

constitute a demand management systsem. Population growth, 
income and income

distributon are, 
in the short and medium run, exngenous factors which influence

the structure of demand. Policy instruments which influence relative prices and

international trade flows are 
the mediating factors which control 
the rate ofgrowth in demand and channel it in different directions. In so doing, theseinstruments mediate 
the competition among development ojbjectives -- such a7enhancing food consumption and achieving self-sufficiency or foreign exchange
objectiVes -- for the scarce budgetary and primary resources of a given nation.

This demand management system has and will continue to play in the coming decade
 a strategic role in promoting, retarding, and guiding the process of agricultural

and economic diversification and growth.
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NATURAL RESOURCES AND THE RURAL ECONOMIC GROWTH STRATEGY
 

FOR ASIA AND THE NEAR KkST IN THE 1990'S
 

The Challenge
 

Agricultural growth in Asia and the Near East during the past two
 

decades has been no less than remarkable, whether by comparison to earlier
 

years 
or to other regions (see Tables 1 and 2). Food production, income
 

levels, nutrition and poverty alleviation have all registered significant
 

real improvements. AID's agricultural strategy that focussed on
 

agricultural production and basic needs through programs aiming to improve
 

the productivity of small and marginal farmers, has been a significant
 

factor in this success. The instruments of this strategy have been the
 

expansion of the supply of critical inputs, water, fertilizer and
 

agrochemicals, the development of new agricultural technologies, and the
 

formulation of price incentives to promote adoption of the new inputs and
 

technologies.
 

The challenge for the 1990's is 
to sustain agricultural growth into
 

the future and to spread its benefits more widely. The threats to
 

sustainability come from both the demand and the supply sides. 
 The demand
 

for agricultural growth has diminished as 
a result of past successes.
 

Large food deficit countries such as 
India, Indonesia and Philippines have
 

attained self-sufficiency in their main staples and agricultural exporters,
 

such as Thailand, Malaysia and Pakistan, have faced surpluses and depressed
 



commodity prices. 
 Despite a recent price recovery, it is unlikely that
 

agricultural growth will be 
as consuming a goal in the 1990's as 
it was in
 

the 1960's and 1970's. 
 This is particularly true for the middle-income
 

industrializing countries such as Thailand and Tunisia and some of the low

income transitional economies such as 
Morocco and Indonesia. Governments
 

facing tight budgets are looking for ways 
to reduce subsidies associated
 

with food, fertilizer and pesticide policies that have become major drains
 

on the budget.
 

On the supply side, the past "extensive" sources of growth are no
 

longer available. 
The land frontier is all but exhausted. The most
 

suitable sites for irrigation have already been taken up; 
further expansion
 

of irrigation faces a steeply rising supply curve. 
 High yielding
 

varieties, especially for cereals, have already been adopted; where they
 

have not, it is 
largely due to natural resource constraints and
 

environmental problems. 
 Few technological breakthroughs are expected in
 

the next few years, and given the adoption lag they cannot become a major
 

source of growth in the 1990's. Heavier use of pesticides is probably
 

counterproductive and environmentally imprudent. 
Above and beyond these
 

resource constraints there are underlying environmental problems and 

stresses which are the legacy of past policies and growth patterns. A 

major such problem is degraded watersheds due to indiscriminate logging and
 

uncontrolled agricultural extensification. Degraded watersheds result in
 

loss of water control, soil erosion and flooding during the rainy season
 

(as experienced recently in Bangladesh, Thailand and the Philippincs),
 

inadequate water supply during the dry season and siltation of water bodies
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and irrigation systems downstream.
 

A second major problem is rapidly deteriorating irrigation systems due
 

to siltation and poor maintenance, the result of inadequate cost recovery
 

and overemphasis on construction of new systems than improving the
 

efficiency of existing systems (see Tables 4 and 5). 
 L third problem is
 

the expansion of saline and i;aterlogged soils due to overirrigation, itself
 

the result of failure to attain rational allocation of scarce irrigation
 

water via water pricing or other-effective mechanisms (see Tables 4, 5, and
 

6). A fourth problem is soil erosion and inefficient land use, the result
 

of insecurity of land ownership (see Tables 7-15). 
 A fifth problem is the
 

destruction of natural predators of agricultural pests and the emergence of
 

pesticide-resistant strains of pests (see Figure 1), 
the documented result
 

of excessive use of pesticides in the past (e.g. Java) (see Tables 15a and
 

!5b). 
 Last but certainly not least, is the increasing loss of genetic
 

material 
and the narrowing of the genetic resource base of agriculture due
 

to tropical deforestation and expansion of monocultures (see Tables 16 and
 

17). These problems are alicady manifesting themselves in slowing and
 

slipping yields despite increased input use in many Asian and Near East
 

countries (see Figure 1).
 

The challenge for the 1990's is to rekindle the interest in continued
 

agricultural growth, find new dynamic sources of growth and ensure the
 

sustainability of yield growth by addressing effectively the resource-base
 

degrading legacies of the pist. 
This is not a small challenge. Yet is is
 

not all. 
 As the AID draft agricultural strategy for the 1990's states,
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"past increases in average per capita consumption levels, while a
 

significant accomplishment, mask the fact that millions in the regions
 

remain in the grip of poverty and malnutrition" (ANE/TR/ARD January 1989,
 

p. 3). 
 This is the rest of the challenge: to develop cost-effective
 

strategies to spread the benefits from agricultural growth more widely
 

especially to people in areas of low agricultural productivity, fragile
 

environment and scarcity of employment opportunities.
 

An Opportunity
 

The challenge appears formidable enough, perhaps impossible if it is
 

to be met with reduced rather than increased budgetary outlays. Yet, there
 

is an opportunity, a unique yet subtle opportunity that could easily be
 

missed, as wel look for a spectacular new discovery, a new miracle seed
 

that would start a new Green Revolution. No such technological fix is in
 

sight and even if one comes about soon it is unlikely to have an impact
 

during the 1990's. What about the use of more 
imputs: more land, more
 

irrigation, more fertilizer and pesticides, more adoption of high-yielding
 

varieties? As we have indicated earlier, these factors are 
facing either
 

supply constraints (land and irrigation), reduced incentives (fertilizer
 

and agrochemicals), or environmental constraints (adoption of high-yielding
 

varieties). In certain areas selective expansion of input use will help
 

but this is not the great opportunity facing agriculture in Asia and the
 

Near East in the 1990's.
 

The opportunities for the future are 
to be found in the "failures" of
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the past: (1) excessive government intervention at the expense of private
 

sector initiative; 
(2) excessive protection of domestic agriculture at the
 

expense of agricultural trade; (3) inadequate integration of agriculture
 

into the larger economic system and lack of coordination of agricultural
 

policy with macroeconomic policy; (4) overemphasis on "extensive"
 

development of physical, financial and human resources 
at the expense of
 

intensive management; 
and (5) inadequate attention to the preservation and
 

maintenance and management of the resource base of agriculture, the very
 

foundation of sustainable agricultural growth. These may not be policy
 

failures when viewed from the perspective of the past. The 1960's and the
 

1970's were facing different constraints and opportunities: those were
 

times of resource abundance, major agricultural breakthroughs, rapid
 

population growth, and large food deficits. 
Agriculture was the dominant
 

sector, food security a paramount national concern, and the need for
 

development of physical, human and financial resources 
intense. Extensive
 

government intervention -nd protection of domestic producers was necessary
 

to provide price incentives for adoption of the new technologies to
 

increase food production and incomes. These policies may have been
 

appropriate and successful, perhaps too successful, under those conditions.
 

But, they are no longer relevant as a general policy prescription or
 

strategy, because circumstances have changed.
 

The 19 80's and 1990's are times of rapid structural change and
 

transition, times of relative food "abundance" and increasing resource
 

scarcity, times of tight budgets and increased opportunities for
 

agricultural trade. Inward-looking trade policies and many agricultural
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subsidies have outlived their usefulness. As stated in the draft
 

agricultural policy: 
"The increased profitability associated with the
 

widespread acceptance of new technologies and the government cost increases
 

call into question both the continued need for and the financial
 

sustainability of current subsidy packages" (p. 2).
 

A Response
 

The changing circumstances in both Asia and the Near East and the
 

United States present AID with a unique opportunity to meet the challenge
 

even with a dwindling foreign assistance budget. The response outlined in
 

the draft strategy goes 
a long way towards meeting the challenge in an
 

efFcztive way. 
There is no doubt that continued growth production,
 

agroprocessing, trade and market development, human capital institutional
 

development and agricultural policy are critically important and should
 

rank as top priorities.
 

Unfortunately, natural resource management has barely made the list of
 

priority activities even though the strategy states 
that "sound management
 

of a nation's natural resource base is an important component of ANE's
 

strategic objective of sustained income and employment growth" (emphasis
 

mine). Yet natural resource management is ranked last, because of low
 

marks for impact on income and employment. This is, in turn, the result of
 

viewing the maintenance and management of the resource base of agriculture
 

as an important component, not as an integral part and the very foundation
 

of sustainable agricultural growth.
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The mere inclusion of natural resource management in the agricultural
 

strategy is a major step forward, a pioneer step that one hopes will have a
 

catalytic impact on developing countries and other development assistance
 

agencies such as Japan and the multilaterals. Yet, one fears that as the
 

1990's draw to 
a close, it may turn out that the inclusion of natural
 

resource management as an "important," yet low in priority, component
 

rather than an integral part of the strategy was too little, too late and
 

for the %rong reason.
 

Too little, because the attainment of other objectives and priorities,
 

such as increased staple cereal production, intrinsically depend on the
 

health of the resource base. 
How is the staple cereal production to
 

increase on a sustainable basis if the irrigation systems continue to
 

deteriorate and siltate, if soil erosion and flooding accelerate, if
 

pesticide-resistant pests proliferate and if the genetic base of crops
 

continues to narrow? Certainly, the development of flood-, drought-, and
 

pest-resistant crop varieties 
is part of the answer. This is why it is
 

critical that agricultural production technology remains a top priority of
 

the strategy. Yet, one fears that technological improvements may not be
 

sustainable or may be offset by losses in 
area and productivity if the
 

resource base continues to be eroded.
 

Too late because the strategy seems to suggest that the emphasis of
 

the natural resources component would be in middle-income industrializing
 

economies, not in low-income agricultural economies (or even low-income
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transitional ecoiLmies) because "governments in low-income agricultural
 

ecoi.omies do not view natural resource conservation investments as matters
 

of high priority. Officials often regard objectives of increased
 

production and natural resource conservation as conflicting at least in the
 

short-run" (draft agricultural strategy, p. 12). Evidence, however, from
 

both Asia and Africa strongly suggests that the poorer the country, the
 

more interdependent are agricultural production and resource conservation,
 

even in the very short run. Java, for instance, almost lost half of its
 

crop to the brown planthopper because of heavy pesticide use encouraged by
 

generous pesticide subsidies. The decline of agricultural production in
 

Africa is due in no 
small measure to the degradation of the resource base.
 

A second difficulty with the adopted appzoach is that it seems to
 

assume that the environmental degradation is reversible. 
At least in the
 

tropics, land degradaricn is often irreversible because of the poverty of
 

the soils, the heavy rainfall and high temperatures. But even in the Near
 

East, desertification is thought to be largely an irreversible process.
 

Thailand is 
a prime example from the tropics. Reforestation and land
 

rehabilitation are becoming formidable tasks.
 

Lastly, and perhaps more importantly, although it is true that
 

agricultural production and natural resource management are perceived by
 

host governments as 
competing with each other for limited resources, AID
 

could play a catalytic role in changing this perception, as it has done in
 

countless other cases in the past.
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While the increased power of special interest groups, particularly
 

environmental, and the pressures from U.S. Congress are good reasons for
 

including natural resource management in AID's agricultural strategy, there
 

is an even more fundamental reason: 
without protection and rehabilitation
 

of agriculture's deteriorating resource base, the other objectives and
 

activities of AID's agricultural strategy might be in jeopardy. 
Moreover,
 

AID has a unique opportunity to be a pioneer and a catalyst in a critical
 

area of development and it can do this with very limited resources. 
 It is
 

a unique opportunity that should not be left unexploited.
 

A natural resourc:s strategy for sustainable agricultural development
 

is outlined in the following related papers:
 

Panayotou, T., "Natural Resource Management: Strategies for Sustainable
 
Asian Agriculture in the 1990's," 
a paper prepared for the USAID/HIID
 
Symposium on Agricultural Strategy in the 1990;s in Asia and the Near
 
East, Washington, DC, September 6-9, 1988.
 

-, "Management of Natural Reources for Sustainable
 
Development: Market Failures, Policy Distortions and Policy
 
Options," a paper prepared for USAID/Thailand, Bangkok,
 
May 1988.
 

, "Economics, Environment and Development," Development

Discussion Paper No. 259, Harvard Institute for International
 
Development, Cambridge, MA, December 1987.
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Table 1.
 

Production of Selected Food Crops, 1965-S6 
(Urxraanoi meric tons) 

1965 1970 1975 1980 '382 1983 1484 1985 1986Wodd 1,005,926 1,205,128 1,372,727 1,567,472 1,701,537 1,643,156 1,803,902 1,847,436 1.870,109Deveioplng CouJntries 470,248 587,418 683,263AfriCa 37,877 43,087 
770,799 831,546 889,742 920,264 928,135 949,65447,679 49,957 51 244Far East 157.652 212.254 239,075 45.229 46,094 60,52.8 62,966Latin Arnerca 273.652 275,965 316,348 318.69P57.640 /1,307 325,197 328,949Near East 37.821 

80,545 88,498 105,318 98,593 106,667 109,44139.962 51,689 55,536 58,541 108,678Asian Centrally Planned Economies 56,746 53,829 62,785179.240 220,779 264,2-15 67,078303,114 340,434 372,788 394,946 370,142 381.938 

Quoted from World Resources Institute, World Resources 1988-89, New York,

Basic Books, Inc., p. 52.
 

Table 2.
 

Index of Per Capita Food Production 

A. Developing Regions
Index fNumbe.rs (1965=100)
 
150 ---- ar East
 

140 -- Latin America 

[-r Asian Centrally.Planned ECorn:nn.s / '
 130 - NearFa / 

Attici.120 

110

100 

90
 

80
 

7 65 67 69 71 73 75 77 79 81 83 8586 

Year 

Quoted from World Resources Institute, World Resources 1988-89, New York,
 
Basic Books, Inc., p. 53.
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Table 3. 

Deforestation in Tropical Countries 1981-85
 

Indonesia 
India 
Ermia 
Kampuct.a, Dem

Papia New Guinea 


Malaysia
Thadand 
Lao People's Dem Rep
Philippines

Nepa 

Voenam 

.Sn Lanka 

AmCaecd Fa"n Amig Rft of DebugAm, 19MO DeMMG Aimaly 

123235 
 05 600
72521 
 0.2 147
32101 
 0.3 
 105
7616 
 0.3 25
34447 
 01 22
 

21256 
 1.2 255
10375 
 24 
 252
8520 
 1.2 100
12510 
 07 91
2128 
 3.9 84
10810 
 0.6 65
2782 
 2.1 58
 

Quoted from World Resources Institute, World Resources 1986, New York,
Basic Books, Inc., p. 72.
 



Table 4. 

Irrigation Service Fees Paid by Farmers Compared to Public Irrigation System Costs,Selected Asian Countriesi'
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Table 6. 

Irrigation and Salinization, 1974-84
 

Area 
Irrigated Percentage
1984 Change


(thousand Over 
hectares) 1974-76 


Bangladesh 1.920 42
 
Burma

N 1,064 9
640 
 176
 
Pakistan Pakistan15.320 42
15.0~ ~ 13
~1,430- -

24 

30
India 39.700 18 

Indonesia 5.420 12
Thailand 3.550 47
 

MoroccoEgy l52j2 
Jordan 

2,414 -12 
38 
 6
Sr Lanka 550 
 15 


Tunisia 
 210 71
 
Yemen 210
Yemen, Der 7
 

245
 

Sources: U.N. Food and Agrcufture Orgariation; and other sources0 = zero or less than haf of 1 percent X - not avaiabe; blank - no data available
Orsalnizaio not a signtficant problemFor addonal informaton, see Sources and Tochnical Noes 

Quoted from World Resources Institute, World Resources 
Basic Books, Inc., p. 280.
 

Percentage
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Irrigated
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27
 

30-40
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1987, New York, 



Figure 2. 

Annual Discharge of Suspended Sediment from Various
 
f -ainage Basins of the World
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input in mittions of metnc tons. Directionol arrows does not 

:uoted from World Resources Institute, World Resources 1986, New York,
 
Basic Books, Inc.
 



Table 7.
 

Soil Erosion in Selected Countries, 1970-86
 

Rate ofAffected Erosion
Area as (metric

Percentage Amount of tons per
of Erosion hectare YearExtenl and National (metric tons per ofLocation Area per year) year) Estimate 

ASIA 
Burma Irrawaddy River .07 X 139 1980s
 

basn 
(43,000 ha)


China 
 Lo(-, Plateau 64 X 
 11-251 1980
 
teglon 
(60 nilhon ha)


India Seriousdy alfecled 27 
 6 billion 75 1975
 
Croplanc
 
(80 milion ha)
 
Cutivaled land 
 X X 40-100 1980s

Deccan Black Soi 

Indonesia Brantas River X x 43 1970s
 
basin, Java
 

Nepal 
 Entire country 100 
 240 million 35-70 X

Turkey Entire country 100 
 5 million X 1980s
 
Yemen 
 Abandoned 

terraces 003 X 
 150400 1984
Serat Mountains
 
(4.90O ha)
 

Source: World Resources Insitute and Irternational Insiute for Enveonmert and Developent. X  not availableFor addional information, see Sources and Technxoa! Notes 

Quoted from World Resources Institute, World Resources 1987, 

Basic Books, Inc., p. 281.
 

Table 8.
 

Estimated Annu.:d Soil 

Outflow 
Niger Gull of Guinea
Congo Atlantic OceanNile Mediterranean Sea
Amazon Aitankc Ocean
Mekong South China SeaIrawady Bay of Bengal
Ganges Bay of Bengal[Huang (Yellow) Yellow Sea 

S : EISwajt el al. Sol Erosion and Gonr.evanhon in tire lrofpwz, 

Erosion, Selected River Basins 
yralaw Bak..Amea of 

(thousand squae Ian) 
1.114 
4,014
2.978 
5,776 

795 

430 


1,076668 


Anrcan Soc.cy oi Aproony (Madison. Wi.nm, 

spaxidl Load,Aege Annua 

(mlon metric lons) 
5 


65 

111 

363 

170 

. )9 

1.4551,600 

12). p 8
 

New York,
 

Estinated AnulsSol Erosio From Flid 

(mewtri -cta)s per 1 

0
 
3
 
8
 

13
 
43
 

139
 
270
479
 

Quoted from World Resources Institute, World Resources 1986, New York,

Basic Books, Inc., p. 53.
 



--------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 9. 

ESTIMATED ANNUAL COSTS OF IRRIGATION AND HYDROELECTRIC POWER LOSSES 
DUE TO SEDIMENTATION OF RESERVOIRS 

............--------------------------------------------------------------


Total
 
Hydropower 
 Irrigaticn Capitalized Value

(Annual) (Annual)
 

Estimated Output 2,738,412 MWh 
 277,671 ha
 
Value (Rp/imit) 
 70/KWh 1,244,000/ha
 

Annual Losses Due to
 
'jed[mentation
 

Based on Loss of
 
Total Storage
 

(0.5)
 
Lost Output 13,692 MWh 1,388 ha
 

(Rp) 958,440,000 
 1,726,672,000 26,851,120,000
 

(US$) 580,873 1,046,468 16,273,410
 

Based on Loss of
 
Dead Storage
 

(2.3%)
 

Lost Output 62,983.5 6,386 ha
 

(Rp) 4,408,800,000 7,944,184,000 
 123,529,840,000
 

(US$) 2,672,027 4,814,657 
 74,866,840
 

............-------------------------------------------------------------


Source: W.B. Magrath and P.L. Arens, 
"The Costs of Soil Erosion on
 
Java -- A Natural Resource Accountino Approach," World Resources Institute,
 
1987.
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Table 10.
 

TOTAL ESTIMATED ANNUAL COSTS OF SOIL EROSION ON JAVA
 
, ($ 000o000)
 

West Java Central Java Jogyakarta East Java Java
 

On Site 141.5 27.0 
 5.7 149.6 323.9
 

Off Site
 

Irrigation System

Siltation 1.7--5.7 
 0.8--2.7 0.1--0.5 
 1.2--4.0 7.9-12.9
 

Harbor
 
Dredging 0.4--0.9 0.1-0.3 
 0.9-2.2 1.4--3.4
 
(1984/85)
 

-_,Iervoir 9.0--41.3 3.5--16.3
 
Sedimentation 
 3.8--17.3 1.63--74.9
 

TOTAL 152.6--189.4 31.4--46.3 5.8--6.2 
 155.5--173.1 349.5--415.1
 

Source: 
 W.B. Magrath and P.L. Arens, "The Costs of Soil Erosion on Java 

A Natural Resource Accounting Approach," World Resources Institute, 1987.
 



Security of Landownership and Farm Productivity:
 
A Conceptual Framework
 

I Titled land 

l GreterI ecuriy l Greater security 

to farmer to lender Source: G. Feder, et. al., 
f iLand Policies and Farm 

Larger demand I Larger supply of cheaper Productivity in Thailand, 
for investment long-term credit Baltimore, Johns Hopkins 

University Press, 1988.
 

(input complementarity)t In tment
 
Larger d e m a n d  


[Larger supply of cheaper L 
for variable input short-term credit / 

1Greater use of J. 

lvariable input 

'] Higher output L 

per acre 

i Higher land }_]Greater 
I 

price inome 

Table 12. 

Capital per Rai Owned, by Title Status 

Province 

Lop Buri Nakhon Ratchasima Khon-Kaen Chaiyaphum 

Untitled Titled Untitled Titled Untitled Titled Untitled Titled 
Item farmers farmers farmers farmers farmers farmers farmers farmers 

Capital value (baht per rai) 729 915 809 1,332 700 1,378 694 738 
Capital value adjusted for 

differences in land quality' 729 906 809 1,177 700 1,238 694 738 
Mean land-quality index" 92 93 76 86 71 79 83 83 

Number of plots in sample 100 84 89 72 61 82 120 112 

Note: 6.25 rai = Ihectare. 
a. To adjust for differences in quality of land, the capital per rai of the titled farmers is divided by the ratio of the quality index of titled land to the quality 

index of untitled land. 
b. The quality index is based on parameters estimated in the hedonic price equations reported in chapter 7. 

Source: G. Feder, et. al., Land Policies and Farm Productivity in Thailand,
 
Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1988.
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Table 13.
 

Costs and Benefits ofLand Ownership Security in Thailand
 

Cost of
 
titling Benefits from titling
 

Price of Private
 
untitled Full title benefits Gross social 
 Net social
 

Province land (Pnt) (% Pnt) (% Pnt) (% Pnt) % Pnt (baht/rai) 
................-----------------------------------------------------------------


Naichon R. 3,448 3.3 
 130 82.9 79.6 2,745
 

Khun-Kaen 3,204 3.5 
 113 80.5 77.0 2,467
 

Chaivphun 719 5.6 
 54 41.3 35.7 719
 

Northeast 1,852 4.1 NA 
 68.2 64.1 1,852
 

Pnt - price of untitled land (in baht) 

Source: G. Feder, et.al., 
Lend Policies and Farm Productivity in Thailand,
 
Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1988.
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Table 14. 
Esima .s of cx.ntdwusamd ha)of shiftng cultivaion for sclectcd
counukis inAsia. 1981. Rao 1983. 

Population Total area

dcpendca on shifting affected by shifting
Conltry cultivation cultivation 

( 11000) 

Bangbdcsh 108 
 1000 ..Brunci 20 120Burna 2600 1420Fiji 200Indi 2700 10000Indoncsia 12000 35000Lao 1000 3000Malaysia 1640 4700Papua Ncw Guinea 1000 4000Philippines 830 2000Solomon Islands 20 3 
Sri Uanka 60 1000
Thailand 1000 4000Vienamn 5000 8000 

27978 
 74443 

Source: 
 The International Board for Soil Research and Management, Inc.,
'ropical Land Clearing for Sustainable Agriculture, Jakarta, 1985.
 

Table 15.
 
Forest area and families involved in shifting cultivation in Indonesia. 1985. 

Island Estimated Total forest Proportion of Number of Proportion of 
area of area2 forest area in families in total populationshifting shifting shifting in shifting
cultivationl cultivation cultivation cultivation(000 ha) (%) (000) (%) 

Sumatra 924 30 208 3.1 262 4.9 
Nusa Tenggara 568 5547 10.2 251 23.0 
Kalimantan 4477 44 967 10.0 228 17.3 
Sulawesi 1352 12 879 10.5 243 12.7 

Total 7321 93 601 7.8 984 9.2 

Source: 
 The International Board for Soil Research and Management,
Inc., 
Tropical Land Clearing for Sustainable Ariculture, Jakarta,,
 
1985.
 



Table 15a. 

Pesticide Subsidies in Selected 
Countries, Early 19 80s 

nd,,,fe - Annual Value of Subsidy .... If
(mflion U.S. dollar) .Mtali oo 

Africa 
Senegal 
 4 
 89 
Egypt 
 207 
 83
 
Ghana 20 67 

Latin Anerca
 
Honduras 
 12 
 29
 
Colombia 69 
 44
 
Ecuador 
 14 
 41
 

Asia 
' Indonesti 128 
 82
 

China 285 
 19 
Source: Robert Re to, Payn the Pnce. Pbstde Subsides in D.elopPrqCountries (World resources n'stl1ute Washington DC, 1985), able 1. p

and Table 2.p 6 

Quoted from WorJd Resources Institute, World Resources 1988-89, New York,
 
Basic Books, Inc..
 

Table 15b.
 

Growth in Resistant Species of
Pests 1900-80 

Reo"slant Species 

450. 

4 Arlhropods 

0 Plant Palh gers 

350-
 Weeds 

300

250

200

150

100 

50
 

1908 1940 1950 
 1960 1970 
 1980
 

years 

Source: Georghiou and Mellon, *Pesticide Resistance in Time and Space'Dove, Geting Tough Public Policy and the Management of Pesticide 
in
 

Resistance (World Resources Institute. Washington. D C. 1985)
 

Quoted from World Resources Institute, World Resources 1988-89, New York,
 
Basic Books, Inc.
 



Table 16.
 

Wildlife Habitat Loss in Indomalayan
 
Nations, 1986 a 

Bangladesh 
Bhutan 
8ru'o 
Burma 
China', 
Hong Kong 
India 
Indonesia 
JapanC
Kampuchea 
Laos 
Malaysiad
Nepal
Pakistan 
Philippnes 
Sri Lanka 
Taiwan 
Thailand 
Vielnam 

Total 

Sourc.: John MacKinnon 

142.77 68,567 94
34.500 	 22,770 34 
5,764 4.381 24

774,817 225,981 71
423.066 164,99 61

1.066 32 97 
3.017.009 615,095 80
1.446.433 	 746,861 49 

320 138 57
180.819 43,411 76 
236.746 68,656 71 
356,254 210,190 41117.075 53,855 54
165,900 39,816 76 
308,211 64.724 79
64.700 10,999 83
36,961 10.719 71

507,267 130.039 74
332,116 66.423 80 

8,169,860 2,487,683 68 
and Kathy MacKinnon. Review of the ProtectedAqreas System in the Indo-Malayan Realm (International Union Icr Conserva.uionol Nature and Natural Resources and Unied Nations EnvironmentProgramme, Gland, Switzerland, 1986). pp. 18-19 and pp 247-274.

Notes: 
a. Excludes Christmas and Cocos Islands (Australia). the Maldives. and theChagos archipelago (U.K. prolection)

b Toia portion only (i e. area 
south of Yunnan high hills, including thesouthern coastal strip and the island of Hainan)c. Tropcal po ionoly (i.e.. southern Ryukyu archipelago)
d Inctudes Singapore 

Quoted from: World Resources Institute, World Resources 1988-89, New York,

Basic Books, Inc.
 



Table 17. 

Sumary of the Status of GermpL- Collection of Selected Crops 
and Their Wild Relatives 

(unknown in the wild)
 

Wild Species 
Percent 

Crop Percent as unique Percent 
collected types collected Urgency 

CEREALS 
Wheat 
Rice 
Maize 
Barley 
Sorghum 

90 
85-90 

98 
80 
75 

25 
55 
57 
20 
33 

75 
(30 
85 
10 
10 

high 
low 
low 
low 
high 

MILLETS 
Pearl 
Foxtail 
Finger 

Kodo 

>70 
>70 
50 

50 

71 
20 
17 

19 

<10 
<10 
<10 

<10 

high 
high 
high 

moderate 

ROOTS AND TUBERS 
Potato 
Sweet potato 

80-90 
<50 

71 
60 

60 
5 

high 
moderate 

Yam (Dioscorea) low 37 5 moderate 
Cassava 75 50 10-20 moderate 

LEGUMES 
Soybean 
Peanut 
Common bean 
Lima bean 

70 
70 

>50 
<50 

50 
30 
50 
50 

mod 
>50 
10 
5 

moderate 
moderate/high 
high 
moderate 

Runner bean 
Cowpea 
Mung bean 
Bambara ground nut 
Chickpea 
Pigeonpee 

>50 
high 

70 
low 
>80 
70 

83 
67 
43 
50 
50 
82 

10-30 
low 
low 
low 
<20 
<50 

high 
high 
high 
high 
high 
moderate 

Fava bean 50 66 
Lentil 50-60 52 30 
 moderate
 
Lupin low 59 
 low moderate/high

Winged bean moderate 
 50 lov, low
 

Source: Lymai (1984)
 

Quoted from Ted. J. Davis and I.A. Schirmer (eds.), Sustainability Issues
 
in Agricultural Development, The World Bank, 1987.
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ABSTRACT*
 

The central theme of this paper is that good economics is good ecology
 

and vice versa. First, the point is made that natural resources and the
 

environment are productive assets that generate a return like other economic
 

assets. Second, it is 
shown that unlike most economic assets which are
 

protected, maintained and constantly enhanced natural resources 
are mined,
 

degraded and abandoned. The author attributes this mismanagement of natural
 

resources 
to market failures, compounded by misguided government policies,
 

that lead to gross undervaluation of natural assets. The failure of
 

national acnounts to register the depletion of natural capital in the same
 

way that the depreciation of man-made capital is being registered is 
an
 

invitation for governments to convert their natural capital into current
 

income. 
 Then the paper goes on to identify policy reforms in developing
 

countries that would increase economic efficiency and equity and at the same
 

time conserve natural resources and protect the environment. In the
 

concluding section the paper discussed possible modes of financing
 

conservation and sustainable development.
 

wTheodore Panayotou is a Research Associate at Harvard Institute for
 

International Development and a Lecturer on Economics at Harvard University.
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ECONOMICS, ENVIRONMENT, AND DEVELOPMENT*
 

Introduction
 

It was once remarked that our reluctance to regard education as
 
investment in human capital on a par with investments in machines
 

results 
 in people receiving worse treatment than machines. Along the
 
same lines, our reluctance to regard conservation as an investment in
 
productive assets on a par with investments in other economic assets
 
results in the environment receiving worse treatment than economic
 

assets. 
 For example, tropical forests in critical watersheds may
 

provide as many benefits as irrigation systems in terms of water
 

control in addition to many other benefits. Yet billions are being
 

spent in constructing and maintaining irrigation structures and very
 

little, if any, in protecting or rehabilitating natural watersheds.
 

Economists, trained to detect and minimize economic waste tend
 
to ignore the enormous waste of the wholesale destruction of natural
 
ecosystems, by taking a rather narrow short-term and static point of
 

view that ignores long-term social costs. Conservationists,
 

tirelessly looking for ways to get their message across, overlook the
 
immense force that the economic argument for conservation carries:
 

"conservation does pay." The other side of the coin is "good
 

economics does conserve." This is precisely the point that I would
 

like to make in this paper. Economics and environmental conservation,
 

far from being antithetical, go hand-in-hand. Good economics is good
 

ecology and vice versa.
 

*Paper presented at the 4th Wilderness Congress, Estes Park,

Colorado, September 11-18, 1987.
 



First, I will make the point that natural resources and the
 
environment are productive assets that generate a return like any
 

other type of economic asset. 
Then I will show that natural
 

resources do not receive as 
good a treatment as economic assets
 

and I will explain why. Second, I will 4'emonstrate that macro,
 

sectoral and development policies, especially in developing
 

countries, generally undervalue natural resources. 
Then, I will
 

identify policy changes that will increase productivity and
 

economic return anc 
at the same time conserve natural resources
 

and protect the environment. 
Last, I will discuss possible modes
 

of financing conservation and sustainable development in line
 

with the arguments made above.
 

Natuiral Resources as Economic Assets
 

In many respects natural resources are like machines,
 

buildings and factories or any other form of man-made capital.
 

Natural resources are productive assets which, like other
 

economic assets, generate a flow of goods and services over time.
 

For example, forests produce timber, fuelwood, food and medicine,
 

watershed protection, wildlife, biological diversity,
 

recreational amenities and much more. 
No form of man-made
 

capital can ever match this productivity.
 

Yet, man-made capital is cared for, protected, maintained
 

and constantly enhanced; natural capital is not; 
if anything it
 

is mined, degraded and abandoned. When it comes to budget
 

allocation a good portion of national income is devoted to
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investment for replacement, maintenance and augmentation of the
 

economy's man-made capital stock. 
Very little, if anything, goes
 

into the maintenance and enhancement of the economy's natural
 

capital stock. There are several 
reasons for this unfavorable
 

treatment of natural resources, none of which stands to economic
 

reason.
 

First, in total disregard of economic principles, national
 

accounts do not include natural capital as part of the economy's
 

capital stock. The depreciation of man-made capital is fully
 

accounted for in the national accounts, the depletion of natural
 

resources is simply ignored. This is 
an open invitation for
 

governments to liquidate their natural capital and convert it
 

into current income. This will register as economic growth, that
 

has been attained with little or no detectable or accountable
 

costs to the economy. Few governments can resist this temptation
 

especially when their political survival depends on economic
 

growth that is hard to come by otherwise. Liquidation of man

made capital would never have passed as growth since the increase
 

in the current account would be offset by a decrease in the
 

capital account.
 

Second, again in disregard of economic principles,high

return natural capital is converted into low-return man-made
 

capital, marginal consumption or is simply squandered. For
 

example a tropical forest in critical watersheds that yields
 

inestimable services to downstream agriculture is logged over,
 

slashed and burned, or simply degraded to be replaced by
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irri.gation systems that won't last and by agriculture that is not
 

sustainable. 
 At the same time as private and public asset
 

portfolios are fine-tuned to take advantage of even small yield
 

differentials, stands of trees, acres cf land and stocks o2 fish
 

that could generate a sustainable economic yield in perpetuity
 

are depleted and converted into low-yield man-made assets.
 

Why is such a fundamental principle of economics so
 

blatantly violated? Because a basic premise for the functioning
 

of markets is not present: markets allocate resources properly
 

cnly if the property rights to these resources are well-defined,
 

secure and exclusive. Unlike man-made capital, natural resources
 

especially in developing countries are no-man's-land (everybody's
 

property is nobody's property). The open-access or conmon 

property status of tropical forests, fisheries and much of the
 

land in developing countries goes a long way in explaining their
 

predicament. Make man-made capital open access and very soon it
 

will resemble the condition of tropical forests and fisheries:
 

run down, unmaintained, even vandalized. 
No rational person will
 

invest in maintaining or building machines and structures which
 

others are free to exploit and misuse at no charge. 
The reverse
 

is certain to happen: there will be a rush to share the spoils,
 

causing considerable destruction and waste in the process.
 

What often saves open-access natural resources from
 

overnight depletion and destruction is their remoteness and
 

inaccessibility (what was easily accessible is long gone).
 

Increasingly, however, public infrastructure such as roads,
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railways and ports built by governments in the name of
 

development open up inaccessible areas to exploitation without
 

prior development of the institutions necessary for efficient use
 

and management. 
The result is not hard to imagine. For example,
 
only fifteen years ago the lower Northeast region o. Thailand was
 

covered by undisturbed forest. 
 Then the area was made accessible
 

by the construction of a major highway. 
According to Thailand's
 

National Economic and Social Development Board (1982 p. 233):
 

"landless farmers 
... from around the area and elsewhere have
 

moved in and cleared the land for cultivation, resulting in the
 
destruction of forest land (and watersheds) of 5.28 million rai
 

(one million ha) between 1973 and 1977. 
 The sporadic immigration
 

to clear new land for cultivation has given birth to 318 villages
 

in the past 9 years". 
 Today,.the area is totally devastated, by
 
salinization, and soil erosion that make both forestry and
 

agriculture unsustainable. 
Had private and communal property
 

rights been issued before the opening up of the area, both
 

agriculture and forestry could have been sustainable.
 

If you see similarities with other parts of the world
 

including Indonesia's outer islands, the Philippines and the
 
Amazon, it is not by accident. Open access is more the rule than
 

the exception in tropical forests around the world. In Indonesia
 

alone there are 16 million ha of degraded land covered mostly by
 

"alang-alang" (Imperata cylindrica), 
the result of uncontrolled
 

logging and shifting cultivation. 
And, this does not include the
 

13,000 square miles of rain forest burned down by the 1983 fire
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in East Kalimatan.
 

But what happens when the government claims ownership of the
 

resource as is the case in most countries around the world? Do
 

governments act as exclusive and secure owners that fully value
 

their productive assets? Not usually. 
The claim of the state to
 

ownership is not effectively enforced and resources are 
not
 

accorded sufficient protection, thus reverting into quasi open

access status with all the known consequences. Considering,
 

however, the limited enforcement capability of developing
 

countries in relation to the task of protecting vast areas as
 

well as the population pressures they are facing, one can hardly
 

fault governments for not enforcing their rights more
 

aggressively. But, why not distribute more of these resources to
 

individuals and communities while the state concentrates its
 

efforts on the effective protection of important nature reserves
 

and critical watersheds? For example, over 50 percent of the
 

land in the Philippines is officially state property but in
 

effect is common property. With the state acting as absentee
 

landlord who does not even bother to collect a rent, much of this
 

land has been degraded by illegal logging, shifting cultivation
 

and squatting. Yet, it is the better-managed, and politically
 

more sensitive private lands that have been and continue to be
 

the target of land reform efforts in the Philippines.
 

It is an unfortunate illusion, if not a fallacy, that the
 

state, regardless of the weakness of its enforcement and
 

management capabilities will always conserve and protect the
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environment better than individuals or communities. The evidence
 

points the other way. 
For instance, large scale deforestation in
 

Indonesia and Malaysia did not begin until the 1940s and 1950s
 

when the central. government in Indonesia and the states in
 

Malaysia asserted ownership over forest lands previously held by
 

individuals and local communities. This is not to argue against
 

state ownership but to make the point that state ownership is no
 

guarantee for conservation; nor is private ownership a
 

prescription for uncontrolled exploitation. To be sure, there are
 

many market failures affecting natural resources but it is a leap
 

of faith to conclude that the state will always do better,
 

without examining first the state's ability to assert its
 

ownership and make the most of the society's scarce natural
 

resources.
 

This brings us to another reason why natural resources
 

should be treated on a par with other economic assets but are
 

not. Natural resources are capable of generating a return to
 

their owners over and above the cost of production. This return
 

or rent is attributable to the scarcity of these resources and it
 

is as real as the return to capital. Under secure ownership this
 

rent goes to the owners of the productive asset (in this case a
 

natural resource). 
 Only if the entire rent is extracted will the
 

resource be used optimally. Under open-access, there is no owner
 

to appropriate the rent and it is thus wasted in its entirety in
 

excessive effort among a multitude of claimants with disastrous
 

effects for the resource.
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Under state ownership, the rent belongs to the society at
 

large. 
Unless the full amount of the rent is extracted whenever
 

the resource is exploited, exploitation goes too far, and the
 

society looses not only part of the rent it is entitled to but
 

more damagingly it relinquishes to exploitation more of the
 

resource than it is willing to. Unfortunately, governments
 

invariably undervalue natural resources and price them too
 

cheaply. Logging concessions are often given to foreign and
 

domestic lcgging firms at truly concessionary terms. The
 

combination of royalties and taxes charged are well below the
 

rent or stumpage valve of the forest that is opened up to
 

logging. This leads, as expected, to excessive logging and the
 

loss of billions of dollars that could have been used for
 

reforestation and protection of reserved forests.
 

For instance, Ivory Coast leaves to the concessionaires as
 

much as $40 per cubic meter in uncollected rents; not
 

surprisingly, Ivory Coast has the world's highest rate of
 

deforestation of 7 % a year (Repetto, 1987). 
 Indonesia captures
 

only 50 percent of the rents from log exports and 25 percent of
 

rents from sawn timber. With 700 million dollars of rents left
 

annually to loggers it is not surprising that the demand for
 

concessions has been so high that by 1983 concessions have been
 

awarded to 65.4 million hectares, an area larger than the
 

country's production forests! 
(Gillis, in press). Other examples
 

come from Ghana and the Philippines where less than 40% and 10%
 

of the rents respectively are being collected by governments for
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the exploitation and degradation of their virgin forests
 

(Repetto, 1987).
 

Moreover, royalties and taxes based on the total volume of
 
timber harvested rather than on the marketable timber encourage
 

selective cutting, destruction of remaining stands, and
 
accumulation of large amounts of easily combustible litter on the
 
forest floor predisposing the forest to uncontrollable fires. It
 
is believed that the severity of the 1983 forest fire in East
 

Kalimatan "had its origin in the nature and extent of logging
 

activity during the past 15 years" (Gi]lis, 1984). 
 The
 
ecological consequences of this fire include extinction of flora
 
and fauna, soil degradation, sedimentation of rivers and possible
 

climatic changes. 
These are as much economic losses as is the
 

loss of the timber and other products.
 

This brings us to a difference between natural resources and
 
man-made capital that in principle should have worked for them
 
but in reality it works against them. 
Natural resources such as
 
forests produce not only timber and firewood; they also produce
 

intangible services and amenities such as watershed protection,
 

biological diversity, wilderness, recreational services,
 

ecological balance and positive climatic effects. 
As such,
 

tropical forests should be considered superior economic assets
 

and accorded special protection. For example, governments should
 

not only charge logging companies a full rent reflecting wood
 

scarcity but they should add ar. 
imputed rent on top of the
 

stumpage value for all these ocher services that the society is
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being deprived of by conceding its forest to logging. 
The more
 
important the non-wood services of the forest, the higher this
 
inputed surcharge should be, thereby limiting logging to those
 
areas where the non-wood services are least significant and
 
preserve areas that are important environmentally. To put it in
 
another way, activities such as logging, that impose
 
environmental costs on society, should pay for these costs. 
Such
 
payments would limit the scale of the environmentally destructive
 
activities, make their methods less destructive and provide funds
 
to ccunter their effects on the environment through activities
 

such as reforestation, forest protection and landscaping.
 

This is the theory. 
 in practice, environmental costs are
 
often ignored for at least two reasons. First, they are
 
difficult to measure because they are largely qualitative in
 
nature and outside the domain of markets, and therefore difficult
 
to place a dollar value on. 
 For example, how is the preservation
 
of wilderness or biological diversity to be valued and measured?
 
Second, and more discouraging, environmental costs are in the
 
form of externalities, i.e. those who generate them do not suffer
 
their consequences and therefore they have no cause to take them
 
into account when they plan their activities. For example,
 
loggers have no reason to take into consideration downstream
 
erosion and flooding in deciding the extent of their logging
 

activities. 
No matter how large the damage of logging on
 
downstream agriculture is, only logging costs are relevant to the
 
loggers' calculations. Similarly, loss of species and ecological
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disturbance are social costs that have no bearing on a logger's
 

decision to log; 
if they do he/she will loose the ability to
 

compete with other loggers. The result is again excessive
 

logging with environmental consequences that remain unaccounted
 

for.
 

This is a classic market failure and a prime area for
 

government intervention to internalize the externality, that is,
 

to make each activity accountable for its social costs, and to do
 

this across the board so that those who practice conservation are
 

not put at a disadvantaged position vis-a-vis those who don't.
 

The way to do this is by taxing activities that generate negative
 

externalities 'social costs) and subsidize activities that
 

generate positive externalities (social benefits). For example,
 

logging should be taxed and reforestation subsidized in
 

proportion to their external or side effects. Similarly, chemical
 

fertilizers that cause pollution ought to be taxed and organic
 

fertilizers that improve the soil structure should be subsidized.
 

A similar case can be made for taxing the use of chemical
 

pesticides dnd subsidizing integrated pest management. Soil

protective crops such as tree crops should be promoted while
 

soil-erosive crop such as corn and cassava should be discouraged.
 

Is this what actually happens around the world? 
As we will see
 

in the next section, the reverse is the rule. 
Why? An often
 

advanced argument is that environmental costs are very difficult
 

to estimate, which is true, but hardly an argument for ignoring
 

them much loss for subsidizing them.
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Government Policies and Resource Conservation
 

Developing countries around the world are facing three
 

serious problems that are often given as reasons for not
 

affording environmental conservation. First, they need increased
 

productivity and rapid economic growth to feed and improve the
 

living standards of their growing populations. Environmental
 

conservation is seen as a stumbling block in their efforts for
 

faster growth. Second, they need to reduce poverty and improve
 

income distribution by spreading the benefits of economic growth
 

more widely. Conservation is seen as deprivation of the lower
 

socioeconomic groups from their free access to natural resources
 

and, therefore, as running counter to equity objectives. Third,
 

developing countries need to conserve their limited fiscal and
 

financial resources to service their considerable foreign debt
 

and to carry out development projects. They can hardly meet the
 

costs of environmental conservation,
 

There is some truth to this avi'ament in relation to certain
 

conservation activities, such as the preservation of wilderness
 

and the protection of species from extinction. However, there
 

are many areas of conservation that are not only fully compatible
 

with economic objectives but complementary and mutually
 

supportive. Here, I propose to demonstrate that there are policy
 

changes that could simultaneously promote economic efficiency and
 

growth, improve income distribution, save budgetary resources and
 

conserve natural resources and the environment. To see this,
 

consider that currently many developing countries are keeping
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their economies inside their environment-development production
 

possibility frontier (fig. 1) through a constellation of policy
 

distortions, such as subsidies, that cost the government
 

considerable budgetary resources. 
Many of these subsidies have
 

long outlived their usefulness, if they ever had one, but
 

continue to be a drag on the budget, the economy and the
 

environment. 
On the other hand, there are institutional
 

arrangements and taxes that could be introduced to mitigate
 

market failures, such as subsidies, insecurity of tenure, common
 

property and externalities, that would promote economic
 

efficiency and equity, generate government revenues and conserve
 

natural resources. 
 Policy reform will bring such economies close
 

to 
(the trade-off part of) their production possibility frontier,
 

generating both more development and better environment in the
 

process (fig. 1). At this point, there would be more truth to the
 

argument of a trade-off between development and environment. But
 

we are still far away from such a "happy" state of affairs!
 

Here are a few examples. Upland rice is considerably less
 

erosive than cassava or maize and it may even make a positive
 

contribution to the productivity of other crops. 
 Paddy with soil
 

loss of 0.6-30 tons/ha/yr. is comparable to forest and tree crops
 

while cassava and maize at 100-6,000 tons/ha/yr. are comparable
 

to shifting cultivation (TDRI, 1987.) Yet successive Thai
 

governments have consistently taxed rice and indirectly
 

subsidized cassava production, on account of Thailand's large
 

share in the world rice market (20-30%) and the need for crop
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Figure 1. 	Environment-Develooment Production Possibility
 
Frontier. 	Many developing countries are
 
operating inside this frontier as a result of
 
market failures, such as insecurity of land
 
ownership, 	or policy distortions, such as
 
pesticide subsidies, that result in both
 
economic losses and environmental damage.
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diversification. 
This policy, combined with free access to
 

forest land and a loophole in the EEC's common agricultural
 

policy has led to an over 100% increase of the area planted with
 
cassava in a 7 year period. 
This is hardly diversification when
 
one considers that Thai cassava exports account for 95% of the
 
world market, and go to a single and highly uncertain market.
 
While both the conditions of demand (EEC policy) and the
 

conditions of supply (deforestation and soil mining) are clearly
 
unsustainable over the long-run, the environmental effects of
 
land degradation and soil erosion may be permanent. 
Had the
 
government included these environmental costs in the export price
 
of cassava through an appropriate tax and had titles to alienable
 

forest land been issued, the cassava boom may have never
 

occurred, but a more sustainable, though less spectacular, form
 

of agriculture may have evolved.
 

A policy of free land frontier may sound egalitarian but its
 
consequences are economically and environmentally disastrous. 
In
 
Thailand, it has led to a deforestation of such scale that the
 
country has been turned from a major exporter of wood into a
 
major importer. But more significantly, it led to insecurity of
 
land ownership for over 40 percent of agricultural land. 
In
 

fact, full title deeds have been issued to only 14% 
of
 
agricultural lands. 
 Insecure ownership inhibits productivity and
 
conservation in many ways: 1) it reduces the incentive for 
 long
term investment in soil conservation; 2) it biases the choice of
 
crops against perennials, tree crops and forest plantations which
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are environmentally more benign than annual field crops such as
 

maize and cassava; 3) it keeps land under inferior uses by
 

preventing its sale, legal transfer or use as a collateral for
 

credit. Under these conditions, it is no surprise that during
 

1976-1983 the area under fruits and trees grew by less than 10%
 

compared to a 100% growth of the area under cassava. Nor is it
 

surprising that two-thirds of the Thai cropland is severely
 

eroded (US Pzesidential Mission to Thailand, 1982). 
 Following a
 

study that showed that insecurity of ownership leads to
 

considerable reduction in productivity (Feder et al 1986) the
 

Thai government with World Bank assistance is presently carrying
 

out a land titling program that is expected to yield economic
 

benefits, improve income distribution, generate government
 

revenues and at the same time promote soil conservation and
 

reduce deforestation.
 

Heavy pesticide use has indisputable negative environmental
 

effects and doubtful economic benefits over the long-run. While
 

humans, animals and fish are poisoned, the pest populations which
 

are the targets of pesticides resurge with the elimination of
 

their natural predators and become resistant to pesticides,
 

necessitating the use of larger quantities of more lethal
 

chemicals. Given their considerable externalities and long-term
 

costs, pesticides should be taxed to raise their price to their
 

true social costs and discourage their use. Instead, they are
 

heavily subsidized. Repetto (1986) reports that "in 
a sample of
 

nine countries, subsidies range from 15 to 90 percent of full
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retail cost, with a median of 44 percent. In large countries,
 

these are costing governments hundreds of millions of dollars per
 
year, and the fiscal burden is growing". Pesticide subsidies
 

distort farmers' incentives in favor of chemical pesticides and
 
against alternatives such as integrated pest management, changes
 

in cropping pattern and planting time, and the choice of pest
resistant varieties, all of which are economically less damaging.
 

Considering also the large and growing costs of such subsidies,
 

their elimination would save governments large sums of money and
 

improve both the economy and ecology of farming.
 

Fertilizer subsidies ranging between 50% and 60% 
of retail
 
cost are common and result in overuse and bias against organic
 

fertilizers and soil conservation (Repetto, 1986). Excessive use
 
of fertilizer causes water pollution that poisons fish and
 

promotes growth of aquatic weeds that inhibit free water flow.
 
Whatever the argument in favor of fertilizer subsidies, their
 

environmental costs should be part of the calculus. 
There is no
 
good justification for discriminating against soil conservation
 

and use of manure, both of which restore soil structure and
 

stability and reduce water pollution. Reduction and
 

restructuring of fertilizer subsidies in correspondence with
 
social costs should again improve the economics and ecology of
 

farming as well as conserve fiscal resources.
 

We have alluded earlier to the use of irrigation systems as
 
substitutes rather then complements of natural watersheds. Not
 

only are upstream watersheds not protected, but irrigation
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systems tend to displace communities that often relocate further
 

up in the watersheds and engage in shifting cultivation that
 

results in sedimentation of the irrigation system and reduction
 

of its efficiency and economic life. 
 Examples include the Upper
 

Solo Watershed and the Karanglates and Cacaban reservoirs in
 

Indonesia, and the Nam Pong reservoir in Thailand. 
This,
 

however, need not be the case. 
For instance, a World Bank
 

assisted irrigated rice project in Sulawsi, Indonesia, funds the
 

protection and management of the 3,200 square kilometer Dumoga
 

National Park which covers the watershed catchment area for the
 

Dumoga irrigation system. The irrigation project derives
 

benefits from reduced maintenance costs and increased dry season
 

water availability. The park preserves its fcrests and
 

endangered species (World Bank, 1984). 
 This is a classic case of
 

good economics, good ecology and sustainable development that
 

could become a model for other irrigation systems.
 

Unfortunately, the rule in most irrigation systems is a
 

combination of bad economics and bad ecology. 
The watershed
 

catchments of the reservoirs remain unprotected and unmanaged
 

while the irrigation water is made available to farmers free of
 

charge. This leads predictably to inefficient use of water.
 

Farmers close to the system are wasting water while more remote
 

farmers receive inadequate and irregular supply. Land
 

improvements for water conservation are discouraged since water
 

is free, and the main system deteriorates for lack of funds for
 

maintenance and protection of the catchment area 
 The ensuing
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sedimentation of the reservoir leads to flooding, waterlogging
 

and salinization. For example, in Thailand only 25% 
of the
 

irrigable area is irrigated during the dry season and the overall
 

efficiency of the irrigation systems is estimated at 15% 
of the
 

potential (ADB, 1984).
 

Water pricing or allocation of water rights would clearly
 

improve efficiency and equity of water use as well 
as generate
 

funds for maintenance of the irrigation system and protection and
 

management of the watershed with additional environmental
 

benefits in terms of preservation of tropical forests and
 

endangered species.
 

The list of policy distortions that are detrimental to both
 
the economy and ecology is far from exhausted. For example,
 

capital subsidies, tax and tariff exceptions for equipment and
 

minimum wage laws that displace labor and force undue
 

mechanization of agriculture or promote capital intensive
 

industry in the face of surplus labor lead to increased pressure
 

on marginal lands and common property resources as a last resort
 

activity. There is no need to enumerate here all policy
 

distortions. 
 It should be clear by now that there are enormous
 

economic, budgetary and environmental benefits to be derived from
 

policy reform.
 

To recapitulate, developing countries can do more than their
 

share of conservation, while pursuing their development
 

objectives, if they implement even a part of the following
 

agenda, which is not conventionally thought of as conservation:
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a) eliminate or at least reduce policy distortions that
 

favor environmentally unsound practices, while at the same time
 

discriminating against the poor, reducing economic efficiency
 

and wasting budgetary resources;
 

b) mitigate market failures such as externalities and open
 

access that result in overexploitation of resources, through a
 

system of income transfers and institutional arrangements;
 

c) invest in human resources and provide alternative
 

employment to disadvantaged groups to lessen the pressure on
 

marginal lands and tropical forests;
 

d) apply a broad social benefit-cost analysis to all public
 

projects by considering all benefits and costs (economic, social
 

and environmental) whether quantifiable or not and refrain from
 

projects that lead to irreversible changes of the environment or
 

foreclosure of options.
 

While this is a tall order to follow and requires considerable
 

political will, any movement in this direction would be a march
 

towards the country's possibility frontier with more of both
 

development and conservation along the way.
 

A Note on Discounting and Irreversibility
 

You will be wondering by now whether I will touch on the hot
 

issue of discounting of future benefits that potentially leads to
 

such irreversible actions as extinction of species and
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destruction of wilderness, not to mention climatic problems such
 
as the greenhouse effect. First, I find it odd that those who
 

object to discounting at rates of 3-5% 
(in real terms) do not
 
particularly object to the widespread common property situation
 
which is equivalent to discounting future benefits at an 
infinite
 

rate of discount.
 

Second, not all economists agree that benefits accruing to
 
future generations should be discounted. 
For example, Ramsey
 
(1928) disapproved of discounting as 
"ethically indefensible"
 

arising from a "weakness of imagination". Pigou (1932) argued
 

that discounting "implies that our telescopic faculty is
 

defective". More recently, Misham (1967), Page (1977), 
Pearce
 

(1978), Daly (1979) and Hulting (1980) also raise reservations.
 
Third, most economists who favor the use of discounting argue in
 

favor of a social rate of discount that is much lower than '.he
 
market rate of interest, and reflects the society's true time
 

preference.
 

Clark (1973) has shown that a sufficiently high market rate
 
of interest combined with low natural growth rate may lead to the
 
extinction of species such as the blue whale. 
However, the lower
 
social discount rate may not produce the same result for the
 

whales but there may very well be species that grow at a rate
 

below the social discount rate. 
Is their extinction socially
 

acceptable? There are still two lines of defence. 
First, don't
 

blue whales mean more to people than their commercial value? If
 

they do, economics requires that we somehow take this into
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account and there are economists specializing in developing
 

methods for doing so (e.g. willingness to pay, cost of
 

compensation, cost of replacement, contingent valuation, etc.).
 

Considering the intangible but equally real benefits that people
 

derive from the survival of species or the preservation of
 

wilderness, one can rather easily overpower the modest force of
 

social time preference. But if all else fails, there is still
 

the last line of defence, that of irreversibility.
 

Consider the choice between preserving a tropical rainforest
 

with some unique features and developing the area for logging and
 

mining concessions. 
Having applied our broad social benefit cost
 

analysis of the two alternatives with a generous valuation of
 

intangibles and an appropriately low social discount rate, we
 

obtained the result that the net benefits from development exceed
 

the net benefits from conservation. What can we do? Under
 

normal circumstances we have no option. 
We must choose the
 

alternative with the highest net benefit unless political
 

considerations dictate otherwise. 
But these are hardly normal
 

circumstances: a decision for conservation is reversible; 
a
 

decision for development is not.
 

There is a central postulate in welfare economics that says
 

that an expansion of choice represents a welfare gain, a
 

reduction of options implies a welfare loss 
(see Fisher and
 

Krutilla, 1985). Choosing logging and mining forecloses our
 

options; if we or future generations were to have a change of
 

mind there would be no way to reproduce the uniqueness and
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authenticity of the original tropical forests and any species
 

that became extinct. 
In contrast, choosing conservation
 

preserves our option to reverse our decision. 
Clearly, there is
 

a social value or shadow price for the preservation of options,
 

though it is difficult to estimate. However, there are reasons
 

to favor a "high" value. On the one hand, technical change is
 

asymmetric: it expands our ability to produce ordinary goods (the
 
products of development) but does little to improve out ability
 

to produce natural environments (the products of conservation).
 

On the other hand, consumer preferences tend to shift in favor of
 

environmental services relative to ordinary goods. 
 In
 

conclusion, "where economic decisions have an impact on the
 

natural environment that is both uncertain and irreversible,
 

there is a value to retaining an option to avoid the impact"
 

(Fisher and Krutillam 1985).
 

Financing Conservation and Sustainable Development
 

The bulk of conservation activities and the move towards
 

sustainable development, far from requiring financing 
, will
 

themselves generate funds. For example, eliminating subsidies and
 

other distortions will not only induce more conservation, but
 

will save government revenues and generate additional tax
 

revenues from expanded economic activity that can be used to
 

finance additional conservation, e.g. creating nature reserves.
 

Similarly, charging forest and mine concessionaires royalties and
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taxes to the full amount of the resource rent througi competitive
 

bidding will not only reduce logging and mining activity but will
 

also generate more tax revenues 
for use in reforestation, forest
 

protection and landscaping. 
 Thus, the first source of financing
 

for sustainable development ought to come 
from developing
 

countries through policy reforms that would generate a higher
 

level of development, more conservation and more budgetary
 

revenues.
 

A second source of financing is needed to address the twin
 

problems of fluctuating commodity prices and mounting foreign
 

debts that have severe consequences for resource conservation.
 

There is a tenuency among developing countries to follow boom

and-bust, from feast-to-famine type policies. 
When their
 

commodity export prices are high, they tend to borrow heavily and
 

spend freely often on marginal projects (many with negative
 

environmental effects). 
 When prices are down they are forced to
 

exploit their resources more intensively to meet their foreign
 

and domestic commitments. With commodity prices half as high
 

they have to export twice as much to service their debts assuming
 

no changes in interest and exchange rates. Changes in these may
 

further increase the burden. Furthermore, governments have
 

continued commitments to development projects that they began at
 

good times. Perhaps more seriously, to maintain political
 

stability governments try to maintain or increase the consumption
 

levels and meet the unrealistic expectations they created during
 

boom times, thus putting further pressure on their natural
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resources, 
(e.g. by opening forest land for ranching, increasing
 

logging and promoting export crops on marginal lands.) 
 This
 

further reduces prices. Furthermore, those who become unemployed
 
or impoverished as a result of the depressed commodity prices are
 
forced into marginal lands and common property resources or
 

migrate into cities causing further environmental problems.
 

To solve this problem, international financial institutions
 

could provide some form of loan to developing countries when the
 

prices of their main export commodities are depressed to reduce
 
the pressure to exploit resources more heavily in depressed
 

times. 
The loan would be secured by a mortgage on the country's
 

exports (a certain percentage of their long-run average value) to
 
be retired in installments each payment being the amount secured
 

by the commodity exported during the previous period plus
 

accumulated interest.
 

Such a loan scheme, if it can be worked out, can accomplish
 

three things: 
(a) it would reduce the price fluctuation of
 

primary commodities; 
(b) it would reduce the surplus resources
 

during good times and the tendency to borrow heavily and
 

wastefully spend it on marginal projects (which are often
 

environmentally unsound) thereby creating obligations and
 

expectations that cannot be met on a sustainable basis; and, (c)
 

it would reduce the pressure to exploit resources more heavily
 

when prices are down or at any rate below their social price.
 

For this to be done, the international institutions lending
 

should be countercyclical rather than procyclical. 
 In the past,
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lending increased when prices were up and was reduced when prices
 

came down. 
If this change cannot be made by existing
 

institutions then a new facility needs to be created.
 

There is a need for a third source of financing for the
 

developed countries, who would be the main beneficiaries of any
 

conservation over and above that which would result fror policy
 

reform in developing countries. The creation and growth of the
 

environmental movement in developed countries is a testimony to
 

the fact that developed countries have a preference for
 

additional environmental services than they have available at
 

home. 
 It doesn't matter if the purpose is for global ecological
 

balance, science and education or simply preservation of
 

wilderness. Here we have a real preference for more and better
 

environment not just at home but also abroad. 
This appetite will
 

be partially satisfied by the policy reform in LDCs which could
 

be done with little additional funding. But developed countries
 

would almost certainly want to preserve more rainforests and more
 

species and wilderness than developing countries either afford to
 

or are willing to pay for. Gi-Ven their lower level of
 

development, developing countries would prefer a different
 

development-environment combination than high-income countries
 

would be content with (pristine environment beyond a point is a
 

luxury good).
 

True, many tropical countries have a comparative advantage
 

in producing environmental services. Tropical forests are far
 

richer in biological diversity and play a more important role in
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ecological balance and the climate than temperate forests. 
 But
 

developing countries do not have the purchasing power or the
 
willingness to buy all the environmental services they can
 
produce in the same way they cannot buy all the copper and coffee
 
they can produce. Developing countries demand a higher level of
 
development than they currently have and they are willing to
 
sacrifice part of their environment to obtain it, 
as the
 
developed world has done during earlier parts of its history.
 
Developed countries, on the other hand, have a demand for more
 
environmental amenities than are available at home and they are
 
presumably willing to pay for them. 
A classic case for
 
international trade. 
The citizens of develope. countries can pay
 
developing countries to provide more environmental services by
 
conserving their tropical forests and other unique ecosystems.
 

This will make both groups better off.
 

Thus, if our demand for saving the tropical forests is
 
genuine and widely shared, we should be able to mobilize the
 
votes and the money to create a facility to pay for the
 

conservation of tropical forests. 
 Unlike other commodities
 

traded in world markets environmental services are public goods
 
that cannot be funded individually. And since tropical forests
 
are international public goods the facility should be an
 
international one with country shares analogous to those of the
 
IMF, or World Bank. Developing countries could also make small
 
contributions but developed countries should be the big
 

contributors. 
One may argue that if this is done the developing
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countries would rely on this facility to pay for conservation
 

that is best done through policy reform. However, this is a
 

small risk considering that a) developing countries need to make
 

policy reforms not only for environmental but also for economic
 

reasons; and b) the environmental services 
(watershed protection,
 

soil conservation etc.) that developing countries needs are
 

different from those of developed countries 
(for wilderness
 

preservation, prevention of species extinction, etc.). 
Some
 

overlap still exists but this is exactly what would ensure
 

international co-operation between north and south. 
Admittedly,
 

there is still the problem of free riding among developed
 

countries but this is not likely to be any more serious than it
 

is with other institutions of the UN system.
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Research, Extension, Infrastructure and
 

Productivity Change in Indian Agriculture
 

Robert E. Evenson
 

James W. McKinsey, Jr.
 
Productivity change in Indian agriculture has been the subject of a number
 

of studies in recent years. 
Jha and Evenson (1974) reported the first
 

compilation of productivity change by state 
in Indian agriculture and the first
 

attempt to attribute 
investment in agricultural research as 
a source of growth.
 

in this paper new estimates of productivity change by state for the 1956-7 
to
 

19E3-4 period are reported. 
An empirical decomposition analysis is undertaken
 

_h-ch relates productivity growth to 
several variables.
 

Productivity change has been an 
important component of Indian economic
 

de'.'op,,enr in the post independence period. 
A number of projections made in
 
tne mid-I:60s and again in the early 1970s 
indicated that by the 
1980s Indian
 

a 
 t 	 would be unable to provide enough food to 
Indian consumers, even at
 

inadequate per capita levels of the 
1960s. Large food imports were
 

;ro ected in several studies (see IFPRI, 
1977). India, however, has been able 

to av~id this outcome. Foodgrain production has kept pace with growth in 

de-a.- ,.
 and 	foodgrain imports have been practically eliminated. 1 
 Productivity
 

ca'zae in agriculture contributed to 
this favorable performance.
 

.n Section I a summary of production, inputs, and partial and total factor
 
procut='.':tv change in Indian agriculture 
is provided. 
Section II develcps the
 

statistical model suited to 
an analysis of the 
sources of productivity change.
 

Section !I! reports statistical results. 
 The final section discusses policy
 

iimpications for investment in research, extension and other public goods.
 

I. Production. Inputs and Productivity
 

A. 	Production
 

Just as 
crops strongly predominate over livestock, forestry and fisheries
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in Indian agriculture, foodgrains strongly predominate over non-food crops
 
The production of foodgrains has almost tripled since Independence, from
 
slightly more than 52 million tonnes in 1947-48 to just over 
150 million tonnE,
 

in 1985-86. 
 Only one quarter of the increase occurred during the first two
 
decades (foodgrain output in 1967-68 
was not quite 75 million tonnes), with
 

nearly half the 
increase occurring in the last decade. 
Of the various
 

foodgrain crcps, the production of wheat (increasing from about six million
 

tonnes in 1950-51 to about 40 million tonnes by the early 1980s) and rice
 
(growing from about 20 million tonnes in 1950-51 to more than 55 million tonnes
 
by the early 1980s) increased the most; 
and the majority of the increase in the
 
output of those crops occurred after the middle 1960s. 
 There were also
 

significant increases in the output of other cereals, especially maize 
(whose
 
rapid increase in output began before the middle 1960s and continued throughout
 

the post-Independence period), jowar and bajra. 
The output of pulses has not
 
exhibited substantial increases, however. 
Table 6.1 summarizes the production
 

of cereals, pulses and foodgrains for the 1946-85 period.
 

The nutritional status of the majority of the population has not improved
 
nearly as much as the increase in food output might suggest.2 
 Because of the
 
steady growth in population since Independence, the per capita availability of
 

. ini 
 the mid 1980s was essentially no better thar. the per capita
 
availability in the mid 1950s (see Table 6.2). 
 Actual foodgrain consumption
 

Fer capita had declined throughout India, in both rural and urban areas and
 
among most classes of consumers, during the 1950 sand 1960s; 
it has remained at
 

its depressed level in rural areas but has risen 
slightly in urban areas 
for
 
all but the poorest consumers during the past fifteen years. 
 Food prices
 

generally rose 
less quickly than non-food prices during the 1970s and 1980s,
 

and the so-called Fair Price grain distribution system helped make food
 



TA13LE 6.1 

CROP PRoOUCT)
(1000 tonnes)YEAR RICE WHEAT JOWAR BAIRA MAIZE CEREALS PULSES FORj(XAp 

1946 22,016 5,051 5,380 
1947 21,587 5,659 

2,759 2,387 43,216 6,988 50,2046,067 2,858 2,470 44,4411 348 22.959 5,74 0 5,102 2,206 
8,385 52,826

2.105 44,006 8,575 52,5811949 23,541 6,391 5,869 2,835 2,040 46,754 8,159 54,9131950 20,576 6,462 5,495 2,595 1,729. 42,4141951 8,411 50,82521,300 6,183 6,077 2,346 2,076 43,576 8,420 51,9961952 22,892 7,501 7,359 3,192 2,870 50,0121953 21,214 8,017 8,082 4,547 
9,189 59,201

3,039 59,203 14,918 69,8211954 25,219 9,043 9,201 3,519 2,975 57,085 10,9501955 27,557 8,760 6,726 3,428 
68,035

2,602 55,805 11,045 66,8501956 29,037 9,403 7,237
1957 

2,873 3,078 58,304 11,551 69,85525,525 7,998 8,635 3,620 3,150 54,745 9,5621958 64,31130,847 9,958 9,033 
1959 

3,868 3,463 63,992 13,149 77,14131,676 10,324 8,579 
1960 

3,493 4,073 64,872 11,799 76,67234,574 10,997 9,814 3,283 4,080 69,314 12,704 82,0181961 35.663 12,072 8,029 3,645 4,312 70,9511 -62 33,217 10,776 9,748 3,959 
1 ,755 82,706

4,607 68,623 11,528 80,1511963 36,998 9,853 9,198 3,878 4,561 70,569 10,0731964 39,308 12,257 80,6429,683 4,519 4,664 76,939 12,417 89,3561965 30,589 10,395 7,581 
1966 

3,752 4,823 62,403 9,944 72,34730,438 11,393 9,224 4,463 4,894 65,8841967 37,612 16,540 8,347 74,23110,048 5,185 6,270 82,950 12,102 95,0521968 39,761 18,615 9,805 3,.102 5,701 83,595 10,418 93,0131969 40,430 20,093 9,721 5,327 5,674 87,810 11,691 99,5011970 42,225 23,832 8,105 8,029 7,486 96,604 11,8181971 43.068 26,410 7,722 108,422
5,319

1972 
5,101 94,074 11,094 105,16839,245 24,735 6,968 3,928 6,388 87,1191973 44,051 9,907 97,02921,778 9,097 7,519 5,803 94,657 10,008 104,6651974 39,579 24,104 10,414 3,272 5,559 89,812 10,104 99,8261V7E 4S,47, 28,846 9,504 5,736 7,256 107,995 13,039 121,0341976 41,917 29,010 10,524 5,853 6,461 99,806 11,3611977 111,16752,671 31,328 12,064 4,730 5,973 114,434 11,973 126,4071978 53.773 35,508 11,436 

1979 
5,567 6,199 119,719 12,183 131,90242,330 31,830 11,648 3,948 5,603 101,129 8,572 109,7011980 53,631 36,313 10,431 5,343 6,957 118,962 10,627 129,5891981 53.248 37,452 12,062 5,537 6,897 121,788 11,5071982 133,29547,116 42,794 10,753 5,131 6,549 117,662 11,857 129,5191983 60,097 45,476 11,919 7,726 7,922 139,4801984 12,894 152,37458,336 44,069 11,402 6,047 8,442 133,576 11,963 145,5291985 64,153 46,885 10,123 3,683 6,696 137,505 12,964 150,469 

ti 



TABLE 6.2 

NET AVAILABILITY OF FOODGRAINS 

YEAR 
(grams per day per capita)

CEREALS 7ULSES 

1954 388.00 70.00 458.00 
1955 372.00 71.00 .444.00 
1956 360.40 70.30 430.70 
1957 375.00 72.00 447.00 
1958 350.00 58.00 409.00 
1959 393.00 75.00 469.00 
1960 384.00 66.00 450.00 
1961 399.70 69.00 468.70 
1962 398.90 62.00 461.90 
1963 384 00 59.80 443.80 
1964 401.00 51.00 452.00 
1965 418.50 61.60 480.10 
1966 359.90 48.20 408.10 
1967 361.80 39.60 401.40 
1958 404.10 56.10 460.20 
1969 397.80 47.30 445.10 
1970 403.10 51.90 455.00 
1971 417.60 51.20 468.80 
1972 419.10 47.00 466.10 
1973 380.50 41.10 421.60 
1974 410.40 40.80 451.20 
1975 365.80 39.70 405.50 
1796 373.80 50.50 424.30 
1977 386.30 43.30 429.60 
1978 422.50 45.50 468.00 
1979 431.80 44.70 476.50 
1980 379.50 30.90 410.40 
1981 416.20 37.50 453.70 
1.: 414.80 39.20 455.00 
1983 396.90 39.50 436.40 
1984 
1985 

436.10 
415.90 

41.80 
38.10 

477.90 
454.00 

1986 437.50 40.60 478.10 
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available in some urban areas to 
some 	consumers at below-market prices; 
the
 
plight of the urban poor would have been even worse but for those two facts.
 
Table 6.3 summarizes these price relationships. It should be noted that the
 
decline in food prices relative to all commodities is the result of more 
rapid
 

productivity change in the agricultural sector.
 

B. 	Inputs
 

The expansion of food output has been accomplished during most of human
 
history by expanding the area of land under cultivation. India has been able
 
to follow that pattern since Independence, 
as 
its net cropped area (abbreviated
 
NCA, measuring the land which is planted to a crop at least once during the
 
year) grew from less than 100 million hectares in 1947 
to more than 140 million
 
hectares by the mid-1980s (see Table 6.4). 
 More 	than two-thirds of that
 
increase occurred during the first decade after Independence and was largely
 
responsible for the increase in output during that decade (see Figure 6.1).
 
There has been very little further increase in NCA since 1970. 
Although
 
isolated areas offer some possibility of reclamation, and some desert areas
 
could become arable with (expensive) irrigation and fertilization, there
 
remains scant scope for further increases in NCA in India.
 

A substitute for more land is to grow crops on 
a given piece of land
 
during more than one season in a given year, double or triple-cropping. 
 Gross
 
cropped area 
(GCA) 	measures the 
area under crops during all seasons; a plot of
 
land is thus counted twice when it is double-cropped. 
GCA has grown even
 
faster than NCA, revealing an increasing tendency to double- and triple
cropping on Indian soil. 
 In 1947 the value of GCA was 112.6 million hectares
 
(13% higher than NCA), while by 1983 it had grown by 60% 
to the value of 180.4
 
million hectares (by then, 26% larger than NCA) (see Figure 6.2). 
 The
 
expansion of GCA has continued (and accelerated) in the 1970s
 



TABI.E 6.3: TERMS OF TRADE 

YEAR 
PRICE INDEX: 

ALL COMMODITIES 
PRICE INDEX: 
FOOC;RA4S TERMS OF TRADE 

1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1 975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 

100.00 
108.20 
121.50 
158.00 
173.90 
162.60 
182.10 
182.70 
191.10 
232.00 
270.70 
277.10 
295.30 
321.70 
346.30 
359.30 

100.00 
108.00 
127.00 
160.00 
199.00 
146.00 
161.00 
172.00 
171.00 
192.00 
225.00 
235.00 
264.00 
267.00 
276.00 
303.00 

1.00 
1.00 
1.05 
1.01 
1.14 
0.90 
0.88 
0.94 
0.89 
0.83 
0.83 
0.85 
0.89 
0.83 
0.80 
0.84 



6.4: LAND UTILIZATION
TABLE 

LAND UTILIZATION (1000 hectares)

YEAR NCA 
 GCA NIA GIA 

1946 98,200 111,900
 
1947 99,400 112,600
 
1948 98,400 111,900
 
1949 114,600 130,000
 
1950 118,746 131,893 
 20,853 22,563
1951 119,400 133,234 04921 23,180 
1952 123,442 137,675 21,122 23.305
1953 126,806 142,480 21,869 24,303
1954 127,845 144,087 22,088 24,948
1955 129,156 147,311 22,758 25,642
1956 130,848 149,492 22,533 25,707
1957 129,080 145,832 23,156 26,628
1958 131,828 151,629 23,401 26,948
1959 132,939 152,824 24,037 27,454
1960 133,199 152,772 24,661 27,980
1961 135,399 156,209 24,884 28,460
1962 136,341 156,760 25,665 29,453
1963 136,488 156,963 25,888 29,707
1964 138,120 159,229 26,600 30.705
1965 136,198 155,276 26,344 30,901
1966 137,232 157,355 26,907 32,683
1967 139,876 163,736 27,193 33,207
1968 137,313 159,529 29,009 35,483
1969 138,772 162,265 30,197 36,970
1970 140,784 165,491 31,103 38,195 
1971 140,040 165,194 31,546 38,431
1972 137,570 162.150 31,837 39,059
1973 143,060 169,870 32,550 40,280
1974 138,380 164,190 33,710 41,740
1975 142,224 170,994 34,491 43,363 
;7 6 140,180 167,280 35,147 43,5521977 141,936 172,305 36,553 46,030
1978 143,008 174,764 38,060 48,306
1979 139,015 169,657 38,478 49,178
1980 140,299 173,096 38,806 49,875
1981 142,003 177,042 39,924 51,554
1982 140,794 173,396 40,721 52,121
1983 142,744 180,361 41,955 53,937 



- -- ----------

FIIRE 6. 1 

NET CROPPED AREA and FOODGRAIN OUTPUT 
1946-47 through 1983-84 

160,000--
1401000 4 

120,000- 1 .T-._ -- Net Cropped Area

80,000 -{ -(1000 hectares)100,000,;-=o~ooo , i0-),I--!. --To " 
60,000- V0-0 - I I 

60,00Foodgrain Output
40,000 
 - -(100 '- ,- tonnes) _

20,000-----

46 48 50 1-4 ffl -52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 82 



FIGURE . 
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GCA/NCA 
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and 1980s, 
even after the growth of NCA had slowed, and further growth remains
 

possible. 3
 

Net irrigated area (NIA, measuring the area under any form or 
source of
 
irrigation) has doubled from slightly more than 20 million hectares in 1950 to
 

more 
More than half of that
 

than 40 million hectares by the mid 1980s. 


increase occurred in 
a single decade, from 1966 to 197600see, again, Table
 
6.4). Not surprisingly, the growth of irrigation has been concentrated on
 
multiple-cropped land. 
Gross irrigated Area (GIA), measured in the 
same way as
 
GCA, has increased nearly two and a half fold, from slightly more than 22
 

million hectares in 1950 (barely larger than the value of NIA) to about 55
 
million hectares in the mid 1980s 
(25% larger than NIA). The growth of
 
irrigation means that a larger share of cropped land is 
now under irrigation,
 

as GIA has grown from just over one-sixth of GCA in 1951 to three-tenths of GCA
 

by the early 1980s.
 

This expansion of irrigation is partly the result of a number of
 
Sov:ernment irrigation projects, and partly the result of private efforts. 
Most,
 

government irrigation projects focus on large-scale canal and reservoir
 

s.srerrs; private efforts primarily involve tube-wells and small tanks.
 

AT-roximately one third of all NIA receives its water from government canals,
 
the fraction declining slightly during the 1970s and 1980s. 
 Various major and
 
med.uz 
irrigation projects, including all the government canals, continue to
 

accour: for nearly 45% of all cumulative irrigation potential and about 40% of
 
a!l irrigation utilization throughout each of the Plan periods. 
 Tanks provide
 
a rapidly decreasing share of irrigation (falling from more 
than one sixth in
 

the early 1950s to 
less than one tenth by the late 1970s) while the share of
 
wells has increased even more, from less than thirty per cent to more 
than
 

forty per cent. 4
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Of the so-called "modern" inputs, the key one is 
the new, higher-yielding
 

varieties of several important food crops. 
 These HVs, the 
result of genetic
 

research within India and at numerous 
international research centers, had been
 

introduced in very small amounts 
(primarily for maize) during the second decade
 

after Independence, but appeared in significant amounts only after the mid

sixties 
in what has been called the Green Revolution. Total area planted to
 

HYV's of all crops was 
less than 2 million hectares in 1966-67; in only two
 

decades, by 1986-87, it had increased nearly thirty-fold, with ever-increasing
 

targets (see Table 6.5). 
 The greatest increases were 
in the two main cereal
 

crops, rice and wheat. 
 Together they accounted for more than two-thirds of
 
'
total HYV area, HYV rice area 
rising more 
than 26 times and HYV wheat area
 

cising 35-fold.5
 

Crucial to the success 
of most of the new HYVs is the application of
 
substantial 
quantities of fertilizer. Fertilizer use has grown from a mere
 

65,003 tonnes in 1951 
to 
from just less


nearly nine million tonnes in 1986, or 


than one half kilogram per hectare of GCA to more 
than fifty kilograms per
 

hec:are. 
 Eighty per cent of that increase has occurred in the 
two decades
 

af:er the introduction of HYVs. 
 Nitrogen has always been the most important
 

ferz:izer by weight, providing more 
than four fifths of the nutrients at
 
-::cepencence, and nearly two 
thirds still (see Table 6.6 and Figure 6.3).6
 

Total 
labor input into agriculture has grown steadily since Independence,
 

nearly doubling from more 
than 80 million workers 
(both agricultural laborers
 

and cultivators) in the mid-1940s 
to about 160 million workers now. 
The mix of
 
workers has changed somewhat in that period: 
 at Independence, agricultural
 

laborers constituted only slightly more 
than a quarter of all workers in
 

agriculture; 
cultivators outnumbered agricultural laborers nearly three to one.
 



TABLE 6.5: 
 AREA PLANTED TO HYVs
 

YEAR TOTALHYV RCE HYV WHEAT HYV JOWAR HYV BAJRA HYV MAIZE HY' 
1966 
 1,886 
 888 
 191 
 59
1967 6,036 

541 
2071,785 
 2,942 603 
 419
1968 287
9,297 
 2,681 
 4,793 
 690 
 745
1969 11,413 388
4,342 
 4,910 
 555 1,155
1970 15,383 451


5,588 
 6,480 
 802 2,051
1971 18,173 7,412 462
 
7,861 
 688 1,775
1972 22,321 4378,168 10,177 868 2,5031973 26,038 605


9,981 11,027 
 1,155 3,003
1974 27,337 87211,208 11,194 1,312 2,5291975 1,09431,888 
 12,443 
 13,458 1,958 2,897
1976 1,132
33,560 
 13,337 14,522 2,370 2,268 1,0631977 38,930 16,122 15,803 3,140 2,6311978 40,134 16,882 1 234 
15,899 3,069 2,9381979 38,383 1 34615,991 15,027 3,052 2,9611980 43,039 1 35218,234 16,104 3,500 3,6001981 46,491 19,687 16,751 

1 601 
3,882 4,573 1.5981982 47,491 18,842 17,837 4,373 4,7131983 53,739 1 72621,736 19,387 5,283 5,4221984 54,140 1 91122,778 19,090 5,077 5,1681985 2,02755.422 23,374 19,175 6,082 4,992 1 7991986 54,038 23,480 19,019 4,945 4,675 1,919 



IADL 0.0: tMKILLIZER CONSUMPTION
 

TOTALYEkR N P205 K20 FERTILIZER 

1951 58.70 6.90 .0.00 65.601952 57.80 4.60 3.30 65.701953 89.30 8.30 7.50 105.101954 94.80 15.00 11.10 120.901955 107.50 13.00 10.30 130.801956 123.10 15.90 14.80 153.801957 149.00 21.90 12.80 183.701958 172.00 29.50 22.40 223.901959 229.30 53.90 21.30 304.501960 211.70 53.10 29.00 293.801961 249.80 60.50 28.00 338.30
1962 333.00 82.80 36.40 452.20.
19E3 376.10 116.50 50.60 543.201964 555.20 148.70 69.30 773.201965 574.80 132.50 77.30 784.601966 737.80 248.60 114.20 1100.601967 1034.60 334.80 169.60 1539.00
1968 1208.60 382.10 170.00 1760.701969 1356.00 416.00 210.00 1982.001970 1479.30 541.00 236.30 2256.601971 1798.00 558.20 300.60 2656.801972 1839.00 581.30 347.60 2767.901973 1829.00 649.70 359.80 2838.50
1974 1765.70 471.50 336.10 2573.301975 2148.60 466.80 278.30 2893.701976 2456.90 634.90 319.20 3411.00
1977 2913.00 866.60 506.20 4285.801978 3419.50 1106.90 591.50 5117.901979 3498.10 1150.90 606.40 5255.4019 0 3678.10 1213.60 623.90 5515.60
1 tI 4Ub8.70 1322.90 676.20 6067.801982 4242.50 1432.70 726.30 6401.50
1983 5204.40 1730.30 775.40 7710.101984 5486.10 1886.40 838.50 8211.001985 5815.40 2068.00 853.60 8737.001986 5796.00 2112.60 871.20 8779.80 



F1;IREr 6. J 

FERTILIZER USE PER HECTARE 
(tonnes of N+P+K)/GCA 
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The number of cultivators increased during the 1950s but their number is not
 

substantially different in the late 1980s from their number in the late 1950s:
 
nearly all of the increase 
in labor input into agriculture since 1960 has been
 

accounted for by a doubling of the number of agricultural laborers (see Table
 

6.7).
 

Draft power in most parts of India is available from two broad sources,
 

each of which is emblematic of an extreme of inputs into Indian agriculture.
 

The most important source 
of draft power at Independence was bullocks; 7 
they
 
are 
often taken to be a symbol of the "backwardness" of the culture and the
 
agriculture, and their numbers have increased by a scant one fifth since the
 
laze 1940s (while their factor shares 
in most states have fallen by thirty per
 
cent or more). The opposite extreme, 
a symbol of modernity and of the vigor of
 

agriculture in 
some regions of India, is the 
tractor. At Independence fewer
 
:-.an ten thousand tractors were 
in use throughout the nation; 
their numbers
 

have increased more than fifty-fold, exceeding 470,000 by 1980, and their
 
factor shares in most states have increased many times 8
over (see Table 6.7).
 

C. Productivity - Partial
 

The standard productivity index used for assessing agricultural crops
 

Plrformance 
is production per hectare or yield. 
This is a partial productivity
 

rreasure 
because it relates production to only one (albeit the key one) input,
 

!and. 
 Yield increases can be obtained by the utilization of more inputs such
 
as fertilizer and labor per hectares. 
Such increases 
can also reflect the use
 

of improved technology. For 
some crops, where it is known that little change
 

in fertilizer use or irrigation has taken place, yield changes are 
good
 

indicators of gains due 
to better technology, infrastructure or management.
 

Table 6.8 summarizes crop yield trends in India, and Figure 6.4 portrays
 

yield performance for the 
two major foodgrains, rice and wheat. 
 It is clear
 



.TABLE 6.7: POPULATION AND LIVESTOCK CENSUS
 

AGRICULTURAL
 
YEAR LABORERS CULTIVATORS TOTAL LABOR BULLOCKS TRACTORS 

51 27,500,000 69,600,000 97,300,000 58,512 9,00052 27,900,000 72,770,000 100,670,000 59,306 11,40053 28,300,000 
 75,740,000 104,040,000 60,099 13,80054 28,700,000 
 78,710,000 107,410,000 60,893 16,20055 29,100,000 81,6q0,000 110,780,000 61,686 18,600
56 29,500,000 84,650,000 114,150,000 62,480 21,00057 29,900,000 
 87,620,000 117,520,000 63,725 23,00058 30,300,000 90,590,000 120,890,000 64,970 25,00059 30,700.000 93,560,000 124,260,000 66,214 27,00060 31,100,000 96,530,000 127,630,000 67,459 29,00061 
 q 1,500,000 99,500,000 131,000,000 68,704 31,00062 j3,054,600 97,059,300 130,114,000 68,798 35,40063 34,609,200 
 94,618,600 129,228,000 68,893 39,80064 36,163,800 92,177,900 
 128,342,000 68,987 44,20065 37,718,400 89,737,200 127,456,000 69,082 48,60066 39,273,000 
 87,296,500 126,570,000 69,176 53,00067 40,827,600 84,855,800 125,684,000 69,409 69,00068 42,382,200 82,415,100 124,798,000 69,642 85,50069 43,936,800 79,974,400 123,912,000 69,875 103,12570 45,491,400 77,533,700 123,026,000 70,108 117,00071 47,046,000 75,093,000 122,140,000 70,341 135,00072 47,891,400 
73 

76,836,000 124,728,300 70,574 156,00048,736,800 78,579,000 127,316,600 70,707 180,00074 49,582,200 80,322,000 129,904,900 70,840 208,00075 50,427,600 
76 

82,065,000 132,493,200 70,974 242,000
51,273,000 83,808,000 
 135,081,500 71,107 279,00077 52,118,400 85,551,000 137,669,800 71,240 314,00078 52,963,800 87,294,000 140,258,100 71,507 367,00079 53,809,200 89,037,000 142,846,400 71,774 404,950
80 54,654,600 
 90,780,000 145,434,700 72,040 442,900 
o ,bU0,000 92,523,000 148,023,000 72,307 480,85082 56,345,400 94,266,000 150,611,300 72,574 518,80083 57,190,800 96,009,000 153,199,600 72,841 559,760
84 58,036,200 97,752,000 155,787,900 73,108 598,31285 58,881,600 99,495,000 158,376,200 73,374 636,984
86 59,727,000 101,238,000 160,964,500 73,641 675,801 



TABLE 6.8: 
 CROP YIELDS
 

=Aq RICE JOWAR BAJRA MAIZE WEAT BARLEY PAG MILLETS Ce-ALS GM TUR PULSESPULSES tl). 

'9"G 8 60 3 50 3.20 6 80 5.00 8.60 7.20 4.70 6.00 5.30 4.20 3.001947 8 3 4 10 3.40 7.20 6.70 B.70 7,101948 7.8o 3.40 4.70 6.40 5,80 4.70 3.303 00 6.20 6.30 7.20 6.90 3.90 5.80 5.60 4.90 3.501943 7 70 3 80 3.10 6.30 6.50 7.10 7.00 4.20 5.901950 6 70 4.50 4.50 3.503 50 2.90 5 50 6 60 7.60 6.50 3.801951 7 5.40 4.60 7.90 3.3014 3 81 2.46 6.27 6.53 7.50 6.00 4.00 5.571952 4.96 7.50 3.40 4 487.64 4 20 2.96 7.96 7.63 9.00 6.00 5 3E 
3.80 6.08 5.80 7.101953 9.02 4 55 3 3.20 4.63 5 s c73 7 85 7.50 8.40 8.00 4.40 6.781954 6.06 7.70 3.40 4.898 20 5 27 3.10 7.94 8.03 8.70 6 407.20 4.40 6.64 6.08
1955 8 74 3 87 3 02 7 

7.20 3,50 5.00 6 2104 7.08 8.20 8.00 3.90195E 6.39 5.04 8.10 3.408 00 4 51 4 762.55 8.19 6.95 8.10 6 C57.90 3.901957 6.64 6.44 8.70 2.90 4 957 90 4.99 3.24 7.72 6.82 8.10 7.40 6 2?3.60 6.30 6.38 8.701952 9 30 5.03 3 2.90 4.24 5 2,?3 8.12 7.89 8.10 7.70 4.20 7.071959 9 37 6.97 6.90 3.80 5 414 84 3.27 9.78 7.72 8.00 7.70 3.90 7.13 
6 72 

1950 10 13 5.33 5.44 7.00 3.70 4.752.86 9.26 8.51 8.80 7.30 3.80 6 E2
7.53 6.74 8.50 3.701961 10 2e 5.39 7 104 40 3.23 9.57 8.90 9.50 7.90 4.10 7.63 6.09 5.70 3.80196F2 4.859 31 5 29 3.61 9.92 7.93 8.00 8.20 

7 05 
196? 4.00 7.33 4.83 610 34 5 01 3 49 9.95 50 3.60 4.75 6 807.30 7.30 8 20 4,40 7.57 4.81 5.60 3.401964 4.16 6 971C 78 5 36 3.83 10.10 9.'3 9.20 7.90 4.30 8.16 6.51 7.70 3.80 5.201965 8 E2 7 574.29 3.14 10.05 8.27 9.00 4 90 3.40 6.75 5.271955 e 3 5 11 6.80 3.30 4.383 65 961 8.87 E 2:

7.07 4.5319C7 3 77I122 5 45 6 444 05 11.23 11.03 8.40 7.2119C8 5 3410 76 5 28 7 F33.16 9.97 11.69 8.43 6.071959 10 73 4 90 7 815 22 4.26 9.68 12.09 8.65 7.151970 11 ^2 4 66 5 316 22 12.79 1307 10 90 8 058 72 4 20 9.49 6.631971 11 41 4 60 7.10 3.90 5 24 8 724.32 9 00 13.80 10.50 9 11 9.36 6.42 7.181972 10 70 5 01 8 584 49 3 33 10.94 12.71 9.71 8.86 6.5119"2 115 5 44 
8.26 7.95 4 74 8 1I5 40 9 65 11.72 8.95 8 78 9.18 5.28
197'. 10 45 5.32 4 276 43 290 9 48 13.88 10.87 8 278 67 9.07 5.70 7.25197: 1Z 4 5525 5 91 4.96 12.03 14.10 11 40 10 60 

8 24
4.10 10.41 7.07 7.901076 1? .5 3.80 5 336 67 5 44 10 60 13.87 10 46 9 448 19 9.85 6.80 6.721977 13 9 7 39 4 26 4 94 e9410.51 14.80 11.55 11.02 
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that 
Indian agriculture has enjoyed major gains in yield performance in most
 
crops. Wheat yields have grown most. 
Figure 6.4 illustrates this yield
 
performance well for the 
two major cereals. it shows that from 1955 to 


yields of both rice and wheat increased slowly. 
The early Green Revolution
 

period, 1967-71, 
shows major gains for wheat. After 1975 or so 
further
 

substantial gains have been realized for both wheat and rice, but wheat yields
 

have risen faster. Few countries in the world have been able 
to realize this
 
rate of yield increase for wheat or any other crop since 1964.
 

The yield story for the pulses, on the other hand, is less bright.
 
Virtually no increases in yields for pulses have been realized since 1959 or
 

SO.
 

Table 6.9 reports a simple growth accounting exercise in which growth
 
rates in production, area, and yield are estimated utilizing district data for
 
10 states 
for three sub-periods and for the entire 1956-83 period. 
These
 

growth rates 
are estimated as 
the parameter b in the following regression:
 

in(x) 
- a + b YEAR x cYEARRAIN + d JUNERAIN + e JUAURAIN 
 (6.1)
 

+ State Dummy Variables
 

where 
x is area, yield or production, YEARRAIN is total rainfall for the crop
 
year, JUNERAIN is 
total rainfall for June, JUAURAIN is 
total rainfall for July
 

ano August.
 

This procedure attempts 
to correct for some of the weather effects 
in the
 
data by using the rainfall data. 
 Districts with minor production of the crop
 
were 
excluded from the regressions. 
 Total production growth can be accounted
 

for by 
area growth plus yield growth. The proportion accounted for by yield
 

growth has generally increased over time. 
 It is of interest to note that
 

productivity growth rates for the early Green Revolution period, 1963-73, 
are
 
exceptionally high only for wheat. 
Note that area growth in this Lable
 



Table 6.9: 
 Estimated Trends in Area, Production and Yield
For Major Crops in India: Selected Periods
 
Period R ,.e Wheat Jowar Bara aize Sugar Co.:-1n es 

change in area 
change in yieldScha ngPein 

.0423 

.0204 
-.0070 
.0210 

-.0164 
.0116 

-.0502 
.0313 

.0315 

.0528 
.0301 
.0211 

- .0176 
.0111 

-.0201 
0023 

production .0626 .0141 -.0047 -.0189 .0843 .0512 .0035 
0 

-.022 
. 

change in area 
% change in yield 

.0115 

.0233 
.0305 
.0506 

-.0079 
.0124 

.0194 

.0118 
.0338 

-.0030 
.0022 
.0319 

.0002 

.0210 
-

.0199 
production .0348 .0811 .0044 .0312 .0308 .0341 .0212 .0112 

change in area 
1 change in yieldchange in"•""-

.0120 

.0253 
.0296 
.0101 

-.0027 
.0149 

-.0308 
.0158 

.0066 

.0299 
-.0043 
-.0148 

-.0193 
.0209 

.02!48 
-.0191 

production .0373 .0397 .0121 -.0150 .0365 -.0190 .0016 
0 9 

.0058 

change in area 
% change in yieldchanr-e in"".. 

.0146 

.0172 
.0208 
.0281 

-.0108 
.0166 

-.0026 
.0158 

.0190 

.0115 
.0143 
.0158 

-.0036 
.0189 

.0044 

.0011 
production .0318 .0489 .0058 .0132 .0306 .0301 .0153 .0055 

% attributed to 
yiel1d 

1983 Share GCA 

54 

.153 

57 

.153 

86 

.117 

119 

.085 

38 

.030 

52 

.018 

123 

.061 

20 

.107 
1093 percent Hw .591 .768 .317 .447 .223 na na na 

0"
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FIGURE 6.4 

RICE AND WHEAT YIELD 1946-47 through 1985-8E 
(quintals per hectare) 
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includes growth in multiple cropping. 
Even with multiple cropping growth
 
included in the area growth these data show that yield increases have dominated
 
production growth in all commodities except the pulses. 
 For the two major
 
foodgrains, rice and wheat, they account for 54 and 57 percent of total
 
production growth. 
Jowar and bajra area has declined. (This is also the 
case
 
for cotton.) It is relevant to point out that area 
itself responds to the
 
availability of new technology, and this responsiveness limits the relevance of
 

this type of productivity accounting.
 

Table 6.10 reports these yield trends by state and crop for the entire
 
period. 
It shows that the Punjab recorded the highest yield trends in three of
 
the five of the major food grains; rice, jowar and bajra. 
 These yield trends
 
are not very meaningful for states where production shares of the commodities
 
are low. The reader should interpret these with this in mind. 
 It is easier
 
for 
a state to raise average yields for crops with relatively low levels of
 

production.
 

D. Productivity - Total
 

The Total Factor Productivity Index is a more general measure of
 
productivity. 
The methodology for the construction of this measure is set
 
forth in the introduction to Section II of this volume. 
The Appendix to this
 
chapter provides details on the measurement of outputs and inputs at 
the
 
district level for 227 distri ts 
in 10 states 
(see Figure 6.5 for the location
 
of the states). A Fisher's Chained Index number for crop outputs and for crop
 
inputs was constructed for each district. 
 (The Fisher's Chained Index is a
 
"superlative" index number (Diewert, 1925) and approximates the Divisia Index.)
 
Five major crops (rice, wheat, jowar, bajra, and maize) and ten minor crops
 
were included in the output index. 
Farm harvest prices were used to aggregate
 
outpuLs. 
 Input data covered land, irrigation, labor, animal labor, tractors,
 



Table 6.10: Estimated Trends in Yields by Major Crop: by State
 
Indian Agriculture 1956-83
 

State Rice Wheat Jowar M Sugar Cot tD 

A.:'DHRA PRADESH .0206 .0460 .0079 .0086 .0399 -.0096 .0515 0F11 

HARYANA .0265 .0312 .0183 .0216 -.0148 .0112 .0058 0092? 
MADHYA PRADESH -.00009 .0238 .0029 -.00006 .0084 .0016 -.0051 0027 
1tHARASHTPRA .0259 -.0182 .0172 .0195 .0600 .0323 .0137 .0145 
Y'%PI:ATA}'A .0271 .0619 .0445 .0285 .0732 .0080 -.0181 .015, 
PUNJAB .0537 .0445 .0520 .0501 .0123 .0283 -.0035 -.0052 
TAJIIL NADU .0133 na .0073 .0227 .0116 .0161 .0293 .0041 
L'TTAR PRADESH .0163 .0313 .0096 .0086 -.0051 .0143 0i35 0018 
CI'JARAT .0192 .0552 .0333 .0394 .0106 .0024 .0311 -.0144 
P.2.ASTHAN .0118 .0217 .0156 .0021 -.0059 .0686 .0152 - 0002 
TE'; STATES .0172 .0281 .0166 .0158 .0115 .0158 .0189 .0011 
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and fertilizer. 
Farm rental prices 
were used to aggregate inputs.
 

Table 6.11 reports the 
mean values of the production, input and total
 

factor productivity (production/inputs x 100) indexes by year for the 10
 

states. 
Table 6.12 reports estimated rates of change in the TFP index by state
 

for selected periods. 
 (These trends were estimated in the same way that the
 

yield trends were estimated.) 
 Table 6.11 shows that TFP has grown at a steady
 

rate over 
time with significant weather variations; 
no growth occurred in the
 

drought years 1965, 1966 and 1979. 
 The variation in the index is clearly in
 
production or output. 
 Input levels change relatively slowly and smoothly over
 

tim.e.
 

Rates of change by state 
(see Table 6.12) clearly show the Punjab to be
 
the leading state with Haryana second. 
The TFP growth rate of these two states
 

(note that both had extraordinary growth rates 
in the Green Revolution period,
 

1963-73) in excess 
of 2.5 percent rank high by world standards. (Only a few
 

U.S. states have performed this well over 
the same period. Average TFP growth
 

in U.S. agriculture is slightly below 2 percent for this period [Evenson
 

1989".)
 

Gujarat and Rajasthan produced modest rates of TFP growth (1.5-2.0
 

percent). 
 Uttar Pradesh, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh experienced low rates of
 

7? &,UUh (1.0 
- 1.4 percent). Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu and Madyha Pradesh
 

recorded poor growth a, less than one percent per year.
 

II. Productivity Decomposition: 
Methods and Specificity
 

A subs-tantial body of studies utilizing statistical methods to infer
 

causation from program investments to productivity change have been undertaken.
 

Typically statistical methods are used when no direct measures of inventions
 

adopted or of the invention-productivity link are available. 
They rely on
 
estimating the link, not between inventions (research output) and productivity,
 



Table 6.11: 
 Annual Crop Production, Crop Inputs

and Total Factor Productivity: 
 Indian Agriculture
 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

1960 

1961 

1?2 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

19.'2 

1973 

197 

1975 

19-6 

1977 

198 

1979 

1? 
191 

]82 

1983 


Production 


100 

95 


116 

112 

119 

128 

122 

119 

141 

112 

116 

141 

130 

148 

174 

168 

145 

173 

159 

199 

181 

208 

212 

170 

200 

221 

221 

253 


I-naut 


100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

107 

108 

110 

ill 

114 

116 

119 

122 

125 

127 

128 

130 

130 

132 

134 

136 

142 

146 

151 

157 

163 

169 


Total Factor Productivit
 

100
 
95
 

114
 
109
 
116
 
122
 
115
 
111
 
128
 
102
 
102
 
122
 
ill
 
123
 
142
 
135
 
115
 
135
 
124
 
153
 
138
 
155
 
153
 
118
 
136
 
145
 
140
 
156
 



Table 6.12: 
 Estimated Rates of Change in TFP by State
 

STATE 1956-6 

A.:DHRA PRADESH .0161 
K-PYANA (.0072).0263 

MADHYA PRADESH (.0106).0119 

(.0066).0108 

V2ATAK (.0069).0330 

FLNJAB (.0065).0231 

TAMIL NADU (.0066).0266 

UTTAR FRADESH (.0068).0212 

GUJUPAT (.0041).0556 

P-JAST (.0108)-.0062 

(.0129) 

12.3-73 


.0138 


(.0055)
.0555) 


(.0087)
.0108 


(.0049)

-.0252 


(.0061)
.0141 


(.0077)
.0419 


(.0062)
.0328 


(.0074)
.0151 


(.0031)
.0166 


(.0091)
.0484 


(.0111) 


3 


.0029 

(.0066)

.0094 


(.0138)

.0104 


(.0048)

.0045 


(.0066)

-.0037 


(.0078)

.0157 


(.0065)
-.0028 


(.0117)
.0284 


(.0076)

.0163 


(.0093)

-.0162 


(.0088) 


1956-83
 

.0112
 
(.0014)

.0268
 

(.0025)

.0034
 

(.0011)
 
.0091
 

(.0016)
 
.0126
 

(.0017)

.0320
 

(.0013)

.0042
 

(.0023)

.0133
 

(.0008)

.0179
 

(.0021)

.0162
 

(.0023)
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but between investments (i.e., 
inputs) in research, extension, and schooling
 

and productivity. Statistical analysis requires variables measured for 
a unit
 

of observation. 
The unit may be a farm or an aggregate of farms. Production,
 

prices and factors of production must be measured for each observation. 
This
 
is usually straightforward. 
The key problems of statistical productivity
 

analysis are the measurement of research, extension and related investment
 

variables for the unit of observations. 
 This requires attention to:
 

1) Functional form questions;
 

2) Simultaneity of investment and productivity changes;
 

3) Time-shapes, i.e., 
the timing between investment and productivity
 

Impact;
 

4) Spatial relationships between the location of the investment and the
 

locaticn of production in the unit of observation;
 

5) Deflatots.
 

The general TFP decomposition specification relates TFP to 
the following
 

variables: 
 human capital (schooling of farmers, public sector extension);
 

technology (public research, private sector research, public sector extension);
 
and infrastructure (geo-climate factors, weather variables, government policy).
 

A. 	Functional Form Issues
 

Three decisions are 
required in this regard for TFP decomposition. 
The
 
first is whether the dependent variable should be in the form of an annual rate
 
of change or 
in the form of of a cumulated rate of change from a base period.
 

The second is whether the base should reflect cross-section variation in
 
productivity or efficiency. 
The 	third 
concerns the actual specification, i.e.,
 

logarithmic, quadratic, etc. 
 The determination of the specification of the
 
dependent variable will, of course, influence the specification of the
 

independent variables.
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On the first question there is 
a strong argument for the cumulative
 

specification based on error cancellation. 
 Suppose that weather errors are
 

affecting productivity measures. 
The annual rate of change measure for t-l to
 

t incorporates two errors. 
The first is due to weather in period t. 
The
 

second is due 
to the previous period's weather. The cumulated index has only
 

the current error term.
 

Let Mt be measured TFP in t, Pt be true TFP and et be the weather error.
 

Then the annual rates of change are:
 

Mt+l'Mt - Pt+l-Pt+et+l + et 
 (6.2)
 

Mt+2-Mt+l - Pt+2-Pt+l+et+2.et+l
 

Mt+3-Mt+2 - Pt+3-Pt+2.et+3-et+2
 

Mt+n-Mtn.I - Pt-n-Pt+n-l+et+n.et+n.l
 

The cumulated index thus includes only the current error term
 

Mt+n'Mt - Pt+n'Pt+et+n (6.3)
 

There are actually two 
grounds for preferring the cumulative index. 
 The
 

error to noise ratio is 
lower (as noted above) and the specification of weathe1
 
variables is simpler. 
One has only to specify a current period weather
 

variable(s).
 

The second issue is 
more problematic. 
 In the previous section, efficiency
 

indexes or TFP indexes were 
reported for districts. 
These indexes are all
 

expressed relative to the base year in each district. 
 It is possible to
 

construct such indexes relative to a state or national average base. 
 If all
 

outputs and inputs were measured in constant gualiy units this would be a true
 

cross-section index. Unfortunately, it is difficult to make the case for such
 

measures,and such measures will not be attempted for India.
 

The issue of the appropriate functional form is not one where a strong
 

appeal 
to an underlying model can be made for the TFP decomposition
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specification. 
 (However, for meta-function studies, there are 
strong model
 
implications for the functional form. 
 See Chapter 9.) 
 The public and private
 
investments in research and extension are 
the result of complex political
 

de-isions and investment analysis. 
There is little reason to 
suppose that a
 

maximizing process is 
taking place 
to such an extent that standard cross

equation and related restrictions should be imposed on the estimates.
 

The fact that the TFP measure is a dimension free measure, however, has
 

irnplications for the deflator used for research, to be discussed below.
 

B. 
Simultaneity Between Investments and Productivity.
 

Simultaneity in economic models occurs when the independent variables in 
a
 
regression are 
not exogenous 
in the model. 
 If research investment, for
 

example, was made in response to productivity change the causality between
 
research investment and productivity change would be confounded. 
Two factors
 
are relevant 
to question of simultaneity in TFP decomr-osition. 
 The first is
 
that different "actors" are 
producing the TFP and the investment data. Farmer
 

ac:ions produce the TFP data. 
 individual farms have no 
control over the
 
investments in research, etc. 
 (They do control their own investments in
 

experimentations and information purchase, but these variables 
are not
 

considered in this study.) 
 This does not mean that the public sector
 
'.z ,not respond to productivity change. 
 (See Otsuka, 1979 tor 
an
 

ana'vsis.)
 

Perhaps more importantly, there is 
a substantial time lag between the
 

relevant investnents and productivity change. 
 In the case of research
 

investment this may be ten years 
or longer. Given this time lag, 
a
 

recursiveness argument can be made. 
Even if research investment is responding
 

to productivity change this response is 
for current investment. However, it 
is
 
past investment that is affecting current productivity change. 
A recursiveness
 

'0)
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argument is relied on 
in this chapter as the basis for inferring causaliry
 

between investment and productivity.
 

C. 	Timing
 

Most of the variables affecting TFP do 
so with a time lag that is
 
typically "distributed" over time with different time weights. 
These time
 

weights will depend on the variable and on the form of the TFP measure.
 

A research project may begin at time t. 
If it is directed toward the
 
invention of new technology and is successful, new technology will be developed
 
in one or more periods later than t. 
The technology then requires testing,
 
further modification and release to farmers. 
 Farmers will then experiment with
 
the 
new technology and fit it into their production activities. There may then
 
be 
a further period of learning by farmers before the full impact of the
 
research investment will be realized. 
Some research projects are unsuccessful.
 

Some produce new technology, but also produce new intellectual capital that
 
enhances further research projects. Some are not designed to produce
 

technology per se, but have pre-technology science objectives.
 

Furthermore, technology once adopted by farmers may experience a real
 
depreciation in value or TFP impact. 
 This stems from two sources. The first,
 
and probably most important in agriculture, is through real deterioration from
 

...pests and pathogens. This is 
a common problem with new crop
 
varieties and to some extent with animal improvements as well. The second is
 
through replacements with incomplete acklitivity. 
 New inventions are
 

continuously replacing older inventions because the new inventions are
 
superior. 
 In some cases they build upon or add to the older invention. In
 

these cases 
the TFP impact of the older replaced invention does not
 

deteriorate, but is an actual part of the new invention. 
However, this
 

additivity may not be complete. 
The 	new invention may have emerged from a
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different technology core 
 or sequence of inventions. 
 In this case it will not
 

contain the full effect of the replaced invention.
 

From the perspective of specifying a research variable to be associated
 

with TFP change in 
a given time period one must look backward in time and
 
include the research investment or activities that are effectively contained in
 
the TFP index. 
 If the TFP index is 
in the form of an annual change this 
can
 

include negative weights.
 

In this sti-dy 
:ive alternative time weights were constructed. Minimum
 
mean square error criteria were used to -nimate the optimal weights. 
 The
 
segment a is 
the years of rising weights, b the years of constant weights, and 
c the years of declining weights. The mean square 
error test called for set 5
 

as the best.
 

Set a 
 b c 

1 3 3 3 
2 3 3 63 3 6 64 6 6 6 
5 9 9 9 

Extension programs also have 
a time lag, but it differs considerably from
 
the research lag. 
 Extension programs have direct and relatively quick impacts
 
because of direct contact with farmers. 
 Because of an education and learning
 

process, these impacts will have a rising component over time. 
 They will also
 
have a falling coiiponent because there are 
good substitutes for public
 
extension programs. 
Markets supply information to farmers; private firms also
 
supply information. 
Much of the public extension effect is 
to enable the
 

processing and conversion of technical and price information into managerial
 
decision-making to occur earlier and more effectively. 
Alternative sources of
 
information are of the replacement with incomplete additivity type. 
 Hence,
 
much, perhaps most, of the extension impacts deteriorate within a relatively
 

short period.
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Given the burden of estimation of other parameters in this study the
 
extension time weights were not estimated. 
Instead they were imposed to 
last
 
only 3 periods with time weights of .5, .25 and .25. 
 Literacy impacts 
were
 

specified to be permanent.
 

D. Spatial-Geo-climate Dimensions 
 (Spill-in of Technology)
 

Since the unit of observation is productivity in a specific 
time period,
 
for this study research, extension and other variables must be matched with the
 
unit of observation. 
For some variables it may be argued that there is no
 
appreciable spatial issue, because the variable is closely associated with farm
 
producers. This is 
the case 
for schooling and also for extension, but not 
for
 

research.
 

if one 
could actually measure technology in use by farmers directly, one
 
could possibly trace it 
to its origins. 
 For example, technology in use in a
 
given state may have originated (i.e., 
been invented) in another state 
or even
 
in another country. If so, it 
can be said to have spilled-in to the state in
 
question and spilled-out of the origin state. 
 Using this spill-in and
 
spill-out information, one 
could attribute the value of technology to 
its
 

originating institution.
 

Some technology spills far and wide. 
 For example, a chemical herbicide
 
may be 
more valuable than the next best alternative in every Indian state. 
 In
 
economic terms 
it is the best technology in a broad range of locations. 
 If all
 
agricultural technology had this characteristic one would specify a single
 
national (or international) research stock utilizing the time shape weights
 
noted above. 
 But most agricultural technology does not spill far and wide.
 
Spilling is inhibited by soil, climate, and even economic factors. 
The
 
biological performance of a variety of corn, for example, is inhibited by
 

changes in day length and length of growing season.
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As crop and animal husbandry priorities were developed, husbandry
 

selection modified many crop and animal species through selection for
 

economically valuable characteristics. Considerable improvement in economic
 

species occurred over 
the centuries prior to the modern agricultural research
 

period. 
Some of the natural inhibitors were 
reduced in scope and importance so
 
that economic species exhibited much less fine tailoring to small niches than
 
non-economic species. Nonetheless, the basic pattern of tailoring through
 

locaLicn specific husbandry selection was maintained.
 

With the advent of modern plant breeding and research practices, further
 

selection to reduce inhibiting effects has taken place (e.g., 
modern
 

high-yielding rice varieties in Asia have been selected for lower photoperiod
 

sensitivity). 
 At the same 
time, the existence of inhibitions (sometimes
 

referred to as geno-type-environment intervention (see Herdt, Kauffman,
 

et al.)) has become 
a central feature of the organization and design of
 
agricultural research systems (Englander, 1987). 
 In the Indian system this
 

principle, which can be 
thought of as 
a factor on the supply side of research,
 

has combined with demand factors to encourage the development of state stations
 

and branch or sub-sLacions.
 

Of course, some technology spills in directly from one state to another.
 

This is particularly true for agrochemical technology. 
Were it the case,
 

however, that all technology spilled broadly hcross soil and climate
 

inhibitors, only a few of the state programs would be productive. 
The
 

technology tailoring that states do engage in productively attests to limited
 

direct spill-in, but much of this activity can be thought of as 
indirect
 

spill-in.
 

The procedure used to deal with this problem was to define research
 
variables for the geo-climate regions portrayed in Figure 6.4. 
This was done
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by allocating public sector research on a commodity in a state to 
the regions
 
in the state based on 
the proportion of production in the region. 
 States were
 
summed across 
to obtain a research stock variable for the geo-climate region.
 
This variable was 
then assigned to each district in the geo-climate region.
 

These variables were not deflated for the PFP (partial productivity analysis)
 

reported below.
 

E. Commodity Spill-in and the Deflator for TFP Analysis
 

Since the TFP indexes to be analyzed are available only for aggregate crop
 
production, the matching research stock variables must also be aggregated over
 
crop research categories. In addition, since the TFP measures are measured in
 
rate of change or 
index number form, state research (and extension) stocks
 
should be consistent with this specification. 
This requires a deflator that
 
effectively deals with the size issue, i.e., 
that makes a small state
 

comparable to 
a large state and that also deals with geo-climate and aggregate
 

commodity heterogeneity.
 

Consider the case 
where a single commodity is being produced in a single
 
homogenous region with no 
spill-in. 
In this case a research stock should not
 
be deflated at all 
(as in the PFP analysis). 
 The form of the productivity
 

specification would depend on whether the dependent variable was measured as 
a
 
rate or cnange or as 
tn absolute quantity (e.g., output-inputs). It would not
 
matter, however, how large the homogenous region in question was.
 

Now suppose that the region is not homogeneous, but that there 
are
 
sub-regions in it and that there are two states each with a different number of
 
sub-regions. 
 Each state has a station that seeks 
to tailor technology to each
 
sub-region. How can a mraningful research stock variable be defined for the
 

two states?
 

Consider two extremes. 
One is that the sub-region characteristics do not
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inhibit technology spilling from one region to the other. 
 In this case the
 
sub-regions would not matter. 
At the other extreme, no significant spill-over
 

even 
indirectly takes place between sub-regions. 
 In this case each sub-region
 
would require a separate research program and the aggregate program research
 

stock could be defined as:
 

SiRi 

(6.4)
 

where Si is 
the share of production in the ith sub-region. This deflated
 

aggregate rr carch stock presupposes not only that no spill over between
 

sub-regions occurs, but that the system is optimally allocating research
 

between sub-regions in proportion to the size of the sub-regions.
 

Because the Indian regions are not homogeneous, each commodity stock was
 

deflated by the Gross Cropped Area in the 
state. This commodity variable can
 

then be expressed on 
a state or geo-climate region basis. 
 Aggregation over
 

crops used district share weights.
 

F. Specifications and Variable Means
 

The Appendix to this chapter provides a detailed discussion of all
 
variables. 
Table 6.13 reports a summary of means and a brief variable
 

description for the variables used in the PFP and TFP analysis.
 

III. Partial Factor Productivity Decomposition
 

iwo aiertnative specification for the partial productivity decomposition
 

an-ai,'is are presented. 
Table 6.14 summarizes the basic specification; Table
 
6.15 reports a slightly more complex specification in which interacti-'s
 

between the HYV variable and the IADP, public research, extension, private
 

research and irrigation variables are reported. 
HYV variables have been
 

incorporated in this analysis (and in the TFP analysis in the next section).
 

It 
should be noted that these variables capture the genetic improvement
 

component product of the research system, but do not capture other
 



'IIt)le ,;.13: Variablcm loffinitiorl-, ai Me1-i 

All
 
Varjable anc Definition india Wh~-ot Rice ,owar fira Mize
 

CXJrn4 - log of output

per unit input .1582 
 - _ 
LYIELDI - log of yield
indexed on 1956-58 
 - .3366 .1220 .0740 .1640 .1090
PHYV - Proportion of area
 
-lder high yielding vari
eties (weighted by crop
shares for All India) .1263 .2773 .1800 
 .0620 .1360 
 .1111LXRES5 - log of public
research expenditures in
 
geo-climate neighbors

with time weights
9, 9, and 9. 
 2.6369 8.9312* 8.3290* 
 3.7480* 4.2050* 
 14.8810*
LSRES5 - log of public 
research expezditures

in the state with time

wights 9, 9, and 9. 
 2.3981 
 8.4814* -

LDXr - log of extension 



expenditures per farm 
 .7431 
 .7464 .8180 
 .6660 .7560 
 .9680
LITEACY - pro-portion of
 
rural males who are
literate 
 .3085 .2988 
 .3170 .3020 .3080 
 .2870
NIAl - ratio of ret 
irrigated area to net croppe area 
 .2383 
 .2322 .2540 .2140 
 .2570 .2850
UORCH1  log of privateresearch expenditures 2.5289 2.6108 
 2.5690 2.5380 
 2.4220 2.7470
MKIS - rnmber of 
regulated markets inthe district 
 10.6607 
 10.9465 11.4410 
 10.5560 12.0470 
 11.0550
RADL - kilometers of 
surfaced roads 
(indexed on 1956-58
in all India data) 
 1.7357 1600.73 2119.57 2013.06 
 2141.19 1722.57
IADP - dunny = 1 if 
district was anIADP district 
 .0352 .0336 
 .0'10 .0270 
 .0150 .0190
 

*Not in log form 



Table 6.14: PFP Decomposition Estimates:
 
Simple Specification
 

Dependent Variable: 
 in Commodity Yield 
Index
 

Independent
variables Wheat* Rice Jowar Baira Maize 
Proportion HYV 

Public Research (GC) 

Extension Per Farm 

.3847 

(14.18) 
.0038 

(4.47) 
.0444 

.5493 

(17.34) 
.0398 

(6.99) 
.0631 

.5983 

(9.63) 
.0138 

(2.78) 
.0464 

.4416 

(9.87) 
.0125 

(2.96)
.1240 

.3791 

(6.1% 
.0222 

(8 63)
0326 

Literacy Ratea (3.54)
.4164 (4.51) 

-.1083 (2.79)
.0024 

(6.56) 
-.3398 

(1 1 

tIA/NCA 

Prjvate Research 

ar 1etsa' 

Roads 

1ADP (Dummy)• 

(5.10).1635 

(3.71)
.0324 

(3.80)
.0070 

(7.55) 
-.000113 

(21.89)
.0949 

(2.85) 

(1.32).2512 

(5.92) 
-.0112 

(1.27)
.0063 

(7.57) 
-.000005 

(1.24)
-.0359 

(1.07) 

(.02)-.1734 

(3.05)
.0281 

(2.54) 
-.0018 

(1.69) 
-.000014 

(2.86) 
-.0069 

(.15) 

(2.81)
.3182 

(5.34) 
-.0210 

(1.75)
.0093 

(7.87) 
-.000006 

(1.11)
.1106 

(1.68) 

( Q?) 
. 6 

(2 31) 
-.0578 
(4.32) 

0020 

(2.16) 
-,00005 

(6.16)
.07.7 

(1.43) 
=Cbs 4974 5450 5013 4035 3411 

R2 .3956 .2823 .1554 .1985 .2351 
F 129.54 88.92 38.25 41.38 43 37 

,For this regression the public research stock is 
the stock research stock
stock was The CCalso included with a coefficient of 
-.0105.
 



Table 6.15: 
 PFP Decomposition Estimates:
 
Complex Specification
 

Dependent Variable:
Independent Variables W 
in Commodity Yield Index
Rice 
 Jowar 
 Ba a 
 Maize
 

Proportion HYV 
 .3625 
 .5631 1.6408 
 .2845 
 -.5356
(4.10) 
 (4.43) (4.54) (1.33)
Public Research (GC) (2.62)
.0044 
 .0339 
 .0139 
 .0173 
 .0138
(4.87) (5.17)
Extension Per Farm (2.80) (3.80) (4.39)
.0238 
 .0828 .0569 
 .0748 
 .0161
Litaracy Rate (1.60).4054 (5.36) (3.28) 
 (3.57) (.65)
-.1492 
 .0301 
 -.3678 
 .0415
(4.95) (1.80)
N:IA/ CA (.28) (3.02) (.31)
.2842 
 .3037 
 -.2013 .3548 
 -.0464
(5.15) (6.31) 
 (3.41) (5.38)
Private Research (.76)
.0272 
 -.0139 .0297 -.0178 
 -.0550
 
larkets (3.13 (1.56) (2.69) (1.47)
.0071 (4.08)
.0067 
 -.0011 .0101 .0039

Roads 
 (7.59)
-.0001 (7.93) (1.03) (8.41)
-.000002 (2.74)
-.00001 
 -.00001 
 -.00005
 

(22.25)
(Dummy) (.53) (2.92) (1.81) (5.75)
.ADP
0101 
 -.0454 
 -.1334 .1261 .1258
 
(.24) (1.08)
IADP x Proportion HYV .2390 (2.67) (1.64) (2.17)
.0462 2.0124 
 -.0951 
 -.2554
(3.12)
Proportion HYV x -.0115 

(.49) (7.07) (.31) (1.26)
.0217 
 -.0568 
 -.0274
Public Research .0100
(3.34) (3.28) 
 (3.03) (2.77) 
 (2.69)
 
rroportion HYV 
 .0678
x -.1734 .1908
Extension .2578 -.0199
(2.24) (3.89) 
 (1.52) (3.78) 
 (.15)
 
Proportion HYV x 
 .0369 
 .0182 
 -.2175 .0022
Private Research .1950
(1.75) 
 (.69) (2.62) 
 (.04) (3.20)
 
Proportion HYV x 
 .3241 
 -.2038 
 .2162
NIA,'NCA -.2488 -.5930
(3.64) (1.81) (.62) 
 (1.12) (2.18)
 

= Ohs 4974 
 5450 
 5013 
 4035 
 3411
 

.3990
v-
.2863 .1679 
 .2065 .2497
 

F 
 109.41 
 74.97 
 34.67 
 35.94 
 38.80
 
"For this regression the public research stock is 
the state research stock.
The geo-climate stock was also included with a coefficient of -.0035.
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contributions of the public research system. 
The geo-cjimate and state
 
research variables then should be interpreted as capturing these additional
 

effects. 
 Note that these equations included intercepts, geo-climate and ICAR
 
dummies, time trend (YR and YR2) and weather variables (YEARRAIN, JUNERAIN and
 

JUAURAIN).
 

The basic estimates will be discussed in some detail by independent
 
variable and then the interaction in the second specification will be commented
 

on.
 

Proportion HYV: 
 The results for this variable are remarkably strong and
 
consistent. 
 HYVs explain an important part of yield growth in all 5 crops.
 
The marginal impact ranges from 
.38 for maize and wheat to 
.59 for jowar.
 

Public Research: 
 In spite of the fact that HYVs are highly significant,
 
public research app.ars to be contributing significant additional productivity
 
gains in all crops. 
 (The wheat :.vults aze probably not very reliable because
 
the GC research term had a negative sign.) 
 The impact is highest for rice,
 

next highest for corn.
 

Public Extension: 
 As with public research, the estimates show a
 
consistent extension impact on PFP in all crops. 
 They are weakestfor corn, but
 

taken together they indicate a strong extension impact.
 

Literacy: These results are less consistent and probably should be taken 

:o show little or no literacy effect on productivity. 

NIA/NCA: Irrigation effects are, as expected, strongest in rice and 
wheat, the irrigated crops. The negative impacts for jowar and maize could be
 
due to inducing farmers to produce these crops on lower quality land, i.e.,
 

they irrigated their best land and convert it to wheat or rice.
 

Private Research: 
 The results for this variable do not show consistency.
 

Markets: Somewhat surprisingly, this variable does show a consistent
 

j t 
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positive impact on crop productivity.
 

Roads: 
 This variable is not showing consistent effects. Measurement of
 
real road infrastructure is difficult because of the effects of terrain,
 

mountains, lakes, etc. 
 This measure is probably quite poor.
 

IADP: The Integrated Area Development Program was implemented in selected
 

districts (one in each state) 
in 1960 and provided significant additional
 

extension and credit resources 
to farmers. 
 There is weak evidence that it had
 

a long run effect on yields of wheat, bajra and maize.
 

Table 6.14 reports the interactions in the more complex specification.
 

There are 
several salient points from this extension. IADP-HYV interactions
 

are positive for rice, wheat and jowar, but do not indicate that IADP programs
 

had 	a large impact on HYV effects. Public research 
- HYV interactions are
 
positive for rice and maize indicating complementarity between research
 

activities and HYs. 
For wheat, the high impact content of HYVs can be seen as
 

a substitute for Indian research. 
Extension-HYV interactions are mixed. 
 On
 

balance they suggest that the production of HYVs may substitute for extension
 

programs. 
 Private research-HYV interactions are also mixed, though positive
 

for wheat, bajra and maize indicating a concentration in these crops of private
 

input supplying firms. Irrigation-HYV interactions, contrary to popular
 

Ur lvi, are generally negative. 
An increase in irrigated area appears to
 

stimulate a larger yield increase for non-HYV regions than for HYV areas.
 

IV. 	Total Factor Productivity Decomposition
 

TFP decomposition entails aggregation across commodities. 
 It provides a
 

fuller test of the effectiveness of research and related programs. 
Table 6.16
 

reports the results of the basic and interaction forms of the TFP decomposition
 

specification for the 10 Indian States. 
 The only difference between this
 

specification and the PFP specification, other than the form of the dependent
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variable, is the 
inclusion of both geo-climate and state public research
 
variables. 
Since this is with a more aggregate measure of productivity it is
 
reasonable to suppose that a district will beneit both from its state's
 
research program and from spill-in from similar geo-climate research in other
 
states. 
 A little more insight into the IADP effects is obtained in the
 

interactive specification by interacting the rvads and markets variable with
 

the IADP dummies.
 

The estimate for the TFP decomposition analysis by and large confirm and
 
strengthen those for the PFP analysis. 
HYV (weighted by crop shares) impacts
 

are large. The coefficient for TFP (.3359) 
is lower than in the PFP
 

regression, as 
expected, but is nonetheless large and important. 
 The MV
 

interactions are positive with public research and weakly positive with
 

irrigation.
 

Public research impacts are 
large. Districts benefit both from their own
 
state's research and from spill-in from similar geo-climate regions. 
 Public
 
research produces most of the HVs in Indian agriculture9 .
 Public research
 
complements HYV production. 
Public extension programs have 
a large impact on
 

TFP. They do nct complement HYVs.
 

Literacy has little direct impact on TFP. 
 (It does, however, have an
 

inducement effect; 
see Chapter 10.)
 

Irrigation contributes to TFP growth over and above the normal attribution
 
inherent in the construction of TFP indexes 
 (see the Appendix). Only a small
 

part of this is due to complementarity with HYVs.
 

Private sector R&D in chemicals and farm machinery produced TFP increases
 
in agriculture. 
 These are a type of spill-over benefit that occurs because
 
private firms capture only a small part of the "real" value of improved
 

products in the form of higher prices to farmers.
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Markets enhance TFP growth. 
Roads do not enhance TFP growth except in
 
IADP districts. 
 (It is possible that this variable may nor be measuring what
 

it was expected to.)
 

Table 6.16 also reports the basic specification for five northern and five
 

southern states. These comparative results show the following. 
HYV impacts
 

are slightly higher in the South. 
Public research effects are primarily from
 
state research in the North. 
More spill-in occurs 
in the South. Overall the
 

impact is similar. Extension has a high impact in both regions. 
 Private R&D
 

is important in the South, not in the North. 
Irrigation is more 
important in
 
the North than in the South, while market!% are more important in the South.
 

Overall these results 
are consistent with the PFP results. 
 They are also
 
consistent with and stronger than earlier estimates by Jha and Evenson, 1974.
 

V. 	Investment Implications
 

The positive estimates of PFP and TFP for public research, extension,
 
private research and markets indicate that these programs produce benefits.
 

The estimated magnitude and timing of these benefits can be compared with the
 

program costs to 
obtain a return to investment measure.
 

Consider first public sector research. 
This research has produced both
 

H'i\'s 
and non-HYV research findings. 
 Some of the HYV component is attributed to
 
imports. 
 The value of the HYV contribution is huge. 
 By 1983-4, the final year
 
included in 
the data set, the percentage of HYVs had risen to approximately 40
 

percent of GCA. 
 The added production stream because of this HYV development
 

was .4 x 
.336 	or 13.4 percent of production. Even one-half of this 
income
 

stream alone is 
more than enough to justify all public sector research
 

expenditure in India.
 

In addition, zhe research variable elasticity can be converted to a
 
marginal product, and this can be converted to an internal rate of return. 
The
 



Table 6.16: TFP Decomposition Estimates
 

Dependent Variable: 
 In Output Per UnitInput
 

North India 
 South India
 
Simple 
 Simple


Spcification 
-Specification
 

.2624 
 .3364
 
(4.47) 
 (6.29)
 
-.00068 
 .0002
 

(.03) (2.07)

.1073 
 .05F9
 

(6.18) 
 (4.17

.1210 
 .042
 

(7.80) 
 (7.12)

.7323 
 -.4511
 

(7.51) (5.90)
.2859 
 .1839
 

(6.44) (3.16)
-.0095 
 .0483
 
(1.01) 
 (6.44)

-.00i0 
 .0051
 

(.99) (6.71)
-.0049 
 -.0046
 
(.40) (1.74)
-.0778 
 .1442
 
(2.26) 
 (4.16)
 

2992 
 3332
 

.2939 .1871
 

61.83 
 38.11
 

All India 

Simple


Variables1ndependent
Specification 


Weighted Proportion HYV 


Public Research (GC) 


Public Research (State) 


Extension per Farm 


Literacy Rate 


NIA/NCA 


Private Research 


Roads 


IADP (Dumy) 


IADP x Proportion HYV 


IADP x Markets 


IADP x Roads 


Proportion H1. x Public 

Research (GC) 


Proportion HYV 

Extension 

Private Research 


Proportion HYV 
x 


NIA/NCA 

Obs 


R2 


F 


.3359 


(8.38) 

.0412 


(2.70) 

.0557 


(5.21) 

.1233 


(12.95) 

-.0028 


(.05)
.2782 


(8.44)
.0288 


(4.92)
.0033 


(5.39)
R.0082 


(V 7.)
.0204 


(.86) 


6324 


.2562 


86.75 


All India 

Complex 


Specification 


-.1510 


(.8C) 

.0332 


Z(2.05) 

.0579 


(5.35)

.1232 


(11.75) 

.0177 


(.30)
.2410 


(6.26)
.0306 


(5.14)
.0029 


(4.68)
-.0076 


(2.87)
-.0768 


(1.73) 

-.2182
 

(1.49)
.0044
 

(1.30)
.00003
 

(2.99)
 
(2.48) 

-.0011
 
-).02) 

-.

-(.14)
 
.x0037
 

.1932
 

(1.66)
 

6324 


.2589 


68.69 
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marginal product of public research (Table 6.17 ) is evaluated at mean levels.
 
Given the time weights uted, this implies a marginal internal rate of return of
 
65 percent based only on 
the non-HYV research contribution. The contribution
 
of HY%s has been larger than the non-HYV contribution since 1970. Attributing
 

half to Indian research would raise the internal rate of return to Indian
 

research 
to above 100 percent.
 

The return to extension is also high. 
The marginal product of 1 Rs. 
of
 
extra spending is approximately 12, implying an 
internal rate of return in
 
excess of 100 percent. 
The returns to m;nrket development are also high.
 

Finally, it may be noted that private sector R&D spill-overs are large.
 

Even though private firms capture a return on their own research, the
 
spill-over impacts on agriculture are probably as high as 
they are for public
 

research.
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FOOTNOTES
 

1.
 

2. 
This section is based heavily on Evenson (1986).
 

3. 
The expansion of multiple cropping has not progressed evenly across all of
India's states.
 

4. The growth of irrigation, just as 
the expansion of multiple cropping, has
progressed at different rates with different degrees of success 
in various
 
states.
 

5. 
The geographic distribution of HYV adoption is 
even more uneven than is
distribution of irrigation. 
the
 

6. There is 
a rather high correlation between the geographic distribution on
H'i-.' adoption and the geographical distribution of fertilizer use; 
see Chapter 4
 
for details of the latter.
 

7. And other animal power, primarily buffaloes, which were important in some
 
areas.
 

8. State-level factor share data was 
zbtained from C.H. Shah, Towards
Modernisarion, (Bombay: 
 unpublished manuscript, March, 1982).
 

9. A small proportion of HYVs are imported. 
Most germplasm, i.e., parent
genetic material, is imported, but most breeding and selection is done in
 
India.
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APPENDIX A: Variables in the Data Set
 

This Appendix describes the variables which are contained in
the data set: their definitions, units, sources, any transformations which they underwent, and any special treatment which they
reqpired. The variables are presented in five groups in this Appendix: Coverage, Outputs, Variable Inputs, Other Inputs, and Pro
ductivity Measures. 
Appendix B contains a list of the districts
whicn 
are covered by the data set;, Appendix C is a list, in order
of their appearance in the set, of:all the variables, their means
and their standard deviati6ns; 
 Appendix D is a description of the
physical form of the data set and its magnetic medium.
 

I. Coverage
 

The data set covers nearly all the districts (for a total of
227 districts] within ten of the States of India:
 

Andhra Pradesh
 
Gujarat
 
Haryana
 
Karnataka
 
Madhya Pradesh
 
Maharashtra
 
Punjab
 
Rajasthan
 
Tamil Nadu
 
Uttar Pradesh
 

These ten States constitute the three primary Northern Wheat and
Ncrthern Rice producing states 
(viz., Haryana, Punjab and Uttar
Pradesh], 
two Northwestern Bajra-producing states (Gujarat and
Rajasthan), 
 as well as all of the Semi-Arid Tropic States as
specified by ICRISAT. 
The major agricultural states which are
= 
 Lium the data set are Kerala, at the southern tip of the
subcontinent, and the four Eastern states of Orissa, West Bengal,
Bihar and Assam, for which recent district-level data was not
 
available.
 

During the period covered by the data set, there have been
numerous adjustments in the boundaries [and even existence!] of
sore of the districts. 
These changes have occurred, for example,
upon the division of the former Punjab into Punjab, Haryana and
*Himachal Pradesh; 
 in the division of certain districts into two 
or
more smaller districts in many places; 
 or in the transfer of parts
of one district to-another. 
Insofar as possible, the data set
preserves the-oriQinal district boundaries: 
 where districts have
been broken up, values for the resul'ant districts ir later years
have been summed to yield values appropriate to a "shadow"
-consolidatedadistrict. 
 (However, the data set treats Haryana's
-districts as;though they always belonged to a State named Haryana
-even though,.before 1966, they were part of the original Punjab.]
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Some districts which currently exist will not appear in the
data set, therefore, because they have been combined with other
districts to create aggregations whic'- approximate historical
boundaries. 
Other current districts may not appear for other
reasons, primarily because of dearth of agricultural activity
[e.g., 
Bombay, a few Himalyan districts of northwestern Uttar
Pradesh, or a few desert districts of Rajasthan] but occasionally
because very little data is available for them.
 
Each district is assigned a unique identification code in the
data set, composed of a two-digit State code 
[in the variable
STATEJ 
and a two-digit district code [in the variable DISTRICTI.
In addition, the variable STNAME contains the na.me
or its abbreviation. of each state,
Appendix B contains a list of districts and
their identification codes.
 

The data set contains observations for each of the variables
for the agricultural years 1956/57 through 1983/84.
tural The agricul.,ear 1956/57 is denoted by 1956 in the variable YEAR in the
data set; the agricultural year 1983/84 is denoted by 1983;
so forth. and
With the exception of three of the rainfall variables
[which are clearly identified to refer only to a few specified
rsnths during the given year],
annual flows all variables are expressed as
or average annual stocks or average annual levels.
 

II. Outouts
 

The data set contains data pertaining to five "major" and ten

"minor" crops, enumerated below:
 

Major Crops
 

BAJRA
 
JOWAR
 
1AIZE 
RICE
 
WHEAT
 

MinorCros
 

BAR (Barley)
 
COTN (Cotton)

GNUT (Groundnut)
 
GRAM
 
OPULS ("Other" Pulses, other than Gram)

POTAT (Potato)

RMSEED (Rapeseed and Mustard)

SESA (Sesamum)
 
SUGAR
 
TOBAC (Tobacco)
 

irI~ 
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For Pch of the so-called minor crops the data set includes:
 

Area Planted 
 [I000 hectares; A followed by crop

code]


Production 
 [1000 tonnes; Q followed by crop code]
Farm Harvest Price (Rupees per quintal; P followed by
crop code].
 

For the five major crops, the data includes the three variables
listed above plus:
 

kArea irrigated under the crop 
 (1000 hectares; I
followed by the crop code]
Area planted to HYV in each crop 
 [1000 hectares; H
followed by an abbreviated crop code].
 
The primary sources of data on Area and Production include:
 

Area and Production of Erci 
 Cropos in India, GOI
 
Cro and Season Reports ot the various States
Statistical Abstracts of the various States
Aqricultural Situation in India, GOI.
 

Beginning in 1954 and extending until the late 1960's, the
Directorate of Economics anid Statistics published Area and Production in Lwo Parts: 
 Part I contained All-India and State-wide
data, while Part II 

data. 

(Detailed Tables) contained District-level
Typically each issue of Part I would cover three years or
so, while Part II would appear less frequently and cover a longer
time span. 
 But no Part II has been published for nearly twenty
years. 
 Therefore, recently, the most convenient source for Area
and Production data has been the monthly Agricultural Situation.
This creates two small "robiems. 
 The first is practical: One must
cull through twelve issues each year, finding usually no more 
than
.rz.:.. 
 four crops' data presented in any one issue.
 
The second, and far more significant, problem is substantive:
the district-level estimates of Area and Production presented in
Agricultural Sjtuation are called "Final" estimates, and usually
are the first estimates to be published. But so-called "Final"
estimates are still subject to change, to be superceded by what are
called "Revised" estimates. 
No such changes are reported in
Agriculturajl Situatio 
so there is no way to know whether such
revisions have even been made without consulting sources
Aariculti~ral Situation. :. other than
Seldom are the revisions large, however,
so this data set relies heavily upon estimates from Agricultural
Situation throughout much of the 1970's and 1980's.
 

Whenever it was possible, the Statistical Abstracts and/or
Crop and Season Reports of. any States for any of the years coveredby the data were used for the estimates of Area and Production. 
 In
addition, those sources were especially valuable in providing data,
for the major crops, on Area Irrigated under each crop and Area
planted to HYVs in each of the crops, although lately AqculturalSituatLio 
 has begun to include that data as well.
 

I 
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District-level Farm Harvest Prices are easily available from
Farm Harvest rKices c!f 
Principal Cro 
 in nda, published every
four years or so by the Directorate of Economics and Statistics.
The prices are reported in Rupees per quintal. 
 [Both wholesale and
retail prices of all crops are also available, published regularly
in Bulletin on Food Statistics, in Agricultural Prices in India,
and ilsewhere. 
Retail prices would be appropriate, for example, in
a study of consumption behavior or poverty. 
Wholesale prices would
be of 
interest, for example, in studying government grain procurement policies or interstate food movements.
of interest to this study are 
But the obvious prices


Farm Harvest Prices, because it is on
the basis of those prices, or 
farmers' expectations of their future
values, that farmers determine their behavior.)
 

III. Variable Inputs
 

The data set includes three categories of variable inputs:
labor, fertilizer, and power.
 

A. The variables relating to 
labor include:
 

Rural Population: 
 (the total population of the dis
trict, male and female, residing in
 areas classified as
Agricultural Labor: rural: RURPOP]
(the number of rural males whose
 
primary job classification is

agricultural labor:
Cultivators: AGLABOR]
(the number of rural males whose
 
primary job classification is
 
Cultivators: CULTIVAT]
Total Farm Labor: 
 [a weighted sum of Agricultural

Labor and Cultivators:
Wages: QLABOR]
(weighted annual labor cost: 
 WAGE]
 

The first three variables are obtained from the decennial population census, which reports the job classifications of all persons enumerated as well as many population totals. 
The population
census has been conducted in India for more than a century and is
widely deemed to be highly accurate. 

in Census results are published
an extensive series of volumes Zor each state; 
 the districtlevel values of the rural population and job classifications are
reported in the Primary Census Abstract, and are re-printed frequently in Statistical Abstracts as well as many other sources.
The data set is based on the reported values for the census years
1951, 1961, 
1971 and 1981; 
 the values of RURPOP, AGLABOR and
CULTIVAT for the other years in the data set are linear interpolations (for 56 through 60, 62 
through 70, and 72 through 80) and
linear extrapolations (82 and 83] of the reported data.
lating population values is probably benign: 

Interpo
such variables change
in relatively regular and consistent ways. 
 The numbers of agricultural laborers and cultivators often change substantially within a
decade, so linear interpolations between census years may mask more
volatile behavior. Unfortunately, however, the values of the population variables are not measured during any inter-censal years, 
so
no better data could exist.
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The Rural Population values appear in the data set exactly 
a
they had been recorded. 
The Cultivatcr and Agricultural Labor
values, however, measure a stock: 
 the number of people who claim
those activities as their primary job. 
 The economically apprcpriate variable is a flow: 
 the amount of labor performed during
the year by such workers. 
The number of Agricultural Laborers and
Cultivators are added, and their sum is multiplied by the average
number of days worked in the State by farm workers [as obtained
from various Farm Management Surveys; 
 see below] in order to
compute the appropriate flow of lahor services variable: 
 QLABOR.
 

# of days worked
State 
 by farm workers
 

Andhra Pradesh 
 230
 
Gujarat 
 215

Haryana 
 244
Karnataka 
 217

Madhya Pradesh 
 239
Maharashtra 
 240

Punjab 
 244
Rajasthan 
 215

Tamil Nadu 
 293

Uttar Pradesh 
 210
 

Agricultural Wages are obtained from Agricultural Waaes in
India, published by the Directorate of Economics and Statistics
every two or three years, reporting daily wages and normal daily
working hours for each of the twelve months from reporting centers
in most districts for different farming activities. Whenever it
wFs pgssible, the wages of a male ploughman were recorded; 
 if a
district did not record such a wage, the wages of a male field
laborer or male "Other Agricultural Labour" were selected instead.
An averaqe annual wage was constructed from the monthly wages,
"C:V!,Lijjy 
June and August more heavily than other months because of
the intensity in those months of field work in most cropping

patterns and most states.
 

B. The variables relating to'fertilize 
 include the quantities of
nitrogen, phosporous and potassium fertilizers (in tonnes: 
 denoted
NITRO TQ, P205 TQ and K20 TQ] and the prices of the three fertilizers Tin Rupees per tonne-of nutrient: 
 NITRO TP, P205_TP, K20_TPJ.
The fertilizer data source is Fertilizer Stat stics, published annually by The Fertilizer Association of India. 
 Quantity datE is
given by district, by nutrient, and often by season;
data is only yearly
included in the set. 
 Prices of fertilizers are strictly
controlled by the Central Government, so the only cross-section
price variation arises from the cost-of transportation from the
rnilhtad to the field; 
 the prices of the nutrients in the data
set, therefore, exhibit no cross-section variation, but are 
based
cn' re66rted maximum sale prices 'of common fertilizer compounds adjusted for the proportion of the nutrient present in each corpound.
Prices 
are not reported for all nutrients for all years; 
 prices
for intervening years are estimated based on movements of the fertilizer price index during those years.
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C. Farm Rowe 
 is obtained from two primary sources:
tractors. bullocks and
The quantities of both are enumerated in the qainquennial Livestock Census. 

published in two Parts: 

The results of each Livestork Census are
Part I contains All-India and state-wide
data, while Part II contains district-level data.
published for the Censusses of 1956, 1961, 1966, 
Part II has been
 

1972 (the census
which had been scheduled to occur in 1971, according to the fcr-mer
sequence, had to be postponed to 1972) 
and 1977, but district-level
data is not yet available for the census of 1982.
backlog seems (The publication
to be increasing. 
The 1977 district-level data were
released in December, 1987, so 1982 district-level data will likely
be unavailable during the next four or five years.]
 
Bullocks (QBULLOCK], as recorded for the data set, refer to
castrated 
(male) cattle, over the age of 3 years, which are used in
rural areas for work only. 
Tractors [QTRACTOR] are four-wheel (not
tracked, nor walk-behind two-wheeled] machines.
 
The numbers of bullocks and tractors in the inter-censal years
(1957-1960, 1962-1965, 1967-1971 and 1973-1876) are estimated by
linear interpolation. 
For years after 1977, 
for which no districtlevel data have yet been publishied, the data set contains estimates
computed by extrapolating the 1977 observations at 
a rate equal to
the percentage change in the state values from 1977 to 1982.
 
Tractor prices do not vary across India: 
 a single tractor
price therefore appears for all districts in any given year.
tractor price is constructed as The
follows: The price index for Agricultural Machinery and Transport Equipment from 1954 through 1985
was 
compared to observed prices for Eicher 2 4-horsepower tractors
during selected months from 1978 
to 1987. [The Eicher prices were
collected by P. C. Bansil of the Techno-Economic Research Centre,
New Delhi.] 
 Movements in the price index mirrored movements in the
Licher tractor prices almost perfectly. So the Eicher price series
was extended back to 1956, on the basis of proportional changes in
the Agricultural Machinery and Transport Equipment price index.
Eicher commands more than 50% of the market of tractors in the 1
25 horsepower range, which is the largest segment of the tractor 

to
 
market in India, but larger tractors command a higher price, so the
Eicher 2 4-horsepower tractor's share in the total value of tractors
is smaller than its share in the number of tractors. Thus the average price of a tractor would be larger than the price of an
24-horsepower Can "average"?] Eicher
 

tractor. 
To adjust for that, the estimated Eicher price series was multiplied by 1.66 [a number based
on data showing the difference in prices for Escort tractors of
various horsepower ratings in the early 1970's], producing a tractor price series which is consistent with both the movements of the
price index and independent data on the prices of actual tractors.
The resulting tractor price series was 
finally multipled by onefourth to derive an annual tractor cost variable [PTRACTCR]. 
 The
value of one-fourth, or 25%, represents both the depreciation and
debt service on the investment, as well 
as the rate of return which
is required for tractors to be bought in the first place. 
Thus the
annual tractor cost variable represents a sort of shadow rental
cost of a tractor, in the appropriate flow form.
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The data set contains three bullock prices, reflecting the
physical differences in bullocks in different parts of India. 
 Ea(
price series is based on retail price indices reported in various
issues of Acricultural Prices -i_India, published by the Directorate of Economics and Statistics, in which bullocks are
by state identified
(e.g., 
Bihar, Gujarat, Haryana, and Uttar Pradesh). The
so-called Haryana price was applied to bullocks in Haryana and
Punjab; 
 the Gujarat price was applied to bullocks in Gujarat, and
the more prevalent Uttar Pradesh price was applied to bullocks in
all other states. 
Rental fees for bullocks are very difficult to
obtain. 
 The annual bullock cost variable (PBULLOCK] 
was obtained
by multiplying each bullock price by 0.50, representing both the
substantial annual flow of expenses entailed in breeding, raising
and feeding bullocks, as well as the necessary rate of return on
their ownership.
 

In closing the discussion of the variable inputs, it is interesting to note that the values of these prices and quantities
are "realistic" in the sense that they imply input cost shares
which are consistent with the range of cost shares obtained in
earlier research.
 

IV. Other ("Z") Inputs
 

The data set contains additional "inputs" which cannot be 
considered to be subject to the control of farmers in the short run.
Scme of this class of inputs, such as rainfall, 
are for all practi
cal purposes beyond the influence of Ay human agency.
such as And some,
certain forms of irrigation, and perhaps literacy, can be
influenced by farmers' decisions and behavior only over a substantially long period of time. 
 Others, such as 
research and extension, are 
in part the result of governmental decisions, possibly in
response to a diffuse and highly-lagged "demand" from farmers which
is as 
much political as economic. 
Although not variable in the
.iional sense, these "other" inputs do significantly influence
agricultural output and productivity.
 

These "other"-inputs can be classified as members of three
sub-grotips: 
 Agra-climatic, Public, and Socio-economic.
 

A. Agro-climatic inputs:
 

The inputs which are classified as agro-climatic pertain to
the most basic agricultural inputs: 
 soil and water. Two of them
measure the use of land: 
 Gross Cropped Area
Area [NCA]. [GCA] and Net Cropped
Net Cropped Area is the total geographic area on which
a crop has been planted at least once during the year. 
Gross
Cropped Area is the total area planted to crops during all the
growing seasons of the year; 
 if any land has been double-cropped
it.w-ill appear only__once in Net Cropped Area, but twice in Gross
Cropped Area. 
Both GCA and 
 .-. in units of 1000

hectares. 
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Water is supplied in two forms:
artificially, as irrigation. naturally, as Rainfall, and
Data relating to irrigation are reported in several forms: 
 area irrigated by source 
(e.g., by canal
or tank or tubewell), area irrigated under certain crops, or
areas irrigated. total
The data set includes two variables ir the latter
form: Net Irrigated Area [NIA] 
measures the total geographic area
which has received irrigation (from~any source) during the year,
and Gross Irrigated Area CGIA] 
measures the total 
area under crops
which has received irrigation during each of the growing
the year. seasons of
As was true for NCA and GCA, if any irrigated land has
been double-cropped it will appear only once in Net Irrigated Area,
but twice in Gross Irrigated Area; 
 again, the variables 
are measured in units of 1000 hectares.
 

Estimates of Gross and Net Cropped Area, and of Gross and Net
 
Statistics which are published in two volumes: 
 Volume I presents
 

Irrigated Area, are available from the annual Indian Agricultural
 
All-India and State-wide data, while Volume II contains Districtwide data. 
 This data is also available in most states' Cro 
 and
Season Reports and Statistical Abstracts, and has been published in
the Agricultural Situation in India since the early 1980's.
 

Two additional variables have been computed, converting NCA
and NIA into measurements in units of acres, rather than in units
of 1000 hectares. 
They are, respectivsly, QLAND and QIRR.
 
The data set includes two land price variables: the price of
all arable land 
[PNCA] and the price of irrigated land [PNIA].
prices are reported in terms of Rupees per acre; 

The
 
thus the
transformations noted above creating QLAND and QIRR. 
Both PUCA and
PNIA are based on estimates of land prices as of June, 1971, which
were reported by R. P. Pathak in The Jurna
(5:153-166, # 2, July 1981). 

of Income and Wealth

The 1971 values were extended to
earlier and later years on the basis of movements in the index
numnr of prices of all agricultural outputs, and converted irto an
annual flew variable which can be interpreted as 
a rental rate.
 

Rainfall is measured every month in most districts in India at
so-called "meteorological observatories" established by the India
Meteorological Department. 
The district data are aggregated into
approximately three dozen so-called "sub-divisions", which range
from parts of a State (such as Coastal Karnataka, North Interior
Karnataka and South Interior Karnatak) to an entire State 
(such as
Orissa or Punjab). The monthly sub-divisional data are then published in a number of sources, including Aaricultural Situation in
India. 
 Annual sub-divisional data are reprinted in many sources,
most conveniently in Fertilizer Statistics. 
 District-level 
(that
is, non-aggregated) data are also published in some states' Crop
and Season Reports, Statisc 
 Abstracts, and in some specialized
meteorological publications such as 
the occasional Climatoloaical
Tables of Observatories in ;ndi; 
a number of states augment the
India Meteorological Department's data collection (and publication)
with data collected by their own means.
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The data set contains fe~ur rainfall variables.
YEAR.RAIN, The first,
is the total rainfall in the given year:
of the rainfall in each of the twelve months. 
it is the sum
 

The other three ,,
rainfall variables measure rainfall in only one or a few months, at
periods crucial to crop production: rainfall in June, at the beginning of the monsoon [JUNERAIN]0in July and August, during the
remainder of the monsoon in most parts of India [JLAGRAINJ, andrainfall-in September-through December CAUTMRAIN].
 

B. Public Sector Inputs:
 

The public sector provides physical infrastructure which facilitates agricultural production. 
Some of the infrastructure helps
to transport inputs (and information) to the farm and outputs to
market: 
 the variable ROADS measures the length of paved (sometimes
classified as 
 "surfaced" or "metalled") roads in the district divided by the district's Gross Cropped Area, and is thus a measure
of the accessability of the district's farms.
ported in Road lengths are rea number of publications; 
 the Ministry of Shipping and
Transport's Basi 
Road Statistics and the various state Statistical
Abstracts 
are often the most convenient sources for district-level
data, but state-wide data are easily available in many sources.
 

The Government has established (and continues to oversee) a
number of Regulated Markets throughout India, which offer several
advantages including standardized weights and measures, freedom
from the potentially-monopolistjc behavior of local traders, and
easier access to modern inputs. The variable MARKETS measures the
number of Regulated Markets in each district: 
 state-wide data are
published in the Bulletin gn Food Statistics; district-level data
were 
obtained by researchers in the Economics Group, Resource Management Program of ICRISAT from unpublished data at the Directorate
of Marketing for 13 years between 1959/60 and 1984/85;
]3vP1 districtestimates for other years have been computed on the basis of
=h:z.gz in the corresponding state-wide series.
 

One of the most important inputs into agriculture provided by
the public sector is research results,-in the form of new seeds, or
improved implement design, or improved management practices, or any
number of other forms. 
 Research activities are undertaken by all
of the states as well as by numerous Central schemes and projects,
focussing on practically every crop grown in India as well as many
inputs and all of the basic agricultural sciences. 
 The specification of a valid and appropriate research variable is difficult, for
a number of familiar reasons. 
 Budget data are seldom available in
a form which allows the separation of the accounts of research
units from their parent organizations; 
 even the unsatisfactory
budget data that exist. is flawed in that it is seldom obvious how
to separate the current from the capital, and the researchers from
the other staff. 
Even if one could confidently measure staff and
expenditures, it is difficult to measure research output, especially if one recognizes the problems posed by quality differences, the
almost-stochastic nature of most research efforts, and well-known

vintage issues.
 

7, 
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In constructing the research variables for this data set,
therefore, special efforts nave been made to address those problems
as fully as possible. 
The research variables are based on three
sets of data. 
 First is the indigenous State agricultural research
expenditures series, covering the years 19r3 through 1971, which
was reported in R. Mohan, D. Jha and R. Evenson, "The Indian Agricultural Research System" 
Economic and Political Weekly (vol VIII,
W 13, 31 March 1973). Second is 
a data set which contains the 
number of articles reporting research results which were abstracted in
Indian Science Abstracts from 1950 through 1979. 
 This data set
provides crop-specific [for the crops wheat, rice, maize, jowar,
bajra, cotton, sugar, for "other" crops, and for "general" agricultural research] and State-specific [including Delhi] data measuring
the output of the research activity; the editorial authority exercised by the abstractors in imposing and enforcing quality thresholds for inclusion in the Indian Science Abstracts makes this set
particularly useful. 
 Third is recent state budget information regarding research spending, especially at the State Agricultural
Universities during the late 1970's and the 1980's. 
These three
were ccmbined to create commodity-specific expenditures data series
for each of the states from 1950 through 1983, multiplying each
year's research expenditures by the ratio of the number of publications abstracted for that commodity in that state to the total 
number of commodity-level (that is, 
not "general") publications in the
state. 
 In addition, for each state a "general" expenditures data
series was created by multiplying "he year's research expenditures
by the ratio of "general" abstracts to the total publications.
[This procedure obviously uses the proportion of abstracted publications in each crop to allocate the total research effort, as
measured by expenditures, among the various commodities.]
 

For each state and each commodity a research "stock" variable
was 
then defined by cumulating past research activity utilizing
several patterns of time-shape "inverted V" weights as first used
i ri.venson (1968). 
 The inverted V has three regions. 
The first,
sioping upward, refers to the number of years between the first
appearance of the research result and its full effect, during which
the research outcome has successively-greater impact. 
In this region more-recent results are multiplied by smaller fractions, while
moderately-distant results are multiplied by larger fractions, 
until at the top of the upward-sloping region the weights become 
one.
The second region, a horizontal plateau, refers to the number of
years during which the research output can continue to contribute
at "full strength", during which time the weights remain equal to
one. 
 The third region, sloping downward, represents a sort of
"decay" in the research contribution, due perhaps to biological
changes or merely being supplanted by later, superior discoveries.
In this region earlier (that is, more distant in the past) research
contributions are multiplied by successively-smaller weights.
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The data set contains six measures of public research, which
differ in the time pattern of the three sets of weights. The te
below lists the six state-wide crop research variables, followed
the number of years specified in their upward-sloping, horizontal
and downward-sloping regions, respectively:
 

STRESI 
STRES2 

3 
3 

3 
3 

3 
6 

STRES3 3 6 6 
STRES4 6 6 6 
STRES5 9 9 9 
STRES6 6 9 9 

(In order not to lose early observations because of the lengthy lag
structure, research activity in years prior to 1950 was set equal
to one half of the activity in 1950.]
 

Finally, each of the STRES variables was weighted by the share
of the crop in the total value of output, summed across districts,
and by the Gross Cropped Area planted to that crop in the state.
 

The data 
set also includes a variable measuring Rprivate
research activity [PRIVRES), 
which has increased in importance
markedly during the past two decades. 
This variable is based on
data collected by Prof. Carl Pray, measuring research spending by
private firms in the seed, fertilizer and machinery industries.
From this expenditure data three research stock variables were
constructed using a linear five-year lag structure with no decay
the stock was defined as one-fifth of the previous year's spendik
plus two-fifths of the spending two years ago plus three-fifths of
the spending three years ago plus four-fifths of the spending four
years ago plus the sum of all spending five years ago and earlier.
The lag structure obviously reflects the time required for a research program to produce economically meaningful results:
.n==ti:nofP from
spending to invention to innovation to manufacture to
marketing to full diffusion.
 

From the three input-specific private research stocks was then
created the variable PRIVRES, measuring the local contribution (or
potential) of this private research knowledge within each district,
by adding the year's stock of seed research multiplied by the district's input share of land, plus the year's stock of fertilizer
research multiplied by the district's input share of fertilizer,
plus the year's stock of machinery research multiplied by the district's input share of bullocks and tractors.
 

The extension variable (EXT) is based on three sets of information. 
The first is data measuring the size of the extension service staff in 1975, 1980, 1983 and 1986 in each state, based on
surveys by the World Bank. 
The second is the number of villages in
each state. 
And the third is data published in various years'
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annual Reports of the Department of Community Development of the
Ministry of Agriculture [during some years the Ministry of Food,
Agriculture, Community Development and Cooperation], covering the
years 1955 through 1972, which report the number of Community
Development Blocks in each state which were classified as Stage I,
Stage II or Stage III. 
 A Stage III block 'strictly speaking, the
blocks were called "post-Stage II") 
is the most advanced, not only
denoting more contemporary extension activity but also resulting
from the 
success of past and current extension activity. The expectation was that a block would remain in Stage I for about five
years, and in Stage II 
for another five years, 
so to some extent
the variability in Stages reflects the staggered onset of extension
activity in the various blocks. 
 (By the middle 1970's practically
100% of all blocks had progressed beyord Stage II.)
 

The staffing data were 
interpolated to obtain estimates for
the years 1976 through 1979, 1981 and 1982. 
 Then the staffing data
were divided by the number of villages (in units of hundreds) to
obtain a measure of the number of extension workers per hundred
villages, interpreted as an 
indicator of extension presence. 
This
variable was then extended backward, from 1975 to 
1956, as follows:
First, the Stage data were combined into a single weighted variable
by multiplying the number of Stage I blocks by two-fifths, adding
the number of Stage II blocks multiplied by four-fifths, adding the
number of Stage III blocks, and dividing the final 
sum by the total
number of blocks. (The coefficients 0.4 and 0.8 
are admittedly a
bit arbitrary; 
 they were chosen to reflect the lower intensity of
extension activity in the earlier Stages.) 
 The resulting quotient
is necessarily a positive fraction, which can be interpreted 
as the
degree to which the extension effort has reached the norm.
 
Under the assumption that the extension effort had reached the
norm by 1975, the weighted Stage variable would equal 
one for 1975
(because all blocks are assumed to have reached Stage III,
:......- the
tcr contains only one term, the number of Stage III blocks,
and the denominator equals the numerator, since all the blocks are
in Stage II) 
and the 1975 staffing level can be taken to represent
the "normal" staffing. 
Thus for years before 1975 the estimated
extension variable is computed as the product of the 1975 staffing
levels times the weighted Stage coefficient, interpreted as 
the
level of staffing which would prevail at the particular "sub-ncrm"
level of extension activity which the pattern of Stages discloses.
 

C. Socio-Economic Inputs:
 

The variable LITERA\Ci, 
obtained from the decennial populati6n
census, measures the proportion of rural males who are classified
as literate, which is defined as "the ability to read and write in
any language". Census enumerators, beginning with the 1971 Census,
were required to observe each individual's ability to read and
write before classifying him or her to be literate. 
As is true for
all 
census variables, values for the inter-censal years were obtained by linear interpolation. Literacy rates change 
so slowly
and so regularly that this procedure seems amply justified.
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APPENDIX A: Variables in the Data Set 
 page A-13
 

V. Productivity Measures
 

Simple yield measures 
(output divided by Gross Cropped Area
have been computed for the five major crops, as well as 
for cotton,
sugar, and "pulses" [PULSES: 
 GRAM plus OPULS]. 
 These variables
are denoted by the letter Y followed by the crop code. 
 In addition, index numbers of each of the yield variables have been computed, denoted by the letters YI followed by abbreviated crop codes.
 
Finally, Fischer's Chained index numbers, using 1956 values as
the base and thus equal to one, have been computed for price and
quantity aggregates of all outputs [PCROPS and QCROPS] and all
variable inputs [PINPUT and QINPUT]; 
 the ratio of QCROPS to
QINPUT, called OUT-IN, is a measure of Total Factor Productivity.
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ENCOURAGING AGRIBUSINESS DEVELOPMENT IN
 

ASIA AND THE NEAR EAST
 

Mark D. Newman
 

ABSTRACT
 

Agribusiness offers important potential as a contributor to AID's objectives of
 
economic growth and rural income and employment in the countries of Asia and the
 
Near East (ANE). Agro-Processing Development, Trade and Market Development are
 
ranked as high priorities in the ANE Bureau's Strategy for the 1990's. This
 
presentation offers a systems perspective on agribusiness and identifies 
seven
 
critical areas of attention for programs aimed at fostering agribusiness growth.
 
These include: A regulatory climate conducive to investment; markets for
 
potential products; infrastructure and maintenance; technology and agribusiness
 
scale; labor and human capital; finance; and raw materials. Experience of AID,
 
the World Bank and private agribusinesses are discussed. The presentation raises
 
some issues for reflection and discussion, including 'Ten Lessons for Planning
 
an ANE Agribusiness Strategy.'
 

1.0 Introduction
 

This presentation has three objectives:
 

1) Explain Agribusiness in the context of the Agency for International
 
Development (AID) Asia - Near East Bureau's (ANE) strategy proposals, and
 
provide some preliminary observations on what it takes to make agribusiness
 
work, with examples of donor projects and programs, and private agribusiness
 
experience;
 

2) Discuss the range of AID agribusiness development and support activities from
 
which Agriculture and Rural Development Officers (ARDOs) can choose, what the
 
Agricultural Marketing Improvement Strategies (AMIS) Project Agribusiness
 
Strategy Study is doing to evaluate them; and identify insights we hope to gain
 
from the experience of people attending the conference; and
 

3) Suggest some major issues for discussion related to agribusiness strategy and
 
ARDO's role, including 'Ten Lessons for Planning an ANE Agribusiness Strategy.*
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1.1 What is Agribusiness? A Food System Perspective.
 

Agribusiness involves 
the chain from input producer/suppliers, through

producers, assemblers, processors, distributors to consumers, as well 
as
 
financial, regulatory, research and development and 
related services, such as
 
transportation and storage, 
that facilitate their activities. In general, ARDO's
 
have the most experience in working with one 
component of agribusiness in the
 
food system: the entrepreneurial producers who participate in the market. In
 
addition, ARDO's have varying degrees of experience with input producers,
 
suppliers, agricultural credit, commodity imports, marketing and policy
 
analysis, and off-farm employment.
 

The 
success of past AID projects in increasing crop production in the ANE region

is in part a reflection on ADO understanding of compiex production systems,

permitting the design of technological packages and extension programs that will
 
increase yields and production, and also be adopted. 
 Likewise, an understanding

of the broader agribusiness system is critical to AID's ability 
to assure that
 
there are markets for what is produced, and there are incentives for private

capital to invest in 
rural employment generating agro-processing and
 
distribution activities.
 

Our focus in the current study is 
on useful lessons contributing to AID's ANE
 
strategy with special emphasis on input distribution, processing, marketing and
 
distribution.
 

1.2 Why look at agribusiness?
 

Everyone here can probably cite 
examples of projects aimed at increasing
 
production of an agricultural commodity where the 
technical conditions for
 
success appeared to 
be met, but nothing happened.
 

Sometimes the availability of seeds, fertilizer or chemicals at 
appropriate
 
times can be blamed. Sometimes a remunerative market outlet for the product

didn't exist. 
 Often, fear that these activities, left to the invisible hand of
 
the market, would be botched, or lead to exploitation of farmers by middlemen,
 
lead to the creation of a costly parastatal that botched things on 
its own 
seeds or fertilizer too late to plant; or offers to 
take products from producers

with 'trust me' as the siort term substitute for payment. These and other
 
factors are behind 
current donor emphasis on developing a public sector /
 
private sector partnership for agricultural development.
 

AID's overall strategy for agribusiness includes privatization of state 
owned
 
enterprises (SOEs) 
 as well as private sector development through financial and
 
technical assistance for growing and processing food and other agricultural
 
commodities.
 

Agribusiness, as distinct from business in general, offers certain unique

opportunities and challenges as 
a component of an economic development strategy:
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Among the opportunities:
 

o 	 Agribusiness lends itself to decentralization, moving jobs and other income
 
generating opportunities toward rural areas. It 
can slow the massive
 
migration to and growth pressure on urban areas.
 

o 	 While production agriculture may shrink as a share of employment and GNP as
 
countries grow, the importance of industry, including upstream and
 
downstream agribusiness is likely to increase (see Figure 2). As incomes
 
increase, and demand for 
more processed products increases, local
 
agribusiness processing industries 
can provide import substituting
 
products, while creating jobs and other economic benefits 
- contributing to
 
small scale transportation, distribution and related enterprises.
 

o 	 Linkages between specific projects and the 
rest of the local economy can
 
lead to important multiplier effects on growth of the country concerned.
 

The challenges arise from:
 

o 	 The need for a policy environment conducive to investment;
 

0 	 New demands on infrastructure, human and financial capacity that influence
 
the economic interest of entrepreneurs in a given project or region; and
 

0 	 The need to structure incentives and in some cases provide for public
 
programs that contribute to broad distribution of the benefits of
 
investment and growth.
 

Agricultural processing industries require access to 
roads, electricity and
 
water supplies, waste disposal facilities, transportation, communications,
 
health care and educational facilities. Entrepreneurs must evaluate costs
 
associated with securing such facilities and services, as well as risks
 
associated with uncertain supplies or quality. 
 They are less likely to find
 
investment in a particular project attractive when more certain alternatives are
 
available.
 

Countries around the world sometimes offset disadvantages caused by inadequate
 
infrastructure with easy financing, advantageous tax 
treatment of earnings and
 
investment, favorable tariff treatment of imported inputs and exports, and a
 
variety of other mechanisms. AID has contributed over the last several decades
 
with project assistance that addressed specific portions of this package.
 
ARDOs face the challenge of how best to apply the limited resources at 
their
 
disposal to meet this challenge.
 

The ANE region has most of the world's poor. While a rising tide makes it easier
 
for all boats to float, and overall growth may make it easier to improve the
 
well being of the poorest in the ANE region, not all boats are equally buoyant,
 
so not all benefit from economic growth.
 

The challenge for AID's programs in the 1990's 
is to promote a public / private
 
partnership that 
can stimulate economic growth and investment while structuring
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incentives, and in some cases, contributing directly to the development of
 
marketable skills and other factors that will permit the benefits of growth to
 
be broadly distributed.
 

1.3 Agribusiness in ANE's Strategy Statement
 

ANE Bureau's "Rural Economic Growth Strategy for the 1990's," summarized in
 
Appendix 
2, proposes that AID programs in the region reflect countries' level
 
of economic development. Different priorities are presented for Low Income
 
Agricultural Economies (Bangladesh, Burma and Nepal); Low Income Transitional
 
Economies 
(Egypt, India, Indonesia, Morocco, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri Lanka
 
and Yemen); and Middle Income Industrializing Economies (Jordan, Oman, Thailand
 
and Tunisia).
 

The strategy paper ranks priorities for AID development interventions as:
 

1. Increased Staple Cereal Production
 
2. Agro-Processing Development
 
3. Trade and Market Development
 
4. Human Capital Development
 
5. Infrastructure Planning and Management
 
6. Agricultural Policy and Planning
 
7. Natural Resource Management
 
8. Institutional Development
 
9. Agricultural Input Supply
 
10. Capital Market Development
 

Detailed presentations of possible programs by economic grouping 
are provided.
 
Discussions of "Trade and Development* and "Agro-Processing Development" of
 
greatest interest for the current study are summarized in appendix 1.
 

As pointed out 
in the strategy document, agribusiness sophistication varies as
 
one moves across the ANE region in geographic or economic terms. Each country

and geographic subregion has unique conditions and requirements to consider.
 
Likewise, levels of development and income affect options and opportunities.
 
Thus, it is appropriate that AID's strategies and priorities take these
 
variations into account.
 

Some useful lessons can be drawn from experience in individual economic
 
subgroups. At the same 
time, as one moves from a Seed Production and Export
 
project in the Low Income Agricultural Economy of Nepal to a study of Wine
 
Export Prospects for the Middle Income Industrializing Economy of Tunisia, many
 
aspects of issues surrounding identification of market niches, processing and
 
packaging are similar, so 
that despite important differences, some factors will
 
be of general value.
 

1.4 The AMIS Agribusiness Strategy Study
 

This presentation is based on preliminary results of applied research to
 
identify and rank the most appropriate interventions to support private sector
 
agribusiness development in ANE countries.
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Under an agreement effective January 17 and continuing through August, 1989, the
 
AMIS project will assemble and analyze information on experiences and lessons
 
learned from public and private agribusiness development activities and projects
 
in ANE countries, including AID and World Bank projects. The study's terms of
 
reference are included in Appendix 2.
 

During the course of this conference we hope to receive extensive input from AID
 
missions. We have been asked to use the results to contribute to the
 
development of an ANE agribusiness development strategy, and to identify
 
resources that may be useful in implementing the strategy. A report is to be
 
produced in August.
 

Progress to Date
 

To date, we have made progress on three fronts:
 

AID policy, program and project review. We have had AID's Center for
 
Development Information and Evaluation (CDIE) conduct a search of projects,
 
reports, and other literature with potential agribusiness content in ANE
 
countries. We have reviewed centrally funded projects in S&T and PRE. We
 
have assembled a broad range of project papers, evaluation reports, and
 
case study documents. We also sent a cable to all missions, and contributed
 
to the ANE newsletter. Table 1 presents a summary of our findings on the
 
types of AID projects supporting agribusiness in the region since 1980.
 

World Bank contacts. A member of our team, the former World Bank
 
agroindustry adviser has provided insights into findings of a review of the
 
World Bank's agroindustry portfolio, summarized in table 2. We have also
 
benefitted from access to a 1988 analysis of World Bank experieuce in
 
Agricultural Marketing. Additional contacts are being developed for
 
insights into current World Bank activities with respect to Agribusiness.
 

Agribusiness contacts. On the basis of our own network of agribusiness
 
contacts in the U.S. and internationally, as well as written material,
 
contacts with AID missions, and miscellaneous other contacts, we have begun
 
the process of developing case studies of agribusiness experience in ANE
 
countries. To date, we have partial information on about 25 companies
 
involved in input production and distribution, production and processing.
 
Some firms operate wholly owned operations, others are involved in joint
 
ventures, licensing and franchising arrangements. Findings are summarized
 
in Tables 3 - 6.
 

Getting Insights from ARDOs
 

Our initial review of projects, documentation and evaluation provides a first
 
perspective on AID experience. Available resources will not permit visits and
 
interviews in all of the 15 ANE countries. A cable was sent to individual
 
missions, asking for assistance identifying agribusiness ventures worthy of
 
further investigation. This conference is to serve as an important vehicle for
 
collecting information on individual ARDO perspectives and experiences. We can
 
use help in three areas:
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1) 	 Specific insights into AID or 
other donor experience with agribusiness,
 
especially your analysis of what worked, what didn't and why. On a country
 
specific basis, is the information we have collected correct? Are there
 
omissions?
 

2) 	 Suggestions for follow up contacts within AID, and with agribusinesses in
 
the U.S., AIE countries, and elsewhere, that can provide us with insights
 
into how to make AID agribusiness projects and interventions most
 
effective
 

3) 	 Overall comments on what ARDO's can and should be doing as priorities in
 
the agribusiness area. Observations on how ARDO's work with others in AID
 
and other U.S. agencies and agribusiness groups. What opportunities for
 
cooperation should be explored? Who can best do what?.
 

2.0 What does it take to foster Agribusiness?
 

A view of the entire agribusiness system is critical to understanding the
 
components that will lead to successful interventions to support and promote

agribusiness in ANE countries. Every AID activity cannot address all elements of
 
the system, but a mental picture of the system can help the person in charge of
 
a country strategy assure that the essential components are brought together
 
successfully.
 

The presentation that follows includes an overview of essential considerations
 
and selected experience gleaned from reviews of activities of the World Bank,
 
AID and private firms. Critical components required to encourage agribusiness
 
include: a regulatory climate conducive to investment; markets for potential

products; infrastructure and maintenance; technology and agribusiness scale;
 
labor and human capital; finance; and raw materials.
 

o A 	regulatory climate conducive to investment
 

AID's focus on policy dialogue with host countries indicates recognition of its
 
importance. A broad range of policies affect the incentives to mobilize private
 
investment, including: regulation of who is permitted to operate in markets,
 
restrictions on transportation of agricultural and food products, regulations of
 
prices and margins, grades and standards encouraging product quality, laws
 
governing salaries and employment, exchange rates, tax and tariff treatment of
 
imports and exports, which affect inputs, competing products and outputs; tax
 
treatment of profits, rules governing ownership and repatriation of capital
 
investment and earnings, and arbitration procedures.
 

Monitoring procedures and regulatory controls of agribusiness activities will be
 
required to satisfy government authorities that they can control fraud and avoid
 
exploitation of agricultural producers, government or consumers. Anti-trust
 
laws 	may have to be examined.
 

World Bank structural adjustment lending programs have increasingly made reform
 
of regulations affecting incentives for private investment a major condition for
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loans. Pricing and incentives have been major factors in loans to Morocco and
 
Tunisia, for example.
 

USAID projects and programs throughout the region are directed at aspects of
 
policy reform: deregulating the agricultural sector in Egypt, contributing 
to
 
conditions conducive to expanding and diversifying the agricultural sector in
 
Indonesia, revising the investment code in Tunisia, removing licensing
 
constraints in Jordan, and removing fertilizer subsidies in Pakistan.
 

Corporate experience with regulations in ANE regions is mixed. Certain barriers
 
are genuine impediments to investment, and companies could work with AID or its
 
analysts to identify options for improving them. At the same time, it is clear
 
that once they understand the system, some firms gain competitive advantage fro,
 
being among the few that are able to operate successfully.
 

Our survey of AIDs ANE and centrally funded projects since 1980, summarized in
 
Table 1, identified 33 projects with components directed at improving the
 
investment climate for the private sector, 24 projects with investment promotion
 
components, and 63 projects aimed at improving analytical capacity, some of
 
which are directed at improving host governments' ability to evaluate the
 
potential impact of alternative regulatory reforms.
 

In its pursuit of regulatory reform, AID has achieved gains from coordination of
 
efforts with other donors and financial institutions. While some missions are
 
more successful in this respect than others, AIDs resource limitations make it
 
important to achieve leverage where possible. Coordination can also help ARDO's
 
to stay abreast of policy analysis and initiatives of other donors.
 

o Markets
 

Agribusiness is generally approached initially as a mechanism for finding
 
outlets for what is being produced, or for what a project plans to produce.
 
Often it would be more productive to begin with the consumer. What does the
 
market want in terms of products, quality, timing? Who are the competitors?
 
What kinds of developments are likely to influence market opportunities over the
 
first several years that a project comes on line?
 

Where a range of production possibilities exists, attention to market research
 
can avoid major headaches. Options that can be examined include processing for
 
import substitution, outlets for new products in domestic and regional markets,
 
and broader export opportunities in a range of developed country markets.
 

Sometimes product choice revolves around varietal choices for specific market
 
niches or processing characteristics. Other choices are more dramatic:
 

Will the European Community market for fresh or processed fruits and
 
vegetables remain a viable option for exporters in ANE countries Spain
once 

is fully integrated into the EC in 1991 and the single European market of
 
1992 arrives?
 

Will agreements in the Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations effectively
 
eliminate markets for such feed ingredients as manioc? Will other market
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opportunities be opened or closed by the negotiations? Should individual
 
ANE countries be 
taking a more active role, or at least evaluating their
 
self-interest?
 

Will export crop promotion projects of development assistance agencies
 
result in 23 countries flooding a single market with green beans in 
a
 
single week?
 

These types of questions are critical to evaluating the potential success of an
 
agribusiness project.
 

It is currently in vogue to focus marketing analyses on export market prospects,

especially opportunities for exports to North America and Europe. These
 
potentially lucrative markets offer consumers 
with large incomes and
 
opportunities to earn foreign exchange. They are 
also highly competitive, very

costly to enter with new products, and as 
such, very risky for a new venture
 
seeking to develop an outlet for fresh produce or 
a branded product. Nontariff
 
trade barriers (NTBs) must also be investigated early in the market research
 
process.
 

If regular supplies cannoL be guaranteed to marketers over a long period of
 
time, there will be little interest in the kind of promotional expenditures

required to launch a new product. For fresh products, brokers and wholesalers
 
may only be willing to fill in after marketing for their regular clients. Among

the alternatives that should be considered initially for such markets is 
to link
 
up as a supplier to a firm with a well established branded presence in a given
 
market.
 

Regional and domestic markets for fresh and processed agricultural products

should not be overlooked in the market research process. 
 Where the distance to
 
market is short, 
the ability to evaluate progress is increased, and the risks
 
involved in making mistakes reduced. While foreign exchange considerations may

suggest pursuit of certain markets, and potential multinational involvement may

focus on specific export markets, some 
ventures will find that the opportunities
 
for success lie closer to home.
 

At one time it was standard for donor and financial agencies to assume that if
 
production could be achieved, markets would take 
care of themselves. A review
 
of recent experience indicates that this is no longer the case.
 

Of 960 agro-industry components of World Bank projects worldwide during 1972-83, 
169 components focused on markets  export markets, domestic markets,
 
instability of production as 
it affects markets, and market research.
 

AID has had 63 projects since 1980 with components aimed at improving analytical

capacity in countries throughout the ANE region, with some specifically

focussing on markets. For example, joint U.S. 
- India research on agricultural
processing and pollutants; Studies of the business climate in Egypt, and 
marketing studies focusing on export markets for Jordan and Tunisia.
 

Overall, our survey identified 14 ANE and centrally funded projects that focus
 
on agricultural markets. Some of these, such as 
the centrally funded
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Agricultural Marketing Improvement Strategies (AMIS) Project under which the
 
current study is being conducted, involve buy-ins with multi-country operations.
 

o Infrastructure and Maintenance
 

As noted above, public investments in improved infrastructure can lower costs to
 
private market participants. As a result, activities that would not 
be
 
profitable without such infrastructure attract investments of private capital.
 
Over the last several decades AID and other donors and financial institutions
 
have provided support to countries of the ANE region for infrastructure
 
development such as roads, public utilities, transportation systems, warehouses
 
and storage facilities, health and educational service facilities.
 

Although infrastructure development appears 
to be declining in importance
 
overall, AID is financing feeder road maintenance and improvement in Bangladesh,
 
and a variety of irrigation projects.
 

While major strides have been made, the job is 
not completed. Where satisfactory
 
infrastructure has been developed, maintenance an6 upkeep are often an issue.
 
An evaluation of World Bank agribusiness projects found that unreliable power
 
supplies, leading to 
brown-outs and requiring costly investments in auxiliary
 
generators, were the most commonly identified problem in this area, followed by
 
inadequate water supplies and waste disposal facilities.
 

One U.S. agribusiness interviewed, indicated that it routinely assumes 
that it
 
will have to cover the costs of power generation and waCer supply when it
 
evaluates projects in the region. 
In general, U.S. agribusiness takes a
 
conservative approach to investment in agribusiness in LDCs. 
 They are generally
 
unwilling to get 
involved in projects which involve infrastructure investment.
 
Exceptions are the US fruit companies, which are involved in some activities in
 
conjunction with AID in the Philippines to promote such activities 
as improved
 
water management for shrimp production, erosion control and health and
 
educational facilities improvement.
 

Of the AID projects in ANE countries directed at agribusiness, only 11 involved
 
infrastructure development. Other projects aimed at 
infrastructure alone
 
probably show up separately. If AID is decreasing its direct investment in
 
infrastructure, it should not be assumed that infrastructure problems no longer
 
exist. The ability of ANE countries to mobilize private capital for
 
agribusiness investment will be 
strongly influenced by available infrastructure,
 
and required costs of bringing it 
to acceptable levels. Identification of
 
innovative ways to stimulate investment in infrastructure may be an alternative
 
where AIDs ability to finance directly is limited.
 

o Technology and Agribusiness Scale
 

When is technology "appropriate?' Evaluation of World Bark financed projects

through 1985 concluded that most were overly ambitious in terms of scale and
 
sophistication of required skill levels relative to the available work force.
 
Local repairs, maintenance and spare parts availability must all be addressed if
 
a project is to succeed.
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As one looks at the mix of micro enterprise and agro-industrial promotion in a
 
countr1 's agribusiness development strategy, it is essential to think back to
 
the issue of markets. Excess sophistication is counterproductive. At the same
 
time, product quality and presentation will be critical, whether the market
 
targeted is import substituting, responding to new demand, or an export market.
 
When small and medium scale enterprise development is the gcal, it need not
 
necessarily imply use of primitive technology. 
 For example, AIDr financed work
 
on low-cost extrusion cookers has led to a joint -enture in Sri Lanka that
 
produces supplementary infant foods, primarily from local agricultural products.
 

Where state-owned enterprises are in the process of privatization, as is the
 
case in several ANE countries, AID may be able to stimulate the development of
 
joint ventures, especially where major processing facilities could benefit from
 
the technology and marketing expertise of a foreign partner.
 

AID can also usefully support trade linkages between local and foreign

agribusiness firms which involve 
some transfer of technology. These links can
 
grow into joint investments and guaranteed export markets for local firms.
 

Partnerships involving 
a mix of small medium and large scale enterprises can be
 
developed, but will require skillful analysis and structuring of incentives if
 
they are to succeed. An example based on one 
of the companies interviewed
 
provides a useful illustration.
 

A U.S. company, lets call it PNB, Inc., 
has a joint venture in the Philippines

to produce canned pork and beans. Under an arrangement with the previous

government, tariffs are low and imported beans are used. 
 The product is sold on
 
the domestic market.
 

In order for a prozessing plant to operate efficiently, a regular supply of raw
 
materials, in this case, beans, is required. While beans could be produced,

dried and sorted in the Philippines, the U.S. and local partners find it simple

and cost effective enough to continue to import. Assuring a quality local
 
supply would reiquire production credit, extension services, research on
 
varieties and the development of drying, sorting and grading facilities, etc.
 

As a result of the ability to import, and control its supply of raw materials,

PNB invested in a modern facility. Yet, there are apparently no incentives for
 
it to develop its own local supply. If, however, tariff concessions had been
 
provided initially with the proviso that they would gradually be phased out, the
 
investment might have been made, but there might have been further interest in
 
working with local small and medium enterprises to develop local supply
 
capacity.
 

Considerable care must be taken in structuring the incentives 
to invest so that
 
efforts to achieve development objectives, such as small scale enterprise

development, don't eliminate the incentives for the initial investment.
 

It cannot be assumed that because a processing facility is built, local supplies

will develop to keep it running. A U.S. firm built a modern tomato paste
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facility for a local firm in the Philippines several years ago, but it has 
never
 
operated. Many U.S. agribusinesses have little or no experience with operations
 
in third world economies, and are unwilling to take much risk. Large fruit
 
companies that have succeeded often develop self-contained, enclave operations
 
that are totally vertically integrated, or at least involve vertical contracting
 
arrangements.
 

There are ways that foreign firms can operate other than bricks and mortar. One
 
firm interviewed provides technology for poultry production on a franchise
 
basis. Franchisees pay for everything with a letter of credit, 
so there is
 
little or no risk, but technology is transferred. Operations such as this may
 
be supported by revolving funds and credit guarantee progra 
 .
 

In addition to continuing work with trade and investment promotion organizations
 
in ANE countries ARDOs may want to encourage U. S. and other foreign companies
 
to take a more aggressive approach by networking with selected firms and
 
associations in the U.S. Contacts with the U.S. agribusiness community under
 
this p-oject should point the way by learning more about how AID could act as
 
catalyst in promoting joint investments with local investors in the ANE region.
 

o Labor and Human Capital
 

Availability of reliable skilled and unskilled employees, as well 
as local
 
management personnel is critical to the success of agribusiness ventures.
 
Private agribusinesses in ANE countries are often family owned, and where
 
markets are opening up, these are often the middlemen who have operated on the
 
fringe of legality. Taking on an expanded role will require that middle
 
management oe developed.
 

Where skilled labor is in short supply, agribusinesses may find that their
 
trained employees have a broad range of opportunities, leading to turnover
 
problems and increasing costs to the business. 
 Options to reduce employee
 
turnover, such as more attractive benefits, social services and Employee Stock
 
Ownership Plans (ESOPs), 
can be considered, but must reflect productivity if the
 
business is to remain competitive.
 

Rigidities in labor laws may encourage agribusinesses to be less efficient than
 
possible, increasing costs and reducing the competitive position of its
 
products. For example, flour mills in Tunisia would like 
to introduce
 
mechanical bagging equipment. They would have difficulty because the government
 
is unlikely to let them eliminate the jobs of people currently filling the bags.
 
Retraining programs financed by AID and other donors could ease 
the transition
 
of displaced low skill workers, and actually make the creation of additional
 
jobs more attractive.
 

All AID Missions in the region have programs directed at improving analytical
 
capacity. AID in the Philippines has proposed a rural development training
 
program to provide skills and training for middle and senior level officials and
 
private entrepreneurs. AID programs in Indonesia focus 
on human resource
 
development, especially for management. 
AID's centrally funded Entrepreneurs
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International progr&< plans to bring entrepreneurs from eight ANE countries to
 
the U.S. for training with U.S. agribusinesses and other firms.
 

Despite some experience, AID may find it easier to support training for a civil
 
servart than an employee of a private firm. Where rigidities in labor laws make
 
it difficult to encourage investment, a combination of efforts in regulatory
 
reform and vocational training may be useful.
 

Projects in AIDs S&T Bureau Employment and Enterprise Development Division are
 
providing ANE countries with technical assistance in evaluating management and
 
vocational training needs, 
some of which supports agribusiness.
 

o Finance
 

Financing is probably the most 
frequently cited constraint to agribusiness
 
development. It definitely requires attention, but management shortcomings
 
should not be confused with financial constraints.
 

Agribusiness financial requirements are often different than those of general

industry. In many cases, dealing with parastatals has been much easier than will
 
be financing a competitive private sector which will see profits and losses.
 

AID is 
making initiatives to facilitate investments in agribusiness through
 
revolving fund credit, credit guarantees, promotion of debt for equity swaps,

and other efforts at equity and capital market development. Debt-Equity swaps
 
generally imply privatization of the assets of a parastatal, but that need not
 
necessarily be the limit of their usefulness.
 

There are 19 ANE country projects and three centrally-funded ones identified
 
that focus on capital markets or 
credit. A proposed AID grant to the Philippine
 
Agribusiness Industrial Investment Company (PAIICO) would provide technical
 
assistance and partial capitalization so that PAIICO could mobilize private
 
capital to 'tur around' financially distressed agribusinesses, invest in
 
parastatals slated for privatization and new or existing agribusinesses. A
 
grant to 
a Venture Capital fund to support small to medium sized enterprises in
 
areas of high growth potential has been proposed for FY 1990. Other projects
 
support rural financial services and credit in Egypt, Indonesia, Jordan, and
 
Tunisia. There are projects to support stock exchanges in Sri Lanka and the
 
Philippines.
 

Beyond availability of capital for initial investments, operating capital
 
requirements, which often exhibit huge seasonal 
swings for processing
 
operations, may require innovative approaches 
to financial institutions'
 
lending. Where parastatals have had an almost open line of credit on 
the
 
national treasury for agricultural purchases, private agribusiness probably
 
cannot expect similar treatment.
 

Multinational trading firms sometimes extend a degree of financial flexibility
 
to parastatal organizations in the certainty that the good faith of the national
 
government means that they will eventually get paid. Where private firms take
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over from a parastatal, the implicit government guarantee does not necessarily
 
follow, making access to credit more difficult.
 

Training and risk reduction are two areas in which AID can facilitate
 
agribusiness financing. Training that helps financial institutions to better
 
understand how others handle the unique aspects of agribusiness lending as an
 
economy becomes more market oriented could be a useful service. ARDOs that have
 
been especially 3uccessful may want to share their experience with others in the
 
region. AID programs that provide credit. guarantees can also help to reduce the
 
risk to financial institutions, encouraging them to increase their private
 
agribusiness lending.
 

o Agricultural Raw Materials 

Availability of agricultural products that meet requirements in terms of
 
quantity, quality and seasonal availability has a major impact on the costs and
 
potential returns of an agribusiness project. To assure that requirements are
 
met, management of agribusiness projects may have to assume a role in research
 
and extension activities, input supply, credit and assembly operations.
 

Of the agribusinesses studied thus far in our project, 16 percent conduct 
some
 
sort of research, and 40 percent are involved in extension activities. Almost
 
half attempt to assure supplies through some sort of mechanism: imports,
 
integrated production - processing arrangements, or vertical linkages through
 
contracts or other procedures. Contract farming, whereby an agribusiness firm
 
provides inputs, extension services and guarantges prices can have the impact of
 
mutual risk reduction.
 

Price incentives may be used to encourage deliveries early and late in the
 
processing season, reducing required investment in capacity for peak processing
 
periods and storage facilities. Research and extension services may encourage

production of a range of products that can be processed at the same facilities,
 
increasing initial investment requirements, but reducing the average cost per
 
unit processed.
 

Innovative arrangements whereby entrepreneurs are assured supplies to operate
 
their processing plants and local producers and small entrepreneurs are
 
encouraged to share in the benefits of agribusiness represent an ideal
 
combination of AID's development goals and entrepreneurs profit motives. Such
 
arrangements can be developed through careful structuring of incentives. They
 
may happen if left purely to chance. However, AID supported training and
 
capacity development can improve the odds in this process.
 

ARDOs experience with a broad range of production projects can be an extremely
 
valuable resource in working with agribusiness to assure that agricultural raw
 
materials of required quantity and quality are available in a timely fashion. At
 
the same time, working with agribusiness to assure supplies of other raw
 
materials required for processing,such as tin plate, bottles or other
 
containers, labels, etc. will represent new areas for ARDOs. An important
 
consideration in planning a strategy is to figure out how much responsibility
 
ARDOs want and are prepared to accept in these dimensions of agribusiness.
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3.0 Some Preliminary Thoughts on Issues and Implications
 

Much World Bank and AID experience in support of agribusiness has actually
 
involved working bilaterally through government and parastatal agencies. The
 
World Bank reported this to be the case 97 percent of the time through 1983.
 
This implies the need to develop new networks of contacts if there is to be a
 
shift toward direct relations with private firms.
 

The importance of a systems perspective, even when addressing one or more
 
component parts of the system, is important in improving one's ability to
 
predict consequences of a given action.
 

A recent World Bank review of marketing activities has pointed to the specific
 
marketing skills required. It argues that economics degrees are imperfect
 
substitutes for marketing training, suggesting a combination of increased
 
training and staff resources. While AID is often ahead of the World Bank in a
 
number of strategic respects, some examination of staff training needs and
 
desired may be useful.
 

3.1 Ten Lessons for Planning an ANE Agribusiness Strategy:
 

1. Policy Reform is Critical - Don't forget that a carrot is not
 
necessarily a carrot - incentives differ between AID and host government 
they also differ within AID.
 

The tendency among international donors and financial institutions is to be
 
in a hurry for reforms to be adopted. In contrast, local officials may be
 
quick to accept the general principle of benefits of policy reform,
 
privatization and an increased role for private agribusiness. Agreement on
 
the procedures to attain this end may take time, with considerable interest
 
in protracted study of details and implications.
 

It is essential to recognize that individual incentives, and the costs of
 
making a mistake, differ among the parti'cipants in a policy dialogue. Local
 
officials may assume that the AID representative will be rewarded based on
 
the amount of money distributed, so concessions on their side may be
 
difficult to come by. At the same time, the risks of a failed change in
 
policy are much lower for the AID representative, than for his or her local
 
counterpart. Clear and unbiased analysis of potential implications 
benefits, costs and risks of specific policy reforms - may be the best
 
route to the kinds of reforms necessary to encourage private investment.
 

2. Don't forget Domestic and Regional Markets - U.S. and European markets
 
offer many opportunities, they are also highly competitive and often
 
protected by nontariff barriers. Getting 'bugs' worked out close to home
 
is often less costly than far away. AID can (and does) support market
 
research and feasibility analyses that reflect this.
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3. A general strategy statement for a 'region' as diverse as ANE can be a
 
good starting point for planning. The focus on planning by economic
 
subgroups is likely to be useful as a guide. Don't forE.it objectives
 
articulated through national government development plans and in other
 
fora. Don't let project design teams pull you into the 199C's designer

fashion in projects if it isn't what is needed. For example, ,he local
 
ARDO, together with local institutions, may be best placed t evaluate
 
whether a stock markets make sense.
 

4. ARDOs aren't the only ones interested in Agribusiness. Ca. RDO's be in
 
all lines of business? Corporate finance, venture capital? Fi-ure out how 
to coordinate with and use others within AID, (PRE, - amle), cther%.-

U.S. government agencies, (Trade and Development F- .PIC, USDA,
 
Commerce), others in the development business (Wora Bank, CIDA), and
 
business organizations and development groups (Chambers of Commerce, etc.)
 

5. As a bilateral donor, AID has more experience working with the private
 
sector through governments than in dealing directly with private sector
 
operators. Another paper being presented will address the skill
 
requirements implied by ANE's draft strategy. One of the objectives of this
 
study is to identify information sources and networks that may be useful 
to 
ARDO's in developing a country agribusiness strategy. Two way training may 
also help - helping ARDOs deal with iirms, and firms deal with AID. 
Regional or subregional specialists may be means to offset some of the 
short term skill and experience limitations.
 

6. Development and Profit objectives don't automatically mesh. Without
 
careful analysis of incentives, agribusiness will contribute to AIDs
 
development objectives only by accident. Partnerships involving large,
 
medium and small scale (micro) enterprises can be developed, but will
 
require skillful analysis to make them work. Large investments will not be
 
made if assurance of timely availability of quality inputs cannot be
 
assured. Reinforcing recipient country capacity to analyze and structure
 
incentives is important. This will require additional and different skills
 
than AID is currently supporting through most policy projects, often with
 
reinforcement of capacity in different parts of host governments.
 

7. Finance, the most frequently cited constraint to agribusiness
 
development requires attention, but management shortcomings should not be
 
confused with financial constraints. Agribusiness financial requirements
 
are different than those of general industry. In many cases, dealing with
 
parastatals has been much easier than will be financing a competitive
 
private sector which will see profits and losses. Training and risk
 
reduction are two areas in which AID can contribute.
 

8. Labor and Human Capital development will present new challenges to AID.
 
Private agribusinesses in ANE countries are often family owned, and where
 
markets are opening up, these are the middlemen who have operated on the
 
fringe of legality. Taking on an expanded role will require that middle
 
management be developed. AID may find it easier to support training for a
 
civil servant than an employee of a private firm. AID support of vocational
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and nanagerial training in support of agribusiness should receive renewed
 
attention.
 

9. Infrastructure development, while a lower priority on AID's agenda, will
 
still be critical to mobilization of private capital for agribusiness

investments. 
While not all "public' services need to be provided by the
 
qt -e, capital investments will be required. If not financing directly,

AID should consider innovative approaches to stimulate required

investments.
 

10. Agribusiness partnerships between U.S. and local firms will not spring
 
up overnight. Many of the relationships, joint ventures, licensing,
 
franchising, distributorships have developed as a climate of mutual trust
 
is developed. What begins as a marketing, distributorship arrangement in
 
Europe or the U.S. may lead to capital investment. With AID personnel

rotations, the need for 
a longer term, systems perspective is critical. He
 
(or she) who 
starts the ball rolling may not be there to see it achieve its
 
objective. At the same time shorter term achievements are possible.
 

3.2 Resources available 
to help ARDOs develop skills, contacts and initiatives
 
in agribusiness
 

One of the objectives of the AMIS Agribusiness strategy study is to identify
 
resources available to 
support ARDO efforts in the agribusiness area.
 

We are in the process of compiling a list of projects, including Centrally

funded projects and IQCs that 
can be used to support specific mission requests.
 

Centrally funded projects often offer a range of information sources that can be
 
useful to ARDO's at little or no cost. For example, studies of export market
 
opportunities and local agribusiness ventures developed under the AMIS project.

Studies of privatization under the Agricultural Policy Analysis Project (APAP),

and studies beginning under the second phase of APAP 
on the potential

implications of 
the Uruguay Round and European Community's 19C2 for AID
 
programming.
 

AMIS partners are making contacts with a range of agribusinesses in the U.S. and
 
abroad as 
part of this study. As part of this process, we are identifying

potential speakers, participants in roundtable discussions, etc. Through

Deloitte, Haskins + Sells network of international consulting and auditing

offices, and Abt Associates' Policy Projects 
 we have the ability to obtain an
 
entre to 
follow up analyses of specific opportunities and constraints 
on a
 
country and line of business specific basis.
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------ ------- 

Table 1. USAID Interventions in Agribusiness in the ANE Region, 1980 to present*
 

SELECTED PROJECTS IN Number Commodity Infra- Privatization Off Farm Small & Development Private Sector Agricul- Development Invest-

AGRIBUSINESS 
 of Imports structure of State Run 
 Emplo Iyment Micro of Captial Investment tural of Analytical ment

1980 to Present Projects Development Enterprises 
 & Rural Enterprises Markets Climate/Policy markets Capactity Promotion
 

Enterprise 
 Reform
 

LOW INCOME AGRICULTURAL I i I I I I I I I I I I
ECONOMIES 1311 23% 38% 15% 15% 8% 
 8% 8% 15% 54% 0%
 

LOW INCOME TRANSITIONAL 
 II 
ECONOMIES 44 7% 9% 14% 27% 23% 
 32% 30% 11% 59% 
 27%
 

MIDDLE-INCOME
 

INDUSTRIALIZING COUNTRIES 
 18 6% 11% 22% 
 17% 28% 22% 56% 33% 
 72% 33%
 

CENTRALLY AND REGIONALLY
 
FUNDED PROGRAMS 26 0% 0% 
 4% 8% 15% 12% 35% 
 4% 65% 23%
 

-- ---- -------------- --------- I-------I-------I----------
OVER ALL TOTAL I 101 -----1% li% 13% 19% 20% 22% 33% 14% 62% 24%
I................................................................................................................
 

* There are cases where multiple interventions were entered for individual projects.
 
Due to this fact. percentages do not add up to 100%.
 

This is a prelimary survey of USAID project interventions related to Agribusiness.
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Table 2. World Bank Experience in Agribusiness Lending
 

Production Transport Storage Processing 
Marketing
 
(percent)
 

Asia -

Near East* 6.7 6.5 
 13.7 22.8 12.6
 

Total 14.6 11.1 27.5 
 41.6 29.7
 

*Components of loans approved by the World Bank 1972-83
 
Regional definition only approximates that used by USAID
 

**Percent of 960 total components, data add to more than 10OZ
 
because two activities listed for 243 components
 

Source: derived from J. Brown. Review of Agroindustrial Operations
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Table 3. Country and Regional Experience of Agribusiness Firms Studied*
 

Number
 
of
 

Companies
 

Low Income
 
Agricultural Economies 2
 

Bangladesh 1
 
Nepal 2
 
Burma 1
 

Low Income
 
Transitional Economies 20
 

India 8
 
Sri Lanka 3
 
Pakistan 5
 
Indonesia 5
 
Yemen 1
 
Morocco 4
 
Philippines 12
 
Egypt 7
 

Middle Income
 
Industrializing Nations 14
 

Thailand 14
 
Tunisia 1
 
Jordan 2
 
Oman 1
 

* Some firms operate in multiple countries 
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Table 4. Commodity Experience of Agribusiness Firms Studied*
 

Percent
 
of
 

Companies
 

Inputs 35 
Production Output 17 
Processing 74 

*Total percentage is greater than 100 because
 
companies are involved in more than one
 
commodity area.
 

Table 5. Ownership Experience of Agribusiness Firms Studied*
 

Percent
 
of
 

Companies
 

Licensee/Franchise 13
 
Joint Venture 57
 
Wholly Owned 65
 

*Total percentage is greater than 100 because
 
companies are involved in more than one
 
ownership arrangement.
 

Table 6. Other Activities of Agribusiness Firms Studied
 

Percent
 
of
 

Companies
 

Research 17
 
Extension Services 48
 
Supply Linkages 48
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Appendix 1. Agribusiness in ANE's Strategy Statement
 

ANE Bureau's 'Rural Economic Growth Strategy for the 1990's, proposes that AID
 
programs in the region be adjusted 
on the basis of countries' economic
 
structure, primarily on the basis of 
per capita income. Countries fall into
 
three groups:
 

1) Low Income Agricultural Economies: Bangladesh, Burma and Nepal;
 

2) Low Income Transitional Economies: 
Egypt, India, Indonesia, .Iorocco,
 
Pakistan, Philippines, Sri Lanka and Yemen; and
 

3) Middle Income Industrializing Economies: Jordan, Oman, Thailand and Tunisia.
 

As countries 
move from group 1 to group 3, the World Bank's estimates of per

capita income rise from $161 to $978 (1985); annual GDP growth rises, the share
 
of agriculture in GDP declines, while industry's share rises. 
Labor in
 
agriculture declines, while urban consumer demand shifts 
to greater reliance on
 
higher protein and more processed, as opposed to bulk agricultural products. As
 
labor moves out of agriculture, the importance of food processing and marketing
 
is thought to increase.
 

The strategy lays out 
somewhat different priorities as a function of level of
 
development. For Low income agricultural economies, the strategy calls for much
 
of AIDs 
recent package of programs: Research and Technology diffusion; Input

supply, with reduction in subsidies and an increased role for the private
 
sector; Public Services and Infrastructure, with emphasis irrigation;
on 

improved policy analysis; a focus on natural resources, and a focus on human and
 
institutional capital development, especially for research, analysis 
and
 
management.
 

Proposed programs for Low Income Transitional Economies focus on improvement of
 
the management of existing resources as 
a source of growth. Strengthening

Agricultural Policy Analysis; emphasis 
on technical innovation to offset recent
 
slowdowns in yield increases; increased emphasis on Agro-Processing 
development of infrastructure and services 
to promots agro-processing
 
investments; Trade Liberalization; 
emphasis on Natural Resources; and
 
investments in human and institutional capital development in support of policy

analysis, agro-processing, export promotion and crop diversification are among
 
key areas identified.
 

The strategy for Middle Income Industrializing Economies assumes that food self
sufficiency is no longer a problem - either as 
a result of production or
 
imports. Institutional capacity is also assumed to be developed, with some need
 
for further strengthening domestic and international networks. 
 The strategy
 
sees highly trained nationals taking a role in regional affairs.
 

The strategy paper proceeds 
to a ranking of priorities for AID development
 
interventions, including:
 

Increased Staple Cereal Production
 
Agro-Processing Development
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Trade and Market Development
 
Human Capital Development
 
Infrastructure Planning and Management
 
Agricultural Policy and Planning
 
Natural Resource Management
 
Institutional Development
 
Agricultural Input Supply
 
Capital Market Development
 

Detailed presentations of possible pzograms by economic grouping are provided,
 
with emphasis in discussions of "Trade and Development" and "Agro-Processing
 
Development" (pp 36-41) of greatest interest for the current study. Suggested
 
priorities in the strategy include:
 

Agro-Processing Development
 

Low Income Agricultural Countries
 

Develop host country capacity for market analysis
 

Low Income Transitional Countries
 

1) improve market analysis capacity in order to help define private
 
sector investment role, also do market testing of new products
 

2) establish product standardization & quality control agencies
 

3) expand private sector marketing and advertising capacity
 

4) re-focus ag research on products with market potential
 

5) Adjust import restrictions to allow freer import of supplies for
 
processing industries
 

6) create quasi-public agency to oversee infrastructure development
 

7) strengthen private investment promotion programs, such as tax
 
breaks,legal provisions for joint foreign-local investment
 

8) interest rate policy adjustment
 

Middle Income Industrializing Countries
 

1) expand analytical capacity to identify/promote expansion of exports
 
of processed products
 

2) improve export licensing procedures
 

3) assist processors to improve product quality, management, cost
 
control
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4) help establish links with foreign firms for market outlets or joint
 
ventures
 

5) provide access to foreign technology/expertise
 

Trade and Market Development
 

Low Income Agricultural Countries
 

1) Support expansion/upgrading of input marketing systems and
 
encourage price competition between government and private suppliers
 

2) Use commodity import programs to lever greater involvement of
 
private sector in input distribution
 

3) Monitor input distribution systems to determine where government
 
intervention is required and analyze subsidy adjustments
 

4) establish analytical units to monitor domestic and internptional
 
cereal prices
 

5) assist in establishing public cereal stocks at least cost levels,
 
encouraging shift to market-driven systems
 
(floor & ceiling prices)
 

6) support programs encouraging private sector investment in input and
 
output storage facilities and processing facilities related to
 
cereals, including adjustments in licensing procedures, credit, and
 
testing of low-cost storage techniques
 

Low Income Transitional Countries
 

1) Restructure state trading agencies - disengage from non-cereal
 
markets
 

2) Promote private investment in domestic food supply through changes
 
in investment and tax policies, and by the use of market interest rates
 
to mobilize domestic capital (offset by tax breaks to target specific
 
industries)
 

3) Improve analytical capacity in domestic trade policy, in such arets
 
as streamlining the licensing of trading activities and
 
promoting investment in trade, in order to cncourage expansion of
 
agro-processing industries
 

Middle Income Industrializing Countries
 

1) Support establishment of trade development office to increase
 
access to foreign markets and earning of foreign exchange to finance
 
imports. Functions would include: monitoring changes in world markets,
 
identifying new markets, and balancing trade flows with major trading
 
partners
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Appeodix 2. Agribusiness Food Marketing Systems Study 

Statement of Work 

The AMIS project will provide a team or consultants to conduct applied research 
contributing to ANE Bureau's ability to identify and rank the interventions that are most 
appropriate to ANE countries' private sector agribusiness food marketing system
development. Mark Newman, Abt Senior Agricultural Economist and Director of 
Agribusiness Research will serve as Team Leader for the study. 

Activities: 

AMIS project consultants will: I) assemble and analyze information on experiences and 
lessons learned from public and private agribusiness development activities, projects, etc 
in ANE countries; and 2) contribute to the development of an ANE agribusiness
development strategy, and identify resources that may be useful in implementing the 
strategy. 

I. 	 Assessment of Agribusiness Experiences and Lessons Learned that are important
in developing an ANE Bureau Strategy 

This component of the project will include a review of selected experiences with public
and private sector agribusiness activities supported by AID and other donors or financial 
institutions or undertaken independently within the ANE region. It will identify the range
of opportunities to support agribusiness in the ANE region that should be considered in 
developing an ANE Bureau strategy, and assess interest and experience of AID and 
private sector representatives through interviews. 

Activities 

a. 	 Develop an approach to evaluating agribusiness activities, projects, etc. so 
that the topic becomes more manageable and intelligible to a broad public
and private sector audience with a wide range of backgrounds, training and 
experiences. 

b. 	 Identify and begin to evaluate written materials regarding public and 
private sector agribusiness projects, initiatives and activities in ANE 
countries, including those underway during the 1980's and planned for the 
future. Sources of information will include AID/W library resources, 
USAID Missions and the World Bank. For selected cases, obtain additional 
information on cases where support to private sector agribusiness activities 
has been especially successful or unsuccessful. 

c. 	 Interview people in the Washington area, as well as at the Rabat meeting of 
ADOs, regarding relevant projects, programs and experiences. 

d. 	 Contact and interview representatives of 10-20 private sector agribusiness
firms that have either been active in the ANE area or have considered such 
activity since 1980. On the basis of interviews and available written 
material develop several case studies that identify and analyze factors 
affecting success or failure of private agribusiness investments and related 
activities in ANE countries. Cases could be selected to provide an example 
from each of ANE's sub-regions. 
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2. 	 Contribution to ANE Agribusiness Strategy Development 

On the basis of interactions with AID and the private sector, as well as the analysis
discussed above, this component of the study will develop an analytical approach and 
propose elements of an ANE agribusiness development strategy that exploits the
strengths of both the private and public sectors, and reflects the unique aspects of 
individual ANE countries. Identify resources that might be used in implementing such a 
strategy. 

Activities: 

a. 	 Design or adapt an analytical framework for categorizing types of 
interventions that can be used to support or encourage private agribusiness
development in the ANE region. 

b. 	 Summarize lessons learned since 1980 and identify implications for ANE 
Bureau agribusiness strategy. Develop a ranked list of promising
agribusiness interventions and/or support activities that can form the basis 
for designing an ANE Buredu agribusiness strategy. 

c. 	 Identify resources that can be of use to the ANE Bureau in implementing
its agribusiness strategy, including public and private sources of expertise
and information that could be used for such purposes as identifying,
evaluating and supporting agribusiness interventions most appropriate to 
individual ANE countries. 

Deliverables: 

I. 	 By .January 15, 1989, meet with representatives of ANE Bureau to finalize 
planning for addressing elements of scope of work. 

2. 	 February 17-23, 1989, Presentation to ARDO conference in Rabat, Morocco 
explaining the approach, summarizing initial findings of the assessment of 
agribusiness experience in the ANE region and identifying the range of 
opportunities that the assessment suggests. The conference will also serve as the
primary opportunity for the contractor to discuss ANE mission interests,
experience and prior.ties. 

3. 	 May 15, 1989, Draft Analytical/Strategy paper: ANE Agribusiness Experience and 
Strategy Considerations for the 1990's. 

4. 	 August 15, 1989. Finalize Analytical/ Strategy paper. 

5. 	 Provide resource person to make one or more workshop presentations at sessions 
to be organized by ANE Bureau, and which may include participation by
representatives of leading agribusinesses. 

Level of Effort: 

See attached budget 
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Appendix 3. USAID Projects by Category (Preliminary)
 

COMMO1TY UPOTS 

Bangladesh 

Egypt 


Nepal 


Pakistan 


INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT 

B&ngladesh 

Philippines 
Sri Lanka 
Thailand 

PRIVATIZATION 07 STATE 

RUN ENIXP3ISE 

Bangladesh 


Egypt 


Jordan 


Morocco 


Oman 


Pakistan 
Philippines 

017-FAIN DQPLOTHN AND 

RURAL ENTERPRISE 

Bangladesh 
Indonesia 

Morocco 

Philippines 


Sri Lanka 
Thailand 


SMALL AND MICRO 
ENTIPISES 

--.-------.---------------


Egypt 

India 

Indonesia 

Morocco 
Philippines 

Sri Lanka 

Thailand 


Inputs which contribute directly t an agribusinese project. Commodities which my affect
 
agricultural production or food supplies are not included 
 in thi survey. 

Bulk importation of fertilizer from USAID (280,OOOfT) to meet the need for fertilizer
 
supply, beyond Local production levels. Reduced risk to private fertilizer
 
distributors, and allowed for 
40Z reduction in fertilizer subsidies.
 
Private Sector Commodity Import Program - Unspecified commodities
 
ImportfHarkat support for fertilizer delivery
 
Private sector distribution of fertilizer
 

Buildings, Factories, Irrigation Systems, Canals, Roads
 
Physical improvements which facilItate the development of agribusinesses.
 
General Infrastructure projects which were not planned in relation 
to an agribusiness
 
or private sector developmnt effort are not surveyed in this study.
 

Construction of urea factory, Fertilizer storage and distribution infrastructure
 
Roads to fauilitate farmer access to production inputs, credit and markets.
 
Rehabdlitatiou of markets in medium sized cities
 
Mahaweli region, canal construction, water systems
 
Assisted in building of national vegetable seed center and peanut center
 

Efforts to move ownersUip from the public ownership (parastatals - government owned stock)
 
to private ownership. Includes private sales, public share 
 offerings, liquidations, liberalizations. 
Privatization activities listed here can be AXE and/or PRE supported. 

Fertilizer distribution shift away from government dealers to private dealers
 
Privetization of government-owned farm input supply syatme
 
Fruit and vegetable processing centers in the Jurdan Valley -- mission exploring
 
selling at least one of cw 
modern but idle processing cont-re to an int'l food processing company
 
Capital participation privatization of 
three fisheries and four sugar companies. 
Public Share Offerings for Oman Flour and a fisheries company.
 
Liberalization of ghee plant
 
P developed plane for privatization of National Food Authority and Philippines
 

Dairy Corporation.
 

Interventions which are specifically aimed at supporting employment opportunities
 
other than traditional farming enterprise. Rural based. not urban based.
 

Support of small-scale enterprises with backward linkages to agriculture 
Encouraging off-farm employment and expanding the role of the private sector 
Smll farm credit to the Agricultural Credit Bank. 
Project seeks to Increase private sector agribusiness and rural manufacuturing investments 
in the Bicol region. Improved cooperative marketing systems to agricultural commodities 
produced by small farmers. Philippines is particularly itrong in support of off-faru enterprises. 
Support of rural Industry 
Rural Industris project to expand off-farm employment outside of the metro Banksok area. 

Support of mdium-smll-micro level private enterprises Included. Interventions
 
Entries in this category my have small business development listed as a project goal 
or component focus to support private sector development. Focus on 
employm=t generation in smll scale business development especially in rural areas. 

Support to micro 6 smll scale farmers to Increase ag invesmant 
Grower' s cooperatives
 
Private Seto- Dart project starts from the bottom and works up, Lndentifying 
entreprenews who have the capacity to expand a particular section of the ag industry 
Creation of pro-export financing facility for small businesses. 
Small & Medium Enterprise Devt seeks to accelerate growth of Labor intensive small 
medium enterprises 
Development of the Sri Lanka Business Development Center - Final evaluation 
recommendation that the SLJDC focus on new, smll and medium scale enterprises. 
Supports mall and medium sLed firsal egro-industry seen as the sost promising area 
for smll enterprise rapid development. 
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USAID Projects by Category, continued
 

DEVELOPMENT 0 CAPITAL 

MARKTS 


Bangladesh 

Egypt 


Indonesia 
Jordan 


Philippines 

Sri Lanka 

Tunisia 

INDUSTRIAL TRADE AND 

POLICY RrFORM 

.......................... 


Bangladesh 


Egypt 
Indonesia 

Jordan 

Pakistan 

Sri Lanka 
Tunisia 

AGRICULTVRAL MJKTS 
-------------.------------


Bangladesh 

Jordan 

Philippines 

TuAnisia 

D9V=OPX9T Of ANALYTICAL 
CAPACITY 

Indonesia 
All Countries 

INVESTHINT PROMOTION 
.......................... 

Egypt 
India 

Jordan 
Oman 

Philippines 

Sri Lanka 
Thailand 

Tunisia 

Includes both the development of institutional capital markacs, as well as
 
credit and financinq.
 

Rural Finance Experiment Project - Improve credit syscas for famers 
Improved financial services to private sector enterprises, resultlng in expanded Investment 
Improving rural financial LatermadiatLon; support of Lending for export led production
 
Strengthen financial arkat, mobilize and allocate venture capital. Provide seed
 
capcLal to Improve technology finuuclng, trade financing progran for US capital goods.
 
PVO programs to offer credit to small and sedium scale enterprises
 
Encourage development of a self-sustaining rural financial system.
 
Consider constraints limiting the development of securities markets, strengthen
 
Securities and Exchange Commission, facilitate mobilization of captLal investment.
 
Mobilies private tar captial for invastment
 
Support to the development of dynamic captLal markets, Long-term capital 
Assist in strength ning the SecrLtLes Council r Stock Exchange 
Private sector development looks at captial markets 

Policy dialgoue which addresses government policies which restrain free markat growth. 
is. unnecessary formal lLcansLng procedures & other pricing barriers to moving ag commodities 
from areas of production markets, Licensing procedures for establishing agro-processLng 
facilLtLes, pricing structure, Import rnstrictLons. 

Policy dialogue with emphasis on strangtheninG the role of agricultural private selcor 
Support of deregulation of agricultural sector; Strang AID oolLcy reform efforts in Egypt 
Policy agenda aLead at reducing constraints to expansion and diversification of ag sector 
Remove cottreLnt on licensing of new Industries and protectionist policies 
Balance of payments support, encouraging ag policy reforms, remove fertilizer subsidies 
Policy reforms sought to encourage diversification, technological Innovation and upgrades 
Support of economic policy reforms and structural adjustments to the ag sector 

Efforts co extend agricultural markets, distribution and sales. 
Also to identify and anmalyse existing or potential markets. 

Encourage fertilizer use/market for fertilizer. Create new private sector markatLng system 
Ag Marketing Project, aimed at improving uarkAting oriantacion and skills in agribusiness
Decrease public sector involvement In marketing Process. 
Development of strongest gro-v'1 sectors, rpthr than focusing of the most depressed aruas 
Improve nt of market management and operatLoa 
Structural Adjustant to encourage private sector role in marketing of farm ir.p.s" 4 products. 

Training, Technical Assistance, Research, Surveys, InstitucLonal Development 
Development of university curriculum, US study tours 

Particularly scrong instLtutional development program 
Across the board, these activities are LnterventLons. 

Promotion of foreign Investment, joint ventures, trade mission, Investment 
opportunity surveys 

TY69 plans to launch a Business 0evelopmaent Center, primary object, Investment Promotion 
Joint US/India vantures In tachnological LnovatLons research in agro-processing 
Creation of DuLnesaMxporters Association, USIJordanlan vencures 
Encouragment of cimerical fishing and 0msni private sector investment in fisheries. 
Support of regional and national trade fairs, product display centers, trade missions 
Support to a for profit Lnve mnt banking and financial services company - to 
act as a broker :o Identify investors/buyera to provide new capital 
Sri Lanka Business Development Canter addresses Investment promotion 
Investment surveys, Trade missions had minimal success, Encouraging strong 
US/ThaL bilateral trade by developing investmant promocion service through the 
American Chamber of Com,erce in Bangko k 
Industrial Promotion A.ency to regulate and promote Investment. 
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LESSONS FROM DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE:
 
IMPLICATIONS FOR AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
 

Vernon W. Ruttan*
 

Foreign aid as 
an instrument through which a government attempts 
to
 

strengthen the economy of another country is 
a relatively new phenomenon.
 

The Marshall Plan, initiated in 1948, was 
the first major foreign
 

assistance program. 
 Put together hastily to revive the war-torn economies
 

of Western Europe, the Plan distributed $13 billion over a period of four
 

years. 
 It succeeded beyond the greatest hopes of its initiators. This was
 

followed by the commitment, in President Truman's 1949 inaugural address,
 

to a "bold new program for making the benefits of our scientific advances
 

and industrial progress available for the improvement and growth of
 

underdeveloped areas".
 

By the early 1950s, it was apparent that the Western European
 

economies had achieved such large gains that they would maintain rapid
 

rates of economic growth through their 
own efforts. 
 By that time, however,
 

the developmeLit efforts of the newly independent countries of Asia and the
 

Middle East were attracting attention. 
It became evident that it was in
 

the interest of American foreign policy to 
see those development efforts
 

succeed.
 

In this paper I present some of the generalizations about the impact
 

of development assistance, including the 
impact of assistance to
 

*Regents Professor, Department of Agricultural and Applied Economics,

University of Minnesota
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agriculture and rural development, that can be drawn from post-World War II
 

development assistance experience.1
 

Lessons from Macroeconomic Assistance Policy
 

Concessional assistance has typically represented less 
than 2 percent
 

of the developing countries' GNP. 
 It would be unreasonable to expect that
 

assistance of this magnitude would have 
a dramatic impact on living
 

standards throughout the developing world. 
Development assistance has,
 

however, played a critical role in sustaining and enhancing growth rates
 

and improvements in living standards in particular countries during crucial
 

periods in -heir development process. 2 
 It is also clear that the
 

effectiveness of development assistance depends on 
the policies pursued by
 

both the donor agencies and the recipients.
 

The Influence of Domestic Economic Policy on 
the Effectiveness of Donor
 

Economic Assistance
 

The effectiveness of economic assistance has been strongly conditioned
 

by the economic policy environment of the host country. 
 It is now
 

generally conceded that economic assistance to Korea and Taiwan was much
 

less effective in generating income growth during the 
1950s and early 1960s
 

when these countries were pursuing import substitution policies than after
 

they made the transition to export-oriented industrial policies. 
 The
 

contrasting role of domestic economic policy on the effective use 
of
 

development assistance is 
illustrated in a particularly striking way in 
the
 

case of Ghana and the Ivory Coast. Following independence, Ghana chose 
a
 

policy of socialism and state control. 
 The Ivory Coast adopted a more
 

modest role for the state, viewing its role as influencing and guiding
 

rather than replacing private sector decision making.
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It would be a mistake to view the contrast between Ghana and the 
Ivory
 

Coast as simply too much or 
too little planning or too much or too 
little
 

direct public participation in economic affairs. 
 The intervention of the
 

Ivory Coast in its sugar industry was almost as damaging as the
 

intervention of Ghana in its oil palm industry. 
The contrast is between
 

(a) a misguided attempt to determine and control the supply and demand of
 

private goods 
across a wide spectrum of economic activity in Ghana and
 

(b) a program that provided reasonable incentives for private economic
 

activity along with investment in physical infrastructure and services
 

directed toward enhancing the productivity of the private 
sector. In
 

addition, Ghana's failure to 
correct its increasingly overvalued exchange
 

rate, its repression of producer prices of agricultural output, and its
 

establishment of parastatal enterprises in industry distorted its domestic
 

infrastructure investments and led to 
excessively high capital output
 

ratios in infrastructure, agricultural, and industrial development
 

projects.
 

Our review of country experience has demonstrated in particular the
 

close linkages between trade policies and the effectiveness of development
 

assistance. There is 
firm evidence that an export-oriented strategy and
 

rapid growth of exports have been integrally associated with rapid economic
 

growth. There are 
three reasons for the positive impact of an export

oriented strategy. 
First, it permit. countries to take advaatage of
 

comparative advantage, whether based on 
resource endowments or technology
 

development. 
Second, it prevents some of the costly mistakes that are
 

often associated with import substitution or other restrictive trade and
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industrial development strategies. 
 Third, it forces governments to adopt
 

policies that lead to better economic performance by the private sector.
 

External development assistance has at times been very important in
 

providing the economic and technical assistance needed to facilitate the
 

transition to export-oriented policies. 
Aid-financed infrastructure has
 

also been important in permitting economies such as Korea, Brazil, Taiwan,
 

and Turkey to respond to the incentives that were designed to encourage the
 

transition to an export-oriented economy. 
 Economists associated with both
 

bilateral and multilateral development assistance agencies were also, at
 

times, influential in the policy analysis and discussions that led to 
the
 

policy reforms.
 

It is also true that foreign assistance, particularly when motivated
 

by noneconomic policies, has provided countries with the 
resources needed
 

to perpetuate inefficient economic policies. 
This was clearly the case in
 

South Korea during the 1950s. 
 The 1950s period, a time when U.S. economic
 

assistance was essential 
to Korea's political and economic viability, was
 

characterized by a chaotic multiple exchange rate system, import licensing,
 

and pervasive controls in every sector of the economy. 
The relatively poor
 

performance of the Korean economy in the 1950s, despite massive aid, was 
in
 

large part a result of inappropriate trade, exchang; rate, and other
 

domestic policies. When these policies were altered in the 1960s, growth
 

accelerated despite lower levels of assistance. 
American monetary experts,
 

financed by the U.S. aid agency, played an important role in the discussion
 

that led to 
the monetary and fiscal reforms of the mid-1960s.
 

The conclusion that the effectiveness of assistance 
in generating
 

economic growth is 
severely weakened in the absence of appropriate economic
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policy on the part of the recipient country poses several policy problems
 

for the donor community. 
A variety of assistance activities can be
 

effective in an environment characterized by a favorable policy regime and
 

substantial administrative capacity. 
The absence of these conditions
 

severely limits the range of effective assistance activities. These
 

deficiencies are, however, often more severe 
in the poorest countries were
 

there may be strong equity arguments for providing development assistance
 

even if it is less than fully effective. In such situations assistance
 

should focus 
on selected sector development activities that will establish
 

the foundations for growth at a time when it become politically and
 

economically feasible for the recipient country to adopt more growth

oriented development policies.
 

Policy Dialogue and Aid Effectiveness
 

The effectiveness of economic assistance is influenced by (a) the
 
degree of convergence in the views of aid donor and recipient countries
 

concerning the latter's economic policies and (b) the importance of
 

economic development objectives relative to other donor motivations in
 

decisions concerning the nature and allocation of economic assistance. A
 

convergence of views on the recipient's economic policy can occur only in
 

the context of a donor-recipient aid dialogue. 
 The issue of how much
 

impact policy dialogue associated with development assistance negotiations
 

actually has on host country development policy is extremely difficult 
to
 

determine. 
The impact may be quite large during a period when the host
 

country is experiencing economic or political stress, 
as in Bangladesh
 

immediately after independence, or during a period when both the donor and
 

host governments share common political and economic objectives.
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Policy dialogue between assistance agencies and the government of
 

Turkey during the late 1960s was 
very influential in bringing about policy
 

reforms that avoided an extreme crisis. 
 French technical assistance
 

personnel played an important role in guiding both macroeconomic and sector
 

economic policy in the Ivory Coast along relatively efficient lines. 
 In
 

the 
case of Korea, the major impact of donor-host policy dialogue came 
as
 

the level of donor assistance began to decline.
 

India is often cited as 
a country in which attempts to use donor
 

leverage to 
induce policy reform has been counter productive. In the
 

early 1960s the World Bank proposed an the government of India accepted a
 

comprehensive study of the 
causes of the slow pace of Indian economic
 

development. The study produced by the Bell mission was 
critical of Indian
 

agricultural policy and of the quantitative controls on 
imports and foreign
 

exchange. The study was 
followed by a controversial devaluation of the
 

Rupee in 1966. 
 Within India the devaluation was interpreted as an
 

unwarranted attempt by the Aid India Consortium to 
interfere in domestic
 

3

policy.


A number of criteria appear to play an important role in the
 

effectiveness of donor agencies' efforts to exercise constructive leverage
 

on recipient country macroeconomic policy. 
One is that both the donor and
 

recipient country bring substantial professional capacity and experience to
 

the policy dialogue. 
A second is that the donor agencies be in a position
 

to provide substantial program aid during the period of transition to 
the
 

new policy regime.
 

There is 
clear evidence that a "donor interest" model is 
more
 

effective than a "recipient need" 
or "global resource allocation model" in
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explaining the flow of bilateral donor resources. 
 It is ilso our
 

impression that donor strategic, political, and trade interests are playing
 

an increasingly important role in the allocation of assistance 
resources.
 

When donor interests strongly influence the flow of aid resources, the
 

effectiveness of policy dialogue is reduced. 
Donors find it extremely
 

difficult to utilize policy dialogue as 
a lever to induce better policy in
 

the recipient country when the representatives of that government are 
aware
 

that the security or 
trade interests of constituencies in the donor country
 

carry more weight than the policy reform objective. These conflicting
 

pressures create 
a very difficult environment for the officials in the
 

development assistance bureaucracies of the donor countries.
 

During the 1980s discussions of donor influence and leverage has been
 

carried out In a more constructive environment than in the 1960s and 1970s.
 

Both donor and host country political leadership and constituencies seem to
 

be more aware 
than in the past that policy dialogue and influence are
 

inherent in the donor-recipient relationship. 
 It is also possible that as
 

a result of past experience 
some bilateral donors have a more sophisticated
 

understanding of the economic costs of using the limited leverage of
 

development assistance to pursue ideological 
or political objectives in the
 

recipient country. Nonetheless, noneconomic factors still are 
an important
 

element of bilateral programs. As a consequence, there is 
a presumption
 

that multilateral aid, which is not as 
burdened with these constraints, is
 

likely to be a more effective vehicle for a policy dialogue and for
 

supporting economic development.
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The Influence of Assistance on National Economic Growth
 

The macroeconomic impact of development assistance represents a
 

continuing theoretical and empirical puzzle. 
 It seems clear that there are
 

relatively few instances where the flow of development assistance has been
 

large enough to significantly influence aggregate growth rates. 
 This
 

conclusion holds even if rates of return to the 
resources transferred in
 

the form of development assistance are several multiples of the rates of
 

return that the same investments would earn in the country providing the
 

assistarne. 
 It is possible that the literature we have reviewed has
 

underestimated the impact of development assistance on growth; however, the
 

evidence to support  conclusion that development assistance has accounted
 

for major intercountry growth differences is not available.
 

Generalizations regarding the effects of economic assistance on
 

national economic growth are complicated by the complex economic and
 

political objectives of both the donor and the host country. 
Where donor
 

country political objectives have dominated economic development
 

objectives, as in the case of U.S. assistance to Korea in the early 1950s
 

and recent U.S. assistance to Egypt, expectations regarding the impact of
 

assistance on economic growth should be relatively modest. 
 It seems
 

apparent that this conflict in objective is a major source of the
 

difficulty in drawing generalizations regarding the impact of development
 

assistance on growth rates.
 

A second reason why it has been so difficult to develop empirical
 

evidence on the impact of development assistance on national growth is
 

that, except for short periods, the flow of concessional development
 

assistance has generally been small compared to the 
sum of national and
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commercial resource flows available to sustain development. Aid flows have
 

contributed importantly to initiating or sustaining the momentum of growth
 

at critical periods. India between 1956 and 1967 and Korea in the first
 

decade after World War II 
are examples. But there are also failure cases
 

such as 
in Ghana in the 1960s and in Tanzania in the 1970s.
 

Lessons from Assistance for Sector Development
 

There is, however, evidence from specific country cases and from
 

sector studies that development assistance has been most effective in
 

generating growth when it has been focused on those investments that
 

enhance productivity growth. Investment in education has been one such
 

investment. Investment in agricultural research has been another.
 

In this section I attempt to draw some lessons for sectcral
 

development assistance--particularly those 
areas of sectoral assistance
 

that are relevant for agricultural and rural development.
 

Assistance for Physical Infrastructure Development
 

During the 1950s and 1960s, large-scale investment in transport
 

facilities (roads, railroads, ports, and airports) and multipurpose (power,
 

flood control, irrigation) resource development projects occupied a very
 

prominent place in both bilateral and multilateral development assistance
 

portfolios. 
Many of these activities made substantive contributions to the
 

development of the recipient countries. 
 Others became a burden on the
 

development process. 
 A number of factors contributed to the low returns
 

realized form such projects. 
 Project cost overruns were often substantial.
 

The time required to complete the projects was often much longer than
 

projected in the planning studies. 
The technology and scale of such
 



projects were often incompatible with the level of technological
 

development in the rest of the economy. 
Failure to consider the
 

implications of exchange rate distortions led to 
investments that were
 

excessively capital-intensive or entirely inappropriate. 
 Returns to
 

infrastructure investment were delayed and reduced by policy regimes that
 

were not able to take full advantage of growth opportunities.
 

Disappointment with the flow of benefits led to severe criticism of
 

large infrastructure projects. 
 In the Seyhan project in Turkey, for
 

example, the production impact of the land and water development programs
 

of the 1950s and 1960s did not exert a major impact on production until the
 

1970s. 
 In Korea, the payoff to transportation investments made during the
 

1950s was relatively low until the period of rapid growth in the late 1960s
 

and 1970s.
 

In India, returns on large infrastructure and industrial projects were
 

dampened by failure to invest in appropriate technical education and
 

research. 
The impact of irrigation investment has often been delayed
 

because of failure to develop on-farm water delivery systems and
 

institutions tn 
manage them (Traxler and Ruttan, 1986).
 

Over the last several decades, both technical and economic aspects of
 

project planning and evaluation have become more 
sophisticated. Much has
 

been learned and the methodology and practice of cost-benefit estimation
 

have been develcped and applied more widely. 
Planning and implementation
 

capacity in the aid-recipient countries has improved. 
The worst errors of
 

the 1950s and 1960s are no longer being made. And a broader and more
 

balanced portfolio of projects embracing technical and professional
 

training, research and development, and others is, in many countries,
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overcoming the lack of the complementary inputs that have in the past
 

dampened the returns to infrastructure project investment.
 

It now appears possible again to take a more positive view of lending
 

for infrastructure investment, especially in connection with agricultural
 

development. Furthermore, it appears that in a number of countries the
 

enhanced capacity for infrastructure planning and development means that
 

the assistance agencies will be able to reduce the level of attention and
 

resources devoted to 
the detail of project planning and implementation.
 

This should free their staffs to give greater attention to the
 

considerations of macro and sector policy that will influence the economic
 

viability of infrastructure project investment.
 

Investment in Human Resource Development
 

Both the development theorists and the development assistance agencies
 

were slow to recognize the importance of investment in education and in
 

other forms of human capital for economic growth. 
 In the early literature
 

the dominant view was that education and health programs should be
 

considered primarily as 
enhancing consumption rather than as productive
 

investments. It was generally held that such programs should be
 

subordinated to 
the goal of expanding production until the country had
 

achieved a substantial increase in the level of per capita income.
 

As evidence indicating high rates of return to education began to
 

accumulate, perspectives began to change. 
The U.S. development assistance
 

agency made major investments in university development in India in the
 

1960s. 
 The World Bank made its first educational loan in 1963. 
 By 1980 it
 

had financed over 200 educational development projects. 
 Initial emphasis
 

was 
placed primarily on scientific and technical education because of its
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obvious complementarity with infrastructure, industrial, and agricultural
 

development projects. 
Continuing research has indicated, however, that the
 

highest rates of return are often at the primary level and decline 
as the
 

level of educational attainment increases. 
 Evidence from a large number of
 

studies suggests that returns at all levels of education are substantially
 

higher than the rate of return levels used to justify investment in many
 

other project areas by development assistance agencies (Psacharopoulos,
 

1985).
 

There remain a number of unanswered questions. Some relate to the
 

relative importance and efficiency of formal primary and secondary
 

education in developing countries. There is 
as yet little evidence that
 

the development assistance agencies have been especially effective in
 

attempts to improve the efficiency of primary and secondary education
 

programs. 
 This stands in sharp contrast to the contributions that both
 

private and official assistance has made to the modernization and reform of
 

higher education in a number of countries.
 

Returns to Agricultural Research
 

Agricultural research has consistently achieved rates of return that
 

are among the highest available to either national governments or
 

development assistance agencies. 
 These high social rates of return reflect
 

substantial underinvestment in agricultural research. 
Underinvestment by
 

both the private and the public sectors reflects the large spillover
 

effects that transfer the gains from the public and private suppliers of
 

technology to producers, and from producers to consumers.
 

Sustained growth in agricultural production capacity requires a
 

careful articulation of public and private sector support for technology
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research and development. 
The development of public sector institutions
 

capable of training agricultural scientists and technicians is essential.
 

Countries that have been successful in suctaining rapid technical change 
in
 

agriculture have found it necessary to develop sufficient public sector
 

capacity in agricultural research to enable them to develop and adapt
 

agricultural technology suited to their own resource and institutional
 

environments. 
 India's relatively sophisticated agricultural research
 

system has been an important factor enabling India to confound much of
 

expert opinion and achieve close to self-sufficiency in food grain
 

production in the late 1970s and early 1980s. 
 Assistance by the U.S. aid
 

agencies and by private foundations played an important role in
 

strengthening India's capacity in agricultural education and research.
 

Those countries that have attempted to rely primarily on borrowed
 

technology have rarely developed the capacity to adapt and manage the
 

borrowed technology in a manner capable of sustaining agricultural
 

development. 
The private sector has generally been more effective in the
 

development and adoption of mechanical and chemical technology than of
 

biological technology for crop and animal production. In contrast, the
 

private sector has in most countries been relatively efficient in embodying
 

new knowledge in technical inputs (machines, fertilizer, pesticide, seeds)
 

and :n marketing agricultural supplies compared to 
the public sector or
 

parastatal organizations.
 

Rural Development Programs
 

The implementation of community and integrated rural development
 

programs has been a continuing challenge and a source of frustration to
 

development assistance agencies. 4
 The development of rural communities
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represented an important program thrust of both private and official
 

development assistance in the 1950s. 
The integrated rural development
 

thrust of the 1970s represented a renewed commitment to 
these same
 

objectives. 
Yet the gap between the hopes for such programs and program
 

accomplishments has remained large.
 

A review of the literature suggests that one of the major sources 
of
 

disillusionment on the part of donors with the results of assistance to
 

community development is a lack of consistency between the dynamics of
 

community development processes and the imperatives of donor assistance.
 

Successful rural development programs tend to be (a) small in geographic
 

scope and slow to implement; 
(b) intensive in demands on professional and
 

administrative capacity; (c) difficult to 
assess within the framework of
 

conventional cost-benefit analysis; and (d) difficult to monitor and
 

inspect. 
Donors on the other hand are under pressure to undertake large
 

projects with measurable short-run accomplishments. They are more
 

comfortable in dealing with projects that are 
(a) capiLal- and import

intensive, (b) amenable to cost-benefit or cost-effective project analysis,
 

and (c) easy to monitor and evaluate.
 

A second source of disillusionment has been the difficulty of
 

achieving consistency between the 
local self-help and resource mobilization
 

philosophy of rural development programs and the objectives of donors to
 

achieve measurable improvements in basic human needs indicators. 
This has
 

led to a program drift toward delivery of services to local communities and
 

a neglect of the economic and political reforms necessary to achieve
 

effective mobilization of community resources. 
 This in turn tends to lead
 

to a decline in program performance when donor resources are phased out.
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improvements in the level of services were often not complemented by growth
 

in the community resources necessary to sustain the services. 
There is now
 

relatively good documentation, much of it from USAID program evaluation
 

studies, that success in local resource mobilization is an exceedingly
 

important factor in accounting for continued program viability following
 

the phasing-out of donor support.
 

Although development assistance agencies have found it difficult to
 

achieve success in programs designed to enhance the quality of life 
in
 

rural areas, one cannot conclude that there is an inherent conflict between
 

growth and equity objectives in rural development. Indeed, the literature
 

suggests that these objectives are potentially highly complementary. The
 

constraint on the effectiveness of development programs has been due to 
the
 

complex interaction between political and economic development at the local
 

level that is required to generate effective demand and to sustain that
 

demand.
 

Some Development Assistance Policy Issues and Questions
 

In the previous sections of this paper a number of rather clear-cut
 

"lessons" from development assistance were identified. 
 In this section I
 

raise an issue that has received little attention in the literature: What
 

development assistance activities are feasible in an unstable economic and
 

political environment? 
I also return to the question of the role of
 

various forms of assistance. Finally, I indicate some concerns about major
 

limitations in the literature on development assistance impact.
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Assistance in an Unstable Environment
 

One of the most difficult problems of development assistance policy is
 

how to provide effective assistance in an unfavorable economic and
 

political environment. Should the development assistance community simply
 

conclude that, where the environment for development assistance is so
 

adverse, assistance should be discontinued until a political and
 

administrative environment emerges that is more conducive 
for efficient use
 

of development assistance?
 

There 
are at least some tentative indications from the experience of
 

the countries studied in this review and in other literature that there are
 

a number of areas where 
it is possible for development assistance to be at
 

least moderately "policy proof"--where assistance can be designed 
to make
 

an effective contribution in spite of (a) the limited effectiveness or even
 

perversity of the policies pursued by national governments and (b) the
 

absence of a realistic chance that government will improve the policy
 

setting in the foreseeable future. 
 These activities fall under the broad
 

headings of investment in human capital and community infrastructure.
 

Programs to achieve 
the minimum levels of investment in human capital
 

and in community infrastructure do not need to 
draw heavily on external
 

resources. Institutional innovations that provide incentives for local
 

units of government to mobilize indigenous labor and material 
resources
 

should be encouraged. 
With support for institutional development or 
reform
 

most of the resources needed to 
support such activities can be mobilized at
 

the local or regional level. Such programs 
are usual.y regarded as
 

desirable even by national governments that do not have the bureaucratic
 

capacity, or that are 
too corrupt, to effectively implement larger-scale
 

/ 
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agricultural or industrial development projects. 
 In many cases such
 

programs may be more effectively carried out through either expatriate 
or
 

indigenous private voluntary organizations rather than being directly
 

administered by bilateral or multilateral assistance agencies.
 

In addition to the immediate benefits there are also substantial
 

longer-term benefits from strengthening the capacity of provincial and
 

local institutions to manage and sustain investments in human capital and
 

community infrastructures. 
 Development of local institutional capacity can
 

also contribute to the development of political, bureaucratic, and
 

technical skills that are necessary for more efficient and response
 

national political regimes. 
 When a more effective national regime does
 

emerge, the local institutional infrastructure needed to sustain rapid
 

development is in place--as in Korea after the fall of the Rhee government.
 

Finally, considerable experimentation is often necessary to create viable
 

institutions capable of sustaining the necessary investment in human
 

capital and community infrastructure. A period of trial and error is often
 

necessary to develop systems that are 
sustainable in terms of community
 

economic resources and that are 
compatible with local cultural endowments.
 

Aid Instruments
 

Most governments are open to 
a policy dialogue that can 
take place at
 

different levels and through the use of various aid instruments. The
 

literature is properly inconclusive on whetner program aid or project aid
 

is the superior development policy instrument. 
 A careful reading of the
 

literature leads to the conclusion that an effective assistance program
 

will include in its portfolio both program and project assistance and a
 

variety of sectoral aid. 
At one extreme, nonproject aid can play a
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strategic role in providing foreign exchange and budgetary support for a
 

government that is attempting a major structural readjustment as part of a
 

program of policy reform. Such assistance can also play an important role
 

in legitimizing a donor-recipient dialogue concerning the elements of the
 

macroeconomic reform package. 
A level of professional capacity on the part
 

of both the donor agency and the recipient government that commands the
 

respect of both sets of participants in the policy dialogue is 
an essential
 

element. We 
are sensitive to situations in which donors have forced
 

inappropriate or inadequate policy reforms on reluctant recipients, not
 

because of the weight of the donor policy analysis, but because of the need
 

for assistance on the part of the recipient. And, we are also aware of
 

situations in which the recipient countries have accepted, in principle,
 

highly appropriate donor policy recommendations but have failed to
 

articulate the rationale for the policies within their own political and
 

bureaucratic environment.
 

At the other extreme, project assistance is more appropriate when
 

directed toward fairly specific physical and infrastructure development
 

projects. Transportation, communication, and sanitary and irrigation
 

facilities are prerequisites for both rural and urban development. 
Primary
 

education and health facilities and agricultural research and technology
 

transfer capacity are essential. The capacity to construct and maintain
 

the physical infrastructure and to staff and manage the institutional
 

infrastructure is basic to the development process. These capacities are
 

acquired slowly, over a generation or more, rather than during a single
 

plan period. 
Project assistance can contribute to the development of the
 

basic physical and institutional infrastructure even in environments in
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which governments have limited political or economic capacity to 
implement
 

appropriate macroeconomics in sector policies. 
But donor assistance can
 

also be overdone. There are situations in which donor project assistance
 

has exceeded recipient capacity for project management. In a number of
 

countries it appears that project assistance has contributed to the
 

fragmentation and even the disintegration of the capacity for governance.
 

The difficulty of providing effective sustained support for
 

institutional development within the traditional development assistance
 

project mechanism can be illustrated in the case of agricultural research.
 

In a number of countries assistance for the development of national
 

agricultural research systems has contributed to the rapid development of
 

professional capacity and facilities. 
 But the period of rapid development
 

has too often been followed by the erosion or collapse of the research
 

system's capacity when external project support has declined.
 

There is now a substantial body of literature that suggests that the
 

project approach has, under a variety of circumstances, contributed to 
a
 

cycle characterized by the initial development and subsequent erosion of
 

institutional capacity. 
The reason is that external project assistance
 

often provides an alternative to the development of internal political
 

support. 
National program directors have frequently found that the
 

generation of external support requires less intensive entrepreneurial
 

effort than the cultivation of domestic political support. 
 Development
 

assistance agencies have given too little attention to the issues of how to
 

provide development assistance in a manner that will strengthen rather than
 

weaken the domestic political support for the program in which donors place
 

high priority in their assistance efforts.
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Many assistance activities incorporate features of both program and
 

ptoject assistance. 
The key issue is not which type of assistance is in
 

principle sLperior but rather which combinations of assistance forms can
 

best promote development objectives in specific country settings. 
As a
 

result, specific rules limiting or setting target allocations of different
 

types of assistance in bilateral or multilateral institutions are
 

distinctly inappropriate. The same 
is true for overall targets on local
 

cost financing or general rules on financing solely foreign exchange
 

components of projects.
 

Gaps in Development Assistance Impact Analysis
 

Wide gaps exist in our ability to evaluate the impact of development
 

assistance. The evidence is most clear in those areas where both
 

development theory and experience would lead us to expect the lowest rates
 

of return--in the 
areas of physical resource transfers and capital
 

investment. 
The evidence is weakest in those areas where development
 

theory and personal experience lead us 
to expect the highest rates of
 

return. These are areas 
such as technical assistance, human resource
 

investment, and institutional infrastructure development.
 

We are not able, for example, to document the impact on the
 

development of individual developing countries of the very large numbers of
 

professionals and scientists who have trained.with aid support in the
 

developing countries. Yet we 
are aware, when we visit the countries that
 

have made substantial progress, that many leaders in the private sector, in
 

higher education, and in government service have received support for their
 

training through development assistance.
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Are the Lessons Useful?
 

How useful are the lessons from the past likely to be in the
 

formulation of development assistance policy in the future? 
 It is with
 

considerable reluctance that I have forced myself to conclude that the
 

lessons of the past are likely to have but limited relevance for the
 

future.
 

One reason 
is the shift in the focus of bilateral development
 

assistance. There is now a substantial body of evi,ence to the effect that
 

donor self-interest considerations play a significantly larger role in aid
 

allocation by bilateral donors than in the past.
 

In the case of the United States, strategic and foreign policy
 

objectives account for a larger share of assistance flows than a decade or
 

a decade-and-a-half ago. 
 Among the other OECD countries the use of
 

assistance resources to support donor trade and commercial policy
 

objectives is now more 
important in explaining the allocation of assistance
 

resources. 
 This trend in bilateral assistance was partially offset by a
 

shift toward a higher share of assistance being channeled through
 

multilateral agencies in the 1970s. 
 But this trend has been reversed in
 

the 1980s.
 

A second reason is the decline in the share of assistance in the form
 

of project assistance and the rise in the role of policy based assistance
 

in the form of sector and structural adjustment lending. 
 These loans are
 

designed to induce and support reforms in sector policy--agricultural price
 

policy for example--and in macroeconomic policy. Support for macroeconomic
 

policy is not new. 
During the 1960s the US/AID participated in dialogue
 

with recipient governments such as Brazil, India and Turkey about
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macroeconomic policy and experimented with allocating performance
 

conditions to assistance agreements. 
 During the 1970s, however, AID
 

narrowed its focus and concentrated more of its resources on sector
 

development in areas such as 
agriculture, health, and education. 
The World
 

Bank, however, from the outset, almost exclusively funded projects. 
Until
 

the late 1970s the International Monetary Fund was 
the sole major
 

institution engaged in extensive policy based lending. 
The effect of the
 

global depression and the financial crisis that has faced large numbers of
 

developing countries has been to propel the Bank into 
a rapid growth in the
 

share of its lending in the form of sector and structural adjustment loans.
 

The US/AID has also expanded its sector and structural adjustment lending.
 

This change interjects an entirely new set of criteria into the
 

evaluation of assistance programs. 
Joan Nelson (1986) has emphasized that
 

the core task of policy-based lending in support of adjustment is 
to create
 

and sustain commitment (to reform) rather than to 
press for specific
 

measures at a particular moment. This involves effort to bring about
 

sustained institutional change in recipient countries rather than change
 

physical facilities, technology, or even human capital. 
But neither the
 

recipient countries or the donors are able 
to draw on an extensive body of
 

experience, or theory, on how to move 
from the existing policy distortions
 

to a sound macroeconomic regime characterized by an appropriate real
 

exchange rate, appropriate incentive structures, adequate rates of domestic
 

saving and investment, and responsible fiscal and monetary policies. 
 The
 

political and economic costs associated with such a transition are often
 

very high and bear unequally on different segments of society. 
 It is
 

doubtful 
that the bilateral and multilateral donors will be able 
to
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generate the resources to facilitate such reforms--either in recipient
 

countries or at home.
 

The third reason that I am skeptical about the value of the lessons of
 

the past is "aid weariness" on the part of development assistance agency
 

personnel and donor country development assistance constituencies.
 

Assistance agency personnel are as 
committed, or more committed, to 
their
 

work, as in the past. 
 But in personal contact with both bilateral and
 

multilateral assistance agency personn.*'., I sense that they are no longer
 

as convinced as 
in the past that what they are doing will make a
 

difference. 
 This may reflect the more constipated economic environment of
 

the 1980s than the buoyant atmosphere of the 1960s and 1970s. 
 But it also
 

reflects the lack of a new synthesis of theory and practice to provide a
 

rationale for development assistance efforts.
 

I also sense 
a rise in skepticism among development assistance
 

constituencies. 
 In the United States, for example, the enthusiasm of the
 

constituency that galvanized Congressional action and the 
new focus on
 

rural development and basic needs in the 
1970s has dissipated. New
 

populist constituencies have emerged to challenge 
the assistance agencies
 

on their neglect of the environmental effects of project lending. 
 And
 

concern with "competitiveness" have caused some former constituencies 
to
 

challenge assistance for national resource, agricultural and industrial and
 

even infrastructure development in poor countries.
 

What are the implications of the redirection of aid resources and aid
 

weariness for the future of development assistance policy? 
 I do not see
 

the future clearly. 
But I do anticipate that development assistance flows
 

and programs will differ greatly in the 1990's from the program with which
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we are familiar. One possibility is that we will see a shift from the
 

economic assistance mode in the way developed countries relate to
 

developing countries to 
an economic cooperation mode that will involve much
 

more complex flows of resources and information.
 



ENDNOTES
 

'This paper draws on research reported more fully in Krueger,
Michalopoulos and Ruttan (1989). 
 See particularly the chapter by Sukhatme
 
(1989).
 

21n the 
case of India, foreign aid was relatively small in the 1950s.

By the mid-1960s, it had risen to over 4 percent of India's net national

product and over one-third of central government capital expenditures. By
the 1980's, aid had fallen to about 1.5 percent of net national product and
 
to approximately 15 percent of central government capital expenditures
 
(Sukhatme, 1989).
 

31n retrospect this appears 
to be a case where the government was

successful in blaming the donors for action that it regarded as 
necessary.

The Indian government had thoroughly considered the devaluation of the
 
rupee and the related changes in trade and exchange rate policies before

the Bell mission report and the timing of the devaluation came as 
a

surprise to the World Bank (Cong. 11, 
1973, p. 92; Sukhatme, 1989).
 

4For a history of rural development programs in India, see Sussman
 
(1982).
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Sustainabilityisnot enough 
Vernon W. Ruttan 

Abstract. 
have 

Traditional agricultural systems that have met the test of sustainabilitynot been able !o respond adcquately to onudern rates of growth in demand jbragricultural commodities. A meaningful definition of sustainabdity must include theenhancement of agricultural productivity. At present, the concept of sustainability imore adequate as a guide to research than to farming practice 

Key words: sustainability definition, productivity increase, population growth,come increase, research implcations in-

Any definition of sustainability suit-
able as a guide to agricultural practice
must recogruze the need for enhance-
ment of productivity to meet the in-
creased demands created by growing
populations and rising incomes. The sus-
tainable agricultural movement must de-
fine its goals sufficiently broadly to meetthe challenge of enhatcing both pro-
ductivity and suztainability in both the 
developed and developing world. I will
illustrate the problems of achieving these
goals with some historical examples, 

Ambiguity about technology 

The productivity of modern agricul-
ture is the result of a remarkable fusion 
of science, technology and practice. This
fusion did not corr' easily. The advances 

in tillage equipment and crop and animal

husbandry which 
 occurred during the
Middle Ages and until well into the 19th

century evolved almost 
 entirely from
husbandry practice and mechanical in-
sight. The power that the fusion of the-

Vernon W RutAn ii Rejent Profeiwr, DeparmnttorAgncultural and Appiedi Eonomk.-of Econunum. and DcpeuliMat
nd Adjunct Profexaor, luben H Hum. 

phgey In lutieofPubli Aff"ai. Uruveauty fMinout, 

oretical and empirical inquiry has given
to the advancement of knowledge and
technology since the middle of the 19th 
century has made possible advances in
material well-being that could not have
been imagined in an earlier age.

These advances have also been inter-
preted as contributing to the subversionof traditional rural values and Ln,titu-
tions and to the degradation of natural 
environments. They led, in the 1960s 
and 1970s, to the emergence of a new
skepticism about the benefits of ad. 
vances in science and technology. Aview emerged that the potential power 
created by the fusion of science and tech-nology is dangerous to the modern world
and the failure of the human race. 

This ambiguity about the impact ofscience and technology on institutions 
and environments has led to a senes of
efforts to increase the sensitivity of sci-

entists and science adnunistrators and to
reform the decision processes for the al-

location of research resources. Thtse ef-
forts have typically attempted to find
rhetorical capsLles which would serve as 
a banner under which efforts to achieve
reforms ught march Among the moreprominent have been "appropriate tech-ology
nology," men'integrated pest management," 
"low-input technology"cently, "sustainability." and, more re-

Reforming agricultural 
research
 

It is not untypical for such rhetoriW 
capsules to achieve the status of an ide
ology or a social movement while still 
in search of a methodology, a technology, or even a definition. If the reform 
movement is successful in directing sci
entific and technical effort in a produccive direction, it becomes incorporated
into normal scientific or technological
practice. If it leads to a dead-end, it slips
into the underworld of science often to
be resurrected when the conditions 
which generated the concern again 
emerge toward the top of the social 
agenda.
 

Research on new u cs for agricultural
products is an example It was promoted
in the 1930s under the rubnc of che
murgy and in the 1950s under the rubric
of utilization research as solution toa 
the problem of agricultural surpluses.
lost both sctentfic uid polittcal credi-

It 

bility becau-s it promised more than itcould deliver. It has emerged again, in
the late 1970s and early 1980s, in the 
guise of enhancing alue added.
 

The "sustainability" 
 :noer.-ent like
 
other efforts to ref'orTml agncultural 
 re
search, has expentr,,cd wale dill'iculty

in ar, ving at a etirmon that can crm.

mand consisteric 
 .m,rigthe diverse and
sometimes t rtat~'e ret rrn mo'.e
ments that are mr. h:ng ur dr its banner. Those of y'u 11,ho miay r'call the 
more populist corcrxattoi literature ot
the 1950s, Su,:h as /,:,"011 and C'Vdizaiion (1955) by rn Dale and Vernon 

(1tga)or byCarter, or DateMalubar Farm (1947) by 
Louis Bromfield, will reCognizeetry that :he pohas emerged :n Ome of the 



new sustainability literature. Fortu.
nately we can draw on several historical 
examples of sustainable agricultural sys.
terns. 

Sustainable agricultural 

systems 

One example of sustainable agricul.ture was the system of integrated crop-
animal husbandry that emerged in West. 
ern Europe in the late middle ages toreplace the medieval two. and three-field 
systems (Boserup, 1965). The "new hus-
bandry" system emerged with the intro-duction and intensive use of new forage 
and green manure crops. These in turn
permitted an increase in the availability
and use of animal manures. This per-
mitted the emergence of intensive crop-
livestock systems of production through
the recycling of plant nutrients in the 
form of animal manures to maintain )nd
improve soi fertility. 

A second examp!e can be drawn fromthe agricultural history of East Asian 
wet rice cultivation (Hayami and Rut-
tan, 1985). Traditional wet rice culti-
vation resembled farming in anaquarium. The rice grew tall and rank;
it had a low grain-to-straw ratio. Most
of what was produced, straw and grain,was recycled into the flooded fields in

the form of human and animal manures,

Mineral nutrients and organic matter 
were carried 
 into and deposited in the 

fields with the irrigation water. Rice

yields rose continuously, though slowly,

even under a monoculture system.


A third example is the forest and bush

fallow (or shifting cultivation) systems

practiced in most areas of the world in
pre-modern times and today 
 in many
areas of tropical Africa (Pingali, Bigot
and Binswanger, 1987). At low levels of
population density, these systems were
sustainable over long periods of time. Aspofulation density increased, short fal.low systems emerged. Where the shift 
to short fallow systems occurred slowly,
as in Western Europe and East Asia,
systems of farming that permitted sus-tained growth in agricultural production
emerged. Where the transition to short 
fallow has been forced by rapid popu-
lation growth, the consequence has often 

been soil degradation and declining pro.ductivity. 

Sustainingand enhancing
productivity 

This brings me to the title of this pa-
per. The three systems that I have de-scribed, along with other similar systemsbased on indigenous technology, have
provided an inspiration for the emerging
field of agroecology. But none of thetraditional systems, while sustainable 
under conditions of slow growth in de-
mand, has the capacity to respond tomodern rates of growth in demand gen-
crated by some combination of rapid increase in population and in growth of
income. Some traditional systems were
able to sustain rates of growth in the
0.5-1.0 percent per year range. But mod. 
er rates of growth in demand are in the 
range of 1.0-2.0 percent per year in the
developed countries. They often are in
the range of 3.0-5.0 percent per year inthe less developed and newly industrial,
izing countries; rates of growth in de-mand in this range lie outside of the
historical experience of the presently de-veloped countriesl. 

In searching the literature on sustain-
ability, I do not find sufficient recogni-tion of the challenge that modern rates
of growth in demand imposes on agri-
culture. If the concept of sustainability
is to serve as a guide to practice, itmust 
include the use of technology and prac.
tices that both sustain and enhance pro-
ductivity. 

In the United States, the capacity tosustain the necessary increases in agri.
cultural production will depend largely
on our capacity for institutional inno-
vation. If we lose our capacity to sustain
growth in agricultural production, it will
be a result of political and economic fail-
ure. Failure to reform agricultural com-
modity programs in a manner that willconnbute to both sustaining and en-
hancing productivity will mean the loss
of one of the few industnes in the United
States that has managed to retain world-class status--that iscapable of competing
in world markets (Ruttan and Yon

Witzke, 1988). 

It isquite clear, however, that the sci-

entific and technical knowled&... notyet available that will enable farmers in 
most tropical countries to meet the cur
rent demand their societies are placing 
upon them nor to sustain the increases
that are currently being achieved. Fur. 
ther, the research capacity has not yet 
been established that will be necessaryto provide the knowledge and the technology. In these countries, achievement 
of sustainable agricultural surpluses isdependent on advances in scientific
knowledge and on technica! and insti
tutional innovation. 

Implicationsfor research 

I am deeply concerned that the com
mitment to support the development of
the research capacity in both developed
and developing countries that will be 
necessary to achieve productive and sus
tainable agricultural systems has been
weakening. And I am also concerned 
that the sustainability mover -tpressing for adoption 

is 
of agr, ,ural

practices under the banner of subtaina
bility before either the science has been
done or the technology is available. 

It has been surpnsingly difficult to
find careful definitions of the term sus
tainability. This is at least in part because "sustainability," if it is to provide 
a useful rhetoric for reform, must be able
 
to accommodate 
 the several t:.,ditionsthat must march under its banner. These
 
include the organic agriculture tradition,

the land stewardship movement,

agroecology perspective, and others. 

the
In
 my judgment, any attempt to specify the


technology and practices that meet the
criteria of sustuning and enhancing pro
ductivity would be premature. Atpresent
it is useful to define sustainability in a 
manner that will be useful as a guide to
research rather tian as an immediate
guide topractice As a guide to research,
it seems useful to adhere to a definition
that would include (a) the development
of technology and pra:tices that main
tain and/or enhance the quality uid
and water resources, and (b) t....Amprovement in plants and animals and theadvances in production practices that 
will facilitate the substitution of biolog
ical technology for cherrucal technology. 



Furthermore, it is desirable to gen.
(rate the knowledge that will enable us 
to determine what it is possible to 
achieve in the directicn of the above ob
jectives primarily from a biological per
spective. Maximum yield experiments 
represent a useful analogy. The objective
of a maximum yield experiment or trial
is not to provide aguide to farm practice.
Rather it is to find out how a plant pop
ulation performs under high level input 
stress. The research agenda or sustain.
able agriczldture needs to define what is 
biologically feasible without being exces.
sively limited by present economic 

Constraints. 
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ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES STRATEGY PROJECT
 
of the Asia and Near 2ast Bureau
 

U.S. Agency for International Development
 

Pr5: The Asia and Near East (ANE) Bureau of the U.S. Agency

for International Development (AID) is formulating a regional

strategy to underline the significance of natural resources and
 
environmental conditions for sustainable development in the region

and to identify programming priorities for AID throul the 1990s.
 
The specific goal of this project is to prepare a comprehensive
 
report that will analyze the major natural resource and
 
environmental problems in the ANE region, assess how ANE
 
governments have responded to these problems, review AID and other
 
donor strategies and programs to assist ANE countries; and
 
recommenJ to AID appropriate priorities for ANE environment and
 
natural resource programming.
 

The audience for the strategy will be the ANE Bureau, USAID
 
country missions, AID-supported countries, U.S. Congress,

bilateral and multilateral donors, non-governmental organizations
 
(NGOs), and U.S.-based firms working in the region. A significant

effort will be made during the strategy formulation process to
 
include these groups in the identification of issues, review of
 
findings and assumptions, and discussion of priorities.
 

The Strategy Process: The process of developing a strategy

involves preparing a variety of analyses and working papers

undertaken during the period January - July 1989. These are being

coordinated by the Center for International Development and
 
Environment of the World Resources Institute (WRI):
 

1) A background paper that sets out a framework for analyzing the
 
causal links between natural resources and economic growth in the
 
region. This analysis will develop a typology of ANE countries
 
according to economic, ecological, and other groupings and examine
 
the political economy of resource management, particularly

linkages to the private sector, women, and the landless.
 

2) A computerized data base for the ANE Bureau that uses available
 
statistics, as well as a brief paper reviewing the choice of
 
natural resource and environmental indicators, the limitations of
 
existing data, and recommendations for improving the data.
 

3) Sixteen background papers that focus on a variety of natural
 
resource degradation issues in the region. Some papers will
 
address the trends and development priorities related to
 
particular natural resources, while others examine environmental
 
aspects of particular trends, and others address critical cross
cutLing issues such as institutional constraints to natural
 
resource management [see Appendix].
 



4) 
An analysis of economic aspects of sustainable agriculture in

the ANE region, that has a particular focus on marginal lands and
 
rainfed agriculture. 
 A draft of this paper will be circulated
 
for discussion at the AID/ANE Agriculture Development Officers
 
(ADO) meeting in Morocco in February, 1989.
 

5) Short, four-page reports that summarize the natural 
resource
 
situation in each of the 15 ANE countries and the South Pacific.
 
A sample will be shown at the ADO meeting in Morocco.
 

6) An inventory of AID and other donor programs and projects in
 
the ANE region that assesses, in general terms, the process of
 
donor cooperation in natural resources 
and the environment as it
 
relates to specific ANE countries.
 

7) A working list of broad programming guidelines for the region

that covers information, education and training, policy dialogue,

institution building, and others. 
 Criteria for weighing the

options will be developed, based on the priorities that government

leaders in the region assign to 
resource problems; approaches that
 
ANE governments 
are now taking; degree of difficulty in removing

key constraints; and the comparative advantage of AID and other
 
U.S. organizations.
 

The Final Strategy: 
 The working papers and data base resulting

from the above tasks will be the basis of a synthesis paper and a
 
draft strategy prepared by WRI 
for AID in early June. This
 
synthesis report will propose programmatic priorities for the
 
1990s with clear and cogent rationale presented for each priority.

The draft strategy will be reviewed in a workshop sometime in mid-

June, involving participation from USAID Missions, -the ANE Bureau
 
and other AID offices. Based on the discussion during this
 
workshop, the strategy document will be 
finalized and circulated
 
widely in July.
 

Robert Ichord, Chief, Energy and Natural Resources, ANE/TR

[Telephone: 202-647-8274 FAX: 202-647-6962 Telex: 892703]


Molly Kux, Environment Officer for ANE, ANE/PD
 
[Telephone: 202-647-9933]
 
U.S. AID, Washington, D.C. 20523
 

Dan Tunstall, Project Manager, [Telephone 202-662-2583]

Cynthia Mackie, Senior Researcher, [Telephone 202-662-2514]
 

World Resources Institute
 
1709 New York Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20006
 
[Switchboard: 202-638-6300 
 FAX: 202-638-0036 Telex 64414
 
WRIWASHI]
 



Appendix: Background Issue Papers
 

The authors of the issue papers and the reviewers from AID
 
and WRI are listed below. (Support for these papers comes from a
 
variety of AID/ANE and S&T offices and programs.) Each of the
 
authors will: 1) relate their topic to economic growth in the ANE
 
region; 2) recommend indicators for measuring the problem; 3)

categorize the type of policies and approaches that governments

and other institutions are taking to deal with the problem; 4)

describe major donor and private sector efforts to assist
 
countries; 5) develop a comparative set of hypotheses on the
 
different options for dealing with the problems; and 6) recommend
 
priorities for AID programming in the 1990s. Each paper will be
 
about 25 pages long and the drafts will be reviewed in a two-day

meeting in mid-April before the papers are finalized ir May.
 

DandL__Lmjitr os fr the Asia/Near East Region
 

Authors: Pat Durst (AID Forestry Support Program), George

Armstrong (AID/ANE/TR), Carl Gallegos (AID/S&T/FENP)


Reviewers: Bob Winterbottom (WRI/Center), Peter Hazelwood (WRI)
 

Biological Resource CsQnrvyatj
 

Authors: Nels Johnson (WRI/Center) and Janice Alcorn (ANE/TR/ENR)

Reviewers: Kathryn Saterson and Molly Kux (ANE/TR/ENV), Kenton
 

Miller (WRI)
 

Global WarminK
 

Author: Bob Ichord (AID/ANE/TR/ENR)
 
Reviewer: Bill Moomnaw (WRI)
 

Soil Loss a La eiali-a 

Author: Bill Bentley (Winrock International)
 
Reviewer: Mohamed E]-Ashry (WRI)
 

Wanagement: Issue and Opportunities
 

Author: Cynthia Mackie (WRI/Center)
 
Reviewer: Bob Winterbottom (WRI/Center)
 

Coasl .Rea LDeradation
 

Authors: Random Dubois (Consultant), Steve Olsen and Lynne Hale
 
(U. of Rhode Island)
 

Reviewers: Nora Berwick (AID/S&T/FENR), Molly Kux (ANE/PD/ENV)
 

Rux al Water Supply and EnvyioreaI
 

Authors: Rick Mattson 
(WASH) and Jahan Tavangar (consultant)

Reviewers. Stan Peabody (AID/ANE/TR/APD), Tony Garvey (ISPAN),
 

Mohamred EI-Ashry (WEI)
 



Environmental Aspects of Rapid Urbanization and Industrial Growth
 

Authors: Rick Mattson (WASH), David Laredo and Carol Lurie 
(WASH)

Reviewers: Bruce Odell 
(AID/ANE/PD), Molly Kux (ANE/PD/ENV), Sue
 

Gibson (AID/ANE/TR/HN), Walter Arensberg (WRI/Center)
 

In&ficient Irrigation SyaIein,
 

Author: To be determined
 
Reviewer: Tony Garvey (AID/ANE/TR)
 

Energy Inefficiency and Its Environmental Implications
 

Author: 
Suzanne Leonard and Chris Hurst (Hagler-Bailly)
 
Reviewers: Jessica Mathews, Jim MacKenzie (WRI)
 

t a Strategie for Sustainable evelopment
 

Author: Charles Barber (Consultant)

Reviewers: Kirk Talbott (WRI/Center), Lee Kimball (Council on
 

Ocean Law)
 

Sxigtening NGOs forNAi~ural Resource Management in Asia
 

Author: David Richards (WRI/Center)
 
Reviewers: Tom Fox (WRI/Center), Janet Brown (WRI)
 
Hazrdous Wastes/Tiqxj
 

Author: To be determined
 
Reviewer: Molly Kux (AID/ANE/PD/ENV), Lou Higgins (AID/S&T/FENR)
 

Authors: Lou Higgins (AID/S&T/FENR), Jules Pretty (lIED London),

Bill Barclay (WRI/Center)
 

Reviewers: Consortium for International Crop Protection and
 
Rodale Research Center
 

Gender Issues and Natural Resource Manaaement
 

Author: Kathy Parker (consultant)
 
Reviewers: Bruce Horwith (AID/PPC/WID), Anamaria Long


(ANE/TR/HR), CheryL Cort (WRI/Center)
 

Non-project Assistance to the Natural 
Reouces Sector
 

Author: Tim Pesch (AID Forestry Support Program)

Reviewers: Dan Deely (AID/S&T/FENR), Molly Kux, (ANE/PD)
 



AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20523 

MEMORANDUM
 

TO: 	 ANE ARD Officers
 

FROM: 	 S&T/RD, Eric Chetwynd, Jr. (Acting)
 

SUBJECT: 	Settlement and Natural Resource Systems Analysis
 
(SARSA) research on Women's Contributions to Income
 
Generation and Market Town Development
 

PPC/WID has recently funded S&T/RD's Settlement and Natural
 
Resource 	Systems Analysis (SARSA) project to incorporate gender
 
analysis 	into SARSA's "Rural-Urban Exchange" (RUE) research
 
framework. This research framework is designed to identify
 
interventions that foster exchange between farms and 
towns, so
 
as to increase returns to farming while simultaneously
 
promoting employment and enterprise opportunities in local
 
towns. SARSA's gender-sensitive RUE research methodology
 
provid~s 	guidance for incorporating women's concerns into
 
development efforts directed toward agricultural growth and
 
market town development. As such, it is a potential vehicle
 
for USAID missions to expand further their development
 
activities that incorporate women as beneficiaries and
 
contributors to economic development. PPC/WID is encouraging
 
mission activities that support the Agency's Women in
 
Development mandate by offering matching grants.
 

SARSA's recently completed study, entitled "Women in
 
Rural-Urban Exchange: Implications for Research and
 
Intervention Identification," demonstrates that women tend to
 
spend the income they control locally, thereby contributing to
 
local employment and enterprise development. Men's income, on
 
the other hand, much more often than women's leaks outside of
 
the region in the form of non-local expenditures. The
 
significant income multiplication associated with women's
 
expenditures underscores the importance of promoting the
 
returns to the crops they control and enhancing their
 
income-generating potential in non-farm activities.
 

SARSA'- research further reveals the diversity of women's 
economic activities. These activities often bridge town and 
farm as well as farm/non-farm categories. As a result of this 
diversity, interventions seeking t:o mitigate women's 
constraints to expanded income generation and multiplication 
need to be viewed c/oss-sect:oraliy. SAR.SA's rural-urban 
exchange research examines the systemic I inks among 
agricultural production, marketing, acquisition and supply of 
inputs and provision of ho seholid consumption patterns. For 



this reason, it can reveal the totality of women's economic
 
roles and the constraints they face as they attempt to maximize
 
the income they earn while providing for the survival of their
 
family.
 

Gender-sensitive rural-urban exchange research can help
 
identify interventions that:
 

o 	 increase the returns to women's and men's farming
 
activity;
 

o 	 mitigate women's and men's constraints to both farm and
 
non-farm income generation;
 

o 	 increase the multiplication effects of women's and men's
 

expenditures;
 

o 
 increase women's and men's employment opportunities;
 

o 
 promote women's and men's micro- and small-enterprise
 
opportunities.
 

By identifying the linkages between farm-based and town-based
 
activities, rural-urban exchange research 
can enhance mission's
 
ability to address particular sectoral concerns.
 

The Executive Summary of SARSA's report is enclosed. A copy of
 
the full report can be obtained from:
 

Dan Dworkin
 
AID/S&T/RD/RRD
 
Room 608, SA-18
 
Washington, D. C. 20523
 
Phone: (703) 875-4433
 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

WOMEN IN RURAL-URBAN EXCHANGE:
 
IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND INTERIrENTION IDENTIFICATION
 

Jeanne Downing and Jennifer Santer
 

February 3, 1989
 

This report has been prepared by the Settlement and Resource
 
Systems Analysis (SARSA) Cooperative Agreement with the support

of the Office of Women in Development, U.S. Agency for
 
International Development.
 

Settlement and Resource Systems Analysis (SARSA) is 
a project of

the Regional and Resource Development Division, Office of Rural

and Institutional Development, Bureau for Science and Technology,

U.S. Agency for International. Development.
 



EXECUTIVE SUM4ARY
 

The Settlement and Resource Systems Analysis (SARSA) project,
within S&T/RD/RRD, has developed an applied research framework to
guide research of income generating and multiplication processes
in specific rural regions. 
This framework, called "rural-urban
exchange" (RUE), 
is a practical tool for identifying
interventions that foster exchange between farms and towns, 
so as
to increase returns to farming while simultaneously promoting
employment and enterprise opportunities in local towns.
 
SARSA RUE research places particular emphasis on local income
multiplication effects because of their centrality to regional
economic growth. 
Regional income multiplication invol-,cs 'h'.
spending of income, generated initially through agriculture and
marketing, on nonfarn goods and services sold and/or produced
within the region. 
Local spending multiplies the initial. income
by becoming earnings for nonfarm entrepreneurs in nearby market
towns, thereby promoting employment Lnd enterprise opportunities.
Market town development, in turn, improves agricultural
productivity by increasing farmer access to markets, inputs, and
services. 
 This dynamic of agricultural income generation and
multiplication, if sustained, is fundamental to regional economic

growth.
 

Women's roles in agriculture in Sub-Saharan Africa have been
fairly well documented. 
Women make important labor contributions
to both food and cash crop production. However, because of the
smaller incomes typically earned by women in comparison to men,
women's direct impact on the casn tconomy has often been viewed
as insubstantial. 
 This study demonstrates both conceptually and
empirically that as a result ot their expenditure patterns, women
make significant economic contributions to the town building
 
process within rural African regions.
 

WOMEN'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO INCOME GENERATION AND MULTIPLICATION IN
THE KUTUS REGION OF KENYA
 

Analysis of marketing surveys from a SARSA rural-urban exchange
study in the Kutus region of Kenya reveals some marked
differences between male and female marketers' channels of income
generation and multiplication. 
More than 85 percent of the
female marketers in Kutus specialized in the trade of foodrelated commodities, while about the same percentage of male
marketers sold predominantly nonfood-related commodities.
Although there were more retail than wholesale male marketers,
long-distance wholesale traders were more often men 
than women.
This finding was confirmed by data showing that male marketers
travelled more 
than two and a half times the distance that 
female
 



marketers travelled in purchasing inputs, and were much more
likely to operate in markets in addition to Kutus.
 

Male marketers were clearly more mobile than females, with their
household responsibilities and their greater labor contributions
to the family farm (as revealed by the data). Male marketers'
 access to distant, more lucrative markets likely contributed to
the significantly larger revenues male marketers were able to
generate as compared to females. 
Both the average monthly sales
and average input expenditures of male marketers exceeded those
of females by about 200 percent. The start-up capital that male
marketers stated they accumulated from previous income generating
activities exceeded women's by over 250 percent. 
 (No one in the
sample had obtained a formal loan.) 
 This evidence demonstrates
that women's marketing channels in Kutus are much more
geographicaliy circumsc.ibed and undercapitalized than men's.
 

Both the limited mobility of female as 
compared to male marketers
and women's provider responsibilities produced gender-specific

channels of income multiplication. Female farmers in Kutus
purchased food for the most part from traders in the open air
market, who were predominantly women. 
Female marketers, in turn,
were much more likely than men to purchase their inputs locally;

more than 65 percent of female marketers as compared to 20
percent of male marketers purchased inputs inside the Kutus
region. Moreover, fifty percent of female marketers and only 12
percent of male marketers purchased locally produced inputs.
The propensity of female marketers to spend locally means that
the income they generate redounds to the local area, contributing
to rural economic development. 
Men's nonlocal spending, on the
other hand, represents a loss of potential. income to the region.
 

The findings presented in this study have important implications
for A.I.D efforts aimed at promoting both agricultural and market.
town development. 
Previous WID research has shown the importance
of women's incomes to child nutrition and education as well as
fertility rates 
(Blumberg, 1988; Safilios-Rothschild and Mourugu,
1987); this study further reveals that getting resources into the
hands of women will be critical to increasing the regional income
multiplication that underlies rural regional development.
 

Gender-sensitive analysis of Kutus data showed that, because male
and female marketers generate income through different channels,

different interventions are often needed to promote their
separate activities. For example, because of their provider
responsibilities, women have a greater tendency than men to split
their time between farm production and town-based marketing
activities. Furthermore, because women make frequent, small
purchases to provide for their families' daily needs, they tend
to make repeated trips between farm and town. 
Thus, while the
 scope of their mobility appears to be limited to the region,
female marketers are very mobile within this limited geographic
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boundary. Consequently improved roads, recommended by SARSA for
the Kutus region, will have a significant impact on freeing up
women's time. 
 SARSA suggested that road investments be targeted
to networks used by farmers growing coffee, which appears to be a
male crop; gender-sensitive RUE research indicates the importance
of improving roads commonly used by women farmers and marketers.
 
Analysis of gender-disaggregated data from Kutus also snggested
that loans tailored to small-scale female entrepreneurs would
help mitigate the undercapitalization of women's economic
activities. 
 However, rural-urban exchange research, that
examines the links between farm and nonfarm activities, also
indicates that women may not be willing or able to expand their
marketing activities even with greater access to credit. 
 Female
marketers in Kutus claimed that a constraint to expanding their
business was the difficulty of spending more time away from home
and their families. 
About half of the female marketers in Kutus
devoted more than 50 percent of their work week to the family
farm, where they could be close to their families and still be
productive. Thus, interventions for increasing women's income
generating and multiplying potential need to examine women's
roles in rural-urban exchange 
 including acquisition of inputs,
agricultural production, marketing, processing, and consumption 
-
- to understand fully their constraints and how these might be
mitigated.
 

Analysis of Kutus data suggests that because women have a higher
propensity to spend earnings locally than men, interventions that
increase the returns to women's crops will be important to
increasing regional income multiplication effects. 
The
importance of women's contributions to local income
multiplication is supported by other research in the subject area
of rural-urban linkages. 
Haggblade, Hazell, and Brown, 1987;
Hazell and Roell, 1983; King and Byerlee, 1977; and Simmons, 1976
indicate that household consumption expenditures, and especially
those that are food-related, are most important to regional
income multiplication effects in Sub-Saharan Africa (as compared
to those associated with either backward or forward linkages with
agriculture).
 

A GENDER-SENSITIVE RURAL-URBAN RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
 

This study underscores the importance of gender analysis to
rural-urban exchange research, and more explicitly, provides
guidance for incorporating gender analysis into SARSA's Rural-
Urban Exchange (RUE) research framework. 
 In doing so, this study
examines those gender issues relevant to the identification of
effective, gender-sensitive interventions that promote women's
and men's income generation and multiplication potential
regions. in rural
Moreover, by incorporating gender analysis, it provides
a basis 
for further enhancing the capabilities of SARSA's RUE
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research framework to capitalize on the development potential of
rural-urban exchange, and provides the Agency with an effective
intervention planning tool.
 

NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
 

SARSA research is based on the premise that sustainable dynamics
of income generation and multiplication promote both agricultural
growth and market town development. 
 To the extent that these are
key Agency objectives, improved concepts and methodologies for
identifying interventions that bring this dynamic about should be
a high priority. 
As shown by the forgoing analysis, gender
differentials figure prominently into the identification of
interventions for promoting income generation and multiplication
in rural regions. To date, research in the subject area of
rural-urban linkages has not examined sufficiently how gender
influences individuals' ability to respond to changed economic
incentives. 
This study is meant to provide an analytical
framework and methodological basis for such further
 
investigation.
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ASIA AND THE NEAR EAST
 
ROLLING AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AGENDA
 

February 14, 1988 
 ANE Rural Economic Sector Strategy
 

During the process of developing the ANE Rural Economic
 
Sector Strategy a number of researchable questions have

arisen. Answers to 
these and others that may arise during

strategy implementation, provide a 
valuable source of
 
information to 
guide ANE's commitment of its human and
 
financial resources. For example, 
if ANE staff knew what

factors were required to establish an effective and efficient

cereal price stabilization program, this would assist in

designing ANE investments in support of government

reorganization of grain 
stabilization programs. 
Also, if we

knew the 
areas and types of investments needed 
to assure
 
continued growth in cereal yields in 
the region we could target
 
our support of agricultural research more tightly.
 

These and other researchable questions 
that will arise

during strategy implementation will form the basis for 
an
 
ongoing research program supported by the ANE Office of

Technical Resources. Research areas 
that make up the current

agenda are outlined below. 
As research results become
 
available, they will be shared with Missions and other donors,

and new items 
added to the agenda for examination.
 

1. Demand Diversification
 

Economic diversification of agriculture is 
largely

demand-driven. 
 It is very likely, given past rates of growth

in income 
in ANE client countries, that a significant

diversification in 
food production and consumption has begun

and will continue through the 1990's. 
 A more in-depth

understanding of 
the dynamics of demand and 
its sensitivity to

specific policy instruments is required to anticipate the
 
implications of diversification.
 

2. Price Stabilization
 

Food grain price stabilization is essential to stimulate
 
investment, promoting 
a flexible policy environment conaucive
 
to diversification and protecting consumer and producer

welfare. Yet managing stabilization is a complicated and often
 very expensive affair. 
 Studies of actual price stabilization
 
activities 
in the region are needed to 
identify the appropriate

roles for 
the public and private sectors, to articulate the
impact of stabilization on investment, employment and 
increased
 
demand; to 
identify practical management rules and procedures

institutions should use 
to assure more effective programs and
 
practical steps agencies 
can take to retreat from uneconomic
 
interventions.
 



3. Cereal Productivity
 

There is preliminary evidence that regional rice and wheat

yields growth has slowed, even though a substantial gap remains

between farm and research station yields. Research is needed
 
to identify what components are causing the gap, what effect

these components have on yields, what types of targeted

research is needed to address these constraints and whether 
or
 
not national and/or international research centers are capable

of carrying out the required research.
 

4. The Role of High-Tech Research
 

During the recent symposium on agriculture in the 1990's

sponsored by ANE, participants indicated that although

bio-technology will play an important role in agricultural

research in the long run, 
it is highly unlikely that it will

produce high yielding varieties, similar to those available at
the start of the Green Revolution, within the next ten years.

The basic question is, cai this research be speeded up?

Analysis of the research currently underway is required to
determine if it is focusing on 
the appropriate questions, is

research conducted in the public and private sector
 
complementary, if there is adequate public and/or private
resources being devoted to the 
types of bio-technical research
 
needed in developing countries, and if this research is focused
and managed in 
a way that it will produce the required results
 
in the least amount of time.
 

5. Irrigation Productivity
 

There is disagreement among professionals over the

productivity of irrigation investments. 
Some contend that
irrigation systems already built 
are not maintained or managed

properly and that new investments shoud be curtailed.

Opponents, although they agree that there are problems, argue

that all available evidence suggests that irrigation remains a

viable investment option. Analysis is required to identify and
quantify increases in productivity that have resulted frcm past

irrigation investments, what 
impact poor operation and

maintenance and/or management are 
having on system productivity

and whether it would be more productive to improve current
 
system management or to continue investing in 
new irrigation
 
systems.
 

6. Natural Resources Planning and the Development Process
 

There is 
a growing concern over management of the natural
 
resource bise in developing countries. 
 One of the critical

issues is how natural resource concerns can 
be included as an

intrinsic part of the development process. Specifically, how
do you incorporate sound natural 
resource management principles

into a long-term sustainable agricultural production program.
 



A conceptual paper which explores this area 
and lays out
specific recommendations on how natural 
resource management

principles can be merged with agricultural production

objectives under conditions of 
increased population and income
led demand growth is required.
 

7. Agricultural Trade Pattern 
in ANE
 

The past decade has seen 
major changes in trading patterns

between developing and developed countries. 
 Many countries in
 
the ANE region have become much more competitive in a wide
varieiy of agricultural products. Some countries have placed

heavy emphasis on increasing non-oil exports to replace lost
oil revenues. 
 Others are strapped with expanding foreign

debts. 
 A careful look at these changing trade and debt
 
patterns is required to determine what effect they have had 
on

trade and agricultural policy in 
the region, countries in the
 
region, if they represent a real threat to U.S. 
trade policy,

what impact changes have had 
on specific U.S. commodity groups

and if there are appropriate mechansims to ameliorate negative
 
impacts.
 

8. Pr, 480
 

As development: assistance funds shrink, A.I.D. is 
placing

greater emphasis on the use of PL 
480 proceeds to implement its
 
development program. Discussions within A.ID. are 
ranging

from use of PL 480 proceeds to encourage and support sectoral
 
adjustment efforts, to restructuring PL 480 legislation to make

it more flexible in supporting specific A.I.D. projects. 
 While

discussions are continuing, outside observers 
are projecting a
tightening of Congressional control over 
PL 480 resources. A

careful analysis of the current PL 
480 situation is required to
determine if changes in PL 480 legislation are possible, what
 
changes would be most complementary to A.I.D.'s project

implementation role and specific changes that would be required

to make PL 480 
a more effective instrument in sectoral
 
adjustments.
 



ADO WORKSHIOP 13RIEF 

Status of ANE Strategy in Science and Technology 

Robert F. [chord 
ANE/TR /ENR 

I. Role of Science and Technology in Economic (;rowth 

As part of the analytical agenda of the ANE Bureau, ANE/TR has

been assessing the 
role of science and technology, broadly

defined, in 
the economic growth of ANE countries. The ANE
 
countries have experienced over the past decade reasonably.

steady rates of economic growth, especially when compared with
 
AID-assisted countries 
in Africa and Latin America. n a
 
number of these countries, economic growtl 
1has been accompanted
by a significant increase in 
their scientific and technological
 
capacities.
 

The relationship between science and 
technology and economic
 
growth is though a complex one. To begin to understand and
 
test the relationship, we have sponsored work by Dr. Charles
 
Weiss on a framework that 
links stages of technological
 
development and mastery with characteristics of the human
 
resource base, the 
productive sector, the institutional and
 
technical infrastructure, technology policy, and 
financial
 
development. Attached a summary of
is this Framework and a 
brief descripuion of 
time stages and subs ages . LL i.s currently
being tested in the cases 
of Tunisia, Thailand, and Sri Lanka.
 

My preliminary analysis suggests the 
following distribution of
 
ANE countries within the stages:
 

The first stage is one characterized by emerging islands of 
modernization in the economy. thisIn ,-LSstage, still 
just breaking out of the traditional technology substage,

Bangladesh, Nepal, and Burma have 
a few modern technologies,

and Sri Lanka, Indonesia, and Tunisia have well-developed
 
islands of modernization. 

The second stage Weiss calls 
the struggle for mobLtization and
 
mastery of more 
advanced and widespread technology capacity.

Within this stage, Morocco, Jordan, Egypt, the Phli lippineS and
 
Pakistan have established mastery of most conventional 
technologies. Finally, region
in our India and Thailand are 
clearly in a transitioni to newly industrialized country status, 
even though there is cons iderable dualism in both econommies. 
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The framework appears to be useful in identifying gener~il 
constraints to technological modernization and opportunities 
for investment. It is important to note that countries may be 

underdeveloped or overdeveloped ol certain of the proFile 
characteristics and that their ranking may not coincide with 
income levels. We hope next to identify S&T policy issues that 
countries face at a particular substage.
 

Ii. Current All) Investments in Science and Technology 

Although the increasing pace and significance of science and 
technology is contributing to its emergence as a new arena of 
development policy, it is in many ways an old concern of All). 

AID has historically supported the development of scientific 
and industrial technology institutes. The Korean InttL-ute for 
Science and "Technology (KIST) is the most celebrated example. 

In the current ANE program, Dr. Peter Delp found that 467 of 
the active projects are science and technology related. Total
 

funding for these activities was roughly estimated at $431 
million.
 

Agriculture projects related to science and techniology 
constituted the largest sector with 31i7 of the actLve 
projects. Health, energy, and natural resources followed with
 

16%, 14%, and 10Z respectively (see attached tables). 

The science an( technology related projects of the ANE Bureau 

fall roughly into three categories: 

(1) Research, human resources, and institutional
 
development;
 

(2) Broad-based S&T;
 
(3) Approach premised on constraints to access:
 

Below some of the modaLities of programming in each category 
are noted:
 

Research, Human Resources, and Institutional Development
 

-- Research and technology development in traditional AID 

sectors, e.g., agricultural research; 
-- EnhanceJ training capabilities: scientific and 

technical training programs and specialized training institutes; 

-- Direct support of researchers; Office of Science 

Advisor grants; 
-- Regional research col. laboration and sUpl)(ort f 

IRIt Small Farminternational research institutional network: 
Machinery; F/FRED; CGTAR. 

-- Centers of Excellence: Institutional Excellence 
project in Pakistan. 

1' 
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Broad-Based S&T Approaches
 

-- S&T cooperation and bilateral agreements: India and 
STI;
 

-- S&T umbrella: Egypt and Thailand projects
 
-- Commercialization of technology, venture capital; PACT
 

and PACER projects in India;
 
-- Regulafr-ly, standards and qualLty colntrol 
 l.ndi.a
 

pharmaceuticals. 

Approaches Premised on 
Access Constraints
 

-- S&T Information access and network: NTIS, Egypt 
Entechnet, VITA:
 

-- Appropriate technology: ATI.
 
-- Market and Technology Access: MTAP project of S&T.
 

III. Priorities for the Future
 

The Bureau goal of sustaining and enhancing economic growth in
 
the ANE region necessitates a concern with increasing

productivity and competitiveness. Science and 
technology is
 
critical to both these dimensions of the problem, as is macro
 
and micro economic policy. Dahlman, Ross -Larson and We: tphal
 
state: "The central issue of technological development in the
 
developing countries is 
not acquiring the capability to in'dent
 
products and processes. It is acquiring the capability to use
 
existing technology -- to produce more efficiently, to
 
establish better production facilities, and to use the
 
experience gained in production and investment to adapt and
 
improve this technology in use." 
 If we accept this premise the 
following would seem to emerge as 
possible priorities for the
 
ANE region in the 1990s: technology commercialization policy;

standards and quality control; 
and development of technical
 
managers. 

Technology Commercialization Policy
 

New technologies are available and emerging from the laboratory

that are not being adopted in the developing countries of Asia
 
and the Near East. These technologies are more efficient and
 
generally have reasonable payoff periods. Helping countries
 
identify the market and non-market barriers to the widesp read 
use of these technologies is a basic priority of All). In some
 
cases, the problem will lead to a focus on adapting the 
technology to 
local markets. In other instances, pricing, and 
regulatory policies, for ex>ample i.nteIiectt1al pro,, r ty 
protection, may need to be refor.-med. As in India, tiOe
availability of venture capital may be a key constraint. AID 
can play a diagnostic and catalytic role in promoting policies
and innovative institutional approaches suited to the 
particular situation. 

\,21 
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Standards and Quality Control 

If the l)roducts of ANE, countries are to compete with iin(ports
and in regional and international. markets, they must be of good
quality. Two basic objectives are needed: (I) to maximize 
quality assurance and process control from an existing process
technology and (2) to develop new technologies with greater

potential for quality. The focus of control
quality strategy
is shifting to direct monitoring and adjustments during the
production process from simple, end-of-production testing when 
the correction of defects is too late to prevent extra costs. 
The introduct ion of improved standards and ne.as rcmets is
critical to providing incencives for improvement in quality and 
for implementing corrections in the production process that
 
result in hi.gher quality product-s. The potential exists to

work with Ii., . Lndustry groups (e.g,. ASIIRAFI) ns we a18 the
 
National Insti[tute of Standards and Technology in developing

this area. The ASEAN-US Center for Technology Exchange has
 
some experience in this area.
 

Development of Technical Managers 

The creation of a cadre of skilled technical managers becomes a
critical path investment to increasing efficiency, p)roductivity
and competitiveness. Managers must understand the technology
innovation process and its potential in their industry. AID is
well-placed to provide assistance in the development of this
 
kind of human capital.
 

IV. Next Steps in Strategy Development 

I see several next steps in the development of an S&T strategy
 
for the Bureau:
 

(1) The Bureau wilt convene a workshop on March 23-24, 1989 in 
Washington, J).C. that will bring together distinguished
economists and technology policy experts to review lessons in 
science and technology and their implications for AID 
priorities in Asia (see attached list). 

(2) Some of these ideas on technology poli'cy, standards and 
commercialization will be developed in the design of a new 
ASEAN project that links trade and investment and technology 
commercialization emphases. 

(3) The Advanced Developing Countries of Thailand and Tunisia 
wi.ll develop CI)SS's that consider tie role oFU sciunce and 
technology in developing a "new relationship" program. 
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(4) A mid-term evaluation will be conducted for the PACT 
project in India which may provide some first lessons on this 
innovative approach to technology commerc alizatL ion. 

(5) All) is in the process of developing an approach and 
guidelines for dealing with the intellectual property rights 
issue and its applications to federally-funded Lnternational 
S&T cooperation activities, as required by the Omnibus Trade 
Act. 
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C. The Stages of Scientific and Technoloqical Development9
 

In this section, we elaborate a framework of cross

country comparisons which enables us to better 
understand how
 

scientific and technological development can contribute at
 

various stages to the broader goals of economic development and 

the equitable distribution of its benefits, and to identify 

points at which interventions to promote scientific and
 

technological development can overcome constraints to economic 

growth.
 

1. As we have already pointed out, in contrast with 

taxonomies developed for other purposes in development economics, 

scientific and technological development does not necessarily 

correlate with per capita income. On the contrary, some of the 

poorest countries in the world -- India and China ifre the most 

obvious examples -- are also among the most technologically 

developed. Conversely, some of the richest oil1 producers in the 

Persian Gulf rely almost entirely on turnkey projects, many which 

will be operated by foreigners for the foreseeable 1lut-u(-. 

SThi; anialyti.c framework is an eahorttion ()I Lhe alalysis
found Weis 'athwaysin C. P;, of 'Technological I)av( 1oj wit-,, in M.
Kamenetzky, R. Maybury and C. Weis,, Chapte 4 in .eic. a.nd
M-an om-m nt _ o!'c hno]oriy___ A 'Ti-aining_ Pejgram to Iii .t r ; ,
(World Bank, Wai.- vJngton, U.1.C., ]986) 
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2. The scientific and technological development of
 

developing countries may be divided into two main stages: a
 

first stage in which islands of modernization emerge in different
 

parts of the economy; and a second stage, during which the
 

country struggles for mobilization and mastery of technology
 

throughout the economy. At the end of the second stage, the
 

country has achieved the broad international technological 

competitiveness typical of the advanced industrialized countries.
 

Yemen, Nepal, Kenya, Sri Lanka and Tunisia may be thought of as 

examples of countries in various substages of the first stage;
 

Colombia, Thailand, India and Taiwan are at various stages of the
 

second. Representative countries from each of these stages are
 

list-ed in Table II-1.
 

3. The characteristics of countries in each of the six
 

substages of these first two stages of scientific and
 

technological development are laid out in detail in
some Table
 

I-2. This table, which takes up many typewritten pages, may be
 

visualized as a large matrix with the different stages and 

substages of scientific and technological development defining 

one axis, and the different aspects of that development defining 
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the other axis. The entries in this matrix corresponding to each
 

substage give its characteristic status in each of the six 

aspects of scientific and technological development: 

* General state of the economy 

* 	 Scientific and technological capacity in the 

productive sector 

* Technology policy 

* Financial institutions 

* Human resources, and 

* Scientific and technological infrastructure 

In order to illuminate the basic structure ofl Tables 11-3, a
 

skeleton of the matrix form of this table is shown as Table 11-2.
 

Table 11-4 uses the same information as Table 11-3, but reorders 

it so as to make clear how the characteristics of a particular 

aspect of scientific and technological development progresses 

from 	one substage to another.
 

4. From our preliminary empirical review, it seems
 

likely that a given country at a given time is likely to have the
 

characteristics associated with a given substage in all aspects 

of its scientific and technological development. 'T'hie assemblage 

of these typical characteristics thus constitutes the typical 

profile for that substage of scientific and technological 

development.
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5. This hypothesis was tested in more detail in the
 

pilot country studies described in the final section of this 

repport. For each pilot country, we have established a profile 

by identifying the substage it has attained in each aspect of its 

scientific and technological development. Based on these 

judgments, we have assigned each pilot country to a substage of 

overall scientific and technological development. Our hypothesis 

that a country maintains more or less uniform rate of advance in 

the different aspects of scientific and technological 

development was in large part verified. On the other hand, it 

might be argued that we have simply adjusted our typical
 

profiles to accommodate the findings in this rather limited
 

sample. Only more extensive tests in many countries can thus
 

verify this hypothesis properly. 

6. The First Stage of Scientific and Technological 

Development. In the first stage of scientific and technological 

development, islands or enclaves of capacity to manage technology
 

gradually develop in the midst of an essentially traditional
 

economy, until they become quite numerous. lhe distinguishing 

feature of the first stage is that these "i.sl ands of 

modernization" remain largely isolated from each other, and do 

not fuse into a functioning scientific and technological system. 

7. The first stage of scientific and technological 

development is divided into three substages. The very earliest 
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substage of national scientific and technological development,
 

which we have called substage la, is now found in a few,
 

relatively remote countries 
like Bhutan, Guinea-Bissau, and the
 

Yemens. Literacy is low, people with even secoizdary education
 

are relatively rare, there is very little industry 
or scientific 

infrastructure, and practically the entire economy uses
 

traditional technology whose scientific basis is 
unknown to its
 

user. 
 Even patterns of thinking are pre-scientific in the great
 

majority of people. Table II-1 encapsulates this stage with the
 

phrase "economy based on traditional technology."
 

8. At the second substage of the first stage, denoted
 

"first emergence" in Table 11-3 and typified by such countries as
 

Ethiopia, Haiti, Nepal and Papua New Guinea, much of the 

population is isolated contact modernstill from with technology, 

and much economic activity still takes place in small firms and 

farms in the "informal" or "unorganized" sector, using 

traditional technology. But pockets of modern technology
 

management are beginning to emerge.
 

9. Even at this stage, these countries are able over a 

period of ten or fifteen years to develop some parastatal 

agencies or private industries that meet international standards 

for competence, especially if they are Lorced to coinpete on the 

international market or (in the case of a domcstica [ly oriented 

parastatal such as a power or telephone company) if they are run 
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with a sustained commitment to efficiency in both economic and
 

technological matters.
 

10. In the small modern sector of the economy, serious
 

manpower shortages may remain at all 
levels of technology -- the
 

more so since the government is the usual employer for new
 

technical graduates. On other hand,
the the government is now
 

sufficiently effective that its macroeconomic policy does make
 

its influence felt on the 2hoice and diffusion of 
technology.
 

For example, the technology chosen by small farmers depends on 

the prices they receive for their crops, the technology chosen by 

entrepreneurs depends on prices pay for rawthe they materials 

and capital, and the quality of their products depends both on 

the competitive pressures induced by imports, and on the 

requirements of export All these
the market. of strongly
 

influenced by government policies. 

11. By the third substage of the first stage of 

scientific and technological development, denoted "islands 
of
 

modernization" in Table 11-3, modern small industry has begun to 

develop, and there are many enclaves 
of capacity to choose, 

operate and manaqe modern technology. Modern technology is still 

imported, mainly as equipment or turnkey plants. Some of the 

larger private firms and parastatals, including public utilities, 

have substantial technological capacity to assess objectives, to 

choose, acquire and operate technology, and to negotiate with 
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multinational corporations. In many countries at this stage of 

development, non-governmental organizations with few links 
to
 

formal scientific and technological institutions are active in
 

diffusing and sometimes in developing low-cost te-chnology for use
 

in urban and rural community development, including tiny 

enterprises.
 

12. By this substage, a country has established a
 

reasonable base of human resources, basic scientific and
 

technological infrastructure, a few well established
 

universities, and the beginning of a basic research capability.
 

It also will have applied research laboratories in a few critical
 

areas, especially agriculture. Research projects are numerous 

and sometimes of high quality -- although typically underfunded, 

poorly coordinated and carried out with 
limited attention to
 

practical application.
 

13. On the policy side, macroeconomic and trade 

policies have a definite impact on scientific and technological 

development, but are rarely formulated with these effects in 

mind. Similarly, financial areinstitutions increasingly 

competent in their dealings with borrowers, but are not generally 

competent to deal with specifically technological issies. 

14. Scientific and technolog icaL deve.lopment- at the end 

of the first stage is thus patchy, with area. of high competence 
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interspersed with sectors 
in which a much lower level of capacity
 

has been attained. Economic policies 
are well established and
 

affect the course of scientific and technological development for
 

better or worse. The supply of technically trained manpower,
 

while still a constraint, is no longer overwhelming. On the
 

other hand, the educational system is still geared to the
 

personnel needs of the government bureaucracy and lacks the 

institutional flexibility and the contacts with the business 

community it needs to adjust to the changing demands of the labor 

market. This level of scientific and technological development 

is typified by such countries as Kenya, Sri Lanka, Tunisia and 

Guatemala.
 

15. The Second Stage of Scientific and Technological
 

Development. 
 This is divided into three substages. The first
 

of these is denoted "mastery of conventional technology" in Table
 

11-3, and is typified by Columbia, Malaysia and Turkey. At this
 

point, industrial exports are growing rapidly, and 
quality and 

quality control, although still not optimal, are rapidly 

improving. Capacity to master the operation of imported
 

technology is reasonably widespread in larger industry, many
 

firms are beginning to make investments of their own resources in
 

order to deve]op technological capacity, and there is some 

capacity to adapt technology and to innovate in order: to maintain 

competitiveness. In this substage, the enclaves of technological 

capacity developed earlier have evolved stronger linI:g with the 
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rest of the economy through subcontracting, technical assistance
 

to local suppliers, and movement of experienced personnel.
 

Negotiating skills with multinational corporations are now
 

reasonably strong, and are beginning to focus on technology per 

se rather than purely on business arrangements. Scientific and 

technological manpower is in reasonable supply, and most 

scientific and engineering disciplines are well established.
 

The educational system making first efforts tois its free 

itself of unnecessary restrictions and to become more responsive
 

to the needs of the economy. 

16. At this substage, a country begins to establish 

research associations and subsectoral product support centers to
 

provide technical support services for firms too small to provide
 

them for themselves, e.g. advice on productivity improvements, 

and testing and technical assistance services to promote improved
 

quality and quality 
control. Local design and engineering 

capacity is fairly well developed in the larger firms and in 

independent public and private 
 consulting and engineering 

organizations, especially for civil works and for power and 

other infrastructure projects. The quality of local research is 

reasonably good, as is coordination and research coordination, 

but links to the productive sector are still weak. 

17. On the policy side, the government beqi.ns to pay 

serious attention to the impact of its economic po.[icies on 
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scientific and technological development -- and indeed, this is 

probably the first point at which it has the technical capability
 

and the effectiveness to undertake to implement a coherent
 

policy in this area. Development banks are now competent to
 

assess conventional technology in investment proposals.
 

18. The second substage of the second stage of
 

scientific and technological development is the transition to
 

newly industrialized country typified by Thailand, India and
 

Mexico. In these countries, many subsectors of industry are
 

competitive on world markets, and exports are growing rapidly.
 

At this stage, capacity to assess, choose and operate
 

conventional imported technology becomes general throughout the
 

economy. The local capital goods industries are well
 

established, as are technical services and consulting and
 

engineering industries. Negotiating skills vis-a-vis
 

multinational corporations are strong, and the overall business
 

climate becomes more mature and stable.
 

19. More and more subsectors develop the capability to
 

act as their own prime contractors, unpackaging the overall
 

technology into components acquired from different sources and
 

taking on themselves the responsibility for integrating the
 

overall operation and ensuring its operating efficiency.
 

Imported technologies are mastered to the point where they begin
 

to be reexported, often at prices competitive with those offered
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by their original suppliers. Technological capacity extends
 

beyond choice of technology to adaptation and innovation,
 

occasionally even at world class. 
 Private research and
 

development 
begins to be important, as do applications of
 

advanced technology in agriculture and manufacturing. Financial
 

institutions begin to change their procedures and policies to
 

keep pace with these important changes.
 

20. Scientific and technological infrastructure
 

proliferates, and scientific and technological institutions begin
 

to come to grips with the problem of improving their relations
 

with the productive sector of the ecoromy. Basic and applied
 

research improves in quality and quantity and in some fields may
 

gain international 
recognition. The management, administration
 

and coordination of research also improve, 
 and specific
 

institutions are established for the financing of innovation.
 

Science teaching in primary and secondary schools begins to
 

improve, as does the awareness of science among the general
 

public. On the policy side, there are 
systematic efforts to
 

integrate technological considerations into economic policies and
 

vice versa, to seek the opinion of the business community in
 

decisions affecting scientific and technological development, and
 

to make strategic investments in capability for managing advanced
 

technology.
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21. The third substage of the second stage of
 

scientific and technological development is the culmination of
 

newly industrialized country status typified by Brazil, Korea,
 

Singapore, and Taiwan. In these countries, 
technology is a
 

major factor in industrial competitiveness on world markets.
 

Manufactured exports are competitive with developed countries
 

across a wide range of products, although at the lower ranges of
 

technology and labor productivity. Advanced technologies are
 

well established in many fields, 
and expatriate scientists,
 

engineers and technical managers are returning in response to
 

the expanded professional opportunities they now perceive.
 

22. For the first time, the focus of scientific and
 

technological development shifts from activities promoted or
 

supported by government, to those financed and executed by the
 

productive sector in the interests of 
 protecting its own
 

competitiveness for purely commercial motives. The major
 

investments in research and in the building of local
 

technological capacity are those of private industry. Business
 

and government collaborate closely in technology strategy and
 

policy. The stock market and other risk capital institutions
 

are well developed. The country is technologically ready to take
 

on a mature role in the world economy.
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TABLE II-1: 
 Representative Countries at Various Stages
 

of S & T Development
 

STATES OF DEVELOPMENT: 


Emerging Islands of
 
Modernization
 

la Traditional 
Technology-based 

Economy 

lb First Emergence 

1c 	 Islands of 

Modernization 


-ruggle for
 
bilization and
 

Mastery
 

2a 	 Mastery of 

Conventional 

Technology 


2b 	 Transition to Newly

Industrialized 


Country
 

2c 	 Threshold of 

Technological 

Competitiveness 


Asia

Region 


Yemen 

Laos 


Nepal 


Papua N.G. 


Sri Lanka 

Tunisia 

Indonesia 


Iran 


Malaysia

Turkey
 

India 

Thailand 


Singapore 


Taiwan
 
Hong Kong
 

Latin
America 
and 
Caribbean 

Sub-Saharan 
Africa 

Surinam Other Sub-
Saharan 
Countries 

Haiti 

Guyana 
Ethiopia 

Burkina Fasso 

Jamaica 
Peru 

Kenya 
Ivory Coast 
Zimbabwe ?? 

Colombia 

Argentina 

Mexico Republic of 
S. Africa? 

Brazil 



--------------------------------------------------------------------------

ible 11-2: 
 Matrix of Stages and Aspects of S&T Development Paths
 

ASPECTS OF S & T DEVELOPMENT:
 

Techno- Tech- Financial Human Scientific 
logical 
Capacity 
in the 

nology 
Policy 

Institu-
tions 

Resources and Techno
logical In
frastructure 

Produc-
STAGES OF tive 
DEVELOPMENT: Sector 

Emerging 
Islands of 
Moderni
zation 

la Trad
tional 
Tech
nology-
Based 
Economy 

First
 
Emergence
 

1c 	 Islands of
 
Moderniza
tion 

Struggle for
 
Mobilization
 
and Mastery
 
2a Mastery of
 

Conven
tional
 
Tech
nology
 

Transition
 
of Newly
 
Industri
alized
 
Country
 

2b 


2c 	 Threshold
 
of Tech
nological
 
Competi
tiveness
 



TABLE 9: Annualized LOP Funding of ANE Projects Related to Science and Technology
 
(Excludes Projects that are largely capital or commodity transfer)
 

9$o0)
 
Agr lnrgy HN NR Pop FS Ed S&T Feas Total Percent 

ANK Regional $3,929 $1,200 $1,000 $2,323 $0 $955 $6,476 $0 $0 $15,883 4% 
Bangladesh 6,000 19,143 900 925 0 2,786 0 0 0 29,754 7% 
Burma 12,169 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12,169 3% 
Egypt 18,967 6,902 23,638 3,370 5,900 2,682 0 6,872 3,757 72,088 17% 
India 13,079 4,500 5,967 21,447 4,997 0 0 6,420 0 56,410 13% 
Indonesia 23,958 1,750 5,580 3,884 4,550 0 1,600 0 0 41,323 10% 
Jordan 5,500 1,788 3,500 0 0 6,345 0 0 0 17,133 4% 
Morocco 5,483 5,021 525 0 4,578 6,857 0 1,800 0 24,263 6% 
Nepal 7,209 0 0 8,445 667 0 424 0 0 16,744 4% 
Oman 5,689 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,689 1% 
Pakistan 23,813 15,000 0 3,125 10,571 0 8,571 0 0 61,050 14% 
Philippines 6,836 2,753 9,252 2,695 0 2,500 0 0 0 24,035 6% 
Sri Lanka 5,239 0 2,954 893 0 0 0 1,429 0 10,515 2% 
S.Pacific 1,182 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,182 0% 
Thailand 5,917 0 714 5,714 0 0 0 5,000 0 17,346 4% 
Tunisia 1,429 0 1,300 0 0 714 4,966 0 0 8,409 2% 
Yemen 5,503 0 3,428 0 0 0 8,896 0 0 17,827 4% 

0% 
Total $151,903 $58,055 $58,757 $52,820 $31,263 $22,839 $30,934 $21,521 $3,757 $431,849 100% 
Percent 35% 13% I% 12% 7% 5% 7% 5% 1 100% 

ley to Table Columns: 

Agr Agricultural Sector PS Priyate Sector, ifnot otherwise categorized 
Enrgy Energy Sector Ed Education Sector 
ON Health & Nutrition Sector S&T Science and Technology, Umbrella or otherwise uncategorized
 
NR Natural Resources Sector Feas Feasibility Studies
 
Pop Population/Family Planning Sector
 

Key to Rows:
 

AN Asia, Near East, and ANR regional projects
 
others are countries or regional office (S.Pacific)
 



TABLE 4: ANKE Projects Related to Science and Technology, Based on Broad Definition
 

COUNTRY SECTOR OR AREA Total Country
 
Agr Enrgy HN Na Pop PS Ed S&T leas Number Percent
 

AE Regional 3 2 4 5 0 4 7 3 0 
 28 12%
 
Bangladesh 3 2 2 1 
 2 1 0 0 0 11 5%
 
Burma 
 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 P 0 3 1%
 
Egypt 5 7 9 1 1 
 7 1 4 1 36 16%
 
India 8 5 4 5 4 0 0 4 0 30 13%
 
Indonesia 4 1 3 2 
 1 1 1 0 0 13 6%
 
Jordan 
 2 1 1 0 0 5 0 0 0 9 4%
 
Morocco 2 4 
 1 0 1 2 0 1 0 11 5%
 
Nepal 4 0 0 5 1 
 0 1 0 0 11 5%
 
Oman 3 0 0 0 0 0 3
0 0 0 1%
 
Pakistan 4 5 0 1 1 
 0 1 0 0 12 5%
 
Philippines 5 4 4 0 1 0
1 1 0 16 7%
 
Sri Lanka 6 0 2 1 0 
 0 0 1 0 10 4%
 
S.Pacific 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
 1%
 
Thailand 8 0 1 1 0 
 0 0 1 0 it 5%
 
Tunisia 4 0 3 0 2 0
0 1 1 11 5%
 
Yenen 4 0 2 0 0 
 0 3 0 0 9 4%
 

Total 69 31 37 11 17 1
23 22 15 226 100%
 
Percent by 31% 14% 16% 10% 5% 
 10% 8% 7% 0% 100%
 
Sector
 

Key to Table Columns:
 

Agr Agricultural Sector PS 
 Private Sector, ifnot otherwise categorized
 
lnrgy Energy Sector Ed Education Sector
 
HN Health & Nutrition Sector 
 S&T Science and Technology, Umbrella or otherwise uncategorized

H Natural Resources Sector Feas Feasibility Studies
 
Pop Population/Family Planning Sector
 

Key to Bows:
 

ANE Asia, Near East, and AKE regional projects
 
others are countries or regional office (S.Pacific)
 



TABLE 6: 
 Percent of S&T Related Projects to
 
All ANE Projects by Country
 

Country Total S&T- Country % Active S&T % of Active
 
Related of ANE Projects Projects


ANE Regional 
 28 12% 65 43%

Bangladesh ii 5% 
 25 44%
 
Burma 
 3 
 1% 6 50%
 
Egypt 36 
 16% 83 
 43%
 
India 
 30 13% 
 40 75%
 
Indonesia 13 6% 39 
 33%

Jordan 
 9 4% 24 38%

Morocco 
 11 5% 21 
 52%

Nepal 11 5% 
 16 69%
 
Oman 
 3 1% 6 50%
 
Pakistan 
 12 5% 31 
 39%

Philippines 16 7% 
 46 35%

Sri Lanka 10 4% 
 25 40%

S.Pacific 
 2 1% 15 13%
 
Thailand 
 ii 
 5% 16 69%

Tunisia ii 5% 14 
 79%

Yemen 
 9 4% 16 56%
 

Total 
 226 100% 488 46%
 

Note: 
 "ANE Regional" projects include all non-bilateral projects;
 
S. Pacific includes Papua New Guinea
 

Source: 
 "S&T Related" Projects (Broad Definition- Table 4);

"Active" Projects tabulated from FY-1988 Project Control Regist
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"Science and Technology Policy: Lessons for Developing Asia"
 
An ANE Bureau Conference Organized by the
 

Yale Economic Growth Center
 

March 23-24, 1989, Washington, D.C.
 

Professor Anil Deolalikar (University of Pennsylvania), "R & D
 
and Technology Purchase in India"
 

Professor Robert Evenson 
(Yale University), "Intellectual
 
Property Rights Issues"
 

Professor Robert Lipsey (National Bureau of Economic Research),

"R & D by Multi-national Firms"
 

Professor Richard Nelson (Columbia University), "Government and
 
Technology Policy"
 

Professor Howard Pack (University of Pennsylvania), "Industrial
 
Efficiency and Technology Choice"
 

G Professor Gustav Ranis (Yale University), "Science and
 
Technology Policy in Japan and the East Asian NIC's"
 

7 Professor Nathan Rosenberg (Stanford University), "Lessons from 
Economic History" 

£ Professor Vernon Ruttan (University of Minnesota) and Professor 
Carl Pray (Rutgers University), "Lessons from 
Agriculture" 

Dr. Frances Stewart (Oxford University), "Technology Transfer
 
and Indigenous Technology Change"
 

, Professor Maurice Teubal 
(Hebrew University and University of
 
Pennsylvania), "Industrial Policy, R & D and Technology
 
Chnire"
 

it Professor Raymond Vernon (Harvard University), "R & D Policies
 
and Trade Performance"
 

tL Charles Weiss, (International Technology Management and
 
Finance, Inc.) "A Framework for Assessing LDC Capacity

for Technology Generation and Absorption"
 

% Professor Larry Westphal (Swarthmore College), "Development of
 
Technological Capability"
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06 gem U64. .M~Da, 

UNITED srAEs GOVERNNIENT ,

Memorandum ,,,01a) 

O All Office Chiefs 
 DATE: February 15, 19B9FROM : OD/PE H "< 1\
 

SUBJECT: Japanese ODA Process
 

Below is the text from Tokyo 2380,

is 

a recent cable from the Tokyo Embassy.
a very useful description of the p..c-sE by 
It

whic. Japan administered itsofficial development assistance program.
 
Recipient's Request. 
As 
a matter of policy, the GOJ does net prounse foreign
assistance 
-- it must be requested. This GOJ circumspection str;ms
reluctance from its
to 
seem to interfere in other countries' internal affairs.
the formal Thus
process for extending an ODA yen loan begins with a project loan
request from a foreign government to the Japanese Embassy (or a visiting
delegation), usually in the form of a note verbale. 
 In practice, especially
in the Asian recipient nations 
to which most of G(\J 
ODA flows, the process
begins much earlier with suggestions by private Japanesp suppliers and trading
and consul tincg firms to recipient government officials about proec ts thatmight qualify for ODA loans. 
 Such firms also exert influence in Tokyo on
various ministries involved in ODA decisions and spending. 

the
 
weak aid Given the GOJ's
field presence, these private companies 
are Japan's de facto agents
responsible for project identification.
 

Feasibility Study. 
 The Embassy transmits the host government's rquest to
HiOFA's Economic Cooperation Bureau (ECB) in Tokyo.
Cooperation Fund (OECF --
The Overseas Economic
the main administrator of yen loans)
about the request soon after it has been also learnsreceived in Tokyo.borrower provides The prospective
two types of supporting documentation. One
attesting to the is information
technical and financial feasibility of the project. If MOFA
deci des that this information is inadequate, the EC13
International Cooperation Agency (JICA) to 
instructs the ,Japan


do a feasibility study.
some of its own studies, but often hires an outside 
JICA does
 

.onsultant, who
always Japanese. is almosi
In either case a survey 
team is sent to
country as part of the the recipient
technical ccoperation extended by JICA. 
The recipient
also submits an i mplementation program , whichimplement the stales its intention toproject andt what measures it will takechanges to to do so. Subsequentthe scope ard schedule of the project spelled ou t in theimplelmentation program are normal1 as new information comes to 1iaht insubsequent studies.
 

Government Missions. 
 Two separate GR[J imissions then usually trav.l t:o therecipient country. The first comprises officers from MOFA,Finance (MOf), Minis try linis try ofof International 
Trade and Industry (MITI) , EconomicPlanning Agency (EPA) and sometimes C. It does iacrnecooric anilysis aidnegotiates general aspects of the loan with borrower coInltry officials. Since
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borrowers usually request more 
than one project at a time, 
one mission wouldprobably examine several 
loans. 
 An OECF mission follows and perfons detailed
appraisal of the project(s) in question, loan aojnt, relation to the 
total
economy, environmental assessment, and technical aspects. (Note: OECFassures us that its project appraisal comes before exchanae of notes,notwi thstandi ng various GOJ-publ i shed project flow charts tha: show it colni no 
a fte r-la rds. )
 

Building consensus in Tokyo. Armed 
 with this knowledge, official; 
from NOFA,MOF, MITI, and E-PA convene in "four ministry nenotiations" in Tokyo to achieveconsensus on the project. Reaching a decision onparticular borrower requires several 
a loan package to a

meetings, with offirials of varyinolevels participating depending on the specific topic. OECF sometimes alsotakes part. The resulting consensus is then presented to fullthe cainettIs approval. Cabinet action is largely pro forma. Other ministries &.;, 
for 

might have a position on a proposed projc--wTTl--ave learned about it and
already weighed in informally.
 

Exchange of notes. Cabinet approval allows the GOJ to exchange notes on theloan with the recipient government, a procedure usually handled by JapaneseEmbassy officials and relevantthe local ministry. The nnts spell outamount, terms, project, loantying status, etc. Public announceeUrt fllows theexchange of notes.
 

Loan Agreement. OECF and the recipient government then negotiato a formalloan agreement. The loan agreement fixes the scope of the project, loanamount, terms, charges, implementation procedures, procurement guidelines,tying status, and disbursement modalities. The loan anreement includes muchthe same information as the notes but in greater detail. 0CF says review inTokyo by other ministries is necessarynot because OECFVs negotiati nIguidelines are clearly established. The loan agreement is often sinned inTokyo by the Chairman or President of OECF and the borrower countr's
ambassador. Another press release accompanies its signing.
 
Bidding and The
Tying. recipient government is then responsi ble for invitingtenders for bids to supply equipment and services needed b; the project.Nonetheless, OECF supervises the toprocess closely ensure that it cofnris toguidelines laid down in the loan agreement. Japan recognizes three tying
statuses:
 

1) General untied - firms from all countries may bid;
2) LDC-untied 
- only Japanese and developino country fins may bid;3) Japan tied - only Japanese firms may bid. 

Different tying statuses may apply to different projec ts wil hi r ono cnun t:ry.Within 
one project a different status may apply to procurement of equipmentand consulting services. For example, it is quite commnon for tihe latter heJapan totied or LDC-untied but the construction portion to generalBorrowers can and should 
he untied.state a preference for fhe general untipd status,prior to the exchange of notes, because 

but 
at that point the tvini sLatus is set. 
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Within each tying status, Japan recognizes four types of tendering: 

1) Open tender - any eligible firms bid after public announcement; 

2) Limited tender - a limited number of qualified (according to the tyinostatus) firms are invited to bid;
 

3) nfuotation - specific fins are 
 invited tn sIhmi t a quna-tinn, andbidding per se does not occur;
 

4) legotiated contract 
 - the recipient government directly choosessupplier and, withot any tenderinq at enters 
a 

all, into directcnntract negntia tiens.
 

According to official 
policy, the prefersGOJ open tender, If the recipientprefers some other procedure, it must explain its reasons in ,r!Lig antobtain OECF's consent. 
 l t
 

E,\ecution. Contracts signed
are between the borrower and the supplier, butOE-e,nsures that they comply with the loan agreement and that Uhe supplier iscompetent to thefulfill contract. OECF executes letters of commiti!ent,whereby it promises to pay contractors for goods once delivered.dishurses funds OE'Fdirectly to the contractor after delivery. isO.CF alsoresponsible for loan supervision, usually handledrepresentative, or by people by OECF's localfrom Tokyo if special expertise is needed. OECFalso is responsible for project evaluation after completion. A special teamfrom Tokyo is usually needed for this. 

CoFinanci ng 

Because there have so far been few instances of projects cofinancedand other bilateral donors, it is not 
by the GOj

yet clear how a cofinanced project cyclewould differ from that described above. OECF says the basic pattern would bethe same. It stresses, however, the importance of prior areemont amonginterested parties, in particular countries, to pursue conrinanci nropportunities before 
make such 

specific projects are roquested. (FCF alono (:uld nota policy decisi on; rPOFA and other ministries wo hav,,l toinvolved. The experience of the aborted IISG-GCJ 
he 

cofina c n arrarngementJamaica illustrates the inneed to ensure that overseas R1 reps are sneakingwith full authority of lokyo headquarters' agencies. 

Under the GOJ's system, a cofinanced project would still start wit:h a requestfrom the recipient country. lMwr'ver, t:he pot:e ntial rpcipip t n"hIrd specifyits desire for co financing by Japan and another donor. the GO(,I rc ngnizes twosorts of cofinancing, which differ accordirg to the degree of co;.minglinog offunds. 



1) Joint Financing -
The share each participant provides is determined in
advance, and as additional funds are required, they are provided

according to 
this ratio;
 

2) Parallel (or split) financing  each participant is responsible for
financing and executing specific parts of a total 
project; funds are
not commingled. 
 The GOJ has cofinanced projects as well 
as program
loans. 
 OECF says it has cofinanced projects with bilateral donors (UK,FRG, Switzerland) as well as MDB's (BRD, 
 ADB, IMB). Regarding the
UK-rofinanceC project -- a hydropower project in Sri Lanka -- a BritishEMLdssy contact says that HIG would have preferred joint financing butdecided administrative technicalities on the GOj side made this moretrouble than it WdS worth and so 
settled for parallel financing.
 

GOJ contact:; have oFtron told us parallel financing is easier to arrange.Procurement for cofinanced projects in all countries is supposedly generallyuntied, but the GOJ has told us that they would need to study whether parallelcofinancing involving USG grant and GJ ODA loan would indeed qualify as"cofinancing" Post believes that there are various possibilities withinof the two broad types of cofinancing, and that the GOJ each 
to creative proposals. will respond flexibly 

cc: IButler/JSBlacktori, OD 

7'. 

"* " 



Mr. Mustapha FARIS
 
Chairman and General Manager 
of National Bank of Economical Development
 

Opening Address of ANE/ARDO CONFERENCE
 

Your Excellency Mister Ambassador,
 
Ladies and Gentlemen,
 

It is a real pleasure for me to welcome you in the

kingdom of Morocco the oldest friend of the United States of
 
America. I am particularly happy to point out that we have
 
just started the third century of our good relationship under
 
the guidance of his Majesty the King HASSAN II 
and President
 
georges BUSH.
 

We, as 
Moroccans, appreciate the way the United
 
States have tackled their development : using progressively

their natural and human potential to build a strong nation
 
where every citizen is committed in a common effort.
 

Agriculture is developed with a high degree of
 
performance as well as 
Industry and Services : education,

finance, public and private sectors 
are contributing greatly
 
to this challenge.
 

Development is a loi'3 term effort. It is a
 
permanent commitment involvinj a good number of generations.
 

Since 1956, when moroccan independence was

restored, our 
country has initiated a balanced development
 
process based on agriculture, industry, tourism and manpower

training as long term priorities.
 

We attach a high value to individual initiative and
 
encourage the promotion of private enterprise and foreign
 
investments.
 

The rapid growth in population, the high rate of
 
rural migration towards urban centers, the long period of
 
severe drought, the uncertain international economical
 
environment together with the increased external debt make
 
our challenge more difficult.
 

However we initiate adequate reforms order
in to
 
face the situation and strengthen our strategy for the
 
future.
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Looking ahead to the increase in population of
 
60 % projected for the year 2000, the government is giving
 
very high priority to the agricultural and rural sector.
 

Through the Economic Development Plans that were
 
implemented since Independence, Agriculture has always been
 
placed at the head of sectorial priorities.
 

This constant policy of agricultural development
 
had highly positive results. As a matter of fact, in spite of
 
climatic variations, agricultural production developed consi
derably during the last three 
decades. Our effort concerned
 
both traditional crops ( cereals, leguminous plants etc...)

and modern industrial crops ( cotton, sugar-beet, and sugar
cane ) in order to improve the coverage of the country's food
 
needs and develop its exports.
 

The first place given to Agriculture in development

policy can be explained by the importance of the country's

agricultural potential and by the fact 
that this sector
 
provides work and support to about half of the 
population.

Agricultural production contributes for about 
the fifth of
 
GDP formation and represents more than the third of the
 
country's total exports.
 

However, despite these efforts, Morocco's potential

in the production of food and fiber 
is far from being fully

realized. The potential for increasing cereals output on the
 
basis of existing technology has been estimated at 60 %. Use
 
of 
recent technology and improved cultural practice at the 
farmer's level for other crops could raise the yields 2 or 3 
times more, 

- Achieving the objective of 1 million
 
hectares under irrigation ;
 

- Developing and mobilizing improved
 
technologies and management to provide for
 
stable yields and increased output even
 
with the expectations of recurring
 
droughts ;
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-
 Enhancing the orientation, regulation and
 
technical control 
roles of the Government
 
and its agencies in training research and
 
extension ;
 

-
 Increasing gradually the participation and
 
respunsabilities of 
the private sector in
 
the development process.
 

These are the highlights of our strategy for
agricultural sector which plays 
the
 

an important role by
satisfying food requirements, improving 
rural people's income
and contributing to 
Moroccan needs of hard currencies through

exports.
 

This sector has to protect and take care of the
natural resources that constitute the basir; 
of its production
and also promote agri-business to ensure a higher value of
 
its products.
 

You are here to discuss and adopt a strategy of
agricutural development for 
the 1990's. Your meeting in 
this
country and in 
the I.A.V. HASSAN II is highly symbolic.
Within our country to 
country relationship, 
the Institute has
experienced for 20 
years a succesful partnership with famous
American Universities. We 
are proud of the results of these
cooperative efforts based on 
long term commitment, on mutual
 
confidence and mutual 
respect.
 

We all learn that we 
can do more and better when we
put our expertise together and know how 
to deal with these
problems that 
are becoming universal 
: food, education,
natural resources, 
and human dignity are 
the key words for
 
today and tomorrow.
 

Thank you for coming and good 
success for your
Conference and for 
the future of our cooperation.
 

/\
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Excctitivc Summary 

iec 'l'hcniN (G;rom.p is a private citi/cins tak force fo'rmed io rc iw II S 
lack flood Vaulhn.lrciii ,,i,,;,nlce .'iciti,,. It, Chirm; is the lonmrable 

Its pincipal concitiions aie: 

Currcnt U.S. foreign assustance policies and programs are lar et (it wide
is the hasicspread and continiiing criticism. The world vastly changed since 

U.S. horeign aid law wa cnacled nearly three decades ago. Now. with a1new 

CongreNs and Administration in Washinglon, is the time for serious review and 

relorn. 
in the U.S nationalTo he justified. U.S. foreign aid programs must be 

Aid to dei'eloping countries docesinterest. This concept is logical and evident. 
tradingserve U.S. interests. Improving their economies improvcs their value as 

parlncrs. Aid targeteld on thcir envirnnmenlal concerns help. our cnvironmnl. 

It is also' a way Io combat global pollulion, reduce mass migration o1" people 

from one country to another and to help reduce global tensions. 

To hc cifcctivc in aii are of tight fcder:al htdgct, limited U.S. lurcign aid 

World problem areas and not hx- dillhued hyfund,; should focs on key Third 
is now the case. U.S. bilateral asislance shouldaildrcsing so many objectives as 

in which the United States performs well - inconcentrate on those programs 

Iraining ard cduicalicn. technical ;i,,istancc, research, inlormalimi and manage

tneant. and policy guidance. Programs requiring large funds tranfers should be 

tell to international in,,titutions. 

Majoir problem, facing Third World countries are in the arcas of dehl. ro d 

secturily, nalturl resources ,inagemcnt and the environment, energy, health and 

htimn;n wellarc, population, management capabilities, and private enterprise de

vchpment. The report makes specilic recommendations for U.S. aid in cach area. 

The *;.S. f(tcign aid adminitrative irtucitirc ncc(l%a mijor overhatul, Military 

as;,istanC should he administered by the Defense Dcpnrtment and charleed to 

the defnse hldget. i ,ilitical/sccurity-rclaled asistancc should he chiri;el to and 

admitercd by the State I)epariment. For development assistance, there should 

ie a Presidential-level council assuring adherence to priorities and government

wide coordination. An AID-successor agency organi.ed almg pirohlem-'lving 

liures is re(plircd lor Tlhird World prohlcms, and mcit U.S. aid mi,,ios ovcrscas 

must he replaced by problem-solving, c.ults-oricnted, binational task forces. 

To underlake serious reforms, Congress should scrap the ohslescent Foreign 

law. To aid implementition., policyAssislancc Act f 1961 and write a new 

dircclion and oversight. Congressional leaders should vote funds that arc availahle 

rnntil cxpendcd. uicig two.year aid appropriations hills. Congrcss simiuld also 

link atilthoriiing and appropriating lepislation to improve clarily and consistency 

in the law. 

.
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Table of Contents Introd ctio n 

Ex cculive Sun n ary 

T abl eof Co n en t s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...a ..... o. c i no ted that tScr ticiha fIrci ri,alda.mon.g use.l oif L .l 

, .. .............. i ..rai .re rie broil \ lhn anti t itd the "'forttgn aid" c it inity Ih gh-
ChaptLer. Te Selling .... . . ... . .. I'\cl leadership was lacking Aid programs were criticizcd by even AII's 

Chptr. hy Foreign Aid?.......................8 staunchest defendcrs for failing to achicvc their intended goal%. and in many
 
... . . . . . . .... . . . . .. . 8 cascs. for achieving nothing. rhe tine lapse from project conceptin to(implemen1.-'.pAler Ill. "hird Wu d DcbVeluwilat: Probleiis ind SUIUJ0,%. . ..... I( tation was far too long. usually spanning years. Red tape angered bureau|crat. 

A. "ihTd World ubi . .. nd non-governmental participants alike. AID was allegedly lop-heavy with 
BTr.. .. ................ personnel. Program% tried to do too much, rather than addressing a few clearly
 

.t.. . . . . . . .defined goals well. Funding available for foreign asiktance fell far short a, 

Natural e.Reuur .. jj.... d................ 14 demands and had shrunk in real terms. Public support fo"r foreign aid programs 
:. kNlryReureM eet tie Lviroiit was deteriorating and criticism included allegations that tt) much aid is used 

18 for political or m ilitary purpoises, or that some projects were hurting the environ
:........Ee rgy .........
 

ment. or that certain aid activities were detrimental to U.S exporl interests. InG. tlpalh and .lur. n WLll.FC 

G 20 recent years. Congress usually had failed to pass a foreign aid authori7ation bill.
 

I I ad.......n............................21 ad tle aid appropriation often was lumped into a year-end Continuing Resolution. 

... ... 22 Further deterioraion in the prcgram seemed harm ful to our country and to others. 
I-. Private E ,ierpr ining .......... 


The time had conic for review and reform.*.e.pr .. .e.e.op24ehapr IV. rvca te
rhauling the Sylem .We knew that others had conic to similar conclusion; about the timelines, 

cLegislaition and Congrcs..................... of a foreign aid review. What we could offer, we felt, was a reassessment ofVh. 
and.................................... 30 the most fundlimcnial premises of the aid program based on years of firsthand
 

A'PENDIX .1C Group o.i.t.e.i.j ................. .32 experience with foreign assistance programs. (See the Appendix for an idntifi-
Phcni ..

I . . ................... G p . 34 cation of the Phoenix Group.)
 

The Group held its first meeting in December. 1987. in the rlirienix lZetiurant 

of Arlington. Virginia. and suhsequenily becanic known ;I tile Plunil C o'Ip. 

It niet regularly thcreafler throughout I188 A key questiti. reached early in) 

our deliberations. wa,, shcther to make our recommendaions in Icrm, of change% 

to existing U. . foreign aid programs and structure, or to reexamine every aspect 

of U.S. plicy owardldevc1oping countries. There arc crucial developing country 

issues beyond the range -f U.S. bilateral aid programs. low s.hould they be 

addresed" 
Because of the many criticisms and given the massive change%in the foreign 

Act bccaic law in 1961.aid cnvironmcnt since the present Foreign Assitance 
We would determine whatwe unanimously decided to start from a "zero base." 


was needed in today'. world and fashion our recommendation, according to
 

toda.ys needs. 
Ve had to thhIlk through. First of all, whether there should be a U.S. foreign 

mid program ; and i %%o.,.liy' ' If it cotuld not li jutified. ihcii it lii ldlie 

discrntmoctl Tai Ihe cxlent it i% 1itlliialle. the program-. should reIlect the 

itiulilication. We concluded thit while humanitarianism continues to he a wolthy 
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L an1d m1 e d re1e f P'0b ud~ge ~ Is i cta i uiri ec. se dr e v ce Frut ihu , td r and 

'Pli. They Include: CeedaoterhaveU .sA aidi % o nthi n ly over oo na I rsf a ny a c l iv . i ld re hij il~i sce.prie ad nw i u,i ej 1
-and 

is,well equi/pp.edieai hul 0ire:tu sohe.d~ requd a narrower loiciailr r " C- uecr fUSotheruo
idle. 
 cl trrjbhe
ou d)r u ,oil ure s wne..h Ile t pietvlS tates 

T to c ralof'IoI j; nolSlt l,' s nd ll ulld like e dr l Oilclalla
itel oreUStates can and 

velnu ll C assistanec !I lead i *r ur iatu1nal a plicallonsbanksroanddillnatiul .hll her ure atleral IiUtIuiWih olhcr donor. ULih 
IS hould Promothasas Jfal atd W IetLuropeanll.itiuiii,bldl -tl.hiwill vdeonce 


by streutlllii 
 indigenous NaOs who are oltcn vclll t)ollcd Itundcr-
s eedaedvIll e o pendo nn epl ,t ¢:e tvrie as cllt i e *Iccu~ 
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1.1 "-'" iC Io 1I" lle 
 a l d actl.ll .' s.hI . 
{I.5i~ tath i.d. II 'd 'l,.,.p ,..i,i
I. ' IjIallh d t.1 h.lflI in l, ' t i1 lh IH "no' ''nt *.. le'ggde th!eth l 'i. kinii h r iv n. '1n."ci .t: . th ,s

' 0.1Ihf1 , 
' lIIi."C l l IIIIilijt Nii l h i .h .
 

y It' 11 ('t11 


N | I.nl i ibiit.ll
 

l .i , isl-l . I,t ' iiitll 5ltll*k: i l, 

trt fr.T erigfre 
hk C 


thth 
 Uitac ph
Ourdtctianig The 
ou t in l'l I thelm.n-'-i n d (lie placeao ftfi e n ev oin co anrpe d 

.la are alio'tii npssible to ove t have called intoslate. Thcsc chanpe 

Developing count ries, never neatly lum pcd under the n;iric "Third World."
libe thijo ai 
become more diverse. So havepo theirabltassproblems.wmrld Newlye sinistant Industriali7edaee c Nations

oe 
pnd ntren sv ncg o t at(N ICs) he hav enais br ma y av dcthe ability lo provide their citilens with far more than basic need. Many 

nationsw allhavethese slippedcoutr ebackwards.s w illfUre how ever,isan open q e lio .Ind e ednesl.dhardly a concernp e t a' '1ll to decades ago . is now theT c n l gcla number one problemv nc sla 

for 

i gt n rae 
 uo aiman y d eve lop in g cou ntrie s. On c e ign ored issue s o f pop u lationn pwlro atlin d 
velopment Technolog~ical dvances le dirg to increased a t mation will set backenvironm ental degradation become as m ajor oh , -'clesdehave rccognizcd to 

some uccc ssful developing countries w ho have relied on low w age rates tobe
 
gb 
 caned,with terrorism one of the hallmarks or contemporary

Imes.
 

dominant concern about
global tensionold ,he spread of Cr4mmunist
has changed, with influence to developing
tionally. Almost of contemporaryl~dlelnsovernight, it seems, the Unitedcountrie h States has shifted froms given way ,-I anxiety a out American%' ability to compete in theernaworld's largestI creditor nation to he world'sw r d s l e tic c fo a lairgetr i n t h o ' i g debor

d h naion, dep"endentl m a i n e e d no n fo re ig n c ap ital and , at the ,am e time . n o t ce ri in ho w to co rrect it-, bu d get 

or foreign trade deficit. kew as pa nlo a proc s of gl in egration.obhalAmericans have come to eccthai connections with developing counlrie,foreign go farf p oeg; f la,
heod n
polis and econmics. Global warming and desrction of the en.'ronmert in developing coiuntries, iaternational drig traffic and increaNing addiction
in 
 those counlric: wide spread 
health problemA, including AIDS. imong 
 poor

peoples - all have implications that Americans, cannot ignore. 

onngTherU nited Statesif it is no longer the of increilng interdepe ndeitincactl a% I%. lBW In an age world's dom inant aid donor. Ae nd it canitcannot 
r te i sfo or 
i g Io e 
h r i h h ,e o n ri snl etnie m tu l
afford to ignore the problems of developing countries 

obL,
 
- or the need for flexible 

srategi es countries to solve those u problemfor working together with the al . 
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we are if) a 1. Why Foreign A id '?ra 
ates With the cold war eced ing
lal:+ War If.g h t or
afteraroldsharefileiner 1 oTh e9 0 .a lio n a le fo r I- a id p rog ralm ,,World19 d Power. The I orc ig nInto'" Ming 1 the n ePast and U

after World Iif or in 1961 or the 1970a'l:**W 11hy nm ay nt1 longer be valid."W y Fore 111iAid?"1r~gams lut anyfOrc gn Aid'" demands+aCunlemP oary
()4 bassic ramns i dmdasneo he u rtion: 
srOe 9 lic answw1 is thal aid fills a humialil.a. nICd. American. trtionalya rcj eS ousILl kp n th less fortuna.~

weular id eanthf fil Un tedS aourings Of prival and govcrnnien al1P u'lar auo d ol es long before i theinstitution ofp~puar sppor forhunmanitrian aid prograiis aree lari z touee fh rh , i.Po.ale.W drl ro',5vau relativelyr rc .sof w ide .p'hol-lcaiedlypblcspo.
 

Iolnelu *tr( r, as c c is th a eu-lcriatie fotfor toreigt eeCn b o dsh" l-erii. 'F IYpublicf Trn sreig i If tillscluprllc.
the Sallie broad ilumailarian, Iters,,Ito be o er-incoil, pohcym krs must b able o demonstrate that aid serves Arecaol i
l i, , a %rL)lnghunl
s.ii 
 il+rian ritlionale olay underlie a great deal of U.Said to ev cdio Unlries [lot ascid frongra/iii dsast er aSIauIcc, loreigl aid prom111ust
b jostd ac;,cordig to whether they arc
Uniteld S1ait¢,s In the self-nt-,,l of tihe
 

Sell ileresl reasons foreign aid are manif,t:l'uiomnI, asslt'nce 
fo 
fur tie P<o0rcr deveing couiirie
do n~ot 'iced such aid) is I the (the ri-her ones
U.S. self-inte-e:. 

cu 1 1
The U... bell/lismjC growth. The lagcr the incolls of oilir Cu ltrs, 

front IheirT Ihe giCater s therability to purcha,, U.S. goodUand serves. The hird Word hold ers
ilOntial as a growth iarkct for U.S. sales. The U.S. eiiv,roiilet clearly gIiciiron irluleclion of the global enV-on.ieiitThird World. U.S. hctlfi and e much of which is affctd by3 fry theconcert+ Mitrelae wfith iuse ot"runtrtcs lmrovcien. in l S huillagnd ofl,P)our ujrl)ula.llullst,.t.eIh diasters that abluad tend toevoke U.S. hullnaiaui aid aid jmayI 'nIg-lell, ineruiat Pressures Ila rcdu.e over ihecould crupt ill,!h adsue to U.5
 
h11
de r tuigld t uliltary eI asit distli_ trNi LLInIiiI-'lsl il lu.,tJ.+ diiihiiii,1I),,i I y c"and decIi,.lus Justlof hiN iii lisas.it 1 hic 1eur tUsliiihtthreacd -Si,'It.',, i i iu i'lllctt++ h
.. nl 

1 ., , Clc., a111¢iin iii d .1 3thiI U ii et i th I nd!,. hiJ, 

ll~l " •nd I", M h'leII, '.'l+l"1111 '+.+qI i+ 


IIiHtIi Lil'nab 
H .ell.,ll , o i+..*lligtnhl ll tIjulloiiiaL" IIpii c'j .'%1 

.1 1d
1li .ll 

- a -.-

aid tl'r'ii'hh the State.( lro inh i (tevChiPniClt rgani lalion. fireii p(l civ 

i. Andnwtaiv i Ii o he ibiti n'. o MXwnth 
tt d C . r. bc IL' i I 11w1as%kinIIIl t 1I. o.,iiIIwI ."Il tt lC a t I ,, 
tIttIi c, otn,~1+th-mc etlort'., Iturnist incc w Infi , tl ;.- e noilic l 11Lh' t 11.a\(tlloh pni 

i .t1I.tl t it t 1hIiC),111hll l oion,on i eit %III I);: ,.altoIh 
fbec n thi.'orc,chie h!e flciIv e,I~ t~ ial tdtite .ce ' tth14tnlict objets.ive. ;Indet~ to s iifiri~ :lhie\'Cnl lclthe i h Iv IItS rational inicre-t. oee a~ nnWe will not have rcotirces to10tlander in
 

tert will he necessaryThe fi ncus for m aintaining the requiile public ,upp ,rl.stunaerliW hen an A merican asks "w hy foreign aid?", the answ er ncctls to be cvident: it 
is in th e U .S . in teres t . A nd w h e n iha t is the a nswe r . the p rogra m w i l l h ave 

suppol. 



1I1. Third World Development:
Problems and Solutions

Innumer'ble problem confron developing counIries. Given limited budgeiresources, the Unites tale should concentrate on Ie m ost urgent' ov drarchng 

nead. as outlined bclow. -

A. Third World Debt 
Deb t h e iF 

develupIjel .Oiwn SUthre t1l 
rde t ( d Develop ingte b C o ntrithe b d t re oit r rul l .

cuille$1.3r ounlrhell tri llo n to c d o r ind rijalizedt na ti . FI urla tlyhe l tlitol tii erable. Bank r 
aul Afrc counries is projected by "he d bt-s rvic ati 22thant ., Iiotre he World [alk for 1988-90 atihan double uiiJitheir capacity to pay. Develtpiiig eUltrie, e 


cil'll
a ly hebtorrhaging Since 1984, they have repadIhey hive~rceived in new loan. 
11ure illcreditor, thainThe ,izuatiun or'it ie pour cOUillfic, I,relilt.
of the debtors of another age who were imprisoned 
for nullpaynlent - anldthenl "vere all the Iure unable to pay becaue they Cs.uld not wulk |o-r CtUfliMeed Ic.ictal tu grtew . •
1eavy IIldebtedleU ca t,a shadow over virtually every aspect ofient It dries up Capital dcvelo br private enterprise. EnIplasisforeign e change IsPlaced till cL'lilIiguch as production of export crups. at tie co't l
deve pl enlneeded iIu e balanced
bor a healthy conomy. Envirunnliytalmli~sed. LOlger-ern1 heeds such 

coiiersi, ale dias cducagiull healh ,uid chntell/y ti,ii 'lerIrull abruad are 5a:'rliIcd.
Much iube saJq !)out who and what is Ito
burIen. But wht1onever is 
blate fur the Third World eb
to blame, Third World debt isda
fe det IIi., A oraieulicrlil
ildgill icUlibr developing cutlrltedebt tO iipoi U.S.c.rl).lt goIod,, theghlb.1l nviroirulimem probleis. Overall
d %aI)eroty dht0 raU S
olf" thedclabiiLed secterworld final itlarket,,, it hdlloStates Should Ihedo)inlg what it can 

as hat the Uicdto alleviate ecesise [lird World debt 
I"i e:L'Il u t 5d S t ., te u ul i s t i ip'le oii t iu a tey ef a b d e a ' !d e We1. \ i l 1iec~ilsy IIAhave 1he ylle "ll t. a b id c x.allll~l ),, | .ll W c. Itlhel WIlld ,C t lu lu llafely I.. A IIIcl gest goverliilltllt4 

1 dCbl itid thiYet have the ictb tl.LIC detxl- citn iai t ur or 1 <xcessj$1teCdiull ht fsslo, .... ise a-d wre ldlcdclihj) to allick iig tile"hid W !tilt 0 dcli1 iCibilcii,I iit. lil|It'd

c -t.ites ilus," 
h I i , ei ch l otihtii i il d ebl ow=d y d 

d Wrgeilly. .C iid hl itLLul h- bl e s el iii ..bglt t, ll lsl'l t il A \ , i ~iilirtatil" newAd lI IlgYtl. atl of i !1 
i," icc'Iitilljl,1 I lelt .uI i " 

iil,i11.1111 ll..i. IId o alilhiilg tl hti id fli Adllliii ii""ishoulld ol 'ito wi lie"olt debts osed the U.S. gjove filt 
l )
ctil Ihe At'iui-i itidht-,l 

- 1o

i s l i sni'c, epil i 
S;c nd.h I aker on - inadequate. r hcplnn tiv 

111nrl1,hioffer hould be linked to oth r crc dlitr n ai~nt taking smilir kiv pt'l;li 
 ~ k " luh a~i~ ,h a lIe<t hII -''lklak%, ,o~ lL\l 'tl hh ll
 
lie c makele l;l ,,,.st,,,,,,action.itil, A,.l l Il if l,-d,, [I'll Fl ,1,y , oP ,t,"i ,,,o ,lc..

Probll brdevelopItovingtlcvcl\1hld. rigOrOllscOnditiod ImPio aliyl is ssntial if dcveloping nani'mnp r c iPleth tre O rc towrkI lini. 
parl crit att dat Illly. h UiiteStd m t cIp an.tlr.

in carry ing ou t structu ra l ad ju me nttake the le adatrild evelopm en t b'ink s 
de lO ltratc ;Ico li in gihis 

. the U nitrd ,t,tsmu st 
pro pi a ms . As par of 
commitment to those institutions by shouldering its Fair share of the funding. 

co n d ition ality is ,steps m u st be ta k en to o f f thseteou rt h . as im p o rt an t as put son the poorer segments of society. Specifically,hardships that such program 

th e U ni t e d Stat e s sh o u l d u r ge t he I nte r n a t i o na l Mo n e t a r y Fu n d and th e lmu l ti l ate r al
 
banks to support job-creating projects and policy reform designed to ensure Ihat

the poor do not ear 
the hn nt of austerity and where possible. benefit from thereforms that accompany it. Sharing the burdens of austerity in an equitablemanneralsocan strengthen political support forthe success of needed reforms. 
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B. Tfrade 
Countries with higher incomes presen 

1 ut Cnii
than liiiploverl i ed coun ie1s. 

better m arkets for U.S. e). }rl 
p mt inI e ei" llClll l%id A " P 1 411,1Msalesecipi U .S. eCOlIOliJI/ S, Ii .I pri h11c1m1annilt lcou nties. Because aid promTt ot e.s. ,'roa1I (0)b1111".economic internation al trade is inlc'rea

1.
.as 
5 

gly 
i.1 

important 
gruWgli S 


to the .pl¢'ii'r ,i.iil\ it It 

well-being of the United States and 

iProm Iorei. i1 1, All.l1,,h Id a worthy objecive of U.S. it) IIIrciicl .,r m t l l t I .1lloOll"iltl pro- I I iI! I' 'r.t ttt' i;, cIr'.iIt ii'1t1icou ntl1 1IItle t-
|lhr .ts,and because the developing world is of increain 

II t growth~t II0 ti1-.i,1,\,u I ;i t 
I ' 'll .WIII ,, Ihi't" il111t,!11l1ti . t-l 

Js Jl llarkel ,the po enllal ljulg 
glof U.rS'.iPOniant.e ckt int cn1\iit111.teul ric'I wtie :t1III.It.iu(, 

I l 
I1li 

l 'i,,* I,id-leini trade: be tlells 1 o helt ht'U crleas n ralr,,c , lcl t tpo Iit,"p oI~ti iII,,tII1llIOn e ait i a t e ho cn tiy d Jl- 1-1" 1" 111 I tI.oie ,sIt the s.rong~c. l n -tisr detn i t 5self-Interest argullents for U.S. 
t i U nited s ta tes Serve a s
An ilmnediate beInefit for U.S. aid programs,.
criploylncll and buin Ceses 
 derives from
 

the purchase of American goods and scrvices for the programs.
15toiw) jobs in America are directly linkrd to foreign 
An estiltiated4rtitilm of U.S. bilhaterl aid Is spent in 

aid activiles. A high
he United Slaes under "Buy Americail'

ploiic-,; and file inlerilatuiwal aid on, nhmilions to whichtributes also buy substajii.,l a:mounts of U.S. 

lieUnited State. culllhowevcr, lhesc bcnefils goods and services.
 
trade promnotion. Linkage of| 

do not dictat, that aid programs, should be lied to
U.S. offici 
aid with tade deveh)lopents over the years, largely with i_11e, 

las been altelipled hy
hybrid aid-trade SUCccss .cve resu!ts. 
 lhe pruspc t or"'Te A 
arc no beitr in the f/t~ure. This isiricall business colnlllliulyiidy WCliC 

why:
intervention!, abroad which it p rc 

( ,ecllIIc U S, g(viv Ciii1but suie Americani cive, as of itllniediale benclit 
.1 

busimessilien Iar that U.S. taxpayer dollars are 
tu U S. busimic,,.,IObliliUlate COllmillion ruiii d-veboping bcing spctlare ,urpmib,d countries
to discover that Many U.S. bu ,uie,,iiicfi
slIUlating Privat eterll i 

AID's Bureau for Private Lmilterplrisse c loucs onin developing countries, ralhr- 111,111 Proilntillig
such 
U.S. husi li,,,over sea,. MN411y U.S. butsincsses are interested ill as Joint vciures, but ULltr nlot under t1C uvtC J,-'ilih,On th governmnt!l -riMS dictlated 
pro.,i,,s under govetgmil 

side, AID officials lend IoIeite 
by AlD.
 

IIIuIc uWilurlable

oiij1,, itlanl wlih 

contrul, and in dcalilig wilh uther goverillileilj 
Wilh 
ailidtl'll 

lherisks of the I4rvale sectlur. Aid plrlwc ,sitakentprogrms tend tu be insensiive to iii dc,clpi.
Pliiu11Uon or uncllthusiasuic 

CoittlUlILalof U.S. btl 
A reccnt proJucts.blueprint ol how not to comibire 

by aid aiid trade Idlaltiaclvlivlles ships
i pl gr.inil under fie Congressionally Is 

.
 The iltc:, wjs -o liiandatd "aid and iradc",. U.S, dgrlcllu ll trjde illiNslotI., Itot" ¢'imig 
ptllg cuiics 

t m
to expand U.S. agicuhural sales theeicoiluU.S. aid p ograili. lUtultIonThe resulthu Ca.tatJ ot If_.,legisl!iC ck ercli, spc jt hcii h) hti,!h.:sidiiig sobstatial smill eII ,hl11! "Iii1. 5 jIld Ilnall-h tlaid P)ogra10 th,Viis Or ijululin1iLrcased t.t'ilI be C\p U.S 'g iculul.1 1 lc,itLed ho11 ;lie USDA exlo)iI -1,ilJ %ti 

lt.iiiisSlil" .'h ld)I huellcd *''.t~at~eh.al a l.itI 
tl'l\lllhlhli.ul t td yi igll f C'" l,)IIJIJb l g I11 111 11iCt . x p l¢ l C1 11 0. 'eL- 1 l~l l t l ii1,,"'l' /,t~ , , |
I'lll ,
C l l.'. Ct.-1)..lkalg \ . l l. llt 
o I U . S C ). i)hC', l.he¢,iih the UIIi iitiifIU,)o , t1iigct..
Ilhii~ecl. Iic ii..iiif1i "I)jlj qoht bel fem ". .ha1ect,,iii1e1 ald pIm)rghII, ''tUud I,:
dieCL hIld 
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Al Challenge1.o o f i c yvellopingC. Food Security 
p Pce i ar  ch al le nge or ,ig
d evlop w"o,iorld I achlivclf. An tima ed ll l f

I 750 Inillioe n curity a7c e0 s by on et , mlenand children in the poorsuffer from chronic naln pe opleiunliion undernu -es itor10 e nough food fo r abhcaun a of lritri ton,either se a lackofr healhh yn e U i e d OW of because of the inability tgrow the rlinThee ooUp rcn se adequaSted tsS hasebeenoo amfleader in Ionlheeihe be s-fa l c"war aon hunger" in ThirdWorld. I1 hVei. n the U.S i teesto continue and strengthen Ih s,,efor t hic e 

add itihn 
 US h gain, inp ov d fo,. ecu y a biu.d n-adequatelya iccs fed People by reducing for tial FurtherU .S. security Pressures o upheaval ,in urban and rural areas ate better producers aiding 

,,d~ecou p10i dcvelopmi e ut and hell|)og intieaeto make hi crs c,counchue bein e inidiat terirad g 
to aflc m illio f8 -ftleT id rd Iwrui. 43.S 

outlk fr food Security in much of the Whird World is not 
it)1 oreP of inwian a oodcountriesfnSub-Sfllo are projected 

4 tal, 
decade. FoodJ aid reqtoieent4 0a itc llll)ll11 tsonsilld i s57tlhdevir~ om e din inc19,0 n atefrot to eljtbsome 9 mllion tonsand environiental dgradatn in many of the poores 

in 
 o'9a044 millioitcestgi he fll wui ions in1990.Cuntri,i h l'opulatioPo rs unrfr including vr-groth
tually all of Sub[S'haran Africarodig the pro pect,, of fod is oulpaciig agrcultural productoi,scurity. Deteriorating prd cin uiluru -.,hr,
 

abou otali O(xaid will be needed th-r byu1990, 45%ti r11ofS ub -Saharang bilb , rising food aid needs, byk~vluioflutAlr ij is re sulh tig tin IndIa, more 

1d ainie d 

that. a quaner billion Indians lack
h Notwithslanding spectacular gainnurition needs the purchasiig
meet iniuin front the GienPower to 


|he long-teruni ans.wer

CoJntries in tilewat on hunger is
to the point to raise tlcolieswhere People can in hourproduclion buy enoughor through Inipurls. food either frontA major first step is to 

locallural produclioln ill Increasethe needy dtoetccountes aglicul.will, in "N atural Resourc es anaget 
Thistvenue of dec\,lopieaisandlFel the Env ro is deali, ,.,below It i, at
 

area of aid activity in Which the United Stales excels.
In hce liantli e, lfo d aid should be cohtii ued 
 and ietjcd INrglwlucen ce sa y o uiiilpro ve ru ra l and urban in f a strU c ur eand t o nc e t h egap t l
 

dotJitestie
tat.s picodus~utuaallaedy a provider ol aboute 60%, of glba an iuc)as I i1Jij~111
tive .ddvant.ig f d akca ncral
 
d idcProv rc in poniir lue Powe 

Ittthis ie:a of asosiances oud 4. ~ t il d da ll'igJI i O~ d lls lid , ha s l l r. i Sj ithil it Is 1ie wo ldgc1
Ih has sd',.U.yea, s agriculgujolo d aid Cek1 crl Ie 1 

c uijcz I' L . id 4 1 ,tj*ut ."v lu.ll.c i i, at austerity t i tf if 1 i L u"liiin'i'g C'i-iiIiiii,.tlvchihiit tJ foaod l l i liitl/I. t illktJ
l I H.t ,1-,,j[ 

I'lih.'ll -2 .t. hl,..
'le,. "It",11It 

I'l 111 " 


i i 
l ""'1 Ill l ,,l , €ll l Wlll. k l,l'../1,
1f.I ilii ij 

Ill ( ic i t.,Iii C.l ?. l . i d l
 
unid i llc,,.. L 
 lh..."lni 
 is h at I,,g ,tI di t s .i ,it
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ointrics diminishes . S. agricultural %a',- thct'rcki i b r hc I oha tprIpo sit onn ,r d i,icsthe . 
\V 'no 

I )cpar llent ll It A r il t ihurcN'-n rlollo i I 
i~lthsru' ill it' s .t itl r ,;lC;i il hi-i fhl i nit\al rnr. s forN r t Co ii dcvchIw iiiiil ,s oci pr2i wi ch'. ii 9 iit, ic ;l tparndii 'll llllflS.
 

,!. i iciXuircmitI . ii i lt r u i cy s, lr Icfrportlv nd tO ai ire , g lill h p lcilt ibiloull " slih lll h cts iilcd II1 dc l lhng cl 1 l it h 
t '- i "'u . [ tlin the I )(O a nam s, ilcl ecount for neaty'tYIc8

1W he year 2 flfhl. 

ar
 

A Iturth crc
production nitleraition in thand related po licy develo pm ent w h t e effectcon igyears mustili n cy natIon f o as largely ear ie nUs.oif.Sc Ilutrtonali seurityU. lue,r a do a stcpolo .
 (lomc stic-o ricntcd . 
aributable to policy change; or weather conditions can impact on agriculturalit l th e in te, o n ofrnationdl(i.mrkcts throughout u ch of U.S . agricu lture , p rice fluc t uationsthe world. espccially nt eff '--talso the cillrr U.S. iwin GA 

climinate cxpnri suhldies,on agricultural proluctt. 


agric ultural c omi .e'W e supporl on developingcoutitfes with fragile 

in the interest ofixth American 
esa d (f Ittheir counfarmers antA meore erpatisin th Third World.stable inernation-'nh foo.l security system is vital not only for the 

United S t te%.but also for the entire wo rld. 



I. Natural Resoures Mauagn ielt aiid lit/La virlIlelItW i~c i ag;eicn ecll of"h e i a,ur a !ir e mr kc hase ol soil ., i nCeI, , a l nd w .ager- is he foundation upon which sust liable dcveluplciOf
1 delendsIn 1he Poorest Cuuntries. esp -i"ly

to kIap up wih PuPUia ncreases.glubal environhiment 
Ifis key to the incrasedI! is lundagluieiitalagriculhura. 1prduia, which afleci, it la ling '-a livableall countris.. It is in the clear inlterest of thetitl1i 

,lural r ( r and 
ft leiial proble .. pvirooir nd or cou tries aof ahe resurca base: 

in nIlost developing countries is rapid dclcrii iiatiill he destruction 
down firlae"-ting floods 

of" tropical fOrest:, with attendant suilinvasion of hydroelectric and irrigation uan, 
thcr acilii,. ThI, r.,uh..as dr1nal anderrible eallyhard,,hips evident in llangladeh recently.hat exacerbate arcpovcrly. Across Alrlica, Asia, and Latiii 

America. fors are being cut down at ten tilliesh t e they ar replaced.rad e e 
"IIII~e I deeril-I~c.Sale'In A 'ri .lone the rate is 29 to I. nd out Asac.., , Fragile lands in tS hl and th,Sou AIaIn Aicilu to dheeytarte 

bei igre lce .nd1(
l-'% ha .glclral s crved li ablere' olllluUnitedr e l States11 . inleresl,ll) are by elficiil suslaine.iic use iaturalMu d e uil, ll~ fd elo• .is m uc h a in 20h% t v grpie uw u orld . D f r s atio n d d c r i al t o" wa rm in n btrluleour oa s)l area e ects, whiwh, lIlurel slaol tlso resulls in hr a ten o inu id .,nhe loss of thousands of plant!, 


a c ii,la r ei. e eal i m: i
c iwhn" l sc oro long, h ose ho worried abou l l nvrbelrnkil)n C•,, llaspectsentd of, i othedds with aobnrut c in agr e'uhural l dro lden t is l i :rea oc~tioi ~mindsaa t cvital i e ew- o w ha bo hvir oiiuiiial pr 
problem Agricuhtur, ar ed a l n gwi thotec ionl m'u..b e tac forestry,kl d h g Waler naiiageijie,thr ~In a lu ig-erniU.S. 1 and en-Ci'l'ini 1Ll~ 1l 

to help achieve Increased. and sustaiabk¢ fuod Pruductiun, 


ObI l g sustainc lt,, sd po ns na oicicrce age ,
able res u b ies l ibg tural 

I eieiiic e s titu,b u ed
in way thaavoid d rdaP un1 a iidcnIc urg 

holi ve o IarillSears.Wc believel hat achieving sustainable growth requires espcially targeigi.
',,,:e wto live on I*.rginal lands,.rc-source

Clcar poor" wonlcti aiid 'lienaig rainlall in highlands dryland, who rely
'"n'it Clear and foresis where 

e larng iscvidec- alwarists that suchhcaule "inallfhuldcrs callU S. assiarice loads i alduciac,;, are biiled(ilpiUst be preres eiin111C 'dcvidsed ,helpigc-l,'~lI li th and iiiliiiiCd thisIict b." rest,lles a vaJlable ht~ca
lii e 

l iii , 
lha ii h intit

U S.dc e to, a,-liics,' 
,-iL~ i.t-

I ii ,I t lizr hi lhii, ,|ht uod tI get' hioseitly and. c-'lviil iiiikiht ifdIl"It ,"lS'l. :* e ' °*J , l,,ll;J;"')del "], I. 

l .tit i. i, l Cl., iii suti..l)i i) II I lll'lli i it i e li.c ,, .tCI'll' i o. S n l ih r~tiiAsi 'i. i.t s .t. 
fg 

i e y ct u i l~i tl.~l mL-k 
1 II I t , . i , 

pi iililcll, alld icketl L1 dire iWhichiry. 
, 
 ol', I
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. c iC;il\,, . . :'C1riC ultol kreiI t h endii .,t.,, .it,, 

i-vltcjd , .1;,l ,cile , -input
tu,i't e ",f 

l:rmiog, ihis W Odd tod'"(I brolh ,I.loincn and men lt.pl-.fIIi lin aricntthltal Prilitif.-hit\ .rio h 
tI'. c hpni,''lh yll doIC * 

resIial'-tr1111"c; unprolved rotation 
icas dryl.'nd

!nd l crop iovarict,
licticr !lag methMd. new , of fertili7alilnn. ntlgcf fix:utionpct manangcint.en ' ,", anwater cnncrv, ltio. ;ie.kt

pb . rnr-icingr nt i e aa
 
11;1h:1rd• h l a 'h
TIe. Unidte rcliperc bountries,ien to rchornm l'K'ic%

footl p lC Sng nd farming technt-tadversely affec farmer ' u olC s ht ic rfrtet o land and thh i choicescir of technologYtes i etandc, 
to lim in a l in ce n tive , that l c d to fore t dc stru ctio n . o r grow in g ina pprop ria e 

ra n dl,o rathl mechanis ms.nwe should n cpha(i% capacity buildingg .. . oh.in til nion al and indi 

thcsUnith Stte !C pres rlpedl tove
vi .lldcm hi6 mosual, Includ ing go vernm ent Mech anism s, local academ ic and r esarch facilities.appropriaC tivitie% in the sto , tr an po r 

private sector. Among the latter are impr vedra g t.proces s i n g. d is trib ut ion . a n d ma rk e tin g , as w e ll as s u ppor t
for small-sca.e, rural-based industries based on eficient use of domestic tesore.. 

Fifth. the United Stat " s hould 5upl l research directed towards realistically 
incrasing acey; to farm land. where that w 
the manag.e me nt of th at lan d . L and ten anc y c art be im portan t to im p ro ved prod uc 

lion. as well a being good for the environment. 

http:manangcint.en


E. Energy 

One¢ ol the cases, for self- interst 14)4 icgil IlicleIarest U.S. i h :,id nilL 

riis the cliv iro illicilv , poorly planned energy ust: i, uLii itio n a 
developing countries iined ent:rgsenergy I icld. -irs 

both industrialized and
everylhere. Second, 

fur growth. 
II developing countries were to use energy at the ratc of iLdustfial Ltlull!!! s, 

globa! energy consumption would be five timies its present rate. The Ue!lcd 

States must help developing countries pur,.ae wise energy policies, while it.sell 

pur"uiilg conservation at honc. 
Developing countries' energy processes too oliten ;;re wastcl-l and environ

mentally dcstructive. The goal should be to increase ciergy availability through 

ctinlLirvatil ;and increased eflicicrcy. and through generation illmore power iil 

ways that do not degrade the coviruni1nill. 

TFhe bcilcis of such actions will apply to both lit: and ruralurban arcas 

But special attensin should bc given to ih,;energy praclices ol tie ruflal pi)r, 
ifrlien Ilicy are both contrib durs Io,and viCtillis of all"liVrUliiiniil!dgradatimn 

.hpiral 01 no evident escape. Every day women and children raige ailer thurough 
the countryside in sarch of agricultural residues amid lirewuod, which provide 

huusehuld fuels for half the people inthe Third World. 
As discussed earlier, forests are 4.cing denuded at a rapid rate. The burning 

il fossil fuels and the destruction of forests causes soil erosion, cngendcrs 

r,-spiratory disease, and raises carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere. The 
pollution crosses national boundaries and re:nters the global System, as, in the 
"grecnhuuse CIeCL" on the earihs lenipcraburc. 

The United States should address eni-gy probiems by exaimiplc, iliiuuglh 

intern aiionil leadership and in is bilateral aid programs:* 
Firbl. through the Baak, other Multilateral and bilateralIMF, World alnld 

forums, the United States should foster economic rationalmaiion of CnL;gy 

policies in developing countries. Subsidy and pricitig systI:iis which lavor lossil 

fuels and provtle wasteful energy piactices: :nust be iefornied. Energy cliicieit, 

non-polluting tmachines must be encouraged. Energy iivCesincills by ilicriialtioiia 
donuts which hitherio have gnC prilmarily into large puwel-gcirci 1,g lis 

(Iprmtnmrily hyditoclectric). creatinmg their ouwn cnvlruieniial pTbleni, shiould bc 
slilted it)smaller, less polluting and rcilwab!e eiieigy gceilrahors 

Second, U.S. aid should loster elicrey sviVig- imough hclping [i pim rdc 
elliciciii iechiihologis oh tyle ol o.ol.Uiir II ILl .IuCimplace traditional poli 


wiaslttl ind costly. Cooking in eartlhci ;;!cr II.1iic Lihl
all pot aliopcii u. 

iiileN INimauch luel a. a liiphlcgas sltove Mid luiiil11i pul A kc- i.Cic ihlcd 

il it a l aill 111b hilllick t l i iikeL.Lsamu o 1imeiy as%cciCLIIC)- . 

hi
1i1ily uui-ilinidilI Its mliunCh light L[lireigy dt!velopiilCiI %ii. iM 

i, i1/ l m d .licliy etticeIcy )hr f Ulb liaiid iu.h li,ii'l,uI" .1iii 

[Or b.A-I.iului.mli pitiCSSig, will both relieve poklvcmmy alid ilgaLic adci 

Cm1viutilillel2i1al cilIcLis. 
1lid, U.S. aid s!luld promote developiieint ol iciitc iruirlJluhii 

ca klc po 
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. A pr ir,ity -Ihould e icltiiill mi t ini, t riI ois
%II IaI Ill )Kr LIIil 'CrcIgy 1- CI 
try im Juclwooid .,i.t protci:) agal.st CiviiomieIl degralatioti. Nlt i)d4.:lcc-

Irc genleratiol shuuld be supported where viable. Solar-thermal and siolar-clectric
deii: r t.cia ruih p ii¢ttn.Icitilia eltiisd vial 
la r ag rilul ltur lwa tls i nltol el. 
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cu othr i.t 	 oftenaclu rtritn e ase.topn o dysent-rLapabi: India and Chiiia, is not in the U.S. interest; nor is this a unique situation. 

[. I le;lth and I imt1;l W r\Vc 

N'' :I+ctIof huinan cx ' m'iwpcr, 'almd liR .,.'cei, nal , ; I 0 ,t urns 
concein. ,o inmmticaI prerquisitc tit' wll hcm:v. ind II . lulit'lii it l lI l. ;I% 
void halh It "'csentfal to incr;mscd pr nhictivtyand, tIh~mmimyhL ii l,,L-,+ t..! 
il !';,aib,health and longevily. to lowerin, Iiril rats Vittt ill it(, uci tltmh L., 
hope t scape' thc coscqunecs of illesc,, in o ther counthic +.It is ,car ttithepe h in dcvelopin countrices afcct,;us in the Unitcd Statec: h better htlth 

fiar their populiion helpst no; only thens ht[ all or us. 


United Statis and international efforts already hve scored-se moahc 

Uaaini tlobal scourges. Smallpox has hecn rasedI with an i 
 p,nrtanl asit from 

U.S. aid. Cholera has been sueued hrough treatment. dvchpcd mnster from
aid fundin. Current vitamin A exriments indicate dfectivenesdnt only a.ainst
blindness, but also in reducing chile morbidity and mortality. n 

In the poorer developing countries, te var on a cientyli.eases - cholera 
Iypiithpolio, mevsles and leprosy still- nas a ong way tcagto. thouhthe 

lyphid.Wio mealesandlepsy-stil ns 3 nin wa it gothogh he re me die s are we ll k now n to th e We st. O th er sc ou rge s suc h ;a %m ala ria , h ave 
defied eradication thus far. New diseases arise: AIDS. threatning hundreds of 
thousands of lives in !he United States and around the world. may have I',gurin the Third World. Clearly, early detection there would(I have given s;cicnti~ 

inCIIClerlytheearlTauird World.inthereewould hhe givenddefectioin industrialized cour.tries a head start in finding remedies. 
Progress in health is madc incomparably difficult among the poorer popula-

tions because of malnutrition. Perhaps two-thirds of the wom.n. men and childrcn 
in Africa, and a large number of others I? !ess developed cinantries, are mal-
nourished and thereby more .uhlerable to diseases and infections. While thecause%of ;nfant and child mortality are often ascribed to prit-umonia, dysentery. 

G. iPOpuIdtiOll 

Rpid popul.ttioi growth in poor :o-wtri., is an enemy of development: 
0 I dcveliupllig Loulil.c with high Ilrlilily and excc,,ive hirtlh r es. the 
* 	health of many niuthi:r, and children iNjeopardized by the lack of familv 

planning. In the developing world, a quarter of the population is vonien 
betwecn age, I5 and 45 who spend most of their lives pregnant. lactating, 
recovering Irom these two, or recuperating from abortion. A least hall' a 
million women iii the Third World die annually of complicalions of pre

chmidhiii. or abortion. These circumstances make it iore likely 
that the hldicmi too will die. "rhe death ratl for children in developing 
countries is, 20 timies tha ot children in advanced nat.ons. 

0 Children under 15 comprise nearly half the population in the developing
world. They need public %Crvic. in health and educatioa, particularly IIr 
girls and young women. In a poor country with such i large Portion of the
population below working age, the government is hard put to fund adequate
.Wrv:ice. Tlh: i.caeasing population of ahandoned children, pooirly nouri.hed 
and without education, is un of the most tragic consequences oi" rapid
Populatioi growth. 
Unenpioyiient and undet:inployu e't is endemic where there is rapid opu
lation growth. The economy cannot grow fast enough to create enough jobs 
ur 	the newcomers cntering the labor force. 

* 	 Rapid population growth puts pressure on the resource base, increasing thea p i u n o thr vu:n r¢.n,,rrit o thegr s o oburi anotndrearlierh 
atmopheric and other environemet degrdation noted eartier. 
The United States has a clear inters&in strengthening its population programassistance to tle Third World. Poverty and unemployment have trans-nalional 

StaientiIttellct, i causiti mnraton, such as diigal entries into ihc Unted State,. It is 
clear that the Uited States has a signiiicant rationale for supporting family 
planning activities throughout the Third World. Slow econemic growth in de
veluping Countries with high population growth ratcs reduces ticir .Docotial fo r 
tr.,de; it also creates regional instability and may eventually cause re ,urce wars..An .verpopulaed, hungry Bangl,h, for example, sandwichd b-tween nuclear

or other diseases, malnutrition is often the roo t cause .Narcotic dnrgs are a health threat to developed and developig countries alike. 
Increasingly Third Wor!d countries, particularly drug producing countries, have 
themselves awakened to the threat to their societies from the rapid increase in 
the use of mind-altering substances such as heroin and cocaine, especially in 
their growing urban areas. Their increased concern is an aid to our own campaign 
ag ain st drugs . 

I I- . U S oi y i 'i o u a i n f e d i h a t f wy a h i b eYt, U.S. policy in the population eld an the pastl few 	 n l ayers has been unclear 
,i oltenUAchntradit, udy. 

Meost div h pin cupuntll' have ro'thgnie d hat econohni developmet i, 
llthrdie d hy r ,pid )pulaiot i owih. "'hl y ec changing f romy pathy NtatiGon 

. i o tli ctl . I lie Uiim,,dh Stimt" mutI eumi i Ii()ansC cl ellets icaLdersoi 

, .l l tiL u. i.lmI" It>h.kmt i-d , tt ei Ill , i 1ii ltit iU Illi t l. il ilig
l.,%o 

Piht~.mbii's~ .iiid It> III. I ;i.mmiiiiq I +dm j. I,,1 "Ilk.. ' iuIl pimllaill., 
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to the jub. In mat y cases, good inifurmatlun and managemenlt packages also cani 

be provided by businesses. NGOs and uther non-acadeimic organizLation. 

1-1. 1nfor11;rioni andl Tr;ainir ' 	 rhroughout U.S educational and training assistance progranis, there should be 

illc-eascd felialIL on traliers i oin developing couittries. 
l|I . |.lt-4I} l l l' " ;III aIt 1,.l, 14m 'I 1cd '.1tiv 111 (.4111, 111 '1 m lld I; I l v' 

h C." hk',,l,' 'll 	 'lq I t inltr%,.. ,h L IIIO" -1it,, 1C'.I '\lV\ I. l '.,11 'llrll.- Ik (m 

i'llwai lkt 1t t l" ii. ",1.t'1;i1 ,' ,v. imi i.lilt i l dc,ll I ) I ;iiic " In l1t-1 
CI. I)I'I41lIIIL C'l iiIInIIII .'ll III O wt. 11Il'C II 110 1 W t'"Jt'll) t 111, 0-1'l It "C'll'. l. n ,, 

w 	v', o .t tull 1h Illi.t (;IIfd Irmiiinuiiu ic;il %11 c I' ithe 

of the U.S. development dollar. 

A ajor cau'se of the pcrlornanc gap ltctwet'u x hat ilnleu 

l ,imiic' ;il oll it. . ct, 

le uinit 
a foreign aid project and what actually happen, i the ibiliiy of thoe riing 

information and managcment resources in the recipient couitrV. to gel the joh 

done. A project to increase agricultural yield, and redlc" .oil lo;s hrotigli 

improved tillage cannoi succeed without transmitting informalion to farmcrs. A 

busine.s-person who has received foreign aid credit to invest in a promising 

charcoal plant must find accountants needed for thk financial side of the operation. 

Inlformatiom and management capabilities taken for granted in an industrialiied 

nation are often lacking in the Third World. 

The need for training developing country participants in aid program- ha 

long been recognized. The United States has trained literally htundrCds of 

thousands of such participants sine - President T,- ,aIn's Point Four prograim. 

While muci of this training has be,.n effective, . ,. ii has been ineffective. The 

training too often has not been sufficiently relevant to the situations the tainces 

will face at home. Many trainees sent to the United States didi not return to their 

home countries, or if they did, were unable to obtain employment st:-table to 

their newly acquired skills. Many engzged in studies that raised their academic 

standing, but did not contribute to economic development in their homeland. 

The United States should improve its training and education programs so that: 

0 	Programs are packaged specificaily to apply to situations trai,es will face 

in carrying out development activities in their countries. 

* 	 Information and managerm:at packages reflect loc: iy developed definition%
 

of the problems to be addressed.
 

* 	 Higher priority is assigned to progr-.ns or reform and modernization that
 
will woprove the environment "Or carrying )tit sw.iainable development
 
work.
 
While applying "appropriate technology" to training programs, the United
 

States should continue to provide higher educaion to develnpiny country students
 

in specialli/ed areas or science and technology, agriculture arid agricultural re

search. and medicine. In placing more emphasis on the "management" element
 
of training, the content must not be lost. Because of the importance of wonen
 

in the economics of developing countries, more women should be included in
 

U.S. training and education programs, particularly those relating to health and
 

agriculture.
 
Improvements in the traiding process must involv- pro.rmanrs with I.S.
 

universities and other training institutions. Too often thest o, g;,ni;aions a like
 

"hiiing halls." emplo)ying outsiders rather than devoting their oVn hest lrsitmnei - 23 
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I. Private Fnt rlri-frI ), yelhlim.. I 

I 	 I1i,"h, " i l 	 l itc rlc., .. ill), I x , I,I, ll 

11Iut IJiI .\ic 	 "%.tI ' l I i " . f I C" ill Ill.* 
p.ite c.or s0t1;i amIL t. Iac thereby achie.e ii !'C ICIy ItT' 

grtm'lh imay tiiue% larger han (le ;iilid Il!1Il. 
While All) has made private sector devehil eil ii t r theme for nianv 

years,. it has proceeded only with much stumhling. AID itscll is,a hureaucraLy.y. 
staffed largely by professionals with non-husine-s hackrouii.l. who naturally 
lend to IV m|lore comforiable dealing with other hureaucracie ;Jil governnet-niu 
instilutions. Ventures into ihe private sector involve risks and many unknowns 
in new fields. 

U.S. assistance to Third World private sectors may involve macro-economic 
advice to governments on developing market economics; incentives to encourage 
such policy reforms; and technical assistance for private enterprises. finainced 
directly or through intermediaries. The goal is to promote economic growth. 
increas.e employment, production and income in a lihralizcd cnvironmenl 

The experience of the past several years suggest that AIf) has altempted an 
excessively wide variety of interventions in developing country private sectors. 
U.S. aid to private sectors should focus on two areas: 

0 	 Small Scale Enterprises. Most off-farm employment in developing countries 
is through businesses having fewer than 50 workers. The r".-otirceful 'informal 
sector" prevalent in poorer Rnd state-dominated economic%typically features 
micro-enterprises, consist;ng of no more than several persons. Aid programs 
combining technical assistance/training and credit for small enterprises have 
proven to be paticularly effective. These small businesses are vital to 
economic development. While such programs already trist in many coun
tries, significant opportunities exist for expanding theni and reaching into 
rural areas. More credit and training programs through loc.d intermediaries 
would be self-sustaining and highly cost-effective in pionoting econonic 
growth.
 

" 	 Macro-Economic Policy. Too many developing coun-r, policies stack the 
deck against private enterprises, particularly small ones. Aid to small 
businesscs cannot succeed under governmental cnnstraints -.crinusly impeding 
their freedom and profits. The United States can play an important roll: in 
advising governments on the benefits of market economit'., on how to move 
toward them, and in specific areas such as privatiiation, capacity building. 
and commlunication with entrepreneurs at the grassroot. 

The United States must lake into account simultaiously the impact 
of its other pol'cies on private sector development ahroa I. It is inconsi,,tent 
to promo'e a ,leveloping country's export capability, mI then deny the 
U.S. market to that export. Coordination at the highest 1..S. governcntal 

level. L.,,d ijvole.ilnt of he U S. busic.%.%community. is needed to tilsure 
a riatio ally Cull~ti.tMC 	t U.S. policy in tills area. 

Devcloping it)untlries face a wide array of problems. But the United 
States must conccntrate its assistance on a manageable number of issues. 
It can be helped ii. charting this new course by greater coordination with 
developing couni es arid with other donors. Within the U.S. goveramilll 
there must also be hciter cooirdinauion and a strong, results-orienited Iocus. 

The Ioregoinr ,ecfion has described the priorities for action. The following 
%ectionprop.,e,, ;,n organiLalitolal structure through which thcc priorities 
can be uttplelentcd. 
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In11rdcr III, c;i) iii lhe polic Ic%dill IkjM iii i Ilit I .4,t t-I'lI Iv iAnd
cll icicnlly. we propoe major rcsruclnriiig ilIliIL' letIc'.i g11 iii lt 'lII 
I;iarils.. The relornls in line with the firmcare we have o iled: providing
lor kaderhip and coordinilion of Ireign aisfancc at ihe gou ,niient's hliglics
level; asigning funding to the agency responible for its at ministration and 
rcstlls: focusing on problem-solving, not process. accompanicil by flexibility in 
iicans of aid implementation overseas; concentralion on areas in which the IS. 
interestss are most vital. and restructuring which would result in fewer personnel.
reduced overhead expenses and greater efficiency. The refo ins would hc a% 
follows: 

Budget and Agency Assignments

0 	 Military assistance and sales should be administered by the Defense Depart-

ment. and should be paid with defense funds, not the 15) Foreign Alt.lirs 
Account as it is now. This would reinforce the primars justificain hor 
U.S. 	 arms aid, that itis helpful for the defense of the United Statcs The 
State Department would provide foreign policy guidance fi, Hie progzainl. 

* Aid applied for security-related or political reasons, e.g. asuitlarlial portion 
of current Economic Support Fund (ESF) monies, should be administered 
by the State Department. The Slate Department would carry the burdt'n-of 
requesting and juslifying these funds before the OMB ar'd Congress I lcre 
again, to .void confusion in aid programs. the funding respoonsibility and 
administration for a program should be placed with the agency whose 
mission encompasses the program. The Departmenl should create an Office 
of Foreign Operations to administer these support funds 

* 	 ro the extent that one agency acts as a service agent) for anotlhe in 
implementation of aid programs, the administraivc costs .oniIl be charted 
to those programs and not against the servicing agency's bi get or pioy'ri 

0 Bilateral development assisvance would continue to be hinded through a 
foreign affairs account but under a new organiiational stnictlire. This reform 
would start at the top of the U S. government apparatw, and exstend into 
the field abroad as outlined below. 

A New Development Aid Structure 
Our proposal outlines changes at Ihrce levels: (I) The 1\ hile I louse arnd 

Cabinet level, (2) the Agency level. and (3) the Nission/fieltl level: 
(1)The While House and Cabinet Level: 

lirst. we believe that U.S. policy and aclivities promoting econimiiie 
velopment in the Third World require stronger attention froni top levels of the 

U.S. govcrnlent . nd iore ellctiive cooidinatilo vilh other donors and aning 

the various d |iailnents of governul c ltthat Impact oil those activities. IIi 

institutional reliet lion of this priority should start at the White House level. We 
strongly recoiinut .d the creation of aln International Cooperation Council that 

would include rell:escalation at the Cabinet or ininiediate subcabinet level by 

such deparments isState. Agriculture. Treasury. Defense. Commerce. Energy. 
ec. It would be iiaired by the Pres dent's International Cooperation Advisor. 
who would head a small (circa 15 member) staff quartered in the Executive 
Olfice Building. '[he International Cooperation Advisor would be charged with
the responsibility lor ultimate coordination of U.S. assistance policies anti activities 
with relation to de,'clping countrics. Among issues to be coxidinaied. lug example.
would be U.S. ectunoinic and military assistance. 

The Council Acould have subcomnnittees suitably chaired for special purposes. 
For cxample, the lood Aid Subcommittee, now acomponent of the Development 
Coordination Coiilnlttee, would continue a a subcommittee under the Council. 
The Council stall would include a Senior Advisor on Food Aid, replacing the 
Plesent Assistan to the President on Food Aid and Trade, who would chair the 
S ubcu liiillet|eI. 

Under this n.jor restLucLurinig, the Development Coordination Connittee 
and thie hiternaional Development Cooperation Agency (IDCA) would 

b' abolishcd. their lunctions being perlonied uider the White House-level Council. 
rhc Agency lort1crnational I'evelopncnt would be replaced as.described below. 
(2) 	Agency Level 

Second. our model cieaicS asuccessor agency to AID called the Development 
Cooperation Agei.Cy (DCA). a frequently suggesied name. DCA. would be headed 
by aii Adimiistialui with Executive I1(deputy secretary) rank. He would be a 
ii mli oi thc Inicinational CooperatLion Council and would report to tilePresident. 

Thc DCA would have live major administrative offices: i) budget and 
linance. 2) policy planning and coordination. 3) public and legislative affairs, 
4) lcgal counsel, wnd 5) inspcctor general. It would also contain programmatic 
ollice_ related it)DCA-managcd activities. These would be I) an Oflice for 
Foreign Disaster Assistance and Refugee Affairs, 2) an Office of Food for Peace. 
car.%Ilg out the lood aid luncoions now in AID's Bureau of Food for Peace and 
Volunt,:ry Assst.,iice. and 3) 1or non-govefrnmcntal organization!,. an Olfice of 
NG) Copeatio.i which would lporl directly to the Adminintrator and have 
wponeiisiblilics b:yond tiiose cu.icnitl) exercised by the FotiJ and Voluntary 
A-,,i,,taice luica I It %%oultjIkc dzicct inputs into the top levels of the Agency. 
1115 idiiLg .1ntiilt toi,t.rN()IIC 	% !t,N60 iltl[ iihin DCA a',well as liaison
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'A I the Nt,i ) .il1Hlllli y Ii %,.otuldiiisurc lat ilic unique cuiiiribu
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1Ilw to hell, lrciic orani/c themselves l inture th Ihe rt"(,'ilt'mc( 
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I ht. ,lprtlinl, i'i'.,i imls %klJlld u illki im, 14' It"re -'.-h 1.mt, Inito 

lilt' '.. It'lilii. itt'iiei'uit. mnItl o,,,.h c ' ' ,, I I I'miland it f ".ft..1. Ilh," 
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,
illh ll ;I I- Iki 
it %il lt ho ilproqiri .f- 1i t.111 Ihit'i "I-'.1 I lt- htnir k%it illi 

I,) 	 d:ml %,. lhcc s:am t"i5,c il ll, .,Irc'l lri1 tN I is1 lt'.'.,1, 

* lhc hiliullte hr N;itmr.il lRe',ircc kl; . 'it'fi iAnt.I ; u'it- ,i ' thi, 
lnit wtuldie involved with activitic, deal ilg with naltiral I_ Milt C,, at'ricul-

turc and forestry, environmental concerns, energy, and hose clements of 
rural development with links to natural resources managiiuent. 

* 	 The Institute for Health, Population, and Nutrition. 'hi,, unit would he 
involved with health. child survival, family planning. narcotics education 
progranms, nutrition, and other health-related elements of food security.

* 	 l'he Institute for l:-nan Resource Development. This unit would be involved 
with science and technology, information sciences and communications 
technology, development management and general participant training. 

* 	 The institute for Private Enterprise. This unit would be involved with private
enterprise promotion and would take over the present activities of the Trade 
and Development Program. 

3) The Mission/Field Level: 
Third, al the Mission level, several operational modes would be employed,

The choice depends on a country's circumstances. For the poorest countries in
which institutional and resources capabilities are virtually nonexistent (e.g. haiti, 
Burma, ccrtain African states), the traditional U.S. mission structure would be 
retained. Also, in addition to regional programs such as are inplace for the 
Pacific and Caribbean islands, a regional approach could be taken for smaller 
groups of African nations rather than requiring separate U.S. missions in each one. 

In a sharp departure from the current system, the majority of programs
under our proposal would operale in the Third World through binational facilities 
on u model with some parallels to the "servicio" concep common in U.S. 
development assistance !o Latin America in the 1950s and 1I000s. This system 
would perform cs follows: 

* They would be organized around sets of specific problems or issues that 
the United States and the host country seeks jointly to addr,ss (e.g., stopping 
wanton destruction of forests, immunizing children against disease).

* 	 They would operate with an integrated binational staff of managers and 
technical experts, including women who are often organizcrs and managers 
of education and services. 

* 	 The cost of the operation would be shared between the United States and 
the host country according to prior agreement. W hile the majority of funding 
would come from the United States. the host country would also be expected 
to contibute significantly to the individual projects or protgrams. 

* 	 Priorities, work plans, etc. would be jointly set by the United States and 
the host country. 

0 	 U.S. team lcad :i ,hip would rLport to the DCA repres intatiLe Iieach country.
who in turn would be a nenber of the U.S. '*Country Team." reporting to 
the Ambassador 

9 Each binational development team would have significant flexibility in the 
allocation aid u.,e of its funds. 

0 Binational teims would be backed up managerially and technically by tl, 
appropriate ln:.titutes within the DCA inW ashington. 

9 In countries where there ate multiple U.S. programs, a DCA Country 
Coordinator vould be responsible for orchestrating the activities of the 
binational team, as wel! as carrying out directly those programs not !'ailing 
within their pa,.:,nieters (e.g. P.L. 4H0 programs). 

0 	 Direct imp!cmeitaion of programs and projects largely would be through 
both U.S. ;nd indigenous PVOs, NGOs, research centers, universities, 
cooperatives, unions, other democratic in.titutions, and contractors. 

Administrativc Reform 
The requirement !'or reform in the way U.S. assistancc is implemented long 

has been a prority As we have noted earlier, process had become an end in 
itself with attendant costs and delays. We believe that the organization proposed
here has a numtber ol important implications for greater program elfectiveness. 
including reduc-ion of administratilon costs. The reaomis are sevcral: 

0 The Americans assigned to the development teams would be of a diflerent 
background tbaii many in Mission. today. They predominantly would be 
technical than.egers, combining technical expertise with knowledge of de
velopment project implementation. Emphasis in personnel would be less 
on 	programners and money managers and more on those with practical 
experience II probleni-solving. policy development and institution-building.

* We believe that these Americans should be assigned to their posts for longer 
periods than cunently are common in AID. We suggest a five-year commit
nient be consideied a minimal overseas posting and an involvement of up
to 10 years be permitted when there is programmatic justification. 

* 	 The binational teamis will require fewer U.S. official personnel abroad 
bccau!se the host country will provide at least one-half of the rcquired 
personnel It-rthc leaiis. 

a Greater u, .vt,u.d be iiiade of ioligovcrnieCntal organizatikns, both through 
iiikagci,Iliil Iiliicd Staics and the hut country. NGOs olten are bestIli 

)tiMIsthliCd tI lit Icrsitaid wAh.it Is icquired to reach the grassruolts with pro
}'i C)p. tt thi lJIId"I llillilltc,. ,i,,.We NG(J m Would CX.s lnt only ill 
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i n tec h; Co aIpin aI atI C;i*%LrIt:% -, ubcbi lyy lIiII e I t I t ill hlI, Ct IIl II IIII c %. S U..II 

linkage Col[! abutch to Congreo,-! l accountabi, ity. W hal CuInIpe say it , 

done. it Alould Vo Lc(h tlon , to u:hieve.I urther, the e a iinne nl of 1:aked 
Im .: c iid s ; d klu ga s a o f C l lt .;fCs s uI0 l i[ te llt to th osC Ohia U, L I %lilt aIcI aL jr r 

Vc gi 1 t()f (11 t Ile Con .1 ess Cil igylll Out he pIOVL1iuI. 
_ Finally. conhiJLraun should be given to creating a joint flouse-Sea.,;': 

Com mittc on Fureil-n Assih ,nw. li!, ecm bers would come from ihe everal( -n:andrc 5 i'. h) efnr rlvOimmprlrovc 5; t ad ull it l activities. The joitil body could liovide C.o lll-NCit refnrinIf an ',~signiticantf c~mly ~ c l Ili-,.[ ts fl~reir{', ',i id ... nittl|- s o f JIuri) iictiun i 
prol'pr ;i it s;hotltl %crap [hc prescnt hsic ait i;artC .. the ' n A ,,i'.t~umc preliensive, ilnegrale. I Congo emit,aal view%and oversight on aid inIllhl., jusl a.,Act of I )61 -- and write a new law. The l9 1lAct hwagr . o,k sie over the Congressional Jojil Ecuoniumi: coalillaCC does in if ireil. Tl avoid iiny newthe years with succeeding waves of arnendinents, each attullt d to then.c'irrent epe ., the Cullniimee could be mtalled IroatI the cxising Comittees II" linssentinient. Many provisions are now obsolete. A number ar,: rc.lundant. Soeic dictiul. 
seem inconsistent. Restrictions and reporting requirements plaeae administrators. 
Overall. the plethora of provisions has increased the potential 'for ambiquity and 
confusion in both policy and implementation. 

Starting with a clean slate or its new law will give Congress its best 
opportunity to set forth new directions in clear and consistent terms. Provisions 
from tle old law should be continued only when they meet the new tesis. Congress 
thereafter would continue to amend the law periodically, of course. We wautld 
hope. however. for greater restraint than in the past. (The foreign aid authoriiation 
which passed the House last session, H.R. 4977, was 378 paesc') 

One prin lcgislative need is to provide longer and moie flexihle time 
Frames for project planning. Most foi-ign assistance appropriations must now 
be obligated within the year of enactment, or the fund will return to the Treasury. 
The re'ult too often is a bureaucratic rush to commit money to activities with 
inadequate preparation. Without the artificial deadline, the ftnding can proceed 
in a more careful, professional manner. The taxpayer gets morc fpr his dollar. 
The best remedy is for Congress to appropriate foreign aid amounts on a"no-year" 
h.ais. (t.e. available until expended) as it does for many other programs. Con
gressional oversight can ensure against excessive amounts in the pipeline. 

Congrcs. likcwise, should pass foreign aid hills covering longer pcrinds.
A one-year cycle allows little time to digest a new statuie and rcvi.w its implemen
taition before preparations start for the next. The authorizations measures, scuting
policy and money ceilings, enacted in accent ycars have N-un two-year hills. 
Aid appropriations are annual. Congress should consider and pass two-year aid 
uppropriations measures. 

Congressional leaders also sh;uld - nsider some form of' linkage between 
filn.Viln aid auth0ri1:7ion ;tnd appropriations hills. In recent years, the authorization 
bilk,, uttea have I:iled it win enactment, while the approprialnon have p;i,cd 
as separate measures or in year-end omnibus coninuing reso utions. The hills 
of the Appropriation% Committees frequently carry policy terns of their own 
and dollar amounts less than that needed to implement the in'teit of the authorizing 
committees. which are supposed to set policy. 

Co)peration between the leaders of the relevant Conmmittees in linking
foreign ;aid authoriations and appropriations is ;1practical p,. sihili~y if there is 
the will. In 1985. Ethiopian famine assistanc. legislation (11.!Z 2PtR)) was itro
duced in the louise %villsponsorship iticluding princi[ cnilhrs of hothiol- -O31
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loj)-level IC..dL ,l1) and LL0oIdh.1|1.lOl (or U.S ln liln.a i.iitl. 
* A liaigenlCy (Or l all .lid it) Ci.lilltiil.% NlOLIld h cl~ihh~hc'fierl i dlcve h llin£ 
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V O I.C IL S i(0 11 S a 11( . cco 1 lii. f,.)rtILl,11 Wodd piobI .tttlit whc .tl1 (1: 1 iO nS c Uitcd Saics Ii.o. fie I.<,w , [ 
CX)l ili Lis .ill aid donor. 

f ti' il. prol .t h li l;;Indi Uliijl-t iniil- i I" OV" lC.i syste ml should reva i ped 'hrcaile l: lm i,i 1 . inl-'' T he i - .d liil+siin be itolll m 

Itlforluiigi.ilt-l . S ;ill I i ki.' I :t", f llJll h.xiblih y to suit dille.en country circu.i ,iitice%. ai
t fro;..11i1 t', \lli orga 0tll.il linki 


.lie 5llitcl hIa conful%,io ,f plfoil. inof ifllt Io counnics, bnationali l.
t l :llfttriI IIIil develop icnit teamis should be establiNhed itde 'it
 
ori:ralional fetails, and excessive red lipe. The cillilliani rewards art loll iticiular d,:vt I.iplilciii pioblenN, and %1ould be np raltl ililn ly hy the
 
nlmuch Onf proccSs, oo little on rcsull. loimited aid finds Iue Iiffused over Ioo Uliied Sulat", ,i.d the hosM Luntrly.
 

,nin) aiivis, nl(l concentrated oln those which the Unije(' Sitate rfcrhorni 0 A greater fll hould be allowcd for nngovernmentil oicniz;!tioi. beCaulse 

bell. Congressional handling of aid legisliolln is in diary. Pulic sUlpport iso ft their special Kinowledge off needs in the field and way- Ioli ¢eetIhe .ll. 

lackin.g. 0 M re cooidiali n is necessary wih oher bilateral and Multilateral donor%. 
little for lhib Ill*rhere is nrospect a tumaround in Ihe delcriorlion of U.S. aI Raither alicnding lhe cxis(lg obsolhcent Foreign Asi ,;nce Act 


programs unless major reforms are undertaken. Reforms in ,idprogramis and ! t0 CaIry outhe proposed reforms. Congress should discard it and
 
%tnictiure must recognize the massive changes that have occurred on the world Lai a coipiciely ocw law. Langiessiial laders also should consider
 
scene since the present foreign aid law was originally enacted in 1961. The eiCilllg "').yIr'a piia aisiiLiii pUSiii r alpi-lot luoeigl aid. ilye 

situation- in which the Unitcd State.; dcveloping counlries and industrialired lpriaiolios bills, .lid Illikilig autfioigLiil8 and appropriations bills ioprovide
 
nations find tiemselves now are far different. cleaer d l iiii and accountabi lity Iliforeign11 a sibtanLe Iegi Wlatioli.
 

IrilicifIles that should be followed in designing and exectiling Id progras
 
include:


* All programs shou!d be conceived and judged according to their service toithe U.S. national intercst. i " ',, o e r n re .ir-e beliv Sitrigljno ' i rir sg. mah ni'd liato oa 
* The emphasis on implementation of foreign aid must h.7on reslts. not nivore' I,"IllIi Interests ofdhe Uniri.t hitswon jitir Crcii 1iir IiL rej'.1l re 

process. 1 gilthit)ba ifh i ir progri c-Iliunsve J illIti. i( i u .The itfle )-1i l d fIl'lr 
* With limited U.S. funds available for aid, programs should concentrate on d/4whit' 0 r r I.% i ii itt ie tili 

a few activities. not be dispersed widely as they are now Ni%,s resoirce
 
Ir"11ifer programs should he left to inlernalional developmeni bank, New
 
U.S. economic assistaace to de:.-'oping counlries shoild e on a grant bais lie i'ii'nl Group* Aid Shotld t"concentrated in Iho e hfi 'hmarras in which the ii((I Sf;llcs prhnii Vhotva. D.C.
 
bcst. such a% in technical assistince, environnierltal pr1-climn. lood aid. Januy D.C.
 

training and education. andl private enterprise. Jimmiry, 198
 
0 Aid to dcveloping countries 
 hlitld be direcied Ioprohlt-n -,oling in ar;is
 

Of t'all'al ilportaince for their economit: lliovll. ei:t:cl. ;]nf
Stich plohtcin 
recolllnlundIfiol'; for U.S. action in then; include: Ilei.lood cuiiritv.
 
natura! resources managemewnt and environmenl. energv. heallh ;and hulnan
 
wtellale. I Pnlifilil)i, Irlihiinl op;ind ctiitihlui, aind privat- eitlcrplrlic d l 
Illent. 
A basic ovelhaul of the present aid structure is required to .chieve te above 

reconilnlentlations. We suggest: 
*I'lundil and implenentation of mililary assislance should lx lherest-Ioniilily 

oil he I)efene Department, with Slate Depariienl poli( y gulidanct" The
 
!'lld, *,holl he charged to tihe dcten, ;iccolll.
 

• I'iliding Mil ilpI eiCil1tiiol of colnlolllic ;,sisitarlce i,rvidted for Itrcimil
 
policy (i.e. "poillical") purpses should be the resporil ilily of the ;ith

I)eparinent. 
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Ao .mbia and Panama. and Assish;n Scrclary of Sat ftr l.atin America.


hbsinessnian and consultant, he ha hecn active recent y as an advisor fir 
incrnatio priate ernL t ptcowithwnork ha icludelo andnvironn 
dvclopnientrelated work has included hng-zrrn assignm ts in Iran. Senegal. 

and Mauritania. Mr. Vaughn also has been an executive with Ohe Planned Parent
hood Federation of America, World Population, and the Children's Television 
Workshop. 

June[ Welsh Brown 
JANET W. BROWN, Ph.D., is a Senior Associate at the World Rcsoimces 
Institute in Waqhington. where she directs policy research on the cnrntclion 
between U.S. economic and security intercst% and international remvircr,. en
vironment and population issues. She also directs a new pborram ore ciiping 
technologies and international development. She is a cochtor and coauthor It 
the recently published loirdering oirTrouble: Re.ourccs and Politic.s ill latin 
Ancerieti and cdilor of the forthccmitng book I, the U.S. ,lmrei: Re,,;,rr 
Gron th wnd Securiv in tle DevelopiR Vorld.Dr. Brown previously was l ccu
live Director of the Environmental Defense Fund and Scientc Policy Pro grn 
Director atthe American Association for the Advancement ol Science 

Nelson Ilenllnger 
NE.SON DENLINGER is Executive Vice President of U.S. Wheat Associates. 
Inc. lie ha% served on the stall of the late Senator Ilubert It. Ihuliphrey and on 
the Agriculture Committee of the U.S. Senate. Previously Ie -a% with the U.S. 
Agency I'orhilernatinnal Development. 

Le%%is (;ulick 
I.iWIS GII.ICK. Ph.D.. is Vice President. TCR Service,.. Inc. Dr. Gulick is 
a lrincr Senior SIai the U.S. C'lmioillccConslllat it) Ilhuse F:orcipin Atllai ts 
with stal responsibilities for foreign assistance legislation lie is also a rormer 
diploniatic correspondent for the Associated Press. 

.l111 Maxwell Ilnamilton 
J-!IN MAXVELL IIAMII.TON. Ph.D . has served in the U.S. Agencv for 
Inhniat iomal Dcvelop, tCOt. the ,taIf 1)l ile hIorcign Aftair, Stia.coi"i111cc.esc 
on Economic Policy and Trade. and at the World Bank. A,former jotl tatlist. 
Dr. Ilamnilton is author of Main Street America and tile Th.nI World. 

Daniel E. Sha,,.-lisssy 

DANIEL E. SIIAUGINESSY isowee:f and President of TCR Services. Inc.. 
an international trade and development consulting finn. He ha!_he!d executive 
j.A)'Itln5 in A I . bDoth in the Unied States and abroad. as well uN in the Department 

uAgricultuic. Ie served oil the U.S. Senate staif and was Executive Director 
ofthe Presiden,al Co,,ission on World Hunger. 

John I.Sullian 

JOHN II. SULLIVAN, Ph.D., is Vice President of Development Associates. 
a Washgij'on-baied nianagement and goveniment consulfig firm. Dr. 

Sullivan was AID Assistant Administrator for Asia from 1977-1981. and Senior 
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Networking ARDOs in
Asia and the Near East
 
ANE/TR/ARD -Asia 

per year, where agriculture accounts
F Feature Articles for less than 20% and industry morethan 30% of GDP. 

A COUNTRY TYPOLOGY FOR 
RURAl, SECTOR STRATE(;IC Using these criteria, ANE countriesANALYSIS fall into the following groups: 

A deficiency of past agricultural I. L ow Income Agricultural
sector and country development Economic 
strategy efforts has been the lack of a
consistent, unifying perspective or Bangladesh Nepal
framework for analyzing a country's IBurma Afghanistandevelopment status and relating thIis 
to the range of possible Alt) 11. lov Income Trans ii onal
interventions. A common result has L c~otnm,'
been a lack of specificity or focus in 
programs--we have been all ov e r the 11)(1ni Sri Lankamap. both literally and figuratively. Pakistan Indonesia
The analytic background for the ANE Yemen Morocco
Rural Sector Strategy proposes a Philippi. Egypt
three-fold typology of development South Pact., 'average)

stages for addressing this problem. 


Ill. MIidd, lnorm' Indus'iiali:ingThe Strategy itself takes an income- Econofllie.s 

oriented approach to devyelopment,

viewing increasing incomes and I miland 
 Tunisia
changing demand as the primary Jordan Omandeterminants of structural change in 
agriculture, within the contcxt of 
national food :ecurit . Draving oi l Hhe economlic structure of countriesthe pa:as two decade,, develipment in each group differs. For example,exrerience in Asia and Near [last per c'1pitat incomes range from ancountries, three stages mi a linear of S161 inaverage the lov, incomedevelopment trajectory posited:are agricultural economies to $962 in thelow income agricultural econonile,: 'iddle in,.m i iidustra lizing

low income transitional e,:onmws: econnnie>'. 1hese differences stem
and middle income indu tiAl!i ing 
 Irma the dil fercntial growth rate-seconomie,.s. The bas1iC det.'rminants (d, ocer tih p:ast t',o decades. On
t ite three stages are per c:apita , .,:,%ioset ::c(. l,v. incine transitional an(
a1l an. ul1 ",t theo ic sti a'Ie. :itt-'r :Vs iniddlic ,,me adustrializinu;
mca-rurcd bv the relatise 'h:![(, (d cmjntllf. r, 00 :It)(1 ?5o percentagriculture arni( industry itifuiin :il la't'r, ic', cti',,l), than the hlw-CD1'. ('ountries ill the 'ifst ca, , y iicoii :i ri.'Ui .Alt: conolm ies. In are those in which per capita income., addition, til raplid grovt h evident illare less than $i250 per yeat and ilie latter tIPv pes ,,t economies was
agriculture accounrts for more thall :acc l npa ni b su bs ta nit i al50% of G(.IJI the second gro up adjustment in ecnoic structure,consists of countries with per capita with the iniportance of aigriculture as
incomes of 250-S 50 per year, anra of'rticles1 a (rce ,,f new iuconie growth-giut aind
agnicultura! sector lessot than 35% declining i:lative to the indutr;l aidand an industrial sector of in re tIi:i n ser' ice et. ('01o ill t,%' Of: p.2.
25%; the last group i:icludes countries c', 1.2,
with per capita incomes above 'S750 

January 22, 1989 

ARDO CONFERENCE UPDATE 

What should our agriculture and rural 
development strategies be for the1990s? What type of programs should 
we undertake? What resources,
including USIAI professionals, will be 
needed to design and implement theprograms? These are some of the key
questions to be addressed at the 
upcoming ARDO Conference to be
held in Rabat February 19-24, 1989. 
The theme of this conference,
"Responding to the Challenge:
Aricultural and Rural Develnpment 
Strategies for the 1990s," appropriately
reflects these concerns. 

Preparations for the lp1)coming

conference are well underway.

Responses to invi-.,tions have been
 
very positive. Dr. Robert Paarlberg,

from the Ilarvard Center for
 
International Affairs, will provide the

keynote address. Other guest speakers

and resources include l)rs. Richard
 
Goldman (Ilarvard), Theo Panayotou
 
(lIar va rd), Le re k lie yerlee
(('IM YT Larry Busch (L.niversity
of Kenticky). Richard liawden 
( la %,ke;)u rv ('ollege), Carol 
Adelmnr.,. William Fuller, Cliff Lewis,
Laurance [ond, Duane Acker, David 
iathricl:, Fric Chetwynd and Richard 

Me'yer. In addition, we expect one or 
more lill Statfters to attend the 
('onference. 

Copies of the draft strategy document,
vhic.'h will serve as the focal point of 
discuss.',io0n during the Conference, ;,ill 
be 'enl to ths field about Januarv 20. 
M1i,,iot! partlicitants to the (nferen:e 
are (ncouragecd to review thoroughl.V 
(cmim'1 s On,,p.5. +'l.2) 
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EDiTORIAL agricultural i.s.ue.s In discus.sions of 	 (particularly better educated, young 
development stralegy and overall labor) begins to move out ofOn the eve of ANE's /989 Agricultural econoriic growth. agriculture and into other, faster

and Rural Development Officers growing sectors of the economy.
Confereace. I would lke to convy the The .dmitnitralor'% 1ak oc Report Expansion i these sectors leads to
excitement which I fc!I aho the and tle I/ami'lton sit!'--'onimoitt'c declines in the rate of growth and,
nature and content of /lQO',,--1y-p- R'port rt,r'--drafting the Forcig,,n subSequelitly, in the relative size of
thinkiMg. A I have pointed oatrather, A iksta,'c .let,hAh of whchu I e p the agricultural labor force, and a
hi.s is the Mst inteVse petrid of rc- i, have availahh, in Rabat. will piic decline in the proportion of national 
a.ssAmetil oj how AlM does hi.w'ici, s idoba, an ol hI)wcrctralV o f our incvime generated by agriculture.
since tlheNew [)irectionrs Mandate in 	 o'i'r*' in' strat to t1 l'qiya i:car up o Increases in urban inComes, which
themid-1970'4, Especialliremarkatlc he chc.'Ilc,c of h' W A'. lI an', coltinue to be supported by low food
i.s tilt fact that the -1 'L Bureu(. and( loutinf', ,,n viu to /oi n-ilt: us In price';, lead to shifts in consumer 
our Agricuitulo ,and 11"al L):'v'opinciat rcvi' ill: fiialt:, a do(u nt denmat nd away from basic cereals and 
Dvisim ii panr.clar. i playing a which can pc(o,, wi/i1 itit l'iclutol lo\\wa rd processed and higher quality
prominent role Ii llhi.srevien. The (litll (aid provtch' prop rain miltc foods. )uring this process, tile source
Burea has staked owt Iaderstlip/roles 'I:lmlmi'r' tI inc 'll ,'tilmnd'ecale. of growth in agriculture shifts from
in preparation of Its A 'ricuitmc, production to processing, marketing
Nalural IResour , Sieuii., aTd JItn Looelitlhal and transportation for both domestic

echnoog', aid Ilca/llt t',teycc and, possibly, export markets. And it
Whiie not all re'ad,'r wili a,'rc 11th 	 A CO[INI'R Y ' 'O 1.O O R is at (his point that creative thinking
every oolt i our dla.ft ai,,'ultu Ul AI'AI. SIE(I()R STIR Al .( IC and significant policy and program
Strlegy', it ('olaii on of h17clno.,' ANA\I.Y, IS (coiltinic'l frm pj;. change are called for, because the 
con'vincing, filahis ,:vailahl, ol hotw (,o/. / 	 combination of )olicies arid programs
agriculture coitwrihutlas to 'uIwaincd 	 contributing snccess in boosting
economic 'r i/tth. Clearly, nlajor adjustments in 	 basic cereals production and 

agriculture ccui as economies increasing national food security (e.g.,7The counti-'y.-gr'oith typo/,p i ( s(e develop and transform. The large irrigation investments for cereals
article, p. 1) refin,, :h' analvsis to facilitation of these tramnsitions must production, input price subsidies) may
acuinol for thle divisitl .of coloitr he the focw;u o" a rlral sect i be the %eiy programs and policies
seltings in a w(. it/o tok('s des elupnwnt ,,traieg,. inhibiting further transformation of
proi'ra(litntlic' au( I odvlohlungl he sector. 
s5(toe. By hroatdeni "w A,vailabli exper ience ill datellhlr deflition of (a:larid
"agriculture"to inchlu-/c prtnaic tolc's in uigoel that tilt, mairit, of counlries Curently, most of the ANE, countries 
the pro.--' Sim of ','irciiltiirc !n/t' (.1) pursute, at least iniliallv. policies and benefit from surpluses in agri.ultural
:t', Irantsportin,, proc'' 'S/If, (an! prrgal in'; ,S( ,food'.'.,ctrit,. h., o increasing 	 ini:uLll, employment
1tlrt'littii" r0 t',1ii1i1t1;,,'l outt,:: 'iltiri cmtllinzation ,f investnjcnt agtricultural production and the 
Olisi c 'tatioi of c.kchallu', n/ pr lic solla In] rnieasui has iesulled in beginnings of ion-ugricultural

tra/td red'ii ,'Ns itiIt t ',,r,,'r tic l' Si ce',eS rvalized to dlate, and led expansion. Only a !irnited number of
Institiutioiial a rerol:'tahtl"' r'lati' to )rint :l whichto the structural countries (the hoest group) continue
the c'ollahortal-c ex/ioiiye (If t,'i ad.jtL, Iment .il thle more successful to have serious problems with thea1nd Iccino lofiv t/u' o'a/l'-i /ih countie' becom'; tesential if growth production of major cereals; the
e.stahlish % hc telcvanrc of ;s to conlinue. Ihe normal majority ha\e begun to ex.and non

'level lpment path tarts with cereal production and move toward a 
introdltuction (d new. high yielding, relatively smaller, more productiveEditorial Board 	 cereal varieli. cimibined wkitli agriultur-. Ihe Idd,,idhle income 

Gregg R.Bake, Chair inmprovemnen, in rural infrastructure industrializing economies have movedStan Peabody, Production Advi (road, and irri: lion) and( Favorable 	 almost com)pletely beyond the realm ofVera Meenan, Production 	 gov ernment pi.e l lici'. ,plu'es traditional development assistance toRay Mortop generated in ariculture then typicallv one of partnership in trade, science 
Jeff Lee
Teri McCoy 	 find their ,.av ulto ot her sectors and tcholmrig, and envirmmental 

through l wer real fiood prices anti interests.ANEIFR/ARD is committed to the development increases ii the derma nd fI,,of this forum forthe exchange of technical, manufactured gli(ls and services Clearly, I.ISAID country programsadirrnistrative, professional and social
information amonq ANE's ARDOs. The emphasis which re;ult from higher agricultural should reflect thWse differences, and it
is on a multi-chanmel process of information rrconlres. 	 is upon this three-stage typology thatdiffusion rather than the one-way channel of ANE's Rural Sectcr Strategy is based.AID/W to the field. Allsubmissions from ANE's 	 As yield increases begin to slow, labor In the lowest income countries, theARDQs are welcome Inthis spirit. 
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Strategy calls for continuing to 
emphasize basic cereals production
and institutional development; in the 
middle (low-income transitional) 
category the focus moves to promotion
of policies and programs to speed the 
transition away from an agriculture
based economy through reducing 
barriers to trade and commerce,
promoting agro-based industries and 
more efficient capital markets, and 
supporting sound policy analysis.
Finally, in the middle-income 
industrializing countries, the strategic 
focus would move to information 
exchange, networking, trade and 
collaborative research, 

Martin Hanratv 
Charles Uphaus 

ADVANCED D E V E IP 1N G 
COUNTRIES (ADC): TiOLJGIlTS 
ON 	NEW MOI)ALITIES 

1, 	Background Assumptions 

A. 	 In real terms, A..D.'s financial 
resources will continue to .ecline, 

13. 	 AN E ADC's will continue to want 
access to U.S. advances in new 
knowledge, science, skills and 
technologies (NKSST). 

C. 	 It will be in the U.S.'s best 
interest (economic, social, 
scientific and political) to share 
NKSST. 

D. 	 A.I.D. relations with Ai)Cs need 
to the more syimetrical and 
haced on mutuality of interest. 

E. 	 A..D. can find means by which 
to be relevant and responsive to 
the interests of AlDC's and the 
U.S., vet be fiscallv responsible
without heavy, pateraal Ihands- on 
mianagemient. 

F. 	 A.I.D. relationships with AI)Cs 
can be effective and efficiently 
managed through intermediaries 
without large A.I.D. overhead 
staff, particularly process staff, 
and without large dollar amounts 
per sector. 

G. 	 A.I.D. can find a way to attract 
and have access to professionals 
that can develop peer
relationships with sectoral leaders 
in the ADCs and the U.S. 

II. 	 New Modalities: Important 
Characteristics 

A. 	 A.I.D. support in ADCs needs to 
be targeted on building linkage
mechanisms based on mutuality
and symmetry of interests that 
allow real time interactior by the 
relevant/interested individuals 
and institutions through 
intermediaries. 

13. 	 The current A.I). HB 3 project
mode was developed from a
history of capital projects. In 
ADCs this tightly planned .,,t 
patronizing project approach is 
neither necessary nor appropriate. 

C. 	 11.13 4 states that non-projectassistance is generally for transfer 
of resources to provide short term 
relief to economic constraints, 
Non-project assistance, however, 
is appropriate to finance bilateral 
links between the U.S. and A)Cs. 

Ill. 	 Somne exaniples of non-projects
prograiiassistaiice in agriculture 

A. 	 Agriculture Policy 

- Support for A:IRI and AI)C
country institutions to carry
out policy research; 

- suppor, for World Resources 
Institute and Natural Hlistory
Societies to examine public 
policy choices important to 
preserving tropical forests, 

1. 	 Agri business 

- Support to Chambers of
Commerce a/o professional 
as.ociations that encourages 
U.S. and ADC agribusiness
links; 

- Support to the Industrial Council 
for Development, Agri-Energy
Roundtable a/o the Senior 
Executive Service Corps to 
expand their international 
response capabilities. 

C. 	 Science and Technology 

- Grants to link the U.S. Land 
Grant University community 
with the Indian S:ate Agricultural
Universities; 

- PASAs to link USDA's ARS with 
ADC counterpart agencies; 

- Support to IARCs to expand their 
links/cooperation with ADCs. 

D. Human Resources Development 

- An endowment that encourages
two way post-doe/sabbatical 
exchanges. 

IV. 	 Financing 

A. 	 A condition of symmetry, and 
in u t ualit y of U.S. / A DC 
relationships is consistency and 
reliability. 

B. 	 Possible New Resources of 
Funding. 

I. 	 PL-480 Title I or I1l. However, 
these are not usually reliable oer 
extended periods and probably 
not acceptable to ADCs. 

2. 	 Forgiveness of all or part of old 
loans with the amount repayable 
being set aside to establish a 
local, joint USAID/alDC 
administered account with the 
interest earned oi, the principal 
used to finance the bilateral 
linkage activities. 

3. 	 Loan rescheduling whereby the
repayable principal and interest, 
say over the next 10 years, would 
be 	 set aside and the interest 
earned over this period used to 
build up an endowment to 
finance linkage activities. 

1*
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4. 	 A special act of Congress to 
establish an endowment for 
ADC/U.S. linkage mechanisms. 

5. 	 Cuotributions to establish a 
linkage endowment from private 
U.S. and A DC corporations 
designed to match U.S. and .\lDC 
governmental contributions. 

Charle' 

A G ItI C U R E , 
DEVELOPMENT AN) 
PORTFOLIO R EVI EW 

tt. Awuhoh 
I'or/(d HRMk 

R R A 1, categories; and, potential imnpa.t of 
UTJrTION 

A working group of he Joint Sector 
Councils of Agriculture, Rioral 
Development, Natural R('soic,orc and 
Nutrition with assistt:lrc i frl' 

Chernonics Ini orrn a ii naI has 
completed a review of the Agerr,'\'' 
ARIDN prrtfolio (I)A r:id( 1M) and 
its relationship to the sector focus 
statement. )ata was obtained I'om 
A.I.D. central and geographic burea us 
oi 1,009 dollar- funded prlject, which 
were actise duinrithe' I-Y 8 1 1(,1-) 
89 period irpiopo,,d fir I 'r I0 

Approxinately 'v7? percent iof thre 
entries, represenling 57 p rct of the 
obhlgalions, were di recly ,attri : h 
to Spccific goails of the cu t' 
statentel. The renriair ilg 27 iercent 
of the irnies, rvpre.s,,orilirg.1pi.' 
of tile obligat irls, rdi 'd ti Is htilt ;ll 
foc s goals, were not sptcif i.allvk 
attribuitable W( ar\. Such acis ties 
were com1monlly in (te purpose 
categories of sector supprort, hiniani 
resource de',elopin, I . :and(I 
planning,/policy analysis. 

The study noted various generic issues 
and problems as we atoempt to track 
Agency obligations against the focus 
statement or other spefic areas in 
response to queiWs from Congress and 
special interest groups and A.I.1). 
management fhe[ include data base 
uniformity and appropriateness; issues 
in project classitficntion; nultiple 
effects of investments, and dilh, 
countit,, disproporlionate influence 
of blireaIs and coun(tries with larcg 
allinrints 0C Lt (nling; dil'l'rential 
nipict potential of different purpose 

non-project dollar assistance ind hwal 
cut rencie. 

lie .lolit Sector ( 'onncii's Wirking 
(;roup is exploring ways to addriess 
thost, proilesi anid issues. (.)lo cleal 

ireull of tile arialvysi, was iricre:ied 
.t 

ac:cur:tely ARIi)N fo'ndirig trenh,and 
obliaiitions in 'ocific sect.Irs. 

,setrr,S to deimsinstrane '.Uiwldlv anr 

,lr
'fichacl Kori,
 

A G R) II U S I N ',S .() () I) 
MAI kETING STRATEGIY ,TI D) 
RE(,IN.S 

ANEII, 'AR I) has contracted for :I to Ilrrdiarr :iri!usiness in a way that 

Over the 1984-89 study pe[ri, 1. prim, coritriactl,. arrd the 
incnrme enhancement accrrinid fir 2 nlii' f'inl'e:Q i "lI il,Irthal,. 


,
stdlv I, w. into
iti,rlvid, insights 


i,
orL-MUpoilril t anl agribusiness 
sw-lrti;.q Q thre region. Misiori 
repfi'senr'ta res will liiaC tIr 
lpil li I to d 'sciissand cn tribule 

to t i.'t a t1(1 ,oI,1)( 
(iinfererice i I'Vlt,:ri 

Pltilialrar ,iMsihilit'' for in(' stud', 
illbe with tire S-&I R I)A gn icul imal 

Nl;i.etirig lrl;roeirlilt Siratepie 

(,\%,1!;) l'rl,i ,\lt A :s iates iscl 	 the 


to 25 percent of' oligions. "odQ& Unniv.Wint (f Idalh anid i),hilte 
production and con sir rn pli on 1lW.,iis arid 5,,II'mi e rr,ir 
:lccotunted for 20 to 75 perceit, arid 
ia,ral resources account'd frr ' to, he std will reIc w AlI), ilhrerlld' 
15 percent. I)iscerning Itrends in flhr.' r';narcia i rsti i i i 'dhilor, ai,! 

data proved very difficult. One cause 
of the lack of trends may he lbcause 
the focus saltement was inlroducr'd as 
program guidanrce only inMay 1987. 

oxpetwnc: wilt agriisiess iivale 
suctot devolopmiin epecially since 
1980. Review of' s,'conda y sources, 
ag r i busi ness in er ,iews anI 

dis;cussions w it Ih N4 i ; s ioir 

.................................................
1989...... 

representatives at the ARDO 
Conference will all contribute to the 
study. 

Case studies of U.S., internatinnal and 
indigenous agribusinesses in selected 
AN I countiies will be used to 
identify contributors and const,;ints 
to past successes and failures. The 
to,2js will he on the role that donors 
have, or coud have played in 
e'ontlibuting to success, and the 
im1plications for the ANF gr ibtsiness 
strategy. Resources that missioi can 
is,'or refining and implementing the 
rtyeg also "il he identified.
 

[or 'urther information, please 
c o lI a c t A N E/TR /iAR D Bob 
Ainistiong or Gregg Haker. 

G,'i'g#' BTaelr 

AGRIIISINE.SS: Nil' EIXI'RIENCE 
IN INDIA 

vo years ago, at the request of the 
I)irec t r ('vIle, I looked into 
de lping :i project that would 
support the expamnsiil of agribusiness 
ir Ildia lIhe major issues facing tIs 
\k:!, I Ih, i''e and 'e.\[ro.ir', I 

i lld he (/rxiblc ard in rea/ lime. 

I eIew t,telhree othier parfnreters 
lhi %vreAnl inlortant. First, as 
sr'tggeletl.s,aist thalwriltver we did 
had ti he low hutlget. This n,-"it a 
hudget un order of 2 to 2.5 million(.ie 
Ier 'eam . Secondly, whatever we did 
had to put a ini orial ovei head burden 
on I SAIl) -taft. Iasily, we wanted to
 
develop a irogi am based oil mulaliir 
ir inl'rest between ithe U. , and india, 
:a pi riil would .'er've tire 
dtii:r'.enth,do'lp-etn:l inteiests of India as 
\'.Ii yii he of' dir'ocl ecorolic and 
pilic'nl iile;l sl to the 11.S. 

I liIfirt year was sperpt traveling and 
talkin to agrru imilessnlen through 

I Iidi wo rmnajour conlUsions carre 
oritOfrii prelimin ary work. First the 
lll to 150 amillion new middle class 
cirs lilel; Wore biinging extremely 
prrllorind changes to the structure of' 
drlland for agricultural producls.
 

http:dtii:r'.en
http:e.\[ro.ir
http:AGRIIISINE.SS
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They wanted higher value added 
products and a wider diversity of 
choice, At the same time, because of 
a shrinking world resulting from 
modern communication and transport
facilities, India has continued and 
indeed rapidly increased its trade in 
agricultural inpLuts or products.
Secondly, slow.ly but ';ignificantly the 
GO! has loosened its controls on 
industry and trade. Irdian 
businessmen use the term "wave of
liberation" to describe changes in the 
business climate in India over the last 
few years. Together these Factors
have lead to significant new 
in ves tein et o pport u n it i es in 
agribusiness. These in tura are 
serving to rapidly diversifs and 
increase rod uctic.e employment 
opportunities in rural India. 

As expected, we did iot find access t, 
capital to he a major concern o" the 

Indian agribusinessmen " e met. Nit c 

important to them were: lu:111,c.i 

information (where were marlets illd 

what was being demanded); which 

compaiie:, have similar Ilodtict lines 

that might be interested in 

collaborativ'e art:mngenientls; how top 

reduce costs or i11J)rtve the (utalilt ofI' 

their I)r')dtict tinC, so rllCes n,' \ 

techilolr\ eithel I'mt lduc aic m 

for processing mar ketin : ain I Yo ur cc., 

for technical :rssiSt:lllC, 0 e'Cit'l\ hin, 

from market arral.,sis ind ad\ citlsingi 

to engineerine. 


ftill thi- b ile ,i d 'Ac I (irmrilimlatcf : 
six -pal e.'ort to prl\ ide Ithe b'is 1i 
a t JSA II) SUj)jr, lted arl itrftiie v 
pIrograin. 

i. tinancial tilr iil t rlri (I l 1"Cs I-
expand leii Capabilit. to t'srrrd 
to inlformational requests aI'rlt it 1I S. 
agribusiness: 

2. Support for 	 tIhe Indus:riait ruoiucil 
for Development, an i:iuiuistrial 
association that is willingh Inrr' ide 
to new bisinesses shOlt-terinl 
services of their nenbers' staf for 
the cost of travel and pei dieim; 

3. Support for the Ag'ri- [nergy 
Roundtable/India ('hapter, which 
is foruni for agribusiness concerns 
in India; 

................................................
..........................
... 
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4. 	 Support for the International agriculture and rural development
Executive Service Corps to activities in the 1990s. 
expand their capacity to respond 
to requests from entrepreneurs; Michael Korin

5. 	 Support for business associaions
 
such as the All india Seed
 
Association, and 	 [ Projects and Resources 

6. 	 Support for )ublic sector L 
institutions like the Indian 
Institute of Management/ I Q( s FOR NI A N GE NI E NT
Ahmedabad to host seminars, CONSUITING SERVICES 
workshops, and carry out research
aimed at fosltering the growth of All) has signed IQCs with Training
agribusiness in India. Resources Group and Coverdale-Atlas 

to provide management consultingConceptually all of these interventions services to missions and AID/Wcan be carried out without A.I.D.'s offices. Tlhese IQCs are intended to
direct management ant! therefore little provide a simple and efficient
overhead staff. Also, none of these mechanism wherel'y AID/W bureaus 
are high coot initiatives, particulark' if and offices as well as overseas 
the ,('nce, . of cost shairig wilh missions can call upon such services. 
business is introduced. This is a These contracts were signed on
articularly important concept beca use September 18, 1988 and will be

it tests the depth ot the interest of' effective for three years.
!)Isilies"ien1 and not just a prlogral.

ivu!.tments, in agribusiness oreselt [he services to be provided tinder 
impollrtant strategic opportunities in thesv contracts are to include but 	are
modernizing the agr ictltire sector, a not necessarily liiited to: I) Assessing
sector that can be described in India organizations to achieve a better 
as rapidly tra:nsforming from a much defined and oroader coasensus on
iore div'ersified, higher value added where they are going and what thev 
agriculture, hope o attain programmatically as 

well as organizationally, ir the short 
-har/' 1/. .Ii/whi' aS ,aell :is the long urn, 2) assessing

ll'orl/ Iwi/. 	 how effectively )eople are working 
together to achie, , desired resultu in 
missions or oftices, identifying

A1)() (ON 	 IEIN(- I PI.A-IE problems, and fa, il itati ng 
( oilleh11,' d f Irwp. 1. o 	 imnprovenieiat('01.3) efforts; 3) working with 

organ izations o identify and 
IelCUlli l aind discus., tiietage eInI', those organization -'.allies or
 
r'vancc of' the 0 h
l, t iltr host- working iorns which are appropriate 
corlrt set'ti and i)ro.jected NImissir 'a ;r and call best suppoi t performance 
ac\ ilies with their N issioiu for each particular organization; 4)
cOlle ',eues. A kc.v (,h ective if tile aisi;img in leamiluilding. mflOre O[pe!l
('rlii'eltlce is to leach conseimsrs :)i1 communications, and running more 
the strategy. Il Ut Flio m),uticipavis effective meetings; 5) and, heI:ing to 
will be used to finalii/c a ttegy after idenliy clauses for and aplroaches to 
the ( rlri*lelce. reisoling conflict. 

iitlhusiasim and suqpoil t'O iii fivld Activities involved in cai rving out 
1,.Pisonmel for a rari glln g this these ser\ ices can include data 
(Woference has been gieat aid wtv g .theiing, interviews, organization
iook forwvald to the same Ivei of ald facilitation of retreats,
participation at the ('olerenIce. consultation \with individual managers
lhrough active dialogue and and work units, guidad problem

deliberations we can arrive at a solving, and sowe training. 
strategy which will lead ANI- liicati 
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These IQCs were establishea in Information. Kathy is well known to Basins; and c) a study programresponse to a growing demand for ANE irrigation staff for her excelient designed to help the Government of
such services stimulated by AD's facilitation work at the Regional Bangladesh prepare a long-term floodsenior management and mid-level Irrigation Management Workshops in control/irrigation strategy. In Sri
management skills courses, although Karachi and Kathmandu. He,' Lanka, Tony started the process ofthe IQCs are availabje for any appointment is a full-time position, developing a policy support program
management improvement efforts repiacing Iohn Peit, who had ' two- wh~ich would help the Irrigationwhether stimulated by AID1's thirds time appointment. 0( ne of Department in the areas of costmanagement courses or not. Kathy's first activities will be to recovery and water-user participation. 

develop an ISPAN IIRD strategy inBureaus, missions and offices must coordination with Dr. Zanete France, Finally, ISPAN launched the Eastern
supply their own funding for services IIMI's new Training Officer. Waters Study described below. 
requested. Servi,:,s a-e requested

tl.rough issuance of delivery orders In early January, Bob Thomas 
 Slan Peabody
(see uniform ljrocedIC-es for issuance assumed the role of iterim Project
of delivery orders under IQCs: 5th Manager, replacing Fred Besley. Bob
Edition issued by N/SfLR/OP on is a senior staff of CDM, ISPAN ISPAN LAUNCHES EASTERN
February 3, 1987). Individual prime contractor. lie will stand ii, WATER STUDY 
requests for services under these IQCs whiie CDM continues to search for a 
are limited to 120 calendar days. suitable permancnt Project Manager, Following Bangladesh's disastrous 

devoting priilary attention to flood in August and September, theTraining Resources Group and establishinig reliable management ANF BLreau constituted the Eastern,,.overdale-Atlas are encouraged under procedures in a number of aieas. Waters Working Group to keep abreast
these IOCs to mar!:et their seivices of the situation and establish a forum
and may be in touch with you )n this In the field, ISPAN staff w\rked on for consideration of long termregard. Qu,.-tions regarding dhese several very interesting activity solutions to problems in the GvngesIQCs shouid be addressed te your devecpment assigniei ts. IIIIndia, and Brahmaputra River Basins.
contracting officer and/or to the Gil levine of Cornell University Almost immediately the Task Forceproject manager ilenry P. Johnson, began a consultation process with the assumed responsibility for preparing aPFM/PM, SA .2,Room 316, Tel. Irrigation Department of the repoi ioCongress required by H.R.(202)-662-2280. Government of Maharashtra designed 5389, the Bangladesh Di.,aster 

io establish a "think tank" in the A.ssistance Act of 1988. The report
Roberlo L D,'iiero Department, should identify efforts to develop"PFA '1',"AIi7'"I 'l7 regional programs for the area that 

Peter Reiss visited the Philippines to provide irrigation water in the dry
discuss a proposed applied study of season and promote better floodIFPAN UPI'IATE farmer managed med i tim scale control and mitigation mechanisms. 
irrigation svsten,; to be undertak&.n

ISPAN has undergone a few important iointly by Cen!ral I L.uzon Stite In preparation for the report, Mikechanges since Octoher. After review Uni\v rsitv and Cornell. Ir. Th-,ailand, Korin, ANE/TR/ARD, headed aby ANE/TR/ARI) and the PIoject Peter concluded final prei.ira!inns for technical task force which prepared an
Steering Conmittee, the F 89\nnual an appli d stud-'./'evalua im of the outline of the report and scope ofPlan was adopted in principle, subject Nor h Fast Small Scal2 Irrigation work for a background study of the 
to funding availabilities. lhe Plan Project. Finally, Peter as. ist±'d the issue, which is executed by ISPAN.establ.:she.; a more proacti c stance Mission in Indonesia to plan a inid- The ISPAN team started its work in
vis-a-vis ilie analys is of regional term evaluation of' the Small Scale early November and will submit its
irrigation issues and tlhe artict lation of Irrigation Management Project and final report to the Eastern Waters
futurc invstiment strategies in the conceptualize an applied studic; Worbing Group by March 30, 1989. 
sector, while outlining a coherent set prograim for the project.
of inter-related initiativ:s in technical The Eastern Waters Team consists of
assistance, applied studi-'- nd sup)pOrt 'loi,' (;arvev visi ted Iihaka to assist three prominent individuals with longof regional institutions, the Mission to develop at least three term association with the region:

sco(pes of work for a) an irrigation Prof. Peter Rogers, Gordon McKayChanges in the Technical Support component of the agriculture sector Professor of Environimental
Center include the appointment of' study to be prepared for the Engineering and Professor of City andK athy Alison, formrerly of forthcoming CDSS: b) a proposed Regional Planning at larvard
USDA/OICD, as Pre gram Manager, technical network focusing on the University, team leader; Peter Lydon,
Human Resources l)evelopment and Ganges and Bra h'aputra River former retired Foreign Service 
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Officer, and Prof. David Seckler,
Director of Agricultural Policy and 
Resource Development at Winrock 
International and Professor of 
Agricultural and Resource Economics 
at Colorado State University. Tony
Garvey, Eastern Waters activity 
manager at ISP1, N, is a prominent 
expert on water management problems
in tile Eastern Waters region. 

The tean- will present a seminar in 
Washington in late January, complete 
a draft report in mid-February and 
visit the region in early March before 
submitting its final report. 

Stem Peabody 

TIlE WORLD BANK'S ANNUAL 
AGRIC ITURAIL SN'NIPOSIt M 

Innovations in Resource Management 
was this year's theme of' the World 
Bank's annual Symposiluin was held in 
iid-January. 

Pat rick O'Br ian of lie IJSI),\
Commodity Economics l)ivision
provided the backdrop for the 
Symposium by first pa ItiIng an 
extremely rosy picture- crop yid',
have increase(], trade as inrcase-d 1 
a rate double that of wolId o'od 
production, real prices of comlmoditir< 
have declined, etc. I o0we ye , 
allthoMugh tilt off(W11 worldl tile 
agricullure has seldoi beie better, it. 
rik has probabl'y never been greater
The risk factors--regional dispai itv, 
petroleuI - based tcc i nioloi cal 
d e 1)e I d e n c \ , g r o u id \ a t Cr 
c o i t a i i n :i t i ) n a n d o t 11e r 
environnmntal co;ts, and trade 
dependency (an uNstable situatim b\ 
governments, like the (j.S. andi t
FEC increasing comlmodity costs,
rendering benefils of trade less 
certain.) 

The two-day synlpusi Um's p1 iniL.. 
sessions includ,,d two thieines: (I) all 
overview of lank experience in Ime 
management of common property
natural resources, and (2) 
biotechnology. The latter sessions 
covered a review of tile St,;te of' the 
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Art, Impact on Production and the 
Rok of the Private Sector. Prof. -red 
Butte!, Cornell, summed up the impact
session by noting that the more 
advanced developing countries, such 
as Thailand, would share with tile 
industrializc. countries benefits from 
advances in biotechnology. Rice, 
wheat and corn will see no real vield
increases for some time. 

The initial breakout groups included 
topics relating to water, land tenure 
and forestry research. Of particular
interest were opposing conclusions 
arising fron research in Africa (where 
tenure had limited impact on 
production) and Thai land (where 
tenure had substa nt ial imlpaCts on 
profitat-ility, yields, credit, and la -dimprovL ments.) The breakout session 
on competing deniands for water 
resources ultimately focused on
internal instil utional and policy
questiono which affect the lank's 
ability to deal withIi complex water 
resource managelient issues. The 
second day's breakout groups weredevoted primarily to li,'tock ard 
cio)pping., s'stems in Af ica and latin 
A ilierica. 

\ c',).p% of the most relevant papers
will be sent to the, head of each ARI) 

lftice within three o four weeks. 

l li. IW'ellcr 

l.(A(t S I CtiIJ)ATE 

Iugs! HLugs! Iugs! Where are they
ilow? lhat's a question present!y
bcing. deha ted by our entomologists, 
lin pa. ts of' Africa We seim to be in a 
lull between tile winter and spring 
invasions. Much of tile Sahel is
inactive. Vegetation in the Western 
SAhIdara and northern Nauritanian 
region has dried up. Tunisia and 
Algeria report clear skies. The earlier 
activitv in West Africa has sharply 
declined; hov.'ever, there continues to 
be a steady no ri hefrI nmovement of 
suall swarms along the coastal areas 
into southern Morocco This is 
kcc pinl g the Moroccan control 
progran in full swing with 5,000-

.....
... 
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16,000 hectares being sprayed daily.
Since October a phenomenal 2 million 
hectares have been treated. This has 
been an extremely costly campaign for 
the GOM and donors, but the rich 
agricultural areas of the Souss Valley
have been protected and overall crop
losses ha'v'e been minimal. 

Despite the locust problem in 
Morocco, reduced activity in the
traditional breeding areas has led
 
OFDA's entomologists to scale back
 
estimates of the scope of this year's

expected spring invasion of North
 
Africa. Present thinking is that the
 
cyclical movement of swarms out of
 
Western Sahara/Mauritania across the
 
north will be less than half of what it
 
was last year. If true this would bring
some measure of financial relief to
 
these countries, who along with
 
donors spent more than $100 million
 
on last year's campaign. Of course,
 
locust activity is extremely

unpredictable and we could have a
 
different forecast for you next week.
 

On tile other side of the continent 
attention has focussed on the Red Sea 
coast "here recent rcports indicated
 
extensive locust activity in Sudan's
 
wadis and delta area. George Cavin,

locust expert, was hurriedly
 
dispatched to the area but after a
 
week of Surveying was unable to find
 
an\v significant insect populations.

Best guesses at this point are that
 
swarms moved on to Saudi Arabia and
 
were concentrating there. FAO
 
entomologist George Popov will assess 
this area in the next few weeks, which 
should give us and other donors a 
better idea of the dimensions of tile 
plagutie and what we can expect in 
coming months. 

ANENMissions -- US-Itl//orocco is 
putting the finishing touches on a $10 
million amendment to its original $3.5 
million locust control project. The 
Mission sees locusts as a serious 
long-term threat to North Africa and 
is taking an aggressive approach in 
dealing with it. This project, the first 
of' its kind in the Agency, is 
considered a model, and several 
Missions in ANE and A :R have 
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sought further information about it. 
TR/ARD has mailed out copies of the 
PP to some Missions that ar , 
considering possible development of 
their own projects. If indeed we are 
in the midst of a longer-term 
problem, then Missions will have to 
implement more comprehensive 
approaches to locust control which go 
beyond OFDA's emergency assistance. 
To some extent this is already taking
place with Pakistan procuring locust 
control commodities through its 
Agricultural Commodities Project, 
Tunisia developing GOT greenness
mapping technology, and Jordan and 
Yemen putting aside existing project 
funds for locust control. Any
Missions interested in obtaining copies
of the Morocco PP can contact Paul 
Novick (202-617-7217) in TR'ARI ,. donor financial support, we don't 
LS.1 I,4 lakIstun has been out in 
front in recognizing the potential 
locust problemaaInd has mVed quickly 
to head off a possible sprinL invaion 
by procuring $1.7 million of 
pe!sticides, airplane parts, trucks and 
other commodities on an emergency
basis. The MI ission was the first to 
invoke ANF's new emergency 
procurement waiver, which allows for 
fast procurennt o f conmLities 
without full and open competition --
when there is a situstion of' "unusul 
and compelliIng urgencV" (see SEAI L 
403749 (12' 14,'88) fo r in ore 
infol Ilation). 

AID!' Activities ... AN F'"!R 
recently prepared documentation for 
Ambassador Vernon WaIte rs nd 
Assistant Secretary of State Richard 
Murphy for their discussions with UN 
Secretary General Peres de Cu(llar on 
locust survey and control problems in 
the Western Sahara. The importance 
of tiis dialogue was heightened in 
light of the tragic downing of the IJ.S. 
spray Ilane bv the Polisario last 
Decem ber. IA( has now been 
charged with studying the technical 
requirements of' eliminating locLIsts in 
this major breeding area. lhe 
Polisario incident shockingly 
portraved tile dimensions of' the locust 
control problem -- one not just
technical but also highly political in 
nature. Effective control will only 
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come about if there is an international 
consensus on addressing the problem, 
This was alluded to at the recent 
conference in Fez, Morocco where tile 
idea for an international Action Force 
was proposed. This concept --
attacking locusts in their major 
breeding areas (some of which arc 
under military conflict) -- is felt by 
many entomologists to be the only
effective way to reduce the locust 
threat to manageable proportions. 
There has been :iscussion of this 
Action Force at the committee level of 
the United Nations, and FAO (with
the support of AFR/TR's Carl 
Castleton) has been preparing a draft 
technical strategy. Given the realities 
of obtaining international approval of 
a joint plan of action and solliciting 

expect this strategy to be implemented 
any 11ime soon. IHowev'er, the first 
steps ha ve been taken to find a nmre 
comprehensive solution to an1 agricult ire, natural resources and 
international agricultural threat, 

For the time being pesticides ,eem to 
be the only effective, short-term 
deterrent to locusts. Ilowever, there is 
niLich concern aboLit the lonier-term 
environmental implications of heavy
and continued use of' these toxic 
chemicatls. Recogniing this concern 
S&I and the BuL rca us have l'orined a 
task force on lociuw control re.search. 
Iis group is surveying the work that 
has already been (lone on alternatives 
to pesticides a1id is 0 repa ring an 
agenda for new research. This is an 

I inip(rtant new initiative that we'll 
continue to report on in the future. 

lheI M J Locusi' Control f'ork.%hop 
will be held in l)akar l:ebruary 6-9. 
This is the first gathering for Mission 
and AID/W hc ust control officers 
since tiie IHarper's Ferry Conf'e ence 
I January !987. Much has transpired 

since then so tiis will be a good
opportunity to share information on 
the past campaign and be brought Up 
to date on tile myriad technical aspects 
of control operations. Further 
disc uss ions will c nt inuIe at the ANI 
AR1)0 Conference in Rabat February
19-23. 
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Despite the recent decline in locust 
activity, OFDA/DLTF will continue 
to survey the worldwide situation and 
issue weekly forecasts. Missions are 
encouraged to continue reporting 
locust activities in their respective 
countries to Kate Farnsworth, DLTF. 

Paid Novick 

Mission Views 

ARDO CONFERENCE PLANS -
COMMlENTS FROM TIlE FIELD 

Afw:,la - USAID/Manila recognizes 
the excellent thinking and discussion 
that has resulted in the present 
strategy and support;ng documents. 
This effort demonstrates the acute 
awareness of' professionals in the 

rural development disciplines in the 
vital importance of the linkages of 
these disciplines with the broader 
sectors of macropolicy, trade, export,
finance, transport, etc.. Htowever, our 
expectations should not be too high 
because the broad diversity of 
countries All) assists will make it 
difficult to reach consensus at the 
conference. 

While the focus on the 1990.s has been 
frequently used by many well
intentioned exercises in the U.S., key 
changes will really effect not only the 
1990s, but also beyond. 

A practical suggestion: let us take a 
field visit/break in our intense 
conference schedule in the middle of 
the week instead of at the end. Two 
hard days, then a change of' pace, then 
two more intense days will real) better 
results. 

Regarding the speakers, all are 
individually stiiulating and 
internationally recognized in their 
expertise. lowever, present agenda 
does not show how they will be used 
on the agenda. Also, agenda does not 
state how their expertise will marry 
with the ARI)Os vast amount of 
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international field experience. My 	 become important in terms of U.S. must be built around agriculturalhope is that they will guide us to 	 commercial and trade issues and technology and should include thebetter conceptually understand and represents an area of U.S. comparative strong input of agronomists, soilnot speak down to us. Therefore, our 	 advantage. We suggest that this topic scientists, entomologists, plantconcern is not about the individual's receive some attention during the pathologists and the like, working incontribution; our concern is that the conference. tandem with social scientists.
 
management of the conferen:ce
 
succeed in providing the needed time We also believe that natural resources If it is not too late, we stronglyand opportunity for the ARDOs to and environmental management is a recommend inclusion on the agenda ofarrive at some solid consensus with second area of U.S. strength and an presentations b y eminentactionable recommendations, 	 area in which AID wil' be agriculturalists such 	 as Goro Uehara 

asked/directed to do more, in of the University of Hawaii, LesOur concern, too, is that appropriate particular in the context of global Swindale of ICRISAT, Don Plucknettnatural resources participants from the issues such as tropical forests, water, of CGIAR, Bob Chandler, formerfield and AID/W also be present, 	 biological diversity and global IRRI Director and now retired,Also, what roles are envisioned fo- the warming. We suggest that the Swaminathan, former IRRI Director,AID participants (no responsibilities 	 excellent draft of tile emerging Norman Borlauc of CIMMYT or Ken are stated)? 	 strategy for natural resources written Ratchie, formerly of Winrock. 
by George Armstrong be placed onRe: Para 6.C.ii, Programmatic 	 the agenda for discussion. USAID/Dhaka

Resources, what about including
something on the USG's ability and USA1D,Bangkok Rahal - USAII) 	 is plLased withwillingness to respond with Conference agenda and would like todevelopment resot'rces given the 	 Dhaka - The Conference agenda looks make some suggestions on what mightUSG's 2.6 trillion dollar debt? thorough, even stimulating, but to our be included (luring certain sessions.
Specific emphasis should be given to disappointment, allows insufficient
AID's changing role especially with time for a discussion of the USAII) suggests discussion on howrespect to the emergence of Japan as technological solutions to the decline other AID/ANE sector 	strategies (e.g.the world's largest non - military 	 in agricultural growth rates evident in population, health and nutrition,assistance donor, 	 some bureau countries. We are even private sector, energy, etc.) relate to 

more dismayed at the apparent lack of the agriculture and rural developmentThe proposed special topic- on higher agricultural scientists on the program. strategy. For example, do the variousagricultural education for the 1990s is In fact, tile only slot dealing directly sector stiategies compliment each very relevant for us. USAll)/Manila 	 with the issue of technical change, a other? If not, what is the remedy? Itis i nterested to discuss and learn more 	 20-minite discussion, is being also inight be useful to consider on how iiigher agricultural education 	 presented by In ag r i cultIura I reconmendat ions a imed specifically atnot only supports longer term economist. coordinating specific components ofsustainability, but also how it can the various sector strategies. Forsupport short term rural impact. We have nothing against agricuiiltunral example, how can ag officers best 
economists and other agricultural incorporate country specific private

US.J,Il),' lani/a social scientists, nor do we downplay sector actions into our projects?
the importance of these disciplines toBangkok - USAID/Bangkok finds the 	 an analysis and solution of the (liven the wide diversity in ANEproposed conference agenda quite problems affectiing agricultire in the 	 Cotry conditions, we believe

comprehensive. Each of tile ANE region. Ihowever, we think that attention shouli6 be given to how themissions have a particular area of' biological and physical scientists are strategy is actually expected to impactfocus that will be of most interest to equally important to the agricultural t,po n irid i iual riii ss ions'them, and we recognize the difficulit developmnt equation for obvious programning. Conversely, since onereconciliation task ANE/TR/ARI) has reasons. of' AID's strengths is resident missionsin setting the agenda for tile 	 doing country specific programming,
conference. Our program has strong Lest we forget, Webster defines shouldn't projects tailored to countryfoc. on technology development and 	 agriculture as "tile science or art of conditions be encouraged even if theycomnmercialization, biotechnology in 	 cultivating lie soil, producing crops deviate from ANE strategy?
particular for the agriculture sector. and raising Iivestock: far ii Ing."
We believe that this will be an Teclinology is the application of' [ISAII) believes the strategy should beemerging area of program focus for science. The deelopiiient of' an screened in terms of what was workedthe AID program (luring the next agriculture and rural development and what has not worked in tle past,decade as it is an area that will strategy, as well as its presentation, and why. More specifically, what 
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does AID do well (e.g., ag research)
and what does AID handle poorly 
(e.g., range management). There
would seem to be a case for 
emphasizing what we are good at. 
There might also be something to
learn from other regional and Bureau 
strategies. 

FYI -- Ambassador Ussery has
enthusiastically accepted USAI)
invitation to make welcoming remarks 
Sunday evening - February 19. 

USAID,,Rahat 

Tinis - Mission has reviewed the 
proposed agenda and offers the 
following suggestions: 

(a) We s e c o n d C o I o in b o ' s 
recommendation that some attention 
should be given to the relative 
potential of agricuIt ire as an
employment generator. With 
productive e iployinenit a n 
increasingly serious issue in several of 
the ANE 3ureaiu countries, the topic
needs to be addressed. 

(b) Secondlv, an ilmportant strategy
element for discussion is development 
of viable private enterprises in the 
agricult ure aiidagro-i d ustrialsectors, 
As economies look to divestitlire of 
parastatals anrid strengthening of 
private sector roles, there are a myriad 
of issues particularly assoc iated \/ith
this movement particularly iii the 
agriculture sector. As ANE coniLtries 
diversify their agricultural econoi ics;
into higher value products antrf 
marketing and )rocessirig becomet, 
more important, we need to explore
how to adjust our agricultural 
assistance strategies and look for ways 
to suggest private investments 
(including joint ventures with U.S. 
companies) and technological
innovations in the commercialization 
of agriculture. 

(c) Drought continues to loom large 
as a theme in several countries. It 
would be profitable to deal with 
strategies for recurring drought and 
the impact on livestock forage/feed; 
sources of quality replacement seed, 
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implications for natural resource 
management; aggravation by related 
problems such as locists, birds, etc. 

USAID/Tunis 

Bits and Pieces 

NIEYER'S REPORT ON PERSONNEL 
RECRUITMENT 

Richard C. Meyer has completed a 
report requested by DA/AID that
reviews AI)'s system for identifying,
qualifying, and employing new U.S. 
direct hire employees. The study, 
entitled ,, sse.snzeni of the Foreignand
Civil Services Recrlitment S.1stem.'i, 
also inclades selective reviews of the 
recruitnient/selection procedures of 
other public and private organizations.
The report concludes that the major 
components of a better recruiting 
system are: continuing senior 
n a n a g e m e n t i n v o Iv e in e n t: 
comprehensive work force planning; 
targeted recruitment of minority and 
women candidates; better treattment of 
clerical staff; a more professional 
appru'tch, including adequate staff, 
space, and automation in the 
R ecr u it rle n t Office; a n d , 
simplification of the Technicfil 
Review (onIm ittee Process. 

In c onparison to ,ID, [Ihe report 
finds that a nunber of private sector 
Iirriis and international organizations 
ract ice more continuous and1more 

targeted approaches to hiring. There 
is Mole or LtLal confidence and 
conr if iunication between recruitersand 
program managers, and more senior 
manager in vol vemen t in the 
recruitment process. 

Meyer :ilso has been ,:ommissioned by 
DA/A I) to conduct a study that 
assesses All) staff training programrs.
More on this report will appear in the 
next issue of Neiworking. 'Volt.. 
Meyer preceded his work for Ja' 
Alorris with a prelininaryanalr.sisof 
ARDO personnel profiles. Dick is now 
working ol a comparison piece, the 
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implicationsfor ARDO's in the 1990s, 
which he will report on in Rabat. 

Gregg Baker 

WORKSHOP ON U.S. AID, TRADE 
AND FARM POLICIES- -WORKING 
TOGETllER IN TilE 1990s 

Winrock International and A.I.D. 
(through Duane Acker's office) 
sponsored a workshop on January 4 
and 5 to discuss the 1985 and 1990
Farm Bills, the GATT negotiations 
and trade issues, and development
assistance. Representatives of the U.S. 
Farm Bureau commodity groups, U.S. 
cooperatives, congressional staffers, 
college deans, farmers and USDA and
Ali) were in attendance. The 
workshop had two specific objectives:
(1) to hear the views of various groups 
on these issues, and (2) to recommend 
ways to reconcile U.S. development 
as' istance, international trade and U.S. 
farm policies. The first objective was 
achieved. On one side, the 
commodity groups, led by the 
executive director of the Ame,'icn
Soybean Association, strongly believe 
that U.S. Government programs are 
not doing enough to support trade 
interests of U.S. farmers. With 
varying degrees of conviction, the 
senior leadership of odher farm groups
acknowledges the argument that 
development and increased incomes in 
I.DCs will lead to more demand for 
U.S. exports. 

Regarding the second objective, all 
agreed that AID should take more 
leadership in contacting and 
communicating with these groups. 
During our ARDO Conference in 
Morocco, we would like to hear your
views on how we might more 
effectively deal with these issues and 
the senior representatives of the U.S. 
farm groups. 

Richard Cohb 

COMNIENTS ON PERFORMANCE 
STANi)ARI)S BOARDS 

I recently served on the Performance 
Standards Boards (PSB) and would like 
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to make the following observations as 
we once again get ready for the EER 
season. 

First of all, a word about the 
Performance Standards Boaids; yes, 
the PSB do meet annually and do
review the performaitce of the foreign
service officers whose EERs are in the 
bottom 5% of those considered by
each promotion panel. Th ese EERs 
are referred to the PSB with the 
recommendation thait they be 
reviewed for possible early retirement 
due to "non performance". Based on a 
10% random sample of the appropriate 
class' EERs, the PSl3 develops a 
standard of performance for the class
and determines whether the 
performance of those referred for 
review, meet the standards of their 
class. The PS13 nust determine 
whether a referee 'fully nicets", 
"marginally meets" or "does not aneet" 
the standard and iust state "whyv" or 
"why not". These findings are tiurned 
over to the Director of Personnel who 
informs the foreign service officer of 
the action taken by tie Agency. 

In thle process ()f this exercrist tie I'SB 
reads ahout t()O EIIRs and 1 innt 
admit I was amzed it the great 
difference iti tie q11l1\C of these 
personally very important ,hocuients.
During our Il:.IE thereview of the Rs, 
"do's and don'ts" as well as the "nor ins" 
which affect the quality of an IIR 
became readily apparent. It is from 
these two vantage poi nits that I would 
like to make in\y comments. 

[)o's and I)on'tl,s 

Section II, Work Requilrenients: The 
rated officer and the rater should 
identify a reasonable number of' 
realistically achievable contin uing and 
specific tasks for the period. In the 
sample, the average for the I.FR 
reviewed was five tasks in each 
category. 

Section III and IV, :viluailion of 
Performance an( Potential: The key
here is not to let the nzrrative become 
a "mystery story", lie F.R should be 
specific alld clear. If' the rated officer 

accomplished the agreed upon tasks, a 
statement such as "during the rating
period the rated officer accomplished 
all work requirements in an
outstanding manner", leaves no 
question as to what was accomplished, 
Similarly, the "skill areas" to be
addressed should be specifically
identified, underlining is very helpfu!, 
and clearly substantiated by a, 
example of how the rated officer used 
the skill to accomplish a required task. 
Although the EER instructions are 
very clear, 20% of the random sample 
of IER eviewed did not include 
specifically identified skill areas and 
more than 40%(did not adequately
substantiate the skills identified. 

The "Norms" for 'I Standard of 
Pierformance 

When the PS deev!oped the standard 
of performance for the group, the 
descriptors most often used to 
lesclie !op per'orlInce included the 

following. lierter than 60% of' the 
g r o u p we r e d e sc r i bed as 
"hardworking" (willing, productive) 
arnd 50% were well "organized", could 
"prioritize" their work require ments 
aid contId "regot ate". The terms 
"timely. thorough (persistent), 
pe rs nasi\,. (forcefunlI, decisive), 
ini,'pendent (selfstarter)" were the
descripters used for -10% of the group.
Termis S:.h as "in itiati ve, good
communicatiorn (written or oral),
innovative, positi\ve (dedicated), 
tea iniwork, and practical" were applied 
to the performance of 30% t-, 30% of 
1he foreign service oTice rs whose
1-It1s were in the salnple. 

h'o coMrplete tlie lroile, ai a\erage of 
five of' these "descriptive" terris were 
used to profile the perfonimance of a 
typical Ifore ign serx ice officer. 
:urther, she1 /he s1ccesfully 

conpleted ai average of' five specil'ic
tasks, had five continuing 
orga llizat ionl responsibil iiies and 
CffecIi vety utiliZed a1n averigc of five
skills to iccoml)lish the tasks. 

Ierhiaps, it is unfortulnaite that an 1t1I:R 
is tl. only way that :1 promotion o0 a 
review board menher ever gets to 

know the performance or potential of 
an officer; but given that reality, a 
well documented, clearly written and 
specifically defined EER is a must if 
an officer is going to be able to 
compete with others in his class. 

A fair EER is the responsibility of all 
concerned, mission management, 
rater, reviewer, mission or unit review 
panel and the rated officer. In the 
end, the ultimate responsibility lies 
with the rated officer to see that 
she/he gets a fair EER. 

Senior ,4NE/TR/ARD Officer 

HEAT STABLE VACCINE BEING 
I)EVELOPED FOR RINDERPEST 

S&T/AG R, in conjunction with 
University of California, Davis, 
recently announced the development
of a recombinant vaccine against
Rinderpest. Rinderpest is a viral 
disease of cattle and buffalo which 
kills anl estimated two million animals 
per year in Africa and Asia. The new 
vaccine contains the vaccinia 
(smiallpox) virus as a vector and is safe 
for human use. In contrast to the old 
I'lowright vaccine for Rinderpest, it is 
heat stable and can be easily produced 
ill-cOUnltry. Dr. TI.D. Yilma, the main 
mesearcher at U.C. Davis, has done 
initial tests at P1luni Island which 
indicate that the vaccine is 
extraordinarily effective, even at 
exposure rates 1000 times a normally
fatal (lose. More tests are scheduled to 
be condtcted in Africa and hopefully
tie vaccine will be available in the 
next one to one-and-a-half years.
For more information please contact 
Dr. David 1). 13athrick, S&T/AGR. 

Sharon Fee 

AG P01, I Y COM PUTER 
'IRAINING FOR ANE OFFICIALS 

Noitl Carolina A & 1 University is 
developing, with ANE [+ureau's 
assistance, ii intensive four week 
w.;rkshiI oil conit 'uter-assisted food 
and agriculItu ral policy analysis. The 
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UPDATE ON TRAINING FOR ARDO'S
 
A "Development for the Sustainable Use of Natural Reources" workshop will be held June 5-16, 1989
Washington, D.C. this two week workshlop will use a r ultiidcipliiaty approacl for defilling ,aturalresource and environment isst s. Participarits will he provided with knw(Jvlehdlge arid skills: to promote a 
more integrative appoact R flevelopirent: atralyze dine -r s n id trade-offsto susainarule in decisions
involving natural resour ceS, inWtid iig eco iou i;, socio cultulal, agonori ic, ecological ati natural resourcemanagernet;and, se Agency vr iviror mrot ital regulati(is to stren(II Ion plart iiiiq fo stainale development.
Workshop speakers will explari0 it! iiipi)i Ilrvrco ill 1tlltral UsSurr:e l iarl 1axiuiize.le i t. 2r rall Otrps will
faculty-participart diah:rpir . Cr,rita l't ,I Yolr l, [1)k; :' I I)/! C 1 . ;A-02, (2 .)335 tot urther'hrh 
details. 

Re: Course No. 21, rJulio, 1 I 1Yi!tl I h II,,,le - the Private ctor ill IPevo lo~tniei (fPPSD), Applyitng
Business Techniques arid Re, 2 u: iiiD's Dewilvepirett Work, course t be told ulf-ite with W;allioll to 
be announced subseclrmrtly 

For 1989, OPM r i iit Divisk , P MiP /u-D, arid the Bureati for Private Erthrprise, PRE., have scheduled 
the RPSD colIson cn/tr , (itt(l tHe i vNe, IS0l( ,LIiHite mi/c flu:; s I iP, i(Ir , w1ill bw oftlfe d sit,!ect 
to Sufficient er u(ollrrei r!;p., ;, (,,. ro t tthe field arid \II)'iVv
The ai-rnorr c:,i t i i(r iq'w' t it ir to rerlijir Plr,'aii ,i'ir0,: lit rtinyt -etice!wifl he ,>fleed

this year rat haH1,. li> WV cre i;t "i e
, .. ) a tpe L oIould'.-1 .i I' 'r ,t am.ivi='ASAP 
of their inttrest ,rid fl4ow., ohis; rtcti wilth SF 1w ' Io arfi i,, Pin 'I i(2 !:itlr icrm Feol,rtiaty 1, 1919. 

The Private Enterprise Sector Car lmci*orkurir; qrotp foyr trttairg ir ,y teviovitr last years course
evaluation and necornierndatiitis fNordesiqn clianits :.x)e -nd r lririqo:- ill this year's couses incude 
agency project specific case qul ties, triure rlei,iiliinq nc, I d ,>'t)etierc ii ififlome ititriI th; aqerrv'c private
sector initiative, and o -potlilr y tI acqtuire -pr:li( i rieneo,:;. tiiiicial a ti ai;lyticaf skills In short, while 
some change itn course dir nctinr intll oh the,ray oli-ottle an a ur ms' tiriq conrrrirtee's deliberations,

overall course ohtjein; are e':liewtod U) he on, I h) t11ts'I i earlier 192 re-; 
 The course ira; already
been offered e(1! , t li, t, t-o.,iVw(l n",:ilit too ii!l'-ta,'fit i r tem ,Ititi ol l; f, i 

The Interriatinr i ,lma - .iv',.:hn'lt Pr,,'qt:mrr (Pt 11), t, Pett': ! iv r ity errruf'n!S.le lo-r, lorrr 

ann shlfit tetit COiw '!, //i tI!'I! ilttd srtnlilll 1r Kitrr;as or in co itty. , priivit(le. trarlitrq ill genelics,
nutrition, rep o(h cticii itITirla(qtfltetll ' tealth, rmtartklinq a aKnt;al l-vod litodrtcts The coujrses cant be
tailored to fit special rtierS,(1,  R-otitill V Able, A:;,r(,ciat Dirfctor, I i ,rriatiorral Meat and Livestock

PrograM, Weho floll, Kr ,tte M'tnrfntrtl, l(arwsos f'U-) '!,l (918) 2 : ltels: 417163
V';M:'; IQI,,&ivily, 
IMLP KS. 

The University of M ird Si(Ila Oi C(rliotrtt vi.,ill ail-lrAqrici llttral Pof~licy Seminar,021"Strategqies Nor [D,-,, ki( )[Tvol11 :110~;4tovwljl." fn 'l NN,f V111' t') .I111V blr Irrt ,, ',; y't" :!I t 1ir, 11 p H [1,;/I1( 

of the U tivi'n i2 0 ,i:i 2, i I' , * ,11, !'.'!tit irI q',1 ' 1 ' , 2 

Particilants will Ivd, ,1 ' It v, Ii,,'' J'l ;Iito I ll-!' 0 I , ! ii lt '! ,'I' ,t iri()t (i)r , ioJ le tilyI I c j{or
national groals with rIsnoct 1 2 1I ,f ' tlrl1I1IJti ll .; t ,s ' l ( rIliflh :l . itI lrll !1i1fIJs alrlie' Ve, IIMev nCO liOlic
modxels and courses of a til" It t, r roit:y prletti,. ';i !ecl:il;rrpi ati alytical tocnliiqiins which may
be used to provide iritfri;ieii flr troll r s, hltioic to 1i ily ri ,1 "t s, 'devilirp ctt;rte lies to deal with 
econom ic and political ha ,i-in iri icy l,!trfriiairtdifn,emi i titi i itfIlinte(,, ttre 
management 

i l aie ,,licy rial..in; and 
2,i-ttit 52H0 willprocm es iK I12+2 rr-1,kctiv r-ttrtrie, A tilll wiht'',r 1 ll paticipate,inoludiflig G Ed~w ard Sch iuh (U. ()f q i " , ' 'I ! , , ... ifilu'~ rl) ,I~ti t (ifH ( ll~l,: (1) 

Minnesola) nlti Mmildi (khtllI 

The course cost is $5,81 whicth ticltdes trtritmg ro, a;t'waaiated corsts, '8 rlijlrts Ilgilr, rlinals, cottrse
field trips, insurarn e, hoks ati I) re: ,hii. !i~tF-i' 6f, tit c:vver my air w' ,tr:, iir travel .'r opt fi'lil trips 
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during the course. For more information, please contact Betty Radcliffe, UM/HHI, 235 Humphrey Center,
301 19th Ave. South, Minneapolis, MN, 55455. Phone: (612)-625-0576. 

Colorado State University's Department of Agronomy, in cooperation with USDA/OICD, will offer "Problems
and Practices of Irrigation Systems," an intensive international short course for irrigation practitioners from
June 12 to August 4 at Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado. 

The course is pr.sented in seven subject matter units. The first six units are on campus. For the last two
weeks (unit 7) participants will visit irrigation projects in Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona and California. 

The cost of the course is $9,490, which includes the following: $5,167 training fee; $68 insurance; $200
professional membership; $325 orientation; $3,730 maintenance allowance. 

For more information, contact: Department of Agronomy, Cl1 7 Plant Science Building, Colorado State
University, Fort Collins, 2olorado 80523. Telephorie (303)-491-6517. Telex: 9109309011 CSU CID FTCN 
Attn: PPIS. 

USDA/University of Wisconsin at Madison announce a nine-week certificate course, "Development andOperation of Agricultural Extension Programs." Intended participants include professionals from developing
countries who are involved in extension or other nonformal education programs. The course will be taughtin English. Session I will be held from June 5 to August 4 (application deadline: May 15); and Session II willbe held from August 28 to October 27 (application deadline: July 15). 

Participants will develop the knowledge and skills to: 1)apply extension educational program concepts to
overall agriculturai and rural deveiopment; 2)apply extension program development techniques to strengthenthe linkages between research, extension, and rural families; and, 3) use the programs and efforts ofgovernment and non-government agencies as resources to strengthen agricultural extension programs. 

The training fee is $3,962; suggested maintenance allowance is $3,660; those wishing graduate credit will
have to pay additional estimated tuition as follows: $405 (session I) and $430 (session II). 

F)r additional information, contact: Sharon M. Baumgartner, Training Coordinator, International Agricultural
Programs, 240 Agriculture Hall, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI 53706-1562. Telephone: (608)-262
3673. 

The Humphrey :nstitute of Public Affairs and International Agricultural Programs at the University ofMinnesota will sponsor a course on "Development Project Evaluation" September 18-29 at the University ofMinnesota-West Bank campus. The course will concentrate on how to make project evaluations useful,practical and accurate. The course will be conducted by Dr. Michael Quinn Patton, International Programs
Evaluation Specialist in the Institute of Agriculture, Forestry and Home Economics at the University of 
Minnesota. 

For more information, contact: Patricia Manske, Citizen Education Program, Humphrey Institute of Public
Affairs, 301 19th Ave., S., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455.
 
Telephone: (612)-625-6621.
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CONTACTING ANE/TR/ARD 

Telex: 62032386 

Assignment Name 

Front Office 

Chief ARD LOWENTHAL, James 
Deputy Chief ARD (Acting) KORIN, Michael 
Program Assistant MEENAN, Vera 
Chief Secretary AND MCCOY, Teri 

Asia Branch 

Branch Chief (Acting) WELLER, Dennis 
Secretary JONES, Vercal 
Clerk Typist JACKSON, Terri 
Bangladesh/India/Pakistan ALTER, Dean 
!ndonesia/Philippines/So.Pacific/Burma/ASEAN WELLER, Dennis 
Afghanistan/Nepal/Sri Lanka/Thailand FEE, Sharon 

Near East Branch 

Branch Chief (Acting) UPHAUS, Charles 
Secretary SCOTT, Elaine 
Clerk Typist FARRELL, Ann 
Egypt LEE, Jeff 
Morocco/Tu. sia/Italy/Poland/Portugal NOVICK, Paul 
Jordan/Oman/Tri-National/Yemen UPHAIJS, Charles 

West Bank-Gaza 

Supo rt Branch 

Asia Ag Economist HANRATTY, Marty
Near East Ag Economist SNELL, James 
ANE Irrigition/Water Management PEABODY, Stan 
ANE Institutional Management BAKER, Gregg
ANE Ag Business/Ag Research Specialist ARMSTRONG, Robert 
Desert Locust Task Force FARNSWORTH, Kate 
Research Analyst MUSCATO, Peter 
Secretary MACHINIST, Jocelyn 

ISPAN Technical Support Center (Rosslyn) THOMAS, Robert 
Chief of Party (Acting) Fax: (703) 525-9137 

TIx:276532(ISPAN UR) 

Jnay2,18 

Fax: 202-647-6962 

Phone 

(202) 

647-8262 
647-7308 
647-8263 
647-8262 

647-7340 
647-7327 
647-7327 
647-7336 
647-7340 
647-7062 

647-7061 
647-7365 
647-7364 
647-7212 
647-7217 
647-7061 

647-7315 
647-7201 
647-6988 
647-6982 
647-7271 
647-0685 
647-7219 
647-7167 

(703) 243-7911 

/
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CONTACTING ARDOs IN THE FIELD
 

AFGHANISTAN - USAID/ISLAMABAD 
Ga,y Lewis, ADO 

Tel. 92-51-82-6161 Ext. 29 

Box 4, APO New York 09614 

Fax 92-51-824-086 

BANGLADESH - IJSAID!DHAI<A 
Charles Hash, ADO 

Tel. 880-2-235-081 

Telex 9.50642319 

Fa. 880-2-41 1072 


BURMA - USAID/RANGOON
Vacant 

Tel. 82055 Ext 285 
USAID, Box B, APO San Francico 96346 

Telex 71321230(AIDRGN BMI 


EGYPT - USAID/CAIRO 

EdStaim, ADO 


Tel. 202-354-8211 Ext 3215
 
Don Wadley, RDO 

Ext. 3324 

Embassy, Box 10, FPO New York 09527 

Tele:, 9279993773(AMEMB)
Fax 	 20-2-356-2932 

INDIA - USAIDINew Delhi 
Glen Anders, ADO (Water Resources)
91-11-608-480 Ext. 233 
John Becl,er, ADO (Research)
91-11-608-480 Ext. 231 
Telex 	95303165207(ASOK IN) 


95303165647(ASOK IN) 

95303165269(LJSEM rI-) 


INDONESIA - USAIDJAKARTA 
Marcus V, ter, ADO 
rel. 62-21-360-360 

USAID, Box 4, APO San Francisco 96356 
Telex 79644218 
Fax 62-21-360-644 

JORDAN - USAID,/AMMAN 
Randall C. Cummings, ADO 
Tel. 962-6-604-171 
USAID, APO New York 09892 
Telex 92521510 

MOROCCO - USADRABAT 
Rollo L. Ehrich, ADO 
Tel. 212-7-33690 
USAID, APO New York 09284 
Telex 	93331005M 
Fax 	 212-7-68279 

NEPAL - USAID/KATHMANDU 
Rob Thurston, ADO 
Tel. 977-1-211-144 

OMAN - USAID/MUSCAT 
Duncan R. Miller, AID Representative
 
Tel. 96-8-703-000
 
Telex 9263785
 
Fax 96-8-797-778
 

PAKISTAN - USAID/ISLAMABA6 
H. Pat Peterson, ADO
 
Tel. 92-51-824-071
 
Box 4, APO New York 09614
 
Telex 952254270(USAID PK)
 
Fax 	 92-51-824-086 

PHILIPPINES - USAID/MANILA
Ken Prussner, ADO
 
Tel. 63-2-521-7116
 
USAID, i,PO San Francisco 96528
 
Telex 2227366
 
Fax Embassy: 63-2-522-4361
 

USAID: 63-2-521-5241
 

PORTUGAL - USAID/LISBON
 
David Leibson, AID Representative
 
Tel. 351-1-726-6600
 

SOUTH PACIFIC - USAID/SUVA 
Eric Witt, Reg. Dev. OfficerTel. 679-311-399
 
Telex 7922647(USAID FJ)
 
Fax 676-300-075
 

SRI LANKA - USAIDCOLOMBO 
John Flynn, ADO 
Tel. 94-1-21271/21520, Ext. 208, 247, 325 
Jack Pinney, Engr. & Water Resources 

Tel. 94-1-21271 Ext. 217, 228, 232Telex 95421305
 
FAX 941-549-070
 

THAILAND - USAID,/BANGKOK 
Doug Clark, TR 
David Delgado, ADO 

Tel. 66-2-252-8191USAID, APO San Francis.co 96346 
Telex 78887058 
Fax 66-2-555-3730 

TUNISIA - USAIDTUNIS 
Nancy Tumavick, PDO,MsBurgett, ADO 
Tel. 21-61-781-947 
lelex 93414182 
93413379(AMEMB) 
Fax 216-1-789-719 

YEMEN - USAID/SANAA
John B.Swanson, ADO 
Tel. 967-2-231-213 
Telex 9482797(EMBASANYE) 
Fax 	 967-2-251-578 

http:Francis.co


-- 

-- -- 

-- 

-- 

AID FUNDING FOR ANE BUREAU
 
(S000)
 

FY 1988 (Actuals) [I] 
 FY 1989 (Proposed) [2] 
 FY 1990 (Planning Levels) [31
 
PL 480 PL 480 
 PL 480 PL 480
DA TITLE I TITLE II 
 ESF TOTAL PL 480 PL 480
DA TITLE I TITLE II 
 ESF 
 TOTAL 
 DA TITLE I TITLE II 
 ESF TOTAL
AFGHANISTAN 
 22,500 
 -- 28,946 22,547 73.993 22,500
BANGLADESH 58,498 -- 32,635 22,500 77,635 35,00060,000 15,264 -- -- 35,566 35,000
133, 62 60,000 80,000 105,566
20,538
BHUTAN -- -- 1,052 

-- 160,538 55,000 60,000 18,968-- 1.052 -- 133,968BURMA 251 251
5,150 ...--. 
.--

--5,150 ..-- -- -- 0
CAMBODIA 0 .0
-- 1,841 3,500 5.341 .. 
 .. . 5,000
CYPRUS 5,000 ......
.. ..-- 10.000 10,000 7,000 7,000
.. 
 .. .. 20,000 I 20,000 .....EGYPT -- 179,500 2,626 700,000 882,126 7,000 7,000
FIJI .. . -... -- 170,000 1,295... 930,000 1 1,101,295 
 "" 160,000
0 ..... -- 815,000 975,0005,000 97,000

IJDIA-
INDIA 
 23,600 -- - - -0109,097 -- 132,697 24,000 --- 67,635 - 0 -- -- -- 1,000INDONESIA 39,900 91,635 25,000 1,000
15,000 9,470 -- 85,000 --
-- 64,370 42,000 15,000 110,000
IRELAND 4,459 -- 61,459-- -- -- 35,000 43,000 10,000 4,918 --35,000 -- 57,918ISRAEL -- 10,000 10,000.. .. . 1,200,000 1,200,000 -- -- --.. .. 0
JORDAN . 1,200,000 1,200,000
.. ......
.. . 18,000 18,000 1,200,000 1,200,000
15,000 15.000
LAOS .. .. 1,751 -- 1,203,000 35,000
LE A O , 2 - 1,751 ......
6 8 5--
LEBANON 0 .... 35,000
.. .. 6,825 .... 0 35,000
-- 6,825 ..MOROCCO 12,500 36,000 

.. 14,112 300 14,412 --12,782 20,000 81,282 12,500 44,000 14,688 
-- 12,744 2,000 14,744

NEPAL 12,000 20,000 91,188 12,500
-- 1,802 -- 35,000 15,699 15,000
13,802 12,000 7B,199
-- 1,398
OMAN -- 13,398 12,000
-- -- --...-- 13,000 13,000 12,000
PAKISTAN 50,000 80,000 --

-- 15,000 15,000 -- --220,000 350,000 50,000 20,000 20,000
80,000
PHILIPPINES 39,998 -- 215,000 345,000
30,000 27,947 15,000 112,945 40,000 --
50,000 80,000 -- 250,000 380,000

POLAND 5,775 
13,441 298,000 $ 351,441 55,000
-- 15,000 16,471-- 1,000 6,775 160,000 246,471 --ZooZ3,225 .--
PORTUGAL -- 3,000 6,225 1,00032,013 32,013 -- --... 1,000-,50,000
SOUTH PACIFIC 8,670 .. .. 10,000 18,670 

50,000 -- 0,000 50,000
4,000 
 10,000
SPAIN -- 1. 14,000 6,500 ..3,000 3,000 11,200 17,700

SRI LANKA 26,800 26,000 ..--


906 ---- 53,706 26,800 16,000 0--

THAILAND 15,300 -- -- 42,800 18,000 16,000-- 5,000 20,300 13,598 .. 589 -- 34,589TUNISIA 5,000 18,598
-- 29,900 14,500
1,676 10,000 41,576 -- 5,000
-- 10,000 19,500
-- 11,250 21,250TURKEY -- -- 32,000 -- 15,000 "" 12,500 27,50032,000 --
YEMEN 60,000 60,000
22,095 ;0,000 .-- -- -- 60,00032,095 60,500
21,000 10,000 ....
WEST BANK/GAZA -- -- 1,655 31,000 21,150 5,000 ....-- 1,655 26,150
-- 467 --ANE RE6IONAL 18,879 467 5,000
. ---- 10,366 29,245 19,366 0
 
ASEAN .-- 22,355 1 41,721 18,163
3,600 ....
-- 3,600 3,150 17,500 35,663.. .. 
 43,1 3,260 
 17,500 35,26

TOTAL ANE 365,265 466,400 223,640 
2,360,426 3,415,731 354,139 
425,000 170,919 2,912,405 3,062,463 
 370,073 396,000
Total PL 480 690,040 189,955 2,703,200 3,659,228
Total PL 480 
 595,919 


Total PL 480 585,955
 
[I] Source: Final FY 88 OYB. 
 DA & ESF figures are actual obligations.


Excludes International Disaster Assistance, and deob/reob. 
[2] Source: PPC control table dated 12-21-88.
 
(3) Source: PPC control
PL 480 figures exclude WFP. table dated 12-?1-88.
FY 88 PL 480 are estimates. 

I Includes carryforward from FY 88.
 


